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1852. NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. 
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TO VOLUME IV. 

A. Page.] Blackbirds, au 
Agriculture, No. 1, 1) Butter, Preserving, 123 
Agricultural Societies in lows, 1) Boys from the Country, 131 
Agricultural Bureau, 3) Budding or Inoculating, 160 
‘Agricultural Society of Columbia Co, 7} Butter Mould; : 171 
‘Ashes as Manure, 14] Birds and Snakes, their Utility, 183 

| Architecture—Where to Build, 16] Beet Root in Utah, 199 
Agricultural Society, State, 25| Belle, The Modern, 199 
Agricultural Bureau, 29! Borer, The Apple Tree, (illustrated) 205 
Agriculture, 35] Borer, The Pear Tree, (Illustrated) 205 
Apple, Nonsuch, 37| Blackberry, Culture of, do 207 

‘Agricultural Education, ‘ 50} Bees, instinct of, 221 
Agriculture, No. 2, 53! Buckwheat, harvesting of, 227 
Apple trees, Special Manures for, . 64/ Beans, harvesting of, | <32 
Age of Animals, 66| Botts in horses, e 235 

ener Meeting, Jefferson and Dodge Bariey, new variety of, 260 
“Counties, 63} Bag Holder, 250 

Apple, Siberian Crab, 85) Black wart on plum trees, 254 

‘Apricot, How to Cultivate, 86| Basket Willow, 970 
‘Agriculture in Oregon, 8s Cc. : k 
‘Agricultmre in Africa, 88! Crops, Without Exhausting the Soil, 7 ] 
‘Artichokes as an Agricultural Product, 112] Corn, Stowell Sweet, 8 

| Ammonia, fixing it in Stables, 123] Cabbage, Value of, 94 
‘Agriculture in Palestine, 133] Cranberries, Highland, 12 | 
Apple Trees Girdled by Mice, Remedy for, 137| Curiosity in the Fruit Kingdom, 12 | 
Agricultural Society, Fond du Lac Co, 170) Cherry, the Downer, 13 

‘Agriculture in France, 207! Chemistry of Nature. 17 
‘Acorns and Chestnuts, planting of, 203 | Cow and First Calf, 21 
‘Agricultural Congress, 222 | Crops in Minnesota, 29 
‘Ammonia, salt for fixing in manure, 259) Cherry, Black Tartarisn, 38 
“BB : Cow, Short Horn, 55 

| Bow Pins, Spring, 8) Corn, the First Ear, 67 
|| Boulder, Mounted, > '8\Carrots for Horses, . >» , 88 
Boys Remember this, 19] Constitution, the Importance of Studying, . 89 

| Barley, Raising of, 26) Convention, Teacher’s State, 89 
} Beautiful Extract, - Chickens vs. the Carculio, 162 | 

, Culture o Carrots for Coffee, ww. 

Bibiee Honey, Wal Celt, Great, 186 | 
Bees, Discovery in Management of, 78} Corn, its Gum, Oil and Starch... ..,., MASH 

| Brick-dust for Cuttings, 38 Improventent of the Cou tS 

}) Bée Hives, {mprovement in, « 40| Catves, How to Raias, cate A | 
| Black-boards, Material for, 113 | Gdrrots for'Fattoning, a 
te eT 
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) | iv WISCONSIN FARMER; AND December, | | __i ee eeee 
|} Cobs, Nutettive Wailue of, 146 engi Planting, 87 
|| Coffee, New Virtue in, 154 | Entomology, Remarks on, 102 
i Corn Worm, 81 |Hepien, farmers write for your paper, 347 

| Convention, Educational, 105 F. 

Carrots, 121 | Pair, Wisconsin State, 169 
| Cat Slaughtering, 130 | Fruit Trees: Caution in Applying salt to, 197 
| Currants and Gooseberries, 134 | Farming, Inconclstencics, 133 
Carrots for Wintering Stock, 140 | Furrower, double, 130 

i = “y 454] Fighbs of Ireland, 117 
1 || Curiosity, a 1384 Factory, Woolen, 109 
, } Chemistry, ciate Cl WS Frait Tregs, Manure for, 6 

f || Caterpillars on Orebards, / i 4 i ui Bes Prefs Soest of Propagating, 87 
Cranberry Culture, * LA =" 105 | Fruits for Wisconéin, 86: 
Cultivation, Effects of, — 203, Forests & Streams, ~ 69 
Carrots, Profits ofan Acre, 203 | Fruit, its Use, 64 

Caulifiowers, Culture of, 208 | Fruit, its Economy, 63 
fom Gon civisuinn 218 |Bethit Trees, Low Headed, L 62 

| ttage, plan of, . q ~.»,245 | Farming in Illinois, ¥ sail 8 
|. Cows failingin milk, | ,. a | roe House, Plage! pi vo 97 

| Coal, artificial, am a 260 | Fowls, Profit of, a 
| Cattle, feeding of in stalls and in sheds, 260 + Flowers, Sleeping of, M8 
Colic in horses, remedy for, bo» -}-264 | Flag, first American, miios] 17 
Corn, curing of, add 201 | Farming, 7 —owivotison 49 
Clayton County, a i 234 j Facts for Farmers, - tuoi 6 

Crops and prices, : . 295 | Food for stock, cooking of, © ; 259 

Calves, WLC :cescutt), oon" uo oY QO EES County, ‘ 23 
Convention of teachers, alibi 2A6 [¢ ait; State, at Milwaukee, wanoy ast 

‘ Convention, National Agricultural, .. ooh ie Tait? its Savoring principles, et 
Garious Facts, "220 Fruit trees, fall planting’ of, 5 _ 230 

Peaking of ihbieurck of Beil bere, 29g | Flower garden, / oi BRS D. " Fruit, peel or rind indigestible, j a4 
Domestic Animils, wintering of, 270 | Fair, Texas, or 

+ Diseases of the season—use of fruit, 237 | Fruit Culturist, American, £ 
Discovery of a new fibrous plant, _ 932 | Fruit Grower's Association, Meeting of North- 
Democracy of Science, nae y +, 189 |... western, woHl 1001204 
Discovery, Singular, : g 1 Fair, Wis. sro ) 214 

, Downing, A. J., Death of ™ 214 | Fidelity, . igo 
, Discovery in Motive Power, © 0°! 047 |'Poir, State, 4 ud an tttoaaitte 

Domestic Animale, Improvenstit'of, °"""” “" 66 | Fruit Grower's Association, Northwestern, 193 
Draining in Jadiana, ©” s0°S138 | Pruitage, Double, Pe cs a) 

E eee erga AEE Wats oid 36 eusgisg com sina Editor’s Table for{January, 2124 | Pacts, Curious in the Animal Kingdom, 
& “ February, a 4448 ene coenal ae * 154 

' ac Mare, 71006015 0 CORES | Maast 008 nce dh tae cot 
i 9) peel, voi /g®4—96 | Pairs, State, Times of Holding.) (0 ci: | 

Oo a a ee {ra Fruits, preserving ip theizown,Juieg, icc: 38 | « « June, Bre re fas Flowers, last longest Shaded, @ 135 |] 
. a sf eu “i168 Fruit, Change of by Grafting, ois oni waa || i... a “ae 1199 Bei bor bo mole thaw, botmnoth asbikd® 

° abe » Sa A oe, MAS H16 | laws raising of, ald s9dmeineS1 290.f 
8 Cette iene oe, oy 298 Bowls, Black Spanish, Qo gee ft ROO | 

ee November, " ; Monge ee @ doused iiiwaod fl ng = « « December, yrs - yon 8 Grape culture, 9 s1vilnd x “on 
j. |] Eggs cent from N. Orleans to Europe, |» ‘207 Grape, the Isabella, opregew tT ao} 
i) Bagge the Sheep, Acuteness of, 9) oo) 1; 30, Grass as a Crop tes eecel ai yi>voeid aA 
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1852. NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. v i 

Gates, Hanging of, 5 | Horse, Longevity of 211 i 
Gardens, Manuring of, in the Fail and Winter, 12! Harrowing, 209 | 
Guinea Larger than God, 18| forse, To have a good, 202 
Grace Tree, ‘ 59! Hogs, Turnips for, 108 
Grape, its medicinal qualities, 63 | Hedge, Osage Orange, 195 jj 
Glanders in horses, 251 | Hamming-birds, 20 | 
Guano, its analysis, 255 | Hogs, Suffolk, 75 | 
Guano, its application, 256 | Houses, for ice, 32 | 
Grape Vines Trained within a Frame, 207 | Horses, feeding on the road, 186 | 

oGardening, 73 bee Notes, insébts aifiitrees—scaly 
Garden Work for May, 98 | aphis—chapter on pruning—diseases of fruit | 
Gardening, 141 | trees, enemies, worms, lice and borers, 180 
Galls on Horses, * 40 | Hungarian Wheat, Potatoes, Poland Oats, 
Geese, Raiting 0% 137 Beans, 268 
Grape, White Native, 134 | Honey Bees, wintering of, 269 | 

Grapes, Medicinal Qualities of, 185 | Hams, smoking and preserving of, 267 
Grease on Trees, 183 | Horses, statistics of, 27 

| Grease on Trees, 160 | Elogs, preparation of food for, 271 
Grafting Vines, 157 tr 
Grape Vines, Potash for, 157 | Insects and Pear blight, 232 
Grass Seed, Sowing of, 127 | Tmagination, effects of on cows, 246 | 

H Tnstinct, in a bird, 38 
Hogs, improved Middlesex, 233 | Interesting Discovery, 40 | 

Hogs, good points of, 233 | Inquiries of a correspondent, 79 

Horses, salt for, 255 « about sowing fruit seeds, 8 
Horses, floor for foundered, 257 | Institutes, teachers, 90 
Horticultural Notes, planting orchards—prep- Institute, the American, 93 

' aration of the soil—drainage—selecting trees Minois, things in, 121 
—soil—mulching, 82 | Institutes, attendance at, 139 
Horses—balking of, 81 | Industry, sounds of, 141 
Horse,—Hambletonian, 71 | Minois, things in, 145 

Hedges, Siberian Crab, 64 | Institute, normal, proceedings, 114 
Hogs, Method of keeping, 59 | Insects on Fruit and Forest Trees, 194 

Hens, flesh for, 58 K. 
Hair, Magnified, ¥ 41 | Knives for budding, 160 
Hens, to make them lay perpetual! 40 | Kendall IIL, communication from, 136 

|| Homestead, beautifying ‘of, 37 L. 

Horticultural Notes—oultivated fruits, 35 | Linen from unrotted flax, ’ Lai 
Horticultural Notes—profit of fruit growing 60 | Land, fertility of exhausted by cities, a 
Houre, country farm; 16 | Leaves, their utility, 39 
Henery, plan of, 2 | Lice on trees il 

Hay, stacking, 17g | Lake, a new discovery, 148 

Horse, English cart, 177 | Leaves, dead, use of, B 
Horticultural Notes—pruning orchards, 156 | Land, reclaiming of, 138 
Horse the want of appetite, 153 | Linseed meal for calves, 259 
Hen, the Guinea, 152 x. 
Heaves in horses, 140 | Milk, its analysis, 237 
Hogs, Chinese, 125 | Mules and Horses, 268 
Hen, remarkable, 126 | Minnesota, her trade, 1. 

Homestead, : 115 | Markets, Roman, 7 
| Horseradish, 112 | Mining and agriculture, 255 
‘Horticultural’ Notes, Scions; ‘planting trees | Milk, facts about, 253 
‘Cultivation among, ‘106 | Manures, my favorite, 154 
Horticultural cifeutat, , 106 | Milk, bloody, 99 
‘Hogs, best breed of, 105 | Mules vs. Horses, 116 

| Hawk family, 93 |Manures for wheat, * 122 
| Horse, tapping in the'mouth, oy [Saeehins Be paling Sen _ 
House for schools, {0 soo 'gg tS preparing butter; -



} vi WISCONSIN FARMER, AND 1852. | 

i Miles, of different nations, 127 | Plowing deep, 189 | 
|| Moths, Apple tree, 132 | Poultry Feeder, 183 | 
|| Mines, iron of Lake Superior 19 | Peas and Beans, fattening properties of, 187 | 

Manure, not good for the vine, fresh, 159 | Peach, its culture from seed, 184 
N. Pear, Buffum, 184 | 

| Nursery Business, 272 | Paint, the using it, 179] 
Notices of the Press, 277 | Potatoes, what shall be the substitute, mm] 

| Norway and Sweden, 115 | Paints, made of Zino, 103 | 
Nothing Wasted, 33 | Plow, Syrian, 9 

| New Discovery, y 39 | Parsnips for swine, a 
| Noiseless carriage wheels and horse shoes, 163 | Pear trees, burnt bones for, 1n]] 
Nature, Harmony of, 199 | Pipes for water, 151 

0. Poultry and Eggs, 150 
Onion Maggot, 260 | Plow, subsoil or grade, My 
Orchards, Hogs, &e., 252 | Paints, valuable discovery, 4g 
Oil from rosin, 220 | Potatoes and Tomatoes, U1} 

} Osier, stripping of, 220 | Pie Plant, 138 
{| Object, The noblest for the Regard of the Leg- Peach tree, remarkable growth, 133 

{| islator, 212 |Pomological Congress, 132 
Ocean, Great Polar, 211 | Pig, 130 | 
Onions, Cabbages and Turnips, cultivation of, 75 | Potatoes, new variety, 128} 

| Onion Maggot, 141 | Paint, green, 128 | 
Orchards. planting in, 134 | Pine wool, 250 
Orchards, Apples and other fruit, 110 | Problem solved, 255 
Orchards, cultivation of the land in, 109 Qa. q 
Onions and Cabbage, how to raise them, 98 | Quince trees, salt for, 20 
Osier, cultivation of in Wisconsin, 97 | Quince trees, salt for, 157 
Orchards and Nurseries, spring work in, 61 | Quinces, raising of, om. 

| Onions, cultivation of, 54 R. ' 
P. Rye, raising of, ae 

Poison of Rusted Wheat, 224 | Rape Seed, 235 
Plow, Forman’s Patent, 221 | Rats and Mice, 27 
Plums, Imperial Gage, 273 | Rust or Mildew in what, 13 
Pruning, time for, 274 | Rain — in nature, 12 
Poultry, management of, 274 | Reading, how to learn, 1 
Prospectus for Vol. Fifth, 276 | Railroads, benefit of to farmers, 10 
aga exportation of, 269 | Raspberry, Red Antwerp, . om. 
Plow, self holding, 128 | Roots, wide extension of, g 

Plowing, 126 | Raspberry bushes, wonderful, 6 
Parsnips, analysis of, manures for, 125 | Relics, ancient, interesting, 4 
Plow, a good one, 105 | Root crops, n 
Peach, Culture of, 210 8. , 
Poultry and State Fair, 196 | Smut in Wheat, 104) 
Potato Rot, 209 | Salt for stock, 99 

Pear, Kirtland, (Ilustrated,) 208 | Sense vs. Nonsense, 100 
Plows, transformable, 101 | Sheep Husbandry, a 
Planter, for Corn, 99 | Sheep, New Leicester, 6 
Pears on the Thorn, 73 }Smut in wheat, cure of, § 
Premiums, 74 | Seed Sower and Corn Planter, % 
Paint, using of, 56 | Sap, motion in trees, ur 
Prospect ahead, 41 | Sheep, worms in, remedy, 146 
Potato Rot, 49 | School Exercise, new, aor 139 
Press for plows, 34 | Sheep and Wool growing, profita, 197 
Plow, improved steel, 28 | Sheep, Leicestershire, ssid off Paint, important discovery, 80 | Sulphur vs. Insects, 197 
Premium List, State Society, 172 ‘Sheep, to protect from, dogs, » 179 
Pear and Plum, leaf blight, 157 | Schools in Pennsylvania, el 
Pears, Louise Bonne of Jersey, 157 School Celebrations, _ eh
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- Hicteds, patent hold back for, 275: Topography of Iowa, * 10 
? s heep, blankets for, 966) Transplanting, 272 

8 [schools in winter, 258 \ Teachers Institute, 265 
’ Mi chool Celebrations, 206 | Turnips, taste of in butter, 224 
‘| trawberry, New, 209) Teachers Institutes, first in Wisconsin, 259 
 |Misheep at the State Fair, 197! Turtles, instinctof, 260 
|Rsieep, French Merino, (illustrated,) 200 | Time, waste of, 257 
| swine, Management of, 197] Tea Plant, 260 
 PEsoils, pulverizing of, 123 uv 
| ag : " 
[fjseeds, germination of, 52! Underdraining, 54 
‘|Bgscholar, the @ull one, 91 Vv. 

aig no time for, 2 e Varnish,a new invention, 4l 
|e Serpent, reels = Vegetables frozen, thawing of, 36 
ig es pale sar | Vesetable Curiosity, 74 
—. cena foe Vegetables in California, 65 

for ) 22 ® 

|MeStirrap iron, 124; Ww. f 

BBsStomps, burning out, 117| Wheat, great yield, 260 
Wace ie rocauts, 113} Wells, artesian in Arkansas, 251 
| Springfield, TL, 161 | Wisconsin, face of the country &e., 248 
WM Soggestions for farmers, 224 pastes Natural purifiers of, ll 

WB School, free system, 235] Water for Cattle, 21 

i Scholars, how made, 236 | Wheat, spring, 55 
‘Sheep, French Merinos, foundation of, 226 | Woodpecker’s Stores, » 39 
Sheep, wintering of, 219 | Wheat, hundred fold, . S 

T. Writing, 113 

BB Trees, What they are made of, 212} Weights ond measures, 16 
‘Tobaceo, cultivation of the soil, 5| Why do men plow, sow and reap, 129 
Truth, telling it, 152| Waste and Extravagance, 129 
Trees and insects, 183 | Water, hard, cause and remedy, 138 

Turnips, their cultivation and how to get rid WWicuices In the payers: n6 
ofthe fy, 129 | Worms on trees, mode of destroying them, 186 

Tool Chest, 110 Whortleberries, swamp, 187 

The Future, gq | Wheat, Chidham, 162 
Trees, selection of, ¥ 85 Wheat, one grain, produce of, 66 

planting, gq | Wheat, Clover and Oats, 267 
Tree} 
Trees for Shade, 81 Y. 
Tobacco, growth of, in N. Y,, 11 | Young men and Women, _ 155 
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| WISCONSIN & IOWA FARMER, | ! 
3 

i AND 

MORTH WESTERN CULTIVATOR. |. SS ee ee 
VOL, 4. JANESVILLE, WIS., JANUARY, 1852. NOL | . 

POBLISHED ON THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, BY {spiting. It proves the growth and diffusion 
MARK MILLER, of a wider and deeper consciousness of the im- 

TERMS: portance and dignity of labor as an element P ey 
Piecieed ne ee gee a nn| national strengtis audi sama progres Scag sence with the veh eect, All subscriptions to com-| A nation flourishes or withers with the devel- mence with the volume. Back numbers Supplied to new | ‘ : : subscribers. eee ce opment and vigor of its industry. It may 

ADVERTISING ; : sy | Prosper and be strong without statesmen, war- One page per year $50 oP = pate - = | riors, or jurists ; it fades and falls with the 
Eighth page 10 | decline of its artsand its agriculture.” A great GeompearCovdo tne aren) ree $2 cath mkecro aisiesk, bot the eateraiee So Poreach sibessearreserecn 75 ete 3 i OFFICE.—Empire Block, Main St., in the rooms oceupi- slow to recognize it—there is now a wider and ed for the office of the Junes ville Gazeite. truer recognition of it, and it is entering more 

AGRICULTURE, NO. 1. and more into the broad and elevated views 
THE BEARING OF EXHIBITIONS ON THE FARM-| which will work out the social redemption of 

ING INTEREST. all lands beneath the sun. a 
sta = . : We are glad to see the noble position that We rejoice in all the tendencies of improve-|._,_ . 8 = eee 2 eee ._|is being assumed by our own state with ref- ment, and in the indications of real progress in a aa agriculture, and the m ultiplying oa 

the aoe leading profession of agriculture, and idences that it will not be found laging in the | 
Figuies ibe Statler ef oongratelation aang great race of improvement. The organization the*true tillers of the soil, who have so zeal- and first exhibition of a state agricultural soci- | 

aad pecan ely Emreneht with voter: ety have been attended by excellent result. | 
see en end, that this profession is fast be- There is now an awakened interest, consequent || 
28 rom ee eee aed Sn thereupon, that will not die away—county | tion and elevated to its true position among organizations have widely sprung up—fairs 
the callings of men, dhe discoveries of the have been holden, meagre, it is true, in some age, the developments in science, the improve- instances, and all these have conspired to in- ment in the arts, have all combined to exalt duce the most satisfactory effects 
and enoble agriculture and to promote the = nnn 
farming interest. It is now scen that it is no ot —— in-Tows, 
small matter to be a farmer ; and that to suc-| - The farmers of Iowa are beginning to move | 
ceed as one, and to excell in the various bran-| in the formation of agricultural societies and | ches of agriculture one must not only hold the} the holding of fairs. The people of Van Bu- } 
plow or drive but must study, investigate and } ren county are the pioneers in this movement. |] 
Practically apply what his judgment shall de-| 4 county agricultural society has been organ- 
termine to be sound and useful knowledge. _| ized and their first annual fairheld. The fol- 

Tt has been well remarked that this is an! lowing named persons were elected officers: 
age of exhibitions. We have mechanic’s fairs} qq. McCray, President. } 
county fairs and cattle shows ; horticultural,] Robert Meck, Sen., Vice Pres. | 
and pomological exhibitions, state fairs, na- ae Sao eee . | z = on. E. Main, Treasurer. i Sal on ee bem mt ast 00 tsaaiby Day, A Ven Viedk W. 8. Wright, | great Wontn’s Farr, at London, soo James E. Miller, and Asa E. Phillips, direc- | transported, it is believed, to the shores of the] tors, 
new world. “ And this is well—nay, it isin-| From the following, which we extract from |} 

* i [EEE EEE oe



2 WISCONSIN, FARMER, AND January, | 

a lengthy notice of the fair, in the Keosauqua] gether and comparing stock, commodites, ide- || 
American, we infer that a good beginning tl as &e., we understand better wherein we are I 

been made by the farmers of Van Buren Co.; — ed we want, and what we can and | 
, || and that the right spirit is abroad among them. ;°"S SS ae ae emcee ae 1 

4, Let other counties in the state follow suit, un- For the Wisconsin Farmer. 

til there is not one left without an agricultural Miverat Port, Noy. 12, 1851. 
: | || society. I hare for some time past thought of writ- 
7 “The exhibition of stock was much larger, | ing to you and now as one of your correspon- 

4! than we had anticipated ; and among it we dents bids, I have “let drive.” 
f; || noticed some very good cattle. Several yoke) yy looking back over the Farmer I have 
{|| of oxen remarkable for their symmetry and | II pleased to think thatthe hi 
; beauty, and others for their extraordinary size, ee es . aad 

* |! elicited our attention. A number of very ex- | ™an of the west, can, by a very little exertion, 
; . ||.cellent cows also were on exhibition, and one | have such a help to his labors ; but still it is | 

[ or two bulls of superior blood ; but the calves} not what it may be, if its subscribers will exert | 
—a goodly number—seemed to attract the| shomselves and let you know thei 

! most attention amongst the horned animals. } ,- y eee | 
I Several of this latter class would have appear- | Y° S4Y you are bound to come out now. Let | 

1 ed to advantage in any of the eastern state those that can, “help you out,” then we will 

! || agricultural fairs. We were much pleased | have (not one of) but the very best agricul- 
with them ; belonging to “the rising genera- | tural paper in the west. Mr. Editor, I was 

, || tion,” they promise well for the future! thes dsubtholah . A 
: yi Ay eee ros Reser ern ea ee 

without alluding to the fine fruit exhibited by and July, but was glad, indeed, to see the Far- 
Judge Meek of Bonaparte. The Judge pre-| mer again. I had then almost determined to 

sented several varieties of apples from his or-| send for the Prairie Farmer, but those tew 
chard which we regard as equal in size and| words of his decided its fate. He says “We 
deliciousness of flavor to those grown in any} ..ou19 not exchange fi th, b 
eS of the world. His Rambo and 4isopus| * & ee eee 
pitzenburg apples we pronounce first rate— lished.” This looks too much like egotism.— 

Judge Meek also exhibited some domestic wine | I allow it is a valuable work ; but, still, let 
of fine flavor, “ —" by competent | others praise it, and not its own editor. I be- 

ges, an excellent article. + . 5 
pipe it altogether, we must pronounce the are . : = = es ees by 2 
exhibit a good one. It was even better than| Winter is near at hand, I therefore send you 
we had hoped. When we reflect that it was| a plan of a hen house, on a plan, I believe, of 

but see Sepieniag ‘ a it was but recently | my own, of 12 by 14 feet. 
suggested, and suddenly sprung upon the far- a tae z . 3 

mers ; and, when we remember also, the very Dore be 3.07 Uae man ciiguess eases 
unfavorable character of the season which is| & door; f, window with 6 lights of glass; g,hole 
just closing, all must admit that it was an ex-| for the chickens to go out ; 4h h hare roosts 
traordinary fair. elevated 4 or 5 feet ; ¢i¢ are rows of nests 

ae — us more and better than on one end and one side of the house, elevated || 
, the real interest manifested—the lau- 2 or 8 feet 

dable spirit of emulation at work! These ae 
gives us a cheering earnest of what we may| _ Description of fig. 2 ; the -hole should be 
expect next year. All seemed in earnest ; all elevated 2} feet above ground, as at a fig. 2, 
ambitious to excel, and yet all were good na-| with a hole in the bottom at a ; the roof, c, of 

tured. True, no doubt, some of the competi-| the house will cover this, d, hole in the wall 
tors for premiums may have differed in their as at g, fig Ist, ¢ roost; & section of front 

judgment with the committees of examination, nS a a 
but this is always liable to happen and gener- wall. 

ally works no evil as it prompts to renewed] Advantages ; Good circulation of air, and 
efforts to surpass another year. Indeed, when | good light, both very essential to the well be- 

the committees had pronounced their verdicts, | jn of chickens, 
all competitors seemed to say, ‘ Well, we'll see 8 Ie, ds 

.|| next year ! The truth is, we are all better 2d; Clean and comforable nests ; 3d, the 

prepared even now for an icultural fair | Toosts are placed to advantage for economy of 

than we were one week ago. “By coming to-| the house; and 4th the hole toadmit the chick- 
ee 

i S
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| Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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| ens will prevent wolves, owls, dc., from entering |drawn, directly or indirectly, from the labor of 
|| and destroying them. By the way, the owls|the husbandman. , 
destroyed about 30 for me last winter, = But it is not right, that the thoughtful and 

| ths gave rise to the plan. scientific inventor should pay the government 
I would be glad to see more useful engra-|for permission to enjoy for a space, his own 

| vings in our Farmer. If every number was | productions—nor is itright that the first, andin 
|| equal to the October number, it would be al-|every way, the most important interest in the 
| most equal to our magazines in embellish-/nation—should be a forced pensionary of these 
ments, and much better in its choice of sub-| often poor and hard-working mechanics, 

jects. Singular as the aromaly may appear, THE 

| Mr. Editor; a few words to you and I = FARMER is represented in his gov- |{ | 
done, Although you gave me the pleasure to ernment, by @ petty clerkship /—smuggled— 
send twice for thosel1 numbers which I have;| few can tell how—into the office of the com- 

| ie: you sent $ first and then neglected until missioner of patents and supported out of the 
|| you was again put in remembrance; I forgive fund contributed by inventors! 
| you, and now I have received 2 numbers for And whose fault is this? Oor own—most 
\ October. By the by, I have made a good use|decidedly our own—what scientific farmer 

of one of them. I have loaned it to my neigh- | have we ever sent to Congress? What enqui- 
bors and have the promise of some subscribers. |ty have we ever made in regard to legislation 
Please send me a prospectus enclosed in the|for our own especial interests? Have we not 

| Dee. number, or at any other time, and don’t |even = ridiculed the idea of applying science 

promise in it one jot or tittle more than you|to agriculture ; and by our agés shown that 
are determined to perform and I will use it|we believed the farmer possessed of no worth, 

for your benefit. beyond honest industry, and frugal independ- 
Yours, Epwarp Pumps. |ence? 

————— But let us hear what the President says of 
: For the Wisconsin Farmer. us. 

Agricultural Bureau. “ Agriculture may justly be regarded as the 

ji President has aguin reminded our na- |gredt interest of our eee 
eee oo. tion of the soil, and the rapid expansion of our 

?|settlements over new territories, is daily ad- 
heretofore, been utterly overlooked, or neglee- | ding to the number of those engaged in that 
ted by Congress. vocation. 

We have seen millions annually appropria-| Justice and sound policy, therefore, alike 
ted to other interests, and have deemed it just — Ute gor a: the 
da saan : and even now, = have ee Scalia interests oad welfare of that impor- 

ought of questioning the propriety of this|tant class of our fellow citizens, and yet it is a 
|| Policy, of protecting commerce and manufac- ape fact, that whilst the manufacturing ; 
| tures ; it is all right—though the means be|and commercial interests have engaged the at- 

nantes i
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tention of congress during a large portion of | ceived as a boon from congress. i 
every session, and our statutes abound in pro-| tr the mai rily neglect th | 
visions for their protection and encouragement, | —_ s eee. cae conve i 

little has yet been done, directly, for the ad- will become a party issue, and our agricultu- 
vancement of agriculture ; it is time that this | all press might possibly be driven to interfere, | 

y reproach to our legislation should be removed, | contrary to its settled policy ; and politicians | 
a IT oe noe wat the oe ones ess | can have no doubts on which side it would be 

| ! efficient toner egg: nacelles ae ea euch aeeeeues ae | 
it those who have preceded them. An agricul- | it dishonorable, if not imposible, for our organs | 

, | || tural bureau, charged with the duty of collec- | to remain silent, or neutral. | 
$$ || tirg and dissemmating correct information as ; : ee 5, | 
i} |] to the best mode of cultivation, and of the most | si = cere peeing te apace aay fede | 

+ || effectual means of preserving and restoring | Sb etie mney and in this connection? There 
‘AN the fertility of the soil, and of procuring and | #s something that we should do. If we want 
',,| distributing seeds and plants, and other vege-| this bureau we should say so. The easiest | 

|| table productions, with instructions in regard | way is to write to members of congress, on | 

;|| to the soil, climate, and treatment best adapted | ¢n.¢ subject, that they may have some grounds | 
»|| to their growth, could not fail to, in the lan- | for talki ail f tachi | 
7{| Suage of Washington, in his last. annual mes- RE, Bee ee Oe et ee See 
1 | sage to congress, be the instrument of national | Our press might, with propriety, make known 
,|| benefit.” the views of our thinking men ; but our agri- 

f But will congress act upon this recommen- | cultural periodicals are not read at Washing- 
4!| dation of the President? Politicians answer | ton, and the best way would be, for staTE so- 

"|| “Yo”—and why? I will give you the sub- | crerms to send deligates to Washington, as 
stance of a few answers of members of con-| we have no one in congress, who may deem || 

gress, and my inference drawn from this and | jt his particular business,to advocate our cause ; 

the silence of others. and we should take such means as others find | 
The whigs say, “ We have been the first to | successful in getting a law through a legisla- | 

revive this recommendation of the first presi- | tive body. | 

dent ; we have done all we could as the mi-} Of one thing, we may rest assured—a bu- | 
nority, we must Jeave the responsibility, and | reau of agriculture, or a well endowed agri | 
the odium of defeat, to our opponents.” It is | cultural association, we can have IF WE ACT 
not for me to inquire how much more regard | xow. ‘This is the long session, and there is | 

for party than for principles, may be involved | time enough ; the succession to the presiden- | 
in this answer. cy is not settled and we may easily make our | 

And now, for “ the party of progress.” Our] rights an important element in the most. des- | 
democratic friefffls admit that this is essential- perate orthe more promising chances of candid- | 

ly a democratic measure, but they say “the | ates,and,if Iam not greatly mistaken, several of j 

whigs have got the start, in adopting it, and | the wisest aspirants require only some certain | 

it. would be poor policy for us, to pass it now, | encouragement from agriculturists to take the | 

and thereby strengthen the hands of the ad-| Jead in doing us full and liberal justice. | 
ministration.” A Wesvern Farwer. | 

There is certainly more candor than gener- pa aoe eee ff eects 

eee eye eer en are wank anllnee pel: us with a beautiful specimen of Swestwiter | 
ae hoe ges " Muskaline Grape, which he: has cultivated on | 

= the opinior of one, who has studied the | his place. The berry was very large and de- 
f polities of our country, for near half a century’| Jicious. Mr. Fisk tells us that. it grows with 
}| —and has not been blinded by mingling in | very little attention. He has in his garden a, 
| the strife as a partizan for the last 18 years— ee = rary 7. ne flowers, es | 

Biche democratic party, should, out of Jiboral| °.57 other fruits, figs, and.of hones planta a 
| policy, as well as necessary justice to the ag- large quantity of all varieties—which he will 

ricultural interest — immediately make this dispose of to those who want. 
x their own, while it may yet be re- _ [Oshkosh Dem. 

a .
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i c Hanging Gates. thought securely fastened. They are less lia- 
} s se ble to get out of repair, as they,by their weight 

| Decidedly the most improved method in| cither when open or closed, do not strain tem- 
1 hanging gates we have ever seen is illustrated | selves, or drag over the posts. . They are less 

| by the above engraving. Several of these gates| liable to be obstructed by snow or frost than 
| have been erected in and about Racine within | °Y 8% # use- 

| a few months and have a decided preference Was a en een ia 

by those who have used them, over anything The Cultivation of Tobacco. 

| in the gate line that has come up before. I ec 
} : The subject of the cultivation of the to- 
I The N.Y. Farmer & Mechanic says :—| pacco plant is, at the present time, exciting 
wr ee —- re —— some interest among the farmers of, this state; 

| gates was secure yy letters patent to 0S. sas 
| Parkinson of Ontario co., N. Y., Aug. 6, 1850, om Une ee Be as a al 
| and has alreaty gone into use in the western dium through which the facts and be are sisal: 
| and middle part of this state, being adapted | regard to its cultivation must and will be elic- 

| for farm purposes. They are so simple in| ited. With what success that plant has here- 
ae Se = ‘any: Tilson farmer | tofore been cultivated in this state, I am not 

| em with very little expense, as} _ =e F 
| nothing but boards and nails are used—no| TP!¢ to say: But it is very certain that many 
| mortices or tenons, nor iron in hanging ; but circumstances must combine to render the cul- 

| simply turning edgewise through an open post | tivation of any crop profitable both to the far- 
| upon a single wooden pin as represented. mer and the country, as that erop which yields 

“Besides their cheapness these gates pos-| the largest income for one year, is not always 
sess. many Sree In their operation | the most profitable for a series of years ; and 

| they are | exceedingly convenient, as a team|a crop or production which always yields a 

a driven “ to them = ser side| fair return to the producer, many not be a 
i Ly grade, ey save muc! ‘ouble In : i - | opening—are safer, being entirely out of the source of profit to the oe 3 and vica ver. 

way of the team in passing—can never be left | $@ There =e a of profit and loss 
ajar by careless shutting and swing open after|to be taken into consideration. There are 
leaving them, or be opened by the wind when | many contingencies upon which may depend 

E a ——————
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: i & ean The suceess or failure of the farmer, as well as] is settled. If 86, the profit or speculation is j 
bie i: | the merchant or mechanic. ‘The exhaustion of | the only point in issue. The Americans, altho! | 
ig wis | the soil, decline in the price of the product | energetic and preserving,are too much inclined | ia | —fouling the landpand thereby unfitting it} to engage in speculation, to be safe calculators ! 
ir # ‘| | for other crops, &e., &e. The question ot ateye This speculation extends to the far-| 

4 He 2 | | morality, too, may be involved in the change | mer, as well as to the trafficker in stocks and 
ke Ba ;: | of capital from one channel to another. The exchanges. A rare product commands a high | 
it elt propriety of the manufacture of spirituous li- | price in the market. Extravagant prices cre- | 
Len as ty quors is certainly very questionable, whether | ate competition, and, consequently, an increase | 
ist is we consider its effects upon the manufacturer | of the supply, and a diminution of price— 
Bia 3 ae a and vender, or upon the country at large ;| Capital is diverted from established sources, 
i ol although it may be highly profitable to the | and invested in the new schemes of the day ; 
a ; el | former, in a pecuniary point of view. The |and, either from a want of skill and enterprise | 
ea ‘oq at same may be said of the production and use | or some other cause, there will necessarily be | 
Home of tobacco, It may be said that these sugges- | some failures, which are too apt to be attribut- 
ae ei? tions have come too late ; that the customs |ed to some foreign cause instead of the true i 
oe a” and cupidity of the people have settled this |one—the short-sightedness of those engaged | 
a ‘ ' 3 } question forever. It may be so; but I can|in the scheme. The evil luxuries of life have | 
fa) aa recollect when the manufacturers and retailers | no permanent market. It is “up to-day and | 
poi | of ardent spirits,in some portions of our country, | down to-morrow,” making fortunes for thou- 
aa as); became thrifty upon the wealth of their unfor- | sands, and distress for tens of thousands. But, 
aoe ni)” tunate neighbors, who were inclined to tipple |since the question of propriety is settled, and are a. too freely ; and the former were considered | people claim the privilege of eating and smok- = ij respectably engaged, although ruining their |ing that which the brutes refuse, let us talk of a my neighbors by scores and hundreds; and when | the climate of Wisconsin, as adapted to the 

2 ij # ei .temperance men dared to suggest the proprie- | growth of tobacco, and the profits arising from 
=| . i | ty of a different course, the answer was, “the | its production. It is said this plant will flour- | 
el ae question is settled, and the people wil have |ish in every state in the union ; if so, the ¢li- | 

{ fe! liquor.” Will the same answer satisfy the |mate question is partially settled. The next || 
Be A: community at the present day? I think I| question is, what amount can be raised by the | 

es n° have heard respectable physicians say, that the | expenditure of a given amount of capital and _ 
ee me ! use of tobacco would ultimately prove equally | labor, and upon a given quantity of land ?— | 
pie et as destructive to the human system as spiritu- | Can the tobacco planters of Wisconsin compete i ) i ous liquors, although not so prompt in its ef-| with those of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee | 
ne; Gr ie fects. Every lover of morality discountenan- | and other southern states? Can hired labor | 

: eA ii ! ces the manufacture of spirituous liquors, and | compete with the slave labor of the south ?— 
ee the manufacturer is branded with the epithet |Even there, the growth of tobacco is said to 

ee ae = of “unprincipled villain,” whether disposing | be a source of but little profit, and the plan- 
Be x "t of his product at home or abroad ; and why ?| ters are continually drawing their capital from | 
he ; i i | Because rum, gin, brandy, &e., are not cnly | that branch of business, and investing it in the 

; Ws} unnecessary for the sustenance of man, but {culture of sugar, and cotton, and stock rais- 
ei F highly prejudicial to his mental and physical jing. Is the quality of northern tobacco as 

‘ Hi system. The same objections are urged against | good as that of the south ? Have we the 
Bee ed the frequent use of opium. If then, the use | same facilities for curing and manufacturing, 

erie of spirituous liquors and opium is prejudicial |and marketing, that our southern neighbors | 
ea i to the interests of the community, in every | have? 
i e | point of view, and the use of tobacco is equal-| All these matters should be taken into con- i 
ka | ly as pernicious, why not discard it, and dis-| sideration, when the capital of a state is to be | 

i i i countenance its prodetion and manufacture ?| changed from one chanuel to another, altho’ j 
#2 |. | || But I am told that the question of propriety |a diversity of crops is generally beneficial. I { 

A | 
a on
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should be pleased to read a communication | ry yield. Fifty is now not uncommon. I 
from some one who has had some experience | have known sixty, and nearly seventy, to have 
in tobacco raising. You may hear from me | been grown, and over a large farm, the crop 
again upon the subject. In the mean time, (to have averaged fifty-six bushels, Thirty 

I remain Your ob’t Serv't, tons of carrots per acre is the ordinary crop of 
S. Lomparp. [a farm within my knowledge ; and I have 

Green Bush, Dec. 18 1851. on my table vefore me the authenticated state- | 
oo _, |mentof eighty-eight tons ofmangel-wurtzel to 

Large Crops Without Exhausting the Soil.| tho acre. Tam willing to admit that these 
Colman in his European Agriculture in| Tare instances. Some of them may be 

an article upon agricultural education says :/ Cousidered as single instances ; but it is obvi- 
“No one will pretend that agriculture, even] °Us that one well-established case is as good 
in the more improved form in which it is any eee thousand in dem nstrating the practica- 
where to be found, has as yet approximated| bility of that which is claimed to have been 
the perfection of the art. The perfection of| done.” 
the art of agriculture is that in which the lar- ; : : : z Columbia Count gricultural Society. gest amount of product is obtained at the least ot ae Y { 
expense of labor and manure, and with the] At a meeting held in Portage City on Fri- 
least exhaustion of the land. Indeed there is| day, Nov- 14, for the (purpose of forming a 
reason to hope that we may presently reach a| CU"tY agricultural ae Jusez Van Ness — Poe ee 9 was on motion of A. C. Ketchum, appointed system of cultivation in which, though the| chairman, and Joa A. BYaNE Was Chosell se0- crops may be large, the land itself shall not retary. 
only not be exhausted, but be in a course of| The object of the meeting having been sta- 
continual amelioration. I know welt there|ted by the chairman, 
must be a limit ; but that limit no one can] On miotion of = a eommittee of three 

i i inted to it a constitution, to wit: yet define. We know already that crops with] #5 @ppoin A yy 
large leaves, and therefore large powers of|I°S¢P4 Keer, F. C. psi ants Se e 

; absorption, are commonly improving crops 5 fi Se oe of Mr. Ketchum, offic errant ki airs clk eke ae ive was appointed to nominate officers, to wit: and we know equally © growth of/ 4 C, Ketchum, G. M. Bartholomew, J. O. a forest upon land, so far from exhausting, is, Jones, —— Bushnell and J. Q. Adams, 
in faet, an improvement of the soil. There is On motion of J. Guptil, J. A. Byrne was 
every reason to hope, therefore, that such a —— ony — committee appoint- 

ed to prepare a constitution. ) system of husbandry may presently be found,|"" 5, motion of 32.@! Adame Bir Ratsane 
when without any extraneous aid, and from was appointed a committee to give notice of 
the resources of the farm itself, the largest] an adjourned meeting ; and, with Mr. Carpen- 
crops may be obtained, and the powers of| ter, to procure and post up handbills for that 
roduction extended. The syst ture | Purpose. 

g a see es —_— Es a Mr. Keer moved that when the meeting ad- Se er % * @/journ, it will hold its next meeting at the systema of amelioration, and not of deteriora- school house, on Wednesday evening ; which 
tion ; it is every where a system of recuper-| was agreed to. 
ative compensation, if man does not controvert| The meeting then en - 
or prevent its laws. . Van Nuss, Ch’n. ae J. A. Bynyg, Sec’y. Race car crops, for example, are not what An address was appointed to be delivered 
: ey might be, is universally admitted. With- at the adjourned meeting, by Hon. JosErH 
in the last few years, crops of many kinds have| Keer. 
Increased immensely. A few years since, fifty Wee 
bushels of Indian corn to an acre, was deemed| _ Pursuant to adjournment, the society met es Ons Inindeedchave. fi Jy | at the time and place appointed, 

large crop. One rn ave frequently! ‘The committee appointed to draft a consti- been produced. Thirty bushels of wheat has tution, made a report which was accepted,and 
heretofore been deemed more than an ordina_| the constitution adopted. 

rt
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The committee appointed to nominate per- Stowell Sweet Corn- 

manent officers reported the following : — ! 
President—Jesse Van Ness, of West Point. The editor of the Working Farmer, thus || 

Ist and 2d Vice Presideuts—Joseph Keer, | speaks of a new variety which he calls Stow- || 
of Randolph ; T. C. Smith, Columbia. jell’s Sweet corn, for the garden. He says it i 

Treasurer—Frederick C. Curtis of Lowe-! may be kept in a state fit to boil the year | 

i ville. | round. “It is every way superior to any oth- | 
Recording Sec’y—John A. Byrne, Otsego. | er we have seen, for after being pulled from | 

| Cor. Sec’y.—Henry Converse, Wyocena.— | the ground, the stalks may be placed in adry, | 

'E| || Which report was accepted and adopted. cool place, free from moisture, frost, violent | 
i On motion of Mr. Keer, a committee of | currents of air, (to prevent drying) and the | 

ie three was appointed to draft rules and regu-| grains will remain full and milky for many 1 

y+ |] lations. months, Or the ears may be pulled in Aug- || 
FB On motion, ust, and by tying a string loosely around the 

me Resolved, That when this meeting rises it | smal] end, to prevent the husks from drying | 

i} will adjourn to meet again at this place on the | away from the ears, they may be laid on 
i), |] first Tuesday, in January next. shelves and kept moist and suitable for boiling | 

ie Resolved, That the proceedings be publish- | for a year more. i 
Ht ed in the River Times, Wisconsin Argus, Mad-| “This corn is a hybrid between the Menom- | 

i * U ison Statesman and Democrat, and Wisconsin | ony soft corn and the Northern Sugar corn, | 

fe Farmer. and was first grown by Mr. Nathan Stowell, 

i Jesse Van Ness, Ch’n. | of Burlington, N. J. We purchased from Mr. 

ri Joun A. Byrvg, Sec’y. S. a number of ears dried for seed, and he pre- |) 

1 [The meeting was addressed in an able and | sented us with a few ears surrounded by the |) 
4 forcible manner by the Hon. Joseph Keer, set- | husks, grown the previous summer—the inner | 

; 2; || ting forth the advantage of an improved sys- | leaves of husks of which, and the corn and | 
tem of agriculture ; and by Thos. Clark | cob, were in as green a state as when pulled | 
Smith, of Columbus, to the same purpose. ] the previous August. Near the close of the | 

——— | fr ore: Ainonicen inemiane; I presented the | 

managers with two ears pulled in August, || 

i 1850. They were boiled and served up to- 

gether, and appeared to be alike, and equal 
to corn fresh from the garden. | 

il “The ears are larger than the usual sweet | 

corn, and contain 12 rows. To save the seed, | 
it is necessary to place them in strong currents | 

| ., os of air, freed from the most of the husks, and | 

: Spring Bow Pins. assisted slightly by fire heat, — nearly dry. | 
ee a - In damp places corn soon moulds and becomes || 

aioe os Sti tae Ree conan ee maandtilone. The seed, when dry, is but little 1 
! had shown us, and so unlike anything we Lad | thicker than writing paper, but isasure grow- | 

ever before seen used, for the purpose for|er. The stalks are very sweet and valuable | 

which it is designed, that we were put to our! 2S fodder.” The seed may be procured from 

|) || wits to guess its use. It beats the hickory and bas Linch pha Prof. Mapes, editor of 

beach bow pins we used to make and use in . = es 

times long since gone by, some. Core ror Smut my Wueat.—A correspon- || 
; It is as easily and quickly adjusted as a sim- | dent of the Genesee Farmer, thinks he has dis- | 

, ple straight pin, and secures both itself and the | ory 7 peed wer remmeely for we 2 | 
f i i i wheat. 18 1dea 18 worth consid ering, thou, i] 

: ig a Fil emia conmngency. The it may not prove all that he claims for it: | 
; circular part is opened by pressing the thumb f de harvest d 

d fi ieces on the right of the engraving a Tarmnerly Rater en siyeset Veo | 
: ete S eo gtTavine | or in other words, before it was fully ripe, and |) 

| j| |] which allows the straight pin to pass through | made use of the same seed, and from that seed 

) | || the hole in the bow, when the circle springs | I always raised plenty of smut. At length 

; fh back and keeps the pin in its place. my bump of caution whispered to me, “ You 

, i ———— cut your seed wheat too green,” and from that 
. 4 Saxe or Stamrs.—More than six hundred thou- | time I have selected that part of mv wheat 

‘ pooh or: by Sea aan ane Bieuiisgion since field that ripens evenest, and let it stand until 

‘ | the Ist of July, last. it is dead ripe, and until it appears weather | 

. ) - =
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beaten, and I have raised no smut since I have | who has churning to do, and thus save labor 
| followed the above rule. jand time, which is money—and make this 

|| Some seasons my wheat does not ripen even much dreaded part of the duties of farmer’s 

| and if I find a green head when I am cutting | Wives and daughters much pleasanter and ea- 
| my seed wheat, I throw it out ; for I am ful- sier—and for this I know they would thank 

| ly of the opinion that a small unripe grain of| your modest correspondent if they knew him. 
| wheat, if it vegetates at all, will bring smut. [Lewis Co. Rep. 
| Such a grain contains but a very small parti- —"" 

| cle of vitality, and a strong solution of salt, Value of the Cabbage. 
| vitrol or lime will sometimes destroy that vi- 2 Sask 
| tality, so that the grain does not vegetate ; The cabbage abounds in —— in- 

land here is where farmers are mistaken—| gtedients, and it is therefore valuable as food 
| they suppose they destroy the smut, when in for man or beast. A great amount of cab- 

| fact it is the unripe, sickly grain which pro- bage tay sometimes be raised from a small 

| duces smut that they destroy. piece of ground ; and we have heard some 
adh farmers say that on ground suitably prepared, 

Facts for Farmers. they could raise a greater amount of food for 
anaes cattle by putting in a crop of cabbages, than 

Farmers about to build a dwelling, should| by devoting it to turnips, and the expense of 

know, that by carrymg up a large flue in the| raising the former is no greater than that of 
chimney’s back from the cellar, and having a| the latter. Cabbages are eaten greedily by |} — 
window or two opening to the north or cold | cattle and sheep, and- when fed to them in | 

side of the house, out of the cellar, they can| suitable quantities, with hay, in winter, they |} 
have as good a milk room under their houses | serve to keep them in good health aud condi- |} — 

| as could be had over a spring that may be| tion. For milch cows they are excellent ' 

|| perhaps two hundred yards or one-fourth of a| They are also said to be good for swine. An] | 
| mile off, which is so unpleasant to goto in bad | exchange publishes the following : 
| weather, especially by the female portion of} « 4 gentleman remarked, in our hearing, a 

| the family. . a few days since, that the cabbage wasa valu- |} 
The floor should be flagged with stone, as] .bJe food for store hogs. The idea was new || — 

tiny cau be Rape swectenior colder ae wk? | to us, and we inquired the manner of feeding. |} 
cement oF brick, which absorb ane milk, | In reply he gave us the following asthe result || 
and thus taint the atmosphere. The pea of his experience, the last summer. Having a 

| and ceilings should be plastered, to Facilitate | fine patch of plants, and observing the bottom 

white-washing and cleaning. Nothing but) teaves beginning to decay, he directed his far- 
milk and cream should be left in the room, 8S| mer to procure a water-tight cask, and gather 

a pure atmosphere for cream to rise 1M, 15! 4 bushel of the lower leaves from the cabbage 
absolutely essential for the making of sweet plants, and deposite them in the barrel, with 

| ee . déd to hav 1 cass: | = handful of salt and one quart of corn meal. 

ish ESD ae se ae nd th On this was poured the contents of the kitchen 
is & current of air, which wi e secured DY! swill pail, and the whole was suffered tostand 
the aforesaid flue and the open windows, a5 4/ yy disturbed for twenty-four hours, when the 
strong current of air is at least ten degrees process was repeated, with the exception of the 

colder than the same air at rest. salt—and so, every day, until the cask was 
Farmers ough’ to know that churning can| filled with a mass of wilted leaves, about six 

be done with any good churn in from ten to] quarts of corn meal, potato peelings, crumbs 
fifteen minutes, as well in winter as in sum-| of bread, &c., from the kitchen ; all in a state 
mer, by having the temperature of the cream) of parcial fermentation. He now commenced 
right, say fifty-eight to sixty degrees. feeding it to the hogs, and they eat with gree- 

The temperature of an ordinary sitting or] diness leaving other food for this They were 

living room in winter, to be comfortable, is| evidently as fond of mush, as ever ‘ Mein Heir’ 
sixty-five to sixty-eight degrees, and a closet,| was of sowr-krout. While the hogs were con- 
opening into such a room, would be the best suming the contents of the first barrel, a sec- 

| place to keep the pot’in winter. In the sum-| ond was in course of being filled, and so alter- 
mer the cream can be readily reduced to the] nately, till the stock of leaves was exhausted, 
right temperature, by breaking up clean pie-| which was about four weeks. This gentleman 
ces of ice and potting into the churn. gave his opinion, that he could not have pre- 

A thermometer, which is necessary to regu-| pared any other kind of -food for his hogs 
late these matters, costs but one dollar, and| known to him, at double the expense, that 

such an investment every farmer ought to make} would have produced results so decidedly ben-
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Farming. losses incident to the season was also consid- 
are erable. We believe many have done as well, 

We often hear our farmers complain that and do not concede this a case of extraordina- 
\ farming in Wisconsin is poor business, and ry gain. Buta book was kept” and a true 

| we undertake to say that this is entirely a mis-| st:.tement of the results could be gained. 

| take. ‘That some make poor business of far-| ‘The fact is people are more apt to count the 
| ming, we will not pretend todeny. And any | Josses than the gains. If they lose a crop, they 
business would be poor, if done as some do | are disposed to count the season lost and noth- 
their farming. But as a whole,no class of men | jng is said of how much has been gained in 
have done as well as farmers. The seasons it | some other way. But in order to be secure 
is true have been unfavorable for wheat for | against the loss of all, more than one crop 
several years, but this should teach farmers! should be raised. There should be a crop of 
not to place their sole reliance on one crop, | winter wheat, of summer wheat, oats, corn, po- 

when there is such a diversity which invite! tatoes, &c. He should raise cattle, sheep, 
attention. Yet with all the bad seasons, fail-' hogs, and horses. All of these crops will not 
ure in the wheat crop and everything else of | fail at orice, while if a reliance is made on one 

which the farmer can complain, our farming'| crop alone, if that fails all is gone. We should 

community have made a more rapid advance | calculate that raising wheat alone would be | 

in wealth than can be found in any country | about like lumbering, at which we never saw 
of the same age of settlement in the world.— | mam get rich. [Elkhorn Star. 
Yes in the World! The county of Walworth | a ' 
commenced settling in 1836, and most of the} Narrvra, Water Purrrrers—Mr. War- } 
people came here poor. But few have been | rington has, for a year past, kept 12 gallons ; 
here ten years, and from the last census, it | of water in a state of admirably balanced pu- 4 

«ppears that the average wealth of our farmers | yity, by the action of two gold fish, six water : 
or families rather, in the different towns will’ s.,ails, and two or three specimens of aquatic | 

Vary. from 1300 to 1800 dollars. F Call By or | plant known as Valespeira sporalis. Before bt 

this poor? ‘The farmers have certainly gained | the water snails were introduced, the decayed | 
wealth faster than mechanics or inde d, than jleaves of the valesperia caused a growth of i 

any other class. We cannot then see why slimy mucus, which made the water turbid, i 
these complaints unless it is because men are | snd threatened to destroy both plants and fish. 
apt to think every body happier and better off | But under the improved arrangement, the |] | 

than themselves. We apprehend that if our slime, as fast as it is engendered, is consumed || | 
farmers would be a little more particular in | by the water snails, which reproduce it in the I 
reckoning their gains and losses they would | shape of young snails, whose tender bodies Xi 

be able to give a better account of themselves | again furnish a succulent food to the fish ; |] # 
For instance: Let the farmer furnish himself while the valesperia plants absorb the carbon- Fy 

with a book. Let him at the commencement | ie acid exhaled by the respiration of their com- | 

iat Eire ncaeon chien lis ckponses on ane | panions, fixing the carbon in their growing |} 7 
umn, charging for labor, seed, boar d, &e., and | stems and luxuriant blossoms, and refreshing |} 

on another credit for all that he receives, and | the oxygen (during sunshine, in visible little | 

at the end of the year strike abalance. And streamate the respiration of the snails and it 
while he is doing this let him set apart a por-| go) The spectacle of perfect equilibrium, 

tion of his farm book for general remarks upon | as simply maintained betiveen animal, veg- d 

the manner of doing this work—the season) otable, and inorganic activity, is okinath | 
when his crops were put in and the amount of | peautiful, and such means may possibly, here- 
labor and care bestowed, and whether well or | after, be made available on a large scale for 
ill done. This will furnish means for improve- | keeping tanked water clean and sweet. 

ment, and the advantage which this will afford | [Quarterly Review. 
will well repay all the trouble, and silence \ 
this clamor about the unprofitableness of far-/ Tz Growrs or Topacco 1x New York. 
ming. —The N. Y. times says: Mr. S. Stewart, of 

We knew of one instance of that kind last | Suffolk county, Long Island, has raised this { 

year, The farm was put in at-its cost as so | Season quite a quantity of tobacco. It is all 

much capital invested. Then the labor and | of good size, some of which is full seven feet 
board, cost of tools, &e., were added as stock | high and seven inches in circumference at the 

in trade. On the other hand the availsof the | cutting off place. Last year Mr. S. raised 

farm was computed, and without counting the | 2,130 pounds of leaf tobacco from a measured 
growth of stock anything, a clean gain of 25 | acre of ground. This looks well for Long 

per cent. was found on the side of gain. The Island. =~ 

I
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MOBIL IID WAND T _ [Plow them up, tam the manure under ; and HORTICULTURE when the early seed-time comes, you need not | eres eee 7 fear but a harvest will follow. [Col. Eng. | 
Garden ure Applied in Fall and | ich] ; ae Sighs Galeries 

- cae Cranberries in a low meadow are a very | Frequent: complaints are made by those | uncertain crop as the frost strikes there ies i who are limited in their gardening operations| than on high grounds and the fruit is spoiled 
that whatever manures they do apply to their after it is half grown, or the shoots, that come | it gardens, burn up their crops when the heat of out in June, are nipped so bad that they bear Ot summer comes on. We have felt this incon- io fruit | 

itl See ee and in decking soma to ad # We have therefore made an attempt to in- | i Se: mee ome: to the: conclusion, that oi: cathe maatlow cranberry into our home | hy whenever a garden requires active stimulating garden, which has a sandy loam for a soiand | rt manures, they should be applied in the fall, or is as free from moisture, as almost oo i winter ; in this way rank stable manure may | soils are in Middlesex county. Two years {| 
||] be applied, and spaded or plowed under im- ago we struck half a dozen rows across the | “i mediately. It wili have become by spring the garden fifteen rods long; we ran the plow twice | if Proper food of plants, and as all manures leach for one row, turning the furrows away from | + | Upwards, the surface soil will be in fine con- each other and leaving a dead furrow in which | , || dition for the growth of vegetables; whereas we put a few loads of peat mud. | itt if the manure is applied at planting time, es- This was covered up by hauling back the | pocelly the crude manures generally applied furrows and making the surface even. A | ere, Just as vegetables are most required, they small quantity of manure was spread on the | | |] are fired by action of the sun on the manure, |. rfuce, vines were taken from a wet cranberry | 

|) |] and the gardener has the mortification to find| eadow. The mode of transplanting was this. | 143 his labor and mmaney, thrown away. Whatev- A sharp spade was used to cut sods from six | S ranures are applied in the spring should be to eight inches in breadth. These sods were | well rotted, or of a cooling nature. There are set in the gutters made in the garden, the sur- many families that annually waste a barrel or face of tie sods barie even with the surface of two of leached ashes, when had it been ap-| the garden. Rome oof the sods were trans- | pelle the garden patch, they would have planted in the fall and some in the spring— | early yorks” as well as their neigh- The plants have now been growing in the gar- | a 5 den for two seasons. The ground has been | The soap-suds from the wash tub is a ma- kept free from weeds and the plow has been | nure that may be applied with safety and with run two or three times through the rows. 
profit in the spring, and yet how few use Hero Ata days ago we gathered somevery fine except to enrich the earth around their kitch- cranberries from the vines. The berries had | 
ens, and make loathsome mudholes, when per| 5 ot been injured by the frost. They were | _ {| famed flowers, luscious fruits and mammoth made into as rich a Sauce as we have ever tas- | 
Yegetables, might have been made by them. ted. And though the summer was exceeding We do not yet properly appreciate the impor- dry the berries were quite as large as when 
tance of a garden. The bearing it has upon the vines were in a wet meadow. The vines the happiness and health of a family is plainly are spreading slowly and would cover the | |] Perceptible whenever we find a well conducted ground in a few years if we would let them, gorien 3 how highly important, then, that we but we intend to have room for the plow to 

jould understand the proper food of plants.| run between the rows and let the vines spread He would certainly be a mad physician who] ;, the rows from hill to hill. ) | || would give his fevered patients stimulants to [Mass, Plowman. raise the fever higher and higher, until vitali- FSSA es a ty was consumed. So with the gardener,|_ A Curiosrry.—The Boston Traveler has plants are frequently stimulated to death, for| received what it calls “ a great curiosity of the | |] the want of proper cooling food. Our garden| fruit kingdom.” It is an admixture of apple } soils tan scarcely be too rich, but it must be and pear, which grew on a pear tree, the a richness retentive of moisture, and not as| branches of which mingled with those of an | |] would be the case if the stable manure was apple tree. The fruit has partially taken the |||] applied in the spring, be a richness which] colour of the apple which grows upon the tree. _[}}| burned everything - contact with it. Ho,| It has the taste of the apple, but retains the '} |] then, for your wagons-and wheelbarrows, load shape of the pear. The apple which grows '|}] them up, and cover your gardens quickly ;— | upon the tree is of a deep red. 
i diam, 
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This cherry, from its combination of excel- aaa i 
lent qualities, in tree and fruit, is one of the If ia iors gardeners would be guilty of s 
most valuable kinds that have become gener- | const a thnag as to. waste barnyard nee ally known to the public. The tree is very | But they are guilty of a waste not a whit less 
hardy, a good grower and a great bearer. It jexcusable. We mean the waste of dead leaves 
usually has av ery vigorous and healthy ap-| that fall at this season of the year, from trees 
pearance. The fruit is the most lied GE ang | and shrubs of all kinds. If every horticultur- 

kind within our knowledge. . When we have} ist would reflect for a momené on the natare 
I had two or three weeks of wet weather, about |°f these fallen leaves—which contain not only 
the time the cherries ripen, we have noticed | Vegetable matter, but the earthy salts, lime, 
that while half the crop was rotten of many | potash, &e, needed for the nextseason gro’ wth 
varieties, and the most tender kinds were near- | —and that, too, exactly in the proportion 7p 
ly all spoiled, the Downer cherry was scarcely quired by the very tree or plant from which 
any affected. This is of great importance, as they fi ull—nay mere, if they would consider 
a great many cherries are lost by wet weather. that it is precisely in this way, by the decom- 
This cherry was raised from seed by Samuel | Position of these very falling leaves, nature 

Downer, Esq., a veteran pomologist, of Dor- | enriches the soil, year after year, in her great 

chester, in this vicinity. [t was budded with | forests, it would scarcely be possible forsucha 
other cherry stocks in the nursery, but the reflecting horticulturist to allow these leaves: 
bud failed, and the tree was allowed tu grow to be swept away by every wind that blows, 
and bear.” Mr. Downer has raised several "4 finally be lost altogether. 
seedlings from the original tree, all of which| A wise horticulturist will diligently collect 
resemble it very strongly, but are generally from week to week the leaves that fall under | 
slightly improved in flavor. each tree, and by digging themunder the soil |} 

The fiuit is tolerably large and roundish, | about the roots, where they will decay and en- | 
slightly heart-shaped; red, often mottled with | rich the soil, provide in the cheapest manner 

yellow, light amber in the shade; stalk rather | the best food for that tree. In certain vine- 
long and slender; flesh very tender, extreme- | yards in France, the vines are kept in the high- 
ly juicy, sweetish, a slight mazzard bitter till | est condition by simply burying at their roots 

fully Tipe, and then very fine, rich and Tus- | every leaf and branch that is pruned off such 
cious. It ripens late with the Honey Heart, | vines, or that falls from them at the end of the 
generally from the 5th to the 12th or 15thof) season. In the same manner, the leaves that 
July. The tree grows upright. fall from young fruit trees should be carefully 

[N. E. Farmer. {saved and dug in beneath the surface of the 
Sn
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a Beis)! soil. A single year’s experience of its good | for 300, it is evident that there will be a Jos ie of, ay Ps * pe a bs) eas, results, will confirm our readers in this prac-| of 100, which the application of ashes would | 

bet Pome tice. A (Horticulturist. have prevented. Such cases often occur.— | 
iF © ie: ae | Yet in a ton of potatoes there is but 12 pounds } ee) Askes as Manure, a roe thus it will be seen that the cost | 
emi eS) , —— of the ashes necessary for the production of | 
ey a t The true a of ashes to the farmer has | the other hundred bushels would have ean i 
ape i), long been known, and even now, is just be: | but trifling. | 
ea: i H ginning to be appreciated. The soap-boilers’| Ashes should never be mixed with barn- i 

i 48 ine agents have long been allowed to carry away yard manure, as they contain caustic alkali, | 
pte 8 the most valuable fertilizer produced ‘by the |and will neutralize the acid which fixes the | ee ss Me farmer, and leave in return poor brooms and | ammonia in the manure, setting the latter free 
ie a worse tea. Many an anti-book farmer has | to the great depreciation of the value of = 

Bi ; iB . hauled plaster to his farm, and paid a high |manure. I will concludeby advising my read- | ie 4 : tke price for the same, when there was a lack of ers to save your ashes, not for the soap Wier, | 
i ok a the element in his soil, and he was but “carry- | but as food for your hungry crops, and if you | Eh as Su ing coal to Newcastle,” while at the same time | have any neighbors who prefer 124 cents to a | 
oe es M4 oo on 10 cents per bushel, nom- | bushel of ashes, you will tind it a profitable in- | Ki ke inal price, his soil being exhausted of potash. | yestment to make the exchange. } 
ie ee hee It is no wonder that his lands should become [Dollar News; Jims, “ = : = : paper. At | Sag “worn out,” and himself exceedingly dissat- ————.— 
S48 vo isfied with the seasons and the moon. Interesting Ancient Relics. 4 EG 4 A * — =a m4 Waa By Every plant contains inorganic elements, sist : * 

TB Sed 144 C which are, as all know, indispensible to its ae = _- —_ pied Ne ~~ the 
UR Sie ie: growth ; these elements are the ashes of the iat ae Sees sed one 

ee yey 2he plants. Those resulting from the combination \aiae iy Ta the ibaiea ee a \ 
=) = ** |] of wood contain many of the most important fest eon thes a aie ree ie ut 4 | 
wee. of both the grain, grass and roots. Wheat | dec tei Bane Meal ae a tee aoe 
gale and corn contain a large proportion of potash, ho ties aad echibitine. aor c distin oe 

eee ij consequently ashes are most valuable manure fies he ate f th ng ne ee See, | ome for these crops. Fifty-nine per cent. of the | Sea | ae eal sora composed of ihe carbonate of The whole cavity thus created by the original | 

t 2 potash (pearlash.) The abundance of this in- be en —— Le — by 490 = j 
et =} |) gredient in wood ashes constitutes their great ext ase Sane Cc ae sce nae = | 

cane it | |i value as a fertilizer for that important crop, a cat s aaron ae aeie ong" | 
eee: | which value as a general rule is double that | 1375 gees Aes ee pte m6 2orel 
as 2 i of plaster. I have used both, separately and SS by C haat = Th = une ee | 

i. a mixed, and find that a compound of two bush- |} Ly giecaueenichas ites | Sie i" els of ash oe least six inches deep. | ; A } of es and one of plaster give a better An cok ses vocenily Sliad Pp i 
ig re result than either when applied singly. I take |. ica af al a i , ae PMsces 
mie a small shovel with which I put about one gill sae a eee ees oe 1 men | 
A eh upon each hill ; I carry the ashes into thetield | which was ee cae aie othe | 

3 Ps Bi: upon a barrow and use a pail to distribute 460 as old and to t 6 hee ee h | 
i ie them from. The best method of application, |, meee seein 2 : aot Pees ae a 
4 | |. || is to put it on the hills immediately a‘ter plan- 2 ene Feet etme, | 4 mi ‘ : sey, 2 | of the tree being about 460. ‘The instrument | ST Bsa ting, which precludes the possibility of injur-| 4 in making’ th ‘ ably a | 
‘Be +) |. |] ing the young plants, as is sometimes done by | hard stone carve oe eft iad auto a ef 4 ie applying the mixture after they come up.— beatinewien abt a ha i Pe | 
: ft ! 4) + || Corn to which this mixture has been applied | snaller j ae oe aa ur ere eats | 

Meee et will ripen several days earlier and a much a er sacha t ge i a embed 
at ae _ |] greater yield than rows through the same field . ee are Pe eg ve no DORE Eat sae 1h GASER lars wick er asonted: they were produced by such a cause. | 

ie A ti One half of the earthy matter of potatoes is] Te Broz 1x Huncary.—The Congrega- | 
Bie oe: pure potash, from which fact any person can | tionalist says: “It is a pleasing fact that more 

a 4 fa see their value as a fertilizer of this crop. It | Bibles have been sold in Hungary, within the 
boeiees til is from a lack of potash that many farmers | last two years, since the revolution, than for | 

: H tae lose from 50 to a hundred bushels of potatoes | any time during the previous twenty years, 
Ne i | |] per acre every year. If a farmer hasin his soil | notwithstanding the mass of the people are so 
ee ii potash enough to form 200 bushels of pota-| nearly benparediby the losses of the revolution, 
Bey | Hl 4c per acre, and other constituents sufficient | and Austrian extortion. 

mies: | 
ere iti
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Country Farm House. 

There is nothing in this elevation which jbed rooms of full height. The parlor and li- 

could be objected to as out of keeping with | brary are on opposite sides of the entry or ves- 
rural life in most parts of ourcountry. There | tibule, opening into it with either double or 

| are no useless ornaments, and there is no at- | sliding doors, so that the whole may, when 

I tempt at high or false architectural style.— | agreeable be thrown into one apartment. The 
| Yet there is much beauty, we think, as the | arrangement of this floor may be changed by 
subject demands. | turning the parlor into a bed room, and using 

Our readers will notice, in the first place, the library = e parlor. ; 

| that it has an ample veranda (or piazza, if our| _ A recess is indicated in the plan, where a 

readers like this incorrect term better.) A | sideboard is to stand in the dining room. This 
veranda, as frequently built, with fluted col- | sideboard is to contain, in one of its portions, a 
umns, &c., is a costly affair. But this is not | wicket, Ie Gy a closet opening’ through to the 

so. It is positively cheap. The supports are kitchen, by which all the dishes may be re- 
simple, light sticks of timber hewn octagonally ceived, and returned again, without the labor 

or 8 ied leaving a few inches at the top and of carrying through the house. 
bottom square, for base and capital. The roof The chimneys are all kept in the body of 
of this veranda is made of joined stuff, nailed | the house, and not allowed to expand their 

upon the joist rafters, which are bedded and | warmth in outside walls. The form of the 
left exposed, so that no other ceiling is requir- | house is a square of 40 feet, and the arrange- ' 
ed. The top may be covered with shingles or | ment of such a space is so simple that it may | 

tin. The 2d story gives 7 cool and pleasant | be varied at pleasure. (Horticulturist. 
é 
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f Domestic Architecture—Where to Build. | does not lie against a broader valley with q| f q =a . | rapid stream ; nor is exposure from frost, but | ‘ _ About four years since, Mr. Downing pub- | rather protection from it experienced in val lished an American edition of W ightw ick’s | leys that border on large streams or sheets of i “Hints to Young Architects.” In the intro- | water, as upon the Hudson river andour great 
i duction by the American editor there are some Jakes, 
, Rank eupators eS ae cer eect ll pint , ispeammto te y o w ” Peat i ces apa eing made rectly dry rain- As the book has had but a very limited cir- lee wall’ made e dwelling dep Abs ean 

culation in this part of the country, we pro- |thy. A. good loamy soil on a gravell becil 
2 pose to Soe mS condensed _ = sub- is unexceptionable. The Sebttlinesot mal 2 ee ee tor And for the pres- a soil even for purposes of improvement and_ e Gireiiatades ofen compel us to build on oe ee is worth considering; it is | 
» a particular site ; yet it is often the case that eas nd, than to be obliged to make, | ; the subject is an open question. These | 7 site ike | 
b marks are made on the supposition that the| , The aspect of the dwelling is often fixed by ” location is, to some degree, a matter of choice. |Ci#¢umstances. W hen at our option, the best 
r As to elevation, the best situation in an ir- ane a : ae dwelling 2 towards , regular country, (other things being equal,) is = eas = ee 3 Its opposite the 
fi a middle elevation, half way between the low | ee Pees eae pensralls, phe i valleys and the high hills, sheltered on the [Pos “P' a7 OE aches nore 

north and east, and open to the south and |“ 4 . | he west. Somewhat popular but objectionable | ae healthiness of a location ought not to} =} sites, are the summits of moderate hills, con- i aa ees - henever the question, where we 
spicuous and commanding wide prospects— | Shall reside, is an open one. Tn such circum. 

B and selected for these two considerations. A | stances we shall avoid the proximity of large, wide panorama 1s indeed striking occasionally, [low morasses, swamp*, or water courses, which 
but lacks the homelike feeling of appropriation, j by becoming dry in summer, engender mala- | and for a home, has on the whole no advyan- Re by exposing a large amount of vegetable | Hs tage over agreeable views of more moderate | ™atter to the action of asummer sun ; Or any | i extent, even thoush limited by the rich fore- | ther known unhealthy locality. | grounds of wide panoramas. ' The ambition _ A wise man will take into account the so- i ; of display is not a suitable motive in providing | cial character of the neighborhood ; the con- i iN a home; and besides, the beauty of a residence | venience of his residence to his business ; the is much enhanced by a due concealment rath- | facilities of access to neighbors, to schools, th er than a bold and studious display. A dwell- churches, markets. To a man of limited in- | i ing gleaming through a veil of soft green fo- | come, it is an Important question whether he | i liage is far‘more attractive than a more ele-|and his family can easily avail themselves of | 4 gant building in a broad exposure. social, literary and religious privileges, without | 

But there are important objections to sites |the trouble and expense of keeping a horse | i on the tops of hills or high ridges. Owing to | and carriage ; ie the comparative dryness of soil and especially |_| The distance at which a house should be | f the exposure to high winds, it will require | situated from the road is worthy of consider- | twice the time for trees to grow in such a sit-|ation. Where the land is abundant, te force a | ih uation. The labor of daily walking, or driving, | dwelling into the very streets, is eminently | Hh or drawing burdens up such an eminence, isa | inconvenient to its mmates, and disagreeable | |_| thing not to be overlooked. After a time the |and unsightly to all other parties. At the | uf proprietor of such an establishment would be |same time, there is an opposite extreme ; pla- _» |] well content to live in a more accessible’ situ- | cing the house so far from the road that the _ |] ation, and make an occasional pilgrimage to | circumstances of the owner do not permit him | () |] some neighboring eminence for a grand pano- | to keep the ground in front in good condition. | |] rama. An approach through long walks and well- ft The objection to valleys, if narrow and deep | kept grounds is extremely pleasant ; but few ‘i and especially if lying on each side of a slug- | have counted the cost of “keeping such walks / |] gish stream, is the dampness and often the |and grounds in suitable condition, No house _ || unhealthiness of the atmosphere. Vegetation, | should have a larger area in front than can be Ik also, suffers earlier and more severely from the kept clear of all slovenliness and disorder. ». |] gx98t- ~The objection on the score of health [Family Visitor. 

ut
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The Chemistry of Nature. | health to the blood—shall cireulate in the del- 
jicate tissues of the brain, and aid, by entering 

If we trace back the history of our world |into some new arn cons in "educing the | 
into those remote eras of which the early rocks | thoughts which are now being uttered by the 
are records, we shall discover that the same | pen ice aten ain ob clareoale it may 

chemical laws were operating then which con- | 4,.ci1 one moment in a staenant dichi and the 

trol nce ee os sna eS Oy ne eS next be flushing on the lip of beauty—it may 

riod the earth was a huge mass of fiery fluid, now be a component of a lime stone rock, and 
which radiating or throwing off heat into spa- the next moment an ingredient in a field of 
ces, gradually cooled, and became surrounded potatoes— it may slumter for a thousand years 

with a solid crust, entombing within a seeth-| \ithout undergoing a single change, and the 
ing of chaos of i ntensely heated materials,which next hour pass through a thousand. : and, af- 
now assert their existence in the shock of the | (oy all,it is only an atom of charcoal, and oc- 
eartliguakes end bie aNtul | daltrenke Ob or cupies only its own place, wherever it may be. 
canic fires. In latter ages, when the crust had [Family Jour. 

cooled still more, and the atmosphere let fall z a y = 

its showers, the still heated surface, hissing} 4 GrpagDiscovery—We saw,some weeks 
and SORES. with the contact of the flood was ago, in a Pennsylvania paper,an announcement 
rent ant Gnomes blocks and dreadful abyss” that a motive power had been discovered 
es—which still remain all over the world, and | V1 ich would supercede the use of steam. It 
form the wondrous monuments of an age of | ;. id that some facts have recently come to 
great convulsions. light, which entitles the statement to credit. 

Later still, the seas gathered together, the | Prof. Salonah, of Harrodsburgh, Ky., has 
rocky masses were powdered into dust by the successfully applied the power of carbonic acid 
delicate fingers of the dew and the showers, gas, as a substitute for steam, in propelling 

the green herbs sprang up, and the monsters enginery for every purpose. The power of 

of the slimy deep appeared in obedience to | this gas has long been known to chemists, but 

the Creator’s fiat, and the whole earth became | their inability to regulate and govern it, has 
ahome of beauty in obedience to chemical prevented its use as a propelling agent. Prof. 
law. The ceaseless play of the elements, and [g claims to be able to control it with perfect 
the mutations of the atoms, has built up the | safety, and asserts that it will afford a power 

whole into one gorgeous scene of luxuriance ;/ equal to steam, in one fourth of the space, and 

and man was awakened into being to render | about one-hundredth part of the expense with 
the whole subservient to his wishes ; and, by | both furnace and boilers. Experiments have 
tracing out the harmonies of the natural world, | recently been made in Cincinnati which are 
to arrive at a more exalted knowledge of his} said to be entirely satisfactory. 
Maker. [Nashville Banner. 

The atom of charcoal which floated in the ann 
corrupt atmosphere of the old voleanie ages} The first American flag that was displayed 
was absorbed into the leaf of a fern when the | in Great Britain. was hoisted on board the ship 
valleys became green and luxuriant; and there | Bedford, Capt. Moore, of Nantucket. She ar- 
in its proper place it received the sunlight and | rived at the Downs on February 3d, 1783, 
the dew, aiding to fling back to heaven a re-| passed Gravesend the 4th, and was reported 
flection of heaven’s gold, and at the same time | at the custom house on the 5th. A London 

to build the tough fibre of the plant. That | journal of 1783, states that “she was not al- 
same atom was contined to the tomb when the | lowed regular entry until some consultation 
waters submerged the jungled valleys. It had | had taken place between the commissioners of 

lain three thousand of years, and a month | the customs and the lords of council, on ac- 
| since was brought into light again, imbedded | count of the many acts of parliament yet in 
}in a block of coal. It shall be consumed to force against the rebels in America. She is 

warm our dwellings, cook our food, and make | loaded with 487 butts of whale oil, is Ameri- | 
| more ruddy and cheerful the hearth whereon | can built, manned wholly by American sea- 
our children play ; it shall combine with a por- | men, wears rebels’ colors, and belongs to the 

| tion of the invisible atmosphere, ascend up-| Island of Nantucket, in Massachusetts. This 

| Wards ea purine, vereaee fore ae mazy |is the first vessel that has displayed the thir- 
ice up igh mm the blue ether—sh; reach = = 3 itis aaa 

| earth again, ae entrapped Boe ch ca cy robotions stripes in any an oe 

| of a flower—shall live in a velvet beauty on the | "he vessel is at Horsleydown, a ite le below 

| check of an apricot—shall pass into the human | the Tower, and is irtended immediately to re- 

| body, giving enjoyment to the palate, and | turn to New England.” g 
Perea NAR cA a As iil ee nd Rice cbiltroia | 
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2 Mounted Boulder. | of that transporting agency of diluvial ice, of 
= hi —_ | Which the earth’s surface exhibits very many 3 This eut correctly represents the singular! tokens, and by which masses of ranite and - Ny g [ Position of a granite boulder, Poised on lime-| other rocks were broken off from their parent : stone pillars. It is situated in the town of | jedges, and conveyed sometimes hundreds of =} North Salem, Westchester county, state of! miles. Such a floating rock might groun 
: New York ; near the Connecticut line. It! upon projecting points of the limestone strata, 

was first described by the Rev. E. Cornelius, | which are tx place there, and subsequent dis 
in the second volume of the American Jour-| integration of the surrounding rocks by atmos. 
nal of Science, and has since been visited by | pherie agency, may have placed the bowlder 
many individuals who regard it as a rare geo- | relativel ly higher. We have seen many “rock- logical curiosity. The bolder isa ee ing stone,” and fragments of rocks, fantas- 
thie granite, compact, and of a reddish color. tically piled up, but none which rival this in It weighs about 60 tons. This is ascertained interest. [Fam. Visitor. i | by taking its dimensions, thus enabling us to een 

. determine its contents in cubic feet; then! A Gursea Lancer tHan Gop.— Robert 
weighing a fragment of it in the air, and again | - once = the word =e ona wet * 

‘i in water, we ascertain its specific gravity.—| 0 paper, showed it to a friend and aske: f That is how much heavier it is ean an oa whether he could see it. He replied, “ Yes” H bulk of water ; knowing the weight of a eubic He then covered the word with a guinea, and foot of water, we thus determine the weight | again asked, “Can you see it?” and was an- 
of a cubic foot of the rock ; which multiplied | swered “ No.” He did this to show his.friend 
by ~ — rs -~ — it — gives) _ . ie i the bier: . ~— out of = i} us the weight of the whole mass. he size} mind a sight and sense of God. very sma ; ~~ bowlder however, is not its peculiarity, object placed immediately before the eye will 

} for many others greatly surpass it in this re-| prevent it from seeing the sun. This object 
i spect. te is so femly Saad upon the points | ts placed does not exttogenial its light, nor 
i of the limestone pillars, that all efforts hitherto | destroy its existence ; itis still in the heavens, 

: made to dislodge it have proved futile. The diffusing its light through the whole solar sys- 
origin of its singular position has been the | tem, though the eye of this.solitary individual 
subject of much speculation. It has been sug-| does not see it. He may imagine that the . h Roan that it is a relie—perhaps an altar—of ject near his eye is larger than the sun, but 

i neues of silos bo : a aa i cs pat ak ae e bireoel The 
! no slight resemblance to the Cromlechs/ love of gold may so fill the mind that there is } seen in the west of England ; and these are| no place left in it for the great God of the i? unquestionably relics of departed races; tradi-| universe. In the view of such a mind a guin- ; tion, and their connection with the Druidical | ea is Jargerthan God. This fact furnishes the circles, &e., clearly designate their origin, and following query. Does the world, or God, use as alters and sepulchres. But no analo-| hold the highest place in our hearts? Which 
! gies favor the supposition of such an origin or| is the largest, a guinea or God?’ 

= |] use of our rock. We regard it as an instance | JPuritan Record. 
‘f ——————, 
}
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Iron Mines of Lake Superior. | out the remotest fear that the iron will be ex- 
Fa i hausted, Lake S i Ss 

| The iron first showed itself, as we approach- | ee Seow “= 
ed, in loose boulders and masses, and scatter- | Remember this, Boys. 

| ed along the foot of the ridge, which, contrary | = Tee . 
| to my expectations, was mostly covered with| Will the young men whose evenings are 
|| heavy timber. We soon came to one of the) now spent on store boxes and other places of 
| quarries Selaereda caruaceinennin area throwing] idle resort, or in idleness even at home, read 

| into piles the iron rocks. The soil and timber and reflect upon the following Say 
| are removed from the iron several hundred Llearned grammer, said William Cobbett, 
| feet along the ridge. This opening into the| eho became an eminent printer and writer, 

|| iron is several hundred fet below the sumit of| “ W hen T was a private soldier on sixpence a 
i the ridge, and about one hundred feet al o-e| day. The edge of my guard bed was my seat 

the level ground. It presents a wall of ir) to study in, my knapsack was my book-case, | 
| ore, broken and seemed very irregular, the} and a board lying on my lap was my desk.— 

|| most regular fractures being perpendiculsr—| Thad no money to buy candles or oil > } 
Out of the side of this ledge, masses of every | winter it was rarely that I could get any light 
size, from a pound to many tons in weight,} but that, of the fire, and only my turn even at 
are thrown down by means of a crowbar or| that. To buy a pen or sheet of paper I was 
by blasting, and the pieces are broken up with | compelled to forego a portion of food, though j 

i sledge-hammer, so as to be conveniently in a state of starvation. I had no moment at ; 
handled. that = — I peace == own, and ; a 

As it comes out of the quarry, it is bright torreon see net eee ee j 
|| and beautiful, breaking Ste cass aed ae a asin cee = = a sere ae the 

| quite as pure and more compact. A ton of| ee See re ee a fe ay an hears 
| bloom iron is easily made out of one and a half} a Pema oe ike th z = 1 Soe H 
tons of the ore. Vor from twelve-and-a-half| Sara : ub tese, could encounter { 
to twenty-five cents per ton it can be broken| ae es ace C = ere ‘ete — he 1m the f 
up ready for the furnace. ae ; wee iu a Who caning xe { 

Thus much as to the quality—now,as to the The greatest men have been trained up to 
| quantity. Above and below, for at least four| « york with their hands” If there is aan i 
| hundred feet, the same description of ore couraging sentence in the English language, 
| shows itself, and how much further it extends} jt is the above. God ordained that man should 

| down below the surface, it will be useless to| jive by “the sweat of his face,” and intelli- 
| inquire, till the world has been ‘supplied for a gence can breathe and live only in a being of j 
| few hundred years from what is seen around an active life. Aikenside, the author of “The |} | 
| and above. ‘To satisfy myself as to the extent,| Pleasures of Imagination,” was a butcher un- |} | 
i neds around to the west side of the ridge, | til twenty-one, and first took to study from |} | | which is more precipitous than the other, and being confined in his room by the fall of all | 

| at every step saw fragments of the iron which| cleaver. Marshal Ney was the son of a coo- |} | 
had broken off, scattered along the side, heh per; Roger Sherman, Allen Cunningham, || | 

| had crumbled off for ages, and for ages longer! and’ Gifford were shoemakers ; Sir William || | 
} it will continue to crumble and decay before| Eferschell was a fifer boy; Franklin, a printer’s 
| it can be removed by the hand of man. The} geyil; Ferguson, a shepherd ; James Monroe, 
| ground over which we rode for some distance, | the son of a bricklayer ; General Knox was 
| and on which large forest trees were thickly| the son of a bookbinder ; General Green, a 
| growing, as was evident from the large masses} blacksmith : General Mor: nm, a wagoner : 
_ of the ore here and there exposed, rested on a Burns, a plow-boy; Gioataens ras eae 
| a = ee es = a like i Frazier, a stone-cutter, Crabb and Keats,apoth- 
lin oe a ae ae re ee a F is Seen) ecaries; Sir Wm. Blackstone was the son of 
lesage ry direction lor -a-mile along the) 9 silk mercer, and a posthumous child. 

. nnn ——— 
| This is known as the Jackson Company's) Novet Enrerraisment.—The Jockey Club 
Location. To the west of this ridge, are oth-| in Paris have been amusing themselves with 
FS of a similar description, both as to quality | a contest between two owls and twelve rats on 
and extent ; but I had no desire to look fur-| the floor of a drawing-room. Eleven of the 
ther, nor as to this matter, need iron manufac-| rats and one of the owls were killed, and the 

turers, for they can build their railroads and | surviving rat and ow] put hors de combat— 
plank roads, and back up their carts and cars| The stakes are to be given tothe owner of the 
to the mountain for centuries to come, with-| combatant that shall live the longeit. 
eg
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eee Fy. # sik Humming Birds. | of these birds flitting about with perfect sat. | aes: a Hid —— | isfaetion during a heavy snow storm near the | Bie es Stern, bigoted, and eruel were those Rare | stints of Magellan, In the humid island of | BGS with ii rapacious men,the Spanish conquerors of Mex- | Ghileo the humming birds darting between eee tt Jeo ; men cast in an iron mould, which ren-| the dripping branches agreeably ealiven the | Bees Hn dered them insensible to all ordinary emotions. seene—and Juan Fernandez, sacred to carly | 

Ri: 3 aE It 1s however recorded of Cortez and his com- associations, has two species peculiar to itself, | ie oo panions that, as on their route to Cempolla, Captain Woods Rogers, who visited this is | 7 ay they marched through a wilderness of noble | jand in 1708 and took Alexander Selkirk from | , i - trees, from whose branches the most beautiful lit, says—* And here are also humming birds | by ; blossoms were suspended, and trod under foot about as big as bees, their bill about the big- | as ae Wild roses, honeysuckles and sweet smelling | ness of a pin ; their legs proportionable to | ih 3 herbs—expressions of admiration escaped them | their body—their feathers mighty small, but By i —and when, in addition to these charms =| of most beautiful colors, ‘They are seldom ta- | oe eh i , vegetation, clouds of glorious butterflies arose, ken or seen but in the evening, when they fly oe H Hi ; and birds of gorgeous plumage filled the air | about, and sometimes, when dark, into the | Was ey. with delicious melody, the apathy of these war- | fee | hae 3 3) riors was completely overcome, and they invol- | T¢ is from the noise produced by the vibra- | sk | bee, untarily burst forth in exclamations of delight, | tions of its wings that the humming bird de- eae terming the country a terrestial paradise, and | rives its name 3 for rapidity of flight it is quite tag fondly comparing it to the fairest regions of | without an equal, and to this end the shape u 1 oh their own sunny land. and structure of its body beautifully tend | 3 ae : First in beauty among these birds which | In no birdsare the pectoral muscles—the chief WE Ph sie eae struck them with admiration, were the tomo-! agents in flight—so largely developed, and in in oa +5 neioes or humming birds, which as old Her-| none are the wings and the individual feathers i ia rarra says, they doubted whether they were | so wonderfully adapted for rapid locomo- ett bees or butterflies ; and civilized man has | tion ; the tail, thongh presenting every con- | HH ' since vied with the Indian in inviting expres- | ceivable modification of form, is always made ! Bia it sions of admiration of these objects. But here, | available as a powerful rudder, aiding and di- Ph if hi as on other occasions, the child of nature has recting the flight ; the feet, too, are singularly Bie oe, |) proved the best poet, and no term has been | and disproportionately small, so that they are a ‘ B He invented more expressive than their Indian | no obstruction to its progress through the air. a FS name, Guorocigaba, which signifies the beams | Several species have their feet enveloped in | : ny ie or locks of the sun. Before this, the cheveuz | most beautiful fringes of down, as if each were ox! ie de V astre de jour of Buffon is a tame com- passed through a little muff, either white, red, i ) |] parison, i or black. i t i It is an interesting fact, that, as a general; The eggs of the humming bird are two in be | ia tule, birds of a most. brilliant plumage are | number, white, and of an oblong form ; but : OE ty found in those parts of the world where the the nests in which they are contained are al- ie eit | sun shines brightest, the flowers are the love- | most as marvelous as the birds themselves.— > |_|] tiest, and where gems and precious metals! What will be said of a nest made of thistle ws, | |] abound, as if nature had bountifully brought | down? and yet one is to be seen in Mr.Gould’s ‘ei = |. || together the objects most attractive to man.— collection. The finest down, the most delicate | Big i. The rubies and emeraldsof the earth are, how- bark, the softest fungi, the warmest moss—all ae Se i na ever, cast into the shade: by the living gems| are made available by the different species of ; Be oe which float in the air above them. these lovely birds and no less various are the ee it The humming bird tribe is nearly confined | localities in which the diminutive nests are a FA to the tropical portions of the new world ; the placed. A tiny object is seen weighing down : .} |.) |] southern continent as far as the tropic of Cap- | the streaming leaf of a bamboo overhanging a ‘e.2} || ricorn, and the great archipelago of islands | brook ; it is one of these nestlets attached to [ee &' |) || between Florida and the mouth of the Orino- | the point of the fragile support, and waving vate bet i Hd 0, literally swarm with them. A high tem- | with it in the breeze. Another tribe prefers k fa, +) || perature is, however, by no means essential to | the feathery leaves of the fern, while the tip my FSi f their existence, as the most beautiful species | of the graceful Pal lags the favorite bower ta? b>» || are found at an elevation of seven to twelve | of a third species ; but in every instance, the Pe G2}. || thousand feet abore the level of the sea, and | spot is ae ee preclude maraud- ae |) |] one of remarkable brilliancy inhabits Chimbo- ing serpents or 2y8, from destroying the if |] razo, at the height of fifteen thousand feet-— eggs or callow young. 
|| Other species live mm the dreary climate of | The down of the cotton-tree, banded round fa E Terra del Fuego; and Captain King saw many | with threads of spider’s webs, forms the fairy 
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abode of the mango humming-bird. "This sil-| EDITOR? 
| ky filamentous down is borne upon the air, and __EDITOR’S TABLE. _ 
though so impalpable as to be inhaled by man | Our New Volume. | 
in the breath he inspires, it is diligently col-| . ao 
lected by these little creatures. They may| We have the pleasure of presenting the 
be seen, suspended in the air, battling with a} first number of the Farmer for yol. 4, 1852, 

pe of pes wiih, — _ i soe in an entire new dress, and considerably enlar- | 
| breeze, coque' ly eludes the stroke of the d. : s si 

eager beak ; filament after filament is however | 8.” nremney evs cath om bendirai | 
secured, and borne in triumph tocomplete the of its pages. We have also introduced a lar- | 

elfin. ger number of illustrations than any former | 
Lee her nest, the hamming-bird, number contains, and which will still be in- 
Her Pat Stale Gaon = creased in future numbers. We shall spare | 
And rears her tiny brood.” no efforts within our means, to make the cur- | 

[Bentley’s Miscellany. | rent volume equal in every respect :o the best | 
na ‘i RO Ss Soe Oe ie Agricultural Journals of the country. In Me. 

sel Woodward, in the memoirs of the N. Y. feeble efforts thus far, to make our Journal aé- 
board of agriculture, says: “I have found| ceptable to its readers, and to advance the | 
that young cows the first year that they give | cause of Agriculture, we have been cheered 

sc oe = onward by the generous efforts of the friends 
y ve mL mo: any jen; 5 . 

of time required. But if they are lett to dry ce thes ca tegg ueicee many an oe meee 
up early in the fall, they will be sure to dry agements. To the press, within the range 

| up their milk each succeeding year if they of our Journal, we are largely indebted for its 

have a calf near that season of the year ; and | approving voice, and we would extend our | 
| —— _ — — - A thanks for the many and flattering notices we 
vent it, and that but for a short time. ave iy i i: 
had them dried up all their milk in August, have neaved: es on ok the past, es fant 
and could not by any means make them give | W° shall not be disappointed in the belief, that 

milk much beyond that time in any succeeding | 0ur increased efforts for enlarging and _other- 
year. wise improving the Farmer, will be met by a 

: I have {8m cows now that were milked the corresponding liberality, and increase of sub- 
irst year that they had calves till near the | .oribers among the farmers of the Northwest. 

time of their calving again, and continued to aes 
| give milk as late as that ever since, if we milk The causes which have heretofore prevent- 
them.” ed the appearance of the Farmer, at the reg- |] 

We have seen the efficacy of the above plan | ular time, have been entirely removed. For 

| verified. [American Far.” | the future, it shall be issued promptly, and we 
en ene 

Warer ror Cartie.—We last month no-| trust our old patrons will give us another 
ted the fact that a farmer in this county was | trial. 
in the habit of fattening cattle without per-| We had contemplated a change of name 
mitting them to drink water. In confirmation, 2 «a . 

Isaac Cain of this vicinity, informs us that ee IEE se tacheoted ny thie Broceceas 
he tried the experiment a few years ago, on | Sent out some time ago but; through the ad- 
the recommendation of an experienced cattle | vice of friends, we have determined to retain 

drover, and that for six or eight weeks he | our first chosen, (Wiscoysry & Towa Far- 
omitted driving his cattle to water, and that Men.) 
they fattened full as well under this regimen PSS ‘ th 
as they did when watered freely. We are | 22 So: Dee 
also informed by a butcher of this place, that} Sxasosixe ‘Timsen.—Newly cut timber placed 
he has killed quite a number of cattle fattened | twelve or fourteen days entirely under water, and 

ies this way, and has uniformly found the tal-| then dried in the sun and wind, is rendered less lia- 
low more firm and solid than those fattened | ble to warp andcrack. Partial immersion is des- 
where they had access to water. tructive, and steaming or boiling are dangerous, for 

[Indiana Farmer. hot water or steam has, to some extent, the power 
ata eee of dissolving the fibres; but the proportion of an 

Hrery ashe a poor, — to the | jour to an inch inthickness is the usual practice for 
Proportion — = enjoymts. boiling or steaming in the dockyards. 
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ny si a ee ena rr oh Ate OSE 
h i) icsusstcipas ora Naw Eoux Giare AGRI. Ventivation.— Whenever large nambers of peo- i 

Ht porscnes: Rocuss son cae Nase S050 — We ara ple are brought together in aclose apartment, the | 

ki again under renewed obligations to B. P. Joussox, air is rapidly rendered impure, and attention to } 
; Esq., the efficient and esteemed Secretary of the | Ventilation becomesnecessary. This is part cularly | 

Mine Nomx kscace Aonsunscemac | ocera ior tie the case in schools, and the attention of teachers i| 

BN) tenth voluine of its Transactions (1850.) “This vol- | Co5b0t be too altenicelled) tothe auatter 2 Com i 
+|| ume contains about 800 octavo pages—is far supe | MeNCINE the session with pure air, the gradual de- | 

Gi\| riorin Typography, illustrations, and agricultural | "rst" picidtatcase pene) eis Pa eeegnn ne | 
: Geen esas eect arian teal acote ici es as rae a, gees ae areas aes \ 

| have preceded it. It contains a vest amount of | 7° Very OHensive i ili el i 
; i ofthe street. This is an every day matter. Where | 

@) | valuable information, : ¥ _____| there are no flues for eer in every well | 
ee observe a new and interesting feature in this | sonetructed school house there must be—the win- \\ 

= volume ; that is, a ‘‘ General view and agricultu- | gow sash should never be entirely closed. Avery || 
Bi ral survey of Seneca county” by Jon Dearie, | onal aperture at the top of the window will venti- | 

5 Esq-» the president of the society. The report | jate the room. If the room becomes too cool, let it || 
=} | commences with the early history of the county, in | he warmed by fire, and not by the animal heat of i 

| Which are recorded many interesting izcidents, | 1,6 children. Health is more valuable than vak i 
3 connected with its settlement and growth. Inmak- abd: 

3 eee et cae Speen cpaey S3°" |) Topacco Ratste rs Wiscosstx.—We are informe || 

SG) tedeanicaFaeteck ana oes‘ ss en, Cpa evi of ior a 
(| the soils are based, was traced and examined; a Sree ea ty icv SST er I 
i i iaatt F tion. We have noticed several small patches In || 
i chemical examination of the rocks and svils was| 1°" 4 od ties, of different d fen 
WH | made, exhibiting the nature and amount of the sev Anes atl OSS COU ee at eens ee ones | 
© | cral mineral elemens and matiers contained in fection, and we think it might be cultivated to profit 
i i : by our farmers who have land adapted to its growth, 

| a ee ett a ae The valleys and rich ]ands in Massachusetts are | 
| ges of the Transactions—is illustrated with engrav- |) °° i scilaca tobseon is peciield ae 

| | ings of grasses, fossil remains,’ insects,quarries and found to Spinal eae hE LD aie | 
i Topographical map of the conaty. of the article in the shape of segars is consumed by | 

IB | pograp P aay Sarciticcantebickiiersteiss south aniMeconlenall 
| Tue New York Fanmrn.~-Such is the title of a| Dixon’s line. We have seen hundreds of acres in || 

| Rew agricultural paper about to be commenced at | the central part of Ohio, devoted to the growth of | 
| Rome, N. Y. Itis to be published weekly and] tobacco. No one will deny the fact that tobacco is 

| menthly. The weekly at $1 50 per year and the | used to a large extent in our state, and if our far- | 
| monthly at 50 cents,with the usual discount to clubs. | mers can raise an article which ean be manufactur- 
_ LL. Lewis & Co, publishers. ed and consumeda mong us they should be inform- | 
| WascowsrxAcnicurruinst.—Such is the title of a | &d of the fact. [Watertown Register. 
| paper published monthly at Madison, (50 cents per| Tae Growra or Tosacco iy New Yorx.—The 
i year) the Ist and 2d nos. of which we have receiv- | N. Y. Times says: Mr S: Stewart, of Suffolk co., 
| ed. Each no, contains 16 octavo pages. It is de- | Long Island, has raised this season quite a quantity 
| | voted to agriculture and miscellany, neatly printed. | of tobacco. It is all of good size, some of hich is 

fe | Success to it, E. C. Hull, Editor. full seven feet high and seven inches in circumfer- 

| _ Tax Boox Teapz.—This periodical makes its ap- | ""°° * See Sueing OF pineen | deaah goer) Manes | pearance monthly. ‘The Nov. number contains | Tied 2,130 pounds of leaf tobacco from a measur- 

{> some interesting statistics of the trade. ‘The num-| &¢ acre of ground, This looks well for Long Is- 
|. ber of new publications issued during the month of Tend 
hit October, was 237 of which 32 were from the pens| A™=RICAN Ware.—A correspondent of the News 
f | of female authors. The capital employed in the | 8° daily Advertiser writes from Cincinnati: 

i publishing business in New York is far greater| | ‘‘ The quantity of wine manufactared in this vi- 
|, than is geuerally supposed. The Messrs. Apple- cinity surprises me. I have just returned from a 
| tons employ about $400,000, aud publish annually | Visit to one of N. Longworth’s winecellars, where 
|, about 600,000 volumes. The Harpers employ a| { 8¢w 75000 bottles of spaikling Catawba,and about 
~ much larger sum still. 40,000 gallons of wine in casks, varying from 40 to 
aera t sa mei aera 50 gallons in each. The cellar is 120 feet long, 40 

ia ascscttay'to eke ok is a oat Sy feet wide and 40 feet deep, and it is the intention of 

ie Tarkey in Europe. ‘Agia and Africa, is tesa eS oun ” eee ae oe 
‘a > = . . 

{| of thirty-five millions ; of which 15 and a half-mil-| se many ether persone iu Ciacinaatl end the aie 
in lions are in Europe, Sixteen millions in Asia, and | ,orhood engaged in the cultivation of the grape, and 

| nearly four millious in Africa. it is supposed that not less than 1000 acres are de- 
a
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voted to this purpose, The Catawba grape is I be- | ICP We find in the Granite Farmer the following || jf 
lieve, much preferred to any other variety a description of several animal curiosities, exhibited ! 1 
wine, and invariably ripens better than the Isabella | at the recent N. H. State Fair: 
in this climate.” ; | There was one singular looking animal, said tobe | ] 
We had recently the pleasure of tasting some of], §. Amer sheep, having four horns, and wool nd 

Longworth’s Catawba, at the house of a friend in| more than a foot in length, which it was said, had ‘\ i 
Detroit,‘and too much praise cannot be awarded,as| not beea sheared for seven or eight years, Itseem- |} 

| it does not intoxicate, while its flavor is delicious, | ed very unwieldly and hardly able to move under | | 
| No foreign champaigne will compare with it, its load of cloth. While speaking of curiosities we || } 

[Wisconsin. | would call to mind a Devon heifer, exhibited by || j 

Bustress oF THE Generar Posr Orrrcr.—From | Isaac Fox, of Nashville, in the top of whose fore 

the post master general’s report, just submitted to| shoulders was a singular growth closely resembling 
congress we make the following abstract which | the two forelegs of a miniature cow. The ani- |] § 
shows in some measure the magnitude of the lhusi-| mal’s horns turned down in front, and it was very || § 

ness of this department of the United States gov | prettily ornamented, so that it attracted much at- 
ernment. The report would not seem to warrant] tention. (| 

any farther reduction in the rates of letter postage,|_ Sunsrrrerm ron Poraors—Try it —An agricul- |} 4 

at present: tural paper suggests a substitute fog potatoes and || J 
Number ofall Oates on sscc2vicntee 6170} rice, which it would be well for housekeepers in || } 
Length of mail routes.. ...........miles 196,290] these times to try. Potatoes are high a aia 
Number of contractors employed. ++++s. 5944 Fs ie oe 
Annual transportation of mails .........53,272,252| low, and should the suggestion be a practicable one, || # 
Annual cost of transpurtation .........$3.421,754| there would be much economy in following it: f 
Miles of railroad transportation ..........., 8,568,707 [Wool Grower. | 

Miles of steamboat transportation...... 6,454 982 
Number of postmasters appointed...... 5339| Take good clean wheat, one quart or two, accor- 
Number of post offices, June 1, 1851... 19,796 | ding to the size of the family, wash it and soak it over |} } 

Gross receipts of the department ......$6,786,493| night in cold water—then boil it from two to three || 
Total letter postage «+++ +eeeeee sree + 5369;243 | pO RAT fie eheak tated 
Newspapers, Pamphlet, &c.. postage... 1,035,131 | M0Urs, according to the age ol the wheat, In just as {ij 
Ordinary revenues of the year eees..se. 6,501 978| little water as will be necessary to cook it and have 
Increase over those of last year......... _ 999,006| it all evaporate. Take this boiled wheat om your || 
Expenditures of the year ............+ 6,278,402! table and eat it with any thing you are accustomed 
Ordinary expenditures «.--....-esee++ 6,024,067 2 Agi 

to eat with potatoes, and it will answer as a good 
Mixixo 1x Grasr Cousry, Wiscoxstx.—The]| sypstitutes | 

Platteville Independent American states thata fine| You may eatit also with anything that you eat 

Lode has been recently discovered in the vicinity of with bread, and it will be better than rice. When |}! 
that village. $100,000 worth of ore has already | it is understood that a bushel of wheat can be bo’t 
been taken out and five times that amount is antic-| for Jess than half what a bushel of potatoes costs, 
ipated. A Mr. Snowden is the lucky owner. and will go six times as far,the difference in cost will |} 
Terrrroniat Roap Suavers.—The corps of the| be clearly seen. I 

U, 8. Topographical engineers have completed the| Ys:zonurry 1 Baxeorso.—A family of cattio ex- | 
ssl oe ae so ae pe eo ae hibited by W. W. Wadsworth, Esq., of Geneseo,at 
Tabs Su pastors 197 sulas Satalansthéctrom Potat the late state fair, deserves special mention. ; It 

eee s : consisted of a cow nine years old, and five of her 
Douglass to Fort Ripley, 150 miles, and one from eerie ete ones ees erek wens ol nce 
Swan river to Long prairie, 27 miles. A road has _ , ‘ : 
already been surveyed from Mendota to Waba- ie sone oes your; ane heifers three same 

shaw ; and another to be surveyed from Mendota suckling calf. “We were told that there was anoth- 
. ee Z ss er heifer, in the same family, fully equal to any of 

to the mouth of the Big Sioux on the Missouri; dis-| t,050, in good qualitics. The parent cow and most 
tance about 250 miles. [Minnesota Dem. Se her propery! wre cede (Site ten eertenret eee 

Unive.—Save this valuable manure—in every eights shori-horn, and has been bred to short-born 

hundred pounds there is 72 per cent, of nitrogen in/ bylls, Her points and handling are excellent— 
its wet state, 23.11 when dry. scarcely surpassed by any, and equalled by very few 

1> Mecement composed of 4 parts of pure chalk,| of the short-horn cows on the ground; and the 
and 64 parts of fresh alluvial clay will be found| same qualities are very strikingly apparent in all her 

cheaper than any other as an hydraulic mortar. progeny. The ox, (which belonged toa pair exhib- 
Wooden posts or stakes driven under salt vats, | ited by Mr. W.,) was one of the most complete an- |] 

owing to the preserving quality of the salt, are prac-| mals, in every particular, that we have ever seen. | 
tically indestructible. It would be very easy to ad-| The whole family form such an example of unjfor- 

apt this hint to the preservation of fence, garden | mity in breeding, as is seldom attained. if 
. posts, &e , as they do in Syracuse. (Cultivator. f° 
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{ Moxster Beans.—We have twice lately noticed Svcar rrom Ixptany Cons.—A patent has been | 
| {/ the extraordinary growth of some specimens which | taken out for making sugar from Indian corn by the | 

have been shown us of the Rocky Mountain bean, | following process : | 

recently introdaced into this country. We believe.| 4 quantity of corn meal is placed ina boiler to 
if we recollect aright, the former specimens me which is added nearly an equal quantity, by mea- | 

i iwcly : Z 7 4 
1 sure respectively 244 and 22 poe but eee! ay sure, of water, together with a emall prsiion of 

we were informed by Mr. John V a en j common oil of vitriol, or sulphuric acid.” ‘The mix- 
: of Laprairie, that he has a bean growing in his g8r- | su ,¢ is then boi'ed ata very high temperature,when | 

}|| || den 27 inches in length. He says that the ne ee brown sugar is produced, held in solution | 
Mountain bean isan excellent and very sucalent | of course, with the acid. A quantity of common | 

, | || vegetable, fully equal in flavor to the common sear- | 4,1; is now thrown in which has the effect to re- 
} | || let runner of this country, — : move the vitriol from the sugar, the vitrol uniting 

{Montreal Transcript. | 19 the chalk, and falling with it as sediment, to the 
Mepex Fanm,—We are much gratified tosee by | bottom of the boiler. The liquid sugar is then 

the Quebec papers, that the gentlemen of the semi- drained off into another vessel, boiled down to mo- 

nary in that city have determined upon establishing | lasses, and finally erystalized and clarified in the 
, a model farm, on the property at the Cote Saint | ysual manner. 

: Paul. We tréist we shall not be thought officiows | 

|| || if we solicit the attention of our friends, the gentle- TABLE OF CONTENTS. 

' | men of the Montreal Seminary, to the patriotic and . vanees 

| | || enlightened conduct, in this matter, of their breth- J ’ Page. 
EBT ven ta: Qacbec. [Mont. Herald. | Agriculture, No. [,-.---++++++seeseeeeeeeees 1 | 

: ., | Agricultura] Societics.....+sessseeeveeseveee 1 
Tr May ne Userut Prrsentty.—To render boots f 

] Agricultural Bureau .----++-+eeerseeeerseeee 3S |! 
"||| and shoes waterproof.—Mix carefully over a slow 5 : : 

zs : Agricultural Society—Columbia Co.. ........-. 7 | || Bre = pint of drying oil, two ounces of yellow war, | ‘4% 1406s of the Sheep's Ear 10 
| and half an ounce of Burgundy pitch. Lay the Pp Spa eee ion : te : Ashes as Manure ...ceseceteeesereovensees 14 || 
||| mixture while hot, on the boots or shoes with a : : 

S s . Architecture—Where to Build........--.---- 16 sponge or bit of flanael, and when dry Jay it on a- . 
, ce h ; TS estan S A Great Discovery......20-sscccsesesecscee 18 
44] gains Sa aa = the si a = A Guinea Larger than God ssseeseoeseeeneee 17 

| pemes saturated. "Let them be! put away and Ot) 9 GoW with: Hor First Gaur oe es a 
| ]| worn until they become perfectly elastic, when they ‘aias 

Il) will be found not only impervious to water, but soft, | Communication, (hen houses, éc.)..-...-..- 2 
Hi ” fats i *| Cure for Smut in Wheatsreesererercceusuee 8 

_ }| pliable and more durable. c 
4 jountry Farm House.......-----.+e-ee+e-0+ 15 

} A Gunman PRoFEssoRsHIP TO AN AMERICAN. — Widitoris Tabs 1 secece soc cs ees stones te 
fe or. A. Gould, tc. of Boston, bas boon invited | Perming ..iisscossvevsesesesh velediscdsseee 11 
_ {| to the professorship of astronomy at the university | Pacts for Farmers .....2+++e2eeeeeeeeeeee ee 19 
__ || of Gottingen in place of the late Dr. Goldsmedt de- | Garden Manure Applied in Fall and Winter... 1 

|| ceased. Hanging Gates ....sssseeecovervevsssoes 5 
A Leap Trapr.—The Galena Advertiser obtains | Highland Cranberries .....-+++++ssscteseeeee 12 

A throngh the assistant marshal for Lafayette county, | Hamming Birds ... .........20eeeeeeeeeee+ 20 
__ jj] the following statistics of the lead business of that | Interesting Ancient Relics ...........606 ....06 14 
| || county for the year 1851 : Iron Mines of Lake Superiorssssseveeseessee 19 
_\ || Whole amount of mineral smelted, 11,000,000 | Large Crops -.--+-----:e2ee+eceeceeeceeees 7 

} jj) Tbs. ~ Gp Mounted Boulder .... .......e.s.sssssseeees 18 
i Bushels coal consumed .--.-+---+-..-..25,000 | Natural Water Purifiers sessesseeessscssveees Ll 
rt Cords Wood........-.-..5...-------- 629 | Novel Eatortainmont s<ss20- 652 <0se<2s050019 
i Whole amount slag.+++++++s+++44++-400,000 | Root Crops.....-.---+2eseeeeeeeeeeeeseeeee 10 
| || Whole amount leaf produced +... +.7,835,000 | Remember this Boy8..sseessee wsssssesesee 19 
i Walned at--2 35>... .<--<cce<k= =~ 2 S396. 40D Spring Bow Pins .------- + seseesereereeees 8 

t Tur Biers rv Bevotum.—In 1835 there were no | Stowell Sweet Corn .....+--- s--++-2e200--- 8 
_ || home missionary society in Belgium. There are | Save the Dead Laves .... ...........-.M@.-- 13 
> |) now twenty-six missionary stations and twelve or- | The Cultivation of TobaccOsesssssrersseseee 9 
_ || dained ministers, and within fifteen years, 300,000 | Topography of lowa...-..+--++22+eeeeccreeee 10 

{| copies of the bible have been distributed. The Growth of Tobacco in N. Y. .......------- 1 

| Curnyine Cows.—Dr. B. Rush, in a lecture mp- | Lhe Downer Cherry.......+ereeeseeeesereee 13 
| 4) on the advantages of studying the diseases of ani- The Bible in Hungaryeereseseeeveveveseeeee 14 

: ‘It mals, states that there is an improvement in the | The Chemestry of Nature -.--.--- ---+----++ 17 

| 1) quality of the milk, and an increase in the quantity, Value of the Cabbage .....---------eeeees + a 

| =| which aro obtained by currying the cow, Water for Cattlesssessssecsssssteesteeveces
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ee i 
ee aia: a ae MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. ff 

TERMS: Madison, Jan. 22, 1852. | : 
50 Cents a Year in Advance; Wi — - : Present, Hon. Henry M. Billings, Presi- } | 

es ee ee pone aah leant ; Albert C. Ingham, Cor. aud Fee Sec- # | 
— the volume. Back numbers supplied to new retary ; Simeon Mills, Treasurer ; and Messrs. H H 

ADVERTISING? Chase and Dean, of the additional members. 
One ease Per year > o= After the organization of the committee, it j i 

ae a wh 
Din apuare, Cewelve lines or fess) 4 year eso | Resolved, That the secretary be instructed |} 
SFinsaedatoaks *28| to correspond with the citizens ofysuch places }j | 
Papelera is coe ol St, tn the rooms occupi | 23 desire the location of the next fair, and re- ff 

ed for the office of the Janesville Gazette. port to this committee on the 14th February, H 
av | such propositions as he may receive. | 

State Agricultural Society. Resolved, That $800 be appropriated for | 

In accordance with the constitution, the pe oe Be jouaxal i . and thet 1 
° one fourth of the premiums consist in agricul- ff | 

Wisconsts Srate Acnicurturat Socrety tural, horticultural and mechanical books of j | 

held its first annual meeting at Madison, in | approved merit. L 

the senate chamber on the evening of Janua-| Resolved, That the legislature be memori- |} jj ‘ g . z 
ry 2ist. The meeting was large, and what |alized for the passage of a law extending the jj | 
was still more gratifying to us—that lively ae pei Seer Rooter yi 
Sneeeeat Steeted satel edi Ee x Reselv. > James Duane Doty, be se- 

= ca = TEN Rae Ot tan eS —* address at pane next fair, 
: . and that Michael Frank be his alternate. i 

The President, Erastus W. Drury, beingab-| Resolved, That the seats of all the officers |} | 
sent, the meeting was organized by Vice Pres- | elected, who do not accept their appointment, 
ident Henry M. Billings, from the first con-|and become members of the society previous | 
gressional district. to April 1st, next, be declared vacant, and that 

After the reports of the Secretary, Treas- others be appointed to fill their place. 

urer and exeeutive committee were presented a Messrs. —— of Dane, 1 
Tastaniad hac want ied ists Pinckney, of Fond du Lac ; Johnson, ot Ke- | 

and accep! y proceede Ne | nosha ; ‘Tiffany, of Milwaukee ; and Baxter, |} 
selection of officers, for the present year, with | of Sauk, be appointed delegates from this so- | 
the following result; : ciety to attend the next annual fairs of N. Y., 

President, Ohio, and Michigan, and that they report to f 

Henry M. Billings, of Iowa. this society. ! 

Vice Presidents, Resolved, That the secretary, treasurer, and i 
N. B. Clapp, of Kenosha, 1st Com. Dish | Mr- Dean of the additional members of the} 
Orin Dinsmore, of Rock, 2d “ « executive committee, be appointed a commit- i 

Tho’s. R. Mott, of Jefferson, 8d # 4 tee to draft a premium list for the next fair, 
A. C. Ingham, of Dane, Cor. & Recor. Sec. and report to the commitice at its next meet- 

2 ing. H 

fn —— _— ‘Resolved, That the legislature be memori- 
wv. CG = — eve eg alized for the establishment of an agricultural | 
EB Dan he of — iti department in the state university. 
5.5. Daggett, of Milwaukee, After the transaction of considerable other | 
Jacob D. Merritt, of Grant, business the committee adjourned to Februar } 

H. B. Hawley, of Jefferson. ry 14, next. i
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/ i ie =! 4 S | : or ten years, the farmers find it poor economy 

Pig z aha i > to grow barley, at prices even considerably | 
1 t Pr fy AF above the present market price. In many of 
oe ie inet See 22) the eastern counties of York State, a change 
ys Hi TESS =... of crops has taken place within a year or two. 
i ae OFA = ge The cultivation of winter wheat there, which | 

gi Bi, 3 —— had for some years been almost entirely ol 
+ ti 3 doned on account of the depredations of the 
3 i Emery's Seed Sower and Corn-Planter. weavle, has been gone into again, and for the | 

wea ts This seed-sower is adapted to hand or horse | last year or two, I am told the wheat crop has 
ra i 1 power ; and the sowing apparatus can be so | been as good as in former days, or any other | 

eae arranged as to adapt it to the sowing of large part of the state. Hence, the cultivation of | 
ie: i = small seeds. It drops the seed at any de- barley in those counties which were the prin- 
ap Hal sireable distance, and the changes are made} . ai hal ons sake 

og i with the greatest ease and expedition. As cipal barley raising counties ae the state for 
Fs te i, Mes the gearing is of cast iron, it is regular, uni- |Sme years, has decreased, causing a demand | 
na | : ih form, and durable. Seeds may be dropped |on the west to supply the deficiency. 
spi 1. 4 mm a strewed ete in = ao a St. Louis has now become an important 

4 y Ga! | The first premium of the N. Y. State Agri- i : ‘ ; 
2 q a j cultural Society, of the Mass. Charitable Me- =I — 2 — _ a a equal to 
1 ‘ fms chanies’ Association, and of the American In- the Albany , ame et. cicagags rom her fa- 

ees: a) stitute, have been awarded to this sower ; also | Vorable position, can avail herself of either of 
ae gD the first premiums of several county societies. | these great markets for barley. That her soil 

: ‘2 As the seed-sower is in use at the most|and climate are well adapted to its growth, 
" oi - busy season, it is of great value in point of |}. peen fully demonstrated by the k yield 

: a! Mi | economy; not only making a saving of labor A fields th ange 
i Bie} by despatch, but aiding the farmer, in urgent | P&T cre OF Many He’ the past season. 1 
oe ke | ike cases, to do his work at the proper time, which | have known from 40 to 50 bushels per acre 
ae thn is a very important matter. Besides the save-|to have been taken from some fields. These 
eee ing - labor a despatch aoe this — same fields will produce the same amount for 

#] a} ae implement aids in accomplishing, it drops the ; wat . 
: i ; | seeds more uniformly than it an be done by See ae ee es 

ee fi hand, thereby saving seed, and giving a bet- kind of fertilizer ; but I would not recom- 
i mies ter chance for a good crop. mend such high handed robbery. 

: Bi b | The pa objection to root crops is the ex-| I believe barley is a sure crop, and is not 
eis pense of cultivation ; yet so much labor is|}iable to be destroyed, ei insect 

a : D1 || | seved by sowing witha machine, that this| ihe is as easy to put arn Romar 
Sem ME fea || Process t= @ mere trifle harvest as oats, y aisle the via of bar. 
; . Hi | | ae Wisconsin & IowaFarmer. |1ey, even at a lower price than it Day at | 

es i! ry f bs Lf oe 8 present altogether a better business than 
a a Eprror Farmer—I have heard the ques-| wheat ; and a great deal safer business for the 

! Bi ae tion often asked since the last harvest, “ what | farmer, than giving up every thing and diy- 

ee is is the cause which has raised the price of bar-|ing into raising tobacco and flax ; so much 
tes ley, and increased the demand ; and will pres- | talked about of late. They may pay well; but 

: apd H ent prices be sustained until another harvest ? | I lookupon them with some doubts. I well rec- | 

i ce Now, I suppose it may be mainly if notwhol-|ollect the morus multicaulus humbug, when | 
. ; i! re ly attributed to two causes only ; a greatly |every body was going to get rich at raisirg, 
a i rt ! increased consumption of malt and a falling | and be clothed in silk. I see you are slow to 

ie ai! fe | off in the cultivation of barley in the eastern | recommend the many new things coming up, 
4 eae! states. The amount raised there has not kept | to the farmers, before they have been well 

Pee a fs pace with the increased demand. In York| tested by experiments. This is a wise and 
ae Be | |j State on lands which will turn off from 25 to | judicious course on your part ; for there are | 

i | 4), || 80 bushels of first quality winter wheat to the | but few of us able to loose our labor. -I am | 
es | 1]. || 2¢Fe without a failure oftener thanoncein five |as much in favor of improvement in every 

} eee \ 
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thing pertaining to my business as any man ; extent in this country. The steeping or water || 

but let uncertainties be approached cautiously. | THN PDeess takes: cut s postion oF the gine. 
enn Ie first.” ten, which, in the unrotten flax, connects the 

As you eay—“try it on a pocslie |__| fibres together,making them too harsh and wiry 

Barley is used almost entirely for brewing j for fine spinning. But, by the new mode previ- 

puryo:es; and but few are aware of the extent | ously described in your paper, which I adopt, i 

of this business and its rapid increase. I can | rotting is rai ———s and indeed, = | 
5S jures, as all rotting more or less injures the } 

recollect, the time when * glass of beer or ale fibre. By a little over-rotting, to which it is |} | 

could scarcely be found in any poaniey oe always liable, it is much weakened in strength ||- | 

but now this beverage may be obtained in any | or entirely spoiled. 

public house or grocery almost throughout the} The linen made by the new process will 

country. have the advantage of having not only all the 

ets ase A strength of the fibre, but being in stren: 
The following item of statistics which Teut = “anit s gth 

from a newspaper, will give some idea of the; Another error is, that the process of refin- 

extent of the beer business and the demand | ing the fibre before spinning, by the use of 

for barley: chemical means, or such soivents as are nec- 

Axpaxy Besr—The seven breweries of | SS2°Y to take all this glutinous or incrusting 

Messrs. Taylor, Burt, McKnight, Boyd, Quin, matter from the fibre, takes out the essential 
Eggleston and Kirk, made last year 147,437 | ol) which is said to be necessary to the spin 
havi of ale. - ning. Now there is no essential oil in flax, 

The quantity of malt made last year at besides, experience has shown that it can be 

these establishments, and at the numerous spun as well when so refined as the rotted. 

other malting houses, reached in round num- flax. Besides if there were any such oil or 

bers, 854,000 bushels—which is about one- other analogous material, it cannot be of any } 

half the entire crop of barley raised in the value to the linen, for by the universal prac- 

state. This of course is not all used here, tice of boiling the yarns in alkali before offer- 

but supplies breweries elsewhere, [Argus *| ing them in the market, and by the subse- 
J.B. 9, | quent. severe process of bleaching, all such 

Beloit, Dec., 27, 1851. materials are entirely removed from the fibre. 
' EE Another error is that flax for linen must be 

Linen from Unrotted Flax—Errors Correc-| pulled, and the American mode of cutting flax 
ted. when grown for seed, renders it unfit. Thirty 

* .__, | years ago it was the practice to pull hemp, but 
of ae tuk coe ie ee ro it is found much betier as well = aoe 

quite natural for toe who have always anne venmiens (picnt th and te corny 
Augie rerigita one oartsintimanner to.think examine the flax plant, he will see that it 

5 ae el aiaeeaandl ae Sane a =o be he - and if well done, closeto 

oe Q _ the ground, it will result in no great loss of 
~~ ee been oft- | jint, and especially by the new process, can be 

ate Ret Gege Cwould notes ta: Dat B much more conveniently managed than if pul- 

eaanok be tied fee aking Sy h os “me led, since the root contains very little fibre, and 

= alias ripened—that fl eo occa: mee ee is seen to be broken off and wasted in the 

es gute & Gee int _ Eee these errors will do much 

it was found that the Belgians saved their seed i ae =o . een lin- 

and at the same time, produced better flax BaD sent) ere 
GieeLS Wah Saiek a eetwae Changed: “and cotton factories can easily be altered for linen; 

GaegeralgeaartieTahefiac as have | and it is now rendered certain that linen may 

adopted the recommendations of the “ Royal ae met oe es coeds Sd 

secs pe sewer of the Growth of eo Be O28: Baavece 

jax in Ireland,” and saved their seed, which [Mi . me 
ee = r. Leavitt has devoted a great number of 

| ae amounts in value to twenty doliars years to this subject, and has soa Europe 

| acre. : to obtain all the information that could be ac- 
- ae. a eae abs a quired there. We have seen some of his sam- 
ene ee rere Ce cen. ri te a: = ples, and beautiful they are. We hope that 

for spinning,”as by the P Line ig ne Ba ere will give the subject their 
a —— candid and serious attention. ] 

a ae ee
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F ; E15 | Improved Steel Plow. 
ef a in | r The above engraving is designed to repre- abe form of the mold-board and share is 
oi a ie) sent the steel plow from the factory of Mr.| described as a segment of a cone, of a given 
hea? ‘ | May, of this place, exhibited at the fair of the | diameter and height, which it is claimed gives 
sl ae || State Agricultural society in Oct., last. it the easiest draft for the team in plowing— 
2 a _ |] The first peculiar feature that presents it-| wears the most uniformly—and most perfect- 
A ts | }] self, is the novel method of fastening the plow|ly covers straw and rubbish, leaving the 
a Pb id | can | | post to the beam. Instead of cutting a mor-| ground in a most excellent state for subse- 

aS | tice through the beam, (consequently weaken- | quent cultivation. 

“| }| ing it,) as in the usual mode of wooding the| At the late fair, the first premium of the 
yee i i }| plows in common use, the post passes up the| state society was awarded to this plow; and || 

/ Biss side of the beam, then forms a right angle/|the committee having in charge the plowing 
Fi i ie if i | and extends across or partly across the top of | match, reported one team as having plowed 

ein ? | the beam, and is fastened by a single bolt. |“ one fourth of an acre in twenty-six min- 
ace In adjusting the draft of the plow this gives | utes.” 

if tie ]| an important advantage, while at the same! The perfection to which this plow is bro’t 
: i ; | i _ | jj time the entire strength of the beam is retain-| is the result of a series of experiments for a 
ee e) } ed, and the labor of wooding the plow much | number of years past, and the agriculturists of 
1 ae ; lessened. ae: ; this section of country may congratulate them- i HI bd i. But one of the most important considera- | selves, on having manufactured, in their midst, 
say | ait i Hl tions, is, that the clogging of the plow by |the most perfect plow, we think, in use. 

i | eis | | straw and weeds, is, by this plan, almost] That a good plow factory in every county, 
: a, te op | wholly overcome. As the straw, dc. rise| that has a large population, (and one for sev- 
! i Hl 1 with the furrow, and gradually work up the | eral counties if the population is small,) would 

: Bt) | post, it finds no resistance by the right corner | in this country, that is pre-eminently an agri- 

ie | ae } of the beam as in the old style of wooding—| cultural one, be an important consideration to 
; o/h the post here being at the right side of the! farmers, as well as profitable to the manufac- 

HB i beam instead of the center, the aaa and | turers, might be shown by many good reasons; 
‘Bee, Bt stubble pass off with, and is buried by the|as, keeping the monies at home, that are now 

; i ay furrow. paid abroad, for this indispensable implement 
Sree 6S BY H The front part of these plows are made of —exchanging farm produce for them so far 

is 4 4 double thickness of steel, giving about twice] a. to meet the wants of the manufacturers — a a A i the Service of plows made in the usual way.| .onvenience to the factory for repairs, dc. | 

ei : at It is well understood ee Proritaste Crop or Potators.—-Mr T. B. 
© | || point and front part of the common plow, is| Pettit of Hempstead, N. Y., raised 633 bushels of 

ae i _. § |] usually worn out by the time the other parts| notatues on one quarter of an acre, at an expense 
72) — + || of his plow are half worn, thereby requiring! 5 317, and which sold for $47,62. Netting a 

i Hos | heavy, expenses for repairs. | rot of $30,62, 
fe Mee oboe ee eee
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«6 Agricultural Bureau” or “ Agricultural | party also, but that is no business of ours, just 
| College”—Which Shall it be? a the present moment. 

| ae In fact, we commence iting, i 
We say doth, most decidedly ; though one a sca i : sage page aes is 

| agricultural editor has spoken Gey the for- | agrienltural college at Washington, and epee: 
| mer, and the Rew York Sees Post, and ue ially our Wisconsin farmers, on the fact, that 

| few papers of less pretensions declare that| 1.6 nate oF Gov Dore ie to Heese d, in the 

| is are-too wise or too stupid. to =e of committees, on AGricutture ! | 
eee . We have aright,and we have reason, to hope 

B ut, it ts barely possible, that these self’ much from ap aetie of Gov. Dory, aad 
ee Ss of public opinion, | committee. He is not the man, to join the 

| (who know just about as much of the wants | majority in again asking “to be discharged 

hae wishes of farmers, who happen to think | fom the further consideration” of this sub- 
| for themselves, as they do of the literature of fect <andidfras thiovw ithe aiese tices ices Geen 

| the moon,) may be a very little behind the] |; = : nity upon three fourths of the people of 
‘RG’ the great west, and nation—No, we can count 

But we did not commence this notice for | on him—and he knows that we shall not for- 
the benefit of the senior editor of the Evening get him in return. There has never been a 

Post, nor any lesser wiseacre who thinks he | time, in which he could win more “golden 
| can feed the farmer on his electioneering pass opinions” from the people of this state, and 

| (“soft soap,”) in the year 52, as he did ir | the great northwest, than at the present mo- 
the first years of this century—when good | ment. 

‘old Farner Sxinner, and Sotomoy Sours- = ee 
| Wick, with his “ Plough Boy,” constituted the Crops in’ Minnesota. 

agricultural press of this broad union. Winter wheat has been cultivated five years 

At this day, our press has ten thousand | with but a single failure, about Red Lake, 
readers, where it had not ¢en, a quarter of a | which is about 400 miles west of north of St. 

| century ago—and we have hundreds of asso- | Pauls, in the territory of Minnesota. This 
| ciations where not one existed then, and we | result would seem to fully establish the fact; 

have learned to know our wants ; and a few | that the soil and climate of this new Territo- 

| of us want an Agricultural Bureau, and all of | ry, embracing a portion of the most northern 
us want agricultural colleges. On the latter | possessions of our Republic, is admirably ad- 

question there is no difference of opinion | apted to the cultivatien of winter wheat ; far 

among genuine agriculturists, and there is but } better, than that of its more southern neigh- 
little on the former and that little grows ont Bore Minnesota, which but a few months 

of the fear that a bureau at Washington must | ago was generally regarded as the “jumping 
necessarily become a mere political machine, | off place”’—too far north to ever be made 
and follow the dubious destiny of parties— | available for agricultural purposes, is likely to 

the prey of party politicians. prove by actual experiment, equal to any oth- 
But, we believe, that there is virtue enough | er portion of the west in an agricultural point 

|| among our rulers to prevent this ; and at all | of view. 

events, there is enough among ourselves ; and|  Minnesotais settled to a greater extent, than 
| power enough in our press, to render such a| any other western state, by New Englanders. 
| wrong to farmers, a somewhat dangerous pro-| We are informed that two thirds of the popu- 

\| ceeding for politicians. We are willing to | lation of St. Pauls, are from the state of Maine; 

risk it however, as soon as our national legis-| a class of people, of all others, who know 
| lature can find time to attend to it. Let con- | how to open a new country, and to develope 

gres pass the law—the agriculturists will see | its resources. 
that the law is made effective for their own] The St. Anthony Express, published at St. 
benefit, even should it happen to benefit a| Anthony Falls, in remarking upon the crops, 

RG Sea ek ep ea
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k j ne ‘|| soil and climate of Minnesota says ¢ | SashSle 10 Ibs oy > which is equal to 69 

Bigs 2.318 Specimens of three different kinds of corn e One oe 
Fi al : | The second experiment shows that two 

: 2> 4 |] —the common Indian Yellow Dent, the Con-| 5.205 of w 
ce hits Vint andi the enall Hehe | een Ot whsat or 128 lbs, sowed onan iar 

: 3 Bil > * 5™* | of ground at the uniform distance of two inch- 
iy Row Yellow, all perfectly ripe, well filled and moe e 3 

; Behe : a ; «| es apart, will yield 4,580 Ibs, of wheat, or 59 
i ie Hh? healthy— raised by Mr. David Gilman, in 1 i < 

yi MIMI Benton County, some eighty miles north of bushels, 40 Ibs. per acre. In this experiment 
mae ed: Ys : : hi i i 

ei ‘ail |] St. Anthony Falls, have been left with us by ; a of, grams oo med Suatiacroaeapon 
He tt = Wm. H. Wood. Esq. A notion that our sea- 7 z bes Il sistadthatinbroad 

Mg M1) || son is too short for corn to ripenproperly, has| _ It has been usually estimated t at aeons 
43 & '}] obtained a wide circulation at the east thro’ cast sowing of wheat under favorabl er 

Fi i ‘}| the agency of persons who have paid Minne- stances as to weather and condition of the soil, 

BH Sal || sota a flying visit merely, and consequently | the average deposit of eced is 48 grains per 
b's] || have had no opportunity of testing the thing. | Square foot: if'so, an acreof broadcast requires 

13 3%) |! But one opinion of this notion is heard. from | 2,090,880 grains ; and estimating this quanti- 
Beet So) || all who have given it a trial ; namely, that it| ty at the weight of Mr. Clark's wheat, 3¢ aR 

B® 43) || és a notion—nothing more. If the season is 2 bushels and 44 Ibs per acre. It would have 
BP ae ‘uu| ||| shorter here, we have a soil peculiarly adapted been advisable to measure and weigh the seed | 

eM) val ||| to itstrong, vigorous, rich, quick. before planting, as well as after harvest, as sea- 
. ae But it i a hhied ‘by th é ho have lived 272 and cultivation may essentially vary the || : 

a 2 ut it is dow y those who have Aved'| lative quantity and quality of the seed and 
“#@i | here longest, if the seasons in Minnesota be di 

4 hdl, : i ee  |-product, We would have been pleased to 
ia | shorter than in some portions of Illinois, Indi-| tow also whether every seed planted, arrived 

08'S =) | ana,and even Ohio. The difference consists, aan 7 Pe ° 
3H cal ‘ >. 7 | at maturity ; if not, what proportion was im- 

i Ss . HH e in length so a 7 = anes 2 perfect or destroyed. It is well known that a 

ee | z prea, mo a ue a i nee y _ oe ee large per cenage of the wheat sown broadcast 

me iy Fata ocal ses aa hich “tai a °P- | is lost to the farmer. We need therefore very 

| | peste Sean en wich a ar il prove) at canton opponent 
i a i | weather in Minnesota, we have it at the prop- mate of comparisons. We hope Mr. Clark Scie anf are not subjected to those detes- will continue this class of investigations 3 itis 

| 4 7 : important and valuable. It is not from any 
| | table “January thaws,” so general in the) is lated experiment we can venture to draw a 

! tf i states mentioned, (particularly Illinois) while final conclusion, and on this account we would 
4 +) =) | | the cold days left out of the winter are thrust Mr. Clark ais ii . 

1, ©) © || into the spring and fall months promiscuously. urge Mr. Clark to continue his experiments, 
H 4 ae | = ig z d Yl — -| until repeated similar results may justify a 
t i } Our winters are uniform, dry, clear, bracing hgral wale. 

= | | —and the snow, once down, lays upon the s = 
A ©) | ground till spring The committee respectfully recommend that 

H : i Bd i as gape tye: a volume of the transactions of the society be 

{ : Bie | [From the Transactions of the N. Y. Stato Ag. Society.) _| Presented to Mr. Clark for the interesting 
i | { |} | Wheat Culture—Experiments in Thick and | communication. ; 
et) Ps H Thin Sowing. J. Devarrerv, Chairman. 
ao ia. nee : = 

NEE) V1) The paper presented by Mr. Adam Clark,| B. P. Johnson, Esq., Sec’y, &c—It is with 
Be al | paper p d by < Sq. 
©} |} of Yates county, contains a set of experiments | great pleasure that I undertake to redeem my : y P g Pp 
ie be; es |] on the sowing of wheat, which seems to the| promise to furnish the result of an experiment 

= &.) © |) committee most opportune, inasmuch as the} in raising wheat. On the 23d of September, nt a et Oppor’ 3 3 tun s 
i |] question of thick or thin sowing of grain is| 1848, I prepared four beds of ground to plant 
ee ey itated strongly at this time, nc¢ only in this| with wheat, on a summer fallow that had ie agi ov Ah . . 
i | ; ©] | country but in England. The experiments of| been plowed twice during the summer. The 
eyelet] Me Ciark show that wheat planted uniformly | ground was prepared by finely pulverising it 
WY | 44) at distances of 14 inches apart will require} with a hoe and rake to the depth of eight in- 
“© {7} about 2244 Ibs. or 3 bushels 44} Ibs. per acre.| ches. Four beds were accurately measured, 

fi ‘Baad Bee i This weight of wheat consists of about 2,890,-| each one fourth of a rod square, leaving a 

> ©) (2) 820 grains. Mr. Clark planted a portion of| walk of seven inches between them ; they 
(°C }] ground in this manner, which was harvested | were numbered and - subdivided as follows 

ey © 1} | at the proper season and thrashed on the 22d | No. 1, in squares 1} inches each way ; No. 2, 
Me oe |] of August and weighed on the 18th of De- about 2 inches ; No. 3, alittle short of 3 in- 

Be ae is | en eheating every ounce to contain|ches ; No. 4, 34 inches, includding the out- 
Fi ie 800 grains as weighed by him. The product / side lines of each bed. Then with the thumb 

} : 4 of an acre similarly treated produces 63,248,-{ and finger, I carefully dropped a kernel of
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wheat in the corner of each square, of No. 1 | Thames, to feed and clothe the entire popula 
and 2, then with a stick prepared for the pur- | tion of the world for a cer.tury, under a wisd 

pose, I placed each grain 1} inches below the | system of agriculture and horticulture. Dow 
surface, and then with the head of a rake |to this day, great cities have ever been thi 
made the surface entirely smooth. On Mon-! worst desolators of the earth. It is for thif 
day 25th, I planted Nos. 3 and 4 in thesame that they bave been so frequently buried many 

— ‘ = = = # eae _ ~ feet <_< the _— of a of brielg 
joule’s variety of wheat—the seed dry, with-| stone and mortar, to be exhumed in some a 

out preparation. ‘The soil is a clay loam with) tor ages by some antiquarian Layard. Thei 
a ——— to _— = — —— violated the laws of nature whiel 
and fully exposed to the winds from those govern the health of man, and secure the er 

| directions. I used no fertilizer, except a little | during produetiveness of the soil. How fe 
Gypsum ; on the 17th of May while sowing) comprehend the fact that it is only the { 
on the rest of the field, I gave thebeda slight | ments of bread and meat evolved during th 

coating at the rate of from 1} to 2 bushels; decomposition of some vegetable or anima 
per acre. Harvested July 25th, with a hand substance that poison the air taken into hy 
cradle, and bound it into sheaves and carried | man lungs, and the water that enters the hy 
it into the barn in about two weeks. The) man system in daily food and drink! Thes 

parcels carefully shelled and kept separate.—} generate pestilence and bring millions prema, 
On the 22d of August, each parcel was! turely to their graves ! ] 
weighed separately by sealed scales, the resate| « Why should the precious atoms of potas 
< = my » found in the annexed oe which organized the starch in all the flouj 

n the 17th of Dec, 4 oz. were weighed, I) meal and potatoes consumed in the cities 

found that there were 800 grains in an ounce. the United States in the year 1850, be log i 
An estimate of the amount of seed planted is/ foreyer to the world? Can a man create Mj 

made from this data, as well as the average new atom of potash, or of phosphorus, whq | 
product from each: | the supply fails in the soil, as fail it must ui} 
wii ei Se oe | : Sin our ene tod of Te economy ?- 

i uct in Ibs. and ozs. s. 8) Many a broad desert in Eastern Asia ond} 
OZ. ee of seed sown per a 3 bush- gladdened the husbandman with golden ha} 

els. 45 Ibs. ; yield per acre in bushels, 69 bu.) vests. While America is the only country ! 
pea a rr ae the globe where every buman being has enoug 
weight of seve ape e poe be =; and a are coming vs for breagg | 

8. A z., 5 lbs. 9! how long shall we continue to impoverii 
ozs. ; Ein of esadicbien per acre, 2 bus.| ninety-nine acres in a hundred 2ared 
6 lbs.; yield per acre in bushels, 59 bus, 40 cultivate? | 
~. sae aa | “Both pestilenceand famine are the offsprin 

No. 3. umber of grains planted 1,206 ;| of ignorance. Rural science is not a meg 

weight of pfoduct in Ibs. and oz, 4 Ibs. 12) plaything for the amusement of grown Wi 
=. amount of sown or 1 bu. ;) children. It is a new revolution of the wisdq 

yield per acre in bu., 50 bu. 40 Ibs. ___|and goodness of providence—a humaniziy 
“ od * — . = ase : 70. 5 power — . soit to a man 4 ; 

weig! of product in S. and oZ.; iS. Oz. | ee ec listance above his preseut CG 

amount of seed sown per acre, 43} Ibs.; yield} dition. To achieve this result, the light | 
per acre in bu. 45 bu. 20 Ibs. . | science must not be confined to colleges } 

Average yield per acre, 56 bu. 15 Ibs. —_| must enter and illuminate the dwellings @| 
: ADAM os every farmer. and mechanic. The knowledgj 

West Dresden, Yates co., Dec. 20, 1849. . the few, no matter how profound and by 
is et eae iant, can never compensate for the loss incyi| 

How Cities Exhaust the Fertility of Land... 3 by eglecting wp develope the intellalll 

The following is an extract of a letter from of thre many No government should i 
Dr. Daniel Lee, to Hon. Thos. Ewbank, U. 8.| W@2ting in sympathy with the people, whem, 
commissioner of patents, for 1849. Dr. Lee} ST the object be the prevention of disease, 

attributes both pestilence and famine to igno- improvement of land, or the education of | 
rance of the laws which govern the vegetable| 258¢s_ One per cent. of the money now agi) 
and animal economy. He says: nually lost by reason of popular ignore 

There has been enough of the elements suffice to remove that ignorance.” : 

of bread and meat, wool and cotton drawn Hzavy Hogs—Mr. Joseph Spaulding] : 
from the surface of the earth, sent to London pai P sl vee arediile Dp puncdenth a ealicd ito Harmony, in this county, has slaughteredgy 
and buried in the ground or washed into the| hogs which, when dressed, weighed 2000 [# 

eee
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wee ae) 5) a For the Wisconsin & Jowa Farin { + poo: | 

ais ie . Ice Ho wast bees in the Rock River Va.iey.” I am 

Bee 8 eae glad to hear it and hope the F: i 

° i a a Forp pu Lac, Jan. 8, 1852. ee visit me more i pcr = 

ae & ie 4 peeve Manent wish to inquire of you, } —its irregularity being the only fault I ¢ nd 

q a - the readers of the Farmer, the | ¢Ye? find with it. Give it to us regular, as, 

i : " | . ae economical plan for building a I will risk the guarantee, that Pe des 

fy td a iy ce aa mean such an one, as will | °F Wisconsin will give it a bountiful ae 

4 Hi <a the means of a poor farmer, 1| Port - 

Hi j@ pave been a constant reader of yo . i 

te m= |fver since its commencement, hh att we know of no better plan of construetin 

E ; ¢ | pend that zon have slipped over, or let pass Sac house than the one described si, 

a te) | noticed this subject while you have touched Which was furnished to the Horticulturist by | 

in 3 e (a spre rene else within the range ne a celebrated ice merchant of 

el Agricultw ; it i Mass: 

oe bea still greater ering =o oe eae ioohone above ground should 
3 hie ion | ui 

25: a | to the preservation of ice for summer = ~~ eee double part 

- 518s | pse ii . . ? 
T 

ig ag ae ns < = ay in many local- | Some non-conducting atm Soe 

ae} pes it is difficult 
. 4 | ph from the great a dig, 

4 3) hing .. i 
He Pp g of wells of a sufficient depth to insure a Lf 

mia em nent supply of water. In the warm Ss 

19 $9 fpason, water that is insipid and hardly drink- S : 
it a } ble, (or — cistern water,) which to me ee Ee Ss 

1) } |}, extremely unpleasant may be mad i Ab rerpssasrenenscé . 

/ Ht ti e by the cooling acca ie ‘eanoeesivene iY — ENERO ESE EEG WSN 

{ | But this is only one among the many a Nee | ea 

ce i ; 3 Hi antages, which an ice house combines. Its Nese Neel 

ak nefits to the farmer who lives some distance Nee S | he 

i ie: i | jom market are both numerous and inyalua- N = I Heat 

; a ggg meat, milk, butter and many oth- Ne Kk I 

i j S| fh Vy les cannot be properly preserved dur- N Bore) ee 

ig |) 2 | }'g some of our warm summer weather, with Se ee 

{it i te | at the use of ice. The best cellars na a ee 

Bi at \ aite the thing for the purpose, ev: te = ee oe 

© | | | ted ever so well. cnitvet | So ES 

1) | 41) Tsay, a good ice house i oh) | Sac See 
a ouse f NISBRR Ay Ste NS er SE 

(as ap 
1) © | |ass of community ; and yet, th Intl . 

i. a Fe ; aa the liseet: No = Ee camctah aout eee eae = oon 

| | 2} darying should pretend to be with jolets, six by Sour inches ; the lower ends f 
= © >| 4) pply of ice through the warm out @ the joists should be put into the a. ith 
BT here kent = ; weather. out any sill, which is apt to let ae a thro. 

BP cots in = = ~~ y ost the summer — two ranges of joists should be aal two 
: bideg log building situated in feet and one-half 

Bile ded place, well covered with straw inside ;| '"° {eet at the top. At the top thee 
| : | 4 t: Seenbilen lepsology for anlace douse Has ae stould Be morticed into the cross-beams hs 

Bat: is iinkage ; rstily thatof Xu upport the upper floor. The joists in 

DE Je ice for a time. preserving | the two ranges should be placed each opposite 
na * — Pi. gone then be lined or faced 

7. 4. : ORTHERN Farmer. one side, with rou h boarding, i . ‘ vi gh which need 

ei id Sinan You say in heres prospectus for vol. ae ith tight, This boarding should be 

Agenii| you are now fairly planted gne edlgen of the joists nesreat ench 

en eee ) i —————— f ne of be out-
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side the building, and the other is Je the ice-| freezes up solid and keeps well. The plan 
room or yault. was ridiculed at first by some of my friends 

| but the experiment for the last two winte: 
SE SS Se eS ee | has changed their opinion.” 

PS Bea Ia wenmaraioneu tas | Johnsons Dictionary of Gardening says = 
Cs | “Any vacant Bat hess which oe bet thoi 
ee et is aoe | oughly drained will be an efficient ice-hous¢ 
BER E pee ain RC ag aNuege™ | Moisture is a much more rapid solvent of i 
a N Fy = is |than mere heat. If in an out-house, wid 
. | faggots three fect deep be placed, and round 
MANNER OF NAILING THE BOARDS TO THE | the sides of the house a lining of stubble o 

JOISTS. . | straw nearly as thick, and then the ice b 
‘ The space between these boardings, or par- | rammed in hard, and covered over with 

titions should be filled with wet tan, or saw-| similar coat of stubble, the ice may be pre 

dust, whichever is cheapest or most easily ob- served there for twelve montha” 
tained. The reason for using wet material for | TO OH i 
filling the space is, that during winter it free-| Norma Wastep.—The skins used by} 
zes, and until it is again thawed, little or no | gold-beaters are produced from the offal off) 
ice will melt at the sides of the vault. animals. The hoofs of horses and cattle, an 

The bottom of the ice vault should be filled ae horny refuse, are employed in the pram 
about a foot deep with small blocks of wood; | duction of the prussiate of potash, and beautifj} 

these are levelled and covered with wood sha- | ful yellow erysta lized salt which is exhibite i 
vings, over which a strong plank floor should | in the shops of chemists. The wornout sauce} 
be laid to receive the ice. pans and tin-ware of our kitchens, when bejj) 

Upon the beams above the vault, a pretty | yond the thinker’s art are not utterly worth) 
tight floor should aiso be laid, and this floor} less. The less corroded parts are cut inti 

should be covered several inches deep with | strips, punched with small holes, and varnisheeg 
dry tan or sawdust. The roof of the ice-house | with a coarse black varnish, for the use of thi 
should have considerable pitch, and the space | trunk-maker, who protects the edges and amg! 
between the upper floor and the roof should gles of his boxes. with them ; the remainde : 
be ventilated by a lattice window at each ga-/| are conveyed to the manufacturing chemist 

ble end, or something equivalent, to pass out | who employ them in making a black dye fe 4 
the warm air which will accumulate beneath | calico printers. i 
the roof. A door must be provided in the a 
“ae ——- . = — discharge it ; but A Curiosity. 
it should always be cl up higher than the 5 
ice, and when not in use should be kept closed Last week the xo at Power s Sumf 

altogether.” mit, on the Ohio, and Pennsylvania railroagg 
found a petrified snake, the size of whid i 

Awnorner Pray.—A correspondent of the ‘ys ee ee pred ie = 

N. E. Farmer, who says he has tried it, with} gated. His snakeship was imbedded in th 
entire success, gives the following mode of! solid limestone rock, sixty feet below th 

construction, which involves less expense to | earth’s surface. me size is enormous, sixteg Hi 
be sure, but to our mind is equally wanting in | feet in length, and in the middle at least fough! 
utilgy. ao to = a ee Gate | inches in diameter. Although its substan | 

ee | is completely assimilated to the rock in whigif} 
nor could it be used for many purposes to s0 | it was imbedded, it still looks surprisingly n i 
good advantage as if constructed above ground. | ural ; indeed almost as perfect in “form ami) 
When neither tan nor saw dust could be ob-| feature” as when alive. How his snakesh i 

tained, without nawling some distance, which | $°t so far beneath the surface, and how lor i 
is very often the case, building after this plan toad ea questions which s 
must be a great saving in the first outlay: [Beaver, (Pa.,) Star. : 

“My ice house is made by setting a frame OO } 
ten feet square into the ground, and plank set = Women require more seep than ~ i 

up on the outside, and dirt thrown in to hold| and farmers less than those engaged in almog 
them up to the frame. The sides and top of| any other occupation. Editors, authors, a aif) 
rough boarding, the floor made of loose plank, | artists need more sleep than those of most ot fi: 
and filled by letting a part of my surplus wa- | er professions. The same is true of precocio A 
ter run in during the coldest weather, which | children. f 
dea cient ;
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et eit Plow Press, 
ee oo) |) The above engraving is designed to repre- rods, and the joint at the base of the machine 

i; | |||sent the plow-making machine used in manu- ‘is supported by a wedge, so as to regulate the 
) & % | |sacturing the stecl plows that received the | dies to the corresponding thickness of the 
Fs “i |))frst premium of the Wisconsin State Agri- steel used in the construction of the plow. 

} Bi tultural society at its annual fair in October, ‘The manufacturers that use this machine 
a & He pst. in making steel plows, deem it indispensable 
ie ie By an inspection of the engraving it will | not only for the perfection and uniformity of 
ie eh 9e seen that a lever is used to operate ascries | oe —a its use, - for Sr 

Mae fs if - 5 i facility it affords for performing work rapidly. ; Bile of knuckle joints, which are brought into a| Te occupies, moreover, but little space—e 

Pe eat ine as the lever is brought to a horizontal | compact and not liable to get out of repair— 
am tee de position, (at which time the most intense pres; | is worked by one man, and is capable of giv- 

it BY be. i ‘gure is given,) thus bringing the heavy match- ing — to one hundred tons pressure almost 
Bee id i di | instantly. 

Prd: npether a8 ROR Ta bigs ainckcenelabdlng aed 
ip % ©) is the steel plates within them will permit. tention of those engaged in the manufacture 

Beja) |The Plates are kept in their appropriate po- ef steel plows and other agricultural imple- || _ 
1 ii ¢ | sition in the dies by mears of sliding adjusting | ments. 

es I nemesis ha at ear TE
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Agriculture. and Homer, who composed his great poem, 
— | the Iliad, five hundred years before Cadmus 

Agriculture has made greater strides to-| brought letters into Greece, makes Laertesde- 

wards a perfect system within the present a| scribe in glowing colo:s, the bright associa- 
tury, than in all the many hundred years pre- | tions that are clustered about this truest cradle 
ceding. That which was, until about fifty |ofagriculture. Here it was that Plato discus- } 

years ago, a simple plodding routine, at once sed, Eve sinned, and Jesus prayed. The Chi- |¥} 

destructive to continued fertility, and ruinous | nese have floating gardens, the Persians hang- fj 

to the interests of the farmer and landowner, |ing gardens, the Arabians fountain gardens ; 

is now gradually becoming a dignified science, | but ours are household gardens ; and our af- 
which properly understood, and faithfully car- | ter-life’s happiest moments may be in the 

ried out, will not only reward the labor of its | memory of the flower plucked from thexce to 
study by the increased fruitfulness of the soil, | adorn a bridal, or to grace a bier. 

but extend its benefits beyond the energetic] * * * * ‘Adam wasa farmer while f} 

agriculturist himself, and allclasses of the eom- | yet in paradise, and after his fall was comman- ff 

munity. It may be a slower, but it is a surer|ded to earn his bread by the sweat of his fy 

road to wealth than all the gold mines of the |brow.’ Job, the honest, upright and patient, 

Pacific ; and by the stimulus which good far- | was a farmer, and his stern education, has 5) 
ming necessarily creates, by the more impos- | passed into a proverb. Socrates was a’ far- 9 

ing position it gives to the state from the in-|mer, and he wedded to his calling the glory 5) 

creased value of the land within its limits, and |of his immortal philosophy. St. Luke was a §/) 

by the active employment it affords to other | farmer, and divides with Prometheus the hon- i 
trades and professions, it enables the people of | or of subjecting the ox to the use of man.— i} 

the commonwealth to sustain with ease its | Cincinnatus was a farmer, and the noblest of i 

dignity and credit, and necessary taxation. them all. Burns was a farmer, and the muse gif 

‘The benefits which agriculture owes to those | found him at his plow, and filled his soul with 
| immortal names whose lives were devoted to|poetry. Washington was a farmer, and retir- 3 

its study, are vast. Through the experiments jed from the highest earthly station to enjoy @ 
they undertook, and the discoveries they made, |the quiet of rural life, and present to the world 
there is found to be mo land so utterly barren its sublimest spectacle of human greatness —jj 

but what may be converted to some degree of |To these names may be added a host of oth- 
fruitfulness. And soils, once fertile, but now |ers who sought peace and repose in the culti-/{) 
impoverished by excessive and injudicious cul- | vation of their mother earth. The enthusias H 

ture, can be restored to their former vigor, |tic Lafayette, the steadfast Pickering, the 
and by proper management brought into a scholastic Jefferson, the fiery Randolph, a 

condition of permanently increasing produet- | found an El Dorado of consolation from life’s 

iveness. A careful analysis of soils—by no | cares and troubles in the green fields and ve 

means difficult to aequire—and a knowledge dant lawns that surrounded their homstead. 

of the constituent elements necessary to fertil- Instinct in a Bird. 
ity, will enable any one with a little perseve- a 

rance, to acquaint himself with the particular} Once when traveling in Tennessee, Wilsonj 
properties that are wanting in his land ; and | was struck with the manner in which the habyj 

these being supplied a suitable rotation of crops | its of the pennated grouse are adapted to i 

afterwards will not only keep the soil in good | residence on the plains. One of them ' 

heart, but actually improve it still further. | kept there in a cage, having been caught alivg)} 
[Selected. jin : =p. r. was ae that ag nevi) 

See er drank, seemed rather to avoid the ; 

Beautiful Extract. ter ; but a few drops one day falling uporjy 

The nee beautiful extract we copy | the cage, and trickling down the bars, the birejy 
from an agricultural address, recently deliv- | drank them with great dexterity and an eau) 
ered before the Lewis county = Y.) agricul- | gerness that showed she was suffering with} 

tural society, by Caleb Lyon, the poet: thirst. The experiment was then made wheth gj 
“ Permit me,” said the speaker, “to call|er she would drink under any other circum | 

your attention to a subject intimately connec- |stances, and though she lived on dry India ' 
ted with the comfort of your own home. IJcorn, the cup of water in the cage was for 1) 

would ask in what manner, an acre of ground, | whole week untasted and untouched ; but thi! 

in the common course of cultivation, can so | moment water was sprinkled on the bars, shift 

well be employed as in a garden, or who de-|drank,it eagerly as before. It occurred H 

serves to have life’s path strewed with fruit | him at once, that in the natural haunts of thi; 

_ || and flowers more than the farmer? All our | bird, the only water it could procure was from 
vegetables were originally acclimated here ;| the drops of rain or dew. A 

if
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eS Ni a. , q jthe choke pear and crab, from which it is | 
i 3 ate ia HORPICULTURE. | said, ours are derived,” and we have certainly 

ee el | : be ‘produced, (if not reproduced,) some fruits | 
} Y i ‘|. || Brief Horticultural Notes. more worthy of paradise, than their prototypes || 

eee | ee of the last century were of the gardens and |, 
i | 1 } a Ce ee ae —- orchards, of a civilized community. | 

? ‘yg fi) Isrnopvcrory.—I think of giving the un-| _ It is a very easy thing to raise fruits ; and | 
3: | 2% /f; || initiated readers of the Wisconsin Farmer, a the crop, of poet sorts, is more certain than | 

fe BE | || few plain rules, for the cultivation of fruits} Wheat, and will pay more than double the |) 
rT, ; | J tj] and flowers ; and perhaps ornamental trees | Profit on wheat, during the first 15 years from 
fy i i |] and plants—accompanied by such observa- planting; and after that, the difference, in fa- 

; f 5) | || tions and reflections on their history—their | ¥°T of fruit trees, is too great for Cae 

PeBiag ©) | || sanitary and humanizing tendencies, and the} Take the range of northern fruits, and’ if 
7854 «3 i general economy of their free production and selected — that view, from trees of proper 

OBA wel |} | habitual usco—as the occasion may chance to| g7wth in the nursery, and you will have 
tk ih Hi call forth, or I may hope to render interesting ee them bearing See crops in five years 

/ a 1 | or instructive, to.my reading brethren, who —this is not long to wait—and Se should 
a it | f | find their profit and their pleasure in cultiva- | You plant the varieties of tardier habits, they 

2 a ih ting a portion, of the not altogether ungenial | Will give you fruit in ten years, in nearly eve- 
| Ga) | | soil, of the bread northwest. ry instance. | 

913 SAE) And first ; of cunrivarzp Frurrs: Almost} In my orchard (of all sorts) about one- 
, # i every intelligent person must have observed, | tenth, of my first planting bore the third sea- 

ia || | that there is a great difference in the qualities | son—and perhaps one half had fruited by the 
ee a | | of different varicties of the same species of 5th summer—and, ten years after planting, but 

J i di +) | | eultivated fruits: In truth, the Jest are as fa one tree, out of hfndreds, @ Harvarp 

2 © | {| f | above the ordinary natural sosts as the most  P#4R,) has shown no signs of fruitfulness. 
} 3 i, . | cultivated may is above his erewhile, fancied We have had 6 bushels of apples the 5th 
ee) || progenitor—« the monkey” or “the frog”— | summer after planting the tree—perhaps only 
i ey + || | and I can assure you, my friends, that this | 5 years old when taken from the nursery— 

Bei) cold blooded croaker has been brought for-| 2nd certainly not more than six—and from a 
i i i | || ward to deprive our caudated “original” of | Vergalieu pear, (White Doyenni) i oe 

i “15h his old honors. stock, and not more than five years’ growth 
ies iL But, I must tell you that one of my good | from the bud, when planted, we had over a 
ry y i ‘| friends, and a most gentlemanly personage, bushel of the most delicious fruit, the 6th au- 

> 1 {]} and learned pomologist, will have it, that man | tum after, as near as I can remember—tho’ 
| ; { } fe and all the fruits of the earth were created |it may have been the 7th season—this tree 
ie ; +||Za renrecr, in the Garden of Eden. He says, | has borne, however, since the 5th year from 

qi © «| pti that the reurrs suffered from the curse there | the nursery, and has never faild to give us 
ne il ES spoken by the creator, and have continued to | Some fruit since it established the habit. - 
BEY ‘| , degenerate, until within a few hundred yeare,| But this is enough for one number. In 
ie ' ~ ||) —since when, man, raised from his darkness |™y next I may give you something more 

ee | o€ by Christianity,and thescientific developements | Practicaal. We shall see. 
t " i all consequent thereon, has begun to reproduce| Tuawise Frozen Vecrrances.—Prozen vegeta- 
eal | the original types, which grew, God-planted, bles should never be thawed by putting them into 
a ie |. a warm water or before a fire, or even into a room 
ae Se i = paradise. 3 E warm enough to thaw them. But the frost may be 

ees are This is a beautiful and a pious thought, of extracted without injury, by immersing them in 
f r id my good friend—and his conclusions are not Foye gana 2 gene ee : hele aie thas of 

: r ¢ i without reason—especially, when he says “we nds of eoguabiee: in greatly ieapeceae| ‘by ‘the aoe 

a 2 opeider poor Adee, and Hire 01 So San Gueeineeainenn mail 
i wit very fortunate, if they had nothing better than thawed, and whieh, were greatly improved by it. 
+ Hi > a a +
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| Hubbardston Nonsuch Apple. i 

| ; Bien ace isone of our best Their cultivation is extremely simple :— |} § 
| late fall apples, particularly for the market, ' Take good land—old pastures are perhaps the |f 
where it is very popular, bringing the highest test—plow it deeply and well, draw it  thor- | { 

ne Some say that this fruit has been| oughly, trace out deep furrows sixfeet apart, | 
overrated, but those who give it good culture, | and plant in autumn—October or Novembor |¥ 

| get large, fair crops, and sell the fruit from; four feet apart in the rows, the young i 
| three to four dollars a barrel, make no such sprouts which grow wild in the open grounds. } 

| compliant [N. E. Farmer. | Cultivate them as you would corn, ke2ping {| 
the rows clean of weeds, and topping the | 

| The Blackberry Culture. bushes in spring, as you would raspberries—. I 

| Of all the berries which our land produces, Ee Lager ag = berries en be dwell fer I 
none, in their season, excel the high blackber-| en a See, an Ft a Ee a eI d 1%] 
ry of the Northern States. Growing wild in| ‘ ap the : ie Pie Se e ai te aA will by 
our mountain passes and glens, among bush| YoCter te serene nf Ade ae e } 1 
pastures, or by the high-ways, or along the/?°t Pay: {American Ag. 
fences, they produce abundantly without care} aera 
or cultivation, and in certain portions of the, Beavriryinc ras Homusteap.—We claim : H 
country, they are, perhaps, the most profitable | it to be the duty of every man who is a far- | 
object to which the land they occupy can be; mer to plant fruit and ornamental trees, to cul- | 
devoted when a ready market exists for them. | tivate and grow the vine, as well as all useful | 
Thousands of bushels are annually brought: vegetables ; to beautify and adorn his grounds | 
into New York, where they find a rapid sale and garden with flowers, plants and shrubbe- | 7 
and consumption with all classes of our peo-|ty, and so arrange his yards and grounds as |} 

ple. jto give his habitation as Eden-like an appear- | 

But we believe they can be produced in| ance as possible. Should our farmers be thus ) 
greater abundance and of better size and qual-' true to themselves, and dutiful to nature, then |} 

a = ee nae —_ s with truth, of our country it might be said, in fj i 

produced, and of a size and flavor surprising] the language of the poet, ’tis 
to those who have only tasted the wild black-| ‘* The land of the myrtle, the cypress and vine, [7 
berry of the hedge-rows and pastures, Where all but the spirit of man is divine,” i 

J sian
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= _-= Black artarian'Gherry. 
This splendid variety of the cherry, which | shallow cutting pots entirely with brick-dust, | 

is also known by the name of Cireassian Cher- | excepting about an inch at the bottom, which | 
ry, Superb Circassian, Black Russian, Frazer's is filled with coarse lumps of brick, to secure | 
Black Heart, and Ronald’s Black heart. Itis/a good drainage. For plants that root more | 
said to be a native of Spain, having been car-| easily, I use half brick-dust and half sandy | 
ried to Russia, thence to England. It is also|loam. | 
said to have been brought from Circassia to| It is quite surprising how much more cer- | 
England, by Mr. Ronald, in 1794. “It 1s dis- | tainly and quickly cuttings of all sorts root in i 
tinguished for its large, obtuse-heart-shaped, | brick-dust than in sand, or in loamy soil, in | 
shining purplish-black fruit, with an uneven|the common way. “Damping off” which is || 
surface, containing a rich tender flesh, and |so fatal to cuttings made in the ordinary way, 
hangs in clusters. It is a cherry of great ex-|rarely happens when brick-dust is used, and 
cellence, bears plentifully, ripens early in July, | from the mass of fibre quickly thrown out from 
and readily commands in the market double|the bottom of the cuttings, I am convinced 
the price of the ordinary kinds.” The tree/that there is something more than the texture | 
grows rapidly, is very ornamental, and is, on | of brick-dust which causes the much greater || 
all accounts, worthy of cultivatien. vigor and success of cuttings planted in the | 

; . ordinary way. 
ee We have theand, remarks the editor, of burnt 

' A New York correspondent of the Horti-|clay having been used for striking cuttings 
culturist writes as follows: with great success, and the brickdust proba- | 

Ihave had great success in propagating|bly acts in a similar manner, i. e. absorbing a.|) 
plants lately — especially the more tender|large supply of ammonia, from the air, and | 
kinds of green-house plants. As I think my | giving it as food for the cutting, while its dry | 
good luck depends not so much on the treat-|and gritty texture facilitates the granulation || 
ment as the material I use, I beg you to|of organizable matter, and the emission of new || 
“ make a note of it,” for the benefit of your| roots. | 
readers. The material is brick-dust—the ref- a 1 
use of the kiln after burning—or what may| Steerinc Frowers.—Almost all flowers || 
be made by taking soft bricks and pounding|sleep during the night The marygold goes | 
them up. “Enough may be had at any brick-|to bed with the sun, and with the sun ‘rises | 
yard for a mere trifle, to last a great while—| weeping. Many plants are so sensitive that i 

_ || but I think the fresher it is the better. For} their leaves close during the passage of a | 
~ || those plants more difficult to root, such as] cloud. The dandelion opens at five or six in i 

Daphnes, Heaths, Cape Jasmines, &c., I fill/ the morning, and shuts at nine in the evening | 
a
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| The “ goat beard” wakes at three in the mor-| And now let me tell you about a most 

i ning, and shuts at five or six in the afternoon. | beautiful and interesting discovery which has 

The ee daisy guiere its blossom in the | lately been made by a celebrated Parisian 

evening, and opens its “day’s eye” to meet) horticulturist by the name of Hebert’ I was 

the early beams of the morning sun. The| persuaded to go to his rooms a few days since, 

|| crocus, tulip, and many others, close their | and I assure you I had no reason to regret 

i at diferent hours towards evening. | the long walk I had taken, Beneath a large 

| The ivy-leaved lettuce opens at eight in the glass case, four or five feet in height, and as 

|| morning, and closes forever at four in the af-| many in circumference, were placed pots of 

i ternoon. The night-flowering cereus turns | roses, japonicas, pinks, dahlias, chinasters, &e., 

|| night into day, It begins to expand its mag- | &e., all in bud. By means of a certain gas, 

|| nificent sweet-scented blossoms in the twilight, | invented by himself, and which is made to 

|| it is full blown at midnight, and clozes ar pass by a guta percha to any pot required, 

|| to open again at the dawn of day. Ina clo- | Mr. Herbert causes the instantaneous bloom- 

verted not a leaf opens until after sunrise ! jing of the flowers. The ladies in the room 

|| So says a celebrated English author, who has asked successively for roses, dahlias and japon- 

devoted much time to the study of plants, and | icas, and saw them burst into full bloom and 

| often watched them during their quiet slum-| beauty, in a second. It was really wonderful. || _ 

| bers. ‘Those plants which seem to be awake | Mr. Herbert is now trying to improve on his 

| all night, he styles “the bats and owls of the | discovery, and to make the gas more portable || | 

|| vegetable kingdom.” and its application less visible. The secret is, |} - 

| a _— of course his, and his rooms are crowded every 

| The Utility of Leaves. day with the most delighted spectators. I 

| cman : wish I could send you the lovely camilla 

| Every person conversant with vegetable | which I received, which, when asked for was |} | 

|| philosophy is aware that the all important re- |g tightly enveloped in the green leaves of its 

|| quisite in the growth of fine fruit is a good | calax, that the color of its flower could not 

supply of big, vigorous healthy leaves. «A! even be guessed at ; and yet the request was 

|| tree which is kept defoliated for a single sea- ' hardly out of my lips when the beautiful white 

son must die ; and fruit growing upon bran-| camilla was in my hand. When he hasmade 

| ches which are deprived of their leaves cannot | little more progress, Mr. Herbert intends to 

ripen—examples of which are furnished by | get out a patent and deliver his discovery to 

| the instant cessation of growth and ripening | the publie. 

of frust on trees whch become stripped by —— 

er blight. In ee enhance, a np mass i | Woodpecker's Stores. 

lums remainet al rown and flavorless for i li Basia z. 

nena weeks in consul of the premature | In stripping off the hard bark I observ ed it 
dropping of the foliage—a second crop of | perferated with holes larger than those which 

leaves, three weeks afterwards, effected the a musket ball would make, sped with mes 

completion of their growth and their ripening accurate precision, as if bored under the guid- j 

| to heated sweetness” he editor of the Mich-| ance of a rule and compass, and many of them j 
| igan Farmer mentions the following interest- filled mest neatly and accurate. | Earlier in 

|| ing case, illustrating the same principle: Mr. the season I remarked the holes in Mee i 

More, of Detroit, has a magnificent grape vine, pecninge — but Tadd not ee | 

spreading itself over one side of his house, | © by wood insects, not stop to ex: |) 

which was in September richly laden with | amine or inquire ; Bas Bote mane j 

fruit. After the clusters were formed, a cow anced ie ee, oe eae by { 

entered the enclos: ate the leaves entirely, : e i 

Satie the fruit wntouched. ‘The conee-| the wind, I sought for an explanation Up 
quence was that upon that portion of the vine] Which — practically given me by Captain 4 

Which was beyond the reach of the animal |S——'s pointing out @ flock of woodpeckers j) 
there never were finer <lusters, while upon buisily and noisily employed m the ee | 

the portion from which the leaves were re- task of securing their winter's provisions. i 

moved the clusters dwindled away, and have | appears that that sagacious bird is not i ! 

come to nothing ; and that, too, up to the me thriftlessly engaged tapping the hollow 
very line of seperation between the mutilated ps ead. oe i sponte ie ee = 

9 eet peng those holes in which it eis its store 

New Discovery.—the following we clip of food for the winter, where the elements can 

from a late letter from of the Pariscorrespon- | neither affect te place it beyond their reach, 

dent of the St. Louis Republican: dit is congdered a sure omen that the 

ee 
eee 
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i i He ie iotnnen e eel = perons, -_ man ae ese remains are-older than the hu- 

; in} Bia cant covered by its fall. We trust that a pi ‘ ae 

EE tenn te ee foo 

ae eed. | acrons in their bi thood, with the | ‘Y- 
: iversi- 

' ea eir bills half cla : Madison Ai 

ee 4 |} || round the tre lawing, half flying) To Ma ea 

i ad} wi th which Ae oF admire the adroitness | er aha na iiees LAY Perpetuatty.—
I nev- 

4 ti til they found ate oe = seg holes un- | when I sere Sa = my hens, except 

if fi s * s exact calibre ; 
raise chickens. S 

if a 6 ig Sem pin they tapect Z = eggs perpetually, if roatad Sh a tnd 

ri SS ly with thei Es manner. K ee ing 

i ‘i i down for another. But thei nen and flew | fresh meat ae no roosters ; give the hens 

; 49 a gic eir natural instinct pped fine like sau: 

eee gs tl! er in the choice of the ae : - i eel pee aay half an 

ee: tii! ich you will invariably find ° | ounce a day to each hen, duri . 

BEI eI | pices mote ees | om es ne eal 
ies, el fy: ing, to pick up a batch ; ey appear again in the spri 7 

om «| i) |] have half of them fit for De been eat sal a ee ees ee 

“s el re t aa the snet cok ly eggs to remain in the a) 

235%. || || polished looking very fi oo safe and | called nest e nest, for what is | 

: ey iy eee y: requently containing a} run wi 998. When the roosters do not | 

i a: Ind, grub generated within. “Even the Sar |: n with the hens, and no nest o 

268 i. | Lan” with all his craft and expen itd | it the est, the hens will | 
: ag .| i : : i t cease layi 

Toad | able to arrive at anything like Perience, is un-| ter tne produetion of t ee laying af- 

See a | on, ee ns large Baap eyeing ee they always do when ee oe ) 

f * 
rk of 

eg E z nest | 

" g i M | containing the hg Sere es not one poeally. <u = continue laying per- | 

eet nee encroach on their see aemheac! each from aa = — and | 

eee) HY on the surface are covered all | in successi one un e 

‘TT : , when th cession. ‘There be : 8s 

bs i | ssa _~ bark, and peck chen See “5 animal passions, oe
 ie ae 

i HUT | trea TK gut seemoring the shell from the | the above plan were generally Billowed, : 

‘ loys Bscursion to Calioria Jester The say eaten a Tan 
{ iat fi Interesting D: lay in wint e only reason why hens do. not 

ei l}edtoL a. 1scovery.—We are indebt- ‘er as freely, as in summer, i 

ie ere hy setae ce Eas Se Oe following Bo enue oe ieee — 

Meet) |} discove ig pertioulars relative to the recent r in abundance in the form of insects. The 

Bet) || awell 2 Bp roots, Gc, in digging inying eo aC after 

aha Waukesha atthe depth faa tes ool mig eee ecm i 
; ; ee | i f ae The overlaying deposites ae tt ae have for several winters beech % a Z 

4 ns i Hi neh clay: 1} =e hardpan ; 1 fine gravel ee and proved its entire occa 

Bisa hl: clay, very hard ; 1 sand with water ; must be observed that the presen 

es ait “gating Sig pebbles, and poate _— not necessary, for ‘the ea 

fe es ta Bi a? nd roots—the roots with bark as they are formed wheth: 

A, |] yetentire. Underlaying thi with bark | present or not. O ieee theanalobe | 

aa HE) || Vations have peensatied ee abe @ilneik produce chickens, emp soph cogs will not | 

ie Hi ve kind of clay, without wood, et of the same | ted the roosters of 0S ATO WAN: | 

ae ey eth, y 7 feet. This wood is ap Thies giaeoread rock | hens, of course must run with the | 

ek 5 parently i . 

‘ ia I pmo, and about 50 feet above the level Sueno vEe WBE Te ee
 

: i | | neighborhood. ‘The probsbilios are, that bins H. Stevens, of Litchfeld, ‘Hilledele Co, | 

Me es eat ph ood. The probabilities are, that i Michigan, has taken mi “ le Co, | 

Ee  1}} || was deposited in th , that it easures to secure 

ial ~ || and il ‘the bed of an ancient lake, ent for an improvement in bee hi a pat- | 

PEG | sige ni tg | ef cgme m ge 
ey 

we taken place duri ~ | lar cas . 
- 

BEDE | Sethe cy | oot el a a 
ie ie: eat fo , however, may, on further examinati T- | having communicati ee | 

Bt | ccceyesicrs eetec RE ee reir esa 
Be iclusively established as the | whole four openin; ing in front, and the | 

it Saried wood. age of. this penings placed directl 

i | q Ry ges of At all events, the great chan- of a square tube passing thro dereesro7t | 

Bere ps. sarticy vinnt its dipeaition, ner ‘the board of the casa, but with 3 neeioeae | 

ap . of much scientific inter ac By this 

iB i - and establish one fact at least, that cedar “ss | boxes may be taken from ha Miva, Wilh ie | 

rhe | in water is almost as durable as flint, honey it contains, without sath a a the
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| Profit of Fowls. An important discovery, even better than 
aa Mr. Phillip’s famous extinguisher, is the fire Mr. Corz:—As much is said in these days | varnish recently brought out by a Spaniard. | respecting the profitableness and unprofitable-| Don Jose de Gueseda. Itwas first tried at Mz. 

ness of keeping poultry, it is well sometimes { tanzas in the presence of the governor and city 
to post up the books, and ascertain how the authorities, and succeeded to the admiration aceount stands. One of my neighbors, An- | of every body. It has since been tried at drew Chapman, a very correct man, has done| Madrid. Five small frame houses covered this. He has kept an account of debt and | with tar and turpentine, were erected on an . credit with his poultry, commencing Feb. Ist,| open square. Two of these houses were cov- 1850, and ending Feb. ist, 1851. Being | ered with the varnish and the other two were aware of the fact, and knowing that any state-| not. The latter were reduced to ashes almost 
ment coming from him might be relied on| as soon as they were set on fire, whereas the with confidence, I felt very solicitous to know | former, in spite of the tar and turpentine, re- how the account stood ; and called on him | mained perfectly uninjured to the end of the 
for that purpose. His son, a very worthy | trial, which lasted two hours. The trial was 
man, who took the principal charge of the| the most severe as the five houses were close turkeys, furnished me with the following ac-| together, and all of them were on fire in the | count. Thinking that it might be of some inside, but the flames did not break forth at | service to many of your readers, and perhaps | all from the varnished houses ; besides this, | | ae to more, Limmediately determined | in the midst of the conflagration, two gallons | to forward it to you, for insertion in the New | of some strong essence was thrown upon the England Farmer. ri cs varnished houses, and they were immediately 

The account of his poultry establishment for enveloped in flames, but when the liquid was one year, ending Feb. 1st. 1852, stands thus: exhausted, the walls appeared perfectly intact 
POULTRY ESTABLISHMENT, Dr. {as before. Dr. Gueseda is to get out spell 

51 Hens and 3 Crowers $16 50 | for his wonderful varnish, which he says Wi 
3 Geese, 4 00 | become as cheap as it is valuable, and he can 9 Turkeys, 12 00 | put it within the reach of every body. 

90 bushels of corn, 58 58 The Human Hair Magnified. > 

$91 08 The following, from Dickens’ “ Household 
CONTRA, Cr. Words,” confirms the oft repeated opinion, 30 Hens, including Crowers, $9 50 _| that it is a violation of a physiological princi- | 3 Geese, 400 | ple to shave the “ human fice divine” After 9 Turkeys, 12 00 | some very sensible remarks on the skin, and 2692 Egus sold, 32 07 | other organs of the body, the writer says: 

90 Turkeys sold, 101 29 “The hair may be called the offspring of 1 Goose, 1 00 /the skin ; and in health and disease, youth Amount of Hens sold, 14 73 |and age, there is a close sympathy between 
Tra no {the two. A fine growth of hair, when mag- | $174 59 | nified, might be compared to a plantation of |} j 

91 08 Josiers, when the leaves are off: with some i Son a | difference of course. Human hair is not per- H 
Balance, $83 51 fectly round, as it seems to be when seen with Not included in the account, 4 Turkeys | the naked eye ; nor is it of the same thickness ii used by family ; 1 Goose, do.; also, dunghill | through its whole length. At its origin in the | fowls and eggs, and several loads of manure. |skin, it swells out into a bulbous form, like a 

Leaving a net balance of $83,51 on an in- crocus-root, or the body of a young spring on- vestment of $91 08, which is equal to an in-|ion, before the leaves have opened. From terest of 91 2-3 per cent. for the capital em-| this base the hair springs forth, and gradually / 
ployed ; and had the value of the items above | becomes bulkier as. it lengthens. This goes i enumerated been placed in the account the|on to a certain point, at which the greater 
profits would have equaled an interest of 100 growth is attained ; and then the hair grows ; Per cent. on the capital. fine by degrees and beautifully less ; until, if / 

[New England Farmer. _ | allowed its full growth as on the head of a 
a young damsel, its point is many times smaller A Fire Varyisa—A New Isvenrron.—The | and more delicate than the portion near the i 

Paris correspondent of the St. Louis Republi- | center of its length. Some hair is much roun. : can says: der more cylindrical than other ; some being e 
a Eee 3
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Hes Si oval and some flattened. The flat hair it is) Gyrious Facts 1x THE AxmaL Krnapoy, 

a ae that curles most. Adonis and the negro are, | __Bees are geometricians. The cells are so 
7 et therefore, alike in one point at least. Hair; constructed as, with the least quantity of ma. 

: cise h, vary much, both in thickness and in length, terial, to have the largest sized spaces, and 

UB) bi those on the female scalp being, naturally, the | jeast possible loss of interstice. The mole is 
eae a longest of all ; and those of the veard of men} meteorologist. The bird called the nine-killer 

f ed being next in length, and longer than those of| js an arithmetician ; as is also the crow, the 

ie iE. the mule head. The heir of the female sealp/ wild turkey, and some other birds. The tor 
a ef) is not only longer than that of the male, but,| pedo, the ray, and the electric eel, are elec- 

Ft aa in proportion to its length, is larger in diame-| tricians. The nautilus is a navigator ; he rai- 
iF i : i ter. The thickest of all human hair however, ses and lowers his sails, casts and weighs an- 

s § . is that of the beard of men ; and the investi-| chor, and performs other nautical acts. Whole 
4 i 2 gations of this subject tend to justify the asser- | tribes of birds are musicians. The beaver is’ 

4 = i, tion of the barbers, that frequently cutting and | an architect, builder, and wood-cutter ; he 
eae shaving the hair, has a tendeney to make it) cuts down trees, and erects houses and dams, 

; Mis i Hy thicker. Every hair has a stem and a root, | The marmot is a civil engineer ; he does not’ 
B. ' i it Just as a tree has ; the root being bedded in only build houses, but constructs aqueducts 

GiRih Gad the skin just as the tree is in the earth. But / and drains to keep them dry. The white ants 
5 ied |) the comparison does not end here. The tree! maintain a regular army of soldiers. Wasps 

il Sow has bark, medulla, and intervening substance ;! are paper manufacturers. Caterpillers are. 
i i a: the hair has the same. The oe cortex) | silk spinners. The squirrel is a ferryman; 
‘aD ad | of the hair displays a series of scales placed, | with a chip, or a piece of bark, fora boat, and 

7G, Sm - one overlapping another, just as we see tiles) his tail for a sail, he crosses a stream. Dogs, 
’ i ae overlap on a house-top. Immediately below | wolves, jackals, and many others, are hunters, 

a ae | this sealy bark we have a fibrous portion, for-/ The black bear and the heron are fishermen. 
eS i | ging two-thirds of the bulk of the hair. These|'The ants have regular day laborers. The 

ie Be H fibres are seen to seperate when the hair splits] monkey is a rope-dancer. 

| ie iH from being left too long uncut. The center is een 
} sc 4} of the hair has a little canal, Ue) ees correspondent 

Pt ad fi matrow-like substance, pontatalne, the tees who has recently visited Abbington, Mass., in- 
He ati part of the coloring matter ; black in black! forms us that on going into a shop a few days 
{ He iF hair, brown in brown hair, and almost absent ago, he witnessed another triumph of art aid- 

ae i } when the hair has beeome gray. The marrow | ¢q and guided by science. A steam engine 
| ihe i H of the hair, and its two outer coatings, an of six or eight horse power is erected for | 
ee well seen in a section of a hair froma well-| srinding up the chips and shavings of leather 
me fi shaved chin. The razor, day by day, cuts it) Which are cut off by the shoe and boot ma- | 
ie Sse! |) across; it canniot grow longer, so it grows thick- | ;ers, and which have heretofore been burnt or 
Peay a d er and stronger ; and each slice taken away thrown away. ‘These are ground to a pow- 
i = B by the matutinal shave, looks, under the ml-| gor resembling coarse snuff, and this powder 

ie ote croscope, like a section of a bone ; just a5 @/ is then mixed with certain gums and other 
ie 4 ih bone is cut across when a ham is cutinto slices | substances, so thoroughly that the whole mass | 

Sa i for broiling =. while the stump remaining on | becomes a kind of melted leather. Ina short 
ie Set the shin has just the same look as the bone on time this dries a little, and is rolled out to the 

eeeih the section of grilled ham ready for the break-| desired thickness—perhaps one twenty-fourth | 
Soe fast table. The primlyshaved mouth is thick-| of an inch, It is now quite solid, and is said | 

ah H ly dotted round by myriads of pcan to be entirely water proof. On putting the | 
igh. stumps, with inner layer and marrow x ©"! question whether it was se the manufac- 

Mm Eeeh) || posed. Fashion ever since the days of Louis | turer cut several strips a foot Jong and half an | 
ie Peak. Quatorze, has demanded the daily sacrifice, | inch wide, which our informant endeavored in | 
iz, : He: and men continue to pay it. — — OO ween eecake 

ed i not'see the stumps noah ie an coe “| ‘his new fashioned leather will make good 
PE | tne hain tortured by frizaling-irons and | ™ddle soles for shoes, and perhaps inner soles; | 

is abt { i a eee a ae eine and would be very durable round the shafts | 

OAT Ps tnutilated by TAZOTs, SUBECSTS Bena ° | of acarriage, or in any place where mere chaf- | 
{ JET the purposes for which portions of the frame |? *S y : “+ | 

Bits ‘ fale en eedaw tie Acthovo?! ing is all the wear desired. It is supposed it | 
Se a thi bendahara A ard y would wear well for some kinds of machinery, | 

® te md — OO .. and will doubtless be used for many other | 

Ha There are three companions with whom al purposes. A patent has been secured, and | 
Ee) || man should always keep on good terms—his| the article will soon be in the market and in 
Bs «@ © || wife, his stomach and his conscience. ae [Exchange paper. 
| | Pm a ee 
} _— 2
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| Animal Electricity—The Torpedo. hundred and fifty grains, and yet it gave 
fe 5 os c shocks, made magnets, deflected the galvan- 

This interesting science forms — sub-| ometer, and decomposed water. He kept a 

ject for the pen and abilities of Professor Lov-| nursery of them, and thought their power was 

|| ering, a distinguished instructor in Harvard for defence rather than for the procuring of 

|| University. He truly avers that large contri-| food. ‘The first act the young ones did, was 

| butions have been made to it within the last} to magnatize needles and produce other elec- 
|| twenty years. Previous to this, it had limped| trical changes. Some were kept for five 
along, like a cripple, for the want of proper) months, in salt water, renewed daily. They 

support. ate nothing. At death, their stomachs were || _ 

He first considers animals with distinct elec-| empty, while their electric energies increased. || 
trical organs, and finds that fishes are alone] A few shocks exhausted the old ones, and 
endowed with this peculiarity. The torpedo,| they soon died. Small, puny, delicate fishes 

the electric eel, the silurus electricus, tetroden| were always more powerful than fut ones of || 

electricus, and the trichiurus electricus, origi-| the same age. He could produce no electri- |] | 

nate — currents. The last two are not| cal excitement after their death. 

familiarly known. ‘ In 1835 uerel and Breschet rapidl: 

_ The torpedo a member of the ray family,| advanced oe in the science. Next 
inhabits the Mediterranean, the North Sea, the year, Matteucci succeeded in producing the 

H See of France, — is oceasionaly found spark. He held a torpedo just dipped in salt 

on the Atlantic Sasa of America, near Cape) water in a vessel six fect square, and observed 
Cod and Martha’s Vineyard. : It is common| , frog, in the remotest part of the vessel affec- 

in the markets of Rome, and is eaten by the} tea by the shock, a result beyond the power 

poorer classes. Steffano Lorenzini, in 1678,) of a very strong galvanic battery. In 1843, 
| seated the benumbing faculty in the twosemi-| Dr. Storer published an account of one four 

i circular muscles, on each side of the thorax. foct two inches long, captured near Wellfleet. 

Mr. Walsh discovered, in 1773, the different| fe has published a létter from a fisherman in 

electrical state of the breast and back of the Princetown, familiar with those waters for 25 
fish, that a connection between the upper and years, who says—that in 1819 the electric 

| lower surface of the body is necessary to ob-| fish was not uncommon, from sixty to eighty 

|| tain the best shock, which when the fish is in| joing found annually. Lately they have been 
|| air is four times stronger than when it is in| .orce, and not over’ thirty have been taken 

|| water. Mr. Hunter found two sets of electri-| ¢, an years. The smallest never weigh less 

|| eal organs run along the length of the body-| than twenty pounds, and the largest weigh 

| Each set, sometimes, consists of eleven hun-| two hundred pounds. Their liveraffords from 

|| dred and eighty-two plates, and appears to be) pint to three gallons of oil. Sometimes, the 

(us crates atlas corr ee shock has been felt eight feet from the fish 
|| _ All agree that the shock is very great—| along the harpoon ; at other times, it has suf- 
| Kaempire, in 1812, compared it to lightning. ficed to touch the roap only. The shock is 

After the fishermen have drawn their nets in-| described as producing the sensation of being 

|| to the boat, they throw water upon the con-| struck on the head with an axe. 

|| tents, and feel the shock, if any torpedoes are [Fam. Journal. 

| there, through the stream of water. Some- ee 

|| times, the shock is received through the wet] A great complaint among farmers is, that 

| cordage before the net is drawn in. That of/ they have no time to study. But what is the 
|| 8 torpedo, fourteen inches long is enough for| reason? Why cannot the farmer find time 

|| One man. They can be repeated with great/ for mental improvement, as well as the me- 

* | rapidity. A dying torpedo gave three hun-| chanic? Alas ! I fear that the chief reason 
|| dred and sixteen shocks in seven minutes. will be found in the fact that it is not consid- 

| In 1832, Dr, John Davy, at Malta, with a| ered necessary ; yes—knowledge is consider- 

fish 6 inches long, magnatized a steel needle| ed useless in those who form the foundation 

| which was inside a coil of wire, deflected the! of civilized society ! As well might we ex- 

galvanometer, produced chemical decomposi-| pect to rear a durable structure upon a foun- 

tion of common salt, acetate of lead, and ni-| dation of sand, as to expect the fabric of so- 

trate of silver, but failed to obtain any sign of| ciety to rest securely upon the rotten founda- 
aspark, In 1834, he could warm a fine plat-| tion of ignorance. If knowledge is not nec- 

inum wire, but could produce noignition. He] essary to the farmer, then certainly those 

could discern no such arrangement of plates| who do nothing but consume the fruits of his 

as Hunter described, except in preserved spec-| toil, do not need it 
imens. Sometimes the fish weighed only four [Albany Cultivator.
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‘A Goon Stcarsriox.—I. Edgecomb of Albion, | these animals, and considered them, for all their 

New York, in a communication to B. P. Johason, | properties, superior to any of the same age, that 

Secretary of the New York State Agricultural s0- | we saw at the Royal Show at Windsor. Mr. Smy* 

ciety, upon the comparative merrits of the various | thies, in writing us, says, ‘* Iam proud to say that 

reaping machines now in use, says: I entertain no doubt they are the two best animals 

ip iaseinire tee i mone Pe right and Pepey for | of any breed that ever left England, and if I were 
eo executi nm o ate society to ap- é : 

point a week, or day, during the next ehibat he ten years younger, I would give a bundred pounds 

Deer. fa cowibwticataroming district t= thesiatate; | “tthe bail alons ts matron) Maho all due al- 

for all inventors or exhibitors of grain reapers, then ; lowance for the strong feeling which breeders may 

ong oe e slips ae arte cc ee | entertain for their own hers, there can be no doubt 

companions 105 ihe prize, (first, second fad dard a ens ieapoxtetion will peasy aot deniretts 

premiums) in the presence of competent and prac- | Coss for the valuable stock of Herefords inthis 

tical judges, not less than nine, and as many more | country. 
as may seem necessary. Should your executive : ss 7 

committee think proper to entertain these sugges- Unprassixg WHEAT FOR Frovrixe,—W S have s 

tions, I am confident inventors would be prompt in | letter from Mr. Bentz, dated Baltimore, in which 

attendance ; and with good wheat and good weath- | he says, ‘* he is now in the city, completing his ar- 

er, there would be the finest exhibition in the field | -angements to put under way his system of flour- |} 
the farmers ever saw.” ee ——— : 

Ww. idieieeeel coesiamend. theved i ing, in connection with the unbranning process, the 

e would strongly recommend the suggestion | 011) proper mode of preparing wheut for the best 
of Mr. Edgecomb, to the consideration of the ex-| 4 = 

s e = = lour and the best bread, 

ecutive committee of our State Agricultural Socis| Ay the great exhibition of London, a Council 

ety: medal was awarded Mons. Darblay, of France, for 

State Fares For 1852.—Ohio at Cleveland, Sep- | his ‘* Gruaux Flour,” prepared by his new process. |} 

tember 15th, 16th and 17th. This process consists in removing the bran from 

Michigan, at Detroit, September 22d, 23d, and | the wheat, but by a much more expensive method 

24th. than that of Mr. Bentz, and not accomplishing it 

Upper Canada, at Toronto,September 29th, 30th | as perfectly. The superiority of the flour, howev- 

and ist. eras compared with the very best on exhibition, 

Awanue 70 que Usitep STATES iN THE GREAT prepared in the ordinary manner, was apparent. 

Exntstrrox, Loxpox.— Accounts From Jaran.—A Hamburg brig, on @ 

Council Medals........+-2+..+0++++ee+se-+-++ 5 trip from Singapore to Sam Francisco, in a storm, 

Prize Medals ......0eeeeesceecereeeseeeeeee 102} pat into Nipaking, a Japanese port, for repairs. It 

Honorable mentions and money award, +++++++ 51 | is supposed to be the first foreign vessel which ever 

— ] visited that port. The report says: 

158] No sooner had Captain Andreson dropped anchor 

We believe this gives a larger proportion of pri-| than his vessel wes surrounded by three hundred 
zes, to the number of exhibitors, than is awarded | Japanese boats, which guard was kept up, with al- 

to any other country ternate relief, until he sailed from the harbor.— 

Tae Use or Tuixxixc.—Galileo, when under After some little difficulty he was allowed to go on 

twenty years of age, was standing one day in the shore, when an escort of sixty men conducted him 

metropolitan church ef Pisa, when he observed a| with great watchfulness a short distance through 

lamp which was suspended from the ceiling, and | the principal street. On landing, he found all the 

which had been disturbed by accident, swinging to | marts and public places closed, although while 

and fro. This was a thing so uncommon that thou- | !eaving his vessel he had seen extensive market 

sands, no doubt, had observed it before ; but Gali- | places thrown open, and an appearance of animat- 

leo, struck with the regularity with which it | ed trade going on. Everything presented a blank 

backwards and forwards reflected on it, and perfec- | wall to him, and he was not permitted to gratify his 

ted the method, now in use, of measuring time by | curiosity in the slightest particular. Yet he was 

means of the pendulum. [Street Gaz. | treated with great respect and kinduess, and far- 

We have xeceived.the daurnal of the New York nished with sixty men to prosecute repairs on hia 

State Agricultural Society for January, from which vessel, The population of Nipaking he estimated 

we make the following extracts : at 25,000 souls. 
Henerorp Catrie.—Erastus Corning, Jun., of They treated the strangers courteously, although 

this city, received by the ship Ocean Queen, which | °vidently desirous of hastening their departure. — 

artived at New York on the 13th of December, a The harbor is represented as safe and convenient. 

. || Hereford bull and heifer, which he purchased when| Pras Roans.—The longest plank road in the 

in England, from the Rev. J. R. Smythies, The | state of New York is 60 miles in length,connecting 

hull is one year old, the heifer two. We were with | Rome and Oswego. It cost $1,600 per mile.— 

Mr. Corning, in Herefordshire, when he selected | There are now completed in the state 274 miles. 
ooo
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A : Hy 4 i : Femare Mepicat Srupenrs.—There are forty Asurs ro Parvert Bap Ovons.—Wood coal, or 
3 i a Ne is female students in the Female Medical College, in | },4)¢ burnt peat, or ashes thrown occasionally into He) | © | || Philadelphia, Two of the number are from Massa- | privies, destroys the bad smell, and renders them ; ee chusetts. susceptible of being cleaned out and used as ma- f © 5 2)) || Maxx Your Ows Caxpies.—Take twelve oun-|nure (and none more valuable can be obtained) it: | §) f || ces aluin for every ten pounds of tallow, dissolve it| without being attended with any disagreeable smell : th ot in water before the tallow is putin, and then melt! —and producing a benefit to health, and comfort H eo ie the tallow in the alum water, with frequent stirring | and wealth of community. 
i ae 7 and it will clarify and harden the tallow, so as to . ie “BE {|| make most beautiful article, for eithersummeror| A Cutxzse Lauxpny—How they dampen clothes, 
34 “Sq | ||| winter use, almost as good as sperm, and test the sad iron.—A San Francisico corres«|| 
in 4b n'y If the wick be dipped in spirit of turpentine, the| Pondent notices the process of ironing in vogue 
$5 GB |) || candles will reflect a much more brilliant light. among the Chinese, and thinks it a decided im- 4; é qe {American Far, | provement upon the ordinary method among us. 

it if fn Larp Canpurs.—Mr. John M. Holsington, of| Jt saves labor. 
ie J> ff|| Greenbush, Illinois, gives the following receipt in| A bowl of water is standing at the laundries, and 138i i Hi. [p|| the New England Farmer, for making candles of| ¥5¢¢ very differently ; insteud of dripping the fin- an ‘¢ i ©!) lard: gers in the water, and then snapping them over 
TBE .) al| ‘To twelve parts, or pounds of lard, add one part | the clothes, the operator puts his head in the bowl, 8S oo (sii) of alum, and one of saltpeter: dissolve the alum | ls his mouth with water and then blows so that the 
Jy), ee || and saltpeter in water; then put the whole in some | Water comes from his mouth in a mist, resembling 

: a f | convenient ve:sel, over a slow fire, buil until the| the emission of steam from an escape pipe, at the A aa H ‘ i water is evaporated, stirring the mixture so as to| Sme time so directiong his head that the mist is 
A "3% © || prevent the alum and saltpeter from settling to the | Scattered all over the piece he is about to iron.— Ns; i 82 3 Ill bottom. He then seizes his flat iron, which beats the ‘Yan- ‘ 4 i , Now mould your candles, and you will never| Kees’ all to fits. It is a vessel resembling a small, 4) [}}| wish to be troubled with a lamp about your honse| “eep, metallic wash bason, having a highly polished 

f ci 4 oy } again. flat bottom, and a fire of charcoal continually burn- 

ie ee b, 4 Remepy ror Bors 1x Honses.—Halfa pint of vin- ing eee Thus they ‘keep the iron hot,’ nant 
| 4 ai egar, half a pint of soft soap, half a pint of gin, and | "2g to the fire eres: five Sa and sto S J) || hatte pint of molasses, well shaken together and | 0" the iron to asertain by the ‘sizzle* if it be ready : Mp : poured down while foaming: This remedy has to use. This ironing machine has a long handle, 

| 7 i been tried in many cases and as yet has never failed and is propelled without danger of burning the fin- 
: Bi } ip tlioct a care. [Exchange. ger by slipping of the ‘ironing rag.’ 

I te : }|  Sawpwice Istaps.—When the Sandwich Islands} Lice on Carrte.—Unguentum, a preparation of 
i i 3 | ; Mission was first started, a young wheelwright in| mercury, says the Albany Cultivator, is most effec- ff] Massachusetts was called upon to contribute for it| tual in destroying vermin on cattle, but itie not & 

; ii nu § and was told that his quota would be a dollar. He| safe remedy to be applied to st@ck running at large, 
% » | }| paid it, but with the feeling then that the dollar was| because if they get wet under its operation, it is lia- 

eeieeas | thrown away. Within the present year this same| ble to produce salivation and weaknes of the limbs, 
FBI] wheelwright has received an order for twenty| &c. Oil, or any kind of grease, will kill the ver- 

} i i pairs of cart-wheels and bodies, at ninety dollars a| min, so far as it comes in actual contact with them. 
id i BH] pair. Tobacco decoction will also kill them, but is liable 
: ! Mi t a| I Sam Slick says, writing from Ragland: to sicken and weaken the stock fora while. Eve- 
D8 Fl] «Aner al, they haine got no Indgin corn here,| ‘thing considered, whale oil is perhaps the Best He IMEH| they can’t raise it, nor punkin-pies, nor quinces, | *PPlication. It should be put on those parts of the 
a | nor pea-nuts, nor silk-worms, nor nothin’. Then | b°dy where the vermin attach themselves in the a | ‘ ‘ At as to their farmin’—Lord only look at five great| Steatest numbers. 

i. | 4 a peat lookin’ beast in one plow, with one great Tue Arwy axp Navy.—The expenditures for 
i i } }| lumokin’ fellow to hold the handle, and another to - : q TAME || carry the whip, and a boy to lead, whose boots have| ‘ese two branches of the public service, are set 
} ny ii more iron on ’em than the horses huffs have, all eaweiae ee Sheen Goes 
ie ik (| crawlin’, as if they was a-goin’ toa funeral. What Pe kkateet of the army. ......$9,060,978 58 = elie || sort of a way is that to do work? It makes me = 7‘ = navy «eee, 9,044,597 11 

> EY], |] mad to look at *em. If there ie any airthly clumsy ‘ei We © 14), || way fasbion of doin’ a thing that’s the way they are 18,104,875 69 
AL | elways sure to git here. They aro a benighted,| A larger sum, by considerable, than is required 

ae | obstinate, bull-headed people, the English, that’s a| to control all the cattle and hogs in the country.— 
Tony fy || fect, aud always was.” What an orderly animal man is ! 
|) 
Ee & Be
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Se ed 

New Yorx—Now axp Tuen,—Iu 1678, one | ded, such as heave powder, nitric acid, &e., 

hundred and seventy-three years ago, there be- | but all to no purpose. I finally took the hay, 

longed to New York, 2 ships, 8 sloops, and 7 boats entirely away from him and fed nm straw, 

—I5 ships a year came from England. Last Sat- | mill feed and grain. I think however, if I 

urday there sere in port, 22 steamers, 140 ships, | had cut the straw and then wet it = with 

110 brigs, 174 schooners—in all 530, As for sloops, a —— wee wou) Hare bee eal bet, 

and such ‘small dere,” they are now of no ac-| ter ; Dut as it Is he heavy lo no’ r 

count—boats, beyond counting. — [Exchange. | much. The expense of keeping a horse in 

Economy in Canptes—If you are without a rush- | this way is less than to feed him hay and 

light and would burn a candle all night, unless you | OA ie a J. Srptey. 

use the following precaution, it is ten to one an or- Eag! le Harbor, N. Y. New York 

dinary candle will gutter away in an hour or teal [Rural New Yorker. 
sometimes to the endangering the safety of the| 7) SBagksigogisess) _ os uaaene 

house. This may be avoided by placing as much a ? 

common salt finely powdered, as will reach from Tus Onto Farmer.—Such is the title of a 

the tallow to the bottom of the black part of the) new agricultural paper just issued at Cleve- 

wick of a partly burnt candle, when if the same be| land, Ohio. j The number before us gives 

lit, it will burn very slowly, yielding a sufficient| abundant evidence of usefulness. It is devo- 

light for a bed-chamber; the salt will gradually| ted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Mechanic 

sink as the tallow is consumed, the meltedstallow| Arts, Literature, &e. 

being drawn through the salt and consumed in the — wats at ee i nts i 

wick. F Thos. Brown—Messrs. F. iott an 

Prices in Miyxzsota,—The Pioneer of Nov. 27, Everett Editors. We congratulate the pub- 

gives the retail prices uf provisions in St. Paul, as —a baring soroaed ths ets * 

foll : 101 as condu iv 4 

Maes pork, $22, to $23; pickled hams, $22 to Horticultural departments of the Farmer. No 

93; shoulders, $20 ; beef ound $5 per huzdred ;| man in the west, can fill that post with more 
beans, 2 to 3 dol.; corn meal, 75 cents per bushel, | honor to himself, or profit to his brenden | 

flour, 5 to 5 50; oats, 30c ; corn 35¢ ; buckwheat Mr. Elliott. Years of, practical experience 

flour, 5 dol. per barrel ; potatoes, 45 to 50c ; cab- have fitted him for such a task. 

bages, 4 to Sc; turnips, 20c. Tue Srupext.—A monthly, by Fowlers & 

Heaves in Horses. Wells at $1 per year—devoted to education; 

— including history, biography, natural history 

Mxssrs Eprtors—This is a disease quite| and the sciences. It is designed, and we 

common among horses in Western New York,| think peculiarly adapted, to both youth and 

and many inquiries are made as to its cause.| those of riper years. It is beautifully got up 
The answer perhaps, I can not give to the sat-] in all respects ; as every thing és, in the pub- 

isfaction of your readers, yet from what little| lishing line, with which Messrs. Fowlers & 
observation I have been able to make, I am] Wells have anything to do. 

satisfied that it is the effect of two causes. Tar W. Gaaal aun ae & 

First, driving too fast and too far without) | roa f aie ot eee cnthly 

stopping, Se whe es ue ae animal's publications. The January number, commen- 

blood is heated, permitting it to stand exposed)“. vol. XTIT is at hand. It is a practical 
to the chilling wind until cold. This sudden a <a Sacihe a hc eee ‘aut 

transition is one cause of the heaves. Second, ea 5 and any i fe Jat eal id re tn at, 

it is caused by feeding clover hay that has not} “°° riage Ea ets = Ea h vihuber 

been properly cured ; i.e, it is put into the ae ; = a pl . ac — 

caso t'will be and for a horse to cat,” What] gr@vings ; the number before us contains 25. 
farmer is there who has not felt his lungs af- eee eee ii — Mi 
fected while in the act of securing or feeding fad ae 7, 5 

clover hay? Now, if the effect is sosevere on| 20° ™ Cvery Tamiy- 
man, why should it not produce a similar effect} Wester Horticortorat Review. —Joux A. 
on the horse, which at each breath draws into| Warver, M, D., Editor and proprietor : Cinein- 
his lungs a portion of the dust, : : nati, Ohio—$3 per annum. 

In relation to curing this disease, I will] There is no work more worthy of our attention, 

give you a little of my experience and obser-| or more necessary to the success of western pomol- 

vation. I have a horse that I found to have ogists,and our few florists and arboriculturists, than 
the heaves some three years ago, and I tried| Dr. Warder’s Review. It has been said, and we 
various remedies that were highly recommen-| think with much truth, that no western horticul- 

eae ee a cee 

;
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a ie aa? turist can afford to do without some strictly pro-| number contains 48 pages of well selected 
; Bie __ || Sessional periodiesl—and in the west, we have but| and original matter, as neatly printed as any ee 2.28 2 |] the one—and that one, we are bound to patronize, monthly in the union. It contains nothing 

; Te || not only because there is no other west of tide wa- | which may not be read by the family circle 
i zy jj ter; but, that epart from its location, it is well} with profit. It is published in a convenient 
f Pi Hf {| worthy of our support—as a literary and scientific | forin for binding, making a volume at the 
tT ry |} || production, and a work of national importance—| close of the year of about 600 pages, for the 
tne TL} || alike creditable to the west, and the union atlarge.| small sum of $1,00 Beecher & Quinby, 

ae peta itis, however, the western character of the Re-| Publishers, Detroit. ip M8) | vice oven : rs, 
} “Sm | 4 || view which recommends it to our readers—in its cata ere = ty HS | {| cotamns, their interests stand first, and the peculi- oa ini ee 

ts LH i arities of western soil, and climate, and the many h ae = : bpdetsngres is rom u aA ey “a 
| i. | |] phases of western pomology, and facts and sugges- = ississIppl, comes to us in a new dress, any ie een! |i ess ~giy-{ Otherwise much improved. The Valley Far- A a ions relating thereto, are fully and seasonahly giv- pnearad about dad 

? f i i i en—and for the three dollars this journal will cost yo = Be BOOUL aS Pe ups end. downs 
‘ a fh; you, we feel confident that you can not fail to re-| S!BC¢? commencement, (t ares y ago,) as 8 ae 4 5 : ‘i . | ourown paper. We are gratified to learn, how- | His [BF || ceive or save the value of thirty. Take it, we say, ever, that it is now permanently established. 

. ya | fey |! and if not satisfied inform us, and we will make the| ~'.~’ = ees = Pie Bs) s with flattering prospects ahead. It is an old f sb eR} || amende honorable, furthwith. adage ; that a “ poor beginning makes a good Bo fas! —— a s 
ei ht : " Tar Frorr Ganpex.—This admirable treatise is| ending,” so mote it be, in the case of the 

{ )© | || just the book that those who know him. and haye| Wisconsin and Valley Farmers. 
a f || || seen the garden and nursery at Mount Hope, near| Tne Boox Trape-—This monthly, for De- 

ai Sm» ||| Rochester, New York, had looked for, from Mr cember, ison hand. H. Wilson, 49 Ann St., 
Ss i 8B G4 || Barry; aud we might close this notice, by repeating | N. Y., publisher—25 cents per year. In this 

is ee the opinion of.a western editor, that, ‘* This Book] work may be found a le catalogue (with 
he : supplies a place in fruit culture,” descriptive notices in many instances,) of all 
ee aa But, we will add from bitter experience, that the] new publications issued from the American 
: eae lace supplied, is one, shat amateur and profession- | press—miscellaneous reading, &c. 
: Head El pomologutsiathe weesharetat ob ie e i otal, al pomologists in the west, have felt to be a great de~ {| — A A_____________________ 

PR E18] |) sideratum. TABLE OF CONTENTS, 
| : iY i i There are few regularly educated horticulturists Pa, 
ao. i in this region, and our little practical as well as the-| 4 -ricultural Society, Annual Meeting...+...- 835 
HS ©} |) oretical knowledge must be drawn from books and Agricultural Bureau and College ...........0. 29 
FB ))|| periodicals,and in our present state, Mr. Barry’s book| a yimal Electricity ......+00++ssseseeesecceree 43 
ee ix = faba: i is indispensable. The propagator and fruit cultur- Apple, Nonsuch ese 002007 2«cs0neep wsereovse ST. 
e ! } i ist can not afford to do without it. Barley Raising.......0-cccccccscccssccccces 96 
ie tt ey The valuable works of Downing, Thomas, Cole} pisckherry Culture ...-+sesssssseeee sees scteee 37 
ie hae ||| and others are not the less useful, sinee Mr. Barry | teantify the Homestend .++4...+-+++eeseeeee 37 
B&F Al] wrote, nor has this writer supplied every place in| Brick—dust for CuttingS..... ssss.seeeseeessere 38 

Na teas . : Beautiful Extract ...0cccecsescccocecccecccs BS : ‘ath | western pomology. Another Fruit Book is wanted cs Eivks oho as. oss ee et a8) 
i bs } || here—and this ** place” no one but a western man | Crops in Minnesota..-. . ...ccecsesceeee cece 29 

©) PP |i|| can sapply. Fer no one but a western pomologist| Cities Exhaust the Soil .......eseeesssseeseee BL 
' i {||| can have any idea of the array of synonyms in wes- ea ee ea ae an csitenene. sac ra 

Bae ee i i i erry, post sbteaee ss Secesne 
ee seen ‘tists; ‘sed ‘the diffcally of determining the) @.i5us facts inthe Autmal, Kingdom <-sc-504% 

E> Fi||| identity of old fruits, when altered by a new soil] H,ij) for Seed Sowing...-......0cccccccscccee 26 
Me he)! }}| and climate. And then, our fruits of local cultiva-| Dis overy, Interesting ......ccees.... eesvcees 40 

“2 iif}|| tion, and of western origin, have never yet been | Editor’s Tuble.. ee ee + aoe SU Bali x aiccuchbsly Geecssb60 ta books, and tke 'st Flaz and Linen .........ccccces ecccccscosce 
eee.” ace : “S| Bowls, Profit cf .s+s.scecesesncssnose coos 
© PAF ]||| is somewhat formidable, and to us, highly inter-| Horticulture ....-+-.+:0s weeee voscccsevvecee 36 

1B All|] esting. Hens, How to make Lay ...+s.ccsscccesreseee 40 MAE || What has become of the half-promised work of ial Mage et veneers ac vnren ee sor anne a 
BB eae | Ms Eto, of Cleveland? Who, est was under-| Peeper ne Bids ooeeecccceeceecaerae 8 

i E)| || tood, would have the aid of that noble western po-| Leaves, Utility Of....-,..csss sescecsseeeeres, 39 
Ge ||| mologist—Professor Kirtland—than whom, no man Leather, Artificialsesssseereescereeeseees oo 42 

2S ee ‘i more deserves our confidence. ax. | Nothing Wasted........0.sseeseee ssssseecee = 
Bea ees Plow, Steel, Improved. ..++.... eseeseceeeeees = ape Beal: Mowtaty Literary 'Miscrraxy.— This ee eke ee a 

¥ < 7 . 7 u a See eercces Coe reoceoeeeresece ¢. 
be ee! | monthly for January is received Sa Sleeping Flowers .... +++ sseesesessceeeeeee 39 Ef, ||| vol. 6. It is an excellent family periodical] Vegetables, Freezing and Thawing .......... 36 

t ' j|.and now is the time to subscribe. Each] Woodpecker’s Stores....++++c.sseceseceeeee 40 
Eee 

S|
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meee ae i we say So, not to praise the author, but, 
= because we think so, and because we are of 

50 Cents Soe Raemmoe: | the opinion that it will be found of practical |} + 
Five copies for $2, if directed to one Post Office. and atthe | advantage. 
oe wih Gawcabe: Heck anton ntaa aes He starts with the assertion, that, “ The rot 

nme aac is not the result of occasional causes, but is a 7 
3 : en s | 

One page per year @50 | disease, partly epidemic and partly heredi- 

ce FY tary”—that it may be likened unto dropsy— 
on eee (twelve lines or less,) 1 year oso that its modus operandi is simply this: “First, 

| Sateen the leaves are from some cause blighted— ' 

chee empire Block, Main St.. in the rooms occup!-| Secondly, the sap, excessive from want of | 
—— | transpiration through the leaf and uncarbona- 

Potato Rot, ted from want of contact with the air, becomes 

7 ee, See ee ee VEGETA-| diseased, and finally settles down by its own | 
we # weight into the tuber. Under this pressure 

Many theories, and not a few of them quite| of circumstances, the tuber, surcharged and 
plausible and consistent, have been started | bloated with the corrupt an@fetid juices of 

within the few years past, in regard to the| the decaying plant, rots as in duty bound.”— 
Potato Rot—the cause of the disease, its rem-| The leaves are the lungs of the plant—the or- i 
edy, &e. But despite these theories, and the| $208 of respiration and perspiration ; in 

thousand-and-one remedies that have been re-| them the sap or blood undergoes chemical 
| sorted to, and the infallible specifics that have | Changes requisite to healthy growth and ma- 
been administered, the rot has abated not the| turity, and through them “the watery parts} 
least in its ravages, and has outlived all care-|f the sap are thrown off, just as the watery 

| fully and perseveringly ‘applied tests to which | Parts of the blood are thrown off by the 
it has been subjected, and even increased in| ¥2gs- If these functions are disturbed, so 

malignity. And yet new theories continue that, the regular and natural Bees. Bor 
to be presented—new experiments to be de- taining thereto do not go forward, disease 

vised—new specifies to be recommended. and death is the inevitable consequence.— 

What the end will be we can by no means The sap would be left to stagnate in the stalks, 

determine—we will not venture even a Yan.| #nd this diseased Blood finding its way to the 
kee “guess” ‘The true remedy will, perad-| tubers would infect and destroy them also. 

venture, yet be “hit on,” and the potato} We have by no means done justice to this 

saved from being “clean gone forever.” ‘This| portion of the article, and have only aimed to 
isa matter in which all, save a very few, are| impart to our readers the general idea ; we 

greatly interested ; and he shall be written | pass to the query: “ What is the cause of the 
down among the greatest of public benefac-| blight in the leaves and stalks of the potato ?” 
tors, who shall develop the remedy. The writer answers this generally by saying, 

To our mind no sounder theory, or more | that, it “results from one of two causes—ei- 
accordant with the laws of nature, has been | ther from the ravages of minute insects or 

started, than that of Prof. Hoyt in a com- | from some’ peculiar atmospheric influence— 
munication to the N. E. Farmer, for January.| By the result of observation and the occur- 
We regard it as eminently sound and sensible | rence of certain phenomena, he is determined
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to the latfer, and holds that the atmosphere | of our system of instruction inthis department. | 

contains “the noxious cause of the disease.” | ‘Time has been spent and _money,expended | 

There can be little doubt of this, if we observe, | '@ building up institutions for teaching nearly | 
: i M. | every other art and profession, but schools for | 

examine and keep watch. any have come | the purpose of imparting a thorough knowl-| 

to the same conclusion who have given atten-| edge of the theory and practice of agriculture, | 

tion to the matter. What this noxious cause| have never had a being except in a very few) 
a 3 P ae 

may be, is to all intents and purposes a mys- instances and we may say none have been es-| 

tery—it is yet to be learned. But ignorant tablished and conducted so as to effectually | 

: a 5 q scl Sait establish their practicability. Money is freely 

ana the experience of practical agti-| ¢xnended for almost any other purpose than | 

* || culturists and the experiments of scientific! that of teaching the true philosophy of pro-| 

men, warrant us in the belief that the disease| gressive life. The life of any state rests in 

may be alleviated and counteracted to a very —. And in ga as 2 
” ‘i prosper, and become earnestly alive to their | 

eee ree 2 ee true interests—the state bears the unmistak- 
that have been employed with great success, ahJe evidences of prosperity. Farms become] 

it is recommended : thoroughly subdued—neat and convenient 

1. To plant early—the blight making its| cottages arise on every hand—taste and ele- 
P ig s tag’ ry : 

appearance generally in the month of Au- @ince, combine with stem utility and make, 
t. the country a paradise—admired and praised | 

gus ‘i 5 od ‘ .__| by every passer-by. | 
2. “ Plant on light soils,” and avoid putting] “Tt our youth be taught the pleasures that| 

rich fermented manures in the hill. may be made to cluster around a rural home| 

8. When the blight makes its appearance, | in the country ; how honor may be joined | 

sprinkle the tops with plaster, to counteract with ae 5 pal ig era ae 
ole may be made to exhibit i in the taste! 

any excess of carts jonate of ammonia in the farm house, and we would see more intelligent | 

atmosphere. . : young men seeking to become thus established, 

4, Lime may also be applied, by way of| than rushing to posts of fifth rate iawyers—| 

neutralizing any excess of carbonic acid, to| quacks and dandies. | 

which some have imputed the disease. - serait anion, ae -. =e | 
e tall in owl sc! a 

5. Sclect seed froma field that has been | 1,,,, recommending the teaching of this branch | 

exempt from the rot. in the schools, I do not consider it essential | 

6. Mowing off the tops close to the ground, | that model farms should be connected with | 

should be resorted to, if the foregoing pre-| all such schools ; but I do say that every | 

cautions do not avail, and as soon asthe blight school should have an enclosure where certain 

i branches of agriculture and horticulture could 

eo be familiarly instructed. The young misses 

: i. Dry the potatoes when dug, put them could learn to cultivate and analyze flowers 

in dry bins 1n a dry cellar, and sprinkle with | and thus, with no special effort, in a few sex 

powdered charcoal.—Try it! sons become good practical botanists. The 

en aa arin young men could learn the nature of soils = 

pes 5 * | the manner of planting and rearing all kin 

Agricultural Education. of garden luxuries, shich instruction could 

st easily be blended by the ingenious instructor, 

Planet oe eS with the sports of boyhood. Lessons thus 
Agriculture is an art upon which all other taught would remain and do vast good by en 

arts depend—a profession in which so large a] S98!" the attention of the ae of both 

| majority of our race are engaged, it becomes orate = gorse ord des eae oe 

a subjecc of vital importance, as upon its im- e is gly agury 

| ovement and prosperity so largely depends| * future number I propose to point out the 

the happiness ol the rack a peculiar kind of instruction which I deem e 

Notwithstanding the immense claims of ag- oo ack, icultural people. 

riculture, very little comparatively has yet been adison, Feb. 1852. 
done to secure it a place among the sciences,| 4 ploughman on his legs is higher than 4 

| to be tonght in our institutions of learning or gentleman on his. knees. 

even read at the home fireside. Wherever ee 

we tirn our attention we discover the defects} 8a" The pigeon flies fifty miles in anhour
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The Prospect Ahead! | Massachusetts and New York have moved, 

Seyersiy legislatively ; but their efforts hav: 7 
There never was an hour ones ourfirst pa- | Harn Tincle or the i ss 

rents ace expelled from Paradise, when the sacting, with the purpose of ereating an “In- 
cultivation of the earth had a prospect ahead, dustrial Universi fare ee 
like the present. 3 also, other states are still more awake ; ai 

aha: SoveTmmeuse of Europe have Bere wicoman tenet fe bend the foremost— 
ered that bread ee Ue GH lle and she has yet a very good chance of being 
hungry men being pens hee hapary ae the very first to legalize agricultural educa= 
a dangerous and destructive race of animals. tion’ Eat hee ated Gece rane the list and 

And in order to have food for their overgov- ce heccineriet : 

emed millions, from their own overworn Downixe, Wiper Warpver, Lez Nortoy, 
soil, they have found that a better and more ae ete Sethe As 4d good frien ds 

— process of cultivation is indispensa- of the poor farmer, have ation long and 
Ped 5 nobly, since a Bust first tried to legislate for 
A pacelraral aciooipand Grnpaiaenisl sae apcanad education—and we now see the 2 

} have, therefore, been established, over most aes dicen. | 

ot ees yc ae oo bee Little has been said on the subject of an 

labor eae aa nan: Agricultural Bureau at Washington—partly 
guides the LIVING macutye—the mere animal on’ account of its political bearing—bat prin= 
labor—instead of old tradition, in which the cipally because wa have had little confidence 

servant wa Onlenas leamed eitho! pate in the immediate action of Congress on this 
The consequences are seen. In Great Britain, question—this being the era of talk and not 

two bushels of wheat are harvested now, where} | .4;, 7, in that quarter—and iol lasnesaee 

but one grew a few years ago ; and old Eu- congress seeming more like ““ President-mak- 
rope is fast becoming independent of agricul-| ;,, @” than legislation. 

cultural America, in the way of bread-stuffs. But, it vow appears, that we were mistaken. 

But, we are opening up a nobler prospect.) Goy, Dory writes us, that he has actually in- 
We are about to educate the many— and| ¢o4uced a bill for a Bureau—that it hasbeen 
in agriculture, as in the arts, to give scientific| refered to a committee, of which he is a 
“eyes? to every pair of hands, with plenty of| member—that a majority of the committee is 
“machines” of wood and iron, but no living | favorable, and will report it to the House, and 
ones—with less than four legs. perhaps recommend other liberal measures 
Young men remember the first step taken | for the benefit of agriculture generally—and 

in this country for the advancement of agri-| he adds, that the bill will pass, if our press 
culture. Our first agricultural paper saw the| and our societies sustain our friends in Con- 
light in 1819—our oldest Agricultural Socie-| gress. 
ty, can not, we should think, count twenty| Here is another glorious prospect ahead.— 
years of uninterrupted existence—and but/ Let us fix it now, lest it pass from before us, 
three Horticultural associations can count| like the shadow of a cloud when the earth is 

more. And now, we have an agricultural/ thirsty for rain. 
Press ; more important and more efficient,| An Agricultural Bureau may do to begin 
than that of the. entire Union, not far from] with ; but we cannot stop there. We deem 

the time when our first paper was published ;| such a department the mere central office, or 
and our active societies are counted by hun-| acting agency for 4 syste of schools, exper- 

dreds, and almost thousands. imental farms, and model plantations. 
But there is more prospect ahead—agricul- Mount Vernon, and a school, (every way 

tural colleges and experimental farms are the | as efficient for agriculture, as West Point is 

next steps—and an agricultural bureau is but| for war,) will do for a commencement, with a 
a Preliminary measure. liberal bureau ; such as would not shame the far- 

eee ee SS ee eee
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ri 3 o ag mer at Washington,when compared with other ie the Cae? hdl The less finely the Me ae gi a soil is pulverised, such as in fig 1, where a seed q | he " P| Departments, ’ and measured by the extent Z Fig. 1. is” placed "among | 

Hie Re Bet of the interests it should subserve. These we hard cleds 4, on the || Whe eee | must have, and these we shall have, soon we A CBA a Zz eae | Feet * ~ B ve if ®! iH x trust ; and these will beget others. But we > ah €. other ; with a few tie 3 kat have done for the present. ~ ae Ce Particles of fine | i f aT N\A . DF Z earth hard by, nei- i 
ame dT ie eee, ZV ier SZgAZZ ther the clods nor ar Germination of Seeds. Lee \\ <fw thestoneean afford | , b j — LIA a\ ae the seed any air, if mah ft The healthy seed of a plant is a living object — Oy \\ os: which can only be | Hi) , - Though apparently lifeless to the sight and the CEO Ch supplied through | Ee ki of touch, it has life, and its vitality is capable of exer- the few particles |! ak het ting great power when excited into action. What CLODY AND STONY soz, of pulverised soil; 
43 i the agent is, and how it acts, which excites the vi-| put cold is easily transmitted by stone from the || HE ae | tality of seeds, we do not know, and perhaps never | atmosphere, with which it communicates by its | Ig fp) | asters ceo nea, Watcis teat st) sper pera ana Wy which se the aerate | Nein a. {he |: if ep rerself 5 1 is easily radiated into the air. It is clear then, | ibe te | circumstances in which, when seeds are placed, that, in such circumstances, seed is not placed in | ie 5 12] vitality is invariably excited, and the proof of this favorable circumstances for its germination. The || cee i excitement is furnished by their germination, | advantages of pulverised oolt os eolient oom ies | i a which isthe first movement towards the produc- figure. i 
2 “ ie tion of # plant. Besides by clods and stones, the air may be ex. | one 2s. Nomthe circumstances which excite germination] sae ny water, Fig. 2 represents the seed ¢ | a ee are a combination of air, heat, and moisture. Raced i lverised soil, the interati a aa: | These must be afforded in the most favorable con-| P!2° Ae 1 sere a ig thew eneeioesio£ winch | ae te | ditions, before the plant willgrow. They may all| ®T¢ entirely occupied by ater, instead of air, as |) hte Pg i be supplied to the seed, and its germination secur-| Well as as ee of all the pulverized particles | z F ; ed in the air as certainly asin the ground; buton| °f i#- It is also clear that, in this case too, the | i : the development of the radiele, the province of Fig. 2. seed, being depriv- | Hager Sg which it is to penetrate into the soil, the young FERC sam °4 Of air, is not | SHS PTE germ, instead of growing upwards, woulddie, were} [Sate corey rer Placed in the most | fe : EY |i it kept constantly in the air. The earth supplies] ppesWones rt oh Spey, *vourable circum- |) ; i |i. all the requisites of air, heat, and moisture to the HY a8 WIS ® Stances for germi- |, BS i baa plant, in a much better state than the air can it-| Pee sheets peg Mation. — Besides | 
ci 5 oe self, and the soil continues to supply them, not| Pie Om SOS 7/7204 the direct exclu- || fie er ae only at the period of its germination, but gurog ye a a, heaph 244 Sion of the air, the | ce i yi! its after life. A vital seed placed in the groun KA) Meroe Water, on evapora- | cae © Loa! must be affected by three agencies, one physical,| [Eg~ee% £94/? Speen em tion, renders the i ee Re: i another chemical, and a third physiological, before| yo yenmined im fAeroe earth around each ; 2 it can produc a plant. “seed much colder | 

a ait Physical —When a vital seed is placed in pul-) som wira waten AND witnovcr than it would oth- Roda es oe de peed ssnd it is surrounded with air; for al- am, wise be. The e- || Gs 3 ‘ough the particles of soil may seem to the eye] |; . ee coat te ‘ a to be close together, on examination it is found nna the excess of moisture are evident from this 1 , t ie that the interstices between the particles occupy) “p é A ii lll iat Cad one-fourth of a given quantity of soil. Hence, 100 ut total want of moisture prevents germination | i eat cubie inches of pulverised soil contain no less than Fig. 3. as much as excess. | A i 25 cubic inches of air. Therefore, in a field, the Fig. 3, shows the H | soil of which has been ploughed and pulverised to PE WD, J, seed a, placed in Tete by | the depth of 8 inches, every acre of it will contain| [W/Z P2666 ¥¢| pulverised soil,and pea is } 12,545,280 cubic inches of air; and hence also, as| Cage, EI the interstices fill- ie Bs } every additional inch of depth pulverised, calls be IY wey & ed with air, but no | i Ml into activity 259 tons 5 cwt. 32 Ib. of soil, at 1.48] B@oe2 SP SB 4g] moisture is visible Bs of specific gravity, so the plowing of the ZA C7 QED 7-1 between and in the ar Beene ||| soil deeper every inch introduces into it an addi-| PAP gy Ty particles of soil.— i : tional 1,568,160 cubic inches of air. Thus, by in- DOG CD Yo) fe a In such a state of ie eet || creasing the depth of pulverised soil, we can pro- Qe GAM YC Ag il, heat will find Peeet || vide a depot of air to any extent for the use off B4@ ae <9} an easy access to i 4 seeds. Suppose that asmuch as3 bushels of wheat the seed, and as 
: ee = cn ees, Set nS eee SOIL WITH AIR AND wiTHoUT easy an eseape aes 
it tae inches of air in a soil S inches deep. th ete see ee te Ct j But this air must be above acertain temperature| ‘2¢ Want of moisture, and of excess of heat are evi- be yal. = the seed will germinate—it must be above the| dent from this figure. : ne freezing point, else the vitality of the seed will re- Fig. 4 represents the seed a in soil completely 4 % main dormant. A pulverised state of the soil af- erised ; parti : t fords great protons to the seed from a considexe pe ay i, between every: ale oe antl the ; able depression of temperature, and the more fine-| it finds easy access to the seed; and in the heart 

ly it is pulverised, the more it will resist the in| of every particle of soil moisture is lodged. All a duction of cold from without, and the Jess will it| that is here required in addition is-a favourable 
“. ee 

; ; :
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— : in this as well as in others, and that the dis 
| aR, Ree G a coveries of the age and the developements of 

Bp fa tb 2 8 science, are but furnishing agencies, for the |} 
ee EE, Kein * promotion of the interests of Agriculture. 

is Toke wl BSF Agricultural Exhibitions and Fairs—County | 
ee £3) Hy] gé fas and State—have, perhaps, as much tended to 

my lil] Lippe es awaken, and increase this spirit of improve- 
Wea BORG fw ment as almost any means and agencies that 
Mes, icin Whe Gus “a might be named. They have begotten a 

| eaeeatres which the season supplies and ger-| healthful, earnest competition ; and the far- 

} mination proceeds. ewww Farmer’s Guide. | mer has been led to study, investigate, exper- 
| Agriculture—No. 2. iment, labor, tax his enterprise, and all his 

| Of the importance of Agriculture—of its| Viable resources, that to him might be 
weighty bearing on other pursuits—its close awarded the palm of superiority, over his 
and inseparable connection with the greatest compensa or at least, that be ae not fall j 

good of a state or nation—identified with all| Very far in the rear of his neighbor in all real 
that can impart true glory to an age or peo- | !™provement. 
ple—it is not necessary that we speak further. These exhibitions, although but recently 
The observation and experience of every intel- | introduced into our state, have already exer- 
ligent mind, will have demonstrated, that it |cised no small degree of interest, and awak- 

underlies all the great secular interests of a|ened a lively spirit of improvement that can 
| people, and is in very truth the foundation of | only be regarded as an earnest of great good 

| every species of business and trade, and a liv-} to come. They will assist materially, we are 
t ing element in manufacturing and commercial | confident, in developing a better state of 4 
| prosperity. things, and in relieving, through a healthful 

And why should it be thought less honor-and permanent progress, the agricultural |} . 
able, or reputable, than other pursuits? How | branch of industry, from present and great 
much suffering might be avoided—how would | embarrassments. 

the amount of poverty, wretchedness, and woe,| It has been, and still is the case here, to a 
| be lessened—were it not for that most per- | considerable extent, that only a part of asmall 

ious idea ; that labor is disgraceful, and | portion of the science, or even of the common ' 
that to till the ground, is a low and mean em-| practical details of agriculture was, and is 
‘Poyment! Because of it, thousands—misera- | known ; and men who had entered upon its 

| ble thousands—are kept from following the | labors, disregarded what, elsewhere, and un- 
| plow, or wielding the axe, the hoe, the spade,|der other circumstances would have been { 

| thus developing the hidden wealth of the soil, | deemed important and essential to success. And 
| and securing health, wealth and happiness. _|it will be found now, quite too generally, that 
| This idea has had an influence upon even there is a slowness in the application of new 

| agriculturists themselves. They have looked|| truths to a new condition of things, and in 

H upon their calling, as hard and degrading— | the use of new and wisely adapted means, in 
| many have loathed it, as though it were | the cultivation of the soil. Now the improved 

| drudgery only ; and thus they have sought for | practice of a few farmers of the right sort, 4 
no improvement—for none of the means and through exhibitions and fairs, will tell won- 

Tequisites of progress. derfully in this direction—awaken interest, 
But we rejoice that, far more than former-|call up slumbering energies, and crown all 

ly, there is now a spirit of improvement | true effort with abundant prosperity. 
abroad, with reference to this high, but neg- ere 
lected calling ; and not a few who are engag- He that has a trade hath an estate; and 

edn it, have already learned to their great |he that hath,aealling hath a place of profit 
advantage, that improvements may be made | and hot 3S re
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For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. }¢han open ditches, for the plow or waggon | 

Frrexp Mnter : E can go over them without lindeiees = | 

I have often seen set forth in papers, the Hole Panvosr. | 

necessity of farmers underdraining their wet}  Qaldand Farm, Mt. Pleasant, | 

lands, but I do not recolleet having seen how Racine Feb. 12, 1852. i || 

the work is to be performed so as to be per- a i 

manent and useful. Being well acquainted "the i Farmer. | 

és ae 5 5 
n, | 

with the way it is done in Europe, it may not ier i 

be out of place to inform the readers of your| Frrenp Mrrer—t have been requested to} 

yaluable Cultivator. As there are many acres lay before your readers my method of cultiva- | 

of land in Wisconsin and in other states, that ting the Onion ; and with your permission | 

are so flat, and others, with a kind of springy} will do so as briefly as possible: | 

bottom, that retains so much wet, that the] st. Preparation of Ground.—tThe first’ 

grass is thin, rankand sour ; in fact such lands || essential in the cultivation of this vegetable, | 

are next to useless. Those lands unless their like that of every other, is to have the ground | 

-|| surface is a dead level, can be brought into a thoroughly prepared for. the seed. The | 

state fit for cultivation or for good pastures, ground for this crop, however, must not be | 

by the following described way of draining: — | broken too deeply. In no case should it ex- | 

Lands having a certain declivity, or mode- ceed 14 inches, and it makes very little differ- 

rate descent, so as to afford an outlet, by be-| ence what kind of soil is below this, if the sur- 

ginning to cut a ditch at the outlet, of twelve | face is well subdued. 

or fifteen inches wide in the bottom, as deep 2d. Seed—By putting the seed in a dish 

as the outlet will allow, and continue this | of cold water, the good will sink to the bottom 

drain in the lowest part of the land ; then, if and that remaining at the surface should be 

the bottom is hard, put two rows of stones removed as useless. The good seed may be 

one on each side in the bottom and cover with left for two or three hours in the water previ- 

._ || large stones, and chink with small ones, then | ous to being sown, with some advantage to 

_” ]| a little straw or hay on the stones and fill up it. 

with the earth, sow grassseed, de. Thedrain| $d. Time and Manner of Sowing.—I have 

is to be dug deep so as the water will fol- | usually had the best crop of onions from beds 

low the workmen. If the bottom is springy, | sown about the first of May, though any time 

so that the stones would sink, I would put| will do after the ground becomes warm. If 

two rails on the bottom, and a wide one on the ground is free from weeds an abundant 

the top, or slabs or lumber, or even brush. If| crop may be raised by sowing broad-cast ; it 

such a drain can be two feet deep, it will draw is, however, best to sow in drills about five 

the water from one and a half to two rods on | inches apart, Like other vegetables onions 

each side ; the deeper the drain the further should be kept free from weeds, and the 

it will draw. Four feet is deep enough for ground frequently moved about them. The 

any land, as it will stop the small springs from | seed should be covered very lightly. Assoon 

assending to the top. The side stones and | as the plant has become well rooted the tops 

covering may be twelve to fifteen inches from should be carefully bent over, to prevent tod 

the bottom and will let out a quantity of wa- luxuriant a growth of tops. This process will 

ter. Then if more drains are required I haye to be repeated three or four times. 

would recommend to make them obliquely as} By pursuing the above course, I seldom, 

at at an angle of forty-five degrees and to| indeed, have never failed of having an abun 

empty into the first or main drain, and so on, | dant harvest. J. L. Enos. 

till the whole land is properly reclaimed. I ——— : 

have near half a mile of such drains on my|, sree of Barrons. Deo eeu 

af z population, according to the new census, of 169, 

farm—some with stones and some with tim-| 919. Of the whole number, only 3,134 are slaves 

ber, and they all answer = ch better | In 1840, the number of slaves was 3,199.
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Short Horn Cow, Cambridge. zs 

“This cow was bred by Thomas Bates, Esq., | aration whatever of the seed. We think if ss 
Halermatans, ¥ crkere ogiends by ane | farmers hereabouts, where the blight or rust i 

she was exhibited, at the meeting of the Roy- |!) a. preyai : "i 
al Agricultural Society, in 1840, when eight a ES Bs tos exes Se a 
years old, where she won the first prize for 7 a vee ues rae aio eer ioA ‘ 
the best cow of any age. lection of healthy seed, its preparation as here a 

“The Short Horned, or Durham breed of | recommended, and sow earlier, this important 
Se ee in ae a crop would be brought to maturity some }) 4 
arly for beef ; and in some of the large milk . ‘ a 
establishments, this breed is preferred. In ten or fifteen days earlier, than has usually ee 
this country, particularly in the west, the in- been the case, and thus Sar rust = smut. ad 
troduction and general diffusion of this breed| We might also add—that in preparing the } 
has made a vast improvement in stock, not only | ground for wheat, a little deeper plowing, than ¢ 
where this race is kept pure, but there has| is usually practiced, would be no drawback in ies 
been great advantage in crossing it with the theterow ii and Gaily imatunieol thes a 
common breeds of the country, as blood stock | '2° ST” FS en ees 4 
generally stamps its peculiar characteristics If there is any clay that can be reached by Hs 
upon the cross. The great gain by the use of | the plow, fetch it up and let it be well com- 4 
the Short Horns is in their early maturity, by | pounded with the surface soil. These hints a 
which they are as well ripened for beef at |} ceded, less will be heard about bad wheat i 
three years of age, as the common stock at “sine Wisegies 
four. Every farmer is aware that this is an ea ey a - at f 
important consideration.” N. E. Farmer. big or ee ee ee i : 

—————— large farming districts in Pennsylvania, and i 

Spring Wheat. may most profitably be cultivated in many iq 
cas 2 the state wh i heat ii ‘ 

Every thing relating to the successful culti- Leg oe fails. "The obigetinng “urged spat ip 
: . ” ° oY 

vation of spring wheat, will be read by every | it generally, are three. . | ' 
farmer in this section of the state with inter-| 1. That it is inferior in quality. 2. Thatit ia 

est. We would commend to the’ attention of | is liable to smut ; Bytom 10s po abe Ty 
. ‘ ‘ tain crop, owing its being so frequently we 

our farmers, the following article, upon this sub- Lliehte - saaahvank by aiiaawee Bawiard i j 

B} iech written by Judge Jessup of Montrose; | an experience and examination of seven years, id 
Pa, for the Farm Journal. Very much of/] am convinced that these objections are not ¥ 
the spring wheat sown in this section, is put | well gro @As in all crops, the quality e 

into the ground too late and without any prep- ) depends cultivation. With good | ‘a 
a a i
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cultivation the Italian wheat — sixty to The Using of Paint. t 

sixty-two pounds of superfine flour to the} It is not an uncommon thing for some | 
bushel. The flour, although not quite s0| paints, especially when exposed to the atmos- | 

white, makes as good bread as any other wheat. | phere, to rub off like whitewash, after they | 
It has usually a slight yellowish tinge. If) had been put on for about six or eight months, | 

wheat were not too much judged of by the] We have known white paint to do this, altho’ | 
wliceness of the flour, I doubt not that good] both the oil and white lead were said to be 

Italian wheat would soon rank as high in the} good. In respect to white paint, which is 

market as Mediterranean winter wheat. most extensively used, there are three things 

The second objection is entirely obviated! which may be the cause of its inferiority and | 

by a proper preparation of the seed. I have] rubbing off. These are bad oil, bad lead, and 

had no smut for many years except where I| too much turpentine. The best linseed oil 

have sown wheat without washing and li-| only should be used, and it should be boiled, 

ming. My process is to wash my wheat) but not too long nor at too great a heat.— 
thoroughly in strong lime, which raises to} Linseed oil is frequently adulterated with sun- / 

the surface, all oats and other light seeds,| flower oil, which is very inferior to that of lin- | 
which are skimmed off. While wet it is} seed. 
thrown upon the barn floor and finely pulver-| Sometimes white lead is sold which is very 

ised quick lime in small quantities is sifted| inferior to others, but painters know how to 

over it. The whole is so mixed that every| judge between the good and bad. The best 

kernel is coated with lime. It may safely be| can easily be ascertained by painters from the 

left in this way for several days before sowing. | quantity of oil required to give it proper con- 

If sown immediately, the lime is unpleasant] sistency. In mixing paints, there should be 

to the hand, and to prevent its injury to the| no turpentine at all used for outside work, 

sower, a small quantity of gypsum is scattered | (at most the smallest possible quantity) be- 

) over it. No smut is ever found in spring] cause the turpentine makes a soap of the oil, 

wheat prepared in this manner. The salt, consequently, it will soon rub off or be washed 
lime and gypsum are all admirable manures. | away by storms, &c. The only benefit of 

The third objection is obviated by early| boiling linseed oil is to drive away its mois- 

sowing. In large districts in the northern] ture and ammonia, so that the glutten of the 

part of the state-it is difficult to plow early. | oil will form a beautiful skin of varnish, when 

The soil is a heavy clay and loam and retains| dry, to protect the lead from the effects of the 

the water very long. It is absolute ruin to| atmosphere, while turpentine forms a good 

the crop to plow while wet, and consequently | varnish with resins and —_ its combination 
the farmer who relies upon spring plowing] with oil is altogether different, forming a soap, 

for his wheat will be unable to sow before the! hence those who know not this fact and use 

last of April or the first of May—a month too} too much turpentine with their paints for ou'- 

; late here. The plowing must be done in the| side work, may expect to see it disappear be- 

' fall and the sowing at the earliest practicable| fore it is very old. The best way to put on 
, day after the frost is out of the ground. The white lead for outside work, is to commence 

; best spring wheat in quantity and quality,| with a very thin coat, and let it dry perfectly. 
which I have ever known raised was upon a} It is better to put on four thin coats, one after 

green sward, which had been turned under| another than two thick ones. The labor, to 

. late in Nov., and upon which the wheat was| be sure is more expensive, but those who buy 
sown without farther plowing, the latter days| their own paint, and use it in the country, will 

! of March. A very light dragging lengthwise| find out that it will be a saving in the end. | 
} of the furrow, before sowing, and the wheat [Scientific Amer. | 

! wee lightly dragged in so as not to raise the! @pano.—It has been established beyond | 

sod. Sown in this way it will be fit to _har-| controversy, that guano is the best aid that 
vest during the latter pat of July. Wheat) can be applied to wheat and corn, but we | 

: bien ipa in date ie : aon on by] were not aware that it was sopeculiarly adap- 
t we es wo a sown) ted : the —— of —— A ae 

5 ., : _..,| in Louisiana, who is lar; en, e 
’ I have tried the Baltic wheat, which is said growth rina tobacco pinot, aadaen experi- 

to be succesfully cultivated in Vermont, but| ment in the last season, and he has satisfied 

; it is greatly inferior in quality as well as-quan~) himself most thoroughly of its entire adapta- | 
tity to the Italian. ss tion to the growth of that crop. This is a 
The eye of a master will do more work than| matter of very considerable importance as 

both his hands. Not to oversee workmen is| thousands of acres of the old tobacco lands in 
E to leave your purse open. gr: : Virginia may be reclaimed. [Fred’k. Herald. 
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<== poll. The breast broad and full ; the shoul* a 

| ders also full and round, and no uneven or F 
i angular formation where the shoulders join 

i within the neck or the back—particularly, no 
| f a rising of the withers, or hollow behind the ; 

4 situation of those bones. The arm fleshy é 
| pas through its whole extent, and even down to q 

= Pee the knee. The bones of the leg small, stand- 5 
af ol ing wide apart, no looseness of skin about them, ki 

iB = | a Pe 3] wy and comparatively bare of weol.” 
si a x s 2 @ The New Leicester has long been known in , 

| H = SY = I ly this country, and now quite generally dissem- 4 
H Ten ie e@xeo 4 inated in the British Provinces. Those who “1 
KI 3 -_— — contemplate the introduction of them into 
Is i Le their flocks should be reminded that they are : 
yi TTS re ee Fs well adapted to lands of tolerable fertility ; 

pees Ss Ss me Y but they are injured by a too luxuriant past- 
4 o 4 ‘ i Shall urage, At least, so say those who have had 3 
EE pd much experience in their marazement. In 

this respect they differ from the Cotswold and 
Plan of a Farm House. other gigantic breeds. Hilly, or broken lands, 2 

Bf Size 46 by 34 feet. A. represents the front }°7 the contrary, are not well adapted for the i 
tall, 6 by 20 feet ; B the parlor, 16 by 16 ; | Pasturage of the Leicester, as they sreof ~— i 
C. the family room, 16 by 16 ; D. the kitch- | 4% and being heavy, should not be compel- sm 

led to go far, or be much exposed, in obtain- Pj en, 16 by 18, £. £. two bedrooms, 10 by |: 4 5" 
12 each including the clothes press, a. 0.; F.|'™S > supply of food. If those of our friends an 
the family bed-room, 14 by 9 ; @. the young who are in the habit of raising sheep for the 2 

children’s bed-room, 14 by 8 ; A. store-room marker, would, instead of keeping the smaller 1 
10 by 6 ; A. wood house ; ¢. closet for the and more diminutive breeds, introduce a few , 

family room ; 0. 0., clothes presses ; S. cham- | breeding Leicesters for this purpose, they : 
ber stairs ; J pantry or milk-room, 6 by 10. would soon find the difference between small - 

This plan combines both cheapness and and large sheep, when the latter are of good i 
convenience. breed, for this purpose. A kindly disposition 
as to take on fat, with a robust development of 

Sheep of the “New Leicester.” Joa —— points, where the meat 

It is to the philanthropic and indefatigable [N, E. Farmer. 
exertions of Robert Bakewell, Esq., of Eng- Near © + a 
land, that we are indebted for the improved cer UL g 
Leicester. “Previous to his time,” says a] Mr. Eprror—I herewith communicate an 5 
late writer “this animal had been bred with |item of experience in sheep husbandry, which 
exclusive reference to large size, and weighty |if not new to your readers, is corroborative of { 
fleece, without regard to symmetry, orthe qual- | experiments tried by others. .A single exper- 
ity of flesh or fleece. Aptitude to fatten, and | iment will not establish a principle ; but fre- 
early maturity, were also minor considerations.” | quent experiments, attended by the same re- 
In the “American Shepherd,” an invaluable |sults, will warrant the conclusion that the re- 
work by Morrel, the New Leicester is thus de- |Jation of cause and effect exists between the 
scribed = efforts made and objects attained. 

_ “The head should be hornless, long, taper-| It is generally conceded that wet pasturages 
ing toward the muzzle, and projecting horizon- |are unfavorable to the health of sheep. I 
tally forward. The eyes prominent, but with | have kept a flock for four years, in a pasture 1 
a quiet expression. The ears thin, rather long, |of that description—for the first two years i 
and directed backward. The neck full and | with unfavorable results. My sheep were un- i 
broad at its base, where it proceeds from the healthy, and many of them died. I ascribed 
chest, but gradually tapering toward the head, | it to the wetness of my pasture. Upon the ® 
and being particularly fine at the junction of | recommend of an old farmer I fed my _ ‘ 
the head and neck ; the neck seeming to pro- | charcoal mixed with salt. The beneficial ef- 4 
Ject straight from the ches‘, so that there is,| fect of this mixture was soon apparent. My 
With the slightest deviation possible, one con-| sheep presented a more healthful weeeen j 
tinued horizontal line from the rump to the| I have continued the treatment and my sheep
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fiave continued to thrive. I suppose the | of gas in the intestines, from a greater amount 

medicinal qualities of this mixture consists in | of water in the food than upon upland, ‘The 

the disinfecting property of the charcoal. effect of the charcoal is to absorb that gas, and 

I was much pleased with an article from | thus neutralize its effects. _ [Wool Grower. 

; your Texas correspondent in the October Finch fox Sena! 

| number of your valuable journal. That wool a | 

| growing is profitable in such a climate, with} If you keep hens, and desire to render’ 
ja soil naturally rich and productive, can not| them a source of profit, as well as luxury, see 

i | be doubted. And it is far from being unprof- | that they are liberally supplied with flesh.— 

| itable, with us, in the central part of Michi-|'The fish taken in ordinary streams, afford an 
i | gan, Snow does not fall to a very great | excellent and most grateful substitute for the | 

depth, and it is not uncommon for the gr ‘ound | flesh of animals, and can generally be obtain- 

to be bare half or two-thirds of the winter—|ed in almost any desirable quantity, and at 
A pasture of orchard grass, (dactylis glomer- | comparatively small expense. When at large, 

3 Pp y P gs 
aia) not fed in the fall but reserved for win-|the hen is carnivorous, and procures much of 

ter use, will keep in good condition a flock of | her daily food from the resources of the insect 

sheep through the winter. This grassisnot|world, devouring almost indifferently, and 

as highly appreciated as it should be. It is, | with little discrimination, all such insects, bugs, 
perhaps, owing to the fact that its merits are | fies and worms, as fall in her way. These 

not generally known. I append adescription | promote fecundity, and in situations where 

, of it, extracted from a favorite author : she is deprived of the privilege of catering for 

| E “Orchard grass, or dactylis glomerata, is | herself, either these, or some adequate substi- 

one of our most valuable grasses either for |tute, in the form of more solid viands, must 

| mowing or for pasture ; and particularly so | be supplied, or she will cease to lay. Neg- 

for shaded grounds. Some farmers have | lect of this, is the principal cause why hens, 

complained of its growing too large and closely confined, are so generally complained 

coarse ; and if sown thin on rich ground, of as unprofitable. Granite Farmer. 

such will be its character ; but when mixed inois Farming. 

with other seeds, such as timothy and clover,} / = A 

or rye grass, it grows thick and fine, is fed by | “The experience of the present year, though 

all animals with avidity, and springs after |somewhat dearly bought, will, in the end, 

| mowing or feeding with greater quickness and | prove profitable to our farmers, we have no 

rapidity than any grass with which we are|doubt. They have learned by this time that 
} acquainted. We may remark here, there are |so much uncertainty attends the cultivation 

several kinds of grass known among farmers | of wheat that it must be abandoned as an ar- 

in different parts of the country, as orchard | ticle of export, and some other article or arti- 
q grass, but widely differing in their qualities | cles be substituted in its place. 

m the dactylis, or true grass.” The low price of wheat this fall would not 

There are a few qualities, not enumerated | pay for raising it, even if the erops had been 

ti above, which I will add. When horses are|good. But an we take into consideration 

fed with clover they are very liable to “slob-| the fact, that taking the average of the whole 

: ber.” Sow four quarts of orchard grass seed | county, probably not more than one fourth of 

i to the acre with your clover—it is an efiectu-|a crop was raised, and that not more than 

t al preventative to that unnatural discharge of | three shillings a bushel, on an average, can be. 

, saliva, This grass thrives the best on moist— | obtained for it, the prospect of getting rich by 

: but not wet land. It is not liable to ‘runout,’ | raising wheat looks discouraging enough. 

i but is tenacious of its rights and willnot yield} We have been convineed for years that the 

i to the intrusions of june grass or other tres-|raising of beef and pork was the most profite 

passers. Z.Z. \ble business in which Illinois farmers could 

if — engage. The present high prices of the arti: 

i Remarxs.—Our correspondent writes too | cles, and the facilities now opening for taking 

i well to make his communication anonymous, | cattle and hogs to thé; eastern market, hold 

i and we hope to hear from him often. The|out the fullest assurdiages that these prices 

: facts he communicates are important, and | will stillcontinue. “+ 

: should be well observed. We have never| We are aware of the difficulties in the way 

grown the rye grass but if sure that we could |of bringing about the change at once. A 

i get the genuine seed would try it. The char- | great many of our farmers commenced poor, 

coal experiment is a very important one—|and having had not only to live, but their 

ih Feeding in wet pastures, sheep will necessari-| farms to pay for and improvements to make| 

FE ly become more subject to a. greater quantity | out of what they could raise on their farms 

i =
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they could not raise the means necessary to| green corn—after that on boiled apples, pump-+ 

procure large stocks of cattle ; and even what | kins, potatoes, and a little barley or Indian a 

they have raised they have often been com-| meal, with the milk, until about the first of ; 

pelled to part with Zor thepurpose of “ making | January, when I commenced feeding on raw 
the two ends of the year meet.” ruta bagas, cut the same as for cattle,and what 

Our farmers are are now getting out of debt, |swill is made from the house. This I contin- { 

and will soon be able to raise stock to any|ue until June, when my ruta bagas are gener- 
| extent that they may wish, But those who ally gone. I then commence cutting grass, : 

for want of means, are not able to turn their|weeds, dvc.; soon as they are grown, and soon 

attention to stock raising, certainly can raise|as my ruta bagas are large enough to thin i 

| corm—a much moré profitable crop than wheat, | out, I take such as can be spared and feed 

| The corn crops we have never known, in an them—they will eat these as readily as green 

experience of 15 years in Illinois, to prove a|corn. Soon as my corn begins to ear I com- ‘ 

| failure. And we have been assured by far-|mence cutting suckers and false stalks for them e 

| mers of much experience, that even if they |and continue this until I begin to boil food j 
| could be sure of good crops of wheat, corn | for fattening. i 

was the most profitable to raise. Now for the place where I keep them— i 

The editor of the Prairie Farmer, who is|Soon as I slaughter my old hogs, I put them # 
more familiar with such things, probably, than | under my horse stable, which is a manure cel- * 

any other man in the state, in a recent article | lar, where I throw my horse bedding and ma- 4 

upon the subject, says : nure, also all such rubbish as I have that will = 

“ Several years ago, we made the inquiry of| convert into manure ; this enables them to do j Fi 

several corn growers in Middle Illinois of the much to pay their fare as they go along. The : 

absolute cost per bushel to the producer in the | place is warm, which enables them to labor FE 

crib. There was very little difference in their|in winter as well as summer. From three te 

calculations which ranged from four to six|hogs, (which is my usual number,) and three { 

cents! This to an eastern farmer, is both in-|horses, I make ten cords of manure yearly, ¢ 

conceivable and incredible. Thetruth is they |which I prefer to any other mannre which I : 
know littleof mode in which the crop is grown | have, especially to put in the hill for corn, q 

in the districts natural to it. In the first|which I put in green and cover with earth 
place the land, perfectly smooth of all impedi-|before dropping the corn. I consider it essen- 4 

ments, undergoes a single plowing. The] tial that we make all the animals we keep do 
marking off is done in a comprehensive man- | something towards paying for their keeping. & 

ner, and the planting if not e machinery is|Give the hogs a suitavle place and materials, f 

on such a scale as to cost but little. The hoe, |and they will do much towards paying their z 

in the best oon districts, is net used in keep-| bills. [Maine Far. Ke 

ing it clean—the cultivator, a plow of some ee 

mr with a Jernte on, it to i the work ; The Grase Tree. 

and with rows from a half a mile to two) Ay. Acton Warburton, in his aceount of 4 
miles, or even more in length, the surface of] the expedition of Bethencourt to the Canary 
the ground in this crop of which one man) TJs, has a note in which he gives a descrip- 
with one horse can take the care is incredible | tion of the grase or water-tree, which grows 

eS : on the island of Hiero, one of the group. It , 
If for the future, more attention shall be was, he says, “ a ee 
: Heme. : ys, “an evergreen growing in the 

paid to the cultivation of corn, and to the rais-| ;,iddle of the island, There wasa great scar- 

ing of cattle, the loss of our wheat crops, for} ity of spring-water, but this tree afforded 

two or three years in succession, may prove 8! bundance for all the islanders and. their cat- 
benefit to our farmers instead of an evil. tle. The water does not exude from ‘the tree, i 

[Joilet True Dem. | but is produced in this manner. Every mor- , 
i ning a mist rises from the sea, which is borne 

+ Roope ee ie by the east winds (blowing here constantly) 
8. N. WATSON’s STATEMENT. against the steep rock where the tree stands ; q 

— there it stops, and settles upon the leaves, ji 

The following is my method of keeping] which are of an enormous size, whence it dis- 4 

store hogs, which I enter for the Society’s tils in drops during the day. | The drops are i 

premium, hoping that many others will do the | received in large troughs, which are — a 

same, so that if mine is not the dest, your re-| by people living near the place, an whose i 

port will show me a better one. duty it is to distribute it to all who come.— 

I erat winter August pigs, The first}The Hierians are still supplied with water in : 

month after weaning, I feed on skim milk and] this manner.” : {Boston Rambler. q 

_ $$ 
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ry planter can control,) about one half of the 

HORTICULTURE. ordinary range of varieties in an orchard of 

———————— | 100 trees, will come into bearing in five, and 

Brief Horticultural Notes—No. 2. the balance in ten years after planting—and 

BY JOHN A. ee De after the first ten years, we cancertainly count 

aes on an average of five bushels of fruit per tree, 

‘As I send off as fast as I write, and write | during a life time—and we can reckon on, at 
without copying, I may sometimes repeat ; but | least, 50 cents per bushel, for the next fifty 

I will try to be brief and practical. years, during the most fruitful seasons ; and 

Most of our thoughtful and observing phy- | from that, to one dollar, in seasons of partial 

sicians, now declare, that the free use of ripe | or general scarcity. 

fruits not only prevents disease, but theirreg-| I cannot, therefore, put the average annual 

ulated enjoyment often helps to remove that|income of one hundred well selected, and 
which already exists. carefully cultivated apple trees, at less than 

All ripe fruits are, also, more or less nutri- | two hundred and fifty dollars. 

tious. Professor Salisbury has elearly dem- And now, for the cost of one hundred ap- 

onstrated that the appz is superior to thePo- | ple trees, ten years after planting in orchard. 

7aTo, in the principles that go to increase the | The first cost of trees, which is the one that 
muscle and the rain of man—and in fatten- always governs chance planters, is the merest 

ing properties, it is nearly equal to that plague- | trifle, compared with the eventual profits— 

stricken tuber, when cooked for swine, or fed| For example : We sell one hundred selected 
raw to other domestic animals. apple trees, at this nursery, for $15 to $16 ; 

I will but glance at another office of TREES | and those large enough, at from a dime, to one 
—besides their protection of our dwellings | shilling each, by the thousand, or even a 

from the rough winds of winter, and the blis-/ large fraction of a thousand—and I think 

tering sun of summer—and then pass to other | other nurserymen, all circumstances consider- 

questions. ed, give equally good bargains. 

Trees thrive on the unwholesome exhala-/ We will suppose the land worth $15 per 

tions of animals, and decaying organized mat-| acre and about an acre is enough for 100 

ter—converting to their own use, what would | trees, where fruit is to be the only crop, after 

be hurtful to man—but this is not all. A'|the trees come into bearing. The calculation 

belt of trees, surrounding a dwelling, or only | will then stand, on a safe estimate about thus: 

a partial barrier, of these leafy sentinels, on| Tang, . . . . . . . $15 00 
the exposed sides of the house—will arrestthe} Picket fence, . . . . . . 25 00 

silent march of the “malaria,” or supposed 100 selected trees, . . ... 15 00 

cause of Western fevers, and make that home Average cost of transportation . 5 00 

|| a healthful exception, when all around are} Preparing the ground, . . .. 5 00 

suffering from this curse of a warm climate,} Planting and Mulching, . . . 10 00 
arich soil, and a new country! But let this} Interest account, (ten years) . 75 00 

||| pass for the present ; while we speak of the/ Cultivation and manure, do, . 50 00 
| || profits in money, of a crop of fruit, and the —_— 

|| expense of an orchard. $200 00 

There is not the shadow of a question, that Here, on this small seale—which will cost 

“|| all other fruits, when successfully cultivated, | near twice as much, in proportion, as an or- 
| |} pay better than the apple. Weare, therefore, chard of twenty acres—and without deduct- 

entirely safe, in basing our estimates on this | ing a cent, for the vegetables and corn, you 

_ || well known and hardy fruit, which, well cared- should raise between the trees, during the 

|] for, seldom fails of a partial or a full average | first five years, and a... may gather 

“Wl egop. from them, during the” five—you. have 

|| * Gander favoruble circumstances, (which eve- | only four-fifths of theéstimated value of one i 
: eS
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average crop of fruit—and the entire after rem) eae spring . Ts deeper — . . e very best time to apples and pears is on 
expense of interest on outlay, manure, culti-| | ae just as ne — begin 2 swell_— 
vation and gathering, aud marketing the CTOP; | Stocks and scions must be in good order—the sci- 
will not exceed some twenty-five to thirty-five | oy healthy and the stock thrifty. The scions are | 
dollars per year—leaying a clear income of | better to be cut some days or weeks previous to 
over two hundred dollars, from one hundred setting. Waxing is one of the most important 
trees. And I will add, from my own experi- Ee of eratiing above Srunn ores in fe oli 

mate. e wax is made by melting and stirring 
ence, and a hundred recorded cases—that I together four parts rosin, one of tallow, and one, have no doubt, that under favorable circum-| oy one and a half of beeswax, to be spread while i 
stances, the vulue of the produce of fruit, | warm on rags, and these stripped up and wound 
and other suitable crops, during the first ten | around the graft, or applied by the hand afte: 
years, will pay all expenses, and leave the or- | working thoroughly. E 
chard clear of cost to the proprietor. Ao ee fae res - = which are in common use—Cleft grafting (Fig. Tue Grove, Northfield, Ii, Feb. 5. and Whip or Splice grafting, (Fig. 3,) which is 

Spring Work in Orchards and Nurseries, | mostly used on small trees, as with us. Fig. 1 is 
: ———_ a representation of what is called Saddle grafting, The following articles, upon the various modes | yeh though not much used, and slower than the of grafting, we republish from former numbers of | others we are inclined to think favorably of, as the Farmer. The information they impart, will pomesing greater hardihood under unfavorable be new to several hundreds of our new subscribers; circumstances, than whip grafting. Explanation | while it will refresh the memories of our old ones | we think unnecessary, save to state, that the inner admonish them that the season for grafting is at bark of the stock and scion should always meet. hand and the proper time for performing the ope- nnn 

ration brief: Below is a description of the mode of grafting 
the peach, from our amateur friend and correspon- 

i dent, Mr. Mathews, of Burlington. Being compar- 
atively new, and particularly applicable to the 
peach and cherry, we feel much indebted to him 
for thus presenting it. 

f 
ok A it 

i. ft M | ni il Zn : 
mn Cxe) fi HH Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3 i it @ > Geartinc.—This mode of propagation is admi- i (i | ~ Z 

rably adapted to the apple, pear, plum and cherry. mh 7 \ i Cherry trees should be grafted very early, or by | Uf ih (i 
| the 1st of this month, and plum trees during the i y y i | latter part—but will take, in part, if done later HM D | | K and under favorable circumstances. Pear and ap- i | i j 4 | ple trees may be grafted at any time from the first By ia x i \i 
opening of spring, till the buds open, and even i i] a h) ii 
till the leaves expand; but when done s0 late it is WA } ( i not safe, and care must be taken not to start the Ni "iN : a 

bark from the stock. Pears may be grafted sac l W 
cessfully on our wild thorn, and theapple on crab- Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3. j 
apple, but cannot be relied on as permanent trees, Figure 1, the stock prepared for inserting the 
8s our winters destroy many of them. Were we graft. 
disposed to do our utmost with them we should Figure 2, the graft with slope in the end. 
graft in the root, put the scion a few inches below Figure 3, the work finished and ready for wax- 
the surface, and earth up around them, and mulch | ing. 
them during the summer so as to get roots from} Mr. Enrror.—Believing that a knowledge of the 
the scions. In the fall take them up and bury following method of grafting may be of service to
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: somé"0f the readers of the Farmer, I have thought | round each tree, and after a light plowing in 
proper to offer a sketch of it for publication. spring, salt is spread broadcast at the rate of 

f In the first place, saw the stock off at the hight | ten bush-ls per acre. The salt is regarded of 
! you wish to graft, and pare the end smooth and | very great consequence, but it must be ap- 
Hl. even, then with a sharp, thin-edged knife, slit the | plied in connexion with free manuring every 
i bark perpendicularly down from the top about an| year. The ground a8 kept mellow and clean 

inch, then take the graft and cut off the lower end | by constant cultivation, potatoes, sugar beets, 
slopmg so that the slope will be of the same length | “¢ being found well adapted to the purpose. 

f as the slit in the bark uf the stock, you then with The principal secret of SUS Cr RE 2 will thus be 
HY your knife start the bark a little on each side at | Perceived, consists = caltvating and doing 
it the top of the slit, and enter your graft and push everything in the best manner 3 while others, iy it down to the botcom, wax it over and bind it up who do not succeed, do not cultivate their trees 
} inthe same manner that yeu would in cleft graft- - . Twitter etilea that-a good crop of quin- 

1 —. : A cies may be obtained three years after trans- en the stock is large enough, I always insert . : * : 
1 two grafts, on opposite sides, and when high pecune, ae ae os canes a peel PP 2 8°) ductive state thirty years. ; enough to form a head, { let them both grow. Sea a 

This mode of grafting is only applicable when . : = 
bark will part freety from the wood, the grafts ‘Tho Proper eae ne 
should therefore be kept in a cool moist place un- A correspondent makes some inquiries rel- 

F til they are wanted for use. ative to the proper time for pruning apple 
The stock should not be much less than half trees, and remarks it has been the general 

, an inch in diameter unless the grafts are very practice to prune in the spring. Very small 
small. limbs may be safely cut off at any season 

Tlook upon this method of grafting as being| whenever it is convenient ; and when 
particularly valuable for the peach and cherry, | the trees have proper care and attention, it 
which frequently fail when worked in any other | will seldom be necessary to remove any large 
way ; it is also applicable to other fruits. The limbs. But there are many trees which have 
peach and cherry will bear to be, and should be| been badly neglected, and large decaying and 
grafted two or three weeks earlier than the ap-| profitless an a now be 7 —- 

ple. them ; and where this is necessary, the fall is 
| I have grafted the Cherry, Peach, Plum, Pear,| a more suitable time than the spring, for the 

| jj and apple in this manner, invariably with good | reason that the wounds made in autumn will 
success; better I think than by working them in ae on aaa = cass a = = 
any other way. | ar ie S 

T herewith send you arnde sketch, although I| Spring turn black and decay, leaving holes 
consider it hardly necessary, as I think the above| Which frequently ruin the tree. Mr. Cole, 
description will be found sufficiently explicit. ~ so ae poe Ee; 

rs > vember or even ember, 

Monre, D. Matuews. | the spring, which he says is the worst season. 
eae “Thirty-two years ago, in September,” he re- 

| Raising Quinces, marks, “ we cut a very large branch from an 
a Z s appl on inj a || ;Acomesnondent ofthe Hortus, wno| HP we, on sound of afer by gale 

Taises this fruit of oxmagrdinary: oxteiience, over ; but it is now sound, andalmost as hard pursues the following course: He selects good, as horn, and the tree perfectly sound around 
|, ]] deep, dry, rich soil, which is deepened by a it. A few years before and after, large limbs 

thorough ‘use of the subsoil plow, and manure| Woe cut from the same tree in spring ; and } applied copiously and deeply, by dropping it where they were cut off the tree has rotted, 
in the bottom of each furrow as the plowing that a quart measura may be put into the 
proceeds, Large and deep holes are dug for cavit a [Maine Face 
the trees ; i a oo. a aaa of — y pe 
compost ; the branches are shortened one it Trees. 
before setting, and the soil well settled among Low Headed Fruit 

| || the roots by drenching with water before the By having low headed fruit trees, the sun- hole is quite filled. which is, perhaps, in our hot and dry sum 
f The pruning is given in autumn, and con-| mers, the cause of more disease and destruc- 

sists of cutting out, as sparingly as possible, | tion in fruit trees than all other diseases to” and only old, crooked, erowded and_decayed | geth er, is kept from almost scalding the sap, ~ || branches. Every autumn, manure is spread/ as it docs in long, naked trunks and limbs. 
eS
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The limbs and leaves of a tree should always invigorating influence of the ripe grapetieely 
effectually shade the trunk and keep it cool. | eaten, upon the feeble and debilitated, is very The leaves only should have plenty of sun | apparent, supplying vigor and the rose hue of 
and light ; they bear and profit by it. If|health in the stead of weakness and pallor, 
trees were suffered to branch out low, say | and this by its diluting property, which ena- 
within one or two feet of the ground, we! bles the blood to circulate in the remoter ves- 
should hear very inuch less of “ fire blight,” | sels of the skin, which before received only the “frozen sap blight,” black spots, and the like.| serous or watery particles, 
The ground is always lovser, moister, and| “In these remarks, however, we must be il cooler, under a low-branching tree than under| understood as speaking of the fruit when per- ahigh one. Grass and weeds do not grow a fectly ripe. Unripe grapes, like all unripe 
hundredth part so rank and readily, and| fruits, are detrimental to health, and derange 
mulching becomes unnecessary. The wind] the digestive organs, and those depending up- 
= =o the pag —e! and om and| on, and sympathizing with them.” 
real he tree, and shake off the fruit—a a ne F 
matter of no inconsiderable consequence— Economy of Fruit. 

| The trees will be much longer lived,and more = el | prolife, beautiful and profitable, ‘The tees| suppiy or ewig and eee 
| are more easily rid of destructive nsects, the raising, saves a great many hard earned dollars : fruit is much less damaged by falling, and the yearly,otherwisetobe paid to themiller or butch- || facilities for gathermg it are much greater | Or if he raises his own grain and meat, || © 
there is less CEES = climbing, and less of| ay equal amount is thus reserved for market. |] © breaking limbs. ‘The trees Tequire less prun-| Then what a valuable addition to the comfort, || © ing, and scraping, and washing ; and the roots variety and luxury of the table! By dhe || | are protected from the plow, which is too oft- first of summer, the thick trusses of strawber- || 
en made to tear and mutilate them. ries begin to redden in the sun; and half a || & 

[Exchange | dozen quarts of this mcling crimson fruit |] © 
i iti may be had each day for the table, from as 

Modieal Qualities of the Grape. oe half-rod Reis Cherries, currants and || @ 
The New York Commercial, in an_article| raspberries, continue through the first half of |] # 

on the grape, says this fruit is one of the best| summer, followed by early juicy apples, rich 
and most wholesome medicines. Thisaffords| bloom-dusted plums, golden perfumed apri- || §) 
an additional inducement for the culture of| cots, and buttery and melting pears. f 
this popular fruit. The Commercial says: Now, we do not say, as some mistakenly 

“In the vineyard districts of France. Spain | remark, that this fine and delicious supply || = 
and other vine-growing countries, the medi-| costs nothing after the trees are planted ; for 
cinial properties of the grape are well known! good fruit cannot be relied on unless the 
and highly prized. The free use of this fruit, | ground is well cultivated and manured. But 
as we are advised, has a most salutary effect it does not cost half as much to cultivate an 
upon the animal system, diluting the blood,| acre of truit as an acre of potatoes or corn ; 
removing obstructions in the liver, kidneys,| while the amount obtained is greater than 
spleen, and other important. organs, giving a/ either ; and all ready for the table without 
healthy tone and vigor to the circulation, and going through the process which the grain 
generally augmenting the strength of the en-| crop requires, of threshing and winnowing , 
tire animal economy. In diseases of the liver| and grinding, and kneading and baking. 
and especially in the moister compound afflic-|_ By planting rich, high-fiavored apples for 

tions, dyspepsia, the salutary and potent influ-| stewing and for pies, instead of poor and in- 
ence of a ‘grape diet’ is well known in France. | sipid ones, each family may save from 50 to 
The inhabitants of the vineyaid districts are} 200 pounds of sugar annually, in sweetening | 
never afflicted with these diseases; which fact, | and Spices. A friend of ours finds it cheaper 
however, alone would not be conclusive evi-| to buy good fall pippins for fifty cents a bush- 
dence of the medical qualities of the fruit of| el, than poor sorts sold as “cooking apples,” 
which they freely partake, since peasant life] for fifteen cents a bushel. He uses the Tal- 

|| is rarely marred with this class of ailments ;}man Sweeting largely, for baking and for 
but hundreds who are thus afilicted yearly,| puddings, and thinks that an Indian apple ||} 
Tesort to the vineyard districts for what is| pudding, made by this natural sweetening, the 
known as the ‘grape cure,’ and the result| cheapest and the best pudding in the world. |} 
proves to be a cure, except in very long, pro-| He saves from $75 to $100 annually in the 
tracted, and inveterate cases, which are be-| cost of his table by this fruit. 
yond the reach of medical remedies. The (Exchange. |
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ates ¢ and after this mixture is one month old, bi | I saw not long ago a hedge, which was] ong has been turned a few times, we may add i made by planting the seeds of the Siberian | it'ty a cord of the before named muck and tks Crab—a small ornamental variety of the P- | and our compost, and it is partly prepared.— , ple which is well known in the nurseries, and | What else will the compost require? Among sought after for its little fruit. It naturally is | other constituents, Phosphoric and Sulphuric ; a small one, and has not exactly thorns, but acids ; these we may get by dissolving bones, , branches which become somewhat thorny 4 or bone-dust, or native phosphorate of lime, "| | resisting. It naturally forms a thicket with a in sulphuric acid, and ine ok . i 
a 

ie i N pouring the fluid on i good many branches, so that it takes and the compost ; the only constituent now nec- ; | Keeps the hedge form very easily. He sowed essary to be added is Potash, and this can be 4 these crabs in the den, and - ’ i the seeds of these garden, most cheaply supplied by wood ashes, and our i when the seedlings were a year old he trans- compost is complete ; for the i M: i nh i here they were to Si]; Pia. ears ae 
i planted them into a row w 7 we and Silica, are sufficiently plentiful in all soils, |, {| Tow as ahedge. They were set six inches| 04 the first two may be dispensed with alto. |] apart, in a single row and the tops were cut gether. When these are added to the com- : off within three or four inches of the ground, post a small quantity of stable or barn-yard the same spring they were planted. They manure may be added to it, or placed under made a fine growth, and the next spring were it, to assist the thorough action by its heat, | |] again cut down to within six inches of the| aiq with two turnings it is ready for use. jj] Ground. This made the hedge bushy and|” Now the cost of this compost is not half so } | |] thick at the bottom. great as an ordinary dressing of barn-yard t The hedge Is now five years planted. It manure, and for an apple orchard is worth a | has attained its proper size, and having been dozen dressings of the ordinary kinds. Open ))\ |) regularly trimmed every spring has become the grounds fairly by plowing and the orchard i one of the thickest and most impenetrable | ; Tacs - 

iT 
2 2 is ready at the surface. Next look to trees ; || hedges Ihave ever seen. It requires trim- are they properly trimmed ? Is the bark | ming but once a y oar, and seems to me well clean and free from fungi? If not, get your .,, | able to take care of itself the rest of the time. rules for trimming from Downing ame 

e ce ¢ , ‘ g from Downing’s Fruit i Besides this it has a fine appearance in the | Trees of America, and wet the surface of the |, | spring, when it is covered with blossoms, and | trees with a solution made of one Ib. of Blea- , | in the autumn when it begins to bear consid- cher’s No. 1 soda to one gallon of water; put erable fruit. Would not the Siberian Crab, it on with a boat-mop or a whitewash ok | | or ite seedlings, make a good farm fence? and it will decompose all mosses and dead i (Horticulturist. bark, snd the growth of the tree will throw Hh . le Trees. of the loose and dead bark, leaving a clean H eee SSL Apple surface: neither a tree nor a man se be heal- i To get a good crop every year instead of| thy with a dirty skin. 
. |} every other year most old orchards require) When your orchard is thus prepared let | | amendments. Let us see what they are:—| the soil convert the amendments into apples, . | First, as every 1000 Ibs. of apples will contain | and do not raise heavy crops among the trees 11) | 170 Ibs. of organic matter, we must supply it, | and at the same time hope to get full crops | | and that too, ina Proper state ; it must not/| of apples—above all, beware of buckwheat, | | be fermentable like stable manure, but well | unless you intend to plow it under 3 if so, go | | decomposed, and cool, like woods earth, de- ahead—anything to induce frequent plowing | |, composed muck, river deposits or chipmanure, | in orchards so as to advantage by atmospher- i or well rotted spent tan, and to secure its per- | ic influence. (Journal of Ag. | |, feet decomposition may we not compost with —— 

| it the very materials which are contained as] Tue Use or Frurn—Instead of standing ' inorganic constituents of the wood, bark, leaves | in any fear of a generous consumption of ripe and fruit of the trees, fruits, we regard them as positively conducive by We require lime, soda and chlorine to form | to health. The very maladies” commonly as- the fruit, and probably a still larger amount | sumed to have their origin in the free use of of these same ingredients for forming leaves, | apples, peaches, cherries, melons and wild bark and wood ; a sufficient quantity of all| berries, have been quite as prevalent if not | these may be had by slacking six bushels of | equally destructive, in seasons of Scarcity. buick lime with two bushels of common salt, {There are so many erroneous notions enter. dissolved in water, which will cause the mix-| tained of the bad effects of fruit, that it is "+ ture to change into chloride of lime, and car- quite time a counteracting impression shoujy
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be promulgated, having its foundation in| ture. They are richer perhaps, more e- a — and based on the common ob- | ous, the effect of the whole is more aes servation of the intelligent. We have no pa- but singly, they are not so wholly beautiful. tience in reading the endless rules to be ob- | Go out in the months of May and June into served in this particular department of physi-{ the nearest fields and groves, and you shall cal comfort. No one, we imagine, ever lived | See there a thousand sweet plants, sowed aby longer or freer from the paroxisms of disease, | the gracious hand of Providence, blooming || / by discarding the delicious fruits of the land | amid the common grass, in crevices of rude \ in which he finds a home. On the contrary, | ?0cks, beside the trickling springs, upon rough they are necessary to the preservation of| and shaggy banks, with a freedom and simple health, and are therefore caused to make their | Modest grace which must be the despair of appearance at the very time when the condi- | gardeners, since quite inimitable by art, with tion of the body, operated upon by the deter- | all its cunning. 
iorating causes not always. understood, re-| Vuenranuus In CALINONMIAZ_A Califor- |] § quires their grateful, renovating influences, nia le@en-wriick cave ] 

[Boston Med. and Surg. Jour. = 5 i nnn “A few days ago I sat down to dine with Wowperrut Rasrserry Busn.—We no-| ten others, mostly adults. A large dish of || © ticed in September last, the reception of some | potatoes graced the table, cut in pieces before |} | raspberries, from a second crop on the same| boiling. Our landlady informed us that there 4 bush, raised by Mr. P. B. Phillips, of Crans- | Were two potatoes in the dish, and no more. : ton. He then stated that the third crop was | But there was enough and to spare. On an- jj f wing on the bush. On Saturday last, he | other dish was one-third of a beet. Onions if 
one to our office some of the berries which | often exceed a pound in weight. A a Me he assures us are from the fourth set of blos- | at the door of a resteraunt near me weig! is soms during the present year! The berries | twenty-eight pounds. These vegetables are |] =. are not quite so large and rich flavored as | not the result of forced culture. The soil, in} Be 
those of the second crop, but they are about | ™any localities, cannot help producing them. |} & 
the average size and Tipe. He says the bush ; Very little attention is paid to tillage, and no z stands in the open garden, but he takes con- manure is employ: ed. Tam informed that some } siderable pains to keep it well cultivated, and | of the gardeners in this vicinity are applying |} & the ground loose around it. It was taken | Manure, but Ihave not seen a load of the FS wild from the woods, one year ago this month. | commodity in California. ss Some parts of the bush have grown nine feet | Fxtract from an Address by Hon. J. R. Will- {] during the pastimessom. iams, before the St. Joseph County, (Michi- |] [Prov. Mirror, Nov. 10. gan,) Agricultural Society, in’ October || # 

i Jast. 
Wild Flowers. “Horticulture is embraced as one of the ob- || & How beautiful is the exquisite native grace | jects of your association. It is too much neg- of the flowers, seen in all their habits and po- | lected. “While some pursue it intently as a sitions !_ They know nothing of vanity, its| passion, the many neglect it. Before urging trivial toils and triumphs! In unconscious, this topic upon your attention, let me say, that spontaneous beauty, they live their joy-giving | if it will afford any encouragement, that I per- 

lives, and yet how all but impossible to man | Sonally made a critical comparison of the ; to add to their perfection in a single point !— j fruits and vegetables exhibited at the recent “ In their habits of growth, the innate grace | State Fair at Rochester and Detroit and I may be particularly observed ; there is a uni- | could not avoid the conclusion, that the fruits ty, a fitness, in the individual character of | of Michigan excelled those of New York, in each plant to be traced most closely, not only | beauty, health and perfection, though not per- |} | in form, or leaf, and stem, but also in the po- haps in variety. The samples however in both sition it chooses, and all the various accessa- | cases were mostly exhibited by amateurs, and ries of its brief existence. It is this that gives | nursery men. They should have been poured to the field and wood flowers a charm be-|out from every farm house. Many a man Yond those of the garden. Pass through the | leaves a waste around his dwellings, when if tichest and most brilliant parterre in the | he heeded the suggestions of interest, health, || country, with every advantage which labor, | taste or comfort, he would surround himself || | expense, science and thought can bestow, and | with a garden or orchard. Fruit should be You will find there is no one plant that is not | cultivated for profit. No expenditure will en- shorn of some portion of its native grace, a hance the value of a farm so much in propor- penalty which it pays for the Ramada at cul- | tion to the outlay as the investment of an op.
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ps 
chard. Fruit isa cheap luxury. The tree is| King of India he took a great elephant which 
growing while we are sleeping. Once plant-| had fought valiantly for the king, and named 
ed, with trifling but continuous care, and the|him Ajax dedicated him to the Sun, and let 
bestowal of odd hours, from time to time, the | him go with this inscription, “ Alexander the 
orchard rapidly increases. One prolific year] son of Jupiter, hath dedicated Ajax to the 
pays the whole expense. I last year raised] Sun.” This elephant was found with this 
more than two hundred bushels of delicious | inscription 350 years afterwards. Pigs have 
fruit, apples, pears, plums, peaches, and grapes, | been known to live to the age of thirty years; 
ina garden of little more than an acre, which, | the rhinoceros to twenty. A horse has been 
six years before had hardly a cultivated tree | known to live to the age of sixty-two, but av- 
of fruit upon it. You need not fear that the | crages twenty or thirty. Camels sometimes 
best of fruit will become a drug. The more | live to the age of one hundred. Stags are 
abundant, the more certain the channels to|long lived. Sheep seldom exceed the age of 
market. Let me remind you that before all of |ten- Cows live about fifteen years. Cuvier 
our children are laid in the grave, cities which | considers it probable that whales sometimes 
can be reached in twelve hours from any part | live one thousand years. Mr. Mallerton has 

of this country will have grown up containing | the skeleton of a swan that attained the age 
half a million of inhabitants, and affording in-|of two hundred years. Pelicans are long 
satiable markets for fruit. We can be prepar-| lived. A tortoise has been known to live to 
ed to furnish these markets and enjoy the per- | the age of one hundred and seven. 
petual profit, or reject it. Fruit should be oe eee gee 
cultivated for health. Ripe fruit is nutritiqus,|__DRopvce row 4 Steve Grarw or Waar. 
refreshing and highly conducive to health and|—An experiment on the fertility of wheat 
longevity. In large cities during the preva- has, during the past year, been carried out in 
lence of cholera, and at critical periods, fruit | the garden of Mr. Stowe, a surgeon at Buck- 
is forbidden, not so much because ripe fruit is |imgham, of which the following is a correct 
deleterious, as because ship loads of fruit in| #Count On the 18th of July, 1850, a single 
great markets are gathered and transported | grin of wheat was sown in the garden ; the 
before it is ripe. It is rendered palatable by plant came up In ten days, and gr baal luxuri- 

incipient decay, and not delicious by mature | °™Uy till the 24th of September ; it was then 
ripeness, Hence there is an unpleasant acid- taken up = divided ee slips, and replanted 

ity, a toughness and staleness in the pulp of — suffered to remain till the 16th of April 
much of the fruit sold in towns, which is not |°f the present io Bihe yoathe: $sHen 0s 
found in ripe fruit just plucked from the |CO™S inmmets wet, they were all taken 
bough in your own garden with all the glow up again and divided into “no less =e a 
and flush and plumpness of life upon it— plants, these being planted, were permitted to 

From your own garden you can enjoy a cheap stand till the present month of August, when 
and delicious luxury, which a townsman can- they were productive of the amazing number 

not purchase at any price. The cultivation of |°f 52° eas of wheat, many of them of full 
fruit kindles a taste akin to a taste for the | 97° containing more than 50 gms of corn, 
Fine Arts, is eminently conducive to refine- The one wes Eeese before au ee ly 
ment, and constantly prompts to the aequisi- ie a Sn oe d en Soo of 
tion of varied, curious, and profoundly scien-| 40 nS ee ae protecting net.— 
tific knowledge, relative to the laws of decay, : er the ee us this trial will strength- 
and growth, the preservation, propagation and a Aa Or cee een nian aoe 
development of vegetable life. It will render | ‘bin sowing of wheat in ordinary field_culti- 
a home more beautiful, more genial, more at- vation, must be left to the judgment of mere 
tractive, an object I have just endeavored to practical i culturists, but of the amazing 
enforce. What different ideas ao we instinc- | PPoductiveness of the wheat plant, under such 

tively form of a country dotted all over with Fone aie may easily satisfy himself 
luxuriant orchards groaning under their abun- yy Tepeating the experiment, i 

dance, and a country whose road sides pre- [Enghal Paper. 
sent a dreary and sterile waste.” Improvement of Domestic Animals. 

Acz or Anmats.—aA bear rarely exceeds Scat sa : 
twenty years ; a dog lives twenty ee ce a ing ioe jue 
wolf twenty ; a fox fourteen or sixteen; lions aoe = 2 = sass ie = elaborses 
are long lived—Pompey lived to the age of | py, eS oi locos oat = Prete 

_ j| seventeen. Elephants /have been known to| 3.5 o¢ forty-one account 1n this report of 8 
- 4| live to the tee age of 400 years. When New ¥ onty: Sa — in the state = | 
|| Alexander the great had conquered Phoras,|~°” nis peachy yeeaaserst veto yaictiace =| =e eee eee ees
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———————— ee or othe Fist Ear cof Ooms 4 
butter, cheese, and milk, as the product of First Ear of Corn. 

each cow a year. From the returns of the) you are probably aware that cons, (Indi- || | 
last state census, it is safe to say that 1,100- ay corn) is unknown in Paris. It is neither 
000 cows are now milked in that state, which known as green corn, nor as sweet corn, nor 4) 

are supposed to yield about twenty dollars per | 4, pop corn ; as corm in the kearnel, or corn f 

head. ‘To improve these up to an average] on the ear. It is rarely seen, even when || || 
annual product of thirty-one dollars each, ground into Indian meal. I speak of Pacis (\ 

(that is, to one half what the best large dai-| ond the neighborhood only ; for believe that 4 

ries in the country now yield,) would add | it js cultivated in the South of France, to al] | 
$12,100,000 to the income of the citizens of| jimited extent, under the name of mais. I fi 

asingle state. This gain by the improvement | yas, some weeks ago, at a dinner party, given fl 
of one kind of rural machinery would be) by an American gentleman, at his chateau, in |} /) 
equivalent to creating a capital of $200,000,- | .’suburb of Paris. Upon the table were green || |] 
000, and placing the money where it would | corn and sweet potatoes, results of perhaps the || |) 

yield over six per cent. interest in perpetuity: | only efforts ever made to acclimate them here. |} | 
If the thirty millions of sheep in the United} 4s’the corn was passed around, you might i 

States gave as good returns in wool for the| have distinguished the Americans from the || / 
food consumed as the best 100,000 now do, | French, by noting who accepted and who de- |} {7 

it would add at least 60,000,000 pounds to] clined. The former were eager to renew an 4 

the annual clip of this important staple. | acquaintance long since interrupted, while the || {| 
In one of his letters to Sir John Sinelair, | jatter fought shy and kept the waiters at bay. 

General, Washington says, in substance, 4 that It fell to my lot, however, to initiate into the 4 

at the time he entered the public service in| mysteries of this novel vegetable a young || © 

the war of the revolution, his flock (about | Prench lady at my right hand. To her, the ny 

1000) clipped five pounds of wool per fleece. | car upon her plate wasa revelation. Its shape |} <_ 
Seven years after, when he returned to his | was anomalous, its odor singular, and, moreo- 3 

estate, his flock had so degenerated that it yer, the manner of eating it was barbarous — Pa 

gave an average of only two anda half Ibs.| Before attempting its demolition, many an || § 
= head, which was the common yield of) unanswered inquiry passed through her be- | § 

irginia sheep then, as itis now.” wildered little brain. Was the outside a mere || 

Although the numerous importations of} rind, inclosing the pulp in the interior? Or |} [ 
superior sheep, cattle, horses and swine, have | was it nutriment to the core, and succulence hi 

greatly benefitted the country, it must be ad-| to the center 2 Would the juice start forth, | © 

mitted that much has been lost by suffering | gs from a ripe tomato, at the first immersion || Fj 

improved animals to deteriorathe. Every | of the teeth ? Might it not be poisonous, like ii 

wool-grower should ponder well this fact.— | the nightshade or the toadstool? By this ig 

If two and a half pounds of wool will pay the | time, her ear was ready, buttered, salied, and || # 

whole cost of keeping a sheep a year, five lbs. | each row slit through the eenter. I flatter |} & 

will pay one hundred per cent. profit on that myself that the utter failure of the experiment || § 

cost. Washington was eminently a “ book-| can in no way be attributed to want of skill 

farmer,” and was anxious to gain knowledge | here. My pupil ate about half a double row, 

from the educated agriculturists of Europe | and then retired from the field, content with 
and his own country. His overseer believed | the laurels she had won, but perplexed by the 
in keeping sheep as his father did, and was| cop, and sorely teased by the tissue-like-skin || 7 
opposed to all innovation in husbandry. in which kernels were involved. ‘The next || © 

There are now not far from 6,000,000 hor-| day she was taken sick, and was compelled to 

ses and mules in the United States ; and it is} keep her room, Anxious to prove to her that 
not too much to say that, ina few generations, | however lightly she might treat the offending || § 

these animals may be improved full thirty| vegetable, it was made, in former times the 

dollars a head, on anaverage. If so, the gain | subject of thanksgiving to whole races and 
by this increase of muscular power, and its | nations, I sent her an engraving from Mr. Cat- || 

greater durability, will be 180,000,000. If| lin’s frightful picture of a ‘ Chippewa Dance 4 

we study critically the machinery for conver | to thank the Great Spirit for Green Corn’? — 

! ting grass, roots, and grain, into beef and pork, | She thought that to a spirit- that favored the 

the difference is found to be more striking.— | growth and presided over the harvesting of |} & 

If the facts relating to thissubject were spread | such a ee just such a demonstration 

before the people, great improvement would | would be acceptable. ‘The demoniacal orgies 

soon follow, and all classes share equally in, in which those Chippewas were indulging, 

the profits of more productive labor. | soa not be more fittingly introduced than at 

: [Patent Office Report for 1849. | a Green Corn Festival.” [Paris Cor.N.Y.Trib_
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E may think proper, all seeds, plants, books, mode AGRICULTURAL MEETING Bee which as asranentina mae oe aa At a meeting of the citizens of Jefferson and | shall also have charge of all communications, re- 7 Dodge counties, held at the Planter’s Hotel, in| ports, and other documents designed or calculated ‘ the village of Watertown, Feb. 18th, 1852, for the | for publication, and so far as they may deem ex- purpose of taking into consideration the propriety | pedient, shall correct, arrange and publish the of forming an agricultural society, Watpo Lyox, | Same ip such manner as they shail think best cal- i of Dodge county, was called to the chair, and J. | culated to promote the objects of the society. A j A Hantey, of Jefferson county, appointed secre-| majority of the executive committee shall have tary. ° power to call extra meetings of the society, also After a free interchange of sentiment by gen- to call moctings of their own body whenever the tlemen present, it was, on motion of L. A.Cole, | interests of the society require—shall make out Resolved, That we proceed to form a Society to | the list of premiums Which may be offered, and ; be known and designated as “The Jefferson and | transact all business which may be committed Dodge County Agricultural Society.” to them by the by-laws or resolutions of the soci- i On motion of A. H. Atwater, ety. . ; Resolved, That a committee of three beappoint-| _ Sec. 5. There shall be an annual meeting of ed by the chair to submit to this meeting a consti- | the society on the 2d Wednesday of January in tution for the government of said society. cach year, at such place as the executive commit- The chair appointed as such committee, A, H, | tee shall appoint—at which ,meeting all officers Atwater, W. M. Dennis and L. R. Cady. shall be elected, except the vice presidents; they The committee reported the following constitu- | shall be appointea by the executive committee. tion, which was adopted: oe — ae ae aoe ned an ae oe shcw and fair, alternately in Jefferson an Neen gouigulrOnat socurty,” "°° °-| counties at atch time aod place eee eee Beaton. ‘The name of this society shatt ne Bate by the executive committe, at which “The Jefferson and Dodge County Agricultural | to he presents ne nn ee MHCeFS OF the society Society.” to be present. : ; 

Sec’ This society shall consist of such per. Preah bog hpontar praqsec eas ie 
; oie os . eee . | if they deem ii expedient, to cause this societ 0 | || fe estorting: ons deter nade ance seu P' |e made suziory’ tthe Sue Agreultasa® x . dee 5 { ly thereafter ; and the payment of ten dollars shall pa traxaaor imei ot he y constitute a member for life, and shall exempt | “Rocce. “Phis constiticies may be amended by a such member from annual contribution; and SUCH | vote of two thirds of the members attending any ‘onorary members as the society shall elect at its annual meeting. \ annual meetings. Each bona fide member to re- . . 1 ceive at the expence of the socicty an agricultural | The meeting then proceeded to the election of paper published in this state, subject only to post- | officers of the society for the ensuing year, with age. the following result: See. 2. The oficors of this society shall consist | © President—A. Hi Atwater, Dodge co, t ofa president, and as many vice presidents as there | ~ Seeretary—J. A. Hadley. 5 erases co. are organized towns within the counties, one to be | 2 Treasurer—L. A. Cole, Jefferson co = located in each of the said towns; a secretary, a |~\Zzecutive Committee —Wm. M. Dennis, and treasurer and an executive committee, to consist | Beni. Piller, of Dodge county, and Linus R.Cady four addtienp the secretary, the treasurer, and | Nd John Richards. of Jefferson county. four additional members, a ‘majority of whom|_ The executive committee appointed the follow- | shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of | ing named persons as vice presidents: business. 

JEFFERSON CO, i Sec. 4. The president shall preside at all meet-| ~ Aztalan—Albert Knight. | ) |] ings of the society, unless necessarily prevented, |* Concord—William Sacia. in which case the vice presidents shall appoint one | Cold Spring—Jarvis K. Pike, jj of their numbers for that purpose. ‘The vice |~ Farmington—D. M. Aspinwall. presidents are charged with the general interests | * Hebfon—Jonas Folts, | of the society in the towns and wards in Which} Ixonfa—Elisha R. Adams. pey may respectively reside, to procure subseri-|~ Jefferson—William Sanborn, | bers and donations ; immediately remitting any |* Lake Mills—Royal Tyler, funds which they may receive to the treasurer ;|-, Milford—Mir. Clapp. and generally to act as agents of the society, and]. Oaklémd—Norman Horton. | to constitute a medium of communication between Palmyra—Justus Carpenter. : the different members of the same. The scereta- | ~ Sullivan—Myron Smith. } ry shall, when necessary for the interests, carry | . Watertown—Daniel Janes. || On a correspondence with other Societies, with in- | - Waterloo—Abram ‘Vanderpoel. dividuals, and with the vice presidents; shall DODGE couNTY. keep a true record of all letters written by him, |* Ashipan—Francis McCormick, and a regular file of all communications received |» Beaver Dam_—S. L.. Rose by him as secretary, and lay the same before the Burnttt—Durkee Lyon. ” society at their annual meeting. The treasurer}. Chester—D. L. Bancroft. shall receive and keep the funds of the society, Clyman—Jacob Webber, 2d. and disburse them on the order of the president, | Calamus—Mr. Chapman. 1 countersigned by the secretary ; and shall make} - a oe Little. © report of the receipts and expenditures, at the | - et—Henry Visger. _ .4| annual meeting. The executive committee shall | - Fairfield—John W. Gray. ‘ | ||| take charge of, and distribute or preserve (asthey |. HubVard—William H. Sullivan. -
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Herman—George Fox® | For the Wisconsin & Jowa Farmer. Hustisford—ira Jonese Mr. Eprror—In complying with your 
Te request of the 16th, I propose furnishing Lowell—William H. Green.* for the Farmer a series of brief familiar arti- Lebanon —Barnabas Nicholson. « cles on those points of Natural History, par- | Rubicon—Prof. Leymian. ticularly interesting to farmers and their fam- Shields—John Grifiin. ilies, 
Trenton—Mr. Hewette a ‘ . ‘ Theresa—Solomon Juneau? Natural History, (at least a part) is an im- Waushara—Benjamin Ferguson? tant b: h of tcultural sci hi Williamstown—Alvin Foster. sleet hes ete oe : eka me The names of ten members were then enrot-| has been hitherto grossly neg ecte ee ed. often does the farmer, after all his toils and On motion. labor find his brightest hopes blasted by the 
Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting] insidious attacts of insects, the habits of which iatichitanat nares ifthe, Se es | totally unacquainted, and consequently 
On motion, the meeting adjourned. unable to suggest or apply successfully the 

Wazvo Lyon, Ch’n. | proper remedy: And from this same igno- a J. A. Hantey, Sec’y. rance springs that system of exterminating V"Y—_"——o—— 
<. 

7 . . Sveran Prow—A Curiosity—One of the great-) Warfare waged against the feathered tribe ; est curiosities at the State Fair, was a plow, yoke a warfare not only cruel in the extreme, but ! | and ox-goad, sent to this country from Mount f a his b fri | Lebanon, sixty miles from Jerusalem, in the land} Waged too often against his best friends— | = ore by =e Lene puniel eee one of! friends that spend their whole lives in one i e American bo: in Cincinna- : ti. The implements are simple and rough, re- continual labor for his good, destroy ing count- 4 minding one of the primitive ages, and were in| less myriads of insects and their larva, which, striking contrast with the finis] merican spec- | - * i 
imens on exhibition. The Syrian plow-beam is if left unmolested to multiply, would soon | composed of two round, crooked sticks, lapped and | blast the entire vegetable kingdom. if inned together in the center with wooden pins. . | On one end is a straight, single handle, the ee The Avrnor or Narturz has established = i end is round and brought toa point and widened | beautiful and harmonious Jaw, by which all i out towards the top to eight or ten inches, The animal creation is retained within due bounds, { | fil top of tthe handle has a ‘short cross-piece. The pres . f - Bf yoke is made fast to the other end of the beam by | The Principal active agent employed to keep j | 4 wooden ring, is nearly straight, and the bows| the insect family in check, is the insectivorous iW | are straight wooden pins a foot or so in length,| . A f Which are tied together by a primitive looking | tribe of pre These gay, sprightly creatures 4 Sire see = oe - ee AS ale ask nothing in return for their valuable ser- ' establishment so rickety and weak that a Buckeye| : ‘ St eee jerk. The oo. | vices, but simply to be left alone—unmolest- i goad = aot a short fish-pole, tipped with ed to follow the happy path marked out by Fe eae as NOR ER Uo den instinct of provident nature. Forests anp STREaMs.—The Temarkable man iT i; iT i ’ Humboldt has reduced it almost to a demonstra-|. a will bo aspecial object of these subnes - { tion, that the streams of a country fail in propor. | iStill into the young, a love for the beautiful f tion to the destruction of its timber. And, of objects of nature—to excite their sympathies course, if the streams fail our season willbe worse; | . % a j 

it must get drier in proportion. Every body | behalf of those sylvan jewels, that enliven j knows, who can number twenty years back, er our broad prairies, and shady groves, with ' the watercourses have failed considerably, ani . . that the seasons have been getting drier every | *Ptghtly motions, gay colors, and most melo- i year Humboldt, al of ae of a dious music. P. R. Hoy. | gua, Venzuela, says, the lake recedes as agricul- ‘ ture advances; anti large plantations oo ter: Racine, F eb. 13, 1852. i Oe ile ee ind, Gotton-trees were established! My first article will be on the Hawk Fane i on its banks, which (banks,) year after year, were ILY. farther from them. “After the separation of that = 
q province from Spain, and the decline of agricul. = 
4 ture, amid the desolating wars which swept over b a cane ielinrs: worth Ke rWeet i ' this beautiful region, the process of clearing was| been gathered the past season at Key Wes an i trrested, the old lands grew up in trees with a| ‘Re greater part of it sent to France to be mixed Tapidity common in the tropics, and in a few| With the finest Saxony wool in the manufacture of years the inhabitants were alarmed by a rise of broadcloth. The lustre of the. cloth. thus made the water, aud the inundation of their planta-| #2214 to be unsurpassed—and ic has tke strength tions, of linen. ‘ j ——— ee eee 
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1 il A new instructor cannot know the state of a i 

EDUCAT IONAL. pupils mind nor his capacity to enter @ particu. | 

} lar study, and as he wishes to exhibit wonderful | 

| pe OB UCL EE SE aman oe proofs Siege introduces kis pupils into new | 
| The important inte: ests of the Free Schools of | studies, and nev modes of study, and pushes them | 

our commonwealth require some advocate to awa-| forward as fast as possible. He succeeds, howev- | 
ken the people to energetic and united action —| er, only in getting them fairly under way, before \ 

The active interest in the subject being as yet in-| his term expires and another comes in and takes | 

sufficient to warrant the publication of a journal | his place with a new set of books—modes of im- | 
devoted wholly to the cause; it has been thought | parting instruction, &c. The direct result of this | 
best to devote a few pages of the Farmer each | course is to produce superficial scholars. Go into i 
month to a brief elucidation of the most important | our schools and question a boy or girl of 12 as to | 
topics pertaining to our school system; different | his studies, “Have you studied Geography ?”— | 
modes of teaching—original plans for school heu-| “Yes, four years.” “How far have you learned || 
ses to accommodate schools of all grades, &c. it?? “Only to South America.” “Why have | 

In the course of the year a state convention of| you been no farther?” Because every teacher | 

teachers will be held and the general subject of| puts me to the beginning.” i 
education will be affected by its acts. Various} ‘Have you studied Arithmetic?’ “Yes, three 

' important reports will be had which should be} winters” Question him, and very likely he can | 
. preserved ina substantial form in the libraries] not explain a single general principle of numbers 

of the various school districts, as an important] And so onin each of the other studies pursued in’ 
part of the educational history of our state—| the schools ; | 
Teachers’ Institutes, Normal Schools, and conven- Our Free Schools should have as regular asys- | | 

tions in the various counties will form a basis for| tom of studies as they have in colleges or Normal | 

a vast amount of matter, too valuable to be lost. schools; and when a pupil has mastered one sub- | 
District clerks are authorised to subscribe for ject he should be placed on the one next in order, | 

periodicals for the district libraries,and have them and s0 on. This course can be pursued only with 

bound at the end of the volume and placed as per-| ermanent teachers—and very little comparative- | 
een oe ae their respective libraries — ly will ever be accomplished in our schools until | 
Bele point we trust will not be forgotten by those | 1144 » conrse is adopted. 
0 rs. 2 *, . . =) is 

Wee shall devote from four to five pages month- It is true some few in the district will be dis- 

ly to this department, and cordially invite teach- piezo wih og, seoshier shat does hes: dnty; ee = | 

, ers and all interested to aid in giving this paper a| “B0** time, and they will seek a change, which, | 
circulation among the friends of the cause. We when effected, satisfies only for a brief period— j 

promise our best efforts to make this braneh of the 2 = nothing » port nee eee | 
L Farmer what it ought to be, and refer you all, er is perfect in all things, and parents Bene take | 

most respectfully, to the future numbers for evi- hold and co-operate and endeavor to build up and | 
aan perfect a good school, rather than tear down what | 

a Porianense ot Teacher. they cannot build better. 
ermant ‘eachers- TTT 

f From the almost universal practice of ehanging| _ Scoot Hovses.—In our next our readers may | 
teachers at the end of every school term, weinfer look for a model design of a school house to accom- 

that the patrons of schoo's do not usually under- maieto eighty Pop, rh Plano shall present 
stand the many advantages to be derived fiom a| Wil! be designed by practical teachers and may be 
long continuance)of the same teacher in a school. relied upon as combining utility and convenience 

Seat aise among others that might be) g> q ‘Teachers Normal institute for eastern 

ar The seagher and pupils become acquainted Raat eee ene oe ge ta — 
—the one with the wants of the scholar, the other | 177 Oy ERE EEE ADI Re nO sav are 
with a peculiar manner of communicating knowl- eae on = ie ae, es er an Cain ey 

of James L. Enos, Graduate N.Y. e No: 

| go It enables tcachers to adopt and pursue a| School, as principal, assisted by a number of com- 
| systematic course of instruction, and thus keep | Petent instructors. This is the third session and 

the pupils in a continual line of progress. wre sgredirs a ig A ae epemienoe < ee 

3d. Uniformity of discipline and arrangement This is the only institution of the kind in the 

of study. No child can be well disciplined by | state, that has been so conducted as to become per- 
being changed from one set of instructions to an | manent, and demonstrate the usefulness of such 

- || other every three or six months. institutions,
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i For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer, tended when I commenced. After commending my | : Letter from a Farmer's Wife, pre to your favorable eee = vu 

iW Mr. Epitor.—Will you permit a farmer’s wife| Milwaukee Co, Wis, Jan. 25, 1852. is | to s2ggest what she thinks would be an improve- tc a sleat | ment in the Wisconsin Farmer, inasmuch ag it} _® 8¢cept the suggestion of our eae me | i would render it an assistant to a greater number | 2ssure her and others, who have proposed a simi- | iH! of its readers than it now is ? lar feature in the Farmr, that we are willing to || i r I, x mo nee mre a ere crt aes of your open our columns for their especial benefit, at any | ta ‘xcellent journal, an one of its well-wishers from : . ae Sie toe, Il a the first; but I must candidly say, that I have been | ‘™& When they bias plete? fae aan se i somewhat disappointed in not finding more mat-| forts to support the “department” And we have ii s ters relating to house-hold affairs. Now, Mr. Ed-| no doubt that our “ better half” would consent to | i ae ene a enh is ae a ne render some assistance in this branch, provided || ye at this branch o: € farming interest shou! e i i | i so much neglected by an agricultural paper.— ee = Tae = eg ee eee | # True, you have occasionally given some good “re. | We “will try” the experiment in a future number. f cipes, &c., &c.,” for which I would be duly grate-| Meanwhile, we hope our correspondent will con- ie oe ee atte items alone are not enough for | tinue her favors ; for one who wields the pen so || a those who have limited experience in house-hold ‘ . Y management, and especially in the peculiar duties well, should notallow her intellect to rest; for she | a which devolve upon the farmer's wife. It seems | has the pomer of doing much, to advance her sex de to me, that a journal which comes into our fami-| in general intelligence, as wellas in aknowledge of : lies for the express purpose of elevating, and in-| the house-held arts. ; structing the members of the family, should te so Se : adapted in its “subject matter” as to reach the| Covers—For the want of suitable Paper we — of Sone consequently I have waited pa-| are obliged to send outa part ofour March no. tiently for the appearance of something applicable | + ; to my peculiar wants. And I did hope tat eit, | Without a reget ee = i | the new volume, now just commenced and its pro-| 37> We have,not had time, as yet, to coniplete | i | posed improvements, i should see a corner devoted the reprinting of the January number. | to the house-hold. The first number has arrived 
| a With its beautiful new dress and elegant title TABLE OF CONTENTS, , page, still I have searched in vain for something = : i to assist me, in my humble art of house-keeping. Page. l he And so much disappointed do I feel, that I have| Potato Rot ........... cccsssceccceseseseee 49 || concluded to run the risk of speaking toyouabout| Agricultural Education .....-......:.0001022 50 || i = cance Pes? you have never thought of The Prospect Ahead . 22. 1... e0sceeeesees SI || p - || the wants of this class of your readers or thought} ~ inati = aie) how much valuable instruction and material aid, (ecmination of Roosevelt = | " you might convey to them, if you would open your | Agriculture—No. 2.......-.0 sorsieeeeeee 53 || i} columns to a diseussion of those subjects, which| Drainage of Wet Lands—The Onion ...... 54 i 4 = Bi a hoetairy mensesnent of house-hold af-| Short Horn Cow, Cambridge—Spring Wheat 55 | irs. And, by the way, allow me to suggest the : ‘int— ‘ example of some agricultural pay ts 4 older | The Using af Paint—Guano.... pieseaeee 56 

if states, which have an ably conducted department} Plan of Farm House—Sheep of the “New || under the charge of some competent female. Why | Leicester’’—Treatment of Sheep.............. 57 |} on! aor you ae 2 Sen ao a penstiecat Lec Flesh for Hons—Illinois Farming ..,......... 58 "i sin? ‘© you not a wife, who might assist you i —’ i ih this matter as well as the wives of some other Method of Keeping Store Hogs—The Graso 59 editors? If so, I heg you to enlist her services in FROG ~ri0.0:0'000:0:9s'4008094 saneithessatidicgkecnne i / the good cause of female elsvation and improve-| Horticultural —Brief Horticultnral Notes,No. a — T hope you il not Seen todictate, | 9_Spring Work in Orchards and Nurseries— ut it seems to me that with the fagilities for in- oo inces—| ing— ) formation in the shape of a large list of exchanges Bele os rionre= Pooper i. aa. sa f i and a good library, it would not be a great task | LOW Headed Fruit Trees— Pt eee eo im} fora woman ok prepare matter | the Grape—Economy of Fruit—Siberian S ‘its! for a monthly al of this character. And Hedges—Special Manures for Apple Tre i moreover, I should hope that the whole lab The Use of Fruit—Wild Flowers—Vegetables | preparing artiles, would not fall upon the edit in California—Extract..... 60—66 but that some of the skillful and experi Set nati id ee ore erase ne house-keepers in our state, would lend their aid| Age of Animals — Produce from a Single ni! toenrich the columns of the “ Ladie’s Depart-| Grain of Wheat— Improvement of Domestic a ment” pa an occasional chapter of their experi-| Animals ........2.+-+2+ sees mbnsitessachy cose gh ie ence and success in some particular branch of do- i eiebanes Ho mestic economy or comfort. Also those who are = ee = fee tees = . i inexperienced or unsuccessful in their laborsmight | Agricultural Meeting..........s:00+ssseeeee i, by stating plainly the mode of procedure and the Syrian Plow—Forests and Streams—lIntro- 
ie result of the same, suggest such subjects as will | ductory to Natural Hinery 52.0.0 69 az} be useful and important to discuss in this depart- Educational.—Introductory —Permanency of My ment. Also, do not forget the “ pene for some Teach E. 70 i that you have given us have proved very useful. | TE&ChErs seo. secssceseccecceccsueserseese hil But I have already written twice as much asIin-| Editor’s Table ....+++ .. saceeeecevesore ay 

ee
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PUBLISHED ON THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, BY | Procure the best seeds! for on this point, depends j 
MARK MILLER, much of your success. For instance, some kinds 

oo of Peas produce three times as much as others, 
50 Cents TERMS: |... and some kinde@re ten times as delicious as oth- 

Five copies for 82, if directed to one Post Office. and atthe lers. So it is, through the whole catalogue of gar- 
eee ee ae acne to com- | den vegetables. In all cases where any importance 
subscribers. : is attached to the result, the plumpest and heavi- 

ADVERTISING} est seeds should be selected, if you wish a vigor 
ae Der year 830 ous growth in the plant or seedling. 

Quarter page 18 To prove seeds.—Plant some in a box of warm j 
iC ae junta: Guecive linexcr ows it peat Gs |earth. Seeds with hard shells, should be sonked j 

| pe Spa en 250 | in tepid water from 24 to 48 houts. It is said that 

OFFICE.—Empire Blgek, Ma'n St., in the rooms occupi- | Onion seeds may be proved by tying in a cloth, 
ed for the office of the Juncsville Gazette. and laid in cold water, and the temperature ef the : 

SS TTS = | water raised to a boiling point. If geod, they will £ 
Gardening. sprout in haifan hour. Some vegetables are ben- ‘ 

The willl be faa Sondition to: be actin <= efitted by being transplanted, while others cannot ; 

worked during the present month; therefore, we | °° "moved without Bear ie oc See q 
wish to say a few words to our friends on the gar- | ™lky juices are most oe ee pais ae me ‘5 
den—a spot of all others, quite too much neglected Seeds _— = ees see pos 

by the mass of farmers. And tidy exouse them-10°W® tightly with @ spade: or board; so: 8 * ont 
selves for this negligence by saying, they “have oS may Sine in seniace wee ee meomens ¢ i 
not time to attend to such small matters” But suetterscoces find tersertiate Soppoee i 

= ae 2 Tt is said that cabbages may be preserved from ¢ 
good friends, isit really a “small matter,” for you by planting them iat tis: Bottom. ofe jy 

to provide for the health, and comfort of your es yP x ee hi see = F 

household? True, it requiresindustry and atten- feoch eee Sinchey ones = Cn eee ee iz 
tion, to cultivate a garden successfully ; but when | $*7S zoe creole weiare es soeaees eenceed { 
we consider that one acre of land, appropriated to by the suns heat or from too deep planting, like 

"this purpose, if well cultivated, will yield as much | h¢ carrot, parsnip, &c., should be rolled so that { 
profit, and more real luxuries, than any other eight each seed may be touched in all its per ts by the > 

acres on the farm—does 1t not prove that the time soil, and be Shas prevented os bekiug: Many 
and labor are judiciously expended? It is not weeds about coming through the soil are destroyed ’ 

for profit in dollars and cents, that we plead, as by the roller from the breaking of their crowns by g 

mucky, as, for the increase of table luxuries, your the pressure downwards of their aptigks — 5 
labor will precure yourselves and families. “Af- nud anany ceowns are freed tom Shiels roots. a 

ter the winter’s diet of solid, and usually salt ani- | “2°? ComPressed on the 2 Teles srt, deat 
mal food, the human constitution requires the de- | 2+ harbor insects ag when left/imrolled. 
tergent effects of a vegetable and fruit diet; and| Tur Pear on tue Tuoxn.—On the thorn, pears 4 
as #general rule, no one can safely dispense with come very early into bearing, continue prolific, | 
it. Again the natural appetite craves sueh food | and, in respect to soil will thrive well om a strong 
and it, unlike some other cravings, may be safely | clay, which is unstitable both to those on quinces oe 
and beneficially indulged” There is no reason | and wildlings; and the grafts or buds require to a 
but simple negligence why, the farmer’s table | be inserted very low that the moisture of the earth és 
should not be well supplied with every kind of| may tend to faver the swelling or enlargement of : 
small fruit and good kitchen vegetables in their | the diameter of the stock, which does not increase y 

Proper season. Neatness should characterize the | proportionally to, nor ever attains the same size iz 
arrangement of your garden, and good manage-jas the stem of the pear. For raising grafting ia 
ment will, generally insure every vegetable that is | stocks, the seeds of the wild pear should be em- ‘hy 

Wholesome for human food, at an early season, and | ployed, the produce being hardy. Those on wild. |} 7 
in a good degree of perfection. lings grow less rapidly, but are deemed more du- s 

‘i 
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Se a gS to a 

i rable, and they will thrive on the poorest soil, if a | we notice one of a “ Silver cup valued at $100 (or 

: hardy variety and not over pruned. [Enc. Gar. [in if preferred.) for the best experiment made | 
ue oo in that state in the preparation of flax, with a view | 

if Gleanings for April. ; to its substitution and use in the place of cotton.” | 
| Sow seeds for early radishes, lettuce, tomatoes, | As this is a subject which is exciting more atten- | 

: celery. spinach, cauliflowers and egg plant in a tion at the present time, than almost any other, it 

. hot bed. Oiled cotton cloth stretched on frames | is provable that this generous premium will create | 

F answers a very good purpose and is procured at a} spirit of emulation, which will elicit some valua- | 

% trifling expense compared with glass. After the| ble facts. | 

S danger of frost has passed transplant to perma | The premium for the best experiment in culti- | 

“ nent bells. vating the potato, with its conditions, as it is not 

a Parsnips, carrot and beet seeds’should be drill- | confined to experiments in N. Y. State, we publish | 

. ed in as'soon as the frost is out of the ground. A ¢utire, that if any of our readers, are disposed | 

@ few rows of cach of these vegetables, will supply a| {0 enter the field as competitors for the honor 

‘ faxatly for'early use, ifthe soil is rich and deep,» | 880 profit, they moy understand, the ferme, on 

5 Peas.—A few rows of this hardy vegetable, | “Bich the premiums will be allowed. It is to be 

at should be sowed as soon as the frost is well out of| hoped that some valuable information in regard | 

{ the ground; as they are not liable to injury hy to this vegetable may result from the variety of | 

frost after they come up. Early peas should not experiments which will probably be made in its | 

be soaked beforetowing. Seeds of the sameggnus treatment. The society offer, 8 ! 

should not be sown very near to each other as this | For Sie beet cone ae eae of 
z . . , emora \e5~ i] 

causes them to degenerate. This remark applies — ere pods er eee g 2125 | 

i to the gourd tribe, as melons, squashes, pump-| Second test, # 15 | 
i kins, &c., and to different varieties of corn, tur-| Third best, , 50} 

nips and various other seeds. a to be made at the annual meeting in 
! - 1854. | 
r Many vegetables should not be planted in the) The following are the questions to which the | 
a same spot two years in succession. attention of competitors is solicited: } 

} If your land is clayey, let it alone while wet,| First. What is the difference aaa yield of 

' for working it then, will do more harm than good, | ‘Be Potato, and in the effect of the disease, upon | 
i ae early, upon medium and upon late planting ? | 

; by causing it to become lumpy. Bee eer rcidiGamases poccal@acsat 
: Delicate seeds, as the onion, &c, if sown on| varieties of soil? describing the varieties. | 

| clayey or tenacious soils, willdo better tobe cover-|_ Third. What is the difference between planting | 

- ed in the drill, by well pulverised loam and sand.| the large, the medium. and. small palatine ain 
. . : quantities si ui In 3 - 

: It is said,that the onion bed should not bechang°4,| ference between planting the large seed whole or| 
f as they do better a succession of yearsonthesame| cut; state the size of the pieces planted when 

bei. cut ? 

<| SY ee one Fourth. What is the difference in the use of| 
ie A Vecrrastz Cunrosiry—A Sguash Crawling | different kinds of manure ordinarily used, to wit, | 

i hk a Knot-hole. —Mr. Alpheus Bailey, of| long manure, so called, and rotted or composted 
} y: ‘ e pee 

ft Westbrook, raised a curious squash the past season. ) MAP" Pacer, ie 1 oe 
* .: e pre 

4 There is a portion of the squash on each side of @| barrow, and when put in the hill; and what the 

i piece of board, and the two parts are connected | difference when vsed before planting or after. 

\ through a knot-hole, through which the squash | wards? And ate difference between such ma- 

a grew. It would appear that the vine met the| 2™TCs and that from the hog pen? Z 
* Fifth. What is the effect of using plaster in the 

it! board, and ie ar ‘paste a hole, and | niil before planting and after the plant is up? 

ih the squash grew through it—a part being on each/ Sizch. What is the effect of lime sedi di the 
ik side of the board, the lazger portion being on that| same way ? 

a side most remote from the stem. The small @@iir Eas waa that of ae caustic or leached, 
fl) i 7 applied in similar manner 

= note throng} tp noe ete the preg * er Eighth. What that of guano, and the quantity 
tt curious appearance. , is of very fair size, and | used, or that of its kindred, the manure fi i. 

m4 looks as if the squeezing process to which it was| try. 

| subjected had done it no material injury. ‘These experiments should be made side and 

Im [Portland Ady. | side, on the same soil, and on different soils, with 

it eS the — plowing and tillage ; Weighing seed -_ 

art Large iums weighing crop, and weighing also the discard 

He _Premi z part of the crop, if any, and computing the per 

y We are indebted to B. P. Johnson, Esq., Cor-| cent in each case. 
ib responding Secretary of the N. Y. State Ag. So- There are more than ten thousand acres of 

©. |. ~ |] ciety, for a copy of its premium list for the cur-|land in the vicinity of Cincinnati devoted to the 
4 iy 

‘ rent year Among the liberal premiums offered, | culture of Catawba grapes. So says an exchange.
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q ae A q | The Suffolk Pig. j 
| The Suffolk breed of hogs is comparatively | of the hogs weighed 400 Ibs. and some pigs 5 
|| of recent introduction into this country, so|only 8 or 10 months old weighed 300 lbs— F 

|| they are not generally known except by repu-| It was sold at an extra price, and we pur- 3 
tation. Their fair fame seems to be pretty | chased some of it, and haye not grudged the j 
well spread over the country. It seems to be | extra cost, as it is more than compensated by 3 
the general opinion of those who have kept/ the superior quality. 

this breed that they produce more pork, in} Some complain that this breed has not suf- 
proportion to the food they consume, than| ficient size, but we think it is sufficiently large : 
any other race, and they are said to be less| for profit. The pork is very thick even on s 
dainty or squeamish about their food than| the sides, so that there is no difficulty in this t 
other hogs generally. respect, even in pigs of moderate size. { 

The pork of the Suffolk breed is of a supe-| _ Such is the general character of the Suf- : 
rior quality, being firm, remarkably sweet and | folk pigs by those who know them well ; and i 
tender ; and the high estimation of its quali-| those who have bought them, converted them : 
ty is evinced by its usually selling in the mar-| into pork, and consumed it, and now have : 
ket two cents higher on the pound than com-| no interest in the sale of pigs or pork, give "4 
mon pork. The lard is also excellent, being the same favorable account of them. We are : 
very white and firm. aware that our statement is a high commen- a 

These hogs are short, and round ; the head, | dation of this race, and we hope that they 
legs and tail very small, so are the bones.—| will sustain their high reputation, as they will E 
Dealers in the market who are acquainted| be a great improvement, and an —— we 
with this breed, say that a hog that weighs] advantage not only to the agricultural com- “if 
400 Ibs. will make 50 Ibs. more pork for the| munity, but to the consumers of pork gener- 
barrel than common oo. They have lessj ally. But in order to maintain their charac- 4 
eae than usual. The skin of this race} ter, breeders must not sell every runt or ref- 

is so that the blood veins appear distinct-| use pig, for such there will be in all races, i 
iy Shromgh it. Notwithstanding the legs of! occasionally, for breeders, but they should 

e Suffolk pig are so very small, yet they do| sell for this purpose none but the best. Bad id 
not loose the use of them on becoming very| management in breeding, and the sale of d 
fat, as is the case with some other breeds. poorer animals to propagate from, will bring a 

One important recommendation of this| the finest animals into disrepute. Bs 
Tace as = they. ay remarkably quiet and iN. £. Farmer. iW 
Peace; fee ee from that savage and rae Sane x Pl sr that often sare S: ae Oe Weccunn & Ee are £ ‘ 
the hog, and makes the very term a re- Onions, Cabbages and Turnips. a 

Last winter Mr. J. L. Lovering, of Hartford,| Ms. Eprron—Wwill you please give me 
Vt, brought to this market one of the finest | Some information respecting the cultivation of iy 
lots of Suffolk pork ever offered here. Some| onions, cabbages and turnips. I have tried 2 a
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years in suiecession, and cannot succeed very pressing down the earth with a board, to keep | 

well. My land is rich upland prairie, such as/| it firm about the seed. With seed and | y pland p' i 
you will find any where in Iowa county. My|the above treatment, we have no doubt of | 

land has been broke 3 years, and I manured | your getting an abundant crop. They should | 

last spring with feeding yard manure, and| be thinned out, to stand 3 or 4 inches apart | 

pretty freely, to. My onions ran to large| in the drills. Keep the earth mellow, and 

; necks, very few bulbed, a tall; I bought the free from weeds. 

seed. Cabbages did not head ; no fault in} From our own observation, we are led to 

hoeing. Turnips, cannot make them grow: | believe that the main cause of onions not for- 
In asking the Prairie Farmer for informa- ming bulbs, is, too deep sowing. The lighter 

tion such as this, he refers to volumes years) the seed can be covered and have it germinate 

ago, and says, “our friend will find the nec-| the better. 

essary information in—” such a volume.— S 
3 : Good cabbage cannot be raised except on 

You know vey ur ~~ — heavily manured and well tilled land—heavy , 

always at his command, and he might lose| strong loamy land, is best adapted to this cro 
| rop by the editor’s selfishness I o 2 

agood c s a = ‘ind though deep tillage, and strong manure will i 

ope you will not pe so uvene produce good heads, in almost any soil, For 

= . Epwarp Pumps. Turnips, the same remarks as to soil, and ma- 

Mineral Point, = nure, will apply. You cannot get the earth 

| Ravlate2- Ac sich Sandy Iban cin “best too Zee and well rotted stable qosgcomee ane | 

adapted tothe onion, but they will grow well] Pes Be enn tr — 

} gn any, good acl! kept-mellow and eo ay seeds in sulphur wate 2 oz. ot a pint = wa 

nured. Stable manure taken from the barn- eK ads “eae ‘a ad 

| yard in the fall and allowed to lie in the heap| 1° 11. black fly, gees = aah = en 

aad a 5 winter—thoronghi ly worked and sprinkle over the tops, when the dew is on, to | 

pairs in Ee weg — oe et check the depredations of insects. The seed 
thereto, makes the best fertilizer we know of, should bs sowed on fresh plowed and, be-| 

not only for the onion but for every other gar-| the ceed etic acy | 

den vegetable in common cultivation. We = ae more speedily on a | 

i ; moist furrow, and is consequently less liable | 

oes ne Renee rs oe waa re to the attacks of inseets. The finest flavored | 

gue eeiatactry seus = ie >. e roots are obtained from new ground. No two 

susie. an eer 2 ee wae kinds of turnips should be sown near together. | 

this can do, the application of a preparation of | 

i) || hen manure, by pulverising it with ashes and) Mfr, J, H, Russell of Marblehead writes to 

} loam or plaster, or a dressing of plaster alone,| the New England Farmer that he believes 

will most likely produce the desired effect—j the cause of the disease in potatoes is degenc- | 

| So far as our experience goes, we would rath- cone the seed, —— by oe and | 

er run the risk of a crop without manuring at Dera ah an aie soasivwadl pack of New. | 

i all, than to use coarse, green manure, made| foundland, and that if such seed were planted | 

| the previous winter. on land that had not been manured, the 

4 A covering of dry straw, ten or twelve in- peat aca. car waco 

ches thick, evenly spread over the surface of| (10) vegetables decay sooner now than ay | 

the onion bed, and burnt just before sowing! giq twenty-five years ago. 

i} the'seed, is an excellent application. By this =e 

method the earth is slightly burned, the soil} Acrxutrorar Exuisrrioss—In what way are 

' warmed, the weeds extirpated, and an excel- | Hey useful ?—Their value is to be measured not by | 

= ees : the number of people in attendance, nor yet by the 

i lent dres-ing equally applied. Boas number of things exhibited ; but by the new es 

i| slightly rake over the grotnd and sow your! and valuable addition they bring to the stock of ag- | 

4¢. ~ |) seed in drills, about half an inch deep, lightly | ricultural knowledge. 

i =
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| Hambletonian. a 
Above we give a correct portrait of the | done and sinew which no doubt are acquired a 

stud horse Hambletonian, owned by R. M.| through his dam, Messenger Kate. Your 4 

Wheeler of this place. He is a Blood Bay, horse descended as fellows: 1700, Darley’s a 

17 hands high, 8 years old and weighs about Arabian ; 1717 Bartlet’s Childers; 1732, si 

fourteen hundred pounds. He drew the first | Squirt ; 1750, Marsk ; 1764, Eclipse ; 1775, oe 

prize at the fair of the Wisconsin State Ag-| Sing Fungus ; 1808, White Lock ; 1814, “, 

ricultural Society held in 1851. Black Lock; 1826, Voltaire; 1835, Imported ‘4 

For the pedigree of Hambletonian, the rea-| Hambletonian ; 1848, Young Hambletonian, |} | 7) 

der is referred to the following letter addressed | out of a mare by Brutus, that I purchased in on 

to Mr. Wheeler soon after the horse came in- Boston, Mass. The dam of you horse is 2 
ia eee Messenger Kate ; well known in these parts } 

Bs : for her great speed and strength. Up to this " 

SuELBuRN, Vt, Aug. 30, 1850. | time, there has only one horse half brother to z-} 

RM. Waserer: yours been put in thorough training which i 

ee f resulted in the following manner. In private, e 

Dear Sir—I hasten in answer to Your Te-) Vii green, he trotted his mile in 2.40—was || “4 
quest to furnish you with the pedigree of your] sold for $500, taken to Boston by Mr. Ben- | 
horse so far as relates to hissire, which I have| ton, and after a thorough training, accom- “i 

carefully gathered, for a number of years. It plished his mile in 2.26, was then sold for iM 

is so difficult to trace the pedigree of stock —_ Tcould ee you i of intelligence a 

after it arrives from foreign countries, (on both | ** ¢© the speeds be Fore pon cannot help |} i] 

sides,) that I shall only give you the descent but speak ——_ wee ae | 

| on the side of the sire. Yet your horse shows Your’s Truly, i an 

| Some points superior to his sire as regards Usvat Parsons. i 

Ieee crane ae te eee ee 
“H 
A
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1 Agricultural Chemistry. tent without it, and that the truths which it | 

: i ws [= now unfolding, have not been developed 
* The following remarks, upon the important | before. 

bearing which a knowledge of Chemistry,| “Next oda oirtts: dae ered . jcul- | Sciences, which in their practi are 
- Geology and Mineralogy, has oe — closely connected with ee these are Boley i 

as ture, we telect from an abstraet of ~ TOS"| and Mineralogy. ‘They have to do with the | 
é sor Norton’s address, before the Ontario Co. | rocks and minerals which constitute the sur- | 

| +» Agricultural Society, and published in thé} face of the earth, Geology shows | us that | 
- Transactions of the N.Y. State Agricultural | the rocks occur in regular succession, one Los Society. above another. So that if we find a particu- 
4 hog “ 5 clear! lar rock between two others, one above and the | i “ Chemistry is, as it seems to me, clearly other below, that rock will bein the same relative 
i the leading Seience connected with agricul- position when we find it on the surface again, ! 

. ture. This science has, in numerous depart- whether this be in America, Asia, Europe or | 1 jj ments, already effected so much for the bene-| africa Geologists have different but. very | r fit of the practical man, that I am almost at | cotsin ways of reeognizing the various strata, | 
, a loss in endeavoring to select os oe and hence are able to decide many very im-| 

g its usefulness. Its province embraces id portant questions. A competent geologist, | 
mposition of the soil, of plants, of animals, for instance, can say with regard to any par- | 

of the atmosphere, and of water, together wes ticular point in this state, whether the rocks | 
the study of the changes and transformations which contain the saline springs that furnish 
which are continually going on among them. such immense quantities of brine at Syracuse, t 

i By chemical analy: ee ore able = ea and elsewhere,are to be found below by, boring, || 
H aan ep ieelatonin the varscusenbesances, welch 4/5) haut what depth ; or can tell wheth- | 

Hi compose any of the bodies that We see around er shafts for coal, may be sunk with any pros- | * us. Thus we can take the soil, and by means optak eaeece 
i of various processes we cannot only find what Pee Such gs the province of Geology ; it 

at contains, byt can wel cock sobetance by names and classifies the rocks, and then Min- | 
i itself, and ascertain its proportion tothe whole eralogy selects the particular minerals which 
i weight. Here is clearly.an important opera- compose each rock. Finally, chemistry comes | 

H tion, By analyzing a number of very fertile |, again, and ascertains what are the constit- 
i soils, and of very barren ones, we are able to| J onis.of these minerals. The soil is formed 
it paceers what are the differences between by the gradual crumbling down and deeay of 

them. This evidently enables us to decide by the various rocks, hence if we know the com- 
i what course the barren soil may be most ea- position of these by the foregoing means, we 
Ht sily and economically improved. can evidently say with confidence, what will 
if al We can also analy - the plant, and ascer- be the general character of the soils derived 
i" tain the nature of its connexion with the earth from them. Such knowledge is clearly of 
‘i —by comparing its compositions, and that of | Dich advantace in surveying, and determin- 
4 any eet: soil, we can ea what the soil needs, ing the value ofa country. By means of it, to make it grow any particular crop, and add maps are made, which aay serve as useful 
i it in the cheapest form. The same plan may general guides to the settler. A person ac- 

Ee >. — rss ee th ae a quainted with tRe subject, can cae up his 
| ofits vatious pars, we can doce’ what food [mind almost at once, to the properties, ex: é p : cellences, or probable deficiences of any tract Hi is most valuable for special purposes. We of land.” 

ik can also, by the same means, pronounce upon d Ree eure 
it the value of manures, so as to say with perfect} Discovery in the Management of Bees. 

Ht, certainty, which is most valuable, and what — 
it will be its peculiar effects. ‘ It has hitherto been regarded as a well 
it “These are all fields of evident importance, | established fact, that bees require the light 
4 in fact they can scarcely be oyer-estimated,|to be carefully excluded from their babita- 
il and yet they embrace only a part of what| tion. 
yf would be the advantage to himself, of know-| The Rey. L. L, Langstroth, of Chestnut 
fy ing with certainty the composition of his soil, | street, a native of this city and a gentleman 
i of his crops, his animals, and manures, and|of equal worth and accomplishments, who 

if he will not venture to assert that chemistry is | has been engaged for many years in the sci- 
i unimportant in its applications to his profes- | entific investigation of their ‘habits has most 

f sion ; it is in fact the key to it all, and we conclusively proved that this is not the case. 
i only wonder how farmers have ever been con- | The various glass observing hives, which have
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> For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. at an expense - oe more than one half the price 
rtant Discovery- usually demanded for varnishes. Following up 

en —. as : my experiments still further, I have produced a 

Mr. Evrror—Sir: An incident in’ chemistry | wash a ese ence aa Sees at aoe 

: to my mind that | nominal expense, ch can easily be made any 

eect es suggested = color to suit the user; is hard and lasting, and can 

paints for common use might be greatly improved with difficulty be distinguished from real paint at 
in durability, and cheapened in cost, and I com-| 9 distance of a few feet. E 

menced a series of chemical experiments with 8| These discoveries it is obvious will immensely 

view of accomplishing these ends, which have) increase the amount of painting both in town and 

been prosecuted atvarious intervals, as my pro-| Country, as soon as they become generally known; 
sonal labo: Td allow’ ap 0’ last March first because they diminish the cost of materials 

fessional ee >| on an average at least one half, and secondly be. 
when I became fully convinced that I should, at| cause by the information which the discoverer can 

no very distant period, succeed in my undertak- ones 22 a printed Gpls-cap | page, every Aa 

ing. ‘ who is so disposed, can procure his own materials, 

aT, that time I turned my attention to agricul- and prepare and “apply his paints poet thus 

ture; purchased a large farm, and commenced im-| 507) 2 Semin ce tm cost of materials 

proving od wal expecta ohare consiel] | howe dear wl ove of pei ” most 0: m live ata dist ice from 

my efforts to perfect my discoveries, and after a shee painter, and many of aoe 
‘ testi well aware o: the importance of protecting their| 

zed Ly std see et ees BY Pees buildings by paint, and would gladly do it, but 
arations, and subjecting them to sun, rain, heat;| can ill-afford the usual outlay. While engaged 
alkalies and every other agent to which paints] in the experiments which produced these discove- 

could reasonably be exposed, I have at last suc- sabe did not aateod to de anything with them be- 

. . * . yond my own use, but when my specimens were 

ceeded in producing paints from materials zone examined, and the cheapness of the paints known, 
and Sat - ae, path Sree ™ = many of the me intelligent gentlemen a this vi- 
are admitted by good judges, to be superior in all] cinity pronounced the discovery a highly impor- 

the essential qualities which constitute good paints] tant one, ene Se ae a labor and 

+ enti, ; _| expense to whic! ad been subjected, recommen- 

at least for outside painting, to those now in gen ded me to secure to myself whatever ’ advantages 

eral use. might arise from them, and accordingly, I made 
My discovery, consists mainly in the use of an} application for Letters Patenc, and now offer the 

other fluid (a compound) as a substitute for linseed discovery to the public as one (Which I believe to 

oil, and other solids as a base, in the place of be practical, useful, and available, and es 
7 TE - . source of economy, especially to the industrious, 

white lead, and substituting cheap simple varnish-| and those disposed to do their own work. 

esin the place of those expensive ones now in| I propose to sell individual, town, county, state, 

Piece therefore, no linseed oil, none of th ot = Saat aes ear 5 ili for’ oil, ni ¢ com-| the discovery shou: e pl fore the publi: 

mon varnishes, and no white lead except in pro-| a8 speedily as possible, I have placed the price at 

ducing a “pure white,” and a few of the finer tint: one isdeemed very low. It is as follows: 
a 3 s ‘or one person to use upon the premises actual- 

closely allied to that color, which constitute but a] ly occapied by him, $3. Town, county, state, vil- 

mere fraction of the paints in general use. lage, and city rights, $1 per handred inhabitants, 

‘The superiority of these paints are as follows no town city or village being estimated at less than 

ces Shey adhe shoe ct = ithout 1000 inhabitants. 

viz: 27 eee er; dry quicker withou'| These will be the prices to those who remit by 
“dryers;” are less affected by the weather; they | letter free of charge, and obtain their patents by 
dispense almost wholly with the use of white lead. | that means, but those who purchase of agents will 

a most deleterious substance to health; are much a yeeenes, aa ~ aa meh owing ees 
5 . iIncurrt y traveling. ersons making 

simpler in preparation and cost much less thau| nitances and applications for patents will be par 
those now in use. . ; ticular to give their full names legibly sorts 

All oe see es such as the various ihe oar ettess ane ae Soon er = 

shades of brown, r hi d te si eir residence, an rehasin; 7 

ith a Re ‘oe z ae es ae eee ritory to the amount of $50 or more, will have 

with fawn, slate, chocolate, straw color, “c. “C-| specimens of the paints forwarded to them by stag? 
which are becoming so fashionable for all outside} or express at their own expense if they wish it, 
painting, can be produced at a cost for materials,| before remitting their money. E : 

of about one third the usual expense of common] | Ae ee erectce tae eanthe 
paints ; and the brighter colors, as green blue, red, portant facts, and forward a copy of the print to 

yellow, &., at an expense of a trifle more than| my address, abel! be entitled to a perevaal right. 
one half the usual expense. ours, &c., Very Respectfully, 

In connection with these paints, [ have succeed- Practical Rae M.D. 
= . Z oat i 

ed in producing two varnishes, one, approximating] pre Grove Farm, Sheboygan Co, Wis. Feb. 

tos light wine color, for varnishing the darker| 15, 1852. 

colors, and one,transparent, for lighter colors, both P.S. Post Office; Sheboygan Falls, Wis.
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For the Wisconsin & Jowa Farmer. | prass and grain. About one half I turned || # 
Shade Trees ! over, the plow running moderately deep, and 3 

| The elegance, as well as luxury, of a plentiful kt ee, i he Z : 

supply of shade trees about dwellings, should be rowod. ti mains ea ad Gl a the whole 

a sufficient inducement to every one who has a | rlareterd to pe me cxtuazing 7 

| home, to expend a litte care, at leastin their eul-| Pott os earn e coad came up well, and j 

|| tivation. 2 = : in one week after, three-fourths of the corn 4 
| In order to succeed in making trees live, and onthe ground plowed in the spring was cut 

enjoy a luxuriant growth, it is only necessary to | gown by the corn or grub worm of most huge & 
| pay attention to a few facts in regard to their na-| Gi mensions, while the part plowed in the fall “ 

ture. Attention to the following points is all that | ».ained free from their depredations. I re- i 

|) is essential ; 1 __ | planted the absent hills with nearly the like j 
}] » tt the Roots.—In removing the tree from its | resylt—lime and ashes put upon the hills 
|| oviginal position, great are must be taken to pre-| having but little effect to stop their ravages— a 
| serve all the fine fibres; which alone draw nour-| The work of the worm clearly marking where 

| ishment from the earth, and yet which are so | the last furrow was turned in the fall. I then 5 
| commonly cut or broken off as being valueless.— | sowed the spring-plowed ground to ruta ba- P 

| In perennial roots, these fibres dio each autumn, | vas, and succeeded in raising a decent crop. ur 
and in this climate are produced early in the] Now is there a shade of a shadow of a - 

spring, about the time the frost is leaving the | doubt, that plowing the ground in the fall, ex- h 
ground. From this fact it is best to transplant | posed the enemy to the “nipping frost,” and * 
trees in the fall, after the old fibres have ceased | destroyed him? while, in the spring, he was oe 

| to absorb nourishment and may be removed with- | turned up to the sun and warmed for the « 
out-injury. 1f removed in the spring their place | prey.” Zz 

will not be again supplied, and the tree in most ILL = 

Mine dice, Ie ie bento romove a portion of the|,, BaixING oF Honsee.—We have always y 
main roots, and a proportionate amount of the tops pe ripest Wo have scan tt Lately stated fr 
—though not to exceed one fourth part of either. that the Maxicare ected propensity %, 

2d—Preparation for planting—The hcles for by the following kindly treatment: rit 
receiving the tree should he spacious—and a little The driver approaches the head of the horse, oh 

manure well mixed with earth placed at the bot- pats him gently on the neck and head speak- ty 
tom. The treeBhould then occupy a perfectly ing soothingly to him all the while ; after a a 

upright position and the roots covered with fine | ¢.¥ minutes, the horse’s sulky humor ie 
earth and left to occupy as nearly as possible their somewhat subsides, the driver commences to i 
original positions, and be firmly fixed in the | plow very gently up the horse’s nostrils, which Si 

ground, and supported by a post to prevent the| he continues to do for a few minutes, then \ 
tree from being blown out of this position. Ifthe | soothes and pats him again, and repeats the : 

season is diy, a little water should be poured blowing up of the nostrils, when, it is said, as 
about the reots each evening. It is better to take | the ee will be found to have been’ sub- 
pains and have one good tree, than to have halfa|dued. This is the plan, also, as stated by i 
dozen sickly, half-dead ones. Good shade may be | (atlin, that the buffalo calves are tamed by a 

procured in two years time, if proper careis taken | the Indians ; whether it will prove successful f 
in planting them. in conquering this radical fault in the horse ij | 

Madison, March, 1852. Janes L. Enos. —— not ; It may, however, be worth a a 

The Corn Worm. So far as our experience goes, kindness is 
See one of the best correctives of bad habits; either : 

A correspondent of the Maine Farmer, | in man or beast, and it may be that the gen- , 
gives the following mode, which he acciden-| tle treatment indicated above, may be ime i 
tally discovered, for exterminating the corn cious. {American Farmer. * 

. COO ne 

aia eset = = — ae a Durability of timber depends more on the i 1 
e ~ Tegion from the ravages Of =Als | treatment after cut, than the time‘of cutting. a 
pest ; but we may look for it, when we be-| The amount of sap in a tree is about the same ae 
gin to turn over our tame grass lands: at all times. But a large log, in hot weather, ‘a 

“ Some three years since, in the month of| with the bark on, having no chance to dry, || § 
October, I determined on turning over the|s0on decays ; but if immediately sawed into a 

seed of about two acres of ground, which had | boards, they dry in a few days, and become || 7) 
|} for many years, alternately been cropped of | hard and durable. vl 

pd



. H ORT CULT young, by a rabbit-tight hedge, picket, or | 

{ URE. board fence. | 

——— | 80 far as regards the apple, we have found j 

Brief Horticultural Notes—No. 3. aspect of little moment. But for the peach, | 
ewe, nectarine, and cherry, we are certainly inclin- | 

SS nee eee eee ay ed to prefer a northern, or western exposure | 

PLANTING ORCHARDS. —and we think, also, for the pear ; and we | 
In this number I propose giving a few brief |4°@ by no means certain, that all our fruits, | 

directions, under this head, reserving my rea- |¢X¢ept the grape, may not be safer thus, than | 

sons for a future opportunity. My advice is when facing either south or east—and here, | 

based upon observation and experience, and |*he Catawba and Isabella grapes must be | 
is intended for the region between Lake Mich- |Protected in winter, if facing the sun, and | 
igan and the Mississippi, and for most profit- should be, perhaps, under all circumstances, 

able cultivation, in accordance with our pres- | far north as Wisconsin. i 
ent knowledge. PREPARATION OF THE SOIL. 

The first, and most important requisite, in This is best done, at least partially, in au- | 

selecting grounds for an orchard, is drainage; |tumn ; but always plant your trees in the | 

—second, appropriate fertility—third, eom- spring. Unless over sand or gravel, you | 

parative altitude—fourth, protection —fifth, |Must drain your grounds, before the trees | 
aspect. come into bearing, and better, if before plant- | 

Choose, then, a soil naturally dry, if possi-|ing- Cut drains about three feet deep, and | 

ble, or one easily drained, as the only safe al- six inches wide at bottom—be sure, of course, | 

ternative—fruit, trees will not long “abide | that the water has sufficient descent ; and if | 

wet feet”—this rule is, therefore, imperative. | You cannot afford drain tiles, fll eight inches | 

If your soil is naturally fertile, so much the | With small stones, if at hand ; or about a foot | 
better ; but if not, you must make it so | with straight brush, (this will not last Jong, | 

Lime is needed for fruit trees, and there is | however,) and cover first withgoarse grass and | 
often but little in a deep mucky soil. Pre- |inverted sods, before filling up with earth.— | 
pared muck, well rotted manure, especially | There should be enough of these drains to 

from the cow-yard, and a liberal dressing of |carry off all surface water. In a wet soil, 

burnt, or frost-broken clay, are sure to benefit |even open drains are better than none. 

a poor, loose sand — while long manure, DRAINAGE. 1 

plowed under in autumn, will help to open,| The next thing is to compiete the drainage, i 

| as well as enrich a stiff clay. Ashes never |and render your soil as perfectly open to the 

come amiss in the orchard—leached ashes |r0ts of plants, as it is to warmth and falling | 
are very valuable, but if unleacked, less will ) water + and as rich as needful, throughout. | 

be needed, This rule, to a limited extent, is |Say, toa depth, of from 12 inches, in light | 

as positive as the first. sand, to 24, in stiff loams, or all rich soils | 

The more elevated your site, other things | over impervious clay. | 

being equal, the better for an orchard. You| Where, asin much prairie soil, there is i 
will have fruit on the hill, when there is none | little clay in the surface, and abundant ‘ele- | 

in the valley, ments of fertility below, “trenching” with a 

For protection, seek a natural, or create an /spade, is the best of all means, but sie | 

artificial break-off, on the sides exposed to | plowing, (one plow behind another, in the 
: heavy summer, and cold winter winds. The |same furrow,) is much the cheapest. Where 

best isa belt of evergreens, or a plantation | there is none of the sub-soil needed, on top, 

of other timber trees ; but a high fence, lined | the common sub-soil plow will do the busi- 

with seedling peach trees, while the perma- | ness admirably. 

nent protection is growing, will do very well.| If you can nottrench orsub-soil your whole 

, || Anorchard should be defended always, while | lot before planting, you must work a narrow | 
Oe
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| strip, the right way, where the row of trees is| them better than to bury them, root and j 

to be planted, and finish the balance next, branch, in fine mellow earth, and leave ‘them 
fall. | there, until the wood looks fresh again. We : 

— generally wet them, in warm water,” before | 

Number 4 burying, and plant in the evening, or on a ¥| 

SELECTING TREES. cloudy day—giving plenty of sun-warmed aI 

You cannot depend, entirely, on eastern] water, when we plant. #4 

descriptions of fruit, for a western orchard.—} For apples, pears and plums, we think that & 

Many of their “ best,” are of no account here, | the rows need not be over 20 to 24 feet apart y 

and some of our favorites are of small value| and the same distance, in the row} but in 
there. Select your varieties, for domestic use| the quincunx form, which gives much more i 

to please your own family —remembering, | room, peaches, cherries, &c., will do, twice as 4 

that for stock, sweet apples are preferable,| thick on the ground—and “ dwarfs,” of all 

and that there are varieties suited to drying! sorts, may be planted almost as close together j 

and stewing—and others that are fine for ci-| as corn-hills—5 to 10 feet, being distance ‘ 

der, or excellent for jellies and preserves, and) enough. But we are treating of standard t 

yet not desirable for the dessert, in their raw} trees, and orchard planting ; and eastern men 4 

state. : will tell you, that double our distances are 
If you plant for market, early fruit will] necessary ; but not so here. ’ 

be found to pay best, if you are near your) T+ you can choose, plant apple trees on the a 

customers, and winter, or late fall, if you have] ,;chest and worst drained portion of your or-| | : 

some distance to haul your erop. The lar-| card lot—and your other fruits, especially || 
gest and most beautiful sorts, sell best to thos¢| oars and plums, on the best drained—and if} 
ignorant of quality, but those who know, will) stiff lay, all the better for the plums, and not = 

always regard flavor, and other good proper-| 55 had, as one might think, for the pear, tho’ ‘| 

ties, before appearance. this fruit loves a very dry bottomed, deep, af 

Go north, rather than south for your trees,| rich loam, with about 8 or 4 percent of alum- al 

and never séek for the tallest and straitest!ina: and a few varieties of the plum will H 

specimens, for such are the least valuable in| thrive in sand, buta soil of the stiffest clay | 
the orchard. The top, of a healthy desirable| jf under-drained, produces this beautiful fruit, 3 

tree, is always proportioned to its hight, and| in the richest perfection. af 

the diameter of the trunk is in accordance} Give your peach and cherry trees, (and a 

with both. The more “stocky,” the better—| your grapes, if you please,) the highest and ; 

and the lower, and larger the head, the more poorest soil—a clay barren, or a gravel knoll, 7 

valuable the tree—other thingsequal. Don’t) or light sand, all of @ light color—for your r 

be frightened at a crooked tree—they are| object is, a moderate growth, of well ripened || 7 

often the best, and the earliest bearers—but| wood, which shall remain dormant, from the || | 
reject a forked one. See that yourgiree has| fall of the leaf, to the latest day ii spring.— a 

plenty of roots, and don’t let them dry, or| These trees must have low neal to defend || | 

freeze, before planting—better cover the roots| the trunk from the blistering sun of summer. 

as fast as dug, and when you get them home, | I have known peaches and cherries abundant, || | 

bury the roots in mellow earth, until you are) on trees in the shade of a high fence, or a 

ready to plant them. building, when not a fruit could be found on || & 

Trees, with the roots properly “ puddled” | exposed ones, in the same vicinity. é cc 

and packed in moss, may be kept a month, and| ‘When you ara ready to plant, dig and} | 

be transported thousands of miles, with more mellow the ground, very thoroughly, where | 7) 

safety, than those rooted up, and tumbled! the tree is to stand ; but dig no deeper, than |] 

open, into a wagon, for a five mile drive, on a} you have trenched or sub-soiled and complete- } 

dry, windy day. But if your trees are dry,|ly drained. It is often. if not always, well to 

when you receive them, you can not treat | work in some manure, below, where the tree
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|} is to be planted—but this is not essential, and | also like to be informed what is the best time 

es is sometimes troublesome, for you want only | and mode for planting the different kinds of 
ah the best mellow earth in contact with the | seeds? Yours, respectfully, 
f roots. ; a | Joun M. Bay. 

a ets 2 — = to et nec- | Remarxs.—We cannot give the desired in- 
: eeny Sep Brien Mould never -be greater |agestion in regard to where the seeds in- 
gy |} than thatof the same tree, in the nursery.—| quired for ean be obtained,with certainty. We 

Better raise the ground over the roots, than | think it will be difficult to procure them short 
: settle them below their natutal depth. of Buffalo or Rochester, N.Y. Messrs. Rap- 
2 E ‘ 9 the bruised roots before planting, and aljee & Co., seeds-men of the latter place would 
jn if these are scanty, and the tree large, shorten | he likely to have them. We believe apple, 
if the tops, by cutting the pew wood, to three pear and stone seeds ; such as the peach, plum, 

re or four eyes, and removing such branches as] dc. should be planted in the autumn, just 
8 can be spared. Set the heaviest part of the | before winter sets in. 
a top, or naturel crook, 50 as to lean towards ~~ “For the Wisconsin & Towa Farmer. 

etd the heaviest summer wind ; which blowsfrom| Trex Puantixe.—We trust none of our 
4 tp the south-west in my vicinity. readers will fail to improve the present favor- 

: Spread out the roots, and distribute them | able un Bs ra PR . ot ir * . now, cannot e attender ior a whole year 

ts evenly and naturally, while an assistant holds! +. oome ! Only think—a whole year of tree- 
{i the tree in the right position ; and with the tops, fruitless poverty and nakedness—a whole 

De hand, fill in fine earth—covering every root|year behind your neighbors ! Especially 
" in its place—and when nearly finished, if the | Should our prairie homes be furnished with 

: soil is dry, give warm water enough to wet —» =e Ee blessed countenan- 

q,. | the sll about the tree, very sufficiently ; and tcoantable. Put out at least a few then, only 
if let this be the first and last watering. After | make a beginning, and our word for it you 
z the water has had time to disappear, you can | will not be slow to follow it up. 
- go over the trees, giving more earth and| On the prairie especially pe forest, as 
i pressing down, and packing the ground light- = a ie ne a b ghee med + a uw nce at can e or ie 
= ly, if the tree aes stand firmly —but nev- getting —Black Walnut, Butternut, Maple, i er use stakes, for this purpose, if you can pos-| Elm, Oak, Bass-wood, Cotton-wood, Balm of 
By, sibly do without them. Gilead, &c., &e. The last two named are, in 
a The Mutcurne is the last process, and g|0Ur view, most valuable for extensive planta- 
| oe tion on our large prairies for fuel, shade and 
fi ea aa re - eecand oer timber, if a very speedy growth is desired.— 
1 and beyond the roots, around every tree, to They are also of very essy propagation, a the depth of 6 or 8 inches with straw or any| growing readily from aie ‘At Mr. 
BY. coarse litter, and this will preserve your trees, | Whitney’s place,in Lee co, Ill, we saw a oe and cause a/rapid growth, and may be plowed | cotton wood that came from ithe seed in 1840 

ee || under for minure, when no longer needed for | ~20¥ Aifteen inches in diameter near the p | se a ee eee ae Re oe mens 0) e i Raxpotrs Center, Wis, cotton-wood and balm of Gilead, and intends 
i Feb, 28, 1852. planting largely of them for timber. Indeed, 

s i. Ep. Wis. Farmer—lI received your pros- where ene land is — from $20 to $60 
. _ }{ pectus for your Wisconsin Farmer and have| P&T 2" @n¢ Praine from 2 ee e OM io 
4 made some exertion to raise a club for it, with — rasta best to make an e Be a 
ih 

" 
iE |i sclerable ancocen, eee “in! H -Forn Wueat— i ae Iam about starting a nursery here and | Elliov’s California Express for's sample ot Cale 

cit) fornia wheat. t ind. i want to purchase a half bushel of apple seeds, | Syrnia meal, of the tallest kind. ‘The hend is also peach and pear seeds Can you give|nels, most of them remarkably large and very 
| ~ || me some information where I can obtainthem viene. If ae of ect once i + ge a. ° , farming m a better - E sn tino losiayt to eouguing? I would cokes ane [Boston Trav. |}
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Siberian Crab Apple. : 

Wavxesna, March 10, 1852. | upon the premises, for such a purpose, is to 4) 
Mr. Eprror—Can you or some of your | convert them into ornamental shrubs or trees, re 

correspondents inform me whether the Crab|by working them with the Siberian Crab Ap- ‘i 
Apple Tree, so common in this state can be| ple, either by grafting or budding. They || #7 
turned to any better account than the production jmay then not only be made highly ornamental 4 

of its natural fruit? Iam told by some that/ but valuable for their fruit, which is much ot 
the fruit of the crab, can, and by others that sought after for sauces, tarts, preserves, d&e., at Fa 

it cannot be improved. Will the pear or|high prices. The blossoms of the Siberian a 

quince flourish on the crab stock ? Crab tree are large and beautiful—the fruit 1 
I. H. |red—hangivg in clusters—very tenacious of # 

— ___,_ [its hold, and usually remains upon the tree a 3 
Remarxs,—We cannot answer the inquiries long time after being fully ripened, ; 

of I. H. very satisfactorily. All attempts, so far Re So pce 
i For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. 

as we have been able to learn, to improve the TurtiE, March 10, 1852. : 
crab apple, have been attended with no very} Mr. Eprrorn—As I am frequently asked 4 
favorable results. The main difficulty we be-| by my neighbors and acquaintances respecting : 
lieve, is, that the stock of the crab trge, does| the raising of fruit trees in this.section of } 

ainely swith the setona of country, and as most of my hbors now ee 

ee ee — take the Farmer, I would beg th privilege of 
improved fruit trees, when grafted into it— saying a few words through its columns. : 

The limbs become so large and heavy by the} Well; in the first place, never buy trees 
time they begin to bear, as to break at the| that have been shipped or brought into the 

point of grafting. We are told this difficulty | Country from a great distance for they are li- ? 
may be obviated by fine close down into able to die. In the next place they are gen- i 

y eee See. erally trimmed up to a riding switch at the a 
the root ; in doing which, however, we see | top and the roots cut off hardly long enough q 
no advantage to be gained, in getting a sup-|for the handle of a walking stick ; such a i 
ply of fruit at an early day, over of trans-| tree, if it lives at all will be two or three years 4 

planting trees of the right kind, from the nur- a up its mind sow it I have = 3 
sery, of from touive yeas OE: half of such trees die the first season, when c 

= Aarbeedviecle bipaigt others have done well. We have a plenty of || 7 
The best disposition to make of our erab| good trees in southern Wisconsin and nor- a 

trees, when they stand in a desirable place'thern Illinois, Go to the nurseri@g, and look |} 7 
i =f
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around ; find the trees that have grown the| Fgurrs ror Wiscoysty—F. K. Phenix 

| best and thriftiest ; have more regard for this | gives the following, as the result of his experi- | 

than the kind ; for what is the use in paying | ence with the cultivation of fruits in Wiscon- | 
out your money for a good kind of apple, if it | sin, where the thermometer often sinks to 20° | 

{ won't grow nor bear in this region. I know| below zero. Plums — Duane’s Purple, | 

there are some such kinds here. If you go| Smith’s Orleans, Emerald Drop, Imperial | 

to the nursery pull up and have all the roots Gage, and Long Scarlet prove tolerably har- 

on, that you can get ; if any are broke or mu-| dy, Hardiest -Pears— Urbaniste, Flemish | 
! tilated cut off the injured part 3 if any are Beauty, White Boyenne, and Easter Beurre. \ 

gone, trim the top accordingly ; have the| The Bartlett, unusually tender. Of Cher- | 
: trees out of the ground as»short a time as) ;jes, Mayduke, Arch Duke and Downer, are | 

possible ; Jeave a little hollow around each| hardiest. The Clinton grape is perfectly har- | 

r tree to send the rain to the roots ; mulch| qy—the Isabella needs covering. Of Apples, | 

with coarse manure, to keep thesun from dry-| Karly Harvest, Keswick Codlin, Dutchess of | 
ing up the ground. Plant the ground to al- Oldenburg, Drap d’Or, Fameuse, Autumn | 

most any crop. If yousow the ground to any | Strawberry, Pomme Gris, and others, are har- | 
kind of small grain, which you do not hoe ; dy, and maintain their eastern reputation — | 

or seed down, to any kind of grass when the} Rhode Island Greening, Roxbury Russet, | 

trees are small, better pull them up and throw] Baldwin, Rambo, Esopus Spitzenburg, and | 

them away ; you will get an orchard about) others, are tender. The application of old, 
as soon. well-rotted manure, in moderate quantities, | 

Seven years ago, I transplanted about 1000) induces an early maturity in growth in apple 

apple trees ; two years ago, which was five! trees and enables them the better to with- | 
years after, I raised about one hundred bush-| stand the cold of winter. 

els of apples. Last year I had not so many, Se 

on account of — BEM. Burevixe or Grarg-Vives.—When the | 
ours, . E. Mack. grape is pruned in autumn, in winter, or very | 

How to Cultivate the Apricot. early in spring, the sap-vessels will close, and 

! ee ; no flow from the wound will follow. But | 

‘s A sound, practical article from the editor,| ,here this needful work has been omitted at | 

recommends as the chief requisite for success,| the right time, those who have an aversion 

: and to prevent the frequent loss of the trees} 4, prune in consequence of the prodigious 

| from various causes,—First. To keep the trees} gow of the sap, which takes place as the buds 

" low, and to head back the shoots in spring, expand, may save themselves all trouble from 

avoiding the practice of trimming up to 4 na-| this cause by waiting some days till the leaves 
ked stem, and thus exposing the bark to the} are as a currant leaf. If the pruning is then 

{ hot sun. Second. To provide a deep, well- performed no bleeding will take place. — | 

i drained soil, well fertilized with wood ashes.| pruned at this season, we have found young 
i Third. To plant in a cool aspect, to prevent hardy vines to do as well as at any other time. 

, the too early swelling of the buds, and their) phe injury resulting from the flow of sap is, 

é consequent danger from spring frosts. Fourth.| jowever, over-rated ; and by some experienced 

i To prevent the loss of the young crop by dai-| cultivators it is believed to produce no injury 

b ly jarring down the curculio on spread sheets. Shatever. | 

Where only half a dozen trees are cultivated, | 

" there is no mode of making war upon this in- In horticulture as in agriculture, the | 

i sect co surgiand reliable as jarring the trees| yA ePSiates of America has a great destiny 
i daily during the month of May, with apoun) ., ff], Our territory is not only immense, 
i dex, (ahostiel at the end with india rubber.) but so diversified in soil and climate that all 

bh gathering the insects upon the sheets sndide- the most valuable grains and fruits can be 

i stroying them. The experience of a corres- produced in such abundance as will enable us 

! pondent is added, that though previously un-| ¢, supply other countries less favored in these 
able to depend on his trees fora single apricot, respects. The intimate connection now es- 

j on Pung: the jar ee nee ane — tablished between all parts of the world has 
" besutifal 7 a are spar iene removed the barriers which distance hereto- 

i 2 _ Bd mprionts, iene 8€8"| fore created, and we have now a clear course. 
it on of tial, from five Alb Culti Cultivators may redouble their energies with 

} ae ey a a sure prospect of reward, and if our govern- 
es 0! e ‘anama rallroa Wu om i 4 

6 4 ready ior use by the first of March. This a ae fit to lend a 
; ; , 

i | save = day in time, and considerable fatigue an [Ww Hort. Review. | 
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ek ccaeg | ray ; 

Novel M2thod of Propagating Fruit Trees.! : 

The following method of starting an apple | and threw it away, and each twig of the top 

orchard we extract from the Patent Office | grew and formed roots of its own. Thus, by : 
Report for 1848. Of the utility of this meth- |* little industry and management, I made 200 : 

od of propagating fruit trees, we are unable to food geatied trees fon my aren use, nowy beens bo propag “° ing trees, and sold 1,000 trees, some for 6 to 
speak, as it is novel to us ; but where there is| the dollar and some at 8 to the dollar. i 

a difficulty, in obtaining fruit trees, it has the| There is probably no food more natural to || © 
merit of being comparatively inexpensive: mankind than a good ripe apple. It is anti- 4 

“In the spring of 1839 I bought 100 seed-| {yspeptic and anti-bilious ; and if the people || 
ling apple trees for $8, and paid in work. I in t] : great valley of the west would eat less ~ 

planted them out in my garden in rows four |CO™? read and bacon, and drink less strong i 

feet apart, that I might run a plow between =. and whiskey, and eat more of those " 
them, and at five feet apart in the rows, and ne , juicy apples, cooked or uncooked, we i 
kept them well cultivated that season. should see, hear and feel less of those billious = 

In the spring of 1840, in the early part of complaints, fevers, agues and chills, which ey- i 
March, I procured from the best orchard I|°Y ons is more or less subject to every sea- i 

could find (John Woods, esquire, Quincy) two | 8°" Mu 

or three large bundles of scions,cut from hori- , Triotay Deprey. 7 

zontal branches of the last year’s growth— Mendon, Ill. Hl 

These I buried in my garden three inches} Wypg Exrenston or Roors.—E. Harkn 5 
under ground till I should wantthem. When | of central Illinois says, “I have found se ¥ 

the season was so far advanced that the buds| roots of young apple trees, not more than F 

on the trees began to crack open and the | four inches in diameter, which had penetrated #! 
small leaves to appear, I dug a trench along} four feet downwards into the clay subsoil, and |] 4 
each line of apple trees about six inches deep |ten zet from the collar of the tree,” or oceu- : 
and about the same width. I then bent down | pyiny a bed of earth four feet thick and twen- |] 4 
an apple tree, and, with a fork stick drove |ty feet in diameter. A tree one-quarter the 3 
into the ground, held it there firmly 3 then, | diameter, or the size usually sold at nurseries, i 
with a sharp pointed strong knife and a ham- | must have a proportionate extension ; hence, i 
mer, I commenced grafting. First, I drove | in cutting a circle with the spade, only a foot i 
the knife through the tree at the root, and/in diameter, in transplanting, a large portion 4 
made a cleft large enough to insert my scion. | of the roots must be cut off and left in the : 
I then with a sharp knife cut my scion about | soi], a 
six inches long, sharpened the lower end to a arr y 
wedge-like form, drove it into the cleft until] Rep Antwerp Raspperry.—We hear of | § 
the bark on the scion just met the bark on magnificent returns for labor, land and capi- ay 
the tree ; pulled out my large knife ; the | tal devoted to this splendid fruit. One hor- |} | 
split in the tree of course closed up and he'd | ticulturist, in Connecticut, realized $800 for |] | 
my scion fast. In five or six inches I stuck | his last year’s crop, on half an aere, while the a 

in another, and continued on so, until I came | huckster to whom he sold them gained near- |} & 
to the top of the tree. I then filled up the|ly as much more. $3,000 per acre is rather | § 
trench with fine loose soil, tramping it down | tall picking for an acre of small fruit ; but at] 
with my feet, leaving only the upper bud out’ the present prices, this amount can be real- 
of the earth. The top of the tree I covered |ized. 
up in the same way, leaving the ends of the ere | 

twigs just out of the ground. In this way I Evercreexs.—Planting evergreens around |} |) 

treated my 100 apple trees, and in two days’ | our homes is next to planting virtue and in- i 

time I had finished them. I would remark/|tegrity in the hearts of our children, for, { 

that the trees were about 1} inches in diame-| amidst the blustering storms of winter they |} || 

ter, and very thrifty. The scion grew aston-| are the loveliest and most graceful objects the || 

ishingly well. Of about 800 scions set, all} eye can rest upon, and amid the turmoils and | | 

grew but about two ; and in two years the | trying vicissitudes of life, these traits are the || 7 

scions had formed roots of their own, so that | purest and greenest of all that is worthy in # 

when I took them up I broke off the old stalk | human character. ; ’ 
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a Carrots for Horses, pe fowl in its artificial habits and kinds of 
oy = . |food. Its gait is peculiar, as are also its cries. = S. W. Corz, Ese.—Sir: I observe an arti- | They ane a of as places always perch 

a. cle in the N. E. Farmer of last week, on the | during the night in high situations or on trees. 
7 nutritive qualities of carrots, as winter food for It is a little singular that American farmers 
va horses; a circumstance which does not appear do not turn their attention to these fowls. A 
i) to be generally understood among farmers knowing Jerseyman, named David Booner, a and others keeping horses. In some districts | fom England, hired a patch of five acres four i of Scotland, especially Aberdeenshire, and the years ago, and commenced raising egas for 
ne light sandy countries on the eastern coast, le New Vow nase aaa eves 
S| |i carrots are grown entirely as food for horses, | hired any help, acd at this moment owns a py || and are a very abundant and profitable crop, farm, for which he paid $4700, of which the 4 producing from twenty-five to thirty tons Per | buildings cost over $3000. His farm is all 

__ jf Acre, and farmers can afford to keep their paid for, he owes not a cent in the world, and fr . horses in excellent condition on carrots and |}. owns a flock which eacien “Bent “SON tn 
a hay, who could-not afford to give them any 1200 Guinea hens, [Suffolk Dem. 
i thing else. i ios te Senne a 
. This species of food however, is not confin- AcricutturE iv OrEcon.—A letter from 
et, ed to farmers alone, as richer gentlemen's car- Umpqua Valley, Oregon, published in the 
pe riage and riding horses are similarly fed — New York Courier, says the climate is so 1 And, as your article states, the horses fed in mild in that quarter of the globe, that sleep- 
} > || this way have a finer appearance, and better ing out doors is no hardship. Even in win- 
1 health, than those fed on oats or other kind of | ter, the ground in the valleys never freezes, j grain, And many gentlemen give their hor- | 59 that oats, potatoes and bar'ey are sown in F . || Ses adaily supply with the view of keeping | the fall. - The wheat has the largest berry ev- p* || the hide soft, and the hair glossy and smooth. ler seen. Oats of a corresponding quality are er The way in which they are prepared forthe | raised five years in succession from one sow- ho horses is somewhat as follows: The carrots ing, yielding at the rate of fifteen bushels to 

are topped, washed, and cut up with a turnip | the acre at each crop! Indian corn does not q. cutter, (when one is on the farm, if not they | do so well, on account ofthe droughts in Au- 
} jj are cut up, in pieces with the hand,) then gust and September ; but potatoes, turnips, Bhi, mixed with equal portions of cut hay, and | and other roots, in the moister locations grow 

|| scalded, or what is better, on some farms they | to a great size. No insects or weeds trouble ) || are steamed, a quantity of salt is mixed to sea- | the crops of any kind. Apples produce abun- 
re son the food and when cool it is given to the dantly, and plums, crab-apples, raspberries (a 7 horses in the requisite quantities. I have large yellow variety,) whortleberries (a red Pi. known many horses which were fed every | species) strawberries, and several other berries eu, winter on this kind of food, and healthier and | of fine flavor, not known at home, are very 
=.=. jj better looking horses could not be found. abundant. Government gives to every actual f In some places on the eastern sea shores of | settler on public lands in Oregon, six hundred i) || Britain, large crops of carrots are grown in the | aeres in fee simple. 
{|| drifted sand, and are the finest carrots that ooo 5 mF: are met with in the markets, and though the]  Acricunruran.—A sailor friend writes me | | || drought may be greater here in summer, I |that he lately “boarded” the island of St. | - || still think that much more land could be prof- | Thomas, off the coast of Africa, and saw the » || itably cropped with carrots, than is generally | natives plowing exactly in the old Bible fash- 

wr. done. The light soils in many parts of New | ion. They had sorry teams and were ripping |» || England are well suited to the crop, but there | UP the fertile soil with sharp stakes, just as if 
|| may be obstacles to their culture with which I |@ cast-iron mould board had never been heard * || am not acquainted. [N. E. Farmer. |of Hesawalso a specimen of threshing that 

ee eee he had heretofore considered as belonging to Me: Tue Guivga Hey.—The Guinea hen, or | the primitive ages. A mass of grain was col- 
_ || Pentado, is near an everlasting layer. They |Jected in a yard, and some animals were 
_ |] are said to unite the properties of the turkey | cracked around over it at a lively pace. A | {j and the pheasant They are a native of Af | fellow in charge of the job laid it over the _ || Tica, though said by some to belong equally to | cattle as if threshing indeed. ' }j this country, and are easily domesticated (Commonwealth. 

|i Its flesh is more like that of the pheasant than jo 
. || the common fowl, both in color and taste, and | [G-Georgey, the Hungarau traitor is 33 years of 
© If is reckoned a very good substitute for that|age. He would not have been, if the gallows had _ || bird. It assimilates perfectly with the com-| had its due. 
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ry | age will make it classical; posterity will admire 

EDUCATIONAL, | its beautiful proportions ; generation after gene- 
ration will repose in security under the protectio1 

SOME ee ees ie its lofty columns; the mae of Tiberty will 
es E come a pilgrim to its portico fro i Hie CotttonEmpetnce of Seiping: ihr tea ncn oc mon 

To acquire positive knowledge is very far from TT Rape 
being a ee even the as Fea inthe The Future 
topics of education. The chief object is to When I read the prophetic delineations of bap- 

strengthen, discipline, enlarge, and in all respects | py future, and behold the beautiful pictures drawn 

improve the mind. | by distinguished writers; when I look upon the 

But the mind has various faculties, or suscepti- | visible universe, and see every law perfectevery 
bilities of improvement in various directions | animate or inanimate thing fulfilling its functions 

Whatever this may be called, it is certain these |—every orb rolling with unvarying accuracy 

faculties may be improved by different kinds of | through its appointed circuit, and when I feel and 

exercise. Thus the memory may be improved in | know, that man has every faculty of soul and every 

a remarkable degree, while the reasoning is defi-| taste adapted to perform, bring out and enjoy 

cient So, also, the reasoning may be exercised | the same round of beautiful harmonies—nothing 

in different ways. | wanted but his own will—I also feel, that the pro- 
I have exhibited mathematics and astronomy as | phetic picture is not a delusion; that the time 

educators in strict, logical reasoning; history as | will come, when humanity will exhibit the same 

teaching social science; language as teaching the | beautiful order and harmony! ‘When the perver- 

structure and philosophy of thought; literature | ted mind will be restored to its rectitude, and this 

asthe written expression of thought; and conver- | earth exhibit the scene of a happy and a rejoicing 

sation as the interchange of intelligent minds— | people! 

But neither of these teach that peculiar train at But when? It cannot be doubted that this pe- 

reasoning which is connected with the operations | riod may be hastened or retarded by the action of | 
of civil society. They raise no questions in rela- | the people themselves. If they prefer darkness 

tion to law and government. Now, it is absolute- | rather than light, they may be suffered long to 

ly certain that the whole train and manner of | dwell in darkness. 1f they would hasten the time, |} | 

reasoning, in relation to civil laws, is totally dif. | they must take the light and diffuse it; the light 

ferent from that called forth in the positive sci- | which the few have must be made common to the || | 

ences. A new class of ideas is developed, and a | many—the lump must be leavened. ; 

dormant species of intellectual functions called | It is the mind—the soul—which must be en- | 

forth. It follows inevitably that the study of the | lightened. The heart of the fathers must be 

best form of government will be a useful element turned to the children, and the heart of the chil- 

in any well adapted course of American education. | dren to their fathers—when, in the language of 

What is the best form of government? The con- | the last prophet, the now risen Son of Righteous- 

stitution of the United States, is the only instru- | ness shall spread the healing of his wings over the 

ment which exhibits a perfect picture of republi- | earth to make it a delightsome land. 

can government. Sa fee em mtEo vn 

That instrument is itself, an outline of the sci- Teachers State Convention 

ence of organic law. Itisastudy for the wisest | To the Practical Teachers of Wisconsin: 

of men, and is to all young minds the geometry of| Having been appointed by the Dane County 

law. It contains all the principles in their elemen- | Teachers’ Association, to correspond with the ac- 

tary form, which enter into the idea of govern- | tive teachers of the state in reference to the pro- 

ment. Nothing, therefore, can improve the mind priety of holding a state convention, composed of 

more than a critical study of that instrument.— | practical teachers, at some convenient period not 

Nothing can be better adapted to bring out that | far distant, I beg leave to call your attention toa 

kind of reasoning which is requisite to the per | few facts going to show the necessity for such @ 

ception and understanding of the structure and proceeding, and ask you to forward me your views 

principles of civil society. with regard to the movement and your names to 

Nor need any one apprehend that the value of | be appended to a call, if you should approve the 

this study will diminish with the passage cf time. | measure. 

The constitution is an imperishable monument in| Such a convention would bring together the 

the highway of nations. The waves which sweep | teachers of the state— to become acquainted with 

away the ephemeral productions of human genius, | each other—it would create a far greater enthasi- 

wash in vain its adamantine base. It isa durable |asm in the cause of education by bringing the 

structure. Opposition will cement its strength ; | combined knowledge of the whole into such @ po- 
Nara ce asa Vea i a an 
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5 To f 
i aition 25 t0) be cere by _— ] Because the teachers of those counties trustéd to | 
= As teachers we wish to kvow with whom meee | other persons and to other professions to do the | i laboring, in the great work of educating the youth | yor and to reap the Honore! 
f of the state. 4 | This was as we expected, and from it the teach- z eee wish to convene the practical teachers only, | crs of those couiities should learn a valuable les- | i those of the same profession disconnected with | son. Trust not to men of other professions—law- || || any other. con ‘ —_ will — to give) yers, doctors, ministers, or school superinten- || 

j| teachers more noble Views of their calling and op- | dents, to do your work for you; but organize |! oe ° peas as sists with ananprerel = | Yourselves into an association, and then select your | 
OF Semreere, _ 140 Us Bete an ssepciation of Which | oW7 teachers to take charge of the institute; and | z ony hig teacher eae will = ene j be careful to select only practical teachers—de- || 

) Si st. : o Pe Te ee ee Sane Peeo Sarre pend upon it they are the only persons capable of || 4 See ea es Bide peas ticn, | Penefitting you in an institute. 
ET OLR Ne SO SER LAR a may, from theoretical educators, derive || 

! Madison, Feb. 1852. much pleasure, in listening to fine spun theories, 
Teacher's it i but will receive very little real benefit to your. || | ei utes. y 7 

5 ——— 1 ti instructors. hi Id. f Thoso valuable auriliaies tothe enue of com-| feel his and act acentinatyn nenere mem | 
m ” mon schools are steadily gaining favor with the eee 
‘B teachers of the state, and some few profitable in-| Rorace Greeley hunded a friend $1,000 to pre- | 
te stitutes have been held. The attempt to establish | Sent to Kossuth at the New York banquet. Better, 1 

| them in most of the counties have failed, simply | this, than silver plate, or fine speeches. Hl ; ree gre Nerd Sey NY A Da nasa ence ! 
i | School House to Accommodate 80 Pupils. 

| Se 1 
a PLAN RECOMMENDED BY J. L. ENOS, } 
. —— = = = 

ty oO oO § Descrirrion.—A, genera! entrance i a r Py E E, entries which can also be used : jicenad marion 4g for recitation rooms. B, library; C = | 
C, teachers platform; 0000000 0) ie sal at al roe ay ! tubes for the reception of hot air from : et ‘nga P| hime furnace below; rr rrr; recitation : 
seats ; dotted lines, black boards. The a aie eaaeet Sarg al windows are denoted by projectionson in 
the outside. The entire building on a | o (Ss Be ees OE ey a the inside is 26 by 54 fect. Entriesat i 

Oj the side, s by 10 feet each. Princi , - Principal : al Ae, oe ee room, 26 by 46 fect. Tt is de- . | peckaal se Pee ae signed that this room should be heated 
3 semad* Lendead: “Lcsidink’ tadiaal 4; “Seren se'paeencharcce mee i | H they can be placed at S S, and under 
: meer [Sree ad ae each should be an opening with a tube 

if leading to the cool air without. These : EB ee ae me H tubes should be furnished with valves 
in ae S|) ERS SG sto shut off the cold air when desired, 
r - r r This building, completed, would A ir re cost from eight to ten hundred dollars, = I oS © [Hand by a slight modification may be 
a e constructed so as to accommodate 60 
: 3 or 50 pupils as the wants of the district 
hy EB c c F may require. The walls should not be 
rh - as ea re less than 12 feet, and the windows zo 
ty E B E arranged as to be let down from the 

0 o top. 
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VIEW OF THE INSIDE OF THE WALL BACK OF THE TEACHER’S PLATFORM AND TABLE. iy 
eS i 

BB, border; D D, doors; G, case for globes or! scholar, than to correct, or lop off,that much which i 
books; T, teacher’s hooks; S, Register; E case| is bad in the vicious? Has the one any greater ‘i 

| for outline maps, &c.; H H. spaces for pictures in| claim upon the teacher’s energy, or time, than the 4 
| frames; R R, gecmetrical diagrams, maps, Se— | other ? Considered morally, are not their claims } 
| The black boards occupy the wall between the| equal? Practically—are not the results of well- 4 
| doors, with the exception of the case for books, | directed effort clearly in favor of him of slow in- ; 
| globes, maps, clock, thermometer, flowers, ee ee It is more conclusive of a mechanic’s bY 
mens of natural art, &c. The black board is three skill, when, with bad material, and ill-constructed f 
and one half feet wide the bottom being 2} feet | instruments, he produces even a passable product, 4 
from the floor. The end of the room opposite the | than when. with superior instruments and materi- |} 7] 

: : : : . ri teacher’s desk, is covered its entire Jength with ajal he produces a superior article. The one is ! 
black board, 24 feet from the floor, and 3} feet | achieved in spite of hinderances; the other follows ; 
wide. Above this on the wall, should be suspen- jaa matter of course. There is more credit due . 
ded maps, charts, &c., calculated to please the eye| to the teacher who shall present a class of boys, i 
and cultivate the mind. slow of understanding, passably ready inan exam- i 

—~nnrnnnane—_ ination, than to the teacher whose intelligent class i 
For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. shall show themselves prompt and thorough. For i 

The Dull Scholar! more labor has been expended, more patience ex- ‘ 
— ercised by the former than by the latter, although q 

Teacher, have you ever had one of the above|the sent seems to speak differently. To the one 
mentioned in your school? If so, what did you| teacher intelligence is committed ; by the other it i 

‘ ; sy, [Must be educed. By the one, mind has been re- 
wish him? “Were the words you used to hit, |q-cmod, almost created. ‘Thoother bas only sc ff 
harsh ones, or kind? How did you select and complished that, which his pupils, soon or late, i 
administer your epithets? What success follow-| would accomplish for themselves, by their own 
ed your remedies? Have you ever been gratified force of character. How frequent is it, that the i 

- Bae boy already made familiar with the appellations i 
to obtain a cure; the resultof yourapplications? How | ,, ose wea © stupid,” and nearly spoiled by con- i 

often have you failed? How often have you suceeed- sequence, has been raised from his despairing state : 

ed? How often have you wished,or tried to succeed? | by the encourugements of a good-natured teacher. 1 
How many times have you patiently given your| The rhe oC hini th tier aot a ett bay? i 

Touch the right chord in that same “du! A | 
thoughts to a plan, that shall lead to a Prosperous} ond he will surprise you by his capability ? The 4 
issue? These are not meaningless questions, al- peculiar talent, which each scholar has in spite + 

though the subject be dull. Onerous as are the/of his dullness, should he discovered, developed, 
ibiliti f teach th tly |encouraged. Encouraged—for encouragement is i Tienda aden ode] be peat ete apt atone Sse | ve i ‘olar into | jim who is so totally dispirited. It is grateful to 

his school. His entrance brings peculiar addi- him, for it is souncommon. It renews, or imparts, i 
tional difficulty. Enroll him, and there are de-|confidence; incites action; creates ee ; 
mands for thought, skill and patience. never made | He is elevated by a single word of appro and, | 
belsss. Dees he Gain thea becoming convinced, former anathemas notwith- |} || 

* * standing, that he has indeed a mind, he is stimu- 
Whence comes this dullness in the scholar ?—|jated to improve it. What hoy will put forth an i 

It is invariably the offspring of an indiscreet edu- endeavor, when he is told it must fail? What boy 3 
cation—at home orat school. It is therefore only | will strive to excel, when every look and word of i 
one of the many mal-products, which, resulting|the teacher declares it is impossible? He will a 
from an ill-directed governing, require the care/always remain at the foot of the class, who is re- i 
and vigilance of the teacher; and is it more dif-|peatedly informed that that is his place? Up- i 
ficult to educe that little which is good in the dul] | braidings at school, chidings at home, taunts from || | 
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| his associates, will degrade any scholar. The | of returning animation—looks wildly round, | 
| adult mind could ne onre Bees half sue and, on being urged, gets up. The credit is, | 

| imposed on that youthful one, and remain sound. x 

| aestier if you have a dull scholar in your of course, awarded to the blood starter— | 
school, while you commend others, do not forget | Horses not unfrequently fall down from ex- | 

iS encourage him. Look for his capacities—] haustion, induced by debility, especially when | 
eee = the ay ont he = ms their muscular powers are overtaxed. The | 

imse! ere, if any where; for ther, 1nrestrainc a ‘ 

| by your presence, pect out. Draw him out, ame plan we such cases would be, instead of | 
and towards you. Give him appointments of trust. | bleeding, to administer some remedy calcula- i 
Let him see you think him somebody, he will soon | ted to act as a diffusible stimulant and tonic. | 
learn to think so of himself Never frown upon| The most convenient articles for this purpose, | 

Lee aie om eng vith faint pesise, Give him| ==" extemporancous preparation, are—tinc- | 
| all you ought. Send him out into the world as ane of ginger, half an ounce ; tincture of gen- | 
mach a man as he can be mude. He, and the| tain, half an ounce ; to be given in a pint of | 

| world, will bless you for it. Janez Brooxs, | water. i 
Appleton, Wis. Horses frequently fall down from sudden 

} : ee attacks of vertigo, staggers, &e., the causes of | 
Tapping a Horse in the Mouth. of which can, in many ifistances, be traced to | 

: 5 - hysical impediments to the return of blood | The editor of the American Veterinary | P°Y' re 3 Seen 
! Journal has the following relative to a prac- ee penn en herr ea i 

tice but too common, and which we have oft- usa nite a ee t a "he Pot 

en regarded as impolitic, if not brutal. We ee Eee 2 ae en ie i | 
do not believe in the old system of our fore- ioenar ra Sus Hee Lagieteta ae hs | 

fathers relative to practice cf the healing art, s eee ‘ e hi ee ee a | 
either on man or beast. The necessity of zeae eee: te ee compel t | 

i creating a new disease to cure a present one, |. se a accor a ere the cure: consists | 
we do not believe ever existed, and it is only|™ Prove r Col weg neider Gin’ theen die 

'- to the natural strength of constitution on a ee rides pos Siaee ee eee 4 
which such arts have been practiced that| °Tders take their rise from over-distention of | 
Ds tink (Obi Recmer the stomach. He was once consulted about | 
“We happened, a short time ago, to be on some a ee which there had been a i 

the road, and there saw a valuable horse down, strange mortality, and he found that they \ 
the owner of which was industriously engaged eases ee oe omnes | 

- || in performing some sort of an operation, the au ae te during the day, and on i 
! nature of which we could not rightly compre-| ‘eit retum home at night were abundantly | 

hend. On inquiry, we learnt that he was supplied with food. The professor soon dis- | 
. “ tapping the horse in the mouth, just to start | Covered the source of. the evil, and ordered, | 

| the blood.” The instrument al for the for the future, that the horses should be fed | 
i | purpese seemed to be as blunt ‘as a horse-|” Be ee phe dey falea yeaa ot 

; shoe, and just about as well calculated to ac- aeentOen, aes salutary practice put the | 
complish the object. We begged of him to| “seas? fo Might a I 

ib desist,-(to which he readily consented,) and The known aruapaieg existing detween the 
see what nature could do. In a short time, | *™#ch and the brain justifies us in attribut- 
to his surprise, the horse got up and went on|i2@ many of the diseases of the latter to stom- 

his way. It is frequently the custom, when eaooB i. , 

a i ae ao, ee ee Manure ae Kenni: | m the mouth ; when in many cases, if he ¥ 7 ae i 
i, were let alone, "recovery, <i be fasid : cott, speaking of the fertile lands of northern. 

} whereas many valuable horses are ruined by | Hlinois, says, “For fruit trees, especially the 
i the operation. We have in our recollection apple and quince, I have found barn-yard ma- 
1 three valuable horses that were lost to their| 8U"® half-decayed oe charcoal, and ashes, 

\ owners, from loss of blood, by cutting the [mixed] serviceable. have tried lime, but 

palatine artery. Unfortunately men are apt| ©X°¢pt on @ amall peaty spot, without benefit 
to be too hasty. The moment a beast has| Mr. Dunlap says he has killed apple trees with 

fallen, they are bound to have him on his ashes—perhaps he gave them too much. I 
: pe diculars in double quick time. The have found them decidedly serviceable.”— 

2 is in a hurry—eannot wait for na- Yard manure alone is not recommended for 

ture ; she is “too slow a coach” for him. He| that region, and for peaches, Plums and cher- 

tries what virtue there is in the’ whip ; that| "5 #8 considered positively injurious, 
a se he obtains a knife, and “starts the] San Francisco has now as large a population as 

blood.” By this time the horse shows signs! New York had in 1800.
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NATURAL HISTORY sre eam 1 | or, if more convenient, deposit them at the Far- 
il mer office in Janesville, I -will liberally reward 

The Hawk Fi vy: | them for their trouble. 
BY P. R. HOY, M. D., OF RACINE, WIS. oe 

ae eee Hibernation of Insects. 

The oe Fant oe rises Eagles, Hawks, Toward the close of autumn the whole insect 
Buzzards, Kites, &c. They are bold, sanguinary | world, particularly the tribes of beetles, isin mo- 
birds of prey; armed with strong hooked beaks, | tion. A general migration takes place; the vari- | 
sharp and formidable claws; their flight powerful, | OUS Species quit their usuzl haunts and betake 
swift and sustained ; capable of great endurance ; homes in’ search Ce secure bybernacala.#— 5 : erent species, however, do not select precisely 
they can fast for several days without suffering | the same time for making this change of abode— |} _ 
any apparent inconvenience. Their drink usually, | Thus many lady bugs, field bugs and flies, are 

ie the blood of their victims, and like the “ votary | found out of their winter quarters even after the 
. ee ~, | commencement of frost; while others make good 

ss Snkemperanee) matee 2 quench thins is only 4 | their retreat long before any severe cold has been 
last resort.” Vision ig these birds is wonderfully | felt, The days which they select for retiring to 
acute, The female usually a third larger than | their hybernacu’a are some of the warmest days 

| the male. Nature, as if to limit the number | of autumn, when Sey rand Ue in Senne 
x Re ._ | bers, alighting ou walls, rails, pathways, &e, an 

i of shee pote ae es pene ee running into crevices and cracks, evidently in 
[caine ee ne eco ee usually only | search of some object very different from those 
two— never more than four. The greater | which ordinarily guide their movements. 

| number nest in the clefts of inaccessible rocks, or ia Sa ee by different perfect pi for 
: eir bybernacular 18 very various. ome are 

cae eae ae shetallest treee.) The plamage content with insinuating themselves under any 
of the young differs remarkably from the old.— | large stone, a collection of dead leaves or the moss 
They seldom acquire the fixed livery of age until | of the sheltered side of anold wall or hank. Oth- 
the third or even the sixth year. ers preter for Se the broken or So ae 

= -7,, | interstices of the bark of old trees—the decay 
perenne eee se the falas Semis bark itself, especially that near the roots-#or bury 

found in North America, 18 of which we have | themselves deep in the rotten trunk; and a very . 
seen within a few miles of Racine, viz: great number penetrate into the earth to the depth . 
Golden Engle, Cooper Hawk, of several inches. The aquatic tribes burrow 

; into the mud of their pools. In every instance the 
Washington Eagle, (a Slate Colored Hawk, | i ccted dormitory is admirably adapted to the | 

doubtful specie.) constitution, mode of life, and wants of the occu- 
White-Headed Eagle, Swallow-Tailed Hawk, | pant. | 

Fish Hawk, Rough-Legged Falcon, |————— 
Duck Hawk, Red-Tailed Hawk, *Winter quirters. : 

Pigeon Hawk, Common Buzzard, American Institute.—The foilowing are the re- 

The Merlin, Broad-Winged Hawk, | ceipts and expenditures of the Annual Fair of the : 
Sparrow Hawk, Red-Shouldered Hawk, | American Institute, for the last ten years : | 
Gos Hawk, Marsh Hawk. Year. Receipts. Expenditures. | 

The principal office these birds perform in the | 1842..+.seseee eeeeeeeee 6,740 5,825 j 

economy of nature, is to keep in check, the undue | !843.-++ -+--7+ cece ae = 

multiplication of quadrupeds and birds, This) jga5.017°.02.000001....12,600 8.683 
Kind office is sufficiently executed by man, in all | 1846.-...-.----- -------14,312 10,225 { 

settled districts; consequently we can dispense Loses 8999 cake ae i i 

With their Zabor of Jove, and as ean offer no ples HI9 2° 0007777 TILL TaB,a70 ina ||| 
of justification in their behalf, we will permit the | 1950 00.2... .esce eee ee 22,418 16,159 | 

exterminating warfare, universally waged against | 1951....-.++-++++s++-- + -21,022 16,000 

the hawk tribe, to go on unrestrained. The annual report cf the Institute makes a vol- 

1 am desirous of procuring eggs of all kinds of| ume of near 500 pages. 

Hawks, Owls, Cranes, Bitterns and Curlews— ; —_—_—_—oor 
. oes The importations of tea into the United States 

all 
The eggs ariel be Snyeiep Dye ns ee during 1851 amounted to $4,798,004) whereof was 

we gue hioweos out the. contenta ane UViNS | exported $1,129,074, leaving for consumption here 
they should be packed in dry cotton. J ach egg $33,668,141. Coffee imported, $12,851 070, Te-@X- 

to be numbered, and a note accompanying them, | ported, $336 000, leaving for counm tone } 
with the name of the bird and a description of the | 515,070. Woolimported, Sgr | 

nest—if on a tree, what kind and how high from | 37,966, leaving for consumption $3,825, ws } 
; + as importation of wool in 1850 was valued at $1,681, i 

the ground—if on the ground, in what position, | 9) showing an increase in the value of the im- i 

and of what composed. portation the last year of over two millions of dol- f 

If my young readers will assist me in procuring | lars. ;
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EXTERNAL STEAM MARINE. 

EDITOR’S TABLE. | Ocean Steamers ue 96 
er ee ee Ordiosry Steamers a 

PLOWING.—We wish to get 10 or 15 acres | ropeilers 

of hazel bush land broken up. The bushes Merry oes eid 
are cut close to the ground and cleared off. It| ‘Total number of boats 625 
may be plowed immediately. Who wantsthe job?| Total tonnage 213,500 
Enquire at the Farmer office. gies and Crew ‘ ibe assengers during the year ending 
Potators—We want a few bushels of early July 1, 1851 33,842,846 

and late potatoes for planting. Who will fetch During the year there occurred 328 shipwrecks, 
them along? of which 278 were lost by tempest, 14 by fire, 15 

GALE'S WISCONSIN FORM BOOK.— | py collision, 19 snagged and by explosion. Lives 
* || The third edition of this valuable assistant to lost, 318. 

business men, is on hand and may be obtained at] The number of pessengers upon some of the 
the Farmer office. It has been much enlarged, | principal lines of travel were as follows : and revised so as to conform to the revised)" 9, Long Island Sound 302,597 
code, It is handsomely printed and bound] On the Hudson River 995,100 
in substantial style. There is no book] New York and Philadelphia 840,000 
calculated to be more useful to lawyers, justices One ite hotomac and James en iGo 

33 _ i i esepeo! a, and business men = all classes; as it contains ay) On the Galf ot NM eaten 169/209 

form for all legal instruments wanted for use, in On the Pacific coast 79,209 
this state, together with the school law, and state ee 

constitution. This comprises three grand divisions—the nor- 
Ata Farmers meeting in the Town of Harmo-| thern frontier; the Ohio Basin and the Missis- 

ny, held at the place of holding town meetings, on | sippi valley. 
Saturday, March 27th, 1852, Geo. Wilbur, Esq.,| Northern frontier Steamers 164 
was called to the chair and C. R. Gibbs appointed| Ohio Basin _ = 348 secretary. Missisippi River = i 

The object of the meeting was explained by J. Total 765 
P. Wheeler, Esq., to be the formation of a Town| Northern Frontier Crew 2,855 
Agricultural Society. Ohio Basin £ 8,333 
Whereupon, it was resolved to form such socie-| Mississippi River oes 

ty. A constitution was adopted. L. E.Stone was Total. 17,607 
elected President ; Geo. Wilbur and Wm. Spaul- Northern Frontier Passengers easton 
ding, Vice Presidents; Jos. Spaulding, Treasur-} Ohio Basin’ 3,469, 

er vr. P. Davies, Sec’y. L.E. Stone,C.R.Gibbs| Mississippi River " athe 
and P, Schmitz were selected, each to read an es- Total, 5,860,850 
say at the first quarterly meeting to be held on} ‘The losses on the lakes and rivers, during the 
the Saturday before the last Monday in May | year ending July 1, 1851, were 115 boats-—35 by 
next, at 1 o'clock, P, M., at the same place. fire; 18 by collision, 32 by snags. Lives lost 695, 

The society already embraces some thirty mem- | of which 67 were on the lakes and 628 on the riv. 
bers and will soon reach one hundred, and we| ers. 
hope by another meeting to send in one of the| The steam marine of Great Britain and her 
longest lists of subscribers to the Wisconsin & dependences, is set down at 1184 steamers, with a 
Towa Farmer. C.R. Gress, Sec’y. tonnage of 142,080 tons. While the aggregate of 

Sream Maxine or tae U. S—-Many will be/ that of the United States consists of 1390 steam- 
surprised to learn the magnitude of the steam ma- | ers with a tonnage of 427,113. From comparison 

i rine of the United States. By a resolution of| it will be scen that the steam marine of the Uni- 
~ || Congress, at its last session, the Secretary of the | ted States exceeds that of Great Britain in num- 

Treasury was required to report the official statis- | ber ot vessels, 206; and in amount of tonnage,235,- 
tics of the steam marine, both external, internal, | 033 tons. 

travel, &c. Two commissioners were appointed| Tue Errecrs or Grass Roorine on TRers— 
the secretary to obtain the desired information. | From the report of the gardener to whose care 

Tome nn assigned the Gulf of Mexico, Atlantic | the trees of the Crystal Palace in London, were 
coasts; to the other the lakes and riv-| entrusted, it seems that the old elms under the ers. glass shade, so far from being injured by their 

The Secretary of the Treasury has recently confinement, have increased in their branches 
4 transmitted his report to Congress, from which | from six to seven feet, whilst the elms in the park we make up the following aggregates: | have made, on the average, only one foot of shoots. 

|
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Oxecon Lanp Grawts—What Settlers Acquire.| Lrrenaxy Miscentasy.—The March No, is on 

—The report of Commissioner Butterfield states | our table, unusually rich in interesting articles— 
a fact in relation to the grant of land to settlers in | Its popularity is deservedly increasing. Detroit, 
Oregon by the law of 1850 that those westwardly } Beecher & Quinby, 1,00. 
inclined should remember. Single actual settlers} ‘‘ Remarks on Entomology, chiefly in reference 
previous to Dec. 1st, 1850, were granted 320 acres; | to an agricultural benefit, by Dr.Wm. D. Brinkle.” 
if married 640 acres one-half to the husband and | We are indebted to some unknown friend, for a 

| the other to the wife, in her own right. Actual| copy of a small pamphlet with the above title, the 

settlers between the Ist of Dec. 1350, and Ist Dec.| contents of which we shall notice hereafter, and 

1853, are granted 160 acres if single men, and if | make some extracts for the benefit of our readers. 

married $20 acres, one half to the wife, in her) Warer Cure Jovenat.—Devoted to physiolo- 
own right. gy, hydropathy and the laws of life, is published |} @ 
Progress of THE Unrrea Sratgs ix Lanp anp| monthly by Fowlers & Wells, N. ¥., at the low 

Porutattoy.—The following figures present, in a| price of $1,00 per annum, for single copy, 5 copies 

small space, an impressive picture of the progress | $4,00. Through the politeness of its spirited pub- 

of our country during the last half century : lishers, we are in receipt of the March No. of this 

Year. Area Square Miles. Population | able and earnest advocate of a noble reform. Its 
Oe ene here aaa influence is already powerful and widely felt 

1830....00se cs +se+ «1,929,000 12/855'820 | throughout our land. The high esteem in which | 
1842...0....00+--2,370,000 17,063,352] it is held by this ccmmunity, may be known by 
1849...s00ee0 sree en 00 ennonn the fact, that between 50 and 60 copies are regu- 

1851..0..-.---..02-3,220,000 oun 0) larly distributed to subscribers ip this village, by 
UF It ie said that the nutmeg is ind.genous in| Orin Guernsey, Esq., the agent. 

California. The editor of a Sacramento paper! Avwertcan Purenoxocicat Journat.—Devoted 
late’ y received a pS with the assurance to science, literature and general intelligence, is ‘J 

that it grew on a native shrub. beautifully illustrated with numerous engrav- : 
Prexty or Lanp.—The commissioner of the gen-| ings. We wish this work, might bea regular vis- ! 

eral land office reports that 12,000,000 of acres of| itor in every family in our land. It is emphati- | 

the public land will be available for sale during the | cally a journat for the people; containing as it i 

present year. The minimum price is $1,25 per| does matters of important interest to all branches j 

acre. of the home cirele, Friends of human progress 
More Ricuxs 1x THE Bowers or THE Eartu.—| Will help to cite this work. Published in { 

A chemist of the city of New York received for ex- | N. Y. by Fowlers and Wells at 1,00; clubs of 20 i 
amination a few days ago a crystal of pure sulphur, | Or more 50 cents. i 
the owner of which, would give no information about} Tue Srupent—A monthly miscellany devoted 
it, except that it was found on the banks of a navi-| to the physical, moral and jptellectual improve- 1 
gable stream in South America, and that hundreds} ment of youth. Edited ek A. Colkins, and 

of tons like it, could be got by a little digging. published by Fowlers & Wells, N.Y. We have | 

Theory is the guide of practice, and practice is received the Feb. and March No.’s of this periodi- j 

the life of theory. : cal, and cheerfully commend it to those parents 1 
* _...., .. | Who wish to place in the hands of their children, } 

aa gi Tule lately exhibited in| . york which will instruct and elevate, as well j 
London a pumpkin measuring six feet in circum-| ,, ontortain their minds, at the same time exert- | 
ference, and weighing about one hundred and fifty | . healthy marabin@ueneain the thatly. Sf j 
pounde. It grew from seed sent from Canada, | 080 1017 Ne Se eS i 

MErciy secishod inside, Re:| (22 oe sere f aoa - -oE cs, US EN ‘Tae Amenican Presivexrs—Their characters 
- and developments with portraits and biographies. ' 

BOOK NOTICES. This is another of the numerous issies teaming ||” 
Tae Worsine Faxmer.—The March No. is be-| fromthe press of Fowlers & Wells, N. ¥. A 

fore us, rich as usual in its amcunt of practical] neatly illustrated and exceedingly interesting 
and scientific matters, adapted to the wants of ag- | work. { 

riculturists. This valuable journal has just com-} [yz Curp’s Parer—Published in N. Yo by t 
menced its 4th vol. and abundantly merits the| the American Tract Sociéty. Such is tt } 

liberal support,,it receives. To those who seck |%¢ an exceedingly neat little paper to be pi | 
scientific knowledge and its practical application, | monthly as above. We bid the enterprise “God { 
We would say subscribe at once for the Working speed” and hope for abundant success for it. It ‘ 

Farmer. | Fred. McCready, publisher, Broadway, ought to be in the hands of everyfehild in the land || 
-¥, Proff. J.J. Mapes, editor. $1,00 per year-| ‘Ten copieis for $1,00 if sent to one address. { 

= = |
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Fo Tae Ono Faumer anp Mecuanics’ Assistant.| 8i¥en much anaes to the cultivation and im- 
—A weekly paper devoted to agriculture, horti-| provement of fruits and Vegetables; and we are 
culture, the mechanic arts, literature and domes-| Confident he would send nothing but what is in- 
tic economy, social improvement and general in. | trinsically valuable. Let us have more of this 
telligence. 1t contains matter interesting to all a of pains-taking farmers, in our state,and the 

| classes of readers, and wo cheerfully recommend fruits of ee aepor rile setoniatiing\y mae 
) itasa family journal of high character From | ing an agricultural charact@P.to Wisconsin. 
the ability displayed by its editors and publishers, | - Hany Barret or Wurre Fisu.—Last, bat by no 

| we have no doubt its present superiority will be | means least, is a half barrel of white fish, gener- 
| well maintained. ously bestowed upon us, by James G. Strang, Esq. 

Thomas Brown, Publisher, Cleveland, Ohio— | (head man of the Mormon Settlement,) of Beaver 
Terms; single copy $2.00, two copies $3,00. Island ; for which we would tender to the donor, 

The Journal of the N.Y. State Agricultural | °U" eeatetat aeypowledgements and most profound 
Soétety for March is received. thanks. For =i and eachness of Bare we 

Tur Scroo. Mate—* A monthly reader of 32 hare mere festa shai gs < Bch a gift is eas ps dian rien anes | ay sng ethene do hd : . gents ae & 9 
Hon of youth” A. R. Phippin, editor; George} 435 Wish we bad a few iornnuch friends; Savage, 22 John St. N. Y., publisher. Single 5 K . £ 2 ‘ we could then “read our title clear’—through hard 
copy $1.00, 6. copies $5.00. We commend it to! “whether the inhabitants of Weaver Iniena the attention of parents and teachers. And will i ive a mofe extended notioe hereaft are able to suppiy the market to any extent, we 

se et ee . are not informed; but if they can, with such fish Moone’s Rundi. N. Yorxen—A well established | 45 those scnt to us, We recommend our friends in 
weekly paper publified at Rochester, N.Y, forthe want of the article to give them their patronage. 

| low price of $2 per year to single subscribers, and pra naa 
a liberal discount to clubs. Devoted to agricul- TABLE OF CONTENTS, 
ture, horticulture, mehanic arts and science, ed- * Page. 
ucation, rural and domestic economy, general in- Gardening... cree cccesccseccsssy tdoecesees’ 13 
telligence, markets, &c, &c. Wye commend ail Gleanings for April— Vegetable Curiosity — 
who wish for a family journal to subscribe for the Large Premtums..cocccccascss sree: cesece 14 
Rural New Yorker at once. Itis one of the best | Suffolk Pig—Onions, Cabbages, Turnips...... 75 
papers in the country and is cogducted with gregt | Agricultural Exhibitions ......sssesecececees 76 
ability. Mr. Guernsey of this village is agent | Prize Horse, Hambletonians.-..... sec. eeee 77 
and will receive subscriptions at club prices. See’) Agricultural Chemistry—Discovery in the man- 
rospectus on cover. agementof Bees ...........0..eeceuciceeeee 78 P ge 

Soxecwr eee | Inquiries en weacnd' seed Gee Fe oveced “79 
Prewrom List. have received from Albert | Important Discovery .... 1... ..cccceeeeeceese 80 

C. Ingham, Esq., Secretary Wis. Agricultural | Shade Trees—Corn Worm—Balking of Horses 81 
Society, a copy of the premium list and regulations Horriconrors. —Brief Horticultural Notes, No, 
for the next state fair. We shall refer toit here-| 3—Planting Orchards—Preparation of Soil— after, and publish such portions as are of general| Drainage ... Seetieteee sees eeaeenee ceeees 
interest and Our limite will adsnit. Peg a ree MCCS. ns oss oan venessae, 89 

ting—! tee cece We tender our acknowledgements to Julius es ce a ae S ae Wheat a 
Nettleton, Esq., of Riga, Monroe co., N. Y., fora ed ah Mgt tile eos cacoe 

2 f 2 2 How to Cultivate the Apricot—Fruits for Wis- package of cucumber seeds which he has kindly consie—Bidéding ot GS Vines . 86 
forwarded us. They are of thesnake variety and Novel Method cobs agaling Fruit ‘Trees 
he informs us, that one he raised in his garden in Wide Extension ae — Red Antwerp 

_}| 1850, grew to the enormous length of 5 feet 4 Raspberry~-Evergreens ........se0se0e 87 
inch€s. If such cucumbers can be raised in old Cacsota SonEiaaees <2) gricultare in Grae 

es wage course, we must expect nothing Agricultural .....s.esseeesee oe 88 
short of a telfooter here in Wisconsin. Epucatioxac: — Constitution — Importance _ Our thanks are due to J. Mathews, Esq, of Studying—The Futuze—Teachers State C 3 Burlington, for a generous package of Choice gar-| vention”. ... 060. .c00secescacsetecees éos TM den seeds, which at this time are peculiarly ac ore sgl gare of School Houses 90 
ceptable. We are happy to chronicle such favors, e Dall Scholar . ..........--... s-2. 91 
as showing a good spirit on the part of our broth: |" Fruit Trova vrenecsc nee ee OF og er farmers, to encourage and aid usin our humble | Naronat. History.—Hawk Family—Hiberna- . + |) efforts in behalf of agriculture. These seedsfrom| tion of Tnsects ....sssseccseseresccessees 98 | Mr. Mathews we prize highly, because he has |! Eprror’s TaBee...........scccecccverceseees 94 
SSS SS | 
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a ee a a ne a, the state with baby wagons, baskets and fancy 

x MARK MILLER, work, instead of having them bought in N. Y., of 
TERMS: importers, it would add much to our wealth.— 

50 Gents a Year in Advance; (And the same can be said of many other articles, 
Scie fam lnmeineehe tg AU aan oe for which we are sending our spring wheat east, 

mence with the volume. Back numbers supplied to new | at the low price of thirty or forty cents per hush- 
subscribers. ee Ae ¥ el.) Until such an establishment is started, i 

ADVERTISING 5 more can be made by sending them to an 
Oeepene arrest 830 market, than for the grower to undertake to man- 
Ege jo | Ufacture them, without chat knowledge of the busi- 
ee eee or! Jess.) 1 year — ness which it is necessary to have, to make it prof- 
foreach subsequent iesertion 33] itable. To make it any object to our merchants 
OFFICE.—Empire Block, Main St., in the rooms occupi-| to buy them, a lurge quantity should be grown, as 

Ceara otek nanan vile Canesten they would not wish to bother with the growth of 

For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | & few acres. . 
Cultivation of the Ozier in Wisconsin. You perceive that of my own knowledge I can 

—— not give any information as td the profitablcness 
Racine, April 24, 1852. | of raising it, as I have not yet got through with 

Mr. Mitrex, Esq—In the fall of 49 I pur-| the first crop. Col. Bement had quarter of an 
chased of Col. Bement, theowner of the farmnear| acre. The first year he sold the cuttings to a 
Albany, N. ¥. known as the Judge Buel farm, one| German for ten dollars, After that he sold them 
thousand cuttings varying trom 5 to 8 teet in| standing every fall for $75. Happening to be in 
Jength. In May ’50 I divided them into slips of| New York, and seeing some that was imported, he 
ten or twelve inches in length and set them six| oitoined enough for the growth of a square rod 

inches apart, in rows about three feet distant, put-| anq on his return home, prepared it according to 
ting them in the ground about 8 inches. In the| girections given. From this he made the follow- 
spring of ’51 they had become well rooted and had | ing estimate: He dried and then weighed, and 
grown from one to three feet high. I then cut! round that at the price it was selling in N. Y., the 
them off akin four inches of the gpound — growth of an acre would produce the enormous 

set the cuttings on places where they had died | cum of fourteen hundred dol 1 do not expect 
out the year before, and on new grounds. I now| such profit, but am well an ailiea that it will be 
have one acre of them. Their growth last year quite a valuable product. 1 will send you a few 
was from five to eight feet. cuttings by stage, as you requested, and will sup- 

I designed last fall to have cut, peeled, and sent | p1y those who wish, up to the 15th of May, at $1 
them to N. ¥., where they are, worth from five to| ner hundred. Next fall I will be able to supply 
eight cents per pound ; but at the time of cutting, | most any required quantity at that price. Six or 
which is when they will peel readily, I was obliged | ojght shoots will start froma single cutting, and 

to go east, and did not return till it was too late) afer the first year, can be cut annually, and will | 
fir them. Through the winter I have cut some, | crow from 5 to eight feet each year. They will | 
and without removing the bark, have made some’ foyrish on any soil but low land is best adapted 
corn baskets which were readily disposed of in/ +, them. Mine are on a piece of wet prairie, but |} * 
market. For the sake of experiment I put some! not so wet as to prevent the use of the cultivator 
into boiling water about fifteen minutes, which | in removing the weeds. If they are in a pasture 

caused the bark to slip off easily, and of these/ they will not need fencing, as cattle will not dis. 
some'small handle, and clothes baskets were made. | turb them. 

ee: find a ready sale, The restofthem! When get returns from those I send east, I 
Tshall cut, as soon asthe sap starts so they Will! can make an estimate of the expense of cultivate. 
Peel, and send them to New York, to see what can ing and preparing for market, from which I can 

be done with them. If a regular manufacturing] egffmate what will be the profits of an acre. And 
establishment could bestarted in this—our state— | wil] then inform you of the same. 
to make up all that would ke grown and so supply Respectfully Yours, F. P. Barr. 
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May Work in the Kitchen Garden. Okra or Gombo.—This is one of the best and most 
. ae ms . | wholesome of vegetables. Plant the last of this 

As no ae tanita can be truly said to Zive,| aonth in very rich ground, in hills two or three 
who are destitute of this souree of pleasure and feet apart Sow the seedl very thick, asit is liable 
profit, we continue our remarks upon the various : ony em 

ECAR Siok whould reserve “attention Wan to rot in the ground and this precaution is neces. 

ge =. mas h si : ‘i mn b batt essary to insure the requisite number of plants— | 

pees sacate, hopeng ecehy 22 See ee eee Two or three plants are sufficient forabill. This | 
farmers to a timely performance of the duties of plant is much used for soups and from its peculiar ' 
this branch of their calling; assuring them, that ae eae . | 

. ‘ mucilaginous qualities seems intended by nature 
faithfulness in the discharge of seasonable garden | ,, guard the stomach against’ the ilt effectifief a i 

labor, will yield more profit and luxury than any| .) nor temperature. Like sweet corn it must be 

similar labor spent upon other parts of the farm. plucked in its “milky state” or it is not fit for use. 

' a ee esas Seen A day too old and it is worthless, as its peculiar 
= oye seeds, bbl ede aes d ae _ excelience is lost. It can be dried for winter use. 

_—" which should receive attention this and is equalfy as good as in. ita green state. a 

month. s the proper season we will give the mode of drying. 
Egg Plant is grown like a tomato. The plants Parsley. Sow immediaéély in rows-orbeda.. It 

should be started in a hot-bed before putting out/ ;. post to soak the seeds in warm water, cs 

in the garden, for the seed will not vegetate freely before sowing, or-they will often lay two or three i 

without substantial heat. Transplant early in| ~ 045 in the earth before they will vegetate ; | 
oo pene crane, Be oe pees) eaten green, it counteracts the offensive odors of | 
inches apart. Repeated sowings are often neces-} | sons in the breath. | 
sary. Plant Cucumbersjand Melons, and for|” 7asturtium—Is both usefal and ornamental — 

these a new sod on a.sandy soil is undoubtedly far| soy the middle of thismonth. Flowers and young | 
better than old soil, and hog manure is the best] }.. 03 areused assalad. Seed pods with foot stalk j 

} enriching substance. When the soil is old; and | ane gathered while green, and pickled as'a substi- | 

i compost is used, leaf mould should form an ingre-| tute for capers which they much resemble. 

dient mixed with salt, Time, and ashes, wet down] peag-“Sow a féw rows once in two or three | 

with urine or soap-suds. This dressing will almost | weeks for a succession of crops. 
always insure a good crop. When the plants are Beans—Should also be sown as soon as danger | 

up examine them closely for the yellow bug or fy.| oF frost has past. Except English dwarfs, which | 

To prevent the ravages of these pests, take soot, | may be sown immediately, ag they will bear the 
ashes and ground plaster—eqtal parts of each, old Better thas sxteone nest ais ma 

*. romatic and sweet herbs shou e sown from 
a a re Cee ue the middle to the last of the month, using caution 

plarts are dry, sprinkle them with water before jn covering the seeds too deep. 

dusting them. Nip off the first runner bud of * Font Roce Npiaoian Bese Pater! 

cucumbers and melons, and they will become more How to Raise Onions and Cabbages 
stocky and fruitful” aero 

Sow lettuce in a mellow soil, and allow it to] Mz. Mirern—Having seen a number of pieces 
grow very thick as it is more tender than when| in the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer on the best way 
grown thin. It may be constantly thinned for use.| to raise onions and cabbages, 1 have thought I 

Those intended for large heads should stand 8 or would give your readers a little of my experience 

10 inches apart. on the same subject. I have for a number of years 

Radish—Dig the soil deep, manure well, and | tried various ways, and at last hit on this plan :— 

sow once in two weeks for a succession of crops. | [ sowed two rows in my garden ; one! trod down 
Peppers—Sow on a warm soil the last of this| hard, by walking over it a number of times; the 

; month, or if you have started them in a flower-| other I left untrodden, andsin the usual manner. I 
pot or hot-bed, transplant as soon as danger of | have always found those I stamped down hard, to 

|| frost has past. It is a tender plant and requires | be sound good sized onions, while those untrodden 
cure. would be half scullions or worth but little. 

} Vegetable Oysters—The roots are boiled like] But the best way to raise onions, is, te select 
carrots as a Wegetable dish; or after being par-| your ground in the fall and prepare it for a erop 
boiled, made into cakes with paste and fried like| by manuring and plowing it, thereby thoroughly 
oysters, which they closely resemble in fiavor.—| pulverising and mixing the soil and manure to- 

Cultivate in ull respects like the carrot. gether, then roll the land down hard and leave it 
Spinach—Sow immediately, remembering at till spring. As soon as the groumitl is fit to sow, 

the ground cannot be toa rich, and the stron; rake it over with an iron tooth rake—sow your 

. the soil-the more succulent will be the leaves, and | seed and rake it in; you will have nomore trouble 
of course the more delicate and tender. with them, unless it be to pull up a few weeds, till 
eee SSaSs>m ||
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= are fit to harvest. This method always | dissolved, then adé 26 galls. rain water, cooi, 

proves succe-sful with good seed. Try it. on stir well, and set it away until cold. 

Casraces—For a number of years I met with | Yours, E. Puruires. 

almost an entire failure, until I tried the plan of! Mineral Point, April Ist, 1852. 

raising my own seed. In the spring 1 set out cab- eT 

bage heads, (instead of the mere stumps as is usu- Bloody Milk. 

al,) when the sprouts come out through them Teut} I noticed in your paper of the Ist inst., an in- 

| off all but two or three sprouts, which I allow to | quiry for a penedy for ~ ploesy a it is not 
*, an uncommon disease, and is not difficult to reme- 

| 8° toesed, sed whee they Are see aed esc ao dy. My plan is as follows: Take three or four 
| before they fall out—keep them in a dry placetill pieces of the dried root of “ garget,” as it is com- 

spring. When it is time to sow, prepare your | monly called; pulverise it and mix with a quart 

| ground. Sow, rake in, and when of a suitable size | or two of bran or Indian meal, and give it to the 

| transplant them into hills about a foot apart ; with { cow. Ifshe has been used to messing, she will eat 
‘ : it readily. Administer the like mess to her every 

proper care you will not fail to have a good crop. | fourth or fifth day, till the symptoms disappear, 
D.Fanrer. | which will be the case in two weeks, or less» If 

Bradford, Wis. April 20, 1852. you cannot readily procure the root in a dry 

Spee state, dig up th green root and cut it into pieces 

j s about four or five inches in length, and with a 

For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | piece of thread confine it to the root. Cram it 

1 Corn Planter. into the cow’s mouth and hold her with her nose 

| A elevated till she chews and swallows it. In its 

| Mr. Eprrorn—I intend now to try to re-| green state it requires about double what would 

deem my promise concerning the Drill. Well, | be required when dry. It is an infallible cure 

Ihave spent several hours, endeavoring to for almost every Cee of the glands of either 

Hl . & + horned cattle or ho 
| represent or draw it, but I cannot do itto my "Tho caine remedy, tPeeasonably applied to’ hor- 
satisfaction ; therefore, I will endeavor to | ses which have been afflicted with what is com- 
make you understand it by words. monly called the horse-ail, having the glands about 

sj in di the throat tumefied in consequence of a want of 

| oo = light pea es suppuration, would save hundreds of horses year- 

ter; put them on to an iron axle an inch | y from that fatal disease called the glanders. I 
square, so that they will carry the axle around | have watched the favorable effects of that valua- 

| with them as they go forward, and not turn it | ble root upon the diseased glands of cows,oxen and 

| if they should want to turn backward, (as in horses, with the mene eranseahion, for more 

- | than half a century. Mr. Upham, your corres- 

[| rain the ends). In the center of this | pondent, is invited to try iv and give the results of 
axle put a solid wood wheel, 9 inches in di-| the remedy in your valuable paper. 

& ameter, with three pits [Cor. N. E. Farmer. 

made in it, like a sugar! Sarr ror Farm Stocx.—That salt is bene- 

scoop ; large enough to | ficial to domestic animals, seems to be univer- 
hold 4 —— of; corn, put | sally admitted. We have abundant eviderce 

a box over it to hold the | that it tends to preserve health and even re- 
seed with a slide, 3, to reg-| store it, when it has been impaired. Its ef 

ulate the seed ; now put/ fects upon the animal system are believed to 

a light frame to it with a/be uniform upon man and beast. What then 
coulter about 3 feet ahead | is the form in which we prefer it? With our 
of the wheels and she will| daily food. Why is it then equally grateful 
stand without any legs—j and beneficial, if administered daily to our 

The coulter I thought would be better than cattle? If at all times accessible they will 

the plow. Other little fixings must be put) never take it to excess ; at least we have nev- 

such as conductor for the seed to fall to the | er known them to do so. It should be placed 

ground in. in troughs or boxes under cover where the 

I send you the following recipe for manv- stock can have daily access to it. 

facturing a beautiful chemical soft soap. Itis}  Pecuzrarims or tHe Dzsert.—lt is cu- a 

as white as milk curd, and looks more like it | rious to observe the prevalence of the sandy 
than any thing else I can compare it to: color of the soil in the creatures that have to 

on soap 14 Ibs. exist upon it, Sandy-colored eagles devour 

soda, 3 Ibs. | sekdyeacleaa vipers and lizards which in their 
Fine rosin, 1 Jb. | turn prey on grasshoppers of the same com- 

Borax pulverised, 2 oz. lexion ; and partridges and sparrows, by 
Salt, common, 8 oz. Gone of their resemblance to a 

a. Turpentine, 4 oz. avoid the prying eyes of the falcons and hawks. 

in 5 gallons rain water and boil until Melly’: Khartoum and the Nile 
anette ge Sencar I mrs RAR a
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! Janesvil'e Woolen Factory. 

This building was erected in 1850, by Mr. F.| Commow Sense vexsus Nonsense —Dr. F. Tut | 
Wurrtaxer, of this place. It is a substantial | pill delivered an address the other day before the 
stone structure, four stories high, of sufficient ca-| Agricultural Society, of Suffolk county, N. Y, 
pacity for three sets of machinery. Two sets are and in the course of his remarks he touched up- 

now in operation, as heavy and well built as could | on “the false shame of labor,” in the following, 

be obtained ; designed to do all kinds of custom eas ae ‘ eons? 
work ; such as roll carding, cloths dressing, man- ee nee ey ene tn ere cieses tat 

= 5 aman, stout as Milo of old, has a load of wood 
ufacture of flannels, blanketing, tweeds, satinets, | brought tovhis door, and he really aches for the 
pigin cloths, cassimeres and broad-cloths of nearly | pleasure of handling it, yet must he hire a man to 
«il destriptions. The millin its present condi- {pitch it into the cellar, while he stands idly by, nor 

4 tion, is capable of working 50,000 lbs. of wool per |80 much as oes * ae of it, a pen of losing 
annum. Mr. Wuirraxer employs the best of eas- ice al mithsantacnken Oh aeeeeee Sao load 

' tern workmen, and turns out a fabric unsurpassed | of wood lying on the sidewalk, he may as we!l hang 
by any other establishment. He works wool upon pineal at once, as te fale anes 40 save a oe | 
shares for customers, exchanges cloths for wool, |/ar and saw it up himself; yet if the man has 

i bys wool, and sells cloths low, at wholesale or re- igncas sckal wenn a ithe Ges ee 
' tail. till dooms-day, and no one esteem him less a man 
i Here is presented an excellent chance for far- aoe a apa ee = eae a Seen ] 

3 et thei _ | horse, or leas im é stable when ne lone | 

i il oe fe ~ — manntectneed, 708) 0/9 Siete he is unpardonably vulgar. He would || 
change it for such cloths as they may want for do- | no sooner be caught carrying a trunk the length 
mestic use at fair prices. of a block to am omnibus, than stealing a body 

i ee eee are a from a graveyard; yet he will boast among his 
i Wuo Suatt Teacu Us eam: is both friendsof the aoniedas weight he coreiea ts the 

ascience and an art. All other Béiences are de-| gymnasium, having paid a fee of thirty dollars a 
pendent upon it. From it they spring, and live his; = Se eee ae ae tee i oe a 
and grow. Without it they could not exist. And ly jedicious, Aue ao hepa mie cae a 2 
yet among a people of twenty-five millions, and|live without exercise ? In short, labor that pro- 

i emmently an agricultural people, whose prosperi- | motes the ends of economy, is an abominable thing 
ty and future greatness depend upon their sucame —that which advertises their imbecility isa source || 
in this pursuit, there is not an institution exelu-|of pride. These soft-handed gentry may be our } sively devoted to agricultural knowledge. —]sons and brothers, but fancy they must at times 

! Which state shall lead this way. feel ashamed of our common father, old Adam, 
(Lou. Journal. | who farmed it in Paradise. } 

ee
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J. M. MAY’S PATENT DOUBLE 02 TRANSFORMAELE PLOW. | 
No. 1. | 

! 

-- l 4 | 

Engraving No. 1, represents this plow in | bolt fastens it to the plate post, placing it in an 
the proper form for breaking prairie with onc ' acuteangle relatively with the base of the land- | 

span of horses. The foundation of the plow | side,and when one end isdulled by use it is re- 

is made of boiler iron, making it very light ' versed and the other end is presented for use. | 

and cheap, yet strong, because an e’g wise | Each end of this coulter has about twice as 

strength of the plate is obtained. The steel much cutting edge as the’ common one ; or 
share is fastened by two bolts and the furrow four times the cutting edge of those in com- 
turned by means of rods of about 5-8 inch di- mon vse. ‘lhis great amount of eutting edge 
ameter. The coulter is unlike anything hith- | —the position of the coulter—the lessening 
erto made for that purpose. It is of a plate of friction by using properly adjusted rods to 
of steel about 24 inches wide ; $ or 2 inch in turn the furrow and the lightnesss of theplow 
thickness and about three feet long Theop- makes the draft exceedingly light, so that a 
posite edges of each end, for about one third span of horses often break from one-and-a half 

of its length, is brought to anedge. Avsing!e , fo two acres per day. 

— No. 2 
——— 

in i i 

Sty Seo a eae 
Engraving No. 2, shows the same plow| Another practical farmer after expressing || - 

with the rods, share wheel and coulter remoy- | his high admiration of these plows, says, that 

ed and a mould-board applied. This mould-| “the economy of buying two plows in one is 
board may be of any required size or form.— no small consideration. We can but express 
Tt requires but a few minutes to make the our satisfaction in finding, in the west, capital } 
change and is then ready for cross or stubble and skill employed so successfully in cheapen- | 

plowing. |ing and improving so indispensable an imple- 

These plows are certainly a great novelty, | ment as the plow. H 
and they are spoken of m the highest terms | Sere gone ere 
by those who have used them. Only about) £27 The good farmer wears russet clothes, 

one hundred of them have yet been made and but makes golden payments, having tin in his. 1 
they give the highest satisfaction. One intel- buttons, and silver in his pockets. In his 
a and practical farmer says: “I find these house he is bountiful, both to strangers and 
plows draw about one-fourth easier than any poor people. He seldom goes fur abroad, and | 
others I have used”—and adds “the two his credit stretches farther than his travel —_[ 
Pointed coulter is very perfect and I would eas ieee H 
use no other.” | &@ There are no gains without pains,
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to'the American Philosophical Society, and to ee although many of them are so minute as |} 
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, | scarcely to be visible to the naked eye. Some of } 
that this destructive insect may be transported | them puncture with their ovipositor, the eggs of H 
from place to place, and even from one country to| the noxious wheat insects above aliuded to, and #f 
another, in wheat straw, as well as in the wheat! place in them an egg of their own which soon | 
itself, The Cecidomyia culmicola has been con- | hatches, and the little internal egg-parasite there |} 
founded with the true Hessian fly, which it resem. | lives, feeds and grows, till it has completed its lar- |j 
bles in appearance, and perhaps equals in its de-| val and pupal stages, when it emerges a little |] 
structive ravages on the wheat crop. Under the| winged ichnenmon. Other species of ichneumon } 
impression that Miss Morris was describing the | ly their egg within the larva and pupa of the | 
Cecidomyia destructor, her facts were called in} Hessian fly and its allied wheat midges, where it |} 
question, and controversy ensued. The accuracy, | hatches, feeds and passes through its several trans- } 
however, of her observations have been triumph-| formations. Although these internal parasites do 
antly established ; and it is now conceded that the | not kill the larva while feeding on the adipose tis- } 
insect described by her is one which had escaped | sue contained in their bodies, yet they eventually } 
the notice of other entomologists. either deprive them of the power ef completing | 

The larva of ‘the joint-w rm dwells in the pa-| their final metamorphosis, or cause them to pass |] 
renchyma or substance of the sheath, near its junc- | through it in such an enfeebled condition as to be 1 
tion with the stalk; und can only be seen by cut-| incapable of perpetuating their kind. These im- | 
ting into the excrescence or blistered spot which | pediments to the multiplication of the noxious : 2 
constitutes its abode. Whether or not this insect | wheat insects must necesarily prevent their in- ze 
prevails to any extent in Pennsylvania I am una-| crease in a ratio equal to that of their ichneumon = 
ble to inform you. But in some parts of Virginia | foes. Consequently the latter will gain the ascen- }j 
the injury done to the wheat crop is sometimes | dency, and then the sudden disappearance of the 
very considerable. former is the natural and inevitable result. H 

The Angoumois moth and the Wolf are two in-| On seeing these ichneumon parasites in great }j 
sects of another erder (Lepidoptera) that eccasion-| numbers in wheat fields infested with different H 
ally in their larva state attack the growing wheat ; | species of Secidomia, many persons have very nat- j 
though their principal depredations are committed | urally attributed to them the destruction of their |] 
on the grain stored in garners. crop This conviction, they conceived,was corrob- |} 

Severai insects, belonging to the Coleopterous| orated by the fact that these ichneumons have been |} 
Order, also do incalculabie injury to stored up| seen to emerge from the eggs and pupa of the Hes- i 
grain. The most destructive of these is that| sian Fly and its allied wheat midges. But the re- } 
which has been pre-eminently termed “the wee-| marks already made will give you the true expla- | 
vil? (Calandra granaria,) one of the Rhynocopho- | nation of this adventitious occurrence. H 
ra. It is a minute insect, only one eighth of an Immense numbers of butterflies, moths, grass- || 
inch long. The female deposites a single egg in| hoppers, borers, plant-lice, and a great variety of | 
each grain, the interior of which is entirely con-| other insects injurious to vegetation, are, in this | 
sumed by the larva. way destroyed by these parasites. 

It has often been observed, that when the in-} Besides the ichneumons, certain other insects of i 
sects, just noticed, as attacking the wheat crop, | the Hymenopterous Order are alzo parastical. 
have increased to an aiarming extent, a diminu-| Nor are the insect parasites confined to the Hy- 
tion in their numbers suddenly and unexpectedly | menoptera. Some of the two-winged flies (Di 
takes place, causing the wheat fields on the ensu-| ter) possess the same habits; hatching and Feedl- 
ing year to be, in a great measure, exempt from| ing the bodies within the various kinds of cater- 
their depredations.* Several causes combine to| pillars until they are about to complete their final 
produce this happy and unanticipated result. To | metamorphosis. 
one of them—insect enemies—your attention will| The Predaceous Insects constitute another class 1 
now be directed. These enemies are the Ichneu-| that are exceedingly beneficial to the agriculturist. i 
mons—a tribe of insects, belonging to the Hymen- | Among these are many of the beetles, the sand- |] 
opterous Order, and embracing many genera and | wasps; the dragon-flies, the Earwig (Forficula i 
species. They are all parasites; and by checking | Auricularia) but more especially the Lion of the H 
the increase of herbivorous or plant-feeding in-| Aphides, (Chrysopa perla,) several varieties of the || 
sects, prove the great insect benefactors of our | Lady Bird (Concinella,) and some of theSyrphian. |} 
———_ The three last-mentioned predaceous insects while || 

*Since the above was written, I have received a| in the larva, and the Lady Bird even in its imago | 
copy of the Transactions of 1850 of the N.Y.State | state, prey exclusively on the different species of |] 
Agricultural Society, 108 pages of which are oc-| plant-lice In conjunction with one or two minute |} 
cupied with an able report of an Agricultural Sur- | varieties of ichneumon, they are the natural ene- 
vey of the county of Seneca, taken under the di-| mies of the Aphis; and where they abound, prove H 
rection of the State Society, by John Delafield, | amply sufficient to secure vegetation against its ! 
Esq. From this report we make the following ex-| exhausting ravages, notwithstanding the extraor- |] 
tract: “In the year 1840, the wheat crops of Ju-| dinary rapidity with which it multiplies. } 
nius, Tyre, Waterloo, Seneca Falls and Fayette, The Aphis or plant-louse is probably the most |} 
exhibited the effect of the wheat fly’s presence, | prolific of all insects. A single female, in the |} 
they destroyed nearly one-fifth of the crops of| fifth generation, may have a progeny of five thou- | 
these towns. In 1850 the evil was abated, and but | sand millions; and sometimes thereare fifteen or | 
Tittle loss experienced ; this immunity was unex-| twenty generations in ayear. A most remarkable |} 
pected, and it is worthy of enquiry by entomolo-| fact in relation to the propagation of the plant- 
gists, how far the climate, season and condition of’ louse, is the sufficiency of one copulation to cause || 
the crops may have presented obstacles to the ea-| the female descendants of every subsequent brood, } 
sy deposit of the egg, or what other cause so sud-| for a twelve-month, to continue the re-prodaction |} 
denly and effectually checked the increase of the | of the species. In the autumn, the sexes pair, and |] 
wheat fly.” the female lays her eggs; after which the races for |} 

a 

+.
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i the time becomes extinct. In the spring the eggs | tion—the duration of their larva, pupal and imago 
Het are hatehed, and the , oung are all fumiles am! | periods—and their habits. We should know the 

wing ess. They very soon arriveat maturity. anil | size, form, color, and usnal number of their eggs— | 
continue to re-prodace their kind, not by liying | the season ef the year when laid—their usual lo- | 

m eggs, but hy bringing forth their offspring alive. | culi'y-and arrangement, as well as the length of | 
i Generation thus sneceeds eneration, without the | time required fur Hatching. Finally, we should | 

f agency or even existence of 2 solitary male until | know their natural enemies, especially those be- | 
autumn; when a brood is hatchel containing | longing to the insect class. 
winged individuals of both sexes; and theu the ae 
anomalous mode of perpe‘uating the species, just For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. 
alluded to, terminates for the season. Smut in Wheat. 

i The fecundity of many other insects is alsotru- Sr 
ly wonderful. The Queen Bee lays forty or fitty | Mare Mitte: 

; thousand eggs in a year; the Aut between four| Dear Sir—An extract from the Genesee Farmer 
: and five thousand; the Silk-worm four or five | heided “A Cure for Smut in Wheat,” induces me 

i pence ee Wee Jann Speen and some | to endeavour to give to the readers of the Farmer 

| Bae these 1 ttion. urd generation, Mmcrease |. few words on the same subject. There is no 

‘ When we contemplate the immense number of | doubt but that smut in wheat has been caused 
f species of insects, the countless individuals em-| originally, during unfavorable weather by au im- 

see aed, and gen eae pores of re-| perfect tillage of the soil; but that it is a weak 
' uction, we cinnot wonder at their being ever; as x : sf 

where soabundant, and at times so operative o ae eee see ees 2 (aire 
controlling our destiny. The earth, the air, the has caused immediate death, while to others it has 

: water, teem with innumerable tribes. The food | left but a sickly life; imparting to their plants dis- 
on which ad subsist, the clothes we wear, ourm:n-| ease. Smut irfectel seel, gives smat on every 

4 sions, our furniture our books, all the productions | ..- . % 

of the vegetable kingdom, in fine every form of or- ot cits had ee es quality cS 
f ganic matter however diminutive or however co- | 50i! and its state of culture. But while sound 

jossal, are subject to their depredations. And | healthy grain may retain its germinating and re- 
* wee jediedually so ay ge apasnibeant, col- | generating power through a long series of years | 

i lectively they are capable of accomplishing re- ; : Z x 
HA| ff sults of vast moment for good and for evil. Such | ‘20 Stains badly infected with smut will locee 
ie! indeed is their wonderful voracity and procreative | their germinating power within one year. Where- 

} powers, that without the intervention of counter-| fore, [ would tuke the liberty of recommending 

Seeing Snrnences, vegetation would be utterly de- | well-preserved, one year old seed wheat, whereby 
stroyed. a 

i in the construction of the Universe, the Divine fuxmers MU EGS be eee cme toe oe me omy 
Architect, whose creative conceptions and consu-| Preparing the seed, but also that of threshing for 
mate arrangements display the per‘ection of wis- | seed, during a busy season, and consequently be 

# dom, formed it a harmonious whole, amply provi-| abled todrag in their wheat earlier than otherwise. 
i ded with well regulated checks and balances, So] phen let the soil be well and deeply tilled, 20 as 
+H long as these adjusting powers were not disturbed : . . 

by extraneous forces interposed by human xgen- | afford sufficient moisture to the roots during a 
cy, an inordinate increase of noxious insects was dry season, should it occur; and we shall not find 

i restrained, chiefly by the physical operation of the | much smut in our wheat, but raise a plant whose 

b} elements, and by theinstinct and natural propetsi-| tength and soundness must enable it better to +e ties of certain insectivorous animals Among the | *"¢?3 : 
tf latter may be enumerated many of the smaller | Withstand the unfavourable influences of the wea- 

a quadrupeds.* reptiles,t insectivorous birds.f bats,|ther, and also in a degree check the attack of 
ny our domestic poultry and the parasitic and pred.-| rust. 

ceous insects to which we have already alluded.— tee 
i The harmony of creation however, has been inter- 2 Sena) ects eee eee ae 

i rupted by the wanton destruction of birds snd but who was considered one of the best practical 
1a reptiles, and by the intervention of other causes. | farmers in Saxony, about fifteen years ago, in a 

i In consequence of this derangement in the econo-| description given of his method of farming in re- 
A my of nature. the insect-vegetuble-feeders have| 5114 to wheat, expressed himself to the effect, that 

{ become more abundant, and necessarily more de- | © 5 . 
te structive. old seed, together with a carefully and deep tilled 

To counteract the increase of noxious insects, it | $°i!, operate exceedingly against the growth of 

" is necessary that artificial appliances should be] smut. 
i | called into requisition. But to employ them suc-| According to the above theory I sowed early last 

‘ cessfully, the insects that produce such wide-| autumn, twelve acres, with one year old smut in- 
4 spread devastation should be known to us, not only h ich has thus f 
i in their perfect form; but in every stage of their | fected wheat, which has thus fara very good ap- 

fF being We should know on what food they sub- | pearance, and the final result of which I may com- 

th sist, whether they take it by suction or muastica-|municate to your readers, should you think it 
i —— se 
1 *Mice, Moles Squirrels, the Hedge-hog, &c. worthy a place in the oleae is your Farmer. 

i #Snakes, Lizards, Frogs and Toads. N. H. Jancensen, P. M. 
bit tWoodpecker, Martin, Swallow, Night-hawk,| Bothelle, Fond du Lac Co.. Feb. 2, 1852. 

; Whippoorwill, Crow, Blackbird, Robin, Wren, PEE a cata Salar” BPN 
| &e. * : i . : *| gar A fat kitchen makes a lean will. 
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Berkshire Hog. _ 

Best Breeds of Swine. j With fine points and great growth. Such a breed 
a 3 | can be made fat at any age, and invariably matures 

Col. Jaques, who some y -ars ago superintended | quick. But recollect they must have fixe points ; 
the Ten Hill farm, near Boston, and who experi- by this I mean fine or small heads, ears, legs, feet 
mented extensively in the various departments of| und tail, a wide deep chest, and a round full body, 
agriculture, used to say that you might as well| like a barrel. These constitute what are techni. talk of a breed of juga, as of a breed of hogs— cally called fine points. None of your big heads, This, as interpreted by the Maine Farmer, is large lop ear:, coarse bristles and hair, long legs, equivalent to the fact that unless great care is ta-| great feet, and dubby, thin, slab-sided bodies, after | Ken, it is extremely difficult to kee» up the dis-| the alligator or landpike order. Of the large : | tinctive characteristics of any breed, long enough | breeds, { prefer the Lincoln. | to fix them so permanently as in other kinds of] dn order to get pigs to weigh well, they must 
stock. The following remarks aud suggestions by| come early. February in the southern, March the editor of that p per are as applicable to this! jn the middle, and in April in the most northern region as to any other. states, are the best months to drop pigs. Feed “Our farmers have generally been anxious to| them from the s‘art, all they will eat, ard they 

| obtain good breeds of hogs, but they have not re-/ will be realy to kill from October to January; and 
tained them long, and hence the frequent enquiry | thus you dispense with wintering any,except those “where shall we find a good breed of hogs?” Que| reserved for breeding. reason why we do not retain these breeds longer} For hams, pirticularly, and sometimes for ba- is this: The breeders are all slaughtered young—) con, expecially for the English market, lean ten- But few farmers keep a hog, male or female, over} der meat is most desirable. A particular breed, 
eighteen months or two years. At that age they| like the Berkshire, is best adapted for this par- are fattened and slaughtered—-and sone of the) pose; and these may be kept from a year to eight- 
young piglings saved to propagute the breed.—-| een months oll before fully fattened. When it is These in their turn are slaughtered wh-n a year] desired to fine an | improve swine of coarse points, and a half old, and some of their progeny saved to} it is best to use the Suffolk for a cross upon them ; go the same rounds, In this way an extensive! but these of themselves are too small, and not of 
close breeding in and in, is followed. 1s it any} sufficient growth to suit the general purposes of wonder that, in a few years, the farmer complains | the farmer. They do very well for those who wish “my breed of pigs hus run out!” Any breed of} fine delicate pork for their own family use, any animal would “run ow” by this mode of man- A. b ALLEN. 
agement. The Bedfords, the Mackays, the New- ane 
bury Whites or Byfields, the Berkshires, the Tus- ze < cereal Hampshires, have all had their tarns| _ * @00D Prow.—At the Hampshire County 
ameng us—all been treated in this manner, and all| Fair, held at Northampton, a feat never before run out, tapered off, and * vamosed.? : 7 ~ s 

The ‘Suffolk breed are now introduced on some performed ” plowing, sas accomplished with 
farms. They somewhat resemble the Byfields. | one of Ruggles, Nourse & Masons stubble and may be # good sort if you have a warm sty,| plows. “The contestant started his horses at 
as they are not so well covered with hair or bris- = tles as some breeds. But they are a doomed breed, | One side of the field, he set the plow, and then 
if the usual course is to be adopted in regard to| let it run by itself to the end of the lot, a dis- 
them. In afew years you will hear those who now = - r hy have the.n, complaining that they have “sun ow.” | tance of 35 rods. Then it was just touched 
Tar Bust Breen oF Swive rox Tar Farwer— | SUflicient to guide it round to the next fur 

1 am perfectly satisfied from long experience, and | row, when it set étse/f and went through with- 
‘ave publicly advocated it for upwards of ten . se ~ ms Years, that the best and most profitable swine for | Ut . hand being touched to it This isa 

the farmer, is that breed which wili nearly mature | quality which has long been desired, and it is 
at eight or twelve months old, and then weigh . i we well fated and dressed from 250 to 350 pounds— | anifest that the plow can do its work well, A vig that has to be wintered and kept till sixteen | Without being held, has little need of any oth- 
months old before fully fatted, rarely pays for it- ‘ 

self at the ordinary price of pork ; and the aver-| °" eee ee age weight of these, in the United States, even u' . a ‘ 
& year and a half old, I do not believe exceeds 35¢ = PAS OTE Jarge farm is no ora, pounds. for teapots, tillage. What he cannot im- 
Now, what the farmers want 1s a large breed| prove, he need not undertake to cultivate. 
e=S=s=sa=a_—aqqqqq ee
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Doctor, hogs—seed down with hogs—nothing but year eight quarts, these vines having had no 

hogs.” ee labor bestowed on them since setting out— 
Cultivation among trees, when large, or the | Phe same year, 1849, I tried a piece of bog- 

cultivation of them, while small, should be the | meadow, from which I took off the turf and 

same that you give your best worked “hoed crops” | then set the vines, which were of an extra 

—corn is one of the best things for planting among | kind, and they have not done any better than 

trees, on a large scale—though nearly all garden / those on the upland ; but the fruit this year 
vegetables, potatoes, vines. roots, peas, beans, &c.,| has been destroyed by frost. The day before 
will do, on occasion. But as soon as the fruit be-| the frost occurred, I took up some vines and 

gins to pay, you should take no other crop from| set them on the upland where they produced 
the land. Plowing it, therefore, every spring, to| a few cranberries. I prefer upland to mead- 
a good depth, even though, a root should, nowand | ow for the cultivation of the cranberry, for 
then, be cut; and then cultivating with a single} the following reasons: 
horse and light harrow or cultivator, The hor- . e 

ticultural plow of Professor Wilkinson, (of Mount li i“ tie geaiae bee one ae 

Airy, Penn..) may save the trees from an occasion-| Tye freedom a frosts and trom being flood- 

al wound, but we prefer, in the absence of such| oq with water insuring a regular crop, and 

a plow—not to drive near the trees, as it dees not they can be cultivated in any situation ‘which 

take long to work out the balks by hand, as you! is desirable, being gathered with greater con- 

must, of necessity, dig over the ground, near the| venience. On meadow, in very wet seasons, 

tree, in that manner. the expense of gathering is near the value of 
One word about managing trees girdled by mice| the crop. They will grow on any kind of 

and I have done for to-day. Scions of proper size) jand, as well on poor as rich. The best time 

may be nicely fitted, at top and bottom, to the | for setting the vines is in April or May. I 

sound bark, or if too late to cut scions, we have; | have half an acre prepared for setting in the 

(as soon as the bark would peel,) taken off strips spring, and have selected the plants from a 

from large branches, and fitted them in place— bog-meadow which bears cranberries of good 

first cleaning'the surface to be covered—and then, | size and quality ; I shall strike out the ground 
as in the first case, binding all close with stout in furrows four feet apart each way, then set 

ligatures of bass, or shreds of cloth, or woolen| the vines without manure. A friend of mine, 

twine, and covering the work with plenty of graft-) in the vear 1849, set a few bunches of vines 

ing clay, and then drawing up a broad mound of| in a light soil, with a subsoil of gravel and 

good rich and mellow soil. The first process is sand, and they have done well, this year bear- 

best, however, if neatly executed. If your tree is| ing cranberries of as large size as I ever saw 
a large one, and completely girdled, you should and very full. I have been informed of a 

shorten in the top, very severely. When but| gentleman residing near, who owned a lot of 

slightly injured, mounding up, so as to cover the meadow and uplaad 3 on the upland there 

wound, will save it: was a gravelly knoll which he removed to the 

Northfield, I11., April 7th. meadow, and when he had taken off all the 

OE elevation, he set out some eranberry vines in 

Cranberry Culture. the gravel and sand, which flourished remark- 

‘A correspondent of the Boston Cultivator, aye 
Joseph Orcutt of South Weymouth, Mass. 2 

furnishes the following as his ena oo a ae ee 
perience relative to the culture of cranber- county, but in no other that we know of, 
ries : some of the best farmers sow their timothy as 

“T own about an aere of meadow, covered | they would acrop of grain, They prepare 
with cranberry vines ; last year I gathered| the ground thoroughly, by plowing, harrow- 
twenty bushels, this year none, owing to a| ing and rolling, till it is well tilled and smooth. 

frost in June which destroyed the blossoms. The seed is then sown early in Septemberand 

In the year 1849, I set out forty bunches of brushed in, They put on about a peck to the 
vines on a high bluff of ground, elevated about | 8¢re- The results are very striking. They 

forty feet. from a piece of interval near by,| have a crop of hay the next haying” i she 
and on which I have apple and quince trees kind they sow, and no mixture of native grass 

wing luxuriantly. The soil in which I set|—it is free of weeds, and the meadow will 
. vines was very thin and poor. the amount endure about twice as long before it must. be 

of ground occupied by the vines being about broken up. Thus the increased labor and ex- 
‘one tod. The first year these vines produced | Pense 15 returned many times over. e 

‘one.quart, the second year four quarts, third een cate 

ae
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it Isabella Grape. | 

if This very popular grape, a native of Sout] | he apple for winter use, retaining its flavor | 

i Carolina, was brought to the north in 1818 | ind freshness ina good degree through the | 
St by Mrs. Isabella Gibbs, in honor of whom i | vinter and spring if properly managed. Its 

i was named. Its great vigor, hardiness, anc | berries are of a large size round or slightly | 

productiveness, with the least possible care, in| oval, skin thick, dark purple, branches medi- | 
high latitudes, have caused it to be widely |um size, rather loose on the stem. I 

disseminated. No garden should be without| In the spring of 1846 we procured an Isa- | 
i it. Its flavor is slightly musky, but pleases|bella vine of a neighbor, who considered it to 

all. palates, and is eagerly sought when in| be worthless; it never having borne any fruit, | 

i season. It can also be-as easily preserved a: |athongh it had been planted several years.— 
rt eweweaeaooaeoyqea=>$qQooooaeaee eee ——ywwwwwym™== 
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It grew on the south side of a tight board | tings to some extent, though we would not 

fence and had been partially trained against | risk many. When but few vines are cultiva- 

the fence. After burying a long arm horizon- | ted it is true economy to dig a trench two feet 
tally on each side of the root, we had the re-| wide and two feet deep, running north and 

maining branches closely pruned, leaving only south ; sloping to the south if possible and fill 

three to train up, and those were cut off to’ in first small stones, brick-bats, pieces of old 
within about 4 feet of the ground. We eree- | mer.ar, old shoes or leather cuttings, broken 
ted an arbor 14 feet long, 10 feet high and 8 | earthen, and especially whole bones of vari- 

feet wide, and on the south side of it, fastened | °US Sizes, woolen rags, &e., to the depth of 1 
up the branches with narrow strips of woolen | foot. Then cover with fine rich loose earth, 

cloth and common tacks. As new shoots with which is mixed a quantity of stable ma- 

came out, they were nailed up as nearly hori-|2¥re- Having thus prepared your soil, set 
zontally as possible with cloth and tacks—| t roots,or plant cuttings and keep theground 
The soil was treated with a few shovels fu'l of ist with soap-suds, or some liquid manure 
stable manure at the time of pruning, and af-| that will act directly upon the roots. If cut- 
ter that, the soap suds and dish-water slop tings are set out, about a pint of soap-suds or 
from the kitchen, were thrown around the| ther enriching liquid should te applied daily | 
roots through the summer and autumn—aver- in dry weather, until the roots have started, 

aging three puils-ful daily. The result was aj ¢lse the plant may fail to grow for want of 
very strong vigorous growth, the vines thick-| P’’Per nourishment. After the vires are well 

ly covering one side, the top and nearly one-| *tarted, caution should be used in applying 
half the opposite side of the arbor that year.| ™Anures, as there is danger of producing so 
It produced three bunches of fruit the tirst} tank a growth of leaves and wood as to injure 
year, but the next year we gathered about a| the fruitfulness of the vine, besides deteriora- 

bushel of fine large clusters and the growth of} ting the quality of the fruit. 
vine was vigorous. The third season it pro ES peru wis tose Vee 

duced more than two bushels of luscious fruit.| Ma Eprror—This is a busy season with us 
We continued $lte application of kitchen slops | »urserymen, for which reason I »m unable to com- 
and soap suds four the week’s wash during municate much ona subject which is of primary 

each season, but no other manure after the ial epee en a a — hoppy is bese =e 
to add. is exciting increased interest among the 

first dressing froin the stable. farming community in this region. I refer to the 
Having seen many barren vines and heard | planting ant management of orchards in the North 

much complaintof thedifficulty of raising grapes | West ! 

we commenced our experiment with little faith | | Nowhere do apple trees bear with more rega- 

iain bth oil ao 2 Jon 0! 3 - 

with eee treatment the ape aay, be more tude, as the past ols tee eseciictie with those 

easily cultivated and a fair crop as surely cal- who bave trees large enough, has abundantly dem- 
culated upon, as any other fruit or garden veg-| onstrated. The writer is acquainted with trees 
etable whatever. Indee4, a few hours’ labor| which have now borne their fifth annual crop of 
each season, in pruning and fastening up the | apples, (one of which is on his own grounds) all of 

vines is all the labor that is necessary after the which were full crops, except the last, which was 
AS eile Can about a half crop. 

Vine is well planted, unless the earth is inclined It is worthy of remark, that while in northern 
to bake down. In that case a three-pronged | ty inojs and Wisconsin the apple crop of the last 
fork should be used for stirring the surface| season w.s quite respectable, in central Ilinois, 
about the roots to the depth of two inches, | Indiana and Ohio almost an enti ¢ failure was re- 

and if grass and weeds appear they should be| ized. : ae 
pulled immediately, so that the roots may| From quite extensive observations: in the wee 

havo full banc of solar light and heat. sinee the first settlement of Wisconsin, the writer 
,. | is well convinced that while apple trees will grow 

The present season is 80 backward that it} more rapidly and produce in a greater number of 
may yet be safe to plant out roots and cut-| instances large and highly colored specimens of 
—_ eee
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fruit below 414° degrees of latitude—that north SSS ss 

of that line the young crops will be much less lia- eae | 
ble to suffer from spring frosts, and that winter i 0 =. | | 

and long keeping varieties, will keep better in| ) 00 SL LF 90 | 

the more northern portions of the great west. i as a H 

Doubtless before this reaches the eyes of your eS | 
readers spring planting wil! be over—which fact cx J fi] | 

would render anything I might wish to say of the ——__ | 

selection of varieties and transplanting into orch- Mi SS aS i 

ards out of order at this time. Presuming then = a \ 

that the selections have been made and the trees eT | | 
planted in places where the subsoil has been bro- EE | ES Z| | 

ken or removed to the depth of 20 inches and the ini d i 

work finished by a loose tup dressing of rich soil, | | } i | 

I will proceed to give some suggestions which may | |} / : | 

be of service to those who are not acquainted with | HF Ks | 

the best modes of operating with the young trees, | 

to bring them into a profitable bearing state in the Hartiolasl Tost Chae | 
shortest possible time with the least possible loss ane i 

of trees. This is a small, portable chest, containing | 

In the first place do not think of sowing oats, |a useful collection of tools, such as are gener- | 

wheat, grass or any other close growing crop |ally used in managing trees, shrubs and plants | 
among the trees. Corn, potatoes, vines, or some |of any description. These articles are very | 
other hoed crop should be planted giving each tree | convenient, and always at hand, when kept in | 
a space of 8 feet square by itself. About the first |a compact form, and neatly arranged in a chest, i} 

of June or so soon as the ground is somewhat | which is so light that it can be easily carried | 
warm, cool the space left for the tree with straw |in the hand from one part of the garden to | 

or other litter to the depth of three inches and | another, by the handle at the top. Such ar- | 

keep it there replenishing as occasion may require | rangement greatly facilitates labor, and aids | 

during the first half of summer. in ¢xecuting various operations In the neatest | 

If the newly set trees do not start in timesprin- | 45 Well as the most expeditious manner. This 

kle water twice each day upon the tops; don’t chest contains a pruning saw, pruning chisel, 1 

pour any upon the ground. the roots are wet weeding hoe, garden rake, t@escraper, scuffle | 
enough. Ifyou can induce the leaves to put out, | hoe, and hook, all of whichgare fitted to one | 

the roots will grow afterwards, not before. Small handle, which may be screwed together or} 
quantities of leached ashes or lime, or even old unscrewed, as required, packed into the chest, | 

bones wee aes Aske! aos the — and locked up. It also contains twig cutter, | 
or mulching will do the trees no harm, and will | vine scissors, flower gatherers, grafting ham- | 
help to keep the straw in its place. Trees are . | 

fon of boas and will thrive upon those which a Bes strawberry fork, transplanting trowel, | 

dog would reject. The trunks should receive a weeding trowel, garden rule and line, grass | 
scrubbing in May with strong soap suds, which | shears, sliding pruning shears, pruning knife, 
will destroy the eggs of insects, and render the | and budding knives. LN. E. Farmer. 
bark soft and yielding to the presence of thenew- — = pmminionsionisasas 

ly forming wood, which prevents bark blight. Orchards. and Fruit 
TAs the careful cultivator would hesitate to spade Apples it. | 
deep around his newly set tree and sever its new-} “David, [am going to quit the nursery busi- | 
ly formed roots ; so he should see that none of the | ness. _In twenty-one years fruit will be a drug in | 
numerous insect leaf eaters are allowed to feed | New York city. Why, every body is setting out | 
upon its foliage—for this purpose visit each tree |orchards, Just look around this neighborhood ; | 
each morning, or twice a week at least, jarring off | there is Deacon Jones has just set out 500. trees, | 
with the hand and dispatching all such intruders. | Tom Smith, 400 and his brother Jim will have 
Watch for the aphis (queen lice) as soon as any of | 1000 next spring, and so on at that rate all over 

them are visible crush all between the thumb and | the country—grafted fruit, too, noneofit for cider 
fingers, although some of the foliage should saffer | Now what do you suppose is to become of all these 
with them they must be kept down if possible on |apples? I tell you what it is, David, we must 
young trees; they are not apt to trouble well- | wind up the nursery business or we shall break 
grown trees, after they have stood in the orchard | flat. Everybody isgoing crazy about fruit. -Eve- 
three or four years. But enough has been said | rybody will grow it, but nobody buyit, a few years 
for the time being. If my time permits, I may, | hence.” 
with your consent, give your readers some further | This prognostication was made more thantwen- 

off-hand suggestions upon the culture of theapple | ty years ago, by a sensible man engaged in propa- 
and other fruits in Wisconsin. gating choice fruits, for a central New York: 

. ‘ s J.C. Brayton. |and no doubt the speaker honestly believed the 
Aztalan, April 14, 1852. days of the nurserymen were well nigh numbered. 
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Brother David, however, was of a different opin- Lice on Aj Trees. 

jon. “He did not believe it so easy to overstock Senile 

the market with such fruitas no other than Amer-| A friend from Pittston has sent to our office a 

ican soil and climate can produce. He did not | branch of an apple tree all encrasted over with 

believe ere twenty years’ time would elapse, every- little greenish scales that look like minute mus- 

body would have an orchard, the products of which | cle shells. 

would be so unsalable, and the business so unprof-| They are not- uncommon to young apple trees, 

itable, the owner could have no desire to plant! but area serious trouble, and very injurious to 

more or better, or newer varieties of trees ; conse- |their growth. They are formed by a little fly. 
quently he urged that the business should be per- | which loys an egg or two on the branch and then 

| severingly continued, until the dawning of the | covers them over by this scale which protects them 

evil day was more visible in the horizon. | from the weather Here they lie until hatched 

What has been the result? A sale of 40,000 | by the warmth of spring, when the worm perfo- 

apple trees, and 7,000 of other fruits, during the | nates aon and ercepsout. If examined by a glass 

planting season of the last year, and the prospect | of moderately magnifying power, they can be clear- 

for the next equally good. The very men who ly seen. 
: 

had planted 500 have increased to 1,000, and some | foe method to prevent and destroy these, is 
of them have doubled that ten fold; and yet, the to make a lather of whale oil soap, or if that can- 

market is now better than it ever was before, for | Bot be obiined, common, BORE, sop Of <n Mipclee 
all the choice varieties of the product of orchard. will do. Take it in the hand and rub it on. Itis 

vineyard, or garden, The market is not yet very | said a ee of quassia wood steeped in water, will 

glutted, nor can it be while millions of mouths | destroy them. A lye made ofa pound of potash 

continually water for the luscious fruits which | two gallons of water, and applied with a swab, is 

contrast so advantageously with the sour crabs, | Smetmes used—or a lye made of common wood 
“five to a pint,” which filled our market twenty ashes not very strong, may be applied in the spring 

or thirty years ago. The market cannot be glut- before the leaves s‘art. [Maine Farmer. 

ted with such fruit as Newton pippirs, Roxbury ————— 

rassets, Rhode Island greenings, Baldwins, Belle- The Orchard Caterpiller- 

flower,Swaar,Dominie, and a great variety of oth- — 

er excellent winter keeping apples ; while the lux- BY LEVI BARTLETT, ESQ. 

u y-loving mouths of old England are within two — 

weeks, (we have done counting by miles,) of the| In the Farmer of the 14th instant, I notice an 

fruit bearing hills of New England. Nay, not | article on the orchard caterpillar, by H. of Bed- 

only New England and New York, but the ever | ford. His history of the spring caterpillars which 

bearing trees of the rich plains of that once far | feed upon the apple und cherry tree—or rather 

away western wild, known in our boynood as New | upon the leaves of those trees—is quite correct. 

Connecticut. But still, the market is not glutted, | They are a very different insect from the summer, 

nor will it be, though all Ohio. Michigan, Indiana, | or weh eaterpillars, chat have become so abundant 

{Mlinois, and Wisconsin shall pour in their golden | within a few years past. The elm, ash, cherry, 

treisures of golden pippins from their unbounded | and many other kinds of trees, besides the apple, 

plains of the richest fruit-hearing land the world | were disfigured by their large webs the past sea- 

ever saw, While that same world full of people pos-| son. The eggs from which the spring or early 

sess the taste they now do for choice delicious | caterpillars are hatched, are deposited by a miller 

fruits. or moth “transformed from thecaterpiller” The 

The demand in Europe is increasing, and will | eggs are placed aroand the limbs and twigs, form- 

continue to do so with everv shipment, and thein-| ing a kind of ring or bracelet; this ring consists 

creased consumption in this country is in exact of three cr four hundred eggs, in the form of short 

ratio with the improvement of quality; especially, | cylinders, standing on their ends, close together, 

since it has become a well settled fact that the use | and covered with a thick coat of brown varnish. | 

of fruit promotes the health of all who are its| They remain in a dormant state from the time 

greatest consumers. they are deposited by the winged moth in July or 

The business of buying and selling apples in the | August, till about the time of the unfolding of the 

New York market, has now become agreat branch | *pple and cherry leaf in the latter part of Aprilor 

of the mereantile pursuits of this great city. Men | hezinning of May. They continue in the cater- 
of large capital are engaged in the business with | pillar state about seven weeks. Their habits, rav- 

extensive ramifications through the country, so| "2° and the unsightly appearance of their a 

that a farmer within reach of the city by water | *T° °° <a understood. that nothing ——— 

or railroad, who has an orchard of a thousand need be said upon these points. _Many ofthe eggs 

choice trees, is as well known to the fruit merchant | ©? be removed from the lower limbs of the trees 

here, as in his own immed.ate neighborhood : and by searching for them in the winter or early 

his crops of apples are often engaged before half | Pring. Those that escape and hatch out should 

grown, So far as our cbservation extends, the be destroyed soon as the nests are seen. | For this 

ciiture of fruit is the most profitable of any branch | Purpose a spiral brush is the most effective instru- 

of American agriculture, upon the capital and Ia- | ment T have ever used for ridding my trees of 

bor invested. these “useless ——- A a head cr 

i i i a pole answers as a substitute for the brash; its 

ee ee belies a8 ave nineties be week surface readily winds the silky nests with 
0 ground—plant trees | ; ihe exashed. 

Don’t be afraid of overstucking the market with | '* occupants, and they are easily or E 

any kind of fruit, except such as your fathers used | Going over an orchard two or three times in this 

to grow, and some of you still perpetuate ; because | W2y with the brush, will rid it of thespring cater- 

the refined and improved tastes of the world de-| pillir. The summer or web caterpillars, are 

mand, and will have, if it is procurable, the best | hatched from eggs layed ty the parent moth, (a 

that can be grown. [Oswego Jour. | winged insect,) in a cluster wpon a leaf near the 

oe
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extremity of a limb. They are hatched from the | digestion, and is therefore in high repute as a 
last of June till the middle of August, some broods | table condiment as it is supposed by some ty 
being earlier, and others later. ‘The young cater+ | prevent scurvy. 
pillars immediately begin to provide a shelter for “rcial Doi Te ; eee ee cetties' ins nett aie ar tae jor! _ Ina commercial point of view it is fest ris 
with a web, which is the result of the united 11-| ing into importance : hundreds of acres are 
bors of the whole brood. As they increase in size, ; now cultivated for exportation. The root is x : 
oe the web. aa chey goon aborsie- | suffered to grow for two or three years, and 

ing the size of the web, and devouring on'y the |; ift ickle ¥ 
upp’r skin ani pulpy portion of the leat, leaving | a _ a. oh _ A pomeer — vd the veins and lower skin of the leat untouched — | eee ee Be ae per ee ane for 
Toward the end of August and during the month | ¢Xportation, and in this form large amounts 
of September. they leave the trees and dixperse, | are sold for ship’s use, and for the West Indi- 
wandering about till they find suitable places for | es, South America and other markets. 
shelter aad conceniment. dlere they wiud their | [Workin Farmer. 
cocoons and remain through the winter In the| ns et RIN - 
months of Juneand July they are transformed in- = 7° <ING.—! 

to moths. These moths are white and without Carnors Fon FaTTEnInG. Professor Mapes 
spots; their fore thighs are tawny yellow, their | SAYS? As to comparative value for fattening 
feet blickish, Their wings expind about oneand | cattle, the carrot is to be preferred to all other 
a quarter sn the only time we can auene to | roots, for, in addition to its high nutritive 
exterminate these destructive insects with any jes, i ins lar ;; é prospect of success is when hy ae’ yonnn ae | PUpeTties it contains large portions of pect 
first beginning to form their webs on the trees.| 0°07”. RAnene PoMcte| pemunmang the 
So soon, then, as the webs appear on the extremi- | fluids in the stomach, thus rendering the con- 
ties of the tranches, they should he cut or stripped | tents more readily available and more easily 
eae meee oe ate e ne digestible; this crop is easily kept during the 

* 5 he and ma elon < is 
sects, deposit their eggs upon theunderside of the | ™ unter, and : preferred by cattle to all other leaf, similar to the parent of the caterpillar above | ™9ts. Of the sort known as Belgian Carrots, described. {Granite Farmer. | nine = bushels inay be easily raised per ——e in acre, and they will be found to take the place Parenips ror Swive.—ln the Isle of Guernse: Ea rt fk 
the raising of parsnips for swine is a haa! of oats in part for the use of the horse. panel = farming. - The root is xlmost exclusive-| A Goon Exampte ror Mitwavger.—A 
ly used for pork making. A gentleman who once | beautiful idea i 
resided there, noticing the peculiarly fine flavor of Means a ey =z Set o the pork, inquired the reason of it and was in-| (sociation. The East Boston people have formed thar it was owing to the hogs being fat-| tly formed one, the object being to encour- 
tened on raw parsnips. The pork, he says, was | age the planting and cultivation of trees in the 
Leautifully white, sweet, juicy and firm. public streets. Each member pays one dollar a - 

A correspondent of the New England Farmer | * *°*" SS ann 
says: : Vatu OF THE ARTICHOKE AS AN AGRI- One writer recommends to keep the potato plant ‘ a oat from the warm south wind. I thal As is ores Eas Propucr.—Reeent investigations of in his views on the subject, and while I would | uhis common root show that 100 parts by eee irom the aa south wind, I would | weight of the tubers contain 23.96 of alimen- ave them freely exposed to tie cuol breezes of | tary substan ing ri in ni the north. In 1850 I had a potato patch so situa- | fer tand cece a a an aRenos, 
ted that a small grove almost entirely prevented | 1 ee 1 meters jand. 1: phos: 

: the north and northeast wind from reaching it. | P hates than potatoes. It therefore follows Seeng ce chterolaclgaahe aoe rtatan [ee the artichoke would prove most valuable 
bat Seaver up, the Ponies did not rot at | for the fattening of pigs, cows, and animals all. e it necessary in Vermont to have our | genera 1 ivati i pose 
wheat sowed on high a where it will be munch | gemeally, _— — for vs pu exposed to the wind, in order to secure a good | = Si seks of farmers. As crop, and in cool dry seasons the potato rot has not the tubers do not contain amylaceous substan- 

; prevailed to any great extent, ces, and are very easily soluble and digesti- eee ble, it would be best to mix them with other ; Horse-Rapisu.—This like mostother plants, | aliments more resistant and_less humid, such, , || delights in a deep rich loam, and moderately | for example, as dry fodder, bran, and grains, . || moist, provided the moisture be furnished reg-| which would be ameliorated by the mixture. | jj ularly and byaconstantsupply of water. This| As to the difficulty of limiting their spontane- : = will not grow in poor soil, nor beneath | ous reproduction, that may be prevented by e drip of trees. It isa native of Europe,| the cultivation within boundaries, especially : and is used for medicine, salads and sauces—| of plants which are cut down in the green, : The root is rasped or scraped, and used either making weeded or hoed plants succeed them. 
= or soaked in vinegar. Its medicinal ef- |The stems of the young artichokes also con- fect is said to be to stimulate the glands to ac- | stitute a good green fodder. |_|} tivity. The root, when freshly grated, assists [Proceedings of the French Ag. Society. 
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TAN TTOAA TD TOAT | |__| 8 whic it was intended. T do not mean, hy these a 
EDUC Al JONA Les remarks, to insinuate that care and attention 
CONDUCTED BY J. L. ENOS. should not be bestowed, in order to acquire a neat 
eR ee | aod nconratanmele of ueitinn, tut merelgtn made 

Writing. ify that undue degree of importance which is at- 
ee a tached to the accomplishment of - fine writing,’ and a 

| The ostotiesiod De Dick) im his aimisablenork, to impress upon ‘ie wil this sentiment, that a 
Thee Neel Lneeoy ment iat peepkiody’ a man may be possessed of very slender attainments 
some very sensible remarks on writing. which we iasiliteticligs ie oes tes and el pare a 
copy for the benefit of “ fancy writing masters and See een a re eee 

: ; 5 good general teacher ; while another may excel in 
Se ee renee _  .,,_, {all the ornamental. flourishes of penmanahipyands 

ae ene zeuthe ae . are penieh . shiels at the same time, be altogether unqualified for di- 
ly amechanical exercise, the quality of which de- recing hesoune aia = Enawiedpelaaa: wets! 
pends somewhat on the taste of the pupil, a great Phaca kadwispasentdided wosnitiaaeualieede 
degree of fastidiousness exists,anil by fartoo much] 41 19 con iter i as aaah “a Dcaitanun aoe 

mmpoeen nee me oe ee ee of ®0) complishments of youth as of little value, while 
create za 122 Sieganiog: a degree bas) «heir children remiined in the smaliest degree de- 

this predilection been carried, on certain occasions, ficient in the flimsy ornaments of writing, and the 

that all the qualities of a good teacher have been Mutier elégatichas OF géaiiniahine” Bh a. WEEE 

soorenuricdiin this-one ecquireien; snl permes| (oa. sul reagnd the usefal Lisaa whi pass thro? 
have been selected to superintend the instruction out minllsivo Gombanicate them 0! shaver i saeie 
of youth, who were destitute of almost every other well defined chitsotess! and with sua @neen 

gestation, mere Because fey scout ee ee ae aaa eee be most perspicuous 
ie testy ee byte and easily legible—to acquire a certain degree of 
Ms ae “| facility and rapidity in forming characters and 

= is one of the most useful accomplishments, words—and to state mercantile accounts with taste, 

valet piss Reg. Soe: the vighest = leEce accuracy and precision—should be the great ob- 
Fanks/0f Soctely sught to:possens)) Toattnin'ncer-| or she art of, writing, beyond which! ita Ge 
tain degree = meainess atid rogalarity in writing, little importance to aspire; though, at the same 

Se aes errr = eaeeiton ele cense time, no individual should be discouraged from in- a Ae ar aes ; : 
in this art exists, it should be encouraged, though dulging a taste for. elegance in this department 

not at the expense of more substantial acquirc- when it does not absorb the attention from more 
| ments. To write straight. to attend to the prop-|- oie poreatte: . 
er use of capital letters, and to arrange the sub-|°"? See ee naa ' 
et of writing into distinet sentences and para | TEACHEKS wishing locations in good schools 

| graphs, so as to render the writing easily legible, | Will do well to apply to the editor of this depart- 
| and the sentiments perspicuous to others, should | Ment as he is at this season of the year applied to 
| be censidered as the great object of this art; and|#!most every day for good teachers. All letters 

| such qualities of writing are undoubtedly of more | should be post paid and @ stamp enclosed to pay 
importance, in the practical purposes to which it|‘he answer. No charge will be madc—and none 

may be applied, than the acquirement of the most | need apply who are not thoroughly qualified for 
elegant ‘dashes’ and ‘flourishes’ of penn anship—| ‘he profession of teaching. 
Thave, indeed, known but few individuals who] Free Scnoozsin ‘Fouonre.— Lhe board of Trus- 
have prided themselves on such showy necomplish- ae Lee a the — Sereats, 

aap ave attem a rule or regulation © 
ments, who Were not extremely superficial in the the mokodhatin eae free to ai and have the 

| other attainments. It is a very odd circumstance. schools supported by a general tax upon the pro 

| and shows to what a ridiculous length a fastidious | erty of those resiling within the city limits. iA 
me for elegant writing may be carried—that consequence of this new arrangement, an indigna- 

most of the higher ranks, who have been taught Guteaa tater aneeenieiie dtaprgbesich barat 
| by the first writing masters, now consider it as course pursued by the school authorities. 

Jashionable to write an illegible scrawl, which is} Speeches were made both for and against the 
nothing else thin a caricature of good plain writ-|measure. But on this, as on former occasions, 

ing—which is the pest of printers, editors, and ev- shes in arn at Cecetats eo poitiels se 
ery other class of correspondents—which cost] .dopted almost ahanimonsty: 
them a world of trouble before it can be read; and.} “That as sound and thorough elementary edu- 
in many cases, the very names‘of the writers can anne ast he birt eel of every, citizen, and e. 

* ightenes triotism demands that it oug! Oo 

ae ae oe Stine Sy anieaacaying! in the largest sense of the term ‘ universal,’ there- 
ore 3 fore this meeting approves of the system of free 

it to its highest pitch of perfection, hy rendering | public schools; subject to such wholesome regula- 
the art of writing almost useless for the purpose! ious as the Trustees may see ke adopt.” 

*
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Cae ei, Se a eee eee ee 

Proceedings of the Teachers’ Normal In-/| great superstructure of civil and_religious lib- 

’ stitute for Eastern Wisconsin. erty, and the instrument in the hands of gov. | 

The third sessior. of this institute opened in ee of elevating the mass i ey 

the village of Genesee, in Waukesha Co., on S ie a in society, which they arejust- | 

Monday, March 22d, 1852, under the snper- |? enittied Uy tate eee te , | 
intendence of Jamss L. Enos, graduate of _Resolved, That we consider Teachers’ In- | 

of the New York State Normal School,as prin- stitutes essential to the advancement of our 

cipal. a free schools, inasmuch as they impress the} 

The institute was organized by the election mind of the teachers with the great responsi. | 
of the following ppimmsiese: bility of their station, and inspire them with a | 

Finance Committee — Ebenezer Sprague, | !°V° of, and enthusiasm in, the great work of} 
Wm. Hardy, Peter McVane. S°" | training the youthful mind ; and that we will | 

On Resolutions.—George A. Selleck, Chas. use our best efforts to sustain them as an ef- | 

D. Parker, Carroll Lucas, Misses Clarissa fectual means of securing an interchange of | 

: Marth J . opinion among teachers—an object of great | 

—- a C. Loomis, Augusta 8. importance in this calling, and also as the) 

The introductory lecture was delivered on | ™0st effectual means of acquiring the best 

Monday evening, by Rev. C. W. Camp, of methods of government and instruction. 

Genesee, on the importance of Teachers’ Insti- Resolved, That we believe the frequent | 

tutes to our Free School system, which was | Change of teachers is a fruitful cause of the) 

listened to by a large and respectable audi- inefficiency of our public schools, and recom- | 

ence, assembled on the occasion. mend the continual employment of the same | 

The exercises of each day, during the ses- teacher through the year, so far as the same | 

sion, consisted of a thorough drill in the dif-|™ay be practicable. | 

ferent branches, required to be taught in our] Resolved, That we approve of the move: | 

Free Schools, and an exposition of the differ- | ment establishing a “ State Juvenile Temper- | 
ent and most expedient methods of teaching | ance Association” in this state, and recom-| 

the same. — : mend to the teachers of this section of the | 

_ The evenings were devoted to the discus- | state, to co-operate with the Central ‘Associa- | 
sion of topics connected with our free schools, | tion, as soon as formed, in carrying forward | 

and to general lectures. the proposed work. {| 

During the session the following preamble| Resolved, That as teachers and friends of | 

oo resolutions were unanimously adopted, | education, we believe the cause of education 

: : an in our state may be greatly advanced by the 

Whereas, The presidentof the institute has, | holding of a “State Teacher’s Convention,” at 
by his course of conduct, rendered himself | the earliest period practicable ; said conven- 
incompetent for the discharge of the duties of | tion to be held either at Madison or Water- 

said office, which he was elected to fill, and| town, and further, that we second the move- 

has also failed to be present at this session of ment of the Dane Co. Teachers’ Association, | 
aa — mena cpr to be-/ for the holding of such convention. i 
neve e dees m inten act as presi . . : —_ 

dent during the remainder of his term of office, | ,¢ ee pee aero principle 
therefore, ol aed LyS10! logy shoul given In our | 

Be Te Pete ee proper 
BEA fo. as Eevedcnt of the acceeieten [Does Cnenaeee en hee" 
for the remainder of the current year, and that Resolved. That the proceedings of this in- | 

we proceed to the election of a Vice President | Stute be published in the “Waukesha Free | 
pro tem. Democrat,” and the other papers of eastern 

Whereupon Edward Manning was duly Wisconsin be requested to copy- | 

elected Vice President pro tem. The utmost harmony prevailed through the | 

‘At the last session of the institute the com- | €ntire session, and the importance of such in- | 
| mittee on resolutions reported the following, stitutes demonstrated to the satisfaction of all | 

which were adopted: present. i 

Resolved, That upon the right education of (Signed) Carrot Lucas. { 

the ee of our land, depends the future wel- meme: | 
an ity of our country and the Soo ee ey oie an ished || 

ae ere Bs political, niry and tic | Mrs. Caroline Lee Hentz, an accomplished | 
aa Sh Ey female writer at the south, has taken charge 

Resolved, That the free school system is the |f the literary department of the Cokambas, | 
: foundation upon which is to be created the|(Ga,) Sentinel. 

| oo?
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i. . | ———______ WISCONSIN FARMER, AND = 
Mae es JOSS ae 

Be ey By Advantazes of Mules Over H. ons 
es oa - . xr Horses. about $80 each. This is the best place 

peewee ee en Cunrivatox—Having of late received chase, as they can then be selected fro v pur- 

/ ee = Iatdiipver tla respecting the advantage of aul peo mene Lye ome ‘the y wil 

Ee ie labgBover tat of the lors, and thinking sci !entinwe w improve for tu years It hora nd 
i ce aa subject might b 0 improve for ten years. It 

BR ing to your readei : wight De duterest-| me that farmers mig userid 

ae ing to you my own experiences 7 °F tdress ate he ee ee 
age fk ce For nearly tree year s I suppo: at i ii 

: e & ae of mules, at aS Sue erlone of two three eee oe oe endear a 

4 i. orses. ‘The prevent seas of one spin | might bi ‘i oe 
-. ent seaso: h ight be equa lly well 

mi Agee of horses, the one wastiy itil heavy | estimate, 1 nade the aioe a any 

Dees ay other 2350—while the pairs of a oe Tbv., over $50 yearly; but allowing ree eh male 

ce ly 1700 and 1900 lbs, respectivel ules weigh | the annual saving of expen: aa 
: Seay ora ; ively. ‘The heavi- | }j pense would be sixty mil- 

Re Gs, es Cun outdraw eith lion dollars. Cc. % 

+ & of horses and are now in as good ee lon ee | ; . a i 2 as 5 - 

i 2 Re et ae ees have fallen ie me simore: enEw oe ae ae 

HERS asia er, When taxed 5 aa i : oe en 

ee Dspkstiy GhS adie co eee ee improved mini, acquired at a countr js 

a Be per day, and the hoses = WUE each, | genius, ambition and enterprise. He worked in 

feet ay co.sumed by euch being in le . amount of | Europe to the head of the machinists and engi- 

fa proportion. When not in const early the same! neers, and became a leading contractor on the 

a are ted little or no grain, wad; ant use, the mules | great railroad between Moscow and Petersb h, 
aes. , Ve allowed to go unshod ea the summer may | 400 miles long. He has made over $1 000,000. : 

le « suffer less than horses trom seg injury. They On his return to Paris, he married a talented, = 

|| easily teased by the tes, and ne eee ean wert nee Ee build a 
a @ the cold, ‘hey are far less ecanally hardy | cage for her, in the shape of a villa, for all kind: 
i ad will eda, tre Ear leas subject to dina-ve, | of mechanics, and » park of 3 sores hesetifally ere 
ae tie. As they walk so as to b tor a much longer | Bamented, where rich and poor may feast dhbte eyes 

ie Most in an exuct line, they eee their feet al- | on indigenous plants and rare exotics. He yes 

RS ing and working between th superior for plow- | 2gin to Russia to fill a contract with the Ei 

MPP || cro, being less liable to tread thee Sonn’ in gold for his mextal lnbore, $500,000 
sex Rome knceol to a load, their w ace iore | Baee Renna s : 

. n o a is more rapit i legrap! 

ie % Choke eee — ecopiaes them eee __ [Wertingfte aS p 

eS suv dcisin I 3 iculur, except for quick or plea-| A. Remarkasue Hix.—A 

—s if fed satiitent — Sree isnot a gormandizer and | (#intance, in markeeine & —— oer ae 

ie | nient to feed oa zagkt, and it is not conve- bought from a wagon a en of Sey and 
ie inconvenience. ¢ next, heexperiences no cating but the grert weight of which eccited 

BS & a he first cost of a good pair of muler, i on eee: and upon having it killed and clean- 

| ee than a span of working horses; but rie ace rin i vee — , and its extra- 

I ital will last for thirty nel a je mule cap- : inary weight accounted for—the creature was 

ce i capital minis dic ana ae a ne entire eed sy conte neat yi eggs, eighteen of which 

i rs. My estimate t eres very ten re of full size, with yolks and whites alt 

- & keeping a horse aaa me sy relative expense of their shells were still soft; the niga 

iF ce is a8 follows: » in working order, wee ee a ee color, and varied in size from 

et; = E a hickory nut to that of a cherry. Thi 

ao span of hoi , i i =a 

‘ re Hid 20 quarts oats teen oan: Saacete te ae pastbesed sn pecle saneere 

ho Iie atSticts . . ‘y 1 bushels eS rom Mr. Bradle~, the keeper of the Four 

1 ie ic Stenstng, wt 00 pir ge . . . S17 00 u sled ous, nent this city, and has been returned 

Ka ileal Shoeing once a mouth, half new, . . 40 00) and the a ee ee oe 

} ce ne Farrier’s bill, on an average Pd i 7 me Seen hate 

| fe Depreciation each year 10 per cent on $200 oo . eee Ca Nees 

ene hi aise W: es FIGHTS AND oe i 

Sr te pasaoce $254 co of the number - nae 2 eee Sian oe 

} B of mu 
: 

ee. 12 quarts oats, each per £58 oo bushel, may be of interest to our readers: 

“ahd 3 tons ce bus., $102 00 a wheat, sixty pounds, 
(ah oeing once in six mocks Ral; + + . 24 00] OF shelled corn, fifty-six pounds. 

Ps pe: Depreciation S per o a new, . . 12 00 Of corn on the cob, sevent. 7 
mee r per cent on $350, . . . 10 00 o rye, filty-six Sounds peeene 

mK: \ & —_—— oats, thirty-six pounds, ’ 

ee ; $148 50| Of barley, forty pounds. 

i , 3 ress balance in favor of mules of $105 50 or eo teen cenae 

“a mule i: ; = = st 

|p noneinierere Heats be ion than he |r Sneed fart hs peat ion and hearing seem to be bet- timothy seed forty-five pounds. 

ii ale Spe neenerer take fright—a danger fro! Of hemp seed, forty-four pounds, 

seis The bre are never secure with the horse. ™ | Of buckwheat, fifty-two pounds, 

ee 2 $a Sees pe of mules is an extensive business Of blue grass seed, fourteen pounds. 

| tt ay _ western states. They are mostly Of castor beans, forty six pounds. 
) a: ie : boty y New Haven shippers, and shipped at | Of dried peaches, thirty-three pounds 

Ht} Bie ice heck cals ae market price of un-| oF bees oo twenty-four pounds. 
A Gee ‘ew Have: ii i me ORY aezet 

1 hi: fie) ee aren Cf args ot 10 al iy pore a. ! 
Be a)
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ia 7 | mackerel, soles, halibut, eels, ling, plaice, do- NATURAL HIST‘ RY | res, whiting, pollock, pilchards, “hake, are =e eee = ~CSSC* Skate, ‘breamybe:~ Pian «there are salmon, Black Birds, | turbot, trout and mullet in abundance. Oys- BY P. R. HOY, M. D., OF RACINE, WIS, ters and lobsters are there, and might be i fa made to yield great returns. Under this head we include the Rusty Cow-pen, Among the larger fish is the basking-shark Red-wing, Yellow-breasted, Bobolink and Crow | or sail fish, which yields a valuable oil, and Blackbirds, ofthis state. This tribe of gregari- | which grows to the length of almost 50 feet. ous birds is in bad repute with the farmer, g"- | Shark as it is, however, “the monster is a || * 
erally They are denounced collectively, and iudi- very harmless monster, and likes to lie lazily vidually, as a set of arrant thieves, worthy of death | stretched out on the surface of the sunny sea, | ees benefit of the clergy.” They are ac- |now on his shining white belly, and anon, cused and convicted without a hearing, of pulling | like a tired swimmer, on his broad, dark lead, up young corn and other grain, in the spring—of | colored back, and apparently unconscious of destroying oats, buck-wheat and corn, in the fall, guile, will suffer himself to be approached, to the great damage of the agriculturist. and sometimes even stroked with the hand ; Now, granting the accusation in the main to be j but when he feels the harpoon, down he dives 

| true, we believe “the laborer is worthy of his into the deep blue depths, at first rolling. in | } hire.? And in view of the vast number of those in- |agony upon the ground to detach the deadly j insects, and their larva, the most injurious to the |sleel, which is often bent by the exertions of j | husbandman, which they annually destroy as |the victim, and then, when he finds his efforts j their principal food, especially in the spring, the | Wnavailing, rushing a-head with a velocity very season when their labours would be most suc- | and power that has been known to tow a boat | | cessful in view of these great benefits, we con- of 70 tons against a Cresh gale. On ordi- | sider the muoli‘Mandered. and much persecuted | ary occasions, however, the fish swims lei- j 
Blackbird as our best friend—worthy our protec- |SUTely with the back fins out of the water tion,and the small pittance they claim of the more (whence the name of sail fish.) They some- ; | abundant harvest we reap, in consequence of their | tis disport themselves on the surfece, leap- F | vpluable estetance: ing high above the waves, and failing back j | Were all this tribe of birds exterminated, wa | With a loud crash.” [Boston Rambler. 
should quickly be made sensible of the incalcula- Feet a ean { ble value of their labour. As one of the many | Burxixe ovr Srumps—Where there are { proofs of this position, that might be adduced, we | but a few stumps in a field the stump machine ||___ refer to the testimony of Kalm, who states, that |C@0not always: be used advantageously, and after a great destruction made among the Black- | the expense of applying it would exceed the 
birds for the legal reward of three pence a dozen, advantages. I have found that large stumps ° the northern states, in 1749, experienced a com- which it is not practicable to remove by ordi- j plete loss of the grissand grain crops, which were, | 24TY Means, may. very easily be got rid of by however, destroyed by myriads of insects. The the following simple process. After a Period 4 bounty was wisely repealed, and the birds wel- ofr eee porters of 1 se 5 Te 
come beck with joy. ns the farmer’s best pease quantity of dry combustible matter, such as j The Fishes of Ireland. shavings, small sticks of wood, rubbish of any j 

— kind, and sprinkle over and through the mass, 4 If fish could make a country happy, Ireland |a few pounds of rosin, or a bucketful of tar. would be a “Happy Valley,” or a Garden | Over this place a close and compact laying of 7 
of Eden, or a Utopia, or any thing else of| turf, grass side in, in the same manner as the {i which poeis or philosophical romancers have covering is applied to a coal pit, and ignite dreamed when fresh from contemplating the |the wood through an opening at the base—a State of man, -There are fish enough in and | hole being left at the top to produce the re- about the island (appropriately named the quisite draught till the fire is fairly kindled. 
green) to feed all her people, on feast days as Manage just as you would were you burning Well as fast days, for countless generations | a coal-kiln, and let. the burning continue till j There is hardly a member of tHe finny race | the stump and its roots are completely con- 
pee to northern waters which cannot be|sumed. The ashes will make a am top- ‘ound either in the rivers or lakes or brooks dressing for the we soil, and the obstacle of the country, or on the coast, in the waters | will be removed fectually,and at a small cost. ; which encompass it about one side. The sea| An hour's labor will do it. fairly swarms with cod, haddock, herring, [Cor. Germantown Tel. 
St j
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Se | omnrrope Cheap Wash for Cottages. 

Woe fede | Exrata.—On page 110 two errors were over- | ‘Sieldae boas ue Ss fae s 
( we S i rrecting proof, before a part of this |; a a = < | SEER STORET LES SS] imorant the fling’ ath Reamer 

: 2 oS line, read coat for cool—fifth paragraph. 8th line, Take a clean bane “that wall hold water. 

ae read greenfor queen. Put in it half a bushel of fresh quicklime, and 
| si ‘ $100 Buck—A Liberal Offer, slake it by pouring over it bviling water suf- 

| ae te | Vv ree : ficient to cover it 4 or 6 inches ‘deep, and stir- ee! H ery much has been written, said and sung, of ring it till slaked. 

2 a | The trinis, perplexities, and tribulations incident |“ Wien quite sluked dissolve in water, and| eo to the life and avocation of a publisher and edi-| gq two Ibs. of sulphate of zine, (white vitriol) 
a E tor—how little of heart-sympathy he receives, and! \)ich may be had of any of the druggists, | 

ls : ; fe} how much of neglect and coldness from those whom | png which, in a few weeks,will cause the Shien 
ae he serves in faithfulness, according tothe measure| wash to harden on the wood-work. Add suf. | 

es, of his ability. There isa deal of truth in this,| fcient water to bring it to the consistence of | 
fe as we well know; but there is a bright side to! thick whitewash. This wash is of course | 

ee | the picture, and this life and ayocation has its| white, and as white is a color which we think | 

fre, | good as well as evil things, and he who toils well, should never be used except upon buildings a | 
ge x fails not of his reward. In our own case, though good deal surrounded by trees, so as to pre- 
ees we have often experienced the bitter, we have! vent its glare, we would make it a fawn or 
pet 3: quite as frequently tasted the eweet. drab color before using it. | 

eM See how it is now! We were sitting down ia} ‘To make the above wach a pleasing cream| 
TS our sanctum, and hopeful as we are, were contem-| color add 4 Ibs. yellow ochre. | 
WERE plating with something of sadness, the dark side! For a fawn color take 4 Ibs. umber, 1 Ib.! 

in of things. Our thoughts were on the unpropi-| Indian red, and 4 Ib. lampblack. | 
Sak 2 tiousness of the times—the past history of our) | Lampblack, when mixed with water colors, 
ee enterprise—where, were the kind and considerate | should first be thoroughly dissolved in alco- 

te = friends who would stay up our hands and impart| hol, Yellow ochre, Indian red, &c, are sold, | 
i to us new courage? Not that there wasTany real| in dry powders, at a few cents per pound. l 
heer cause for this,or,that the prospect really was gloomy,| ‘To make the wash gray or stone color, add 

. but such was the direction of our thoughts; when | One Ib. raw umber and two Ibs. lampblack. | 
bie Sy a goodly number of letters from the day’s mails} The color may be put on with a common j 

i # were laid upon our table, the hand writing upon| Whitewash brush, and will be found much | 
- one of which we readily recognized. It was from|™more durable than a common whitewash, | 

t 4 ia our excellent friend, Exastus W. Devry, Esq. of | 48 the sulphate of zine sets or hardens the | 
a Bie Fond du Lac, whose whole heart is in the great} Wash. ; 3 ! 

ine agricultural cause, and of whose kindness we have|  C#eap wash for Cottages of brick, stone, | 
cr often been a recipient. In consideration of our| S¢uceo, or rough-cast. Take a barrel, and | rs vores fail Sans seoeciaes slake half a bushel of fresh lime as before - bs preciating the same, of course,) is ae A } 

| 2 he proposes to present us with a choice Bucx, from mentones athe Sy re full | 
a ee his flock, valued at one HUNDRED DOLLaKs—provi- os mee ag “i : ‘a add Sais ss AL ot | 
ee ded, nevertheless, that we furnish ourself with an ‘Ins oe She et “Th as ak rid b ne 
ae i Ewe of equally good stock and blood. Who, now, mr De aT ate be f oe . = | 

Hieos ae will farther commiserate our poverty and com- the thie nese paint, re pres iia & ie mh ete the sum of our joy, by helpi ae | brush. This wash is improved by the addi-/ 
Miao, Sa iso 2 > PS: AP St 38"! tion of a peck of white sand stirred in just 

ee Re’ WA e pee .__| before using it. The color is a pale stone- Be on: Tendering our very warmest thanks to friend color, nearly white. 
¢ Ths i Derory, for his truly pipers. offer, and the honor To make it fawn color, add 1 Ib. yellow 

7 Fite, he has done us, we stand with our hatin ourhand,| ochre, 2 Ibs. raw umber, 2 Ibe. Indian red, 
re yy ready to make cur lowest bow, and our grateful! > make it a drab, add 1 Ib. Indian red, 1 | 
a i sekepmieneomenta to the yet unmanifested friend, | }}, umber, 1 Ib. lampblack. ! 
ae. who shall “go and do likewise” This wash, which we have tested thorough- | 

Ree | Wisconstx Stock Fair—We wouid call the} ly, sets and adheres very firmly to brickwork 
OES attention of our readers to the notice, in our ad-| or stucco, is very durable, and produces a/| 

| ee) vertising department, of the sale of stock at Tay-| very agreeable effect. sj l Ht. ite |] eheedah, which will take place on the 12th, 13th {Downing’s Architecture. | 
pase and I4th of this mon’ = oT ree ee esr a i ; aetiinsheon, Eo, nts fF Hews of hor-| pay Lying vides on debts back. 
i be See 

- 
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| Racine County Detocuat—Such is the title) Sipcx RemeDy.—The simple application fora 
of a new political paper hailing from the “Belle | horse’s feet which are brittle, or hoof bound, L 

City,” of the west. It is got up in good taste ; ty- | learned from an English shoer, and having tried 
Ni , select, Neat! & blish al it with good effect, and never having seen it fail, 

a ee ps ” ta 2 &e, = ane | T send it to you to be used as you may deem prop- 
by Hulette & Cary; two industrious and enter-| er + 
prising young men. We suppose the Democrat|, Mix equal parts of tar and some soft grease, hav- - 

to be the month-piece of the old school sectin of eee soot clade anetOrye =DuNY Me Bint, bass not 
the Demoeratie party of Racine Co. as much as possible. In bad cases, the application 

Racive Democrat is another new paper just is-| Sv¥ld be made every day for a week, "las ae = = = two or three times a week, till the foot becomes 
sued ee eae 2 oe by Kohl- strong and smooth. 
man and Brother. Asit isall Greek to us, we can- - Ral = 5 To Fry Porators.—The usual practice of frying 
not speak of its ability. It is neatly printed and potatoes until they are brown and crisp, isan abom- 
should be sustained by the German population of] inable one. Fried potatoes, to be of the right sort, 
Racine county. eae fe ee os when es = in slices, 

sprinkled with salt and pepper, and thrown into a 
Tae Lrrerary Misceitany, comes with its usu- ae containing an ee of hot fat. They 

ual promptnese,and overflowing with gems frota its| should be left in the lard only a sufficient length of 
talented tconasthnaiee time to heat them thoroughly, oe — out, 

thrown into.a cullender to drain, and served up as 
‘ag Youtn’s Casket.—We Wish this elegantly |soon as ready. Try this plan. : Tue Youtn’s C Wi h this elegantly iy» Try this pl 

illustrated periodical might be a regular visitorto| 4 small piece of paper or linen, just moistened 

the children of every family, for its pages are fill.| with spirits of turpentine, and put into the ward- i 
ed with instructive articles of a moral and enter. | Tobe and drawers, for a single day, two or three | 
taining character, calculated to exert a beneficial acuta ae pe ON CS 
influence on those for whom it is designed. Pub-| “> a Tae haces ce 

. VERTON [ory.—Take a quarter of a und of 

lished at Buffalo, N.Y, by Beadle & Vanduzee—| rresh butter; put. it into nakine media eee 
Edited by Harley Thorne. Price, 50 cents per|a gentle fire ; then add half a pound of brown su- 

year. gar; stir them well together, and keep them over 

Gopey’s Lapy’s Boor, for May. A mammoth Ate EG rosea ites etttetien —— d 
magazine, truly! The present No. contains 120/ It may then be ponred out into tin moulds, or on a 4 
pages of letterpress, 4 full page plates and several sheet of writing-paper with the edges folded up, 

small engravings. The ladies will of course ap|?"°"°""* Econ eG 
Preciate Godey’s efforts to serve and please them. | Nine ounces, says the Scientific American, of q 

|g Warnes Raseeve Parsee & Darnrtan.—| 20" quite desired i ory lous of wa, 
+ :, , - Such is the title of a new co-laborer in the field.| hard water ; the precipitate is chalk. It takes 16 | 

published semi-monthly at Jefferson, Ashtabula| hours for the water to settle; all the impurities to j 
Co, Ohio. N.E. soos: G7 fall to the bottom of the vessel which contains the | 
peed ~* ——— R.M. Walker, water. This is a useful fact in chemistry, and is 

j G. B. Miller, publisher — $1,00 per) not very extensively known, 
ee repice be an efficient assistant to! ysorramiz Poisoxs.—Mr. E. S. Fox, of Athens, 

| e cause of agriculture in the old Buckeye state. | New York, publishes the following : Almost ev- \ 
We place it in our exchange list and wishit abun-| ery farmer is more or less troubled with poison ivy, ji 

dant success. - sumach, parsnip, and the like, from which I have ; 
Tue W : suffered very much myself, and alter trying a great | 

ae Water Cure Journat.—The reception of| variecy of remedies, have found out that a poultice 4 
this work is gratefully acknowledged. We only made of buckwheat flour and buttermilk, with a 
wish it and kindred works were more universally | Piece of blue vitriol the size of a pea.pulverised and q 

5 Y | dissolved, added to the mixture, has had the hap- 
circulated and read by the American public.—| py effect of removing the trouble, and effecting a } 
However, we trust the grand principles of hydro-| cure in a short time. . 
pathy are so rapidly gaining ground, that the H . : ow to Maxe a Goop Cur or Tea.—M. Soyer 
§reat mass of our people will soon understand the| recommends that. before pouring in any water, the 
laws of life and health, as taught by this sys-| teapot, with the tea in it, shall be placed in the 
tem. oven an hot, or heated by means of a spirit lamp, 

or in front of the fire (not too close. of course,) and 
Tur Purexozocican Journat, is always hailed| the pot then filled with boiling water. The result, 

with a welcome to our “sanctum.” Its pages are | he says, will be, in about a minute, a most deli- 
replete with instructive and entertaining matter. eee aay of tea, much superior to that drawn in 

e ordinary way. j 
baa Book Trade, with its usual list of new} [> There is only one paper in Egyt—a small } 

ks is received. To those who desire to keep} monthly sheet, in the Arabic language, at four 
Posted up in the issue of new works we would say| dollars a year. It is devoted mainly to the powers ; 
subscribe for the Book Trade. Price 25 cents per| that be, and every one in the employ of the Pacha i 

\ annum. Wilson, N. Y. is obliged to subscribe to it. 
ee ee § 

. - ee, |
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ABEEL’S FEVER SORE SALVE. | a million pounds of nitric acid, worth $117.800, and 

OF We would direct the attention of our read- } $27.000 worth of mercury, besides a considerable | 
advertisement of Azeci.s Frvex Sone value in sulphuric acid, &c, On the line from 

ers, 10 the | vertist see - *® | Pittsburgh to Cincinnati alone there were transmit- | 
Saxve, which may be found on the cover of this | ted, in the year 1850, 364,559, paid despatches, and | 
pajer. Were we not convinced of itg intrinsic | the revenue received was $73,278. | 

__ || merit, we should decline to speak thus publicly of] 5 Nissene--We have. courier dase. 
it. But the evidence in its favor isso strong, that print ofthe eS and February No’s. and shall 

we feel that we shoulil be neglecting our duty to}: 24 them to such subscribers as have not, al-| 
the afflicted. did we refuse to give publicity to the Easdyibech aang lied. jBhould any Aila waceive : 

statement of those who have been benefitted by the 5 : y 
sas a ty Rs eee them with the May No., they will please notify | 
eee us. We have several hundreds of names upon our | 

with several who have been healed and restored to books to supply, inters Siiwiih ahaee whale | 
. is ‘ > pers 

health, simply by using the a BA receiuyedithe Gack namie te full, and although 
Mossrs. Aneet. And from their wel Spal As '<1l the care possible, haa been observed it would 
tegrity of character, we are bound to believe that not be strange if omissions and duplicates should 
they would make no false statements in regard to occur in some cases. 

it. And from the testimony of such, we are con- a 
vinced that it is att its proprietors claim it to be. TABLE OF CONTENTS. 
Fever sores have been generally regarded as a- a 

mong the incuradle ills, to which humanity is heir, Q,/6; Cnltivation of in Wisconsin .......... 917 | 
that we have ever commiserated the fate of those, Kitchen Garden—May Work in.—Onions and 

apparently thus hopelessly doomed to drag out a Cabbages—How to Re. f 98 

wretched existence and literally to “die by inch-| GQ... pianter.—Bloody Milk.—Salt for aai 

es,” without any hope of permanent relief. But}  grock._Peculiarities of the Desert .... ..... 99 | 
the successful results arising from this remedy,| woolen Factory — Janesville, (illustrated).— 
which is :pplied internally as well as exter-| Who shall Teach us?—Common Sense vs. 

nally, lead us to take a different view, and we] Nonsense .....2.+c02 coos sceeeseeeesoeeee00 
would no longer despair. Far be it from us, to|.pemarks on Eatcchotegy,£09.3.Aecedxiceec08 

countenance the use of patent or quack medicine, | gmyyt in Weeat......2.0.2-cccseee veel «104 
asa class of remedies—we are no advocate for Berkshire Hog, (illustrated,) Best Breeds of 

their use, nor, in fact, for the use of drags in any] A swine—A Good Plow ssseees seeeeeesssese 105 
shape, even when prescribed by physicians, but} * somncurstne: 

we believe there are cases, where human life may | Cjreular, to the Friends of Hortleulture. in the 

be prolonged and made comfortable; and human} N, W.—Brief Horticultural Notes, No. 5...106 
suffering much mitigated by the application of| Cranberry Culture.—Sowing Grass Seed as a 

proper medicine. And ifn article of real worth| Crop ..-- ...essseceseeeee cssseeceeeeeeees 107 
is known to us, we consider ourselves bound to| Isabella G.ape, (illustrated). .............2----108 
acquaint others of the fact—so that those who} Communicatian ...... 02. ..0essscseceeseeeee 0109 
need such aid may obtain it, Horticultural Tool Chest.—Orchards, Apples 

Jaszsvittx, Rock Co. ot panel Femi inn a cpsie ihvise's Aig Soccice cgi GIO. 
2 é April 30th, 1852. Lice on App'e Trees.—The Orchard Catterpil- 

This is to certify, That I have been afflicted for| Jar oes 111 
18 months, with a singular disease of « scrofulous H n ‘Re dish 6 meee to i “Fatte are oP “ 
nature, but which the physician could not discover| Horse Radish.—Carrots for Fattening—Pars- 
the proper name of, as it was different from any| Rips for Swine.—Value of the Artichoke-.-.112 
they were familiar with. /fter | had been under EQUcATIONAL. 
the treatn ent of several of the best professed phy-| writing —Free Schools in Toronto 113 
s'cians, and tried numerous remedies that were rec- =. : sain Wis. 
ommended to me, without avail. At last, after| Teacher's Normal Institute for Eastern Wis- 
being advised and repeatedly urged to use ABKEL’s| consin—Proceedings Of +++ ++... ser, eeeedld 
Fever Sore Sarve, | consented to do so, yet with- | Educational Convention—To District Clerks. — 
out the least confidence that it would effect the #0|* sfaterial for Black Board ........ 115 
much desired cure ; but my surprise and pleasure [ Mul H = - Weight = 
can be better imagined than described, when I saw Advantages of Mules over Horses.— Weights 
the rupture close up and become well and sound. | and Measures e+oeseesseese ervsseseesensellO 
I believe the above remedy canot be too higely ex- NATURAL HISTORY 

tolled, as a cure for almost evers external disease. | misc Birds.—The Fishes of Ireland.—Barn- 
——_~. ing out Stumps ........seeeseeeeeeveeeeeel IT 

‘TRUEGRAPHS IN THE Usitep States.—There are EDITOR’S TABLE, 
already in the United States and Canada more than] 3199 Buck—A Liberal Offer.—Ch: ‘Wash 
12,500 miles of wire, involving a capital of more| * ar . jae OO ea PG 
than $3,000,000. To work these lines, cost annu-} _ for Cottages «.-. «+++ --+ eeve-ccsserer score 

} ally 720 tons of zine, worth $56,000. More than | Book Notices and Recipes .... ......s.0.-+0+119 
ae ee eee cs A mceeeeree ac erm ee 
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VOL. Iv. JANESVILLE, WIS., JUNE, 1852, No. 6. an emeemeeeemeememeeee eee eeee 
PUBLISHED ON THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, BY ter, but when we ask for a like privilege for the 

MARK MILLER. former, we are met by “the doctors” with the i 
TERMS: of “danger to established institutions, and the | 

50 Cents a Year in Advance; general good,” growing out of a feature which they nt ch ee | have found very convenient and satisfactory, when H 
mence with the volume. Back numbers supplied to new | enjoyed by themselves exclusively. But I can’t } 
a ae write, and have no right to think, according to . 

ee Se eecsaak ADYESTISING; so | this old doctrine. Yours, ] 
| Halfpage «+ 30 Joux A. Kennicort. 
Might page 10 | Northfield, 111, May 20, 1852. 

eens (twelve lines or less,) 1 year 650 ia j 
| (Ges han one yeas.) for frst insertion 250 (Ge 
|| For each subsequent insertion 73 larro' | 
‘|| OFFICE.—Empire Block, Mafff St., in the rooms occupi- a j 

ed for the office’ pf the Junesville Gazetie.-- Carrots may be sown as late as the 10th of June, | 
SS SOE |and have ample time to mature their growth, in 

¢  Mhings in Linois 'tMMysection of country, where our long mild au- ' 
Fareno MWiecer—“The people of the state of | tums favor“the Jate growth of Plants. When 

Mipois’—the dwellers in “Egypt”—are about to |5°W late, they are much superior in flavor and 
ask thelr wise men for an Inpustrrau Univensirs | keeping qualities for winter use, and the seed is j 
—for ad"institution which shall be to the merchant, | Jess liable to rot in the ground. Carrot seed is 
the mechanic and the ramen, what West Point | Slow to vegetate; requiring under favorable cir- fj 
is to the soldier and civil engineer—and the old | cumstances about three week’s time; hence if the j 
colleges to the divine, the lawyer and the man of | ‘oil is wet and cold, the seed will perish before it 
modicioo. will germinate. We hear more complaint of the |}. | 

Have you a word of encouragement for us ?— | failure of carrot seed to grow, than any other, and || 4 
Your state has the start of ours in the matter of a | ¥¢ think the cause, may probably quite as often | } 
State Agricultural Society. Will you help us to | be traced to, too early sowing or an improper selec } 
get the start of the old states in establishing a state | tion and preparation of ground, as to worthlessseed. |} 
school for the specific education of the producers | To get good crops, the soil should be a deep, dry, 
of the State ?_ rich, sandy loam, deeply dug or prepared by sub- { 

T trust. you are too “fresh from the people,” and | Sing. : 
have too much confidence in western work, and We should think the method of cultivation de- || 

western enterprise, to believe—with older editors | tailed in the following article from the N. Y. Far- | 
—that we should wait for the action of older | mer an excellent one; especially when the ground j 

states, to be sown, is wet and difficult of drainage: | 
Ideas mature into acts, in new countries, while] “How shall we sow them so as to cultivate || 

the originators of these see them fade into illu-| them with the greatest economy of labor, ma- | j 
sions, under the tyranny of old custom in old com- | nure, &c? 7 
Amunities. Westwanp, Ho! is the word of to-day;| A. neighbor tried the following method the | 
Snd states of the Northwest must be pioneers in| {ast seasun. He is a man of good judgment |} 
testing industrial education, as their inhabitants | and some little experience, and speaks very fa- | 

have been, in enlarging the “area of freedom,” | vorably of his success. After preparing his || 
and working out the “ manifest destiny” of a new | land in the usual way, by spreading manure, } 
race of intelligent beings. &c., he sowed a part on a level bed as is most | 

Give us your sympathy in our hopeful efforts, | usual; the other re he “— in the follow- |} | 
}| and if we must fail, like “New York and Massa-jing manner: Taking a double mould board 1 
}| chusette,” let it not be from lack of sympathy in | horse plow, he passed with it “between where } 
| our press, with the great thought of industrial | he would have his rows, the plow Taaking half } 
| *ducation—or in other words, “specific educa-|a ridge on each side as he passed—or comple- i 
tion” for hand. workers, as well as specific educa- pe the ridge on one side and nee new} | 

| tsa io hich wackine No one objects to the lat- on the other. He then sowed seed. 

. _ = ase
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on the apex of the ridge. The surface being | cipal organic substances he found to be car- 

light, a depressed hollow was made by the | bonic acid and nitrogen, both of which exists 

seed sower as it passed over the ridge. When | in the air; but it is from the ammonia of de- | 

the carrots came up so as to see them, he lev- : caying animal and vegetable substances that | 

elled the shoulders of the ridge left by the | plants — their ae of =— : 

seed sower with a hoe, stirring the ground be- | ammonia being composed of nitrogen and hy- 

tween and on the sides of the rows to kill the }drogen. When a plant is burned, the organ- | 

starting weeds. When the plants were large ic portions fly off into the air, whilst the ashes 

enough to weed ahd thin out, the refuse was | comprise the mineral or inorganic ingredients. 

dropped between the, ridges and by slightly Ammonia was essential to the growth of 

hoeing the sides down upon the weeds they | wheat, and this might be supplied to oda 

were covered upto rot. The work of weeding | which abound in all the mineral ingredients, | 

and thinning was not so laborious for the|in the shape of sulphate of ammonia, which | 

back and muscles, as those sowed upon alevel. | might be manufactured from the liquor ob- | 

Then again he left them thicker, as they grew | tained from the gas works of every town. 

and wanted room, they pushed each other [Ex. paper. 

sideways, and being on the rilge the ground Culture of Turni Tips—How to Ge Get Rid of the 

would easily give, and afford them room to Fly. 

enlarge. In harvesting, the labor was still pace 

less than those on the level plats, as any one} The culture of turnips has so completely | 

would suppose. He thought the yield supe-|changed the character of our husbandry, and 
rior, and the labor less. Another neighbor, |is of such vast importance to us, that anything 

on an experiment, manured his carrots and | affecting the welfare of this staple root cannot 
beets with salt and plaster, and had a good | be of trivial importance. The cleaning of the 

yield of superior articles. There is not the | land, manuring, season of sowing, &., are 

shadow of a doubt that on many of our lands} pretty generally under control ; but, “ O the 

an application of mineral manures is the thing | 7y /” that terrible scourge, what is to be done 

wanted. Who will get up an essay showing |When it sets to work! ‘Tarred boards are 

the importance of mineral manures in the | drawn over the field to trap the jumping ver-| 
health and production of our vegetables and | min, for flea-beetles are nimble as their name- 
even animals ?” sakes, and very little driving gets them to a 

eae gallop ; but although the tarred wood traps 
Manure for Wheat. Shoseends, morris = left haumpoleated to do 

Mr. Way, consulting chemist of the Royal 20 OLR Oh Gee ogo Poon 
Agricultural Society of England, has analysed 3 pare ce rer o Tease = co 
about fifty specimens of different sorts of ee eee ey ng na one i enon ten the 
wheat, and has come to the conclusion thatan ola of loss, ss ec Sait to coer = 

average crop of wheat takes out of the land plant into Tough Jeal,/are eagerly sug taf 
pe tore z ter ; and various wiseacres have unrevealed 

the following inorganic substances: WHoMles Of this oGhe that Klin Waittiated 

84 Ibs. of silica, 6 Ibs. of mognesia A scilarly’ the “alt * ae 1 mf 
20 ibs.of phesphoric acid, 1 1b. of peroxide of iron, |@24 particularly the editors of agricultu: 

4 Ibs. of sulphurie acid, 23 He. of potash pepets we ae —_ — = 
8 Ibs. of lime, 14 Ib. of soda, ‘ollowing plan of attack upon the turnip fiea- 

It will be seen that the most important in- beetle is worthy of ra consideration, — 

dients of wheat are phosphorie acid, and |its operations are all above board, and the 
he alkalies, potash and soda. If these "were |fight is in open day. ‘The besieged, although 
returned to the land in sufficient quantity, the | encased in pretty good mail, like other beet- 
minor mineral ingredients, such as silica, lime, les, finds to his dismay, that the slow hound 

magnesia, iron, &c., would in the greater num- is = a <— eee isno erase the 

ber of cases be supplied by the soil. The |sole of his foot whilst such an army pos- 
: phosphoric acid would be most conveniently |session of the (turnip) field, Our moorland 

returned in bone dust, which contains from | hind scratehed his pate and studied hard to 

50 to GO per cent. of the phosphates. The|match “the fly.” Brimstone was 7a upon 
alkalies might be supplied singly in the shape | the damped seeds until they shone like gold, 
of nitrate ‘of soda or mitrate of potash (saltpe-| but still “the jly” would taste the seed leaf 
ter.) Guano is valuable, inasmuch as it com- | after all, and seemed to have it all his own 

prises not only a large proportion of phos- wi ee . taking the hint ~~ tales 

L hates and alkalies, but also what is of great jof life in India, where certain. species of- ants 

ton tance, particularly to the young plant, a infest every place, and reign supreme, for, the portance, partic , a infest ever 
considerable portion of ammonia, The prin_| time, driving all before them, went to the ant- 

‘ 3 es eT c <a #
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hills in the woods and filled sacks of ants, and, |remedy may be, and no doubt is, a good one; 
with gloves on his hands, turned them down | but it is very improbable that it will be adop- 
in little heaps, at regular distances, over the|ted by any non-scientific person, who would 

| field ; and whether it were the work of the! find a difficulty in obtaining and applying the 
| ants or to be ascribed to other causes depo-, ingredients; and as I have found a very 
| nent sayeth not, but the crop was seldom se- | cheap and efficacious remedy, which can be 
riously injured in this hind’s lifetime, and he | universally applied, I hope you will give the 
never failed to call in the dogs of war to his | public the benefit of publishing in your col- 
assistance when the weather threatened to be | umnsthe means of obtaining a sweet and whole 
dry after turnip sowing. In gardening, the jeoue stable, and so prevent injury to that val- 
above remedy would be perfectly practicable, | uable animal, the horse, which it is as much 

but upon large farms it would be a tedious | our interest as our duty to do. My" remedy 
affair, [Farm. Mag. is granulated or powdered peat charcoal, 

Sang ae a which is very cheap, and can be applied Pulverising Soils. b 'P> A pps i 
verlzing yy every stable boy ; and such is the attinity 

It is beli = between ammoniacal and peat charcoal, c* 
bas ay donee dat = a | bon,) that the former, whenever it is anyw ere i : ? 

soil is, the more fertile will it be. Tull sup-| nee phe Iniger ig aitachiod cram resins by thabecinatelisntentalion oP acne it, and thus the serious evil of the dissemina- 
= = aieatalli gt saa excentially eer | tion of the poisons is entirely eradicated ; inde- 

to render any land productive and fruitful, poner eSreuety a are om ie I 
and that no matter what might be its original | Sear ue kc ke eee ea iiascarceeilicauloe tt cclpearcds would © der | expense of the trivial alteration which it will 

the application of Laniane peeeaees = pa = expedieut, but not indispensable, to make, z 3S z xcavating under the center and end of 
éulum of any kind, unnecessary. This, how- y xvas 

Y . Aiea » | the stall toa depth of about twelve inches, 
ever, even his own experiments, instituted for | 1.4 partially filling up the excavation with 
the express purpose of establishing the variety ae seati of his idulized theory, prove untrue. Still, in the charcoal, See. an from the 

p re ee oe to the end being by a simple drain,) 
all cases, minute pulverization isa vast benefit tio * SOY pS % a yhich will entirely absorb and deodorize the 
to any soil ; and the more perfect the com- ms : 3 y : 

minution or division of the constituent parti- ao cates i aon ae 
. y , 

—— the acne vane stable, near to one of the drains, a small quan- cess , 7 A : 
be. tity of charcoal, say two inches in depth, on a 

By fi sane ih _| square piece of tin of about eighteen inches in 
— — Se oo size. After an exposure of a few minutes, an 
th : x ’j analysis would prove that this charcoal had 

ey will be exposed more thoroughly and ef-| 11..ched its own weivht of this deleteri 
fectually to the fertilizing effects of dews, rains, |e" it this intermixture = teed in 
atmospheric influences, and the enriching ac- ge 5 ane te tus; mkeeamstre | MetS = Bee eee coca ok lane find the garden or corszrvatory, its beneficial effects 

also in soils thus prepared a much more favor- Would: besmanitesgirtie nae oleae 
able medum ; they are not -arrested in their| bee eee re 

ress, expand freely in quest of food, and Preservinc Burrex.—The farmers in the par- 

tent comrtd an hrs wide by oppo | a UH te fA ae . . . ‘i e the i r curl ri 

ing obstacles which are insuperable to a slen- ES which gives'it a great superiority be eee 
der form. Manure also acts much more ener- | their neighbors: 
getically on finesoil than on that which is coarse} Tuke two quarts of the best common salt, one 
and in compact masses ; it does not sosoon yield | ounce of sugar and one of saltpetre; take one 
its humidity in a of deals aod ie far ounce of this composition for one pound of butter; 
m ent ani ‘ti ae as work it well into the mass, and close it up for use. 

ore absorbent in time of rain. _ The butter cured with this mixture appears of a 
Democratic Union. rich and marrowy ernsistence and fine color, and y: 

eee | never acquires a brittle hardness nor tastes salty. 

On Fixing Ammonia in Stables. Mr. Anderson says: ‘I haveate butter cured with 
—_ the above composition that has been 2h forthree 

Sm—Mr. Reed, in his letter i years, and it was as sweet ns at first? Butit must 
of stew Go tho Eee NS atone be noted that butter thus cured requires to stand 

| y 4 ject, three weeks or a month before it is used. If it is 
sulphate of hme,moistened with diluted sulphu- | sooner opened, the salts are not sufficiently biend- 
pope as an absorbent of ammonia, that vo- | ed with it, and sometimes the coolness of the nitre 

ile which. affects the vision of, and pro- will be perceived, which totally disappears after- 

dane ae eee ae hae wards, The above is worthy the attention of eve- 
a nee ry dairy woman. *
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Flax Puller. 

The above engraving reyresents a machine for | mode of harvesting, #3 no Inconsidersbte ameunt 

pulling flax, recently invented by Samver B. Goss ; of its weight must be lost in the stubble and roots 

of Beloit. The main parts of the machine are a | left standing on the ground. Theuse of the reap- 
revolving reel and cylinder. The reel has four | €T is still more objectionable, as it will leave a still 

arms, and makes one revolution, while the cylin-| greater length of s‘ubble. ; 

der makes two. The cylinder has two arms, rest-| Weare informed that this machine will pull 

ing upon steel springs, imbedded into it, on oppo- | sbout 10 acres of flax per day. | 

site sides, corresponding in length and width to ———_——_ 
the arms of the reel, the faces of which, when in|_ Macuive ror Presexvine Burrer— The St.| 

. wis : Louis Republican states that Mr. E.H. Merry- 
their natural position, are elevated a little above man has invented and patented a machine by 

the surface of the cylinder. The reel and cylinder | which he is enabled to restore to its original sweel- 
revolve in opposite directions, by means of gear-| ness the most rancid butter. It is also designed 

ing connecting with the large wheel, tpon which | fF preparing and packing butter. It consists 
; the fr f th hi Th ine i simply of two rollers in immediate contact with 

ee e machine is| each other, operated by a crank and spur-wheels. 
propelled hy horse power, in the same manner as | They are placed in a trough and partly submerged 

agrain reaper. The flax is gathered by the arms| in water. As the butter passes between the wheels, 

of the reel, 4, and brought between them and | ¢very particle is ee ee 

Gries ortho ojiniter, By whice 40-ie ally tie| ee ee ee ee 
eres y as fast as it is pressed out, After this it is only 

pressure of the springs upon the arms, with suffi-| necessary to salt and pack it away in close vessels, 

cient firmness to pull it from the ground. and de-| and it ae be preserved sweet and pare a a Jong 

iY iti i i i time. e machine occupies a space of about four 

posit it behind the cylinder as the machine moves feet by two, and a ciugle parece can work with it 

forward. seven hundred and twenty lbs. of butter per hour. 
Of the practical utility of this machine we are Rancid butter pus into it comes out completely 

unable now to speak, as we have never seen it in divested ofall rancid taste or smell. 

operation. But we intend to avail ourself of the os eee 
‘ + : : . New Srreevr-[ron.—Among the gold medals 
invitation of the inventor, to witness its working. | , warded b yy the American Teotttate i Ne ww York 

when the season for harvesting flax arrives The/ the present year, was one to Mr. Nath:n Post, of 

' increasing interest in the cultivation of flax, as| East Cleveland, Ohio, fora new stirrup. Its ex- 

astaple product, and its manufacture, will create ealenee comsiee in = spring-guard, ue a 
q i ; * the foot to go into the opening only a fain dis- 

a new demand for time and labor-saving machine-| + ince. This guard, by means of a center tube and 

ry. The practice of hand pulling, heretofore 80] screw, may be elevated and lowered to,allow the 
universal, (and practicable with small fields.) will | foot to go in a greater or less distance. Thereare 

be found to expensive in this country.owing to the er eee = ee ae al 
i ; __| that, if the rider is thrown from his horse, it 

a. _—_— and Sees = Wages— | impossible for his foot to stick in the stirrup, for 
r radling has been proposed, but if the flax israis | the guard throws it out at once. 

ed for the fibre, much waste must result from this {Scientific Am.
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Gruop of Chinese Figs. : ! 

‘We insert the above cut more as a matter Parsnips- } 
of curiosity, than with any desire to recom- - ae are H 
mend this breed. There are two distinct ya-|_.TBiS valuable root is daily gaining favor | 
rieties, the white and the black ; both fatten | “ith our farmers, and all information relative | 
readily, but from their diminutive size, attain | ats ee cde or mode of culture, is ea- 
no great weight. They are small in limb, | S°™Y Sougut alter, a < - 
round in body, short in the head, wide in the a een analysis is by J. H- Bahs-§ 
cheek, and high in the chine ; covered with | Db! es RYS | 
very fine bristles growing from an exceeding- fgets .Y. a Ac. Soo. | 

ly thin skin ; and not particularly symmetri-| he Plants analyzed were very lange, roots 
cal, for when fat, the head is so buried in the (ees ane nately eS oe ae were fur- H 
neck that little more than the tip of the snout |" (°°) 0 4 Do oe a ee 
is visible. The pure Chinese hog is too deli- ee length of the roots, 12 inches ; average 
cate and susceptible of cold ever to become a widest di ameter, 8 inches ; average length of i 

really profitable animal in this country ; it is | tops. 28 inches. } 
difficult to rear, and the sows are not good Par centage of water, dry matter ond eck: ! 
nurses ; but one or two judicious crosses have seats - jest =i 

eee naturalized them. Per cent of water 81.312 89.125 H 
This breed will fatten readily, and on a - ay matter 18.688 10.875 fj 

comparatively small quantity of food ; and ash | 1.280 1.760 | 
the flesh is exceedingly delicate, but does not “ash eo dry matter 6350 BA 
make bacon, and is often too fat and oily to The parsnip root contains a larger per cent. | 
be generally esteemed as pork. They are of water than the potato, and a smaller per || 
chiefly kept by those who rear sucking pigs | Cet. than the turnip, carrot and beet. About | 

for the market, as they make excellent roas- 18 Ibs. in the hundred is dry matter—the 
ters at three weeks or a month old. Some |Test is water. The tops contain nearly 11 per | 
authors point out five, some seven varieties of |Ceut- of dry matter ; 7,812 Ibs, or almost | 
the Chinese breed, but those are doubtless | four tons of the fresh roots, yield 100 Ibs. of 
the results of differept crosses with our native | organic matter, 5,682 Ibs, or less than three 
kinds. The above cut, with several others | tons of tops yield 100 Ibs. of inorganic mat- i 
purchased expressly for our columns, were | te? i 
taken from the living originals for the Inter-| Composition of inorganic matter of the Parsnip. 
national Magazine, published at New York. 100 Ibs. of the 100 Ibs of the jf 

[N. E. Farmer. ash of roots. ashoftops. jf 
es a Carbonic acid 21.85 2351 ff 

A Pyramm or Tosacco.— The world Sean acid ian yi 
smokes and chews every year, one thousand DhcepHerate of iron 0.65 1.43 
tons of tobaeco. Lime 3.35 123
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Magnesia 1.60 0.51 Parsnips raised with such a compost, will 
Potassa 8.45 5.33 | be found to contain a larger amount of nutri- | 

hae ah ‘p13 | ious matter than those raised from farmyard | 
Sulphuric acid 8.95 3.02 |manures, and to keep later in the season | 

— -—— | without becoming soft. | 
99.20 98.80 [Working Farmer. i 

The 100 Ibs. of inorganic matter removed pies . | 
by 7.813 lbs. of roots, can be returned to the sowing. 
soil by 100 Ibs. of ashes, 40 Ibs. of common BY R. B. HUBBARD, 

| salt, and 15 Ibs, of plaster. The 100 Ibs. of — | 
eran ae by 5.682 Ibs. can) Hoe oe ee reaaateacahdal a | 

. . low is is a question of much practical im- 
be returned by adding to the soil 60 lbs. of Se to the farmer. Plowing is an expensive | 
ashes, 90 Ibs. of common salt, and 10 Ibs. of | operation, and unless beneficial, should be avoided | 

plaster. as far as possible. | 
Proximate organic composition. Hesiod, a cotemporary of Homer, sectime | 

ts of 100 parts of the Greek farmers plowed their ground three times 
am pare a > ty for each crop. First in autumn, then in early 

Wate “81. 312. Ty Toots. | spring, then just before planting. 
ites anes onde With the Romans it seems to have been a com- 
Bagsr, Berens <a > <aeee ae if not invariable practice, to plow twice for 

. on q each crop. 
; Dextrine ee eee In modern times, the fallowing of ground for 

Album 0.995 4881 | Winter grain is a common practice, both in Europe 
Sta: ea 1396 7364 and America. Now what is the object of this fal- 
eee : 3 G30; | lowing, as it is termed? If it be simply to pulver- 
Glute 00. 40 0.211 _ | ize the soil and render it pliable, that might better 
eae patecie acattor 0.020 0.106 | be accomplished by plowing ouce and harrowing. 
Fat 0022 0.119 | J Bis is not the object—certainly not the sole, nor 

oe 3 the principal object. ’Tis to convert whatever } 
i Fee to0.000 | Yegetable matter may have grown from the soil 

i We ve into nutriment for the new crop. Farmers often 
Besides the above mentioned bodies, the speak of letting the land rest, as though, like an 

root contains a small quantity of malic acid, come ane san strength y SDS. a 
cane are i is I deem to be incorreet. Take a quant 

po = pace oe which imparts the peculiar) 5. Mi, ud place st niiden an ecuauatateacsires, 
lor to the pusnp. and there suffer it to remain a century. It will 
The root contains a larger per cent. of starch | contain no more strength, no more fertilizing prop- 

and dextrine than the beet, carrot or turnip, | erties, than before. But allow it to be exposed to t, P) | erties, A eee 
but less sugar and albuminous matter. ae eeeerhere for one day, and it will gain 

that, Phanhore’aik o Po — ae That the air is the principal source of fertility 
t os ne, . can easily be shown. Allow a piece of ground, 

| || Chlorine, and Sulphuric acid, are the leading | which has become so exhausted ‘that it will not 
requisites of soil for this crop. The soil should | pay for cultivation, to remain at rest, for some 
also contain so much organic as will render it nae qo fifty cor nis of yeeotatle | tae bean a 0 ides |__|] free to atmospheric influence, and to be perco-| in2\syamps and roots with chica theenetl ie Bllede lated by the long tap-roots. And this is not all. Upon removing the wood it 

i By decomposing swamp muck with the will be found that the soil has become rich with ||: 
chloride of lime and carbonate of soda (lime fertilizing matter, and that for a number of years 

4 ; it will produce large crops of grain and grass with- 
})}| and salt mixture,) which we have so often| sutmanere  Whesss comes hia fertility? From 
| || recommended, the necessary chlorine, soda, | what source has this exhausted soil derived the 

_ || and lime, would be furnished. To this should | materials for such crops ? 
| || be added bone-dust or apatite, dissolved in Thewos ee = ae oe eat ike ae 5 : is consui ere remains 
__ |] sulphuric acid, supplying by this means both| .ches. As I have before remarkéd, less than one- 
__ || Phosphoric and sulphuric acids. Wood ashes | tenth: of the material of which the wood was com- 
| || may now be added to supply the potash, or|posed remains. The other nine-tenths have as- 
| || what is still better, Peruvian guano, thus se- | Sumed a gaseous form, and have mingled with the 

||] caring the necessary quantity of potash in | ee er ea nee of anne aand ta ene 
|, || addition to the other constituents, all of which | The ashes which remain are earthy matters, in 

|| are wanted for maximum crops. The ammo-|the form of soluble salts, alkalies, and alkaline 
' | nia of the guano will be changed to sulphate as =e The eariny matter amuaybare been ta- 
| i & en from the soil, but the.vegetable or organic ee rt soeeniets By the bope dint eee canes nave. ctadeet ieee oetoeeeen 

I Er toe soil until seodell by the parsnips in- me etfs ee ane oe 
| >| stead of being lost by evaporation. before. Hence, the conclusion, to which I have 

*- il nn eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeEeEeEeEeEeEEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeee 
i 
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| before arrived, seems irresistible, that =| Sowing Grass Seed. 
Pa derive most of their sustenance from the air— aT " 
iq Hence, to increase the fertility of the soil,we must | Eiaemerss (a5 wer = coher boop oy conte ane 
Ifill frequently expose it to the atmosphere, and that | $°4 bargains. Some of the worst bargains they 
| @ in such a manner as to allow the air to permeate | io) muake.t) with, themseieess” Soy example oo 

as low as the roots of plants are expected to pen-| an trrent ye iG cert ots Bae ye coe Srenty 
[a etrate. doliars of hay or pasture. By way of experiment, 

| The object of fallowing then is two-fold. First, Sud to SS RAIS she ac vatieo nee Ok = Eon SoDEEy Or 
to turn under and expose to decay whatever is seed, the writer sowed in the BREIOS 1850 a piece 
grown upon the surface; and this should be done of ground to grass.at the rate of one bushel of seed 
at the time when the amount of vegetable matter to NG gc, Oe elf a bushel of clqrer, anc cue seme 
is greatest ; and sccond, to expose to atmospheric | (untity of timothy. In less than twomonths the 
action that portion of the soil from which it has| *¢\1 s#erded » prodigious amount of pasturage— heatmatoenexctated full twice as much through the season by estimate, 

In answer to the question, how often should | *S rdinary good pastures. ‘The present year, the 
land be plowed, I should say, much more frequent. | ST*°S Was allowed to grow for Hay, which has just 
ly than our farmers are in the habit of plowing —| cea cut and drawn in, (7 mo. 10, 1851.) and the 
The practice of mowing land from five to seven product was found to be three and a half tons per 
years, as many farmers do, is a ruinous one. It is acre. Where can we find a permanent pasture or 
in perfect keeping with the policy of the teamster, | ™e2dow that willdo this? | The soil was of ordi- 
who drives his team on short feed, till they are re- | B&™Y fertility only, or would wot probably have 
duced to skeletons and utterly incapable to draw | yielded more than 26 bushels of corm per acré— 
any thing but an empty wagon, and then commen-| 72& Se aa pipesle ak fe 
ces nursing and giving them extra feed that he growth of thts genes Soh, Tally mere ere 
may restore them to their wonted strength and| Hef thats ton and a half per acre, might have 
vigor. Far better to keep the team in good condi. | *S*i™ been cut, making five tons of hay to the acre 
tion in working order. ‘And so of the land. Let | i2,all, for one Year. 
it be mown, at most, two years, and in the fall of | ,. This hay proazec! ese plenty of grass seed 
the second, or spring of the third, turn under as is soven; 15 of anod boven queliy Ca ueee ee 
much grass as can be covered, and there will be| ks stand thin on the ground. 
noneed of twenty cords of manure to the acre panne oe 
eee’ a crop of corn and keep the land in The Mile of Different Nations. 

= : English yards. 
If my position is tenable, namely, that plants} Arabian mile, 2,148 

derive a large portion of their nutriment from the| Bohemian mile, 10,137 
|| atmosphere, worn-out lands may be reclaimed by} Brabant.mile, 6,082 

|| plowing. I think it will be found generally, that} Burgundy mile, 6,183 
|| in lands exhausted by continuous skinning, there} Cbineseilis, 629 | 

|| isa lack of organic, rather than inorganic matter. Danish mile, 8,244 
Or perhaps more correctiy, that the deficiency in| English mile, 7 1,760 | 
the former is greater, in proportion as it enters| English mile, Geographical, S088 | 

| more largely into the composition of plants, than| Flemish mile, 6,869 
the latter. French artificial leagues, 4,860 

Take, for example, an old field, which has been| French Marine leagues, 2 6,075 
exhausted by continous cropping with rye. It} French legal leagues of 2,000 toises, 4,263 - 
will be found by analysis, that there is a deficien-| rman mile, Geographical, 109 
cy of potash, lime and phosphorus, also an almost | German mile, long, 10,126 
entire destitution of vegetable matter, The ear-| German mile, short, 6.859 
thy or inorganic substances must be supplied by. Hamburg mile, 8,244 
the cultivator. ‘To the vegetable matter the soil} Hanover mile, 11,559 
will help itself, only give it a chance. Plow thor-| Hesse mile, tener 
oughly about the first of June, seed lightly with| Dutch mile, _ 6,395 
buckwhea, and harrow in some five bushels of Hungarian mile, 9,113 
ashes to the acre. Plow again when the buck- Irish mile, 3,038 
wheat is in bloom, and sow a littleclover seed, say| Italian mile, | 2,025 
four Ibs to the aere, rolled in gypsum. Let itre-| Lithunian mile, at 
main one year, and repeat the last process, increas- Oldenburg mile, 10,820 
ing the quantity of clover and using phosphate} Poland mile, short, ors 
of lime instead of sulphate. In this manner,| Poland mile, long, 8,101 

| lands which are all but worthless, may, with peewee S108 
comparatively littl - russian mu | comm ively little expense, be rendered produc. aoe salle) ancient, 1612 

Thie is not mere theorizing; 1 give the result} Roman mile, modern, = 
of observation, One of the most practical farmers Russian versts, 1,167 
in the state has tested the efficacy of this pro- Saale : veae 
cess on various soils and wi ii ‘cotch mil , pert yus soils with most satisfactory re- Silesian mile, voss 

Thousands of acres, in this commonwealth, not| Spanish leguas, common, ‘W416 
now yielding enough to pay for fencing, might by| Spanish leguas, legal, 4,630 
this ‘simple process and trifling outlay, in the| Swabian mile, 310,126 
course of five years, be restored to their original Swedish mile, 11,703 

fertility. [N. E. Farmer. ie cate — a 
=~ 

One to-day is worth two to-morrows. r ee oie 19,155
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; | Self-Holding Breaking Plow. 
i SSS 
i | This engraving is a representation of a plow Green Paint. 
+ for breaking prairie with a heavy team of several he = 
‘ | yokes of ee salt hetding ails so by|, A majority of your readers are more or less 

| Il means of the axle, wheels and lever. The axle is | interested in the use of green paint, I will | 
i adjusted to its relative position with the line of therefore give you the component ‘parts, as | 
i the landside by rods jointed to the end ef the beam. | ™Anufactured ae oe ee een 
i The rear ends of the rods pass through the axle ious pEnaps cies, and sold as TEMA RE 
Ny near the wheels, and are held to their exact posi- | Le be sure, when first applied, it is abeautiful | 
ie tion’ty screws ; green, but soon fades, and whitens out, as | 

i ‘The axle is aitached to the lever by posts pass- | gbt be expected, when you are informed | 
ie ing each side of the beam; and the Aree is ke; tin Sixt One’ of She pancipsl ingredients ee : ne : ee meoecee To make Paris Green. 

k its appropriate place by a pin, or spring cateh,— The body is Axnenie: 

ih By a movement of tbe lever, the plow is thrown To color, use Blue Vitriol. 

ie out of the ground while turning the team, and by To set, Barcmit. || 
Ey a reversed movement is let into the ground, taking To make Verdigris Paint. 

i a sich slice ofany desired depth. i Fora body Good Thomaston Lime. 

: } This self-holding arrangement saves the time To culor Blue Vitriol and Baromit. 
# and expense of one hand in breaking. The dri-| To sot ‘Alum and a little salt. |) 
aie ver being sufficient to manage the team and plow. Put up in tin cans, and marked. I 
+ | _ || It will be observed that the furrow is turned by B= “Pure Verdigris Paint.” ey | 
A means of rods, which makes the draft light byles-| This costs per pound to manufacture, about 
; I sening the friction. The share or cutting edge is| 19 cents, and retails at about 40 cents. | 
Bs held firm in a clamp or vice, making it convenient To make a green paint, “that is paint,” pul- 

Ft to.remove for sharpening. Two shares are usual-| yerize Verdigris. First prime with a lead | 
i ly sold with a plow. In some sections of thecoun-| color ; then two or three coats of Verdigris | 

cit try these plows are extensively used, andare tho’t/ and Linseed Oil. This will last an age. ‘Lo | 
a “ed be the best breaking plow in use, for heavy! freshen the color once in eight or ten years, | 
oe eae re ayply a thin coat of linseed oil. | 
| New Vantery or Porato.—A bulb of the] A durable and cheap paint for barns and |; 
ie potato species, which was found growing indi-| out-buildings, is an 

: it genously in Mexico, was brought to this coun- Invisible Green. | 
th try some years since, by a gentleman who re-}. To 5 measures of French Yellow, mix 1 
i turned from that country after the war. Sev-| measure of Jampblack, with linseed oil ap- | 

i eral specimens were given to Mr, Andrew] plied raw, without boiling, or any spirits of | 
Pk Hale, of Alloway, Wayne county, who plan-| turpertine, which the painters will object to, 
a ted them, and after four years cultivation, has especially if they work “by the job.” Oil 
q produced a crop that equals in appearance the} used in a raw state dries slow, but will wear || 

ie best approved potatoes. It is of small size,| much longer ; and the spirits of turpentine is 
: {| long and not large, resembling the “white] used to make the paint spread easy, and to 
i Mercer,” pretty closely—with smooth skin,|dry quick. But it kills the life of the paint, in 
a light complexion, and without the deep inden-| proportion to the quantity used ; as may be 
#1]. || tion called “eyes,” by which great loss is suf-| observed by examining the knots in a pine 
2 ; fered in many kinds. [Rochester Dem. -| board—the pitch kill or eats up the paint. 

ot ee
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| One measure of Venetian Red added to the| ing more. Since the opening of the road, the 
|| above invisible green, makes a very handsome | consumers of farm produce in all the villages, 
| paint for out-buildings, and we think the col-| are grumbling at high prices. What is their 

|| ors look none the worse as they fade. \loss, is the farmer's gain. Every farmer along 
| [Cor: N.E. Farmer. {a line of railroad, ought to be a stockholder. 
| em They would then look to our road, and try to 

Sarr ror Carriz.—I have for many years | promote its interests, and thereby their own. 
| been perfectiy convinced that salt allowed in | Chickens are now sent from Northern Ohio 

; quantity 1s highly prejudicial to all breeding | alive, to the New York market, where they 

| animals, =e. has a direct influence in greatly | sell from 39 to 50 cents apiece. We have 

li diminishing the necessary supply of milk for | known them a drug in the Ohio market at 50 
\ the immediate sustenance of the young ani-| cents a dozen. ‘This is only the beginning of 

. j ici cf ant 3 

| mal ; nee ~~ > —_— = : 2 | the advantage fo the country, growing out of 
a cow of her milk, and ewes would also be | the completion of the Erie Railroad. low. 

| benefitted by free ‘access to thissubstance for Es Se oe 
one week when thelambsaretakenfromthem.| yy, . +. & ¢ cantot teil why it is that man must 

| Tam also cony inced that salt has the effect of | plow, sow, and reap ne and why he must 

diminishing the secretion of the liver, and that | Sjay the ox for his food, when the same sub- 

| it is from this cause that the good effects of | ices of which his body is composed, can be 
soli ame a> oly igas susthoy feediney ce-aniaats | dug from the dust beneath his feet ; we only 
It is well known that incipient diseases of tHe bene (hau each isthe tact Phe “grain of 

— ae ble to the pega of fat— | wheat requires sunshine, moisture, and the 
HER ADA WINS ewes Are SHOW ed alarge quan- | }Janket of mother earth, to make it germinate, 

tity of turnips, with a small amount of other | row up, and come forth again in the golden 
food through the winter, abortion is a frequent | harvest to gladden the heart of man: race 

} OFGUEFENCE: 5 their supply of milk is very de- | operations of nature to produce certain results 
pie and ae — = rcaepe = f the | we are acquainted with, and have learned the 
CURT SACS NANG TINE atom Dey the | facts by observation. All the knowledge of 
ewes are allowed free access to salt, the lambs| i}. farmer must be obtained by experien 

are still more unhealthy, and many die of in- | and careful observation. His fasiees ae 
digestion and disease of the liver. The mor-| y,ctical one ; not that of a dreamer or spec- 
tality of the lambs, in these cases, ampay, 1 thinks | i)! fer ore ace heronantin ace aeniaiee 

be fairly attributed to the amount of salt taken | anda Dead on dy to ees afraid to 

by the dam ; for admitting that a small por- | try an experiment, and never too hasty to 
Gon only. ig directly, ee them, the quantity | adopt a theory without experiment. Experi- 
Positively omen their food in turnips, 35) ny nt alone ean determine the value of fertili- 
some what considerable. This is a point— zers, and the best mode of farming—such as 

the normal or natural quantity of salt contain- |the ‘best_modes of applying fertilizers—the 

ed in the different Toots, &e., consumed by times, sot], and seasons most suitable to do so. 
—— oS. sone we pao’ mueh | TF is our opinion that every farmer should 
ght upon is most important branch of a8-}havy 9 few acres of his farm set off for model 

“That the use of salt is highly beneficial | C*PeTmental agriculture. 
at certain times there cannot be a doubt; but . 
from my own knowledge, it is no less equally 1 es ae ee waste in use- 

true that the too free and indiscriminate use ne indulgence and extravagances, enough in 

of all took and atl time is Bighly pe-| 1°05 Ta which thoy could plant tome ad 
judicial.” Professor Robinson. a : pet : 
: eee flowers, and make attractive with its varied 

Tar Brnerit or Ratrroaps ro Farmers.| beauty, and on which, after a few years of 
—The New York and Erie Railroad brought} prudent saving, they could erect a neat dwell- 

: : oe ieee : 
down in one day, not long since, 180,000 Ibs.| ing fora home ? We like the teac of y: ig ", s 
of butter. The amount of produce brought | this boy’s example, and if there is one thought 

to the tide water by this road, is almost in-| of worldly wisdom above others which we 

credible, and would be still larger if the ca-| would plant in the mind of every American, it 

pacity of the road was greater. A Broome | is this—secure the title of a piece of land and 

county farmer told us in December that he| make it a home, and make that home beauti- 
had been more than two weeks trying to send | ful and attractive in all its externals and in 

forward some produce, which he was unable | its internals make it the nearest possible, a re- 
to do, because the ears were so full before they | presentation of heaven. 
reached Binghamton, there was room for not), ~ [Bangor Whig.
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. r A Double Furrower- food to keep them in decent working order.— 
ie mae They might do for a “show” occasionally as 

. I send you the plan of a Double Furrower, | fine specimens of a living skeleton, but for 
Pay which we have used five years. We find it porkers give us the short-legged, small-headed, 

i very handy. It furrows twice as much as the quiet, and contented pig, round as an apple 

iat old fashioned way. It can be set two, three, | and heart as a buck, with sufficient good sense 
se or four feet apart. to know when he has eat enough and where 
Bi y to go and lay down to be rubbed or curried ; 
at P2 Se and, withal, as Uncle Zim used to say, a “hog, | 
ae ‘s : SS with a remarkably good disposition.” 
a 1 Sek é [Vermont Watchman: 
a: \ fee Se ee 
e = — Es git sae mode of kill- 
fe Of cpm ing cattle in this country b; ocking them 
= F S (we dees with an axe is Dobea ert Me. Ste | 
oie phen describes the French method which will | 
Po Explanation of the cut. _ _ | be seen to differ considerably. 
ie A. The shoe made of plank, 2 inches thick.| Cattle are slaughtered in a different mode 

iri B. B. Shares ; same as those on a double| in different countries. In the great abattoirs 
ee mould board plow, bolted on theshoe. _ at Montmartre, at Paris, they are killed by 
be C. C. These pieces are made of 2 inch | breaking the spinal chord of the cervical ver- 
ats. plank, and morticed in the shoe. tebre, which is accomplished by driving a 
ie be D. D. These rods are made with heads on |sharp-pointed chisel between the second and 
He one end, and nuts on the other. They pass| third vertebrae with a smart stroke of the mal- 
fat through the stanchion, C. C., through the} let, while the animal is standing ; when it 

Bie, plank, E., and the upright part, F., which | drops down on the floor, and death or insen- 
1 forms a hinge ; the holes are a little larger| sibility ensues, and the blood is let out by 
. * than the rods, and work freely. opening the blood vessels of the neck. This 
is G. Crosspiece, on which are two handles ;| is also the mode of slaughtering in Germany. 
a it is bolted loosely on the uprights, and works! In this country the plan is first to bring the 
ee same as plank, E. ox down on his knees, and place his under 
et H. Beam bolted firmly on the plank, E. | jaw upon the floor by means of ropes fasten- 
ay I. Rod to stiffen the beam. ed to his head and ‘passed through an iron 
+ ¢ The plank, uprights and crosspiece, are 14 ring in the floor. He is then stunned 

1. 4 inch stuff. by blows from the sharp-pointed back of 
4 ‘ It is necessary to have a wheel onthe beam,/an iron axe, made for the purpose, on | 
Pia the same as on a plow. [Cultivator | the forehead, the bone of which is usually | 

i Tne Pre—Few animals yield less waste | {riven into the brain, The animal falls on 
ee i matter, after being dressed er market, than | one side, and — fh = out Ae3 the = | 
i the pig ; every part is useful, as a sailor| Of the two modes, the French is apparently 

i : a say, from stem to stern ; the head for|less cruel, for some oxen require many blows 
a ie baking, the tail for roasting. Every part is|t® make them fall ; I once saw an ox receive 

: y ; made palatable and useful—feet, minister's | nine blows before it fell. T have heard it al- 

iit face and shanks, are all admired, when prop- | !eged by butchers of this country that separ- 
© || erly “soused” and cooked. The rich and poor | ation of the spinal chord, eer Re cigs 
2. || alike admire a meal from the pluck and por- | 2ervous convulsion throughout the body pre- 

Hea vt tions of the loin ; the intestines make excel-| vents the blood flowing so rapidly and entire- 
el. I lent envelopes for sausage meat ; the blood|ly out of it as when the ox is stunned by a 
en: makes a savory pudding, and the bristles a blow on the forehead. 
iis |] brush for purposes “too numerous to men- Te ee 
‘NE. || tion.” The pig is ashort lived but useful an-| Mopz or Preservine Suincizs on Roors. 
©" |] imal ; and “ works his own passage” through |—A gentleman in Groton gave us the other 
hig life by mixing muck and making manure for|day the manner in which he prepared his 
9% | || his owner. “At death he invariably goes|shingles, before laying them on his house, 
| 2 ©. |] squealing out of his pen into “lard, and pork, | some six years ago ; and on examination, we 

es f {| and bacon,” = is hale. off on a voyage at) found they had a perfectly sound and fresh 
|) >| |] sea in pursuit of a whale. ; 
, fe: We Cone liked the long-legged, slab-sided, | *P! Fens = — ey ae Dean 
a P| apron-eared grunters, except for the race|™ore than a month. — 2 z 
i fe |! || course, for the reason that they eat too much} He had a large boiler, which he filled with 

8 EE 
| ale ee
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| whitewash, mixing with it, about one pound | The expense for shingles on a roof, is very Hy 

|| of potash to four gallons of 1 quid, also about | considerable, as the most of those which we Ht 

|| that amount of salt. This composition he | buy now, unless we go toa very high price HH 

| boiled, and while it was boiling, he dipped | in purchasing, last but a few years, and there- 3 

| the shingles in, ta‘ing a handful at a time, fore something that will harden or preserve 1H] 

and holding them by the tips. He had) them like the above, and which eosts but lit- if 

boards placed so that he could set his shingles tle in the application, will be thankfully re- a 

on them on end, and let the liquid, as it ran ceived by owners of buildings. i 

off them, run back again into the boiler. The [Spindle City. a 

|| shingles he allowed to dry in this position, OOO HF 

|| before laying them, and his belief was, that} Sloth, like rust, consumes faster than labor Te 

|| by thus curing or hardening them, they would | wears, while the used key is always bright. oH 

|| last much longer. They could be colored red | eee a 

| or-yellow, easily, by mixing red or yellow | Dost thou lovelife? Then do not squander " 

|| ochre with the composition. | time, for that is the stuff life is made of. 41} 
{ i 

| i 
9 : / 
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Horse Head Shears. BY 

These shears are used for cutting bars, rods, ! ference between a comfortable home and the 

and burrs, plate iron and steel—any thickness up | damp mustiness of a forecastle—between warm 

to 3-8 inch cold, and when hot 3-4 inch. In plow | feather beds and wet, ill-conditioned “ bunks” 

making, it is indispensable, and for misellaneons|—beteen mince pies and chicken fixings, and 

purposes in a custom shop it is found so useful| pickled side leather—between the friendly 4 

that after being used the mechanic does not like| greetings of neighbors, and the “d—n your : 

to be without one. They are very strong—work- | eyes” of a bull-headed mate—between the 

ed by one man and with great rapidity, and with- | dry clothes with which mothers ever welcome 

al occupy but little room. These shears can be| you from the peltings of a pitiless storm, and | 4 

procured at the plow factory of J. M. May, Janes- the wet sails into which a brutal captain tells “H 

ville. you to bundle on or he'll “ break your bloody | # 

aoe head for you.” Whether such seeing, howev- | @ 

B&F Country boys who “go to sea,” gen-| er, is worth what it costs, is at least doubtful. |) 4 

erally get what they go for, especially if you ‘As an admirer of dry breeches, we should S 
\ spell sea with two e’s. They go tosee the dif-! think it wasn’t. | a 

nee a
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eS - 17 | thising with the afflicted mourners. It re- 
eee HORTICULTURE. | minds one of the things which were—and 
ih ~*'_ | hushes all the angry passions of the human ee 5S 

a. American Pemologieal:- Congres: Independent ofthe associations which are 
Beef In compliance with a resolution passed by ihe |inseparably connected with its appearance, 
ik American Pomological Congress. during its session | there is no tree in our forests which presents an 
at at Cincinnati in October, 1850, it becomes my | aspect more graceful and lovely, or whose 
i duty publicly to announce that the next session | branches are more umbrageous. The first 
i & will be held in the city of Philadelphia, on Mon- | weeping willow was planted in England by 
ae }; day, the 13th day of September, 1852. The con-| the celebrated poet, Alexander Pope. He re- 
ie gress will assemble at 10 o’elock, A.M. in the Chi- | ceived from the Levant a basket of figs, and 

; i nese Museum Building, South Ninth street, below | Observed one of the twigs, of which the basket 
Bef Chestnut. was formed, putting out a shoot. This twig 
Be ‘The Pomological, Horticultural and Agricultu- | he planted in his garden. It flourished. 
Bie ral Societies throughout the United States and| Grew sweet to sense, and lovely to the eye, 
E i” Canada, are invited to send such number of dele-| and from this parent stock, all the weeping 
Bet gates as they may deem expedient. And thedele- | Willows, which are by no means uncommon in 
= ead gates are requested to bring with them specimens England, have sprung. [Boston Jour. 
eet of the fruits of their respective districts, pra 
b ® & Packages and boxes of fruit for the congress may cP 
Be be directed to the care of Thomas P. James, Esq, ER 6 LEED 
Fi iia No. 212 Market street, Philadelphia, should Gp GE age Bi : tr | the owners be unable to give their personal atten- % re OSs 5 
aS dance. aE See See 

F >: The various State Fruit Committees, enumera- Ge sae Ve 
B ted in the subjoined list on the next page, will, on Yep Eales 

pie or before the day of meeting, transmit their seve- 8 Vee = 
tia eral reports to A. J. Downing, Esq., general chair- Of - ey 
a at man of the whole. The chairman of each state )) 
ha f committee is authorized, where vacancies occur, to 
ite i fill up the number of his committee to five mem- Apple-Tree Moth. 

a ie bers. W. D. Brixcxte, M. D., President, 3 : =e 
ae Philadelphia, May 1, 1852. This name is applied commonly to one or 
ieee = s more species of the genus fttacus, of noctur- 
tk i We abstract the following from the list of State | ya} lepidopeterous insects separated by Ger- 
He i a ee A nee mar from the eae ok ae horney 
be inois, Dr. J. A. Kernicott, Northfield. comprising some of the est and most beau- 

4 : is = a oe Jacksonville. Gzul tact The See when the insects are 
Ba : “  B4son Harkness, at rest are extended horizontally, and are in 
he" “C.R. Overman. some species adorned with a transparent spot 
ag Michigan, J. C. Holmes, Detroit. near the center. The atlas moth of China, 

pie a Wee Se aoe which is a very showy species and is conspic- 
a Wisconsin, F. K. Pree Deiean uous in some European entomological cabi- 

5 Ra Iowa, Henry Avery, Burlington. nets, is scarcely superior to some of our spe- 
ie Sape—oeeetarpee cies. Their cocoons are said to be employed 
ie : The Weeping Willow. in the East Indies in the —— 

u there isno tren, the eight of which excites | “ Sponimen — — 5 — 
i “4 i more tender emotions in, the heart, than the | and 2 lines ; the cocoon was not obtained, but 

i! el “weeping willow.” It is out of place in a we have often seen them, their texture isfirm, Shea public walk—but looks delightful when flour- the fibres however are rather coarse. - 
B Hl ishing in luxuriant beauty on the borders of [Fam. Visitor. 

i ie) some winding stream, or in some secluded ae 
© © || spot, which has long been the asylum of soli-|_ Vonrapre Serrent.—According to some Bie tude and tranquillity. It is the emblem of} Ttalian journals a new organized being has 
== jj Sorrow and devotion, and forms a beautiful | heen discovered in the interior of Afriea, which 
Eerie | and appropriate ornament to a _ burying | seems to form an immediate link between’ ¥eg- 
PS bay ground. With its drooping foliage, it appears | etable and animal life. ‘This singular produe- 
“a a i to be looking back on the past—and sympa-' tion of nature has the shape of a spotted ser- 
pe uy FE e———————E—E——————EEEE a 

i Ha iene ena ee .
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| pent. It drags itself along on the ground, in- | alone, would so contract the bowels of H 

| stead of a head, has a flower, shaped like a} the animal as to produce disease—hence the He 

|| bell, which contains a viscious liquid. Flies, | great value of a combination of the straw with | 

| and_.other insects attracted by the smell of the | the beans. { 

|| juice enter into the flowery where they are| He thought the same principle of feeding i 

i caught by the adhesive matter. The flower} migit be practised in this country, and that i 
then closes and remains shut until the prison-| successfully, both in a physiological and pecu- tH 

| ers are bruised and transformed into chyle—|niary view. it 
| The indigestible portions, such as the head| "The land was cultivated here under a very i 

| and wings, are thrown out by two aspiral| great disadvantage—using the same plows fi 

openings. The vegetable serpent has a skin| and other instruments now, that were used i 
|| resembling leaves, a white and soft flesh and| two thousand years ago. Here they saw a 4 

|| instead of a bony skeleton a cartilaginous} great tomb cut out of solid stone ; on either ; 

frame filled with yellow marrow. ‘The natives| side of the spacious entrance niches were cut 4 
| consider it a delicious food. in, and the whole workmanship within evinced a0 

R Te RC ay Tee great skill and experience. This tomb was he 

M Centon See ae a ae eae built 4000 years ago. Herodotus visited it 38 

t. C. P. Powers, of Abington, Mass, informs| to thousand years ago, and speaks of it as a 

us that he has a peach tree, on his_place,| haying been then two thousand yearsold. In fy 
] which He badded m the summer ob ane and | its finished walls were wrought a splendid fig- aii 

in 1851, its whole growth, including stalk and) ire of a young girl dancing ; also the plow ‘ 

branches, ~e fifty feet two inches, and TOW! was there, a fac simile of the plow used by | 
it is thickly set with blossom buds for 1852. the inhabitants now. This people are very ; 

Farina Inconststences—Farmers dig tenacious in their habits. They are very Te dj 
their gardens two feet deep, but only plow markable at horsemanship—train their horses ia] 

their land five inches. They take especial to perform wonders—ride with great speed i 

care of their nag horses, in a good warm sta-| OVer rocky crags, and among rolling pebbles. iy 

ble, but expose their farm horses and cattle It would, in his opinion, be a hopeless task for (J 

to all weathers. They deny the utility of] 20 army of 100,000 men to conquer 500 of i | 
| drainage in strong tenacious clays, but dare the meandering horsemen. | 

not dig an under ground cellar in such soils}  [rrom the Journal of the New York State Ag. Society.) | 

because the water would get in. They waste} Preservine Fruirs iv tHE Own JuIcE. 4 

their liquid manure, but buy guano from Peru| —Your committee were much interested in e 

| to repair the loss ; and some practical men, | the ripe fruits preserved in their own juice, 
who are in estacies with the urine of the} without sugar or cooking, by placing them in { 

H sheepfold, have been known seriously to doubt) a bottle and expelling the air, in part, and i 

ea benefit of liquid manure. But it may be} carbonizing the remainder, by the action of 344 

| asked, “where is the capital to come from for} heat applied to the bottle. ‘Thirteen bottles 

| all these improvements ?” The reply will be,| of the fruits so preserved were exhibited to us ; 

“where does the capital come from to make) by William R. Smith, of Macedon, Wayne 

| railways and docks, to build steam vessels, to} county. viz: 5 of cherries, 2 of peaches, 1 of 

erect a whole town of new squaresand streets, | strawberries, 3 of as many varieties of currants, i 

| and to carry out every other useful and prof-| 1 of blackberries, 1 of plums. Those bottles || 9% 

itable undertaking 2” [Ex. paper. | which your committee examined were found | 1 

Page ae Opn iaaiy: of fine flavor, and we deem the art of so pre- | 

= ae serving fruit of much value, but ae so | 
Dr. J. V. ©. Smith of Boston, who has} much nicety and care in the manner of doing 4 

recently returned from a visit to Palestine, in It, as to be slow in coming into general we j 
4 : s ., | This fruit, we presume, when carefully pre- 

remarking upon the objects of interest which} served, will keep as long as may be desired. i] 

came under his observation in that hallowed] The following is given us by Mr, Smith as 

land refffarks: his manner of preserving these fruits: 

“The horses were mostly of a'dapple grey| They are preserved by placing the bottles, ||| 

color. Had no barns—no hay—their cara-| filled with the fruit, in cold water, and raising | 

vansaries were rather like barn yards ; he had | the temperature to a boiling point as quickly || « 

slept in them—horses were generally fed on| as possible ; then corking and sealing them || 3 

chopped straw and beans ; about two quarts| immediately. Some varieties of fruit will not | 4 

of the latter to a feed—the straw was used] fill the bottle with their own juice ; these | 7 

for the purpose of distention, while the beans} must be filled with boiling water. | a 

was a highly concentrated nutrition, which S. Mizuzr, Ch’n. 4 

enn eT eae nearer ee ;
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cts The White Native Grape, Currants and Goossberries, 
ees * You ask for some information relative to! It is to be presumed that not one in a hun- ee a white native grape, cultivated by me. I )dred understands the simple process of culti- ce ig. will give you as briefly.as I can, the history | vating either currants or gooseberries,although mei of it. ” lit has been detailed in all the horticultural a i i The banks of the Pawtuckaway (a small books with which the world abounds, Thou- ae branch of the Lamphrey nver,) abound with | Sands of persons, with every — for suc- ei wild grape ; so that in the space of two miles | ess are still content to live without‘a plenti- j st You may meet with twenty different kinds, all | ful supply of these delicions, healthy,and cheap ae of which have originated from seeds, and from | luxuries, merely because they have not tho’t > he one of which this vine originated. The old, of the matter. They : have a few stinted — be vine appears to be sixty or seventy years old ;/ €S set in the grass, with ——_ of the ee it stands in a cold, rocky, uncultivated spot | stocks dead, enethen wonder why they do Ba: and climbs some large maples, flourishing | 2t bear in abundance. . es S without cultivation. I have known it for| There is not a more beautiful shrub grow- [rar ea eighteen years, and never but what it has ing than the currant, properly propagated ; Ned 2°? borne some every year. The fruit is from | and the same may be said of the gooseberry. ey ie one third to double the size of the Isabella} Cultivators who pay any attention to the sub. ae "et with us ; it is rather of a drab color, but when | Ject, never allow the root to make but one is very white of a reddish cast, quite sweet, and. stock, or, as the English say, “Make them fae with a very white aroma’ I have never stand on one leg”—thus forming a beautiful an known it mildew, which most of the white | miniature tree, 'e ie varieties are apt to do. The fruit is much| To do this, you must take sprouts of last ote }- larger on the cultivated than on the old stock, | year’s growth, and cut out all the eyes, or buds © || but it does not get its full flavor till the vines| in the wood, leaving only two or three at the me i have borne two or three years, or till the roots top ; then push them about half the length m + || getstrong. It is perfectly hardy in our cli-| of the cutting, into mellow ground, where ee > mate, and usually stops growing about the they will root, and run up asingle stock, form- i as first of September. The fruit Tipens about] ing a beautiful symmetrical head. If you {2 © |] the middle of the month in common seasons, | wish it higher, cut the eyes out = the sec- se and will keep for some time. It is a good} ond year. I have one six feet igh. This ‘te | bearer: a neighbor has a vine about ten years | places your fruit out of the way of hens, and ee iE old, (a layer from the old vine,) which for the | prevents the gooseberry from mildewing which \ ees last two years has borne more than three| often happens when the fruit lies on or near  ~ || bushels each year of very fine fruit. When| the ground, and is shaded by a superabun- ae planted on the south side of a building, it fre-| dance of leaves and sprouts. It cianees an hae quently ripens a week earlier, They are now unsightly bush, which cumbers and di igures " He "|| scattered through the whole of New England,| your garden, into an ornamental dwarf tree. ee 4 and one lot in New York. About two years | The fruit is larger, and ripens better, and will | i .. |] ago I planted some ‘small vines on a high, | last on the bushes, by growing in perfection, i 1 fe i dry knoll in the open field to test their grow-/ until late in the fall. ee "|| 19g on high, dry ground, and 1 have never The mass of people sup that the roots : VY ¢ seen any grow better. Wherever I haye| nake out from the lower sed It is not so 1 ie sent the fruit as a Specimen, it has invariably —they start from between the bark and wood, ie wd pg hnceameege ot = Zt Pepant| at the place where it is cut from the parent ame of the sl 7 F m4 ie fal capaci? richly rewarded Saas roe Ati Se elermont chro is D. L, Harvey. The Orchard. 7 it Epping, N. H. 

— ARS be _ Plant among your trees; plant among your ee . We have been hoping for some time to find] trees ; then after you have taken off your ea | ie 4 a native white grape that should vie with the| corn and other crops, you can look back upon eee ee —s but all that we have yet your shorn field and see i s addition to me © || met wit ve been so strongly im ‘ated | the produce secured, you have growth on ie ie with the fox flavor as to aia unfit: them your three or four acres of trees. Ip a few a * || for table fruit. We hope the above is an ex- years you will begin to take more from the Hit= =" © || ception ; and, as we never like to “give up| trees than you do from the land. They will 1|)Ns ©.) J] the ship” will endeavor to give it a fair trial.| grow fast and bear generous'y, if the land is | ae = fe Bit [Plow, Loom and Anvil. [all kept mellow for the roots and sufficient meee tie! Se 
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| ee | nutriment is spread broadcast for the roots to Beste Wisconsin & Iowa — 
feed upon. Mr. Eprrorn—While perusing your vuluable 

Now take the level place, where you have | paper from time to time, I have deduced many 
your young orchard, and govearefully to work | items of important information from its instruc- 
with a steady team—don’t hitch on the stcers| tive columns, relative to agriculture and horticul- 
for this job—plow the land deep and well,|ture, And judging of its merits from having some 
manure it, broadcast liberally, work the ma-| experience in both pursuits, I have arrived at the 

nure down into the soil with a small plow or| conclusion that it is exactly such a paper as is 
ie eulavatos Bist hoes a aud your trees| needed by the farming community. 
will grow like the corn i . ou wil cau-} We have in this portion of the union an exceed- ; 

tion the boys in dropping the corn not to] ingly fertile soil, and in most parts it is considered : 
plant a kernel within six or eight feet of the|inexhaustable in quantity. Being well aware of 1 

trees. They need sun and air, and grow better] the importance of placing something of a reliable ] 
when nothing else for very near to them. nature before the public as a basis of information, 3 

~*~ read 2 t Pe aie. Cole says in| from which agricultural and horticultural improve- : 
the “ American Fruit Book”: - [ments may be made with safety and success, I { 

_ “Mr. Moses Jones, of Brookline, in this vi-| deem it a duty devolving upon every experienced || | 
cinity, @ most skillful es set aa apple] farmer and friend of improvement to extend his i 
trees, two fods apart, and peach trees between, | aid in the circulation of so valuable a publication, 
both ways. The eighth year he had 228] J petieve that it is conceded by all, that the ag- ; 

barrels of apples, and in a few years from set-| riculturist is the bone and sinew of the common- ‘ 
ung the — es moe of rehe a one| wealth; and ifso, what good reason is there, that : 
eats - : on oy we 7 = an ae the inhabitants of this country should not vie with 4 
crops of vegetables were rai: mn the sam eee : 1 
land, nearly paying for the manure and labor. ae = Samper saath aka aay and baie” 

The tenth year from setting, many of the ap-| 7 °° SSrcutuns’ Prittucts. | Perhaps i may 
¢ o argued by some that the vast amount of arable and i ple trees produced four or five barrels of apples] 5.7116 1and in this country. ther with its ch ‘ sh nd ail ng groupe eg ain crema wetter || 

etables.” [Exchange. 4 
a eee me universal succes in the producing of most kinds of ‘ 

Suavep Fiowers Last Lonesst.—The| vegetation, with but partial tilling But, by most 
Gardeners’ Journal, an English periodical] persons, that opinion would be considered very y 
quoted by Hovey in his last magazine, re-|erroneous. It is true that the improved lands of i 
commends shading flowers while blooming, in| this country are capable of sustaining a much more 
order to continue them in blossom a much|dense population than the present, with no im- & 
longer time. Speaking of an exhibition of| proved modes of cultivation. But the timeis rap- i 
American flowers in Regent's Park, London | idly hastening when the increase of population in | | 
ae ee says: epee sic TiGen ah this country will demand all the produce which its || 4 

e practice of shading plants from the} resources can furnish; in view of which, connec- i 
direct rays of the sun, receives an illustration| ted with our present interest as a people, as well ; 
on a broad scale, in this exhibition. The re-| as individual, it behooves us to adopt that mode || | 
sult of which is that the plants, which in the) of husbandry which will furnish the greatest quan- || 
open air exposed to the sun, would last In per-| tity and best quality of produce from the smallest a 
fection two or three days only, continue here,| area of surface. Many are undoubtedly well ¢ 

ou S they ats on ee can ee eXPOS-| aware that much exertion is being made by many 

less ki ak aad sie of then etilllon.| Ce nset agricultural economists, forthe par- |] J : : | pose of modifying the present barbarous system of 
ger. This, then, is the result of shading husband A venient 1 ties th - lants while in flower. * * * In all ca_|*¥S0®™4*y, and rendering more lucrative the em- 
e sahirorit is ible, the shading ought to ployment. Hence the county, and town, as woll 3 

= 5 as the state fairs. All the efforts which are being 
— ee made, are strictly designed to enhance the value 

The above hint may be of service to those| of sgvicultural pursuits; to promote domestio eon |} j 
who love the culture of flowers. If shading uae mactiorste: the qnadision: of cxn below 
in th dy and damp climate of Englan : / 

be oa protease the loodiiog = In conclusion I would add, that I am happy in | 7) 
son of flowers, it must be much more so in| the assurance that a paper devoted to agricultural || ji 
the bright and sunny region which we in-| improvements, and so worthy of public patronage, ‘ 
habit. as the Wisconsin Farmer, is extant. ¥ 

ohn Ww. B | 

The sleeping fox catches no poultry. Harmony, Wis., May 13, 1852. : pene poultry. 
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rae Wy Leicestershire Sheep. 

Bs. For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | Usefulness of Potatoes. we: Mr. Eprror—With 1 will say| earn i R. — issi i es m if : ow Si “Het nde isa ee ae We know not the author of the following re- | 
ra beathi e eer eee marks for we found them copied into an old alma- 1 if ny brother farmers about sheep raising and my| oo wnich gave no credit for them, but they are aie mode of doing the same which is probably new to] one ng oe trathfal withal, that we think 
1 eee th a the attentive perusal of our readers. eae I sold last winter 28 of my Leicestershire sheep, OT as aan aes to the want of i « half bloods, crossed with good common ewes, from thi <i aimee ode Sirk kati oc cedar | be | || one to three years old, for $134 in the Milwaukee | ‘215 Valuable root, how 1 i ; 
e iE market, for butchering ‘These were all weathers the many exeellencies it Sanpotnese sa te aor 
Ee a ‘ S = Z ie hs ar adaptation to the nourishment and sustenance e+ but four. Ihave found the Leicestershire sheep dar aiareR en ig At ie cE iro ae of both man and beast: 

f i Hh We i. Po seal oo ; “The potato is a vegetable which the rich man 
i ne BISNE bom 28; 40, Beres of corn every | inows not how to forego, and one which places 1G a season and after wheat harvest we turn the sheep tie page meni sbove’asnt; Maa: Ghlitse teen | HE tee into the corn ficld, where we let them remain until the weather and.one. sere'of lend, to plant with \ es Bets Petey it Sih the setting in of winter. they ae run to the} 14 tuber, a man may gubsist at almost any dis- 
ie straw stacks till spring. During the winter we fecd tance from the miller, the baker, the butcher; and ag : 2 > 

1 ie, |) ore at me pate ot ome papel ® Ons unndred I may almost add the doctor. It suits all tastes, te f sheep daily, every evening and morning. The and flourishes in nearly all climates, and is emi- 
Ee best profit we get is, they clean every weed from nently nutritious and healthful. Its cultivation : bi: the corn field. The corn ears set so high that de:nands but little labor, and when the earth has 

’ et they get but little corn, and are fat the year round. aa the tubers, they. are harvested without : *e i *|| Our lambs are raised without trouble. They yield trouble, and cooked without expense. A few fag- Pe, = i : eA i, || “tt tons wool per head from 5 to 8 Ibs, which ots, in summer, will boil them, and. in winter, the 
lg ||| 80!d last ecason for 31 cents. necessary heat is supplied without expense. There 
. ie A. K. Bannerer. is no waste of time in the process of milling, sift- Be Pe | Magnolia, April 25, 1852. ing, kneading, baking, seasoning, jointing or carv- eae — 4 3) ng, ung, b ter The Leicestershire sheep are the largest classin| ing. There is nothing deficient nor ae 

el .. || this country ; long wooled, shear from 5 to 12 Ibs. | in a well boiled potato. As soon as it is cooked, it A ihe © || of wool, according to the sex, and fat readily.—| °Pens by chinks, lets fall its thin pellicle onstiis 
fe ten i They are said to make an excellent cross on the | Platter, and ee See 
| ait common sheep of the country, both for wool and | ready for the unfastidious appetite of the hungry ee, || mutton —Z£¢. Farmer, man, Start not back at the idea of subsisting up- 

1 1; he ae on the potato alone, ye who think it is necessary Be = ; . . . a iter it, It is hard for an empty bag to stand upright. | ¢o load your tables with all the dainty. viands of i 
aie. Si
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| the market ; with fish, flesh, and fowl, seasoned | do well the first fortnight ; after that they Hy 
with oils and spices, and eaten perhaps, with wines | will subsist almost entirely on grass and in i 
—start not back, I say, with feigned disgust, until the water. In the fall, feed well with boiled 7 
you are able to display in your own pampered per-| vegetables and grain, and they will soon be 

gon a firmer muscle, a more beau-ideal outline, | sufliciently fattened for the market. i 
and healthier glow than the potato-fed peasantry [American Agriculturist. a 

of Ireland and Scotland once showed you, as you Re ee ae a “a 

passed their cabin doors! No; the chemical Canaz or Gnarrep Vavrr—Some time J 

palsies will tall pou ckstethe ‘welliripencdl| 25>. "o Bublsnedsa lever fom, Meas i 
pay 6 7 s Farmer, of Concord, in this state, in relation f 
potato, when properly cooked, contains every ele- . ie ye 

z oe a toachange in grafted fruit, which he de- ‘ 

mensithas nanereges oe ae in the) scribed. Dr. Holmes editor of the Maine Far- i 
best proportion = they are a in any plant mer, and, by the way, one of the best agricul- } 

wonerers (Uke tne abounding supply of) tural papers in the country, has noticed Mr. : 
starch =e enabling him to maintain the process of| Faymer’s statement, and makes the following | 

breathing, and for generating the necessary | romarks in relation to a similar occurrence: i 
warmth of body; there is the nitrogen for contri- [N. E. Farmer. j 

buting to the growth and renovation of organs; “ Does the original stock or tree into which 1} 

the lime and the phosphorus for the bones, and |g graft is put ever overcome the graft? We { 
ail the salts which a healthy circulation demands. | believe there are well authenticated instances | 
In fine, the potato may well be the universal plant | of the kind which Mr. Thomas C. Wood, of | 

—and the disease under which it now labors is a} Winthrop, related to us as having taken place j 

universal calamity. If any agricultura institu-|jn his orchard. A graft had borne for several | 

tion should ever be so fortunate,as to make us ac-| years the true fruit of the graft. The fruit, i 
quainted with the means of controlling it, its name however, began to change, and in a few years I 

would quickly rank by the side of the proudest | the graft bore an apple nearly or quite resem= 4 

universities, and if the great discovery should pro-| bling that which the tree bore before being A 

ceed from a single individual, his name would live | engrafted. Mr. W. attributed the change to 

when those of the greatest generals and conquer-| the wood of the stock somehow gaining the 

ors have become as uncouth and strange to human | ascendency over the graft. Some of our co- j | 

utterance as their deeds were opposed to human | temporaries pronounced the whole a “fish 4 

happiness.” story,” or at any rate a mistake. | 

oF Ree ST ae } 

Raistna Grzsz.—A_ goose is more easily £2 Apple trees that have been girdled by | 

raised than any other domestic bird of our field-mice during the winter may be preserved, i 

experience. Here is the simple course we by taking a sui — or <7 of bark; i 

pursue: Feed the geese kept for breeders, in the spring, from the limb of another apple- 4 

moderately well all winter with a mixture of | tree, and adapting it carefully to the wounded 4 

grain and boiled roots. Providea warm, dry, | bark, the edges of which are to be pared to 1 

well sheltered place for sitting ; and when | 22 ocr Ine, and the whole bound up and i 

the goose is on the nest, give her regular dai- covered with grafting clay. It is _not abso- ; 

ly food, principally of cooked vegetables, lest | lately necessary that the bark introduced 
she should get costive ; and plenty of fresh | should encompass the whole trunk ; as the }} jj 

clean water. When sitting, a goose does not | union by a single portion will preserve the 4 

eat or drink so much as ordinarily. If she| life of the tree, and the remainder of the } 
inclines to come off the nest, let her do so ; | wonnd will gradually become covered with 

and even let her go to the water and swim to | 2&W bark. [A.J. D. 
her heart’s content, She isonly taking nec-| Props or SuseP and Woot Growinc— 

cssary ablution ; and as to the idea that she | traying read articles concerning the profits of 
will get wet, and chill the eggs on her return, farming, I venture the income of a flock of }} | 
it is all nonsense. Who ever saw moisture | 94 sheep kept by one of my neighbors the 

adhere to the feathers of a well-fed healthy past year, which was the round sum of $74,-}} | 

goose. 25, besides 6 lambs that died. He sold his 
Atter the goslings are hatched, let them | wool at 38 cents per pound, and his lambs at |} jf 

run with the goose on grass, but be careful | $2.00 each, with one exception, that for $1,50. i 

that they are not exposed to wet, the first] They are of a coarsish grade, but not native. || jf 
week of their existence ; after that, there is lit-| I have bought 19 of the above sheep, at $2,25 4 

tle danger, unless the rain beparticularly cold | per head, and will give the income. of them ; 

and enduring. With a small allowance of | the present year, when I sell my wool aad 1 
boiled vegetables, mush, or oats, the flock will | lambs. [Granite Farmer. i 
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Reciamep Lanp.—John Shipman of Am- chlorates,) as they adhere to their combina- | 

te herst, gives the results of his labors in reclaim- tions with greater tenacity. ay 
, ing fifty acres of swamp land, in a report| The effects produced on hard water in | 

i made by him to the Amherst Agricultural | washing, where soap is used, is very simple | 
Society. This land, when commenced upon,{ When investigated. Soap isa compound of | i y. po s : a 

1s more than twenty years since, was a regular | an alkali and animal fat, or vegetable oils and | 
f peat swamp, and worth comparatively nothing, | Tesins, and when added to water containing 
1 In 1849, forty acres of it produced 10,000 | any acid, or acidulated substance, the acid, by | 

4 bushels of potatoes. At various times, eight| its chemical affinities, seizes and neutralizes | 
& acres of it have produced 600 bushels of corn;| the alkali of the soap, disengaging the fatty | 

ie ten acres, 2,500 bushels of potatoes ; broom substance in the same shape it was originally, | 

if corn at the rate of 600 pounds per acre ; and and in the worst possible shape for cleansing | 

ie last season, fifteen acres produced more than| the person or clothing. | 
| 1,700 pounds of tobacco per acre. Thepres-| There is a vulgar error prevailing among | 

. ent worth of the land is Sesoc = casa a| the people generally, that it is dangerous to | 
i! low estimate ; net profits, $4831. add lime to wells and cisterns, on account of | 
ic ———_ its rendering the water hard, There is nO] 
i Hard Water- greater flies among our traditionary belief. 
+f area Line is strictly an alkaline substance, and as 
a — of the Wage Seine by a such, is a neutralizer of all the acids that wa- | 

uf > orl pe = a, fi ee leer contains, and may be freely used when in 
te eee eS Sie . igo care) 4 quick or unslacked state—old and airslacked | 

‘ it is ee — meee of the process, /is hurtful, as it has become a sub-carbonate. 
i Ths otztaxa fom indies finations a One ounce of fresh quick lime, dissolved in | 
bt iy: tema Senin eerie so water, will soften two barrels of ordinary hard | 

Hie oo pure, and springs and wells on sand water, and render it fit for washing purposes. 
4, ; pee Y | It is also advantageously used to sweeten cis- 
BF —— — —owing to the rocks and| term water when it becomes stagnant, and of 
fi the seal al —— of silicious re bad odor, and the cheapest and most ready 
i} r constituents, insoluble in water. deodorizer of all unpleasant, unhealthy efflu- 
ih streams and springs in secondary, orlimestone| yj. Rural New Yorker. 
:S countries, contain more or less materials con- eee eed use) M 
Ai stituting what are called hard water—and of-|__Dramina wv Inprana.—Gov. Wright, in 
i ten the waters from sudden showers, which| his address before the Wayne County Agri- 

; : have been produced by evaporation from ex- cultural Society, estimates the amount of mar- 
ee tensive regions of like formation, are sensibly shy lands in Indiana at three millions acres. 
A ; affected. These were generally avoided by early settlers 
# All waters known as hard, result from some | a8 being comparatively worthless, but when 
- |] of the acids or their salts being held in solu-| drained they become eminently fertile. He 
: “| || tion, The most common are the carbonic a “I know a farm of 160 acres that was 
ae acids and their carbonates, and sulphurous sold five years ago for $500, that by an ex- 

*~ | and chloric acids and their combinations. All| penditure of less than $200, in draining and 
ik. the waters containing carbonic acid gas, and ditching, the present owner refuses now $3,- 
: c anipharnted hydrogen, (the material that| 000.” Again he says, “I have a neighbor 
} es the sulphur springs of the country,) who informed me that in 1850, a very dry 

e - || uncombined with the earths, arerendered soft eae he had ditched a es pa he previ- 
ats by simple boiling, as the gasses are expanded | ously put in corn ; in the low and wet parts 
tf by heat and acon off, and no aoc left| of the field he usually gathered in the ail a 
A —but when united with lime, alumina (clay) few nubbins, but went to the high ground for 

© || or the metals, boiling deposits a portion by re-| his crop. In the fall of last year, he obtained 
ei leasing the solvent, in the form of a hard stony | his best corn from the low land, his worst from 
Ei _ || concretion. the high ; and the extra crop of the year, 
Sia: The process used by washing-women, to| paid for the whole expense of ditching.” 
. cleanse the hard water by adding lye, ashes, [Albany Cultivator. 
* |. || or potash, is a strictly correct chemical pro-| Tye Pre PuanneoA correspond Mi : oz ‘wz Pre Pranr- correspondent of the 
5 || cess. Acids, and alkalies are aeeunteeal Indiana Farmer expresses the opinion, based 

= || Principles ; one destroys or neutralizes the| yon experiment, that the use of ashes for the 
eee other, and renders both inert and harmless.— | _* iT ao fein a pie plant produces a more delicious plant than 
re é — som eae etched meat! any other mode of culture—not being sour, but 

. » || the muriates (acid of coches salt, now called om rere 

i ee eee . ‘
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EDUC ATION AL a great mistake was made by the state superinten- ut if 
s dent, Fleazer Root, who, being ignorant of the real i] 

CONDUCTED BY J. L. ENOS. object or design of these institutes, formed socie- nf 

 —_—_———————— ties of a dozen or two members ; lawyers, doctors, H 
| Reading, &c., in some of the counties and gave them the | 

| ‘The vast storehouse of human knowledge is|®™™° °f Teacher's Institutes. Teachers finding iH 

unlocked to man by the art of reading, and by it that nothing was to be gained by such meetings 4] 

he is invited to partake of the treasures it con- abandoned the idea of attending them; and in all iH 

|| tains. It unseals the erystal fountains of living| ‘#® countics of the state, where those institutes H 

| waters, Where he may quench his mental thirst, | “°F* rmed) not over half a dozen have ever at- “| 

| and opens to him boundless elysian fields, where tempted to hold a session since ; and even in those Hy 

he may feast his noblest faculties upon the purest | feW cases, so far as I know, the attempt has been iN 

joys and richest treasures of the uuiverse. a failure. Tho institutes of eastern Wisconsin tt 
| But he who learns to read by rote, repeating were established ees reference to any previous 14 

|| words and sentences of which he knows no mean- county organization and have succeeded very well. 3 i Hy 
| toa? intike’s chanigo nearly bifnd, tial Raving| Cte ko0d hes beer done; snl we. predict tBss } 

|| turned together the contents of a rich storehouse, | "°*t fall same pointe to W a kehe connty, )ecLsens 1 
| he walks amid its treasures, perceiving here and the village,) will witness the largest institute ever | 

| there a massive pile of grossest merchandise, but| held west of the great lakes, The ball has been i" 
| knows not that he walks where pearls and dia- started right by the intelligent friends of the cause | 

|| monds, and precious gems are glittering on every |” that region of the stete—and in such a cane, the i 
side. wheels cannot be moved backward. i 

¥ ———_————o—eew 

ao such, = noblest art, this most invaluable New School Exercise. i 

key, is of but little worth, They have the key; —_ i 14 

; but when they venture to make use of it, they see] We find the following description of a new andj} i 

| but here and there a bold projecting thought, so interesting school exercise in the Boston Trav- ¥ 

plainly visible that the vision of a blind man could | ¢ler and copy it for the benefit of our rea- i 

seareely fail to see it; while all the pearls, and| ders. It would seem to bea very agreeable way F 
diamonds, and precious gems of thought, which lie | of gathering useful knowledge, and interesting the ; 

within the nicer shades of meaning, are unper-| young in the daily history of the world: A 

ceived by them. “We are much niceret with a novel school exer- | 
. * ._| cise, Which has been tried in one of our public 5 

Hence they find but little pleasure in reading | -chools with great success, and has proved both ] 

works of merit, where purity of sentiment and /| interesting and profitable to the pupils. For the | 
style combine, and form a chain of pearls; all, | benefit of the instructors, we give the plan adopted, i 

bright and beautiful; but none, or very few, so assuring them that a trial will convince them of a 

bold as to strike the vision of an obtuse mind—| *** ea eae suegiges aaa i 
2 ass ‘o each pupil in the most advanced class in 7 

Such people have but little taste for reading; °F] school let a country be assigned ; to one, we wil : 

if they read at all, they seek those works of fiction suppose England ; to another, Germany ; to anoth- 4 

which paint the strong passions of mankind in| er, Russia. Let all the most important countries Hi 

glowing colors. be assigned, and if the class is not large enough a 

* e : - let a pupil have two or three countries as his por- | 

aoe moth evil, which prevails to such 2) ¢i5) “Then request each of the pupils who has i 
vast extent throughout the land, should be remov- | received an assignment to prepare a digest of eve- | 

ed. Those who are taught are subject to their| ry matter of interest which occurs in his or her i 

teacher’s skill and the book together with the liv-/ country, said digest to be presented before the H 

ing teacher, should so instruct the young, that the school’at some time which may be selected. : 

fall meaning of every word and sentence, inallits| |. ‘We will suppose there is a class of twenty pu- 
i“ ape 2 pils. To each pupil is assigned some division of 4 

rength and beauty, would be readily perceived | the world, of which he is to give all the news that 
| by them. Teachers must instruct their pupils to] may come to hand. Suppose every other Satur- 

think, and no branch of our schools affords so apt Sry, a bese be ren the Scrae nae meee , 
== . + school may be allow: participat ie. ie pupl 

= sppagpanity as the exercise of weading, Thought to whom is assigned England, is called on to report. 1 

is and must be'a necessary accompaniment of the} He gives an account of the closing of the Crystal i 

pupil, if he pursues his work with the greatest] palace, the reception of Kossuth, or some other 4 

benefit to himself. matter of interest which can easily be gleaned 

oH from the digest of news bruoght every week bythe i 

O During the past month we have spent some steamship. Let another pupil representing Mas- t 

considerable time in attendance upon Teacher's | **chusetts, now rise and inform aie schoat Cree 4 
Testige tes San Bacco alas Got izern thas | result of the Gubernatorial election. And so let | 

thei Semen neve bers bee earn that | the whole globe be transversed. i 
eir value is becoming more and more apparent| We are certain that the exercise will prove ad- i 

rt many parts of thestate. Intheir first formation | vantageous. It will give scholars information , 

; : 
i 

: : ae oo > Baca i aT ia ;
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hE | which wil be of great benefit to them. here is | weather and grained higher, after they arrive at 
ine nothing so important at present as to keep the |a working age, than here in the west; yet it is a! 

lee | young well posted tn the cuntent ever: of the day-| pare occurrence here, to see a horse afllicted with | 

pe | The facilities for obtaining information are now | eae {i 

fi 80 great that there will be no difficulty in obtain- the heaves, while it is equally rare, to find asound 

He | ing sufficient materials. The journals of the day horse five years of age, in all respects. Perhaps | 

ed will be read by anh young ze . - citer the kind of feed used here, in rearing horses, | 
4 spirit from that which now actuates them. In-] (.; mal 

F stead of stories and anecdotes, they will seek those APeebr er Began eee er SEES | 
ag departments of intelligence which are highly im | ing horses, oats and wild hay) has something to do | 

Va portant, but too often neglected. _. {in the matter. 
3 oe = pis eee sony be ere A correspondent of the New York Farmer, | 

[rks eabertgecntigeg tse uh el nr: tn to samme of 147, mg tates oo | 
hee another, geology; and another, the mechanigal | chased a fine little horse, for a small sum on ac- | 
if arts; and let occasionally an hour be spent in hear- | count of his having the heaves, he breathed so very | 

& ing reports as to advancements which have been| bad that it was painful (at least to me) to drive 1 

iF; cceeaaiene maar acetone alee Mane oon ee him. 1 resolved to attempt a cure, or at least to | 
t to witness the alacrity and interest with which | give him some relief. In due time he was turned 

mk the pupils will study subjects generally considered | to grass days, taken up at night, and fed on wet 

+ | dull and prosaic. meal. Frcm this time as long as my father kept 
ef Ss him, he never was allowed to eat anything dry, 

yt. Galls on Horses. and there was a decided change for the better— || 
i A writer in the Rural New Yorker, with an ex-| 4*er the first of September he was fed wholly on | 

rt perience of twenty years, recommends the use of n| Cut feed wet, care being taken to keep him meee 

ie mixture of whiskey and alum, (as much alum as| My father kept him three years, during which 
oS ie. ‘the whiskey will dissolve.) as a prevention and| ‘ime he sperforsued es piuch Jahon e8eBT: ROTATE 
Br remedy for galls on horses. Of the value of this| Mi# size in town, and after the first six months was | 

+. remedy, we can add our own testimony, from ac-| 98 sound as any. Old horse dealers that knew } 

ae tual observation. We have used it upon a tender him could not detect anything of the heaves about | 

hed i hided horse of ours, for the past three years, ee zs | 
ers time and again, and found it effectual. When| Probably no horse can be permanently cured of || 

fet tae hovsc'dy Woried. the gulicd pact’ should be this disease, but as long as they can be kept out | 

be ¢ cleansed with cold water at evening, (especially in| °* S188 Surely 8° far is good. After my father 
ag Warm Weather) before using the whisky and al- sold: the ores; lie-qwas fed carelessly; end they) 
Se eae heaves soon returned, I think great attention | 

ae iT resorbed to thinivanhedy joarryiag i with ne] MES Dent ORR e nea: hin naes BS i 
1 ifs when I journeyed, and have continued its use with should be the best of timothy, or herds grass, | 

ele undiminished approval, for more than twenty | Well cured and bright. If proper care was taken | 
ts i years. I apply no other remedy. When a horse in this matter there neue be less of the -discase. | 

ae has been put out for the winter, and has not been <Ciower, liey dnanin emnesnsinnses heen jhe direct \ 

aa cused, his bresst'and back will be tender. Asingia | 0aU2? of this complaint. Ihave fed corn stalks \ 

wt hour's use of saddle or collar, in a hot day, will ors pnd dry, cub end ae) ae See | 

reg then scald the breast so as to produce serious inju- —- equally es elk asighencphey queen feaon | 

: . ry. My uniform practice, therefore, has been, for | “97- Lila, Dea salt dare denier | 
a ’ a week before beginning to use the harness, to} © Wixrertna Srock on Carrors—Mr. L| 

id harden the breast and back by bathing them reg | A. Sanford, of Gaines, has wintered his cattle | 
ir ularly two or three times day. No injury has| and horses in a manner, which I think a 

pe then resulted from the application of the collar —| worthy the attention of farmers in general.— 

Ook: And when a bad gall has actually ocurred, a fre-| He raised a fine crop of carrots, and secured 
iL, quent and persevering use of this remedy has se-| them in a cellar near his barn, and saved also 
TE || cured the constant use of the animal, and healed| all the chaff from his wheat and other grain. 

he ih the wound while in continued service. He has one of Emery’s railroad horse powers 
: +e Sapte eae on his barn floor, with which he runs an ap- 

iH Heaves in Horses. ple grater, (such as is used in cider mills) 

Hie 4 ‘ — x placed over a box of suitable size to hold the 
ae : This complaint, so common among horses in the) amount of chaff and grated carrots wanted at 
Ba B ea pate when confirmed, is generally regard-| one time, which are mixed well together be- 

ii | Ht not only as incurable, bat beyond the reach of] fore feeding. His horses and eattle are very 

Teale being mitigated to any practical extent. Nowhere, | fond of it, and do well on it, Tam told, His 
ig we doubt not, in this country, are horses worked | stock looks exceedingly well this spring. 
i: ih 5 harder, more exposed to the inclemencies of the [Cor. N. Y. Farmer. 

ie ey emma ne . ’
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Gardening, The creaking of the crane, 7 

°. er ae The ringi f the anvil, 

Our limited space forbids many remarks on the Whe ee ia spk cs a J 

len in this issue, June is, however, a busy Se ee i 
gard 5 1 a The clattering of the turning-lathe, aN 
month, and the kitchen garden should receive close ‘The whirling of the mill | 

attention. All vegetables must be well worked enacts 4 
and tended... The weeds, also must be extermina- The rattling of the loom, 1] 

ted without mercy ; for, if suffered to get the as- The puffing of the engine, i 

cendancy now, it will be difficult to master them AGaGho Gate catia mbeoss= t 

later in the ae Cabbages and tomatoes shoud The clipping of the tailor’s sheare, i 

be transplanted—peas, cucumbers, lettuce, cress, The driving of the awl, “4 

radishes, Lima beans, and spinach should be sown The sounds of basy labor— ty 

for a succession of crops. Early sowed vegeta- T love, I love them all. iH 

bles should be thinned out, hoed and kept free . 'H 

from weeds. Ruta bagas should be sown about 1 love the plowman’s whistle, 4 

the middle of this month. Keep a good look out The reaper’s cheerful song, i 

for such insects as prové most destructive to vines The drover's oft repeated shout, ¥] 

and also to cabbages and turnips. Ashes, plaster Aahslepss seeste =r 1 

and hen dung, in equal portions sifted over them The bustle of the market-man, h 

while the dew is on, is generally effectual in check- As he hies him to the town, {| 

ing their depredations. A small handful of tansy, The balte omshe or er | 

laid around each vine, will often save the crop As the ripened fruit comes dows: ¢ HF 

from the striped yellow bug. : ae — — ; {| 
ees 8 they clean the ripoued grain, iq 

Onion Maccor.—A correspondent of the the N. ‘And huskers’ joke and mirth and glee, i 

E. Farmer, soys: “I noticed a short piece in your *Neath the moonlight on the plain, i 

paper of the 14th ult., written by Ira Brown, re- The kind voices of dairy-men, ie 

questing to know if there had been any effectual The shepherd’s gentle call— 3 

remedy discovered tothis maggot. I would justsay These sounds of active industry, r 

that if you make a strong decoction of tobacco, and Llove, I love them all, i 

sprinkle your onions once a week, the maggot will For they tell my longing spirit ; 

not trouble them, for it isa fiyblow which the fly Of the earnestness of life = Hi 

deposits on the top, snug to the growing onion; the How much of all its happiness 4 

tobacco prevents the fly from blowing the top. I Comes out of toil and strife. tat 

saw 16 Cried lest season with suocem, only epplied Not that toil and strife that fainteth fF 
ivesithaies® —— And murmureth on the way— iG 

‘Truery.—Tickle your fields in the spring says Not the toil and strife that groaneth he 

4n old writer, if you would have them laugh in Beneath the tyrant’s sway ; 4 

sutumn. But the toil and strife that springeth a 

Porarors axp Tomaroxs.—It is not so generally From a free and willing heart, 1 
known as it deserves to be, that the tomato, when A strife which ever bringeth a 

grown among corn is far superior in flavorto those To the striver all his part. 4 

produced in the common way. They must of i 

course have a fair chance of room to grow, and not Oh, there is good in labor, is 

be too much a the = Enea —_ If we labor but aright, i 

can appreciate the ualities of this vegetadle = = 4 

Whee! perfection will dak this ode 0? growing That gives vigor to the day time, { 

them to secure all they can ask ; at least such has And a sweeter sleep at night, i 

been my experience A good that bringeth pleasure, 4 

It has been maintained by some respectable ex- Even to the toiling hours— 1 
periments, that potatoes Pee among corn are For the duty cheers the spirit 

not go liable to rot; and this opinion has beun 7 r a 

centred by @ sufficient number of trials to ren- As the dew revives the flowers. j 

x it worthy of attention. ai 

zh [Working Farmer. Oh, say not that Jehovah i 

ee eee Bade us labor as a doom + 4 

The Sounds of Industry. No, it is his richest mercy, : 

seul wae te ‘And will scatter half life’s gloom ; 4 

= Then let us still be doing 

I love the banging hammer, Whate’er we find to do— i 

The whirring of the plane, With an earnest, willing spirit, 

The crashing of the busy saw, With a strong hand free and true, |
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EDITOR’S TABLE entirely out of season for next month. And here 

* | we beg to assure farmers that we are always glad 
a Ag a @ | to hear from them, and hope they will consider 

To Agents and Subscribers. the “Farmer” a worthy medium through which to 
t This number completes a half year of the cur-| communicate the results of their experience. 

rent volume of the Farmer ; and according to the Tue Fanwxe’s Guive—This: valuabie werk ts 
terms of our prospectus, several hundred dollars | now complete and the publishers are prepared to 

are now due us, which we very mach need. Ow-| supply those who wish with bound .volamea— 
ing to our exceedingly liberal terms the present | We have often called attention to this work, 
your, our receipts have been very light, 8s yet—| and expressed our high appreciation of its value 

: To those friends who have been prompt in tor- | +9 the agriculturists of our country ; embracing as 
warding subscriptions, we tender our grateful | it does, every subject of importance connected with 
thanks. To aia eee the amount is the theory and prac‘ice of agriculture, and treat- 
bat » mere srifie; nt to ms the aggregate amount | + it with an’ accuratecelearneavaud: fullness’ of 

: now due, is of much aspestanoe. We hope ali detail, here-to-fore unequalled by any work pub- 
— nia ee the “Farmer? will remember | ished in this country. ‘The combined: labors of 
. ae Prone thelr appreciation of.eur labors: bY | peo such distinguished writers as Henry Stephens 
Sarsdobing mx pocanedte exetein Beene ener Edinburgh, and Prof. Norton of Yale College, 
ee the sation improve it — more. _| could hardly fal of producing a complete work — 
. a oe ae Dae; ei om price With- | The work is bound in two large volumes and con- 

i ue 4 pow ene ms fo meet our current | tains 1600 pages, besides about 600 wood cuts and 

feciljuka, be Printing, the support of our | 14 splendid steel engravings. © Every farmer: who 
<ELE - can appreciate a valuable bouk, should supply him- 

; - — Be ° paved: mat @ Year. | self at once with a copy of the Farmer’s Guide— 
- eee eee > Sduscribe: for a skerteril 12° terms, soo advertisement om the, cures of Gils term than one year, we would say ; that, owing to ae 

our inability to farnish more than about 150 | P"P®™ 
more complete sets of the current volume of the; 2037 We are indebted to the politeness of the 

t Farmer, we will, contrary to our usual practice— | Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, President of the Mass. 
which has invariably been to receive no subscrip- | Board of Agriculture, for several valuable docu- 
tions for less than one year—take subscriptions | ments, relating to agricultural matters in the Old 

for half a year ; commencing with the July, and | Bay state. Among them is the memorial, presen- 
fi closing with the December numbers, on the same | ted by the Officers of the Board of Agriculture to 
* terms, in proportion, as we send a whole volume, | the Senate, asking for the establishment of a board 
3 viz.: single subscribers, 25 cents in advance, or | or department of agriculture as a government in- 
2 5 copies for $1,00, if sent to one address, and at | stitution; and also calling attention to the estab- 
of the'same rate for a larger number. It is desirable | lishment of a school for agricultural education— 
ES that clubs and single subscribers, should forward | These able documents present the subjects of 
J their names as soon as possible, in order that we | which they treat in a lucid,{forcible manner; show- 
5 may know what number to add to our present edi- | ing by facts, conclusive evidence of the importance 
: tion. of such legislative action, as will tend to fosterag- 
Fe Now farmers, here is an opportunity for you to | ricultural science, and form a permanent basis for 
‘ subscribe—for a short term, to be sure—but long | improvement, in this, the most important braneh 
j enough for you to judge of the merits of our paper, | Of our national interests. A bill hag passed the 
: 5 and its worthines of your support. And on our | Senate and house of representatives, establishing a 
c part, we pledge ourselves to make the July No., | state board of agriculture, consisting of the Gov- 
E alone, worth to any farmer, twice the price we ask | ernor, Lieut. Governor and Secretary of State, 
Re for it the whole six months; and we design to and of one member from each of the agricultural 
i improve each succeeding number. societies in the Commonwealth, that receives an 

: = 5 a y : _ | annual bounty from the state, and of three mem- 
f 0 Sonussroxnexrs.— Our friends will oblige | hers to be appointed by the Governor and Couneil. 

Si us, by sending in their favors as early as conven- 

ient. Correspondents should not argue, that be-| Axp Sri raey Comse—The Kentucky Culti- 
i. cause we have sometimes been rather tardy in is.| Vator, published at Cyntiana, Ky., by J. Atkinson, 
we suing the Farmer, consequently, such will always | and devoted to agriculture, Horticulture and ru- 

ies be thecase. We hope to be able hereafter, to take | ral economy ; monthly, at $1,00 per year. From 
© |] time by the forelock and be in good season. Sev. | the appearance of No. 1, we judge that Kentucky ze a m =, a = J > || ¢fal good communications have been received too | farmers will find ita valuable assistant, “Go 

3 18te-for insertion in this number, and they will be | ahead, we’re sure you’r right.” 
i a a 

: see gerne AEE - . a ae i eal fam sg
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The Horticulturist for May is received. Lov- | delegations from districts are solicited, consisting 1 

ers of horticultural science, will fing this monthly | in all cases of such number of persons as it may ‘ 
filled with interesting matter, admirably adapted | be deemed expedient to appoint. | 
to the advancement of this branch of rural econo-| A large and general attendance is confidently if 

|my. For terms, see prospectus on the cover * anticipated. Societies are requested to send at as y 
| this paper. early a date as possible, a list of the delegates yy 

| We have received several new agricultural ex-| they have appointed, to Dante Lez, M. D, Ag- | 
changes, books, magazines, &c, during the last | 'icultural Department, Patent Office, Washing- H 

month, some of them very ably conducted journals, | ton. A 
but our limited space forbids a more extended no-} This circulur is sent forth with the concurrence 4 

tice in this No. <f the following State and other organizations, a 

; Mitwavxer HorticutruratSocrety —The ex- cae oe Sine 2B ed i 
z 3 ¢ : E _| Marshall P. Wilder, Pres’t Mass. Board of Ag. 4 | ecutive committee of this society, yesterday after-| 1, devick Watts, +. Ss meee cane Ags ae 4 

| noon appointed the following committees on the! Chas. B. Calvert, « Ma & & & i 
| exhibition to be made a few weeks hence: Henry Wager. GN Yo ae SAS Ay 

| On Fruits—Messrs. C. Hawley, L. W. Weeks | Thomas Stocks, «South. Cen. Ag. Soc. y 
jand G. A. Tiffany. Arthur Watts, « — Ohio S. Board of Ag. ' 

On Flowers—Messrs. R N. Messinger, C-Quin-| James Talmadge, « Am. Institute, N.Y. iH 

| tin and C. Shepard. John C. Gray, “ Mass. Soc.Prom. Ag. q 
| On Vegetables—Messrs. C. F. Lefevre, S. P.| Joseph A. Wright, “Ind. State Ag. Soc. 4 
Beecher and R. Parker. Geo. W. Nesmith, « NAL. & « i 

ee 3 Fredrick Holbrook, Hees Vibes 5 & 
A National Agricultural Convention. | Josiah Chapin, BR L.Soe. for the Fn- 

or ae couragement of Domestic Industry. { 
After our paper was made up for the press, we = ame 

recived a ciealar from Boston for the cull of a} RasrBerry Pie.—Pick over the raspberries— i 
National Convention of Agriculturists, to meet| {ey will not bear washing put them into a deep 
at the City of Washington on the 24th of June.| “!® oe silos paste, spreading sugar in the bot if 

he lateness of its receipt and our limited space, | yes ne ah den eal eee ik ae hen The pia PC; | dredge them with flour, and bake half an hour— { 
prevents our giving more than a mere outline of| Mrs. Bliss. . 
the circular or any extended remarks. Come eee ine 171 aac creemiqnciaiage 

On the 14th of January, 1852, the Mass. Board | termilk. one egg, one teaspoonful of saleratus, and 
of Agriculture met in Boston and requested its| one teaspoonful of salt. Stir in meal till it foams ; | 

President, to enter into correspondence with the pene dane ae made of good meal this wil | 
Presidents of State and other Agricultural Asso- es a 2 a = a if 
Foti A ; ao ANGER OF CanpLte Grease; Marrow, &o.— 4 
ciations, on the expeitiency of calling a National) 1, confilently believed that disease has been in- i 
onvention. Several other State Societies through | troduced into the human system, by the mere ap- i 

their Presidents or printed resolves, have ae plication or use of common “ candle grease” in ca- | 

ed similar views in relation to establishing a closer | ses of chapped hands or lips. Candles are often 4 
union between such Institutions throughout our| ™*de of tallow, taken from animals that have died 1 of some foul disease, by which it is rendered unfit 4 
country for using in this way. 4 

In pursuance of this object, it is proposed that) 4 tittle marrow taken from the bone of a heal- [ 
the various local Agricultural Societies in the| thy cow or bullock, and melted ina cup, is excel- i 
United States, unite in a confederation and form aa Sete the or aoe i de 4 a | 

+ ij + i ‘use lather of Castile soap on the hands, and ru | 
8 National Agricultural Scciety, to which all the bing them gently until Me eben Goatees wok aor J 
local societies may be auxiliary; and all such 80-| neariy dried up, is good to soften the skin that in- / 
Cieties are therefore earnestly solicited to send| clines to he husky, [Germantown Tel, ] 

delegates to the Convention, which is to meet at) J. p:,~ Frorenpines.—One quart of milk, three ‘s 

the city of Washington on the 24th day of June,| eggs, one ounce of butter, two table spoonfuls of { 
inst, av 10; A. M. bran‘ly, oe to the taste. as much Taay Coes 

5 i i Agricult will make the milk as thick as pap. When the a 

b ee wg ee ere Gs eon | milk boils, stir in the Indian meal till it is thick- j 
y the creation of greater facilities for acquiring | ened.about like pap, then add-the butter. * it 4 

and diffusing knowledge by books, journals, seeds| off to cool. When cold, stir in the eggs, Which § 
and other objects of interest to American farmers ae FAD well beaten, ea eae 

gard zy | brandy. ey are very good without brandy. 

aie ‘ = <a kal clement a icant Make a paste, cover your pic-plates, pour in the i 
sain: re v cuales Sapene above mixture, and bake it in a moderate oven. Hl 
as the wisdom of the Convention may judge appro- 

‘i : | ji oe Rice Fronexpines.—One quart of milk, ee Baie. _Ivis woRet that ee various organizations, eggs, sugar to the taste, » quarter of @ pou of 

x the promotion of Agriculture in the several! putter, oue teaspoonful of cinnamon, one tenspoon- 
States and Territories, will be represented by del- ful of nutmeg, brandy, or rosewater to the: taste, 

egates, and where such organizations do not exist, | Tice flour enough to thicken the milk, , 
Re ee lel leap ocean I are RR, attire cern 

. ies cir a ee gh oe nnn
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Economy axp Coxvenrence.— A very 

neat farmer in one of the western counties of 

1852 1852 New York, who has less than 50 acres, and 

: . * | does neariy all his work with his own hands, 

UMMEK FASHIONS. accomplishes much by his ingenuity and eco- 

- rs oe ae ALE’S Hat and Cup nomical contrivances. His buildings and ma- 

J Manufactory and Fur Store, on the West Side chines, though of a cheap character, are kept 

the River, in the neatest order. His barnyard, nearly 

THE LARGEST STOCK, encircled by his barns and other outbuildings, 

grec bronctit joie ie merheh embracing every V@-| duripg the summer is nearly as clean as a 

: ‘Men’s Moleskin, Silk, Black and White Beaver gravel walk. A cheap horse power, made by 

Hats ; Kossuth, Panama, Leghorn, Straw, Palm| a rope running on the outward ends of radia- 

Leaf, &c., &c., for summer wear. i iv i . 

For Boys—Piain ‘and Fancy, consisting of every ee spies — 2 ae ae nee i 

: variety to be found in the eastern market. chine, a. circular saw tor cubing 28 2 
CAPS a small mill for grinding horse feed, and used 

: A fall assortment, too numerous to mention. in churning and various other purposes. His 

Ladies wishing riding hats can find them here two horses are used for these purposes, when 

and no where else. not othrewise needed. His farm is not only 

Hats made to order, to exactly fit the head. | a pattern of neatness but is productive of much 

: Baty pre — ae Hats bleached and pressed | .o]id cash’; he has a place for everythirg, and 

As my purchases are made with the design of everything in its place. [Exchange. 

continuing a permanent business in this place, the OTe 

_—, may rely upon my goods being first-rate TABLE OF CONTENTS, 

: Any wishing to buy, will do well to call at the Page. 

ks sign of the Bic Hat, before purchasing elsewhere. | Things in Tllinvis.—Carrots. «++ .cseeeeeeesseeel2l 

WOOL WANTED AT THE WANTED AT THE Manure for Wheat.—Cultare of Turnips.......122 
, qr | Pulver'zing Soile.—Fixing Ammonia in Soils. .123 

JANESVILLE WOOLEN FACTRY. Flax Puller (illustrated).—Machine for Preser- 

: ep tasks Wiss eat eilo aamitiSenitn ae | VIE BOSE perso seereree secre 
T cancers in tis eieecs aes : Pigs—Group of Chinese.—Parsnips «+++. +++ +125 
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SS The Legislature is in sessionyand Governor H 

me | French has taken strong and liberal ground i 

enjcouce —s reataaaes jin favor of Agricultural Education in his mes- 4 

Fivecopies for $2, if directed to one Post Office. andatthe | SASC- d 

ee a larger number AT aus rp iets ie new | Our Convention of Farmers is also in ope- i 

nee ————— ration. We organized yesterday and have 

One page per year Soe gs0 | had three sessions already. We find all wil- bi 

aavier pase . is ling to admit that : farmers and mechanics i 

Ope square, (twelve Hines or teas) 1 year 8 so ould be educated ; but most of the speak- | 

Sor coch subsequent insertion s$|ers are members or agents of old colleges, / 

OFFICE.—Empire Block, Main St, in the rooms occupi-| and think that the education should be con- f 
ed for the office of the Juncsville Gazette. ca 

ee | ducted by these old organizations—or i oth- | 

_ For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. [er words, if the State will give them the / 

Things in Dlinois. money, they will promise to create an inferior 

SrrmvcFIELD, IIL, June 9, 52. | practical department, and give a few of our. f 

Frienp Mruter.—lI reached this very plea-|sons an inferior practical education,—which i 

sant capital on the first day of the week, and shall be labelled as “inferior,” by the univer- * 

have been much too busy, or too ill, to write |sal acknowledgment of a higher degree, in i 

—though I intend to keep my promise. every college, than the one bestowed upon our 

This Central Illinois is a glorious agricultu- jsons, and the sons of noble God-ordained La- 

ral district—Man need ask for nothing better | BOR. Truly Your Friend, ‘ 

in the way of fertile soil of the easiest cultiva- J. A. Kennicorr. 2 

tion—But the Western man is seldom con- for the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. # 

tent, and the prcsperous settler of to-tay is Raising Calves. 

the adventurous pioneer of to-morrow. ‘A short time since I saw an article with t 

I find vegetation in this region at least |the above heading, going the rounds of the i 

three weeks in advance of Chicago, and the| papers, from the N. Y. Farmer, stating that ; 

prospect a cheering one tor the farmer—Win- | Mr. D. M. Crowell raised calves, which, at ten 4 

ter wheat fairly headed out on the 5th of June, | months old would weigh 500 Ibs. He fed | 

and looking well, in all respects. them on sour milk till fall, when they were || 4 

The corn crop is, however, the great crop of | stabled and fed on hay & meal. Thisisa|) § 

Central and Southern Illinois—I have seen |large story, but from my experience, I am in- || 

many fields of 80 to 160 acres, and a few | duced to believe it is true. ; 

containing nearly or quite a full “‘section.”—| A few years ago Lhad two heifers calve, 

The rows are straight, and can be seen a mile | one in June and one in July. Having as ma- 4 

off—The straight line is very stiff, and indeed, | ny cows to milk as my help desired to attend 4 

almost inadmissible in landscape gardening,but ‘to, and not rélishing the idea of brealting in || } 

in farming it is essential and beautiful, and | the heifers, I concluded to try an experiment, 

aids the after cultivation of the cor crop not and let the calves run with their mothers, with |} 7 

alittle, by admitting the free and efficient |a view to raise a yoke of oxen for my own || ij 

use of the two horse wheeled-cultivators or|use. They took the entire milk, and by fall || 

double-shovel plows, by which one man is sav- | the calves found it necessary to get on to their || 

ed, and better work performed. knees to obtain the milk. The heifers dried |} | 

f ie po _ a an
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Se up in the course of winter, and in the ensu- of life than the other. They both seem to 

4 ee ing spring both of them had calves again ; perform equally important offices. If this a ig sping : a the 14 | be taken, the cob cannot be regarded as 
{|| but asone of the second calves died, the old | deficient in those bodies which contribute to 
@i* || calf took to sucking his mother and continued | support respiration and nutrition. 

q ee to do so all the season. But he growed no| ‘The table‘below shows about the amount 

|. || faster than his mate of the former year | of the several proximate organic bodies thrown 
|| These calves had no other feed or care than| Way in rejecting the cob, calculated from the 

ye zc my other cattle. But at three years old they ore Ibs. of ears contain not far from 200 Ibs. | 
> -. || would girth at least six feet, and I sold them} of cob and 800 Ibs. of grain. These contain 

> || for $50, unbroke. the following bodies in the following propor- 
Be. Last spring I had an Irishman at work for | »sexpressedin poms & decunsls ces pound 
" Fe me, who said that “in his conntry” they fed : ae, eu: Deane: 

©). || calves on oat meal porridge. My calves were | Sugarand extract, 13502 115,320 120.902 
fer EES 2 Starch, 9.083 487.384 487.387 
=) || taken from the cows at about two days old, Fiber,’ 127.687 7712 135.399 

©; [ » || and raised by hand,being fed on sweet skimmed | Oil, 39824 39.824 

~, || milk, and the porridge,and better calves, except ale eecacated by, Sree 212 
© || the above two, I never raised. This spring my] potash trom fiber, 45404 51366 97.200 
>i || calves are treated as the last, except they get] 4)2me™ pues. oe bors 
© || no milk until it has raised all its cream, and|Dextrine or gum, 2310 20,224 30534 
Be Resi ee Sah 1.806 4 a esin, ’ i HR becomes sour, The porrige is made new for Galisousamatters| 7408 aces 

ei | them twice a day and given to them before it ee ee ee ee 

Aa || gets entirely cool, and they do even better 200 Ibs. 800 Ibs. 1,000 Ibs. 
i: : i a In the above table, the inorganic matter is es | than those did of last year. These hints may : z , ims im bs. zi not separately considered, it being distributed 

ka be of use to some of your readers. Winter among the several organic bodies. By re- 
@ i1 || feeding of oat meal would, no doubt, be good.| jecting the cobs of 1,000 Ibs, of dry ears, 
Be Atrrep Brunson. | about 200 Ibs. of organic matter is lost, which 

12 Prairie du Chien, Wis, May 24th ’52. — of 134 . — and extract, 1274 
p Be a s. of fiber, 454 lbs. of matter separated from 
>; Bemarks on the Nutritive value of Corn fiber by a weak solution of potash, 14 Ibs. of 
BS. Cobs. albumen, 0.288 of a Ib. of casein, 2.31 Ibs. of 

fh ote ‘ _| gum or dextrine, 1.8 Ibs. of resin, and 7.4 Ibs. 
| ||, It is well kmown that the manure of anan-| Cf glutinous matter. Hence the cob, although @. || imal varies in quality with the food which it ae 35 

§ % “ sae . | not rich in nutritive matter, can by no means 
"> || eats ; and that generally manure is richer in he iaeid.- to tie -destiute ol thy nate 

= || nitrogen bodies, and less rich in non-nitrogen-| | i nJes which tne . aA et eee 
» | || ized matter than the food consumed. Proba- Pee [N. Y. Stte T ieee ae ata 
| 2) || bly a greater proportion of 100 Ibs. of nitro- pe eh pe bios : 
‘ P, {| gen bodies would be assimilated by the sys- A Remedy for Worms in Sheep. 
©) || tam, if it were mixed with 500 Ibs. of non- —— 
| |j nitrogenized matter, and still more of it mixed} _ It is a well known fact that sheep are some- 
oe with 1,000 Ibs. than if taken into the system | times troubled with worms in the head, to the 
13 undiluted or alone. It should be borne in| great annoyance, if not damage to whole 

* ~~. || mind that it is as essential for food to contain | flocks, And various kinds of treatment are 
fl fs | bodies destitute of nitrogen, (such as starch, | resorted too, to stop the evil. Even spirits of 

> | || sugar, oil, &c,,) or those which go to support| turpentine and corrosive poisons, enough 
- =, || animalsheat, and respiration in the body, as it | sometimes to kill the sheep, are thrown into 

"| || is for it to have nitrogen compounds to nour-| the nasal passages, which serve only to make 
; |. || ish or supply the waste of the living tissues. | the worms recede farther into the cells around 

r | Hence food, suited best to sustain animal life, | the brain. 
_. || is that which is made up of these two classes} The most effective remedy that I have ev- 
_ 4 || of bodies, mixed in the proper proportion.—/ er known, is the following :—Take honey, di- 

~. || And a deficiency in the one is equally as del-| luted with a little warm water, a sufficient 
_ jj eterious to the healthy existence of the ani-| quantity, and inject into the nose freely, with 
| |) mal asa deficiency in the other ; therefore a4 oz. syringe. The worm will leave his re- 
_. || we can hardly say that one of these classes| treat in search of this new article of food ; 
__. is in reality more essential to the maintenance | and when once in contact with the honey, be-
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comes unable to return, and slides down the| in motion at all seasons and under all cireum- 
mucus membrane. Then, (say two or three | stances, except in the presence of intense cold. |} | 
hours after using the honey) give the sheep al ‘The difference is that there is a great deal of || | 
little snuff or cayenne, and the effort of snecz- | it in the spring and much less at other sca- : 
ing, will place the worm beyond the chance | sons, ; 
of doing harm, Some of our best farmers} When a tree falls to rest at the approach || | 

|| have tried this remedy long enough to estab-|of winter, its leaves have carried so much || | 
lish its merit. more fluid than the roots have been able to || 4 

To prevent this evil, some farmers, in the |supply, that the whole of the interior is in a |) 
month of July or August, bore holes in their | state of comparative dryness, and a large por- |} |] 
salt troughs, with a two inch auger, and fill |tion of that sap which once was fluid, has {J 
them with salt. And around the top of the |become solid in consequence of the various ||/1 
holes, apply ¢ar, frequently, so that when the | chemical changes it has undergone. Between i] 
sheep eats salt, a morsel of tar clings to the | simple evaporation on the one hand, and chem- |} 
nose, which prevents the insect from deposit- |ical solidification on the other, the sap is, in |} 
ing its eggs in that region. the autumn, so much diminished in quantity ||} 

[Cor. of the New England Farmer. |as to be no longer discoverable by mere in- " 
Bristol, Jan. 12, 1852. cisions. The power that a plant may possess |{i 

seein eee .,, |of resisting cold, is in proportion to the com- i 
A firkin should be made of wood that will pleteness of this drying process. ! 

"Rock Masle, Tig Be, = rae oe | ‘When the leaves have fallen off, the tree is [/ 
a . , ASh, Wwe. * : 

The esses should be Pot an inch thick after |"° a oo i = bee —_— by 
| being finished, and made tight without being | Pe'Sp!"auon, nor to extensive ng} YY 4 eZ 7 ae similation. But the absorbing power of the |} 

flagged,” as the Coopers say. Be sure and | roots is not. arrested ; they, on the contrary, | ZA od; they, TY> not use firkins that have the sap on any ofa }go on sucking fluid from the soil, and driving | 
os ge Alioy, Be eee noes an ae jit upward through the system. The effect of fi 

a oe — d pie : ‘The ok aan aie this is, that after some months of such an ac- /| 
oa ed “Faithfull ae It and cae a tion, that loss of fluid which the tree has sus- 
hance oe Tepe being used. The |tined in autumn by its leaves is made goody! 

eee iS 2 i and the whole plant is distended with watery pickle used can be put into another tub and particles! | Dhig Gs a/snoct wise’ asec 
kept till wanted, with a little salt added ; |! re P a : “ se ; |order to insure abundance of sap for the’new) thereby saving pickle, and soaking the next A ‘i 5 ee born leaves and branches, when spring and’ tub for use. As to size, that will depend on - : z 'S a 
the number of cows ; but one that will hold sunshine stimulate them ar growth. ' 
fifty pounds is large enough for any dairy, as} During all the winter period the sap seems they sell better than larger tubs. to be at rest, for the re-filling process is a] 

[Cor. Northern Parmer. ak eaubers yas a —< a 
prove a iSenious ipparatu al a 

Motion of Sap in Trees. rate of motion of the sap, may be measure ] 
—— at all seasons, and he ascertained it to be in ¢] 

What a curious hallucination is that which | state of inactivity in mid-winter. Among) 
supposes the sap of trees to fall or settle in | other things he found that frost had consider! 
the winter into the roots !_ One would have |able influence upon the direction in which th: 
thought that the notorious difficulty of cram-|sap moves. In mild weather the sap was con| 
ming a quart of water into a pint measure |stantly rising, but when frost was experiences; 
might have suggested the improbability of |the sap flowed back again—a phenomeno, 
such a phenomenon. For it certainly doves | which he referred to the “ca power 
require a very large amount of credulity to |cold on the vessel of the trunk an branche} 
believe that the fluids of the trunk and head | the effect of which was to force the sap down} 
of a tree, can, by any natural force of com-|wards into the roots, lying in a warmer mij 
pote. be compelled to enter so narrow a|dium ; then, again, when the frost reach 
lodging at the root. _ ,_ |theroots themselves and began acting on thei 
We shall assume the word sap to signify |the sap was forced back into the trunk, b’ 

_ || the fluids, of whatever nature, which are con- |as soon as the thaw came and the ground 4 
tained in the interior of a tree. Inthe spring | covered its heat, the roots out of which a pel 
the sap runs out of the trunk when it is|of the sap had been forced upwards, wel 
wounded ; in the summer, autumn and win- | again filled by the fluids above them, and t| 
ter, it does not, unless exceptionally, make its |sap was forced to fall. A large poplar tree} 
appearance. But in truth the sap is always | the latter state, having been cut across at t|
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ground line, the surface of the stump was|containing an area of 450 square miles.— | 
found to be dry, but the trunk itself dripped They also found numerous islands in this 

with sap. Sap, then, is always in motion, and | Lake, many of which they visited, and one in | 
if tt ever settles to the root ina visible man-| particular that will be found on survey, to | 

her, that is owing to temporary causes, the | measure full three thousand acres. The ex- | 

removal of which causes its instant re-ascent. | plorers furthermore found the Lake to contain 

‘As to the idea that the bleeding of a tree |an innumerable multitude of fish, and to be 

begins first at the root, and in connection with | the resort of myriads of wild fowl, countless 

this supposition, that what is called the rise |as the sands upon the sea shore. They found 

of the sap is the cause of the expansion of buds | moreover, a splendid belt of timber skirting 
and leaves and branches, nothing can well be | the borders of the Lake, to the width of from 

more destitute of any real foundation. If in three to five miles, rich in every variety of 

the spring when the buds are just swelling, a hard-wood. 

tree is cut at the ground line, no bleeding will Sie eee 
take place, neither will the sap flow for some Mixwzsora—Her Trape anp Furore 

distance upwards, but among the branches the | Greatwess—The Prairie du Chien Courier, 

bleeding will be found to have commenced. |says :— 
This was observed some years ago by Mr. “We know that it is im “eae fon thioso 

Thompson, at that time the Duke of Port- seagee ee tae 

Jand’s gardener, who thought that he had dis- | \o foot idea of its immensity. Not a boat 

covered that the sap of trees descends in the Sele but what is literall: De ged with 

spring, instead of ascending ; a strange spec- bis aad ioadet ee guards with 

meen enough it must. be confessed. The| freight. And now that the Sioux treaty is 
fact is, that the sap is driven into accelerated | ratified, and millions of acres of the best 

motion first at the extremities of a tree, be-|jands of Gincvas thiswh Topen tthe en- 

cause it is there that light and warmth first |torprise of emigrants, we “ay already con- 

teli upon the excitable buds. The moment ceive that it will increase a hundred fold. If 
the buds are excited they begin to suck sap | finnesota, as it has been, with such a narrow 

ga - oe ts with —_— avn DORR: belt of country capable of sustaining a popu- 
supply the waste so produced, the adjacent | jation, could furnish business for some eight or 

me pushes upwards ; as the expansion of the | 1¢n boats, what will it be when the beautiful 
leaves proceeds, the demand upon the sap | and truly valuable lands of the Sioux are laid 
Jem Bpom Dre °2 cae F or motion |open to the hand of the husbandman, and | 
still is necessary on the part of the sap to i ” i 

eae ood the loss ; _ thus from above Sie enters Cree ts 
ownward is that perceptible flow of the fluid eg - 

of — _— me cll Liscdtse, affected. New Paint—Valuable Discovery. | 

The well known fact of trees sprouting in] Water lime, (hydraulic cement) mixed 
the spring, although felled in the autumn, | with oil in the - way a8 ot Ohio || 

proves that. the sap had not at that time quit- paint or any of the several mineral paints 

ted the trunk to take refuge in the roots— |Jately brought into use, has lately been dis- 
Such a common occurrence should put people | eoyered to be equal to any other substance 
on their guard against falling into the vulgar | used for painting walls, roofs, floors, fences, or 

errors on this subject. [Professor Lindsey. |any other work ; while in point of — 

it as as one ight or ten. The discove 
#=@ The St. Anthony Express gives the a as Oe by Mr. John Harold, A 

following account of the discovery of a Lake | Hempstead, Long Island. He sent a man in- 

within fifteen or twenty miles of that place.{to a store-room to get some of the mineral 

It is not a litle singular that so large a Lake pent oe for ee oe reeked 
A of the cement barrel 1) 

Sek to weer ie age ot Mais the | t before the mistake was discovered. It was 
one here described, should have remained un- put on in the evening, and the next morning 

discovered up to the present time. was found to be as dry and hard as stone.— 

Calvin A. Tuttle and John H. Stevens, two }Mr. H. then tried it “en fences and roofs 

of our oldest and most reliable settlers in | with like success, mixed with fish oil and lin- 

. || Minnesota, together with several others, in- seed. To give it a severe test, he then mixed 

cluding the writer hereof, spent, some two it with fish oil and painted two oil casks, upon 

weeks ago, three days in the exploration of | which it dried quickly and firmly. Farmers, 

this Lake. They found it to be from 30 to|try it. Itis undoubtedly worthy of atten- 

40 miles in length, and full 15 miles in width, ! tion. [The Plow. |
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This plow is the only one that we could] on the upper side, and hollowed or scooped j 
| use to advantage in cutting “hard pan,” soft | on the under. RAS. ; 
rock, and pipe clay, all of which we had to [Planter and Farmer. } 
contend with in our railroad contract. As i ann i 
subsoiler, it has no superior. It will cut more Dovuste Faurrace.—The Pittsfield (Mass.) | f 

and easier with the same draught than any | Culturist notices a grafted pear tree on the | : 
other. There is no mistake about its “run-) premises of Mr. Gideon Beals of Windsor, | 
ning the thing into the ground.” The advan- | which produces two crops of pears each year. || 
tage in the operation of this plow consists in | For three years in succession, says the Cultur- ; 
the cutting edges of the shear, The carth | jst, the tree has blossomed at the ordinary | | 

|| being cut the full width of the ghear, presents | time in the spring, and perfected in due time, j 

but little or no resistance to the upright bar | (1st to 10th Sept.) a fair yield of large and ' 
when it comes in contact with it, The depth’ beautiful pears. For the same three years it ' 
of this plow, (like the Broyles or Coulter,) is | has blossomed a second time in the ea‘ly part | j 

|| regulated by raising or letting down the bar! of July and started a second crop of pears 3 
to which the shear is attached into the stock. ! which go on towards maturity until the sea- | 
By this means any desirable depth may be|<on closes, and stops their progress. They j 
obtained from the draught of one to f ur hor-| are now 14 inches long and £ inch diameter, ' 

| ses, which cannot be done with the celebrated | and thrifty in appearance. Of the first crop 
| plow of Ruggles, Nourse & Mason, of New! there is said te be more than a bushel oa the 3 

; York, it being more complicated and costs] tree, and that in numbers the two crops are 
| three or four times as much as this, which has} about equal, and that there is not a limb in ] 
cheapness, simplicity and strength to recom-| the tree but has both kinds upon it, 1 
mend it—can be made by any common coun- TT } 

try smith. When one end becomes worn! Povirry axp Eces.—I doa small business j 
or dull, the other can be turned forward. It) jn raising and putting up garden seeds, and 
runs smooth and level at any depth it is set Jast fall, a year ago, as I was cleaning out 

at, and ean be made a I, 2, 3 or 4 horse plow, | some red pepper seeds in my back yard, I 
by simply moving the bar in the beam, as be-| threw the shucks and chaff promiscuously 

foré described. about. L soon observed my hens picking 
The following is the construction : The | them up and swallowing them with great avid- 

shear is in the form of a diamond, 8 or 10 in-| ity. They soon commenced laying eggs, al- 
ches in breadth, and 20 to 24 inches in length. | though they had laid none fora month be- 

| A bar 23 feet long 3 inches wide, and 1 inch | fore. I fed them regularly two or three times 
| thick, split 5 or 6 inches at oneend—fastened | a week, since then, with red pepper, and they 
| to the shear with bolts and screws about 4 or} have never yet stopped laying, summer or 
|| 5 inches apart : the prongs of the bar should | winter, spring or full, except while they were 

not be.long. ‘The bar is put into a common | hatching their chickens ; and I am confident, 
coulter stock (which is best made from the} from more than a year’s experience, that by 
fork of a sapling it not being soliable to split) ;| this method, hens may be made to lay the 

the shear should be bevelled from the middle] year round. [Dollar Newspaper. 
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Py i : bh Elements of Plants. | When exposed to the air, or to any substance 
Pe * — from which it can obtain oxygen, it burns, 

es Notwithstanding the organic elements of | perhaps slowly with a pale blue flame, consti- 
The. ; eS plants constitute so much their greater part,’ tuting the phenomenon we style phosphores- 

oats yet the study of their inorganic elements is} cence ; at other times furiously, with a white 
oe full as important. Whcn a plant is entire-| flame of great brilliance. It is therefore kept 

18 ly burned, the small amount of ash that is| under water. 
a left consists of its inorganic elements, the or-} Phosphorus is never found pure in nature, 

at ganic having been driven off into the air by | but always in composition with other bodies. 
ae the process of combustion. All the inorganic} In the soil it is naturally found with iron or 
4 ie elements entering into the composition of that alumina—constituting phosphate of iron or 

’ re plant are present in its remaining ash. The} alumina—in plants and animals with lime or 

; c inorganic elements of a plant are taken from magnesia, constituting phosphate of lime or | 
pee) the soil in which it grows, and are selected magnesia. 
¥ a from it by the assimilative powers of the plant, Phosphorus possesses a strong disposition | 

eh: and are not as has been sometimes supposed, | ¢y combine with oxygen, as has been said, 
Beets accidentally introduced, from the fact of their producing phosphoric acid. If a piece of this 
: ; presence in the soil. Each individual plant substaneé be placed under water, and a jet ot 

peasy. of the same kind, wherever it may mature it- oxygen be directed against it, it will take fire, 
eee self, will be found to be composed of the same} nq burn most vigorously under the water— 
lie xe elements. And if those elements are not Phosphorus also combines with hydrogen, 
| ‘ as present in any soil, the plant will not mature constituting a gas called phosphuretted hydro- 

Pie = itself there. Another reason why we know gen, which is given off during the decay of | 
es that plants possess a selective power over ele-| snimal bodies, and in part constitutes the of- 

ag: ks , ments is, that two different kinds of plants, foncive smell that characterizes such decay.— | 
ie though growing side by side, will take into! pyi, gas inflames by contact with the air, and | 

hi their composition very different elements. is supposed to form those deceitful, though || 

4 Be The proportion of the inorganic elements of| beautiful lights seen at night, and called Will- 
= Sd plants varies from 12 per cent. to less than o’-the-wisps or Jack-o'-lanterns. 

. ba one percent. The proportion varies in the SULPHUR. 

ie rt different parts of the same plant, sometimes,} Sulphur, by another name, brimstone, per- 
ie to a remarkable extent, as in the elm ; the/ haps more widely known, is a yellow solid 

+3 wood containing 1.8, while the leaves contain | substance, often found in its uncombined 
e & 11.8. Undoubtedly the selection of elements, state. It has a strong affinity for other ele- 

tea the amounts taken, &e, by each kind of} ments, and with them forms various impor- 
leet oh a _ are under the conwvl of fixed natural/ tant compounds. Among “these, sulphuric 

f #4 WS. acid, oil of vitriol, stands perhaps foremost.— 
t ; Sa It is this fact that renders a knowledge of| Sulphuric acid is extensively employed in the 

aa the actual mineral constituents contained in | arts, and is coming to be somewhat used in 
| ee Al the soil we cultivate of so much importance, | agriculture. It has been sometimes applied to 

ieee especially where long cultivation may have | the soil, diluted largely with water, when fixed 
P: be: tended to exhaust it of some one or more ele- | lime or magnesia are present ; it is mostly 

ee a ments necessary to the growth of a crop.—/ used, however, to dissolve bones previous to 
eee When this is the case no amount of stable, or | their application to the soil. 

‘5 |\ other animal or vegetable manure, will create| Sulphur combines with hydrogen produc- 
+ ae a fertile soil, when perhaps a few dollars ex-|ing a very offensive gas called sulphuretted 

: i pended in restoring the missing mineral ele-| hydrogen. The easiest method of ascertain- 
te ments, will amply restore its fertility. ing what the smell of this gas is, is by break- 

, Ce ‘There are questions that may occur tosome| ing a rotten egg. 
ioe er readers here which we will allude to further Sulphur or sulphuric acid, with lime, con- 

al on in the subject. Let us now consider sep-| stitutes a substance all are familiar with, gyp- 
ee ss Tt arately the various inorganic elemente of| sum. 

ie a plants. ~ CHLORINE. 
; Hie 2) PHOSPHORUS. This substance, when pure, isa gas of a 

/ fi | ise, Phosphorus was discovered about 200/ greenish color, much heavier than air. It will 
| Pee Et years ago, and from its remarkable properties | Support combustion strongly with some sub- 

; i BY it was known as the “Son of Satan.” It has| stances, feebly with others, and enters into 
|. = = - |] a solid, waxlike appearance, colorless, if kept| combination directly with metals forming a 
Hee ty p in the dark, but turning toa pale yellow on | class of bodies called chlorides. Common salt 

: Be exposure to light ; it is soft, and easily cut ] is composed of this gas united directly with 
ys) — eee ree ea 

o i Pe sh
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sodium, so that in technical language, salt 1s a | ket of Rome. I must, however, remark, that 
chloride of sodium. Every 100 lbs. of this | the studio of Vailati, the renowned painter of 
substance contains 60 lbs. of chlorine. It has} wild boars, had great attractions for me ; and | 
been found to promote the germination of|I have now at home a wild boar done by him 
seeds, and exerts an influence on vegetation|so masterly, that it obtains unqualified ap- 
where salt exists in the soil, or is applied as a | probation from all who inspect it. The bird- 
manure. [Exchange. eS of Rome is held in the environs of 

i aS the Rotunda, formerly the Pantheon. Noth- 7 
EH | | WM |ing astonished me more than the quantities of if i z De crete weer - 

ht My, I Mae birds which were daily exposed for sale during 
i | the season ; I could often count above four 

hi f hundred thrushes and blackbirds, and often a 
Hy | | hundred robin red-breasts in one quarter of it; 
iit with twice as many larks, and other small 
ht birds in vast profusion. In the course of one z 
ii day, seventeen thousand quails have passed 

I HH the Roman custom house ; these pretty ver- 
i i | f nal and autumnal travelers are taken in nets 

iH of prodigious extent on the shores of the Med- 
i iterranean. In the spring of the year and at 

F | the close of summer, cartloads of ringdoves 
Hi arrive at the stalls near the Rotunda. * * * 
i | HH As you enter Rome at the Porto del Popolo, 
hi i a little on your right, is the great slaughter 
i | i | ie { house, with a fine stream of water running | j 
| (HY i «ec through it. Itis probably inferior to none jj 

ql Ss: sUeés™=E. in Italy, for an extensive plan and for judi- 
hi! SSS cious arrangements. Here some seven or 

SS eight hundred pigs are killed on every Friday 
———— = during the winter season. 

} Nothing can exceed the dexterity with 
which they are dispatched. About thirty of 

A these large and fat black pigs are driven into 
a commodious pen, followed by three or four 
men, each with a sharp skewer in his hand, 

= . bent at the one end in order that it may be 
Patent Indestructible Water Pipes. used with advantage. On entering the pea, 

The above cut represents a section of the tices penemes who pe y 2 Tete uaa 

cement pipe, manufactured in this city, for| 1.5955 make a rush at tho hogs ead 
conveying water. Its great advantage over as foe by the deg, Sod = general ¥ al 7 
all metallic conductors is its non-liability to| /OFrOF om ee Poe tne ee ewes = 
corrosion or oxidation. The tube is construc- the eee See Td ee oe ae : 

ted of hydraulic cement, enclosed in a sheet his ke oe tatwtee i eeu ee Se ae j 
iron eylinder, and this again is covered with a | bis skewer betwixt the ‘ore Jeg and the body, 
thick coating of cement, so that rust or decay | 1")° Nl 1 ee SEG eke Bice TS 2 a 
is impossible, and the purity of the water se-|°F two. This process is continued until they 
cured. This pipe is also cheaper than lead | ®"® all despatched, the brutes sometimes roll- 

or iron, and may be applied to the construc- |" age the butchers, and sometimes the 
tion of baths, water-closets, basins, &e, &e. butchers Ie the brutes, with ayelling enough 

j Specimens may te san at the efie of in|, $4 one's eu TA the. ean, the 
settee! whete. Pertior, information suey: Ue! ae iceon the desth-of Wie bat See al obtained. [Water Cure Jour. ie o 
2 Se cart is in attendance ; the carcasses are lifted 

Boman Markets. into it, and it proceeds through the streets 
— leaving one or more dead hogs at the door of 

‘Waterton, the naturalist, relates that when | the different pork shops.) No blood appears 
in Rome he was mere fond of visiting the outwardly, nor is the internal hemorrhage pre- 

markets than the repositories of sculpture and | judicial to the meat, for Rome cannot be sur- 
paintings. I passed, says he a considerable passed in the flavor of her bacon, or in the 

portion of my time in the extensive bird mar- | soundness of her hams.
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“he range of domestic dutea is confoedslte-Iampas, and the knife or firing ira i reror 
BeTheir principal business is an impertinant_in- {ted to; this is a barbarous and ervel practice, 

| serfenas fut people's aifdra to the entire neglec: |@"d_ should never bespermitted- When s 
| of their own, exaggerating evil reports. throwing | YOURS horse is changing his teeth, the whole 

obstacles in the way of public improvements, talk- | mouth becomes red and tender, which makes 

ing politics, and doing chores. ‘The young leave! him fearful of eating hay or unground corn, \ 
the parental roof at a tender age, and cowmenes| po. the pain it gi oe NG E al! suai 3 

See er Gan hnek ceding pop-cochs cingesbreal | fC a Dn eee OO eee 
and molasses candy. | the horse should be kept on scalded shorts, or 

The climate is a cross between Lapland and Si-| eut feed, until the soreness of the mouth is re- 

beria, not as cold as the one and a good deal coiler | moved. . In old horses, when the lampas are 

than the other, bat healthy, The principal dis-| gown to a level with the front nippers the 

eases, are lame stomach, delirium tremens, and : z a eee 
‘folks is sick? part should be washed with a strong solution 

The articles of luxury, most esteemed, are salt of burnt alum ; or make a decoction of pow- 

codfish, dried pumpkins and woolen gowns. dered bloodroot, and wash the part night and 

ree esene ee are a cook-stove,mop-| morning. All serious internal disorders are 
a dish. 

2 . ry, 

Porhelr Penne implements consist of an axe, 2 attended with loss of appetite. Weakness of 

hoe, a log chain, generally kooked, and a jack- appetite is often constitutional, and cannot 

knife. be cured ; yet it may be palliated : when 

Their education is confined to writing their) such a horse is wanted only for moderate 

name, guessing off hogs, and making axe helves. | work, his appetite may be greatly improved 
Their moral and religious ideas, are vague and b . fal feedi 

loose. They generally live to a green old age,and| OY caren! Kei ing, good grooming, and a 

die as green as they lived. well-ventilated stable. The food must be of 

The principal places of resort, are the platforms | the best quality, and the water pure and not 

at the railroad depots, barrooms, justices coarts, | too cold or hard ; he should have but little 
eee and private offices, where they haveno) fo) at a time, but more frequently. He 

Their habits are predatory and migratory should never have more, but rather less food 

Ir your friend is a bachelor, it may be interest- | put before him at a time than he is inclined 

ing to him to know, that the females (with a few} to eat ; and if at any time he is found to 

exceptions) have no front teeth, but their eye) Jeaye food in the manger, it should be taken 

er are cut early, and are sharp and well devel-) 04+ ad, after keeping him without food fora 

If there are any points not touched upon, likely to short time, some fresh hay, oats, or shorts may 

influence him in the choice of a residence, 1 hope| be given. ‘The rack, manger, and every part 

you will have no hesitation in asking further’en-| of the stall should be kept clean ; and when 

lightenment. Yours Ss. taken out for exercise or work, the stall should 
* | be well swept out, the old litter spread out to 

The Horse—Want of Appetite- dry, and that part unfit for use taken way. 

a At night, some clean, fresh straw should be 

This sometimes arises from over-exertion, or | placed under him. A change ot food is often 

immoderate work, which produces general] useful, especially when green food or carrots 

debility, and of course the whole functions|can be obtained. It is the custom in many 

are more or less disturbed, and take on the stables to collect the bedding, after it has been 

same morbid action. At other times, it is| saturated with the fluids of the excrement and 

brought on by suffering the horse to overload urine, and place it under the manger, thus 

the stomach and bowels ; by standing in the| submitting the horse to the noxious vapors, 

stable without exercise, and eating immode-/ that arise from the filthy mass. Is it to be 

rately of hay. Want of appetite may d pend wondered at, that the poor animal should 

on a natural delicacy of the stomach, or on the | drag out such a miserable existence ? 

bad quality of the food. [Veterinary Jour. 

Bad hay is often eaten with little or no ap- eee 

~~ especially when it has been musty.— Faorr Trees—If the bark on your fruit 

hen the appetite fails} though the food is| trees is affected by moss, scrape it off, destroy, 

good, and the horse has only moderate work, the moss by burning, and give the body of 

the diet should be changed ; a small quanti-| the tree a dressing of amixture composed of 1 

ty of straw, cut up with what is called cut| gallon soft soap, 1 Ib. flour of s Iphur, and 1 

feed, would be serviceable ; but if the horse| qt. of salt, well stirred together—to be put on 

has been worked hard, rest, probably, is the| with a hard brush. Such dressings destroy 

only remedy necessary. Young horses some-| the tendency uf the trees to become mossy, 

times refuse the hay or mangle it, from sore-| destroy the germ of insects which may be 

ness of the mouth ir consequence of changing | lodged in the bark, and encourage a healthful 

their teeth. ‘This is sometimes attributed to growth the ensuing spring, [Am. Farmer.
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i. Superficial Farming. bors —— and ammonia in great quan- 

Be | es ‘ities could be chemically dete 

a i A prominent cause of small profits and poor | was completely Sd oe | 

a success in many of our farmers, is the parsi- lon the employment of three ounces of fresh 

| | monious application of capital, in manures, | roasted coffee, whilst the other parts of the 

. | | implements, physical force, and convenient} house were permanently cleaned of the same 

5) jj buildings. In their eagerness fo save at the| smell by being simply traversed with the coffee 

ys at tap, they waste freely at the bung. They re-| roaster, although the cleaning of the dung 

ee I mind us of the cultivator who candidly ad-| pit continued for several hours after. 

oof mitted his unprofitable system of farming ;| The best mode of using the coffee as a dis- 

bat | | “put,” said he, “I am not yet rich enough to infectant is to dry the raw bean, pound it ina 

mit | be economical.” We observe by a late num-| mortar, and then roast the powder on a mode- 

ero | ber of the Mark-Lane Express, that the pres-| rately heated iron plate, until it assumes a 

Pe.) |] ent medium estimate in England, of the capi-| dark brown tint, when it is fit for use. Then 

4 a) | tal required to carry on the business of a farm, | sprinkle it in sinks or cess pools, or lay it ona 

Sal | is £8 (about $40) per acre, “and no prudent} plate in the rooms which you wish to have i 

Be | | man ought to rent more than he has that a-| purified. Coffee acid or coffee oil acts more 

feet! | mount, at least, of available capital to go on readily in minute quantities. 

= || with ; fora smaller possession, with ample Saas 

ce | means to manage it, will yield better returns My Favorite Manvres—An intelligent 

Bi) || than a large quantity of land inadequately farmer, writing in a late number of the Alba- 

f eet stocked.” Now, some of our best farms can ny Cultivator, decides in favor of horse ma- 

pes! be Bought for about the same sum that the nure and guano as the fertilizers of the soil— 

te pai English farms are rented, and if the above re- He says: 

iE i | mark is applied to purchasing, instead of rent-| Good horse manure and guano, in my opin- 

\ | ing, itwill constitute excellent advice to ‘Amer-| in, are the only real general manures appli- 

i fi \icans. This is a subject fora large volume ; cable to all soils and all crops. They each | 

2 | and we have only space now to say, that if contain all the elements of nutrition in proper | 

He Fs | the landowner has not suitable buildings, the| Proportions for the immediate use by plavts. | 

ee | value of the grain and fodder wasted in con-| ! have said they are applicable to all soils; of | 

Bat | sequence, would soon pay for them ; and the| course I mean to all soils that require manure. 

ei | food and flesh wasted by exposed and shiver-| It would be folly to apply either to a soil al- 

4 | ing animals would soon pay for them a sec- ready surcharged with nutrition, And we 
i. | ctl time. The want of manure will prevent have all seen soils that were not benefitted by 

pee the value of crops from rising higher than the either of them. The reason is, that ‘they. al- 

“F) |i cost of cultivating them ; and the want of | ready pcss2ss too much of nutritious matter : 

T2| |\ heavy crops to feed animals, will preclude| they are unable to digest it ; they require a 

‘heb? keeping enough to make plenty of manure. remedy for dyspepsia. Gener: ally a free age 

: f | In other words, a poor and. badly cultivated cation of lime to such soils will render them | 

: i ' farm will react, and only support a poor Inghly fertile. It seems to stimulate the crea- 

mi | and badly-fed race of animals ‘and men—| tive powers of the soil, and then to make 

. BB just in the same way that a fertile and them capable of preparing the rude elements 

it ‘ i | thoroughly tilled piece of Jand will sustain contained in it as food for plants. 

© ')  |\ animals enough to manure it and keep up its A 

4? |\ fertility, and ica enough to give it oo Cochineal. 

Bi. tillage, [Albany Cultivator. It is not tncommon, among those unac- 
me aL : 5 : ae 

pe ei 4 New Virroz wx Correz.—The London oe. ee —— —_ oS i 

We ttt Medical Gazette gives the result of numerous} rial is derived, to suppose that it is a vegeta- 

Re! i | experiments with roasted coffee, proving that] ble production, grown and cultivated in the 

te Ss jt is the most powerful means not only of ren-| tropical climates. Such, however, is not the 

14%) || dering animal and vegetable effiuvia innocuous, | fact, for it is an animal product. Cochineal, 

ie ~). || but of actually destroying them. A room in| as known in commerce, consists of nothing 

Hi i which meat in an advanced degree of decom-| more nor less than the dead bodies of incon- 

| i | position had been kept for some time, was In- eeivable numbers of small insects. These in- 

is 4 stantly deprived of all smell on an open coffee] sects are so minute as to resemble, when / 

i Ht | roaster beeing carried through it, containing| thrown together in quantities, small grain, and 

Hed, | eit a pound of coffee newly roasted. In another} hence, probably, the popular error. 

i ij ke wt | room exposed to the effluvium oceasioned by| ‘The Cochenial insect has been known for 

| ‘ Hs i | the clearing out of a dung pit, so that sulphur-| two or three hundred years for its valuable | 

isa
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coloring properties. Special attention is paid} Nove Empzoyment or Inpra-Rueper.— 

to their propagation im several parts of the/ An ingenious discovery, by which india-rub- 

world, but we believe the largest proportion | ber and gutta-percha are rendered applicable 

of the quantity brought to market comes from) to the formation of artificial features and to 

Mexico. The insect is raised in Georgia and | the covering of artificial limbs has been made 
Alabama. as well as in some of the West In | by Mr. F. Gray, of Cork-street, London. By 

dies, but the quantity produced in those parts/ this discovery, the necessity of what is called 

1s —— with the supply from Mexi-| the aliacotian operation, in supplying the 

co. The state of Oxaca, in Mexico, is where | place of a lost nose to a face, is removed, for 

the _- of — are ae on to re os ag & be formed, and, as if it were 

great exten| e insects feed upon the} grafted on the integuments in such a manner 

flowers of a wild fig-tree called nopal, a spe- = closely to oa nature. The human 
cies of the cactus. The plant has many stems, | ear can also be closely imitated by the sub- 

upon which buds appear having prickles upon stance, which perfectly resembles the natural 

their ends, These buds expand into wide) skin and is almost equally flexible. So com- 

thick leaves, from which the Cochineal insect} plete is the deception, that, without the clos- 

extracts juice—its sustenance. The nopal ‘s| est inspection, it is nearly impossible to dis- 

easily cultivated from cuttings, it being only} cover that art has superceded nature. This 

— to plant a : = — to| invention is among those which prove the va- 

ave it take root, and grow finely. Cuttings} riety of uses to which the materials employed 
are sufficiently grown for the insects,in eighteen in a ean be applied. a 

months after planting. In Oxaca there are ee 

large plantations devoted to the production of A Suorr Lecrurz to Young Men ayp T0 

Cochineal. The nopal cuttings are planted | Youre Women 700 —In Hunt’s Merchant's 

two feet apart,and upon some of the stems little Magazine we find a = deal of practical 

nests of cotton are placed on the side towards| good sense, but the following advice to young 

the rising sun ; in these nests a female insect _ = we clip from its pages, is particu- 

is placed. The female, after laying about} larly exce! ent : 

one thousand eggs in the nest, dies, her dead} |“ Keep good company or none. Never be 

body becoming a covering and protection to idle. If your hands cannot be usefully em- 

the egos, until hatched. Six generations of| ployed, attend to the cultivation of your mind. 
ees, g 

these insects are ae 7 — poor ak spose S85 truth. Make for, Bonn 

young, as soon as they leave the shells, wo . Live up to yourown engagements. P 

their way out and commence feeding. They| your own secrets, if you have any. When 

are at first so minute as to be invisible, except| you speak to a person look him in the face. 

with a microscope. In a little while more Good company and good conversation are the 

their skins harden, forming a cocoon, from| very sinews of virtue. Good character is above 

whick they soon emerge again into the chrys- all things else. Your character cannot be es- 

alis state, and then become perfect insects. sentially injured except by your Onn acts.— 

When the proper season arrives for gather- If one speaks evil of you, let_your life be so 

ing the Cochinesl, which is'in December, the| that none will believe him. Drink no kind of 
Indian women go patiently to work, using a intoxicating liquors. Ever live, misfortune 

knife or brush, scraping the insects off from excepted, within your income. When you 

the plants, into their aprons and baskets.—| retire to bed think over what you have been 

When a large quantity is collected the insects doing during the day. Make no haste to be 

are roasted alive in an oven, which of course tich, if you would prosper. _ Small and steady 

deprives them of life, and dries them, when| gains give competency, with tranquillity of 

they are réady for market. anind. Never play at any kind * -_ of 

Gotland ss cae GEES vacct univer cok | hence ar oencemnpiation, rough ere 
: i s 7 | may not withstand it. Never run in debt, 

oring materials now used. Unmixed vat unless you see a way to get out of it. Never 

} other matter it produees a beautiful purple horrow if ‘ou can , ctiy avoid it. Do not 
color. United with a solution of tin and mu-| POTTOW © Jon ee a ey eee ipport a wife. 
riatic acid a splendid scarlet is made, altogeth-| Nove, 5 Fe ae ato Leep: yourssll 

er inimitable by any other process. i es = area ba ahs Le x Save 

People are little apt to consider how much ance Jou ey apend coat . 

they are indebted for comforts and enjoy- si a” yom sre yours wore wor os 

ments, to the insect kingdom. The world is|° apenas 
full of them, and they are constantly at work,{ If you would know the value of money go 

in some way, for man’s benefit, yet they are and try to borrow some—for he that goes 

little appreciated. (Exchange. borrowing goes sorrowing. 

OO ___——eeeEeeeseses___enan
ee
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eS i er q a; { 9¢ i occupy a vacant space, for you can not 

ei} | RGR a SULTURR. have too many =. et they do 

: | a SS [not interfere with each other, and these can | 
a) Brief Horticultural Notes—No. 6. never be too near the earth, in a well shaped 

a BY JOHN A. KENNICOTT, M. D. upright tree. 2 
. j ie I would have my PzacuEs and CHERRIES 

el Iam afraid of being too prolix, as I have | pyramids based on earth” and I would nev- 

ai never learned that great accomplishment of a|er have to exceed three feet of naked stem 

at good writer—*the art to blot”—and by the in any fruit tree. You never want to “ drive 

| way, I am unfortunate in quotations—even |under” your fruit trees—this notion is all non- 

ert my mic-quotation in the May number is mis- |sense. 

Bal printed. But I ought not to blame the prin-| If your trees make wood too fast, and put 
Fe | ter, for the truth is, I do write a miserable |off the season of fruitfulness, unreasonably 

be | cramped and crabbed hand—and I have been ie instead of removing the portions which 

Fe | rather remiss in my duties also, as I have a jare to bear fruit, stop the inordinate nourish- 
SH | great many “irons in the fire’—but I will |ment from the soil, by root-pruning—cutting 

4 i try to do more hereafter. through the roots in November—or by pinch- 

iF | The farmers of [linois meet in convention |ing off the shoots in summer—say August, 

BE | at the Capital of our State, next week, to and thereby aiding the development of fruit 

Eat compare opinions in regard to ay Ivpusrrrar | buds, instead of wood buds. But if you 

i a | Usivrnsrry, which we hope our law-makers | have the right sorts you will have fruit soon 

| fi will create during this extra Session. Iintend enough, without resorting to any of these 

j 4 | to be with them, in that long delayed work, | methods. 

tea | Perhaps I may make a letter or two from| If a tree has been properly pruned in the 
Bi) | Springfield interesting to Wisconsin readers: |nursery, you have seldom much use for a 

Eat We shall see—and now for a desultory lec- pruning knife, as long as the tree remains 
ee | ture on healthy and grows fieely—pare off broken 

i | PRUNING ORCHARDS. limbs, cut away one, that you can not train 

aos | Every “old countryman” and too many where it should go, or that rubs against an- 

Bt men, born under our clear skies, will tell you |other, and, if not over half an inch in diame- 

: : | to prune your trees and “let in the sun.”— |ter, do this any time, when the weather is 

ea But don’t you do any such thing ; but let | warm—spring or summer ; but if the branch 

+a the tops grow, as nature points the way, and |to be removed is large, autumn or early spring 

; KEEP THE suN ovt. The more wood the |are the best-seasons, and you should have 

4a better ; provided the woop-sysTEM is not re- |Some grafting wax, or, what is better, some 
H a tarding the Fnurr-sysrem toomuch, But cut- Shell-Lac varnish to cover the wound. Shell- 

rt ting out the branches is no way to induce Lae varnish is made by dissolving the Shell- 

E “| fruitfulness,but the right way to prevent it, and Lac in Alcohol—in warm weather, this is 

Bet increase the effort tomake wood. The leaves easily done, in three or four days. To make 

Si), || of a tree are its stowacu axp Lowes, and you it in winter you should set your bottle 
) might as well deprive an animal of these, and | 7¢ar the fire, where the heat is equal to 75> 

i ee expect him to live, as to hope that a tree will | to 85°— or summer heat. The solution 

|| || fourish without foliage—though the animai should be a saturated one, and kept well stop- 

|| 2%) || would die immediately, and it sometimes | ped. You can put it on with a brush or abit 
3 : —) || takes years to kill the tree, by lopping off of rag rolled on a stick. 

= | branches, because it can produce — organs, | gar Mr. C. A. DeCoudres has one peach 

5 oH and the barx will act as lungs, until “ water- | tree which withstood the severe winter, and 

Ee i. || sprouts” and “ suekers” can be produced. is now in blossom—the only one, we believe 
Lie If you find a branch where not needed, be- | in this section. 

= p | || fore cutting it off, see if you can train it soas [Ozaukee Blade. 
ooo 

i ia _
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Burnt Bones ror THE Pear Tree.—We| Mutcurse Tomators.—There exists in the 
} can bear testimony to the value of the bone | minds of cultivators a great difference of opin- 
black of sugar refineries as a special manure | jon with regard to the best method of manag- 

|| for the pear tree. A peck mixed in the soil! ing the tomato. Some tie them up en bushes, 
of a hole three feet in diameter, in which the | while most people allow nature to takeits own 
tree is planted, gives great depth of verdure, | course. 
and augments both the size and flavor of the, Now, sir, my method is to cultivate well, till || * 
fruit. It is probable thatthe new native | the vines get large enough to begin to lean 
phosphate now found in New Jersey and | and spread, then to hoe the ground over fresh, 
Lake Champlain, will be eagerly sought after | and cover the entire surface, one or two inches 
by pear cultivators as being the food of pears | thick at least, with clean straw. 

—par excellence. [Hortieulturist. This proves beneficial in keeping down the 
Se weeds, in retaining moisture, and in keeping 

Quincrs tove Sattr. —The quince tree) the fruit perfectly clean. I tried the above 
" seems to have a constitutional fondness for | method last year, at the suggestion of a friend 

salt. We have never seen such superb speci- | and was pertectly satisfied with the result. 
mens of this fruit, and such general luxuri- [Cor. N. E. Farmer. 

ance of the trees as at Newport, R. I—on the een 
\ sea coast. A gentleman who noticed this Lear Bueat iw tue Pear axp Prom. —F. 

fact several years ago, told us lately that he R. Elliott says : “The leaf-blight has been 

had profited by the hint, in giving to each of | more extended in the pear and plum this 

his trees a top-dressing of two quarts of coarse | season, than in any previous one in Ohio. 
salt every spring. By scattering the salt over | Application of common salt and wood-ashes 
the surface it dissolves slowly, and does no | te one tree, and wood-ashes alone to another 

harm whatever to the roots, but makes both | plum tree, have rendered them free from leaf- 

' foliage and fruit much more healthy. [Ib. | blight, a a continued healthy appearance 
errr | throughout the season. Application of pou- 

ae A Proper Foop ror Grare VINES: drette, ground bones, pas se a lime, all ee 

—Having, last year seen it stated in a paper,| gled, have rendered pear trees healthy and 
that the ashes of grape vines containeda large | free from leaf-blight, while those 30 feet dis- 
amount of potash, I caused three vines, of} tant, without such application have been affee- 
the same size, to be planted in boxes filled | ted. 

with equal quantities of earth, in which I no ————... 
ted the following results: _ Lovtsz Boynz or Jersey.—This fine va- 

No. 1, was supplied, when necessary, with | Nety of the pear, so peculiarly adapted to the 
pure water, and in a given time, it increased 6 | quince stock, is remarkable for its early pro- 
inches in length. ductiveness. The N. E. Farmer states that 

No. 2, was watered with a solution of whale- | two trees were bought in the autumn of 1848, 

oil soap and in the same length of time ac- by J. Washburn, of Plymouth, Mass., for $1,- 
quired 9 inches of growth. 25 each. The next season he received a 86 

And No. 3, I watered with a decoction of| premium for a sélect dozen of pears which 

potash, and within-the same period as above, | they bore, and $3 for the pears. It is searce- 
it grew 18 inches in length! ly necessary to say that their cultivation was 

By the beginning of November, No. 1, and by no means neglected. 

No. 2, dropped = ir leaves and 7 nO|  Cavurtén is Appiyine Sart to Frurr 

Fee reer wots mee nl in he come at ne CC OR ey 1O sealer oe ictecason: shot Rath at bunshés of fruit, the surface of the ground at the rate of 300 
hich, of course, wele adh mutate in {bs. per acre, with perfect safety, so far as 

Which, 01 pi 10 STOW. | vaoetables are concerned ; but it is a danger- 
This shows the importance of knowing what} 372 sub; tance to apply to fruitt 
kinds of salts go to form wood and fruit, in| "SS" serena i afiten Sg 8. £0.t0 [Gard. Chronicle. 
order that we may apply such manures to the ee ee 

soil as the vine or fruit trees require. Grartixa Vines.—The best time to graft 
I wish we vould have full analyses made of the grape vine is not when the sap begins to 

our great staple, Indian corn, including the| rise, for this is of all periods the most improp- 

grain, cob, stalk and blades. er. Let the vines break into leaf, and then 
Rosweut L. Cour. | you may graft either on the old or young 

Patterson, N. J. 2 i wood with every chance of success, —_[ Ibid. 

epson EA grieniegeis At the working man’s house hunger looks 

Lying rides on debt’s back. in but never enters.
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i BUDDING OR INOCULATING. - \ 

| 1 2 3 4 | 
} Ba Att «| duh ANT; | ids ma | Re fly 

i be ig i | i a we i hia 
‘ ate BIN pea i abd ba ke 
At ay a ik hi Bs 

i a Tete) WA 
ae Bi Vis iV Hi { 5 X 
c i \3 i ia ig 

“ adie ; i ae Ai aa 
al) fl af aN i th i if = 
i att aS mW Gy ae 
si RU ih It i ale A : a 
Pe Be Vt Br a BA i 

: | Mi mi li A Mk ee 

i a be he a “4 a er ne _ RN 
a Exptanation oF THE It.usrrations.—Fig, 1, shows the bark of the stock cut in the form 

Ph: of T. Fig. 2, represents the bark raised from the wood and rolled back on either side to 

Bi receive the bud. Fig. 3, the bud in its place ready for the bandage. Fig. 4, the bud tied in 

Be its place. 1 

s Fig. 5, shows the bud tied to the stock after it has started to grow and the line J, where 

k iq the stock is subsequently to be cut off. Fig. 6. shows a bud with the wood taken out. Fig. 

Bs 7, a bud with the wood in. Fig. 8, represents a shoot, naving upon it two buds, and the 

Bs, manner of cutting them off. The knife should enter the bark at c about three fourths of an 

Bf inch above the bud, and come out about the same distance below at e. The dotted line 

e along the base of the but J, indicates the depth of the incision to be made in cutting the bud 
i | from the shoot. 
Ett 5 hee 

Et id 
Ei a} LE 1 6 

ti a is | 
eh — Nl Sl 

Hl — Dn 
eet QZ i 
ee é i 

Ff ae ; 

ei SPR hae 
eer - a 
es REZ VAN, 

FI A Ape 
ie yy SS Sd fy a — 

f ad (3 * = S32 

FE i " 7— 
4 et 7 | ” 
: th Ft y 3 

tes This is one of the most important operations | eration fail entirely one seasen the growth of the 

; Ba pertaining to Horticulture. For the speedy and | stalk is not lost as where grafting fails. The two 

e ft sure propagation of trees, it has some decided ad-| conditions of plants indispensable to success in 

©) © |! wantages over grafting; as it only requiresa single | budding are—1, a thrifty growth of the stalk so that 

‘| i bud, and if o bud fail the first time others can be | the bark will peel easily ; 2, good ripe buds, which 
tt: ; afterwards inserted the same season—or if the op- | may generally be known by the perfect develop- 

|
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ment of the young buds at the base of the leaves, | bove and below the wound. Care and expedition 

and by the shield or bark to which the buds are| rust be used in the operation to have it succeed 

attached, separating easily from the wood—and in | well, as if the parts are bruised or suffered to be- 

short by the general firmness and ripeness of the! come dry they will not unite. If the footstalk re- 

shoots. Those buds near the middle of the shoots | mains fresh and green until it drops, or at the end 

are most esteemed. of about two weeks the bud is seen to be very 

Plums and Cherries should be budded early. | plump, it indicates that the bud has taken, but if 

whilst Peaches do best when set the latter part of | it withers up it shows the contrary. In two or 

August—and in fact are often budded in Septem- | three weeks, or as soon as the union between the 

ber. bud ard stalk is perfect, the bandage should be 

Apples and Pears can be set from the commence- loosened and if the stock has swelled much it 

ment of the budding season—that is if the buds | should be entirely taken off. The band needs to 

be ripe—until the last 6f August; though the first remain on the cherry longer than on other stocks. 

half of August is generally the best time. The In the spring, from the bursting of buds to the 

time for commencing operations in the budding | time when leaves reach half their size, cut off the 

line, varies considerably according to the seasons— stock in which the bud is good, to within two or 

it answering ag well to begin the 15th or 20th of three inches of the bud and when the bud has start- 

July, in some seasons, as the first of August in | ed, if it nclines off, tie it to the stu.np as repre- 

others. sented in Fig., Rub off the sprouts from the 

Before ccmmencing operations it will be neces- | stock so as to throw all the growth into the bud. 

sary to have your stalk in readiness, and to pro- After the bud has got fairly started, say the latter 

vide yourself with a thin-bladed knife, and a sup- | part of June or first of July, cut theold stock off 

ply ef strings for tying up the buds. down even with the bud, in a sloping direction, as 

Bass or other matting, such as is used around | at /, Fig. 5, when it willsoon be covered with young 

furniture, the inner bark of trees like bass, lin- | bark. 

den and elm may be used for bands; also cotton} ‘We have endeavored to explain the precess of 

wicking, woolen yarn or strips of cloth from the | pudding so fully and plain, that with the aid of i 

tailors. Matting and bark should be wet before | the illustrations, any person of ordinary under- 

using. In budding, the first thing is to prepare | standing, need not doubt his ability to perform 

‘a stick of budy’—that is to take off a thrifty | the operation euccessfully; and we most earnestly 

shoot of this year’s growth, and after cutting off urge our agricultural friends to make themselves 

the upper, unripe portion of it, to clip off the practically familiar with the subject. 

leaves, leaving about hilf an inch of their foot- i eee 

stalks on the shoots, as in Fig. 8. Havingselect-| FrzsH Manure not Goop ror THE VINE. 
ed a smooth place in the stalk, preferring the |__Tp all warm countries, where we may sup- 

North or North East side, make a perpendicular pose the culture of the vine to be best under- 

incision through the bark an inch or an inch and | stood, the opinion universally prevails that 

ahalf in length, and at the top of this a cross | fresh manure ought not to be used, or if it be 

cut, so that the wholeshall form a T, asin Fig. I. | so, that it should be applied in the autumn 

With the point of your knife blade, or with the | after the vintage, so as to be in 2 mea- 

haft of your tudding-knife, if you have one, raise | sure decomposed, and incorporated with the 

or loosen the bark from the stalk each side of the |soil before the ascent of the sap in the spring. 

incision—being very careful not to bruise either | This practice is occasionally followed in the 

the bark or sap wood beneath as in Fig 2.— Rhinegau where a strong prepossession exists 

As speedily as po-s‘ble, and with a clean in favor of manuring the vineyards, and where 

smooth cut, take off a bud, as in Fig S, from small quantities of litter are spread around 

your stick of buds with a thin slice of the wood the roots of the vines ; but the best authors 

attached. When this wood is loose it is better to | concur 1n recommending that all the manure 

remove it, which may be done by putting the edge employed should be first duly fermented, at 

of the knife under the wood, between it and the | Whatever time it may be used. 

bark and lifting it up, taking care not to pall out The vine dressers of France generally ob- 

the root of the bud. Having ascertained that it | ject to manure altogether. The poet Virgil, 

page pore ac rebel Tires red As ceaiisnerreryegeae A ramp 
aid of the footstalk should then be pushed down should be committed to memory by all who 

to the bottom of the incision. If the top of the | grow the vine: 
bud reaches above the cross cut it should be cut |-: Next; when you layers in your vineyard make, 

off so as to fit exacily, as in Fig. B. A bandage, | 1yix some rich dung, and shells and pebbles break, 
as in Fig. 4, should now be tied evenly and snag- hi d il with lib’ral hand 

ly over the whole (saving the bud and foot stalk, Spread the good soil wi hand around, 
which must be left exposed,) extending a little a- And trench them deeply in the lightened ground ; 1
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Superfiluous moisture thus glides through the j stock, it will be reduced so as to just enclose | 
i | earth, the stock. When thus fitted, tie with matting | 
: | And healthy vapors aid the tender birth.” jand cover the wound with clay or grafting- i 
: 3 These are wise maxims, and no modern dis- | wax, and the work is done.” i 

covery is at variance with them. eee i 
\ | es jp rrr rs = Pruning and Budding Knives, i 
he e ny scribed, two other modes 0! = | 

; budding, which seem to be synonymous how- 4 3 2 1 | 

, ever; one in Lindley’: Horticulture called Ti ~ | 
4 Flute Budding, Fig. 1, and the other, Fig. 2, Fy f ily Le eS | 
‘ in the water Cure journal called Annular Bud- be | Bs Hi : — | 

r ding, both of which we publish, more for the ay AN | E | 
f benefit of the curious than to introduce them F i Me Bi 1 | Be : i 

to publio favor. rm el i Hi fe | 
i “ Flute- Budding is not Fig. 1. |] eo ei | 

practised in this country, but ° ‘ all ot | 
f deserves to be mentioned.— f 3 = bo | 

f It consists of peeling off a pa i : a S— | 
ring of bark from the stock, cn ff Hl S s/ | 

K just below a terminal bud ; uo i eh (a | 
f replacing it by a similar ring, ie ! By) Boia i 
: with a bud or two upon it, i t fi F ad 4 oe | 

taken from a scion ; and Hi f i ERs 2 i‘ ley | 
1 binding down the whole— fi i HW \ | is ie | 
: This is performed only in the nt f | y oo Hh 
; spring, and has the advan- ss 4 | } Bis. \ hay | 
: tage of being so contrived " Bb anf i N | 
; that the stranger bud is plac- Be 4 Bao iF (We 

is ot Peper below that i These instruments, as denoted by Nos. 1, f part of a branch where pro-_ y z | 3 ocpaneten oe | 2. and 4, are of good and convenient form for | 
ti most active, namely, below a 2 pruning young trees and are made strong | ah central bud of the stock; and i and heavy for that purpose. | ‘ from occupying all the cir- : 1 No. 3 represents the best and most ap- | fe ponent pee a proved form for budding. The edge of the | : theceacry _ = 0 2 ane j blade is rounded at the point, and will shut i 
: matter sent downwards by 3 up asa pocket knife. At the other end is | 
: the bud. It is employed in = | permanently fixed a thin fiat ivory lifter, with | 
, \ in Bavaria for the Mulberry.” 2 which the bark is loosened and raised, after 
_ i Fig. 2. “Annular Budding fig.2,is being cut to receive the bud. | 

f 4 = applied with success to trees For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. 
"| a - oa aoe oa’ — Grease your Trees. 

; 5 ark, or those which, like — 
4 ii] = the ~walnut, have buds so} Frrenp Miter—After settling in the vil-| 
} tba = large as ie eae be ea lage where I now reside, I planted a beautiful 
sat, = 0 mon mode o yu ing > 1 t i h z | 

olf ‘eS °F] ficult and uncertain. A a Fs Fe oe ee ares one & Ee 
4 Hi ring of bark is taken from ca” PHROA SNP BOONE Y UEwY, om wae | t P33 the stock a, and one of equal | @2xious to protect it from the depredations of 
a Wie = size containing a bud, 8, / horses and other animals running at large. 
ot f from thescion. If the stock| I placed a large post upon each of two | 
ey! bi or neat an | sides, and nailed boards upon them sufficient- : A i} entire ring will not betaken ‘i : | Pe off, but only what may be ly high to protect the treo from all animals | 
hi ‘4 filled by the ring of bark | Twnning at large, except horses, How to} 
ie A from thescion. If the ring | protect it from their encroachments was the | 
4 of bark from the scion be too large for the | question, as the tree was in front of a store, | 
Hf EE EEO SS aa
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eee. en eee oem. ee 
» d persons would be apt to tie their horses = the —— . = — | 

* . # PRINGFIELD, +. June . 

to SS 4 ni . The Horticultural Society of this City, had | 
alae hg ase day a ace ja very creditable show on Wednesday of this | 

| are y S Dns = k. The display of Rose: g agnifi- 

rubbed upon a horses teeth, he would not a a and = aaa aes = ie Lo ! 

hay. Thinking that trees could be protected | ble 4 aiceuddawe es > ? aio 

from the depredations of horses, as well as) riihe nieces ai aan ulpeid an of 
I took oe of oe we and ne delighted visitors, 

| tallow upon the tree above the posts anc . . 
ae ee eres peer But I am forgetting to mention the fine | - 

ma diiaiennaanl a abe = bas he strawberries, and abundant early vegetables. 

| ae % | Green peas being too common in market, to 
| growth of the body of the tree, where the} 4 jape aa 

| tallow was applied, was certainly one-third ares ee a 

| greater than the portions of the trunk above ee 
| edi ae aond Tove Peel from the “Cottage Garden” I think. Mr. 

sho migeced the tree, which a a aplendia| pesieg ae eee ws ae = aaa 

| specimen of forest growth, The tallow, which ee rane en eae eee ee 
I applied in a soft state, seemed to mentite ——- — = _— oe a q Fae nae ee ernraet ret such taste in the Capital of Suckerdom. 

ee ee otha Our convention has closed its labors after 
iy algal’ wails eas mo il five busy and interesting sessions ; and our 

xpan ‘ ial has been i i 
| healthy circulation of the sap, causing a more a Tiascecloniee ceed ae “ rove 

rh mated _— ae re a diate fruit. But we now know that the old 
eas _ PS" | colleges can not get the funds belonging to 

SS the whole educational interest of the State. 
ae ae Beets Es s a Pe 5 nae Our opponents have delayed the realization 
a tm ssitioli is de klix a of our hopes, and ruined their own. But we 

it—wait ! 
my fruit trees, and I think I shall witness the aaa Oa ate 

same result in their increased growth. Be- not aa ees . a ae } 

sides the increase in the size of the tree, the} Marx Mrtuer, Esq.—Has any café tn your 

tallow or oil, (either of which I think may be/ State ever fruited the Almond out of doors. 

used with success,) gives the bark a fine glos-) | saw trees growing finely at Mr. Bell’s Nur- 

sy appearance, and renders the body less lia- sery some years ago, and was informed that 

ble 2 the attacks of insects. This may be} they had blossomed, but never bore any fruit. 

an old story to you and many of your read-| Peach trees are poor property here, seldom 
ers ; but it is not so with me. It wasa dis-| giving any fruit, aed 5 wae miata The 

covery of my own, and one which was the} Jast winter has killed many of the trees, and 
result of mere accident. It was “ killing two! many look sorry enough—hardly one leaf to 
birds with ‘one stone” in the true sense of the} limb. On many trees all the fruit-buds 
word, If it has been long known to you or} were killed; on some, a few only escaped.— 

any of your correspondents, I should : be] At some of my neighbor’s, while many of 

Pleasedto hear something upon the subject| their trees were entirely killed, or badly killed, 

through the — of your ee yet.a few trees were loaded with fruit blos- 

i eee we Lomsarp. | 55 My Peach trees as a lot, don’t aver- 

Greenbush, Wia, Jane. " Jage one live fruit-bud to each tree—a few 

Ace er aan ene ts 8 ee tweet @ccalihn ches wescled Goce about one dozen. I shall not have as many 

want of a shoe the horse was lost, for the want| Pedches, as I ought to have bushels of them, 
a horse the rider was lost. if they had done well. .
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4 We are greatly plagued with Caterpillars, \poultry have a daily run among them. I 
ii &c., on our fruit-trees, and it seems as though | have adopted this plan, and have not found a/ 

on... new kinds came every year. We have ‘the| —_ ie sina F lected } 

th Caterpillar,’ and also several differentkinds of | 314 q gouty old cock, to keep a few acres of| 

\ them with no webs or tents—and among oth: | these delicate trees clear of their enemies ; a 

t} ers Aitacus Cecropia found on Apple, Pear, | flock of 100 is not too many.” {| 

I . ae \ 
; Plum, Black-walnut, and I think also, on the Curuau Waeat. — We have received 

: Cherry—the Caterpillars of A. C., come in} from England, two bushels of this very choice | 

i July and August—are 2} to 3 inches long— | white wheat. It was exhilnted from the roy- | 

i: as large as the Potato Worm, and are very | al farm, Windsor, by his royal highness, Prince | 

I destructive, stripping trees entirely in a very i Albert, and ahs one of the best English vari | 

hort time. Adtacus Polyphemus jsalso found etien 3 weighed 66} Ibs. per bushel. The | 
" YP following is an extract from a letter written | 
i here; I think it is on the Hazel here; Dr. Har-| by the gentleman who raised the wheat : | 

i ris says it is on Oaks, Elms, and Lime trees or} " “I have forwarded two bushels of the best | 

af Basswood, in Massachusetts. I have found Chidham wheat I have left, the same as sent 

. * - sas to Gen. Weymess, for his royal highness, | 

Caterpillars answering the description, om) brine Albert, at seed time. You may be | 
= Hazel bushes one or two years, and have Tals- | certain it is the same description as that shown | 

if ed both kinds from cocoons last year, and this | at the Crystal Palace. I have sown no other 

3 year. Are you acquainted with these Cat-| sort of wheat for the last thirty years, and | 

7; terpillars? If you wish, I will send you ade- have grown it several times from one grain, | 

Hh scription of them. I have made notes for a that it might be true. The sample sent, tho’ | 
4d fi tof every kind of such varnints equally true and clean, is hardly so bright and | 

3 lew years past of every blooming as most of it was which I sold for | 

a that I haveseen. We have two or three kinds | seed.” 

2 of borers. One which lives in the trunk, call-| The wheat received is very fine indeed, re- 

2 ed Spada Bivittata of Say. It seems as tho’ — ses ee = — —— {| 
4 - : . : ules variety. 101 it suce a we ere, q 

ts another kind mh is found on the limbs ead it will prove a very valuable addition to our | 

Hi ; which bores behind the buds, does the boring | choice wheats. i 

x i while in its perfect state as a beetle. Ihave| It will be distributed to gentlemen who will | 

at found several of them lately, and found also cae it RE «ae furnish the society | 
5 iw ahules begun, and bored in about the witl e results of cultivation and a sample of | 

a depth of their heads—ard there are one or the crop. [Jour. N.Y. State Ag. Soc. 

ay more kinds of beetles called Elaters or Spring] Ramy Water iy raz Purest iv Nature. | 

: Beetles, or Click Beetles. Our Grape Vines — = pa ceteealy knowns 278 the Sey | 
* * - gister, that rain water, when protect m1 || 

ie penne tage CTT atmosphere, is the purest, healthiest, and | 
3 Ackemon of Drury, in July and August—they | sweetest water in use. Mr. J. 8. Van Rens-_ 

vg are 3 inches or more long. If you have Dr. | selaer has for a great number of years used it | 

; Harris’ “ Treatise on Insects of New England, eee and culinary purposes, at his late | 

} Injurious to Vegetation.” I will some time| residence, No. 169 State street, and could | 

give youa list of such of themas are foundhere, | never meet with any he considered as good. | 

4 jf and you can find his descriptions. I have not | He was first informed of its quality by a sea | 

a time now to add more, and remain captain who used it in his i from the 

iF Yours Respectfully, United States to the West Indies, and who 

, E. 8. L. Ricnarpsow. | found that by carefully preserving it from ~ 

2) For remarks see Editor's Table. posure, casks which had been shipped at Key 
th DLS Seas ‘West and made their outward voyage, were, | 

ei Curcxexs vs. THE Curcutto—We clip| on their retumn to New York, found to. be as 

et the following from a communication of A. G.| pure and good as the day they were put on 

ee Sumner, Esq., of Ravenscroft South Carolina, | board. Acting on this suggestion, Mr. Van 

i which appeared in the Pendleton “ Farmer & | Rensselaer built two cisterns in his yard, cov- 

a Planter,” recently : ered, cemented and air tight, one of which ac- 

Nee) “For plums, apricots and nectarines, so lia- | ted as_a reservoir, communicating with the 

tie ble to the attacks of the curculio, there is no| other, from which it was conducted into the 

a. remedy but poultry. Plant these where your | dwelling. The cisterns were capable of hold- 

is 
ide
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ing seventy-five hogsheads, and from the time | powder of pearly whiteness. The metallic 
of their erection long since, Mr. Van Renssel- zine is made in the same manner, with the 

aer has had a bounteous supply of pure, soft, | exception that in the latter case the air neces- 

and excellent water. sary to form the oxide is entirely excluded. 

The only communication with the air was | _ The demand for the oxide of zine at present 

by the pipé which conducted the water from |S greater than the supply, and the company 

the roof ; every rain refreshed the supply and | "2 constantly enlarging their works. it is 
as it was drawn from the bottom of the cis- | used extensively as a substitute for white-lead 

tern, the temperature was cool and pleasant. in the manufacture of India-rubber goods, 

Rain water, as is known, is the purest in na- but its chief value is as paint. In France it 

Give! has to a great extent taken the place of lead 

In this case it was conducted from a high | Paints and is being rapidly introduced in the 

slate roof on which no dirt could well accu- United States. The advantages of zine as a 

mulate, and the cisterns had required cleaning paint over white lead, in addition to the com- 

but once in six years, and then from no defect | Parative security of the workmen from disease 
in the water; at no time has that been dis- | 2% that the action of gases will not change 

turbed, or lost in the least its pure and whole- | while lead paint is turned black by a 
some taste, and that flat and rainy taste pecu- retted hy drogen 3 itis perfectly and dazzing- 

liar to it when caught in open vessels has never ly white. It gives to a wall the lustre of por- 
hoa: noticed celain, and may be washed without risk. Itis 

It is strange that these simple and interest-|tound in spirits of. turpentine, and mixed 
ing facts are not more generally known and | With varnish to give it a body and consisten- 

acted on ; were it so our citizens on the hill | °Y- The red oxide of ae also makes an = 

might-now be supplied with an abundance of | Ment, quickly drying red paint. By adding 
water, instead of suffering as they, are from lamp-black, Prussian-blue, and other colors, 

the drouth. The cost of cisterns aes not ex-|#ny shade of paint may be readily obtained, 

ceed $75, and to places where there is a defi- free from the disadvantages of lead. 
ciency of good water, we commend this cheap Norsetess CARRIAGE-WHEELS AND HorseE- 

and effectual plan of obtaining it. suoEs.—In the Mining Journal of July 22d, 

Paes nO 1851, we noticed the introduction of some im- 

Manvracture or Zinc Parts 1x New | provementsin the construction of wheels for car- 
Jerszy.—It is well known that extensive ope-| riages, by A. Smith, which were likely to prove 
rations have been entered into at Sterling Sus- | of much value to the public, as not only ad- 

sex Co., New Jersey, with a view of manu-| ding greatly to traveling over paved streets, 
facturing on a large scale the oxide of zinc | from their being perfectly noiseless, but from 

from the celebrated red zinc ore which occurs | their combining a much greater degree of safe- |} | 
abundantly at that locality. The process by|ty. ‘The principle consists in forming the 
which the oxide of zinc is prepared is exceed- | hoop or tire of two separate layers of galvan- 

ingly interesting. ‘The mineral consists of} ized iron, which are riveted together, and re- 
oxide of iron, manganese, and oxide of zine, | galvanized in the mass ; this division of parts 

or oxide of zinc and Franklinite. The ore is| cutting off all vibrations when travelling over 
first roasted, and the Franklinite picked out.| the roughest stones. Mr. Smith has also ap- 

It is fhen pulverized and mixed with a small! plied the principle to springs, in which each 

proprortion of anthracite of charcoal as a flux; | plate is galvanized separately, and can never 
and about forty pounds is used as a charge|rust. The axle is also metal, and is itself Iu- 

for a cylindrical retort made of clay, three and | bricating, and not liable to heat ; the whole 
a half feet in length, and 8 inches in diameter. | secures a degree of quiet, ease and safety hith- 

The retort is placed in a reverbatory furnace | erto unattained. We have been led to notice 
horizontally, one end being exposed by an op- | these ingenious improvements, from the fact 

ening in the furnace wall: a sheet-iron receiv- | that the patentee, having produced a noiseless 

er is attached to the mouth of the retort, hav-| carriage, found that the horses’ feet made 
ing an eee at the neck to admit atmos-| more noise than ever, and, seeking for a reme- 

pheric air. ‘The receiver is enlarged by flex- | dy has applied the same principleto the horse- 

ible tubes that serve as additional receivers}shoe. This is effected in the most simple 

and also to carry off the carbonic oxide—| manner, by making the shoes in two thick- 

When the proper heat is applied the zinc is set | nesses of galvanized metal, then riveting them 

free from the ore, and conveyed into the recei- | together, and re-galvanizing. A horse equip- 

I || ver as a vapor of zinc, where, meetingthe cur-| ped in these pumps trots over the granite 

rent of atmospheric air, from which it takes | streets of London as softly as if he was on 

up the oxygen, it falls at once as a beautiful | bowling green. [London Mining Jour, 

ee 
 ——————
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. EDUC ATION A J eaccanses we feel authorized to enumerate the 

iis ces sd 4+___ | following, as prominent among their many | 

CONDUCTED BY J. L. ENOS. | advantages, as one of the instrumentalities by 

1 School Celebrations. which the right. spirit may be disseminated 

i: sy fs Dail among the people upon this subject. | 

3: Among the TORRY “ONPOENS, influences They present the best opportunity to urge 
a. which we meet with at almost every step, in upon the consideration of the people the sub- 

ie our efforts to elevate thecharacter of our com- ject of popular education, by addresses from 

mon schools and extend their field of useful-|‘Qjiohtened friends of the cause, and the most 
RE: : s 

iy || ness, it is believed that no one is more all-| eguctual method of bringing all the patrons 

io pervading and paralysing in its effects, than | o¢ the schools under the influence of those ad- 
5 ie the state of apathy which exists among the] 3 o.se, 

ee. people with reference to this subject. They bring before the jeople the actual 

a Although we are ae that much has comparative condition of their schools and ex- 
ry been done toward producing a more healthful cite on the part of teachers,"pupils and their 

s stato of public sentiment upon the question of parents, an active spirit of generous emulation. 
ys educational improvement, yet we are og ite They will enable the public to form a just 

> paren ae ce angers ce still exists | a timate of the vast difference between good 

ae toa great extent. A majority of our school! snq bad teachers, to canvass and determine 
ye houses are still its monuments ; and no less cio ariates emecte ic Panis Stabs 

ki ble evidence of its prevalence and influ- se eeeee 
x palpable evi ae ° 4 3 ne oe And IntU-| one, and togetect the quackerylof the other. 

t a ~ _ <o tee : sds a The opportunity which they afford the pub- 

Bae : ete 28 sys ee 7 — areas ee lic for witnessing the practical results of the 

¥ arenes . 4 “ different modes of instruction pursued, pre- 

7 Ee eens SS oe solace ewer sr a — pares the teachers and the people to pass an 

4 Seales tare ae every school district 3) intelligent verdict upon every question rela- 

Sh and every Town Superintendent can but feel | ,. : ‘ 2 
i eg tive to the proposed improvements in the 

©) || that, through its influence much of the effort} oncds of teachine: 
> || now put forth in this cause, though directed een 

|| by the most consummate wisdom and en- aa oa aod ada 
us Fichtened platant t fail of producing! teport of the Superintendent of Common 

i || © a AS - Fopys aust dan er prose") Sehools in Pennsylvania showing that there 

5 4 eas eprred, Som. are in that State: 
3 F The inquiry thus addresses itself to uswith| Schools, . . . . +. - i - + 9,302 

©) |\ peculiar foree; what remedy shall we apply, or Lees ee ee a ae ase 

| || what means shall we use to remove or miti-| per month; for female teachers, 10,19. 

ba! gate this evil? What measures.can we take | Mle sebelars, <7 - +--+ + eee 
: See witen tion of the wok Je to | Pemale a6 es pen Meneey & 206,336 
e to secure the attention of the whole people to | Gost of teaching each scholar per month 43 3-4 ct. 

ot this subject? How shall we find access to The aeee sitar lene was. soieere 96 

3 > || their minds, and produce such a lasting con- The Iie or en roe ey 275541 05 
ET viction of the magnitude and importance of| The aggregate increase inthe number of scholars 

“1 || the interests involved in this subject, as will] "°°" _ 
"). || dissipate this apathetic indifference, enlist the Ropar in THE Usirep Srares.—There 

|| interest of every citizen’in behalf of the com-| are 120 Colleges proper, 43° Theological, 17 
sq gerne be "| Taw and 37 Medical Schools. ‘The ‘number || 

hea? | alee ae eee in universal and vig-| of volumes contained in the libraries of the | 
[> |] orons action for their improvement? : Colleges is, as far as estimated from imperfect 

bebe Tn our opinion “ school celebrations” in con-| returns, 871,800. Of the Colleges 13 are un- 

2) || nection with the many other agencies now in | der the direction of the Baptists, 8 under E- 

©) || operation, may contribute essentially to the Pee See ie the Methodists, and 

"= |} accomplishment of these objects. His Boone Ce 
bee From a careful, and somewhat extensive} Handle your tools without mittens—a cat 

1). || knowledge of the practical results of such cel-] in gloves catches no mice. 
ats 3 EEL SSS
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| EDITOR'S rc ABLE Dlossoms—and are well worthy of cultivation in 

AA SS ornamental grounds. 

FARMER OFFICE.—Subseribers to the Far- (eee = a have followed: the 

|| mers who huve heretofore received their papers ication of Mr. Richardson on page 161. 

|| through the Janesville Post Office, and who beve| Prpric Documexts— We are indebted to Hons. 

no boxes, Will hereafter receive them at the Book-| Jas. D. Doty, Ben. C. Eastman and Wm. H. Sew- 

store of Jouaneault, opposite the ‘American. Mr.| ard, for sundry Congressional Documents. The 

J. is authorized to receive payment on subserip- | speech of Hon. Wn. H. Seward upon intervention, 

tions. 
and that of Hon. E. Newton of Ohio, on the estab- 

SSS lishment of an Agricultural Bureau, we have read 

Resanxs,— Communications of this kind are| with much interest. They are short and to the 

| very gratifying to us, as they evince a desire for] point. 

practical improvement among our readers, and al-} Feyarz Lasor.—Greeley writes of having seen 

ae willingness to impart knowledge to those | women driving carts, upon the roads of Germany, 

Tae opportunity for observation has been more]; which men were asleep. A correspondent of 

limited. If our correspondents will make or pro-| che Boston Transcript says he saw more than one 

|| cure accurate drawings of troublesome insects, Or! woman, yoked in with a dog dragging a small cart 

send us insects ROvCAnpe NIE? by a description, and metieen Munich and Dresden. Every where 

as much a the history of the me as they can} ahrond women are doing the worst work of men, 

\ get, we will engrave and publish them The} partly because of the absence of real and refined 

| havoc made by insects in some localities, threatens | gjyjjization, partly that men are d rafted away to 

| simast the, ets oor of many products. | he army in such numbers that did not the females 

| and unless their ravages can be stayedyithe farmer | plow, hoe, and manure, famine and starvation 

must abandon the cultivation of some most desira-| wonld come. Nothing can be worse than the aa 

|| ble fruits and vegetables. They create a new field | graded, filthy Inbor of women witn ceecdtepemnitioa 

| for investigation, and those who have time and op-| frst landing in England, poor creatures aoa 

| Portunity to observe their characters and habits, with their naked hands among the dirt of the 

| and reeommend modes of extermination, will pro-| streets to find something to sell for enriching the 

| mote the cause of agriculture, by communicating] 593], Such facts do not need comme! vi 

| the results of their observation. Much valuable 

| information may thus be disseminated. The in- Gares mw Cmcxexs—Teke as much soft sosp 

crease of these pests, demands a corresponding | °* will cover the thumb nail, and mix it with meal 

watchfulness to counteract the evil; and we need dough. Give it to the chicken at any stage of the 

all the light we can get to aid us in the eek disease. If this fails on the first application, it 

| ‘We are gratified to learn that Dr. Harris is ae ae ; 1 ere ae Saree 

|| preparing for the press, a new edition of his Trea-| +, 44) oh aia ifs of all family treasures are 

| tise on the “Insects of New England Injurious to indolent females. if 8 Wife knows nothing of oe 

Vegetation.” Werecommend thone of our feaders nee duties, she is not a help-mate,but an incum- 

who wish for a work of a practical and scientific ae 

character, to possess themselves of @ copy Its| Cure ror Corre 1 Horses—The Southern || - 

suggestions if carried out in practice, will richly Cultivator says: “A subscriber in Stewart Co 

repay for purchasing and studying. ‘We have not Ga., gives us, in a private letter, the following as 

a copy of the work ut present, but as soon as the | © cure for colic in horses. He says it is s certain 

s aiakta aed; wx eon as eee | and as it is very simple, we advise our 

‘Any farther communications from E. S. L. R, or readers fe try it, should they bere occasion = 

of other persons of observation and experience will en of turpentine 

| be well received ; and we hope our friends win and whisky in a quart hottle; dilute with water, 

a Ee ee ere. co axprecs shate| sad Groh eaten wee Ee 1 

views and experience on this, or any other subject hare myer this remedy with entire suecess and 

of interest and importance to agriculturists. aaa 

‘Will gome of our readers who have experience} | Axrtrporz ror Srrycuxwe.—A writer in the 

answer our correspondents querries about the Al- Texas Ranger, gives an account of the successful 

mond? Our own opinion is, that this climate is | treatment of some negroes, who had been poisoned 

too cold to produce fruit, though the ornamental with strychnine prepared for wolf bait. Melted hogs 

varieties flourish finely: The Large Double Flomer-| lard was administered to them freely after they had 

ing, and the Dwarf Double Flowering are both | suffered in great agony for several hours, and im- 

most beautiful shrubs. The one bearing amare relief was the consequence. Thisie=val- 

whitish flowers, and the other, small double pink! uable discovery. 

ea a i . A eee
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Frax Corrox—The right of using Claussen’s| The German Paper, recently started in Racine, 

method of preparing flax, has been purchased by | has been removed to Oshkosh. 

: parties in eight different states, and much atten-| Uxrox or Pavers 1x Maptson.—The Argus and 

; tion is being given to the growth of flax. Mr./ Democrat have been united and appear under the 
4 Ellsworth, formerly of the patent office in Wash-| above title. Also the Statesman and Express are 

‘ ington, and now resident in the Wabash valley of) united in the Palladium. 

e Indiana, has sown five hundred acres with flax-| 6,4, jimited space forbids more than a passing 
y seed; and Col. Baker of Illinois, is largely en-| . 1. nowled, t of h Peis 

i gaged both in the cultivation and preparation of Se mom sce 3 area Sects =e © 
4 everal notices of periodical publications being 

< Pe ieSchangs: unavoidably crowded out of this No. of the Far. 

S Goosesreny Pre.—Pick and wash the gooseber-| mer. We trust our friends will accept our apolo- 
4 ries, and stew them in just enough water to pre-| gy. "7 
os vent their burning ; when tender, and while hot,|” p,. ryorticulturist for Jane, interesting and in- 

F sweeten them with sugur, and let them stand un- ieamion ex in ‘on off table. 

| til they become cold; then pour them into pie| “TUCHY® 9S ever . 
go dishes lined with paste, dredge flour, and grate] The Western Horticultural Review for June, iz 

ie nutmeg upon them, cover them with some| received. Western Agricalturists and) Hortica! 

S paste, wet and pinch together the edges of the) ‘sts shoakd patronize ee ee warmer & 

ot! pastes, cut a slit in the center of the cover through | Mechanic’s Assistant is occasionally received—| 
ai which the steam may escape, and bake 20 min- More frequent visits from so good a paper would 

° utes, be acceptable. 

A How ro Carcu a Surer.—In catching a sheep,| Tue Famuy Circue.—This exceedingly neat 

Ei never seize them by the wool on the back, as it| magazine, improves with age and fully sustains ity 

+ hurts them exceedingly, and has, in some cases, | former character. The embellishments in the cur 

st been known to kill them, particularly in hot weath- | rent vol. are superior to those of any preceding 

S er, if they are large and fat. Indeed, the best way | volume, and form a very attractive feature in the 

S is to avoid the wool altogether, and to accustom| work. It is published in New York by J.G. Reel 

" yourself to take them by the hind leg, or, what is|] —Terms, $1,00 per year. 

Ee geil patie ae peers one hand under Free Ferry.— The citizens of Prairie du 

By Ese ont ee S er at the back of the ears: by| Chien have established a free Ferry across the 

zi ee the head, a child may hold almost any| Mississippi at that point. This isa praiseworthy 

‘I He that riscth late must trot all day, and shall move; one which, ue doubt not, will pecare to that} 

- scarce overtake his business at night. route a great accession of eastern emigration des. 

ow ices ueoni on ox at Ge Soagaleobeee tined for Northern Iowa and also facilitate trade 

of sig a ae ms eae ae ee eee fs between the opposite sides of the river. 

ss! man has to do the more he is able to accomplish ;| Coat Discoveren—The Lake Superior Journ! 

Be for he learns to economise his time. says an extensive coal bed had been Senin in 
‘icini ?, in the i jiate| 

hs The Family ‘Visitor kas besa Sasdvartentiy| He nce Beryaed ee ee 
4 z vicinity of extensive iron.mines. This is an im 
eo overlooked or we should have spoken of its improv- : . 

x, ee portant discovery which ¢annot but add to the 
f ed appearance before. A new volume is just com- . + 
yf scenced, swith’ enlataed ‘pante amd @ aplouded wealth and business of that community. 

H! ; cg die ae ae plended en-| New Porators—Our thanks are due Mr. C.E 
oe graved head. It is an excellent journal, deserving 

5 ede ci = ‘ ‘ pete Hoyt of Emerald Grove for a basket of fine lars: 
a: a wide circulation. It is a Literary, Scientific and : ht 

3 SL ctethintal piel: chty Gdlbci-es SE. Raat | eT ene 
a . eee y M. C. Kead | ¢ st we have seen or heard of in these ‘diggin’ 
wi assisted by the contributions of talented scientific, They don’ bad after being confined to old 

men. Its visits will have an improving influence a anche ce 3 s & ” ks doll: burhel} 
Pe on, circle. Published weekly at Cleve- Rogie toy ete iens Seo ta 
ef ‘tend ; nice If any one can beat Mr. H.on raising new po 

eS and and Hudson, Ohio, by Sawyer, Ingersoll & | 5.4 we would like to know it—that we would!! 
r ‘Co. At $1,50 per annum in advanceto single sub- cent 

ee scribers; 8 copies for $10.00 ; 17 copies for $20,00 peataaae i aha ves Dew 
e Z »"| ly brought into the County, a full bi 4 

: The Dodge County Democrat. No. 1, Vol. 1, is| on bull and cow, and a fall blooded Durham bil 

Et on our table. It looks well, and we have no doubt | and cow, bred by Mr. R. H. Van Rensaler and Fy 

i we wee — R. B. Wentwortu, Ed-| Roche, of Morris, Otsego Co., N.Y. He ae 
y itor an is] uneau. recei i i ii ir 

a Se Sea aes ery ived a pair of Leicestershire, and a pai 
g e Rock River Democrat, a new weekly paper | Southdown sheep, full bloods. We have seen ti# 
F just started in Rockford, IIL, by Benjamin. Holt.| stock. and we venture to say it is by far the best 

2A Its appearance is neat. We wish it succes. in the state. Mr. L. spent some days in search
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| {nie stock, and those acquainted with the price of fisement of J. Turnbull, Racine, in our advertis- 

| imported stock, will see at once that this purchase, | *"S department. Mr. T.’s facilities for procuring 

| together with the transportation, was attended | !mber, and manufacturing with the most improv: 

| sith no inconsiderable expense, a sum that would | ed machinery, enables him to turn out superior 

| ystonish those in the habit of buying cattle for work, and sell at lower prices than any other es- 

| §20 or $25 a head. 
tablishment in the State. We would advis. all, 

phe farmers now have an opportunity to im- in want of anything in his line to give him a call, 

| prove their stock, and we confidently expect that if they would consult their own interests. 

| Sheboygan County will produce more fine plooded Pranine Macuine.—Call in at the next door, 

} cattle than any other in the State. where you will find Thos. Harvey’s Steam Plan- 

[Sheboygan Mercury. ing Machine. You will find him at all times, 

This effort to introduce good stock into Sheboy- prepared to sell you dressed flooring and siding, 

| gan County, is commendable, and we hope the well seasoned, at about the same prices you can 

| farmers in that region will not be slow to take ad- | purchase it for in the rough, from the yards. Itis 

| vantage of the opportunity to improve their breed economy to procure lumber dressed by machinery, 

| of neat cattle. 
as it is less expensive, better done, lighter to trans- 

| The example should be followed by other parts | Ports and makes a better job when worked up. ~ 

| of our State, until improvement is visible on eve- Ons, Paints, &.—Look out for 137 Main St, 

| ry farm, We hope to soon see the nondescript (our old head quarters) where you will find Lang- 

|| breed of cattle we have in this State numbered with lois on hand with as good a stock of Paints, Oils, || . 

| the things that were 
Glass, Putty, Window Shades, &c., &c., as the |} ~ 

es > 
most fastidious need select from. Mr. L. is a prac- 

MKey & Brornrr.—See the advertisement of tical painter, and understands how to select genu- 

WKey & Brother. If you want to buy goods | tine articles in bis line. He sells none other, and 

cheap: and in endless variety, give them a call. at low prices. 

They are in daily receipt of heavy invoices of B DGE RE PE \ 

new goods and styles—buy and sell for ready pay, A R A RS. 

| believing in the old toaxim—“ a nimble sixpence = Reapers, in their form an d the princi- 

is better thana slow shilling.” ples upon which they work, are the same as 

New Sopa Founr.—Those who want # giass of those manufactured by Barxer & Love in 1850, 4 

soda of the first proof, will find it at the Phila- (nick se¥2 eueh caer eee 
where improvemen' was necessary, ant 

delphia Drug Store, opposite the Stevens House. . FULLY T ESTED 

Mr. Ogilvie, the gentlemanly conductor of this es- | in dry and wet grain since those variations were 

g' J 
= . : 

tablishment, has fitted up a new Soda Fount, with nels eee = nee ane “ si erent 

+ * : *, - . e undersign' as now on han e above 

a paraphanalia, in tip top sty Te, pucluding = Reapers at the old Foundry in Beloit, which he 

logue of Syrups “to numerous to mention.’ offers for sale on liberal terms, either for cash or 

Tue Banoer Rearer.—We would call the spe- approved credit. 

cial attention of farmers to the advertisement of | +, go aaa uele Be eae ae alee 

the Badger Reaping Machine. From the testimo-| machine in use, and no pay will be expected un- 

ny we havereceived from a number of farmers in | less they thus perform. 

Wisconsin and Illinois, who have used them, we} | Fore Te Se ears ne auitlido 

aoe Fe ell to call and exami! e urchasing else- 

are strongly inclined to the opinion, that they are| where, as he is determin ad that ae a ake 

the best now in use. At the last Rock Coun-| buys of him shall be dissatisfied. 

ty Fair this Reaper received the first premium, and Beloit, June, 1852. P.A. ORTON. 

the second, at the State Fair, held at the same time; ¥. JOUANNEAULT’S eerie 

while the first premium was awarded to another. FRENCH VARIETY STORE. 

This reversal or difference of opiaion, between | (1,9 opposite the Ameri H 5 ‘ 

the State and County Committees, we consider no 9 ppost a sone louse, Janes: 

disparagement to the Badger Reapers, as like de- se . 1a 

cisions were made in regard to other things enter- Vie See ee aaat kool nd ae aoe 

ed for premiums, at the same Fairs. Itisanotori- | tions, plain and fancy stationary, i, a 

ous fact, that many of the Committees of the eae eh; penne colle oe and 

si 7 injudied rushes of all kinds. Games and toys, also glovns, 

tate Society, were injudiciously selected. A jc enders, cravate, handkerchiels, thread, silk, 

member of one of them, temrked to us, that he] futons in great variety. Ribbons, fans, laces— 

knew nomore of the relative merits of some arti- | cigars, tobacco, candies, blacking, matches ;ina 

cles upon which he passed, than the man in the word, the best assortment of Yankee notions to be 

moon: 
found in town, Give him a call, Ladies and Gen- 

tlemen even if you don’t mean to buy; the French- 

Doors, Sass, Brxvs, &e—The attention‘of all, aan Will feel happy to see you.and show you his 

eat goods.
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en Ree ee ne er | 
We! 500 dozen Handkerchiefs, warranted all linen at 6c. | 

GLORIOUS NEW S } Tc gether with a general assortment of Gloves, | 
Slee Cellars, Edgings, and Insertings, Sleeves. Laces 

| MeKEY & BROTHER, pial kinds, algo a large assortment of Jewelry, | 

| ORS joots, Shoes, Paper Hangings, Crockery, and a || 

\ NEVER SURRENDER !! _ Marge stock of Domestic Goods, 1 
| 50 Thousand Dollars worth of New Goods Received ‘Together with 1000 to 30.0 other articles too nu- | 

within ten days. merous to mention. 

eer A WORD TO COUNTRY MERCHANTS | 
Ts people of Janesville, are perhaps the most ‘AND PEDDLERS. | 

fortunate of any in Wisconsin. The system | We will sell you goods for cash cheaper than any 
of low prices adopted and curried out by the under- | other firm, in this State or Illinois. To Milliners, 

| signed from the commencement of their business | we have a complete assortment of Millinery Goods 

to the present time, has been of incalculable bene- | of the most modern fubrics and styles, pattern Hats, 

fit to all who have had the wisdom to reap its ad-|Cloaks and Dresses. Laces, Crapes, Tarlatan, 

vantages. ‘‘ Solitary and alone” have wo set the | Straw Trimmings, and braids, Rattans, covered 

ball in motion which has produced the great revo- | whalebones shapes and crowns, which we will 

Jution in prices throughut the whole state. The | guarantee to sell to the trade at the lowest prices 
tact and ability with which our extensive and daily | for cash. 

increasing busivess is managed. has been the sub-| [7 One of the firm will devote his whole time 
ject of remark in the mercantile circles of the lar- | to the purchasing of goods this season 80 the cus- 

gent towne in the state, until the names of M’KEY | tomers will have the advantages of every fall in 
BROTHER, have become as familiar as house- | the market. 

inold words, in all quarters. The great secret of | Remember the Place, first door North of San- 
our success is the fact that . born’s Drug Store, Main Street. 

WE BUY FOR CASH, * M’KEY & BRO. 

Which gives ue an advantage of from 25 to 50 per Janesville, July, 1852. 
cent over those who buy on credit. e live ft iTS)! 

Re oer etree wei elev arserar TABLE OF CONTENTS. 
ables us to sell cheaper. We do Page. 

A LARGER BUSINESS, Things in Illinois. —Raising Calves ++...+++++++145 
Which is aa Se sea eain We Gn" | Remarks on the Nutritive value of the Cora 
afford goods Cheaper than small Dealers. Our 5 
Steers, nai Seer ce cctstaniial carci: Cob.—A Remedy for Worms in Sheep .....146 

the bone and sinew of the country. We can say, | Motion of Sap in Trees.....sesceseseresseeel47 
emphatically, no establishment in this state, ever | Grade or Subsoil Plow, (illustrated. ]—Double 

had such customers. The exquisite taste exhibited | Pyyijtage.—Poultry and Eggs.......----.+-+-149 

in-the selection of our 
Drees Gioods Elements of Plants......-+..-.scesesesceee 150 

Is another powerful attraction to oarestablishment. | Patent Indestructible Water Pipes, [Illustra- 

Thus we go on ‘conquering and to conquer,” ted. J—Roman Markete...-+.---.-----+2+++ 151 

while our competitors are driven, like feathers in a|The Guinea Hen or Pintado. — Telling the 

gale, every few months adding new recruitsto the| Truth ..........e000 ce ase 
** combined forces,”’ until their name is now ** Le- H A Ww Or A See “Fr it Ti 153 

gion.” Now to the conelusion of this matter—we | The Horse—Want of Appetite. —Frait Treee, 
are in receipt of the Superficial Farming.—New Virtue in Coffee-— 

LARGEST STOCK OF SPRING GOODS! My Favorite Manures.—Cochineal scosseow cel bd 

exer brought into Wisconsin. eee varie- | Novel Employment of India Rubber.—A Short 
ty unequalled by any former purchases. The ner-| J ecture to Young Men and to Young Wo- 

row limits of an advertisement wil not admit of a eg ce 
description. The stock must be seen to be appre- MED, 100 erseeoeeeee coccerereeecveceeee eel5o 

ciated. We are prepared to show the following: i : HORTICULTURE. 
100 pieces Dress Silke, all colors, at 68 cents, in | Brief Horticultural Notes—No. Gicceuicdwagsic ASS 

at aay ae pet een Burnt Bones for the Pear Tree. — Quinces 
pieces Black do al cts., mind that ies. a 

500 pieces assorted shaded Poplins, at 28 cents, ame Salt. _Loteshis Breper Hoed teers 
ent ae iaabert 45 ete. ines.—Mulching Tomatves.—Leaf ae 

S00 patie Puiner Ds Laines, Gto Iictesinoth-|| So 0e ee eee eoeer eee 
ef pais, 16 00 cia: sey. ~-Caution in Applying Salt to Fruit 

500 pieces Barege de Laines, all new styles, cheap- ee ee ar 
er than in any other store in the world. Fresh Micnare not Gand for ike Vine oc 459 

10,000 yards Printed Lawns, from 63 cts. upwards. | Finte Budding and Annular Budding, [illustra 
10,000 yards Caticoes, from 3 cents, up. #6d.}—Praning and Badding Knives, ee 

A general assortment of ted. }=—-Grense Your Trees ne Sacnebenteesaasn kOe 
Black, Blue, Green, Brown and Olive, French Broad | Communications «+++. 0+e+. eceeeeeeeees cee 161 

Cloths, from 75 cents to $3 per yard. Chickens rs the Curculio.—Chidham Wheat.— 
100 pieces Kentucky Jeans, 15 cts. per yard. Rain Water the Purest in Nature........-.162 
100 pieces Shecps Gray at 374 cts., worth 75 cts. | Manufacture of Zinc Painte in New Jersey.— 
500 pieces assorted summer Staffs, for Coats, Pants, Noiseless Carriage Wheels and Horse Shoes.163 

Vestings, &c. EDUCATIONAL. 
a arn Bonnets cheaper than any house in eo Celebrations.— ee ar Common 

a hools, —Education in the United States ...164 
3000 yards Ribbons. - EDITOR’s TABLE. 165 

ee ee
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Mir tae mei | fore no inconsiderable portion of our citizens, 

SS | who ave not before had an ggggortunity of 
. TERMS: seeing it. And while there is yet ample time 

rivee ae gents 2 Near im Advance’. .ue| intervening, between the presefft' and that 
same rate for a larger number. All subscriptions to eom- appointed for holding the Farr, for all to make 

subscribers. due preparation for it; yet it is not so far dis- 

ADVERTISING 5 tant as to induce delay, or remissness on the 

flaitpare $39 | part of those who intend to take part in the 

Signin page” is | exhibition. 

Genta oscar for fein a 2% We make this explanation to the inquiry, 

for each subsequent insertion which has been made, almost, times without 
cd tor the oBice of the Janesville Gazette. ese number, “why we did not publish the Pre- 

as ae eGeE ee of the State Society, in the Far- 

‘We wish to call the special attention of our] Of the important bearing, which Agricul- 

readers, tothe Premium Lisr and regulations) tural Associations, and the holding of Fairs 

of the Wisconsms Srare Acrrcurturar So-| have upon the business operations of those 

crery, for the Szcoxp Axsvar Fars, which| who take part in them, as well as upon the 

will be held at the City of Mitwaukie, on Wed-| whole community, brought within their in- 

nesday, Thursday and Friday; October, 6th,| fluence, we have often spoken through the 

7th and 8th, ensuing. We wish also, to make| columns of the Farmer; and we believe our 

a few suggestions, in regard to this annual| humble appeals have contributed in some mea- 

exhibition, and urge our citizens, in every|sure, tostir up a spirit of inquiry, and action, 

part of the State, to interest themselves, in| among our readers. We now have a flourish- 

this congregation of their industry, in which| ing State Society of Farmers, who have held 

all may, and should unite their efforts to| their first fair, and are on the eve of their so- 

make the occasion one of interest to all who| cond. We have, too, Vine County Societies, 

attend, as well as for the general welfare. five of which have held fairs, and all will, the 

We have made but slight allusion to this| present season—and all this has been done 

matter, at an earlier day; not from any want,| within a few months. The ball is fairly in 

however, of an abiding interest in the pro-| motion—let it roll on. : 

greas of our State Society; but because we| The sole object of these Fairs is to stimu- 

have believed, that the interests of the Socie-| late the industry, elevate the character of the 

ty would be better subserved by so doing.— | community, and aid the diffusion of useful and 

Early in the spring, a very large numbemj| practical knowledge; such as will improve our 

(several hundreds) of the Premium Lists,| general agriculture, and thereby increase our 

were distributed throughout the State, by the] State and individual wealth. No one should 

obliging Secretary of the society, Mr. Incuam.| have personal motives to subserve, or private 

Many of these circulars have undoubtedly, by | feelings to gratify. Each, individual should re- 

this time, been lost, mislaid or forgotten ; hence, | member, “that it is the aggregate zeal of all 

its appearance in the Farmer, at the present | that gives life, and energy, and spirit to the 

time, will not only refresh the recollection of| honorable competition of an Agricultural Ex- 

Bh || thoss who have forgotten it, but place it be-' hibition.” Let there be no envious spirit of ri- 

| ee
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. rivalry. It is praisworthy and noble to! ciety shall be onthe third Wednesday in Jan. 

| cherish the natural desire to excel; but, cl uary ce yn 10 oclock, A. M. in the 
ate db: _| city of Fon Cc. ! 

| i se a | 2 age y i ae o Art. 7th. Ten persons, actual members orl 

sideration of dollars and cents in pena the Society, shall constitute a quorum for the | 

but by a more enlarged and generous im- | transaction of business, at any regular meet- | 

pulse—the distinction obtained for producing | ing thereof. » 

the best—and that of drawing out and diffu-} Art. 8th. All officers shall be members of | 

sing “those lights of knowledge which shall |the Society and residents of the county. | 

here beshed by the practical experience of oth-| Art. 9th. The enrollment of the name, | 
nes) els Teens disactinn to and the payment of fifty cents, and the pay- | 

oF; eves paedae oe ee ment of fifty cents annually thereafter, shall | 

labor, in every department of industry. constitute any person a member of this Socie- | 

Fond Du Lac County Agricultural Society. | 'Y: : j | 
ee Art. 10th. The President shall deliver, or 

| An adjourned mecting was held at Rosen- | use to be delivered, an address at each an- i 

; dale on Saturday, July 17th,for the purpose of nual meeting. i} 

| organizing a County Agricultural Society for} Art. 11th. The Board of Directors shall have 
Fond DuLac County. The meeting was call- | power to enact such by-laws, not incompatible || 

| ed to order by the chairman, H. W. Woleott with the Constitution, as they may deem nec- i 

| i of Rosendale. The committee, appointed | essary. \ 

to draft a Constitution for the Society, report-| Art, 12th, This Constitution can only be | 
; ed; the report was accepted, and the following | altered or amended, at a regular meeting, by | 

| ConstrruTIon was adopted. a vote of a majority of the members present. | 

; | Art. 1. This Association shall be called the! The following persons were elected officers | 

| Fond Du Lac County Ag icultural Society. | of the Society until the first annual meeting. | 

| Art. 2nd. The object of this Society shall) —_p,esident, Hon.N. M. Donaldson, Waupun. | 
| to promote the interests of Agriculture, Stock-| 7 go” John Elwell Taycheedah, j 

breeding, Horticulture, the Mechanic Arts, and do R. Jenkinson, Metomer. | 

| a do G. F, Hammond, Rosendale. | 
Art. 3d. The officers of this Society shall be i z tery 

i a President, three Vice Presidents, a Treasur- Treasurer, 8. M. Haves, Fond Du Lac. i 

: er, a Recording Secretary and a Correspond- Cor. Sec. Elliot Brown M. D. Lamertine. | 

i ing Secretary; all of whom shall constitute a} Ree. Sec. Storrs Hall M. D. Rosendale. 
i Board of Directors, to control the general in-| Resolved, That the Secretary furnish a copy | 

i terests and call meetings of the Society. - of the above proceedings, to be published in the | 
: The election of all officers of the Society | papers of the County, and also tothe Wiscon- | 

—~ ac hoge. yhe ae __ sin Farmer, published at Janesville. | 
i i 2eY | Resolved, That this meeti j ine | 
a shall sia Gad officers until the next succeed- | die. : getag y edjourDyrame | 

q ing annual meeting, and until the election of | 
; their successors. Rosendale, July Tate Sectint i 
b Art. 4th. The above named officers shall 2 Basen a ee ae | 
} perform the usual duties attaching to such Osnssron.—To make room for the premi- 
: ~~ 3 Feral a business _fommitiee, /um list for the State Fair, and Dr. Kennicott’s | 

bi person fiom each town of the | 9 

: Rocniy- andl shallicko, aiskeleil neers Horticultural: Nojes, -we'ere compelled: to:o- 
! rangements for fairs and exhibitions; and |"™t OW Usual variety of Educational matter, 

q shall have power to appoint all necessary com- | with several communications and inquiries; 

7 mittees, and shall attend to all other interests | all of which will be, duly attended to in the | 

‘ ofthe Society. A majority of the Board of | next number. ‘ 
r Directors shall constitute a Qorum of the oo 

i Board. California Express Company. . | 

a ; Art. — The ee ore aa en-| See the Advertisement of Wells, Fargo & 
4 jleavor to promote the interests of the locie- Cc. 92. oy one, 

‘ ty in their respective towns; by obtaining new Agee a ager Pee es 
e members, and extending information of its |*” correct business character of this company | 

. operations. are well known.’ Any business entrusted to 
: Art. 6th. The annual meetings of = So- | them will be done up straight and prompt. | 

: i
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_ State Fairs For 1852. | ie 

Wisconsin, at Milwaukee, Oct. 6th, 7th, 8th. | & 
Michigan, at Detroit, Sept, 22d, 23d, 24th. | ij 

Ohio, at Cleveland, Sept, 15th, 16th, 17th.| 
W. York, at Utica, Sept, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10. e re een r 

Penn. at Lancaster, Oct. 20th 2st, 22d. cee 
Vermont, at Rutland, Sept, Ist, 2d, and 3d. a 

Georgia, at Macon, Oct., 18th, to 23d---6 days. ere 

Kentucky, Lexington, Commencing Sept., 14. 7 le 

RB. Island, Providence, Sept, 15th, 16th, 17. <— ee 

Canada West. at Toronto, Sept. 21st, to 24° a: 

The New, England Poullry Society. The hl 
Exhibition of this Society will be held in Bos- oo ia 
ton on the 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th, of Sept— Ea % 

Crawrorp County Courrer. Sreh is the t | 

title of a new paper, recently established at S | 

Prairie Du Chien, by Hutchinson and Hurd. 

It is handsomely printed, conducted with a| The above cut represents a butter mould, 

good degree of talent, and gives promise of with stamps placed in the bottom, of various 

=sefalness to the citizens of itslocslity. Jndg- patterns, This mould is six sided, a conye- 

fe srathaititiersl it, which the F. nient form for packing, so as to leave no in- 

S -_ support, which the Farm-| terstices between the lumps. The same form 

or is receiving from Crawford County, the| is used by bees in forming their cells, for which 

Courier will be well sustained. they have been complimented as perfect ma- 

———— thematicians The mould holds just one 

Narrowar Acaicozrrat CoNvENtION.—| pound of butter, so that this plastic produc- 

The proceedings of this body, which met at) tion, with this simple and cheap apparatus, 

Washington, on the 24th, of June, will be no- costing only one dollar, may be quickly put 

ticed in the Sept. No. of the Farmer. up in _pound lumps without the trouble of 

ae weighing, having the most convenient form for 

Carret Coffce- packing, as well as the best shape for use; and 

‘A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker | at the same time, it may be stamped with any 

says: “ If the carrot be properly prepared and| of the various designs, on the stamps. 

eed naan agentlc heat, the beverage | Wataer axp Valve oF Beos—It is mas 
ae e Tei “eo is a — I extraordinary, that the varieties in the weight 

Germa ‘Th _ De Tracy, f Mid- and value of eggs, as an article of merchan- 

eal Bie comes Dr Trac ys OS e| dise, should have been so universally over- 
Se an |e, it has always been 

fal in hi et aeniatabaved! thi aa the custom every where to sell eggs by num- 

cessfully in Neat — ai re eT re <| ber, without respect to size, weight, or pecul- 

eoiie ey - eee pete iar quality, Yet no absurdity can be greater. 

: eapecially th : at faba It has been ascertained, by careful experi- 

ooh v i a dog cone Tuas . ‘the ments recently made _by the author, that the 

ean — Cee a With] fair average weight of a dozen of eggs is 224 

=. of : delicate color, and without the Pane Rrocently; on! spphaarcm, Sib 
trouble of settling it al : Taide. vision dealer, he made answer to the inquiry 

ee this wecthoa i eee (eon: | tddressed to him, that he made no differenca 

yeetes ee nee 52 | in the price of his eggs. On examination of 
Whe addition of : heal thee his stock, it appeared that the largest egg, | 

: ee th ats sen tie dried weighed 24 oz. per dozen, and the ‘smatlest 

‘dane res _, oe may - only 144. In the one case, a fraction over 

So cues Heer, OE Be Oe Sr Te  ceoen wee wand eee Oe 
wakiks for this aie actilal of a dozen, and in the other it would require 

end tha “The , Pio find the I ha | over eighteen eggs to reach the proper weight. 

ppneie — aledast hee Bee AVE! Tt appeared, to our mutual astonishment, that j 

void aan ot aes if h e tell the difference in weight between the two 

. Shabi ° coffee eee us| kinds was about one-half, while the price was 

arise from habits of coffee drinking. the same.  [Dr. Bennett’s Poultry Book.
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| 1852. NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATQR, 172 | aa ee i] é : Sa ci 2a do do 3) i Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. | Rest yoke of steers 2 years old, 3 | 

2d do do f | Rest yok a 2 |} | List or Premivms for the Annual Catile ae yoke Ce wees 1 a old, | 
| Show and Fair. To be held at the City! gies y | « > T ae a 00 5. . of Milwaukee, Wednesday, co + and STALLIONS, BROOD MARES, AND COLTS, 

Friday, October 6, 7, and &, A. D.1852. | juagcs—tion. Charles Dunn, Belmont, «Ch’n.) ; Joel P| | aT z “Mann, Madigon ; John L- D. Bycleahebiner: Janetiince i 93 Fest stall er dy ld, 0 | 
| CLAS3 A. Fest stallion over 4 years ol, $10 | 
| CATTLE. Best brood mare, do (with foal at her foot,) 10) | Wal S. enous sake 2a do do do do 5 } Se et ones P. Tur-| Best stallion 3 years old, a. | Judges.—Goorge Paddock. Ottawa, Ch'n.) ;-Thomas P, Tur- | Be ao os 4 ner, Palmyra ; Isanc M, Norton, Janesville. | Best mere do 8 | 

est 3 years old and over $10} 2a do do } a a ee 9} fest station 2 years old 5) Best bull 2 years old = id over, = 2 i uk one 3 Q jo G 31] Res are 
Best I your ca bun, 3] oa do do 3] 24 do do 2| Rest stallion 1 year old, 3 Best bull calf, i Best mare do 3 | 
Best cow 3 yeara old and over; 10 | NO. 6, MATCHED AND DRAFT HORSES ANDGELDINGS, | 24 do do 2 | Judgcs.—Evastus B. Wolcott, Milwaukee, we Daniel M. Best 2 years old be fer, 3| Parkinson, Mineral Point; George C. Pratt, Waukesha. 24 “do do 3 ea ee : , Best 1 year old hicifer, 3] Best pair o* matched horses $10 
ese a dp | Best pair of draft horses 10 Best heifer cali, 8) Be ae = 2 
ee tienda babies die @ecain ct ak Best gelding, 5 Best 3 cows and 3 heifers, tho heifers under 3 years of age, oa as 3 to be owned by exhibitur, 10 a sin 2 

Se ere owl iciar me do 3 Judges.—Curtis Reed. Menasha, (Ch’n.); William. H. Fox, a = c Pitinghs, “Wan Motel, Mince et JACKS AND MULES. | 
Best bull 3 years old and over, $10) of ae 3 | a i 2} Best pair mules, 5 | | Best 2 years old bull, Sica do 3 || Best 1 year oid hen, 3 NO. 7, SHEEP. ea ese 2| Jedees—Hon. Thomas _T. Whittlesey, Pleasant Branch, ae we 9|” (Ch’ny; Benjamin F. Pixley, Janesville; Reuben M. Nor- al, : Be 

24 do 1 ton, Racine. = 
Best cow 3 years old and over, 0 naibiko a vonnne WOOLED, et 2d do _, do 3 Bou 2 3 

es | eet vost youre oc oi 3 2d do do 3 24 ie a 1 Best 1 ver old helter, Hy a eS sare eo 4 2d io io 2 ec fears, 2 st hei 2| 2d do do ee 1| Best pen 3 ewes, 2 yours or under, 23 Best 3 cows and 3 heifers, the heifers under3 years of age, 2d do io | | to be owned by exhibitor, 10 —— oe ae : | 
| ara eastside snc sania Ms croc lest pen 3 ewe labs, 3 ED CATTLE. . od MERINOES. ue Judges Lemuel W. Joiner, Wyoming, (Ch’n.); George D. » gots | “Ruggles, Taychendahs Henry Johuson, Kenosha. Best buck over two years, § Best bull 3 years old and oycr, 910! Fost buck two years or under, 3 

ee eee 2} ea do co eve cover $2 i fest two years old bull, S| Pasian tnraaee vovee : | do do Blt ado do cea 3 Best 1 year old bull, | Best pen three ewes, 2 years or uuder, 3 2 “do do 3/24 dodo. do ; - nen {| Best pen three buck lambs, : 2. = % "do dodo i Bost cow 3 years old and over. 10 | Dent pen three owe lambey 3 
[Satan 1s? 3/9 do do 1 est heifer 2 years old, 5 

8 ee a a SAXONS. Best 1 year old heifer, ~ 3 Best buck over 2 years, 3 $4 

Pest halter call” 9/28 do do 2 24 o> 7 1| Best buck two years or under, - 3 Best 3 cows and 3 heifers, the heifers under 3 years of age, sale do. do. 1 
ROR RR ae Tre aes fe pen three ewes over two years, 4 | - No. 4. Worxe Oxex. 2a do do do 3 

Goodrich, Milton, (Ch’n.); B, B. Cary, Ra-| Best pen three ewes two years or under Sudgse Toner Goodrich, Mi a yae cg a ‘do 1 
Best team of 10 yoke from any county, $10] Best pen three buck Jromsbals 3 

twcr pain sti 2d 0 Best y an 3 yoke, 5 ee rag Senay Soe nee fame (nan 3 yoke, 1; Best pen three ewe lambs, : : 
Best yoke of oxen, 3| 2d do do 3 24 lo lo i 

; No yoke of cattle competing in teams can compete as a sin- MIDDLE WOOLED. % aterm eeccek mn siesie pais coepetng for pesmi, ve| Best Buck over two years, : 
to compete in the county or town teams, | alawed raeas cance gi( 2d do do
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| a a = f sowing, harvesting, and clearing the crop, and | P a: of the exhibitor, materials, workmansbi the actual ield by weight and measure. eth 
econ seate ailhehe prices to be consid: 10 | "ith the ee a cate must Bw e 

ah In these last cases, a catalogue of the imple- the time of making the entry. | 
S eae ments and the price of each, must be given, and a (Samples of grain and seed in all cases to be | ps eertificate as to the manufaeture. | deposited in the museum of the society.) | ak NO. 14. DAIRY. Best sample of crops eultivated and raised on 

Sz Judges—Josiah F. Willard, Janesville, (Ch’n) ; any one farm, tastefully arranged and ex- 
om David Temple, Watertown; T. J. Sanford, Ex- hibited on a Wagon or cart, $5 | $ eter. 2a do do 3) 
i Best 50 Ibs. of butter, $5 NO. 17. VETABLES. 

} Pt Best 10 pounds of butter, 2 3 | Judges—Benjamin Note, Milford, (Ch’n) ; Geo. | a. Best 25 pounds of better made in June, 5 McFadden, Grand Spring; Lemnel Goodel, | 
¢ x Best single cheese, 3 | Rect cwelve stalks of ak | eee Best three butter firkins, 2| Best ix heeds ofleachaies i | 
i a A brief statement of the manner of making the | Best twelve turnips, " 2] 
‘ rs | butter and cheese must be deposited at the time | Best twelve carrots, | 
i ft | of the entry, embracing the time of making, the | Best twelve beets, 1} oe. number of cows kept on the farm, the mode of | Best twelve parsnips, i | hee keeping, and in case of butter, the treatment of | Best six heads of cabbage, | oa cl the cream and milk, before churning, winter and | Best twelve tomatoes, t aa summer, the method of freeing the butter from | Best twelve sweet potatoes, 1 | es the milk, the quantity and ait salt used, and | Best half peck of beans, 2] 

ae whether saltpetre or other substance has been em- | Largest pumpkin, = 1} 
a Y ployed. - Best squash, 2} 
3! NO. 15. FLOUR, MEAL, SUGAR AND | Best twelve ears of seed corn, 1) 

ea: HONEY. ba sesh Waciely of xesenra cena | ¥ 
real 

ras Judges.—George W. Hickox, Ridgway, (Ch’n) ; by eahibitce waxtety Ot wexetetios 3) By Jno. H. Rountree, Platteville; Alanson Sweet, Discretionary premiums will be awarded on c nae — 3 choice garden products, not above enumerated. 
pe: 2 

| 2d do do 3 CLASS C. = Best sample of corn meal not less than 40 Ibs, 3] wo - ; Best 25 ibs of maple sugar, z NO. is. DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES, i 
=: 2d do do F 2 Sete 2 NO. 1. i 
ce i The process of manufacturing and clarifyin, es. — Stephen O. Bennett, Thompsonvill 

yee must Socmeney the sample offered, and must ibe (Ch’n) ; Andrew E. Elmore, Mukwanego; Mrs \ E filed at the time of making the entry. Francis Randall, Milwaukee. ) Best 10 Ibs of honey, $4 | Best twelve skeins of sewing silk, $2 2d do do 2| Best specimen of manufactured silk, woven in- ‘ Best bee hive, 3 e to cloth or ribbons, not less than 5 yards, 5 
NO. 16. GRAIN AND SEEDS. Bie es 4 

i Judges— Andrew Palmer, Janesville, (Ch’n); John | Best 10 here || Galbraith, Mukwanego; EH. a yee aye ee 5 | me Mineral Point Best 10 yards of woolen cloth. 4 | H ao =e nie wheat not lessthan1bu., $3/2a do do do’ 2 i - lo -do io do 2 | Best ti carpet, ms : Best sample spring wheat not less than 1bu, 3 {2d 2 Aang = cn do | 3 ‘ 2d do do do do 2 | Best hearth rug, 4 Bi aa aoe of rye, not less than 1 ee 3}oa do ” 2 .F lo do do lo 2/ Best 1 
: Bae mole of oats, not less than one bushel, 3 | 2g 5 Janda nes corpee ‘ 

lo do do do 2] Best stockii 
= es ae eA not less than one bushel, 3] 0q Se do = ; Bi io io do do 2 ii i = ae = ceten corn, = lessthan i bu, 3 ee NS aie ; 4 > do lo lo do 2 

nS Best sample of buckwheat, not lessthan1 bu, 3 NO. 19. DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES, 
a = = es do ne do 2 a NO. 2. 

,. ‘est sample of flux seed, not less than 1 bu. 3 | Judges—Thomas R. Mott, Watertown, ’n.) 5 $ ca 2a do do do do 7 2} James M. Bu Janesville; Me Jom i ey ae = of hops, not = than Ibs, 3] . Smith, Milwaukeo ae lo lo lo lo 2 i Be: Best sample of timothy seed, not lessthan tbu, 3 pend yards of = * 
] Eee lo lo do lo 2 fi diaper, / Ee . Best sample of newly introdueed grain, valua- aoe ~ oes sae — : ‘ u cD ble to the farmer, not less than 1 bushel, 5 | Best 10 yards of tow cloth, 4 

es ea A statement of the manner of preparing the | 2d do do . 2 | | : 9 a the kind and condition of the soil, the | Best pair of cotton stockings, 2 i oe. q 'y and quality of manure applied, the time |2d do do 1 
Oe NN 

i, Ve at
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Fi | 1852, NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. 176 i 
ee Phe fruit exhibited for which premiums are| Enrax or Anricies anv Axntars—Exhibitors | Phase awarded, to be at the disposal of the Executive | are requested to enter their articles and animals | S i Committee. Z : on the Secretary’s book previous to 9 o'clock, A. | Ni No person can receive but a single premium on M,, on the 6th day of October, and must be bro't i eet: the same fruit. within the enclosure as early as 12 o'clock, in or. | a The description of the manner of cultivation, | der that they may be suitably arranged. This | ee. &c., must be filed at the time of making the en-| rule will be Tigidly enforced. No articles or ani- | as try. mals will be admitted thereafter. | pie NO. 23. PAINTINGS. Members of the society only, will be admitted | a Judges Wm. L. Utley, Racine, (Ch’n.); J. T.| to the grounds on Wednesday. 3 Lewis, Columbus; Geo. W. Cate, Portage. THE ANNUAL ADDRESS | 

If ; ee “— of = eae: > at = . on Friday afternoon by James | 

ee Best specimen of Se ee 3] AGREEMENT WITH TAVERN KEEPERS. | } Et Best specimen of animal drawing, 3| The subscribers, proprietors of public houses in | a ae pea = ob en? os the city of Milwaukee, pledge ourselves to the 4 mn . . : : he i. Best Dicsenaseten : 3} Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, and to the | ees Best specimen of card printing, 3| public, that we will not charge for board and lodg- | a.) | Best specimen of bool printing, 3} ing per day, during the week of the Pair, to be | a The articles under this head to become the| held in October next, more than the amount set | : : : 3 Bere: of the Society, and be deposited in its opposite our respective names. 
ee BS Milwaukee, Feb. 22, 1932. 
a CLASS D. Button & Sexton, United States Hotel, $1 50 | > Bq NO. 24, STOVES, CUFLERY AND SILVER | Pease & Mather, City Hotel, —— 5 ul WARE. P. Kane & Sons, American House, 100) or 7 +) Russel Wheeler, Milwaukee House 1 00 | 

bs, Judges-—Sheldon C. Hall, Whitewater, (Ch’n.) * F y b “Wiliam Bonnell; Milwaukee: Hira Barter,| John McD. Sui, Sale reer +3 | ES: Juneau. | Henderson & Brewersdorf, Tremont House, 75 |) fe os ee Boe; Be A. McCormick, Key Stone State Hote), 15 | 
pets. Best ornamental parlor stove, 5 2225 Neiman, Menomi se enemas 1 Bases a | oa 2d do do 3 ‘onders ii | le hall stove, 5 We in the Papers a 2 do 3 : . BE | || Best sample of hollow w 3| gach, Pus, oF insect, resembling a wasp, was I cif Best exhibition of table cies, si twelve years in wood m = | Rest exhibition of pocket cutlery, 3| England. The papers have announced this é Best exhibition of silver ware, 3/ wonder. But the fact isnot uncommon or + Best exhibition of brittania and argentine ware, 3 very wonderful. The insect is the well-known i NO. 25. MISCELLANEOUS AND DISCRE- Tonthedro, or Borer, which deposits its eggs 

H ‘ic ates eee ie under the bark of trees or even into the sap ! 3 es A. Lapham, Milwaukee; (Ch’n.) ; Mor-| wood. The wood occasionall ws over the eeeice gon. Martin, Groen Bay ; B. B. Bpaniling,| coe and thus romaine foe eabioiee ene 
ry This department embraces all articles which | before the insect is hatched or eats out. When i i may be offered for premiums not enumerated in| the son of Gen. Putnam resided in Williams- | the foregoing classes. town, Mass. he had two tables made of ap- a ESSAYS. ple-tree timber, from a large tree cut down by | jj Judges—Hon. E. V. Whiton, Janesville; Hon.| Gen. Putnam, on his farm in Pomfret, Con- ; hos. T. Whittlesey, Pleasant Branch; Fran-| necticut. Three of these Tonthedro ate out ts hg cis Randall, Esq. Milwaukee. in two or three years. It was evident, from  ) For the best eat essay on farm mere the number of consecutive layers of wood that mY ry, generally, thi had deposi h } he b ical e been deposited at least seventy : For oa agent essay on any one ae geara before the i came forth to the a REGULATIONS. light. In the — maplp wood, I have — | The Milwaukee and Mississippi Railroad| known a full wo Tonthi brought to eae, : company will carry passengers over their road | light, deep in SC omot where its egy must ae B during the week of the fair at half Price, and an-| have been deposited many years before. The : ‘i imals and articles for exhibition free. ak y yen 24 Ie: ae. Foxacr and Wares for stock, will be provided | acts only show the long time which the bso on the ground free of charge to the owners. Se ep of life before the ine Avurrrance.—Persons may become members of = Nor, ae come on. The world | : FT: the society by paying $1, which will admit the| is full of such facts. Wheat has been known SP p.y ~ |i Person and his wife, ren under 21 years to germinate after being preserved a thousand oe of to the exhibition, during th: ii i u his — Simic ion, a aie ee years, [Rochester Democrat. 
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The English Cart Horse. f 

ie tana if + 

| The above engraving of the English Cart in which it abounded, when discovered: by the | oe 
|| Horse, we copy from Colman’s European | Europeans, but partially knew its use. Its uses a 

Agriculture. The cut is un-accompanied by Ay so multiplied, and its importance so magni- 4 

any description or remark; except, that this ft hg Sones oo s wren S cling | ' 
. . - > 3; il natura! 

|| animal received the first prize of the Royal | mains, : oe 
| Agricultural Society, at Derby in 1843—| No plant in the cultivated vegetable kingdom oh 
|| His form: would indicate great compactness, |has insinuated itself so thoroughly into every 47 
strength and hardiness—points which are in- | vein and avenue of society, as the potato. From 3B 

dispensable in a good draft-horse. America it has crossed the Atlantic to the shores LS 
adda of Europe, and,-for aught I know, is now flourish- $ 

For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | ing in the cultivated fields of the Chinese Empire. } 
What shall be the Substitute for Potatoes? | [, then, we must abandon the potato to the rava- t 

Mr. Eptror :—The potato disease, which has | £¢s of disease, let us look around for a substitute, P 

made such havoc in this country and in Europe, | a2d, if we should arrive at the conclusion that we ; 

during the last few years, renders it indispensa- | must obtain that substitute from the forest, let us j 

bly necessary for us to rely upon some other veg- | examine the forest of the north, where we may | 

|| etable as a substitute for-the the potato, which has | find plants which- will not be injured by our : 

| for so long a period, crowned the tables of prince | endeavors to acclimate them. i 

and plebian. To what source shall we look for| Philander Prescott, Esq, Superintendent of ' 

that substitute? Shall we look for it among the | farming for the Sioux, under date of 10th Nov. t 

vegetables now known and cultivated by the An- | 1849, writes in substance, as follows, to the Com- | 

glo-American race; or in the catalogue of wild | missioner of Patents, viz: Of wild roots there i 

|| vegetables known only to the red man of the Gite several kinds that the Indians dig for food, ' 
|| est, and again become indebted to bim for one of| when other food is exhasted. hy 

our staple articles of food? The latter seems to, 1st, Mendo, or wild sweet Potato; { 

be the alternative. The potato which we now| 24, Tip-sui-ch, or wild prairie turnip ; 

cultivate, was, in its wild state, bitter and unpal-| 34, Pang-he, or artichoke ; i 

| atable. The indolent races of a tropical climate, 4th, Omen-e-chah, or wild bean. | 
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“The rust or mildew on wheat is caused by | judge between the good and bad. The best 

alight drought and sudden rain, and the sun | can be easily ascertained by painters from the 

coming out hot immediately after, without quantity of oil required to give it proper con- j 

wind, when the berry is twothirds-full, when | sistency. In mixing paints, there should be ( 

it gives the wheat such an impetus, that it| no turpentine at all used for outside work (at } 

splits the stalk of the grain, which causes the } most, the smallest possible quantity ) because ‘: 

sap to ooze out, and finally stops the growth | the turpentine makes a soap of the oil, conse- ! 

of the berry. After this takes place, any per- quently, it soon will rub off or be washed a- Ej 

son will notice thatthe spots on the stalk are | way by storms, &c. The only benefit of boil- } 

all a of the stalk, and by taking a ing linsegd oil is to. drive away its moisture | 

sharp knife, he wilt find that the stalk is split | and ammonia, so that the gluten of theoil will 4 

open. Now the grain must be about two- form a beautiful skin of varnish, when dry, to i 

thirds full to have this take place, and at no| protect the lead from the effects of the atmos- | 

other stage of its growth. phere, while turpentine forms a good varnish 

‘We believe that manuring with new, unrot-| with resins and gums, its combination with 

ted manure will increase the evil, because it oil is altogether. different, forming a soap, 

begins to work when the grain needs it the hence those who know not this fact, and use } 

least, in the hot, sultry weather of July and | too much turpentine with their paints for out- } 

August. It is sure for a good crop of wheat, | side work, may expect to see it disappear be- " 

towell dressthe land the year previous, or/| fore it is very old. The best way to put on t 

dress that spring with old, well rotted manure | white lead for outside work, is to commence 

and sow as soon asthe land will admit, if pos-| with a very thin coat and let it dry perfectly. 

sible, to avoid all the dog day weather we can. It is better to put on four thin coats, one af- 

Ihave known forward pieces to yield a first | ter another, than two thick ones. The labor, : 

rate crop, and others on an adjoining farm, | to be sure, is more expensive, but those who a 

which were sown later, to be worthless, on | buy their own paint, and use it in the country, a 

the same kind of soil, with equally good treat-| will find out that it will bea saving in the : 

ment. end. Scientific American. A 

The red bearded Black Sea wheat is more nnn — } 

hardy against the rust or straw split than To protect Suzzr From Docs. The gen- bi 

most other varieties, and ripens some days | eral evil of dogs, which I see is at present, 4! 

earlier, I obtained more bushels of wheat on | claiming the most stringent legislation in our H 

the same kind of land last year, than I did of | Northern States to protect. the sheep, likewise i 

barley from the same amount of seed, though | exists with us. Our own legislature has done i 

quite a light crop. This, Mr. Editor, is my | much, and will do more no doubt, at the 

humble opinion, after fifteen years of close ob- | proper | time to eradicate the evil. In_ the ag 

servation on the subject. A shght rain is| mean time, let me publish to the sheep raising t 

highly dangerous to a crop of wheat, after it | world a remedy against the destruction by - 

begins to turn for ripening.” dogs, which was given to me by a highly xe- +: 

Maine Farmer. | spectable and valued friend, himself an exten- i 

| ———_——- sive wool grower. It consists simply im plac- 
The using of Paint. ing onone sheep in every ten of the fiock a bell $ 

Fite as Coeeaing thing for some of the usual size for sheep. The reasoning of i 

pineal men exposed the ati in pda al isacaim aay Seay | 
— to rub off like whitewash, after “Hy | manner; his attacks upon sheep are most fre- 
ave been a for about six or eight month® | quently made at night while they are at rest, 

We have known white paint to do this, al- and the sudden and_ simultaneous jingling of 

though the oil and white lead were said tobe | "1 the bells, strikes terror to the dogs; they 
good. In + to white paint, which is : , oun 

5 sp ee P  *5 | turm tails and leave the sheep, fearing the noise 

most extensively used, —— = three tapes of the bells will lead totheir exposure. The 

which may be the cause of its inferiority and ratio of bells might be made to vary according d 

| rubbing off. These are bad oil, bad lead, and |} iv sive of the flock 
too much turpentine. The best linseed oil ” Richmond Whig. 

only should be used, and it ae be Peat 4 

ae ine long nor at too great a heat. i Porvunatios or Baxrrxone.—Baltimore 

seed oil is frequently adulterated with sun-| tains a population, according to the new 

ae inferior to that Of| .cncns, of 169,812. Of the whole number, |] i 

Some white lead is sold which is very in- ON es a Ty 1840) thy mass 
ferior to others, but painters know not how to : ) 

——
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ry scabby arab, Ist of June, you would “hisquie- | 
} HORTICULTURE. tus make”—for he is out of his house, during 

SS a i a. B.S: Wee of early summer, and “as 
; Brief Horticultural Notes—No- 7. lively as a eS a month or two, | 

, BY JOHN A. KENNICOTT, M. D. his shell is as soft as a crab’s that has just left | 

: =.= his. But the trouble is, in killing the aphis, 
7 Very old orchards sometimes require a lit- we kill the foliage too, after that has | 

tle heading-in, to re-induce fruitfulness—and opened, if we dose him with potash or soda. || 

= > all over the west on neglected trees and es- | But you must kill the lice or they will kill | 

‘4 i pecially those in wet soil, the Scary-arnis, your trees—at least, that seems to be the gen- | 
= | or Banx-ovst, is either the cause or the ef- | 0) opinion, hereaway. I would advise every || 

| fect of premature old age in the apple—/.41 who plants an orchard, to purchase Bar. || 

- ‘ These scabby, scaly, fixed pests, are seldom ry’s Fruir Garprn, and some other work on | 

2 ; found on young and healthy trees, though by fruit trees. J. J. Thomas has anew edition in 
. 2 close inspection, a few may be seen, and one press, which may be noticed in the Farmer ; 

Son fooomenes 32 ee and it is understood, that F. R. Elliott, is 
: When the branches are entirely encrusted preparing a Fruit Book, expressly for the 

24 with the inseasible shells which cover these North West. 
, insects, and washing in soft soap or lye, OF ty conad close, after saying one word on 

fF ‘ scraping every limb, is no longer practicable, pruning the Peacs and Cuzary. 

4 then, perhaps, comes a case for the use of =~ These should be shortened in, early in 
y ; saw and pruning-knife, as unsparingly as any | March, if the weather is warm, or-as early in | 

: 7 pecianing eeared -amvng | frosts “and fogs, the spring as the season will permit. Cut | 
could desire. If you cannot remove these/ 14. half, or more, of the new wood, accor- | 

SS loathsome uncreeping things, (though they do ding to the growth—for you want a close 

 * walk lively, for a few days after hatching) by compact head,—and shade from the ground 

ay the free use of soft soap and hard brushes,| 1,“ ‘The fewer of the direct rays of the sun, 
or strong lye, (equal to one Ib. of potash to) that strike the bodies and large branches, the 

3] the gallon of water—or twice as much soda, safer and the more productive will be your 
f which is better,) then try heading-in, first, and trees, other things being equal. 

: immediately scrape and wash the stumps left, The Grove, Ill., July, *52. 

i very thoroughly,—though not so as to wound TO 
i the bark,—and see that the wounds made by Number 8. 

+ the amputations, are well covered with the} ANorner suorT CHAPTER on PRuNINc— 
f Shell-lac, before you quit. be a 
s I would advise doing this in autumn, as\ The last numbers were sent off in haste, and 
fe soon as the leaves begin to fall, or early in it is feared that too little was said on the gen- 

= * April—and I would go over the trees, at/ eral principles which govern the pruning of 
Ba least three times, touching over with the varn- | fruit trees—a word or two more, therefore, at 
- ish, where cracked—a very thin coat is best | the risk of repetition. d id. a 

= —> |} —and giving the lice the benefit of a little| We have said that very little pruning is 
: : more alkali before the leaves start, and, above | Necessary in this climate, compared with the 
i all, plow up and fork,—drain and manure, | ™oister and cooler regions of Great Britain 

i and give your stumps a chance to grow into| nd much of the Continent of Europe ; and 
of trees, and grow away from the Bark-louse. | yet, there isa good deal of work for the 
i I did not mean to come upon insects and | knife, and often more for the thumb and fore- 
é enemies, just now, but this thing came in| finger of the skillful operator. 
ie u with the pruning, and so I have given you a We said too, if I remember, that autumn 
é _|| chapter on the Scaly-aphis. By the way, if| is, perhaps, the best time to remove large 
+ you could get the soap or soda-wash upon the | branches, when such removal becomes neces- 

SO __________t 
i ;
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sary from any accidental cause ; and that | until the base of a proper head is form Dee BEE z 
early spring—say the month of Marzh, as a ja the second instance, however, (and indeed, 
general rule—though the last-of February, in|! ™ost of the others) you will have to follow 

early seasons, and the first of April in late ;“¥ what the RUISEry DAR has only commenc- 
ones will often answer for the region to which ed—and in order to do this suecessfully, you 
ea ela Ve nent ecerslioa avec decal must take lessons in the art from books, and 

oe aoa let care and skill, and judgment direct the prac- 

Hl Theipantiacnat to commence praning th: tice of the art, as a part of the science off hor- 

til the danger from hard freezing has passed ee = ee 
| by, and to finish before the sap has started, or . ave ‘i = 
Gustine Ravetbegdrito swell Cateunade it The skillful surgeon removes a limb and 

| freezing weather, or followed by severe frosts, ay ee re ae Shoughtfal so See 

and those made after the buds have swollen, Be one every fe can do ao Wphete mae 
| cheese dnmebie adhe Beis idee ties wouldeliaes to the whole system. In horticulture, the 
} dineliPrmadlalatitiiepeoparitme principle and action are ina measure revers- 

| These points being crrieeaens the next oe fhe question, often i hove ae 
| thing in this connection, is the study of vari- St Dat oueht weiss Iai. sender tts 

ties. It will be found that the habits of |” > nee pee a endasing: * 
i growth and fructification are very unlike in Forbunatsly, atchis “day, Boake desea 

the numerous varieties of the same species of the process ad | erie (he Haag 
Siig Onelsarssetsinup ainaled samira which rest all the necessary amputations in the 

|) very inconvenient height, and when branches aot and opelignd Se Shee ae ea 
do appear, they are scanty, and bare as the Eee § pee? _ aera eres 

body of the tree—another kind of the same) 147 cong a 2 Soe as aa 
fruit will push out long straggling shoots,— zs ou co - ‘ P of tay gloct tae 
+ enna yp wicdlins (utiiatare= anda ing so much, is to induce my readers to pur- 

> is R 
all heights from the ground, at ali angles with eee ope. Gr batt ct ee ge 
‘slosbbacne Thess er willl Rade trees books. But before I close this lengthened 
te es dawe “of a eich ee sea tetera chapter, I will say one word on Summer pru- 

i : eit . 

wiry twigs ; and occasionally one will appear ee. belt oe sous a Sept 
with an abundance of blunt spur-like branches, Seba © Beas the Su ech One ae 

or a few thick angular ones, like the horns of a eee as eae qe the eee aoe 

buck—and, of course, all these require very anger ae CoE pore oe the oa oe 
diffrent: prunings, and very ualike that which tremity of the shoots you wish to stop. It is 

Reb isc tle Iprettlnajelily of your’ tres done much more easily than cutting ripe wood, 

ea fs i eee iD ae tar ievaratdal and heals very readily, and saves much waste 

x fal as pe reSwe PY of substance; as little, isremoved, and that lit- 

ee, See dat osatveok ibe Tope tle in an immature state. And _ it is, besides, 
2 “|the very best indi ly fruitful- 

tion of pruning in some of these cases, and ve- ye a h Rgeraie ie eae a 
difficult in others. One thing shouldal-|". = eae oat aa er 

es be borne in mind—that you make nocut |"°° ** Stuise eh ont ee 
trees. 

without an object, for every particle of wood ei ‘ “ 

removed will have its due weight in determin- aoe Pesare meee oy fue * cae 
ing the after growth of the tree. cpetates in cae Oey ae ee : 

Tfin the first case given, the nurseryman same as in the other modes, which we in » a ter 

lesb pcan ar Oi abl toot oF pone ton |e Th eg aie 
naked tree at the proper height, during its luxuriance, is, checked en me Stas 

summer growth, you would a be compelled eeu en ae eT 7 
to shorten it with the knife, at planting, and pe i ae eS oe as 

then cut back the side shoots as they appear S = a 
t
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a stunted leaf buds, or leaf buds checked, in | not appear every summer, and when they are 
! ‘ their tendency to, form branches, instead of |abundant you may easily rid your trees of 
; develope flowers. them, by handgstripping; or if that is too re- 

; so volting a battle; a brushon the end of a stick, 
: = or some such contrivance on the end of a pole 

E erent yes Ses of proper length, may be thrust into the nest, 
 : And first of Ixszcrs. We incidentally men-|@"4 the whole colony brought down by care- 

tioned the Bark Louse, or Scaly Aphis, in a] fly twisting them up in their own web.— 
if Tecent number. The Green Aphis, or com-/Takea time when they are not feeding, for 

i 4 mon plant louse, is sometimes very trouble- this operation, and always effectually destroy 
; some on fruit trees, And, perhaps, in the or-|all the worms when you have them at com- 

: chard, the plan recommended recently by Dr.|mand. The earlier you attack these caterpill- 
i: e Mygatt of Me Henry Co. IIL, is the best, and | ars the better. 

> certainly the cheapest. Boil one pound of} There is a large red-headed worm, proba- || 
s 2 Quassia in six gallons of water,and when cool,| bly a caterpillar—though I have never seen 

! let an assistant carry a broad vessel, half filled |@2Y web—that eats the entire leaf, except the 
: with the decoction, and bend down and im-|foot-talk: These are not so readily removed 
gs merse the affected twigs—giviny them some|0n large trees; but as they move in herds, 
Lig motion to insure wetting all the lice. I am|you may crush them by hand or shake them 
1 i not, (very unfortunately) an Entomologist—|off into some reciever. These worms drop 
5 But we have, from necessity, been attentive readily, otherwise you might cut off the small 

‘ observers of the insects injurious to the Gar-| branch upon which the whole herd always con- 
, en ned Drteed. gregates, They are not very common but eat 
F The various Caterpillars constitute a yery| #! loan where they go. 
; common and destructive class. I have seen] W® have no Caxxer Worus in the west, 
A the large eastern caterpillar on our imported Tonce mistook the above insect for this east- 

i; trees, but the one most common here is a na-| ¢™ pest. 
5 tive, and is found on forest as well as on fruit] Next to the bark louse of all insects visible to 

trees. He is found from June to September, | the naked eye, the Apple Tree Borer isthe 
inclusive. Whether the perfect insects of this|gteat enemy of the Apple, Quince and Pear. 
species lay their eggsin a compact ring around | There are doubtless, several sorts of this insect. 

f the small twigs like the eastern one, I am not| Eastern writers tell you that they attack near 
certain, though I think they do. If any of|the base of thetrupk; or if much above the 
these annu'ar clusters of eggs are discovered| 7Und, at, or near the fork ofa branch—but 
the twig should be cut off and burned. not so here, I have cut out thousands of 

i These caterpillars spin a conspicuous web | them, and never found one near the collar of 
ti which they enlarge with their growth, and | the tree; and not a dozen trees in all, I think 

5 commit their devastations within its protection ;| Where the grubs were not at least one foot a- 
- || eating away all but the skeleton of the leaf,|bove the surface of the ground—generally. 

by and destroying even the bark of small trees, | from three to 6 or 8 feet, in our trees, of from 
” when they have used up the foliage, ‘Th ey five, to fifteen or twenty years old. Our sort 

often include several contiguous branch-| 18 found in the native thorn, and other trees. 
i esin one web; and when (as I have often|! have found him in the Pear, but not so fre- 

seen) half a dozen of these gauzy nests are| quently as in the Apple and Quince, 
found on nearly every tree in anorchard;} Our grub remains in the tree about three 
the whole thing is ghostlike and disgusting|®* four years—certainly three, in general— 

t in the extreine, and if not remedied you lose| though I have sometimes thought he came 
"| the fruit crop, if any, and very possibly some | Ut prefect, in two years; and perhaps some 
. || of the trees too, if long neglected, and fre- of themdo. He never enters the solid wood 

i quently attacked. Fortunately these pests do| the first season, You will learn to discover
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his whereabouts by a little practice, and ajon an Oak, standing in open ground; then 
quick eye for any little slit, rough hole, or | cut it down and mark the diminished growth, 4 
discolored spot in the bark, You will almost | as shown by the width of the outside circles— 
always find at least two or three grubs in each | Fruit trees will have their own way nearly, ; 
nest. Seck them from September to May, of | after the experiment is tried; unless the or- 
their yirst year—after they enterthe wood you jean of destructiveness is very large in the ex- 
need not try to follow them, except with aflex- | perimenter, y 
ible wire; but you may give them abit of cam- } The Web Caterpillar, or “Tent Maker,” 
phor, or a squirt of Spirits of Turpentine, or | should be looked for and destroyed from all 
tobacco-water from the nose of a very small sy- | fruit trees; dry leaves inclosed in a web; indicate 
ringe, and then plug them in with grafting | his ee A os — worm 
wax. You can find their holes by their chips, | must be looked for and destroyed in August. 
or excrement, when they have entered thetree. am pera as a ae ae 
They are not so bad in the prairie, as near | hump backed, ly 3; and a colony or 
im You had best combat the Borer | family, will entirely defoliate asmall tree in a 
in the perfect state, however. They come | few days; demolishing the entire foliage and 
out a perfect Beetle ( Saperda ) about the first part of the foot-stalk of the leaves as they pro- " 

ee a anwengreete sometimes in May. e trees are was le 

with whale oil, me even common soft soap, di- | Colonies make their appearance during ok 
luted with tobacco water ; and say one pound of | te month. T have not found any description 
sulphur to every gallon of the soap,—the Bee-} of ae ths . nor have - seen them, 1 
tle will not deposit her eggs on trees thus trea- | Out of this vicinity ; but suppose they are com- i 
ted. This wash should be applied the last of mon inthe West—North West at least. } 
May, and again in June, would perhaps be a Aztalan, July 13th. J.C. Brayton. 7 

good plan. All insects dislike whale-oil soap, For the Wisconsin & Towa Farmer. f i 
and alkalies, and most of them sulphur, also. Grease on Trees—The Almond, a 

een ——— : 
| For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer Frrenp Mnier:—In your July Number [ 

Trees and Insects, of the Farmer, I observe a letter from your 

Mn. Eprron:—The month of June was un-|0ld and esteemed correspondent, (Souomon || | ; 
usually trying to newly transplanted trees; es- Lomsarp ) whom J, with your other readers, Re 
pecially those whose roots were buried in the — be — to — et oftener. 4 

d i th hast manner uite too com- yu ie WL par ion me for cau loning him, i 

ease a a. q against the use of grease on the bodies of his f 

Those who have mulched in accordance with | fruit trees. He may seane bad effects from it |} : : 
instructions of the Agricultural and Horticul-| the first year; but all oily matters are very apt || 
tural press of the day, have doubtless the sat-| to 42 fruit trees, when liberally applied. No || 
isfaction of seeing their trees covered with fo- | doubt that rancid grease, as well as coal-tar 
liage ; and in condition to profit by the copious | &c. will protect trees against some of their en- || _ | 
showers which July has ushered, along with eee But the remedy has been found, a 

its advent. Some who have lost their trees } (@0gerous one. | 2 
will be able to learn a practical lesson for future : oe ae —_ Set ee chap: 
use, in the flourishing condition of mulch- ae Nae pee foo denepiad: > 

Lek d ' 
= A . — ee sian thatiof biichino Olt hard shell succeeds. as } 

very vicious | gg ice, al pine. ing 0! Yours, z A. Kennit } 

all the shoots which appear on the trunks of 
young orchard trees, nes seven. an s > : said — — are cae as SS 4 

essenti: i ushel, as oat orses, food—tfeed- i 

eens Ty ~ » a ; es - ing alternately, one day with carrots and one , the tree. Try the pruning process two years day with oats. " 

[Sa er j +4
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a: Raffum Pear. 

; ey : The Burrum Pxar, a representation of|need not complain ; but the cultivator who | 
= which we give above, is esteemed one of the | taises fruit for profit, will find it for his advan- || 
af best now grown. The New Egland Farmer, | 43° to prefer our best native varieties gener- | 
oT in Noticing it, says: E Paes ; 

: “This aan E z The size of the Buffum pear is medial; the 
; of Bae ay ch Laie form long-obovate,the color yellow, with specks | 

¢ Michael. It resembles its patent Gh eral [and patches of red and Tusset in the sun; the | 
| ie when it comes to its highest state of perf Y| stem short and thick, in a slight cavity; calyx 

ie tion. ‘The Buffum is doteewn end me | small, open, ina small basin; fiesh. white, 
| i h. : ngmushee’ for Sreat! melting, tender, juicy, with a fine spicy flavor. 

H + growth, production and hardiness, and is one Ri ee October.” 4 ! 
i of the very best pears for general orchard cul-| ———— 
er: ture. Though the quality varies almost from Culture of the Peach from Seed. 

ee first “a es peel handsome pear, M.E L tes g 
= * generally of good qualit : t. Eprror :—In answer to your corres- 
oH the arkee quality, and sells well in pondent who inquires how the seed of the 
os This pear is of an upright th, and it| Peach is preserved during the winter—and in 
- s forms a very beithtifal’ tree. Gn re, what way cultivated? I would say, I was 
“he so abundantly, that it is necessary to reduce present at Mr. Philip Reybold, Jr.’s, of Del. 
ef the fruit one-half by thinning, and then it| Planting, some time since, and learned his 
a will yield a large crop. As the foreign pears|™ode of proceeding, by which he is accus- 

i Fe i of high quality are very delicate, and often tomed to raise from 50 to 60,000 trees annu- 
— fail, it would be well for cultivators to turn| ly, budding them in the succeeding autumn. 
i a their attention more to our native hard vari-| He prepares a corner of his orchard by plow- 

| a eties, on which we may rely for a crop. It|i2g and fencing it very carefully from the dep- 
ee may be well for ameteurs to cultivate their| dations of stock, and on the pulverized sur- 

io hundreds of varieties of delicate foreign pears, face scatters his peach pits, to the amount of 

il | ; ~~ |] as they have time and money to spend in this | @41Y bushels, covering them slightly with 
eee ete way to gratify their tastes, and if they do not| ‘Be loose earth, and leaving them exposed to 

i . | get half fruit enough for their own use, others the frosts and snows, and freezings of tha | 
§ 88 

ae |
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whole winter ; and when on examination in | As a second crop of worms will be pro- 
the spring, he finds them sprouting and burst-} duced on trees which are neglected, it will be 
ing their shells, he selects them carefully, pla- | nceessary about that time to give them an- ' 
cing those that have so sprouted, in baskets b, | other sprinkling. If this course be adopted 4 
themselves, and those pits that have not/by all interested, I have no hesitation in saying 
opened, into other baskets, planting the former | that in two years time the worms will be en- 
in long drills made by the plow, in his nurse- | tirely exterminated. 
ry, at the distance of about 4 inches apart,| ‘The expense is inconsiderable; half a bar- , 
covering them slightly with pulverized earth; | rel full of the decoction, which can be made 
after which, the remainder of the pits are |out of refuse tobacco, or the washing of spit- 
sown in the same kind of drills, the rows 4|toons, in our public offices, will be sufficient for } 
or 5 feet apart. Here they are kept perfectly | a large tree.” ; 
clean during the whole summer, by the hand- SSS Se 
= budded wie been said, in the autumn, Medicinal Qualities of the Grape. 
when some of them have attained the height “eer - 
of six feet or even more, and cut over ta to The New York Commercial, in an article 

th bd the nent rng for chy ana [0,48 neh ru nef he tnt | 
Mey anes faking up the next, autumn, |eyeJs an additional inducement forthe culture || il 
or eight feet, making a whole growth of from of this poy ular fruit, ie Commercial say pe 
12 to 14 feet, in about seventeen months || + the vineyard districts of France, Spain At this season of the year he also sows his and other vine growing countries, the medi- + 
apple pips, which he obtains in large quanti [imal properties of the grape are well known 
ties from the cider mills, with the seeds of |@8¢ MY Fried, The fee se of this fat. i 
pears and the pits of other fruits, and I know | *S W° are advised, has a — ee = 7 
of no one more careful in the culture, or more upon the animal system, luting je ood, i | 
to be depended upon in the selection of trees | "MOVING obstructions in. the liven, Kidneys, || if 
for planting, which I have reason to know on, and other important organs, giving a n 
will come true to character. Now is the time | Healthy tone and vigor to the circulation, and j| i . +e generally augmenting the strength of the en- a to collect peach pits, and it is no more trouble Gis aittinal cocuosing.  Ta'distaaea of RAMEE i 

fareoey ue, pausand, anyones beware er, and especially in the monster compound i = affliction, dyspepsia, the anntery “a potent me 

Mode of Destroying Worms on Trees, {influence of a ‘grape diet,’ is well wo in ; mde ying | France. The inhabitants of the vineyard dis- 
A correspondent «f the National Intelli- | tricts are never afflicted with these diseases ; { 

gencer says, that a decoction of tobacco thrown | which fact, however, alone would not be con- os 
among the branches and foliage of trees in- | clusive evidence of the medicinal qualities of oN 
fested by worms, isa sure way of destroy: | the fruit of which they freely yirex since te 
ing them. It has been tried at Washington | peasant life is rarely marred with this class of 4 
on lindens, by Mr. Ranahan, keeper of the | ailments ; but hundreds who are thus affliet- {' 

ands of the war and navy department, and | ed yearly, resort to the vineyard district for - 
by the commissioner of public buildings, on | what is known as the ‘grape cure,’ and the de 
four large elms at the foot of the steps of the | result proves to be a cure, exceptin very long, 
capitol, in both cases with good effect. We | protracted, and inveterate cases, which are ty 
copy directions forthe application of the de- beyond the reach of medicinal remedies.— 
coction, objecting, however to the rinsing of | The invigorating influence of the ripe grape, | 
the spittoons : freely eaten, upon the feeble and debilitated, ! 
eke some difficulty may arise in the minds | is very apparent, supplying rae and the rose | 

of many as to the precise time of throwing |hue of health in the stead of weakness and : 
on the tobacco-juice, I will give them an infal- | pallor, and this by its diluting property, which i 
lible rule, viz: As soon as the leaves are|enables the blood to circulate in the remoter | 
well developed, they will be found to be b pee vessels of the skin, which before, received } 
forated with small holes. ‘hisis produced by | only the serous or watery particles. } 
a bug, which feeds on the leaf, until it be-| “In these remarks, however, we must be i 
comesa fly, and then deposits its gas in a| understood as speaking of the fruit when per ij 
straight line, about an inch long, on the under | fectly ripe. Unripe grapes, like all unripe } 
side of the leaf. If the decoction be thrown | fruits, are detrimental to health, and derange 43) 

on immediately, it will drive the bug entirely |the digestive organs, and those depending ‘ 
away; or if any cogs have been laid it will upon, and sympathizing with them.” ia 
destroy them completely. it
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iE » RS Feeding Horses on the Road. | “Their endurance under immense loads, || 

- . ES: z |day after day, sure footedness and vivacity, 
{ a There is no one thing in which farmers! are extraordinary, and a theme of admiration. 
; a f manage their stock so badly, as in feeding One month in a year, June, they are turned 
; oS horses too frequently in travelling. Some | out leisurely to grass, and then the dry straw 
; will bait their horses every ten or twelve miles, | and provender is invariably resumed. In this 

ee Fe = though they may not be more than an hour | connection it may be mentioned that in shoe- 
ares.” and a half or two hours in going from one! jng horses, the ‘people of the Orient are far 

stage to the other, and this is often done soon | m advance of us, The shoe is a thin piece of 
z is af.er the horse has eaten a hearty breakfast or | iron plate, covering the entire under surface of 

ae i dinner ; when the horse stops he is usually | the hoof, except a small oval hole for the | 
fe © fatigued or hot, and he needs resting or cool-| exit of the frog, which is pressed through and | 

ee ing ; to fill the stomach then with food, be-| recovers its position by an elastic movement 
ese fore the previous meal is digested, is injurious | hen the foot is raised. The shoe, therefore, 
eS. in the extreme ; let the horse be well fed in|is nota burden, but a genuine protection 
eS the morning before he starts on a journey, and vastly better than ours of a pound weight 
a he will travel from seven to twelve without | each. [N. E. Farmer. 

i requiring any food ; then let him rest two nnn 
ee hours at noon, and he will be prepared to tray- Great Calf. 

: . t el again till seven without baiting. Horses Lewisros, April 8th, 1852. || 
j ae that labor on the farm, work half a day with-| M. C. Rrcnarpson, Esq—Dear Sir : You |} 
| out eating. In and around cities are thou-jhave doubtless seen the letter I wrote some | 

a S. sands of horses that work hard during the) time since to the editor of the Rural New || 
Be. FE: & forenoon and afternoon without baiting, and| Yorker, concerning the extraordinary calf || 
' a | yet they are kept in good condition, though | owned by Mr. J. M. Buttery, of Lewiston, N. || 

at work almost every day in the year : they | Y., and you may have also seen the account 
‘4 are employed in trucking, in cabs, in omni-|of the butter made from the milk of the 
Re busses and other vehicles, and they usually la-|same calf, a sample of which I have lately 
“i bor hard ; although these horses are frequent- | shown some of the Buffalo editors, who gave 
- ly under the best of management, no one|their opinions in regard to the case ; but I 
mm thinks of giving them a baiting between their | have been earnestly requested to write upon 
eS regular meals, the same subject, simply to gratify the inqui- 

po The following article of Dr. J. V. C. Smith, | ries of public curiosity. 
| mS shows the management of horses in the east,| It was but yesterday that I took some 
/ , in this respect :— notes of the matter, which I will hastily give, 
| Be “ Barns are not required in Syria, no hay | and ask you to give publicity to, so that the 
| . even being cut or in demand—cattle, goats, | public will be contented as to the correctness 

5 ~  4| sheep, &e., having excellent food the year| of the statements already extant. 
; round. Horses are far better managed in| The calf was ten months old the 15th of 

j . Syria than in England or the United States, | last month—is of rather more than usual size 
| . more spirited, and endure the severest kind of for that age ; stands 3 feet 9 inches in height; 
il of fatigue better in Europe, or our own best | measures or girths 5 feet 1 inch ; measures 5 
| of countries, The system of feeding, which | fect 6 inches from the horns to the extremity 

| e is uniform throughout the east, is to give of the hips, and will probably weigh at this 
| a them fine straw, broken up by pounding, an-| time, (and I will reckon it low, so as to be 
| S alagous to being cut. It is put into a small om & about 400 Ibs. She is across of the 

=. || bag, containing perhaps a peck, mixed with| Durham and Devonshire, well formed and of 
Bk four quarts of barley, or beans if preferred. | beautiiul appearance. 

* When put up for the night, the bail of the} | When but two months of age it was discov- 
| : ht bag containing their supper is slipped over|ered she had quite an udder, and by trial, 

i their ears, and they are left to make their | found that she gave milk. From that time to 
im ancal and then have a regular night’s :leey,— | the pr-sent she has not failed to afford from 

os Early in the morning the mess is repeated,|one pint to a quart of as rich-and_flavorous 
| a nothing more being given them ; in fact, the| milk as any good dairy cow affords at a mess, 
| a i the article of hay is not known. I have rid-| and now it is necessary to milk her regularly 

tee i one horse twenty days—often ten hours] twice a day. After good spring pasturage is 
i) 4 ata time—without ever sr ag to bait. afforded her, doubtless she will give irom 

aoe. “To such cuseom as luncheon for borses is| eight to ten quarts per day. It is, indeed a 
Hie Pt ~~ || Tecogmized. Night and morning are the meal | strange “ freak of nature,” and is worthy of 

eee | — for them, for donkeys, mules and cam-| the notice of the curious and speculative, 
y 4 wy 

Oo
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In the letter of seorependence which I} same breed, and in equal condition, were di- 7 
sent the Rural, I did openly and boldly chal-| vided between them, as fairly as possible. 3 
lenge the world to compete withit, and I have | They were put up together the second week i 
examined many articles uj on it, but have not! in September, and killed at Christmas follow- q 

|| yet seen any account of a case so early in its | ing. The winner of the stakes fed his ani- q 
developements. I will take this opportunity to] mals wholly on doéled beans, with hay. ‘i 
state to the incredulous and disbelieving, ihat| Sulpher vs. Insects. i 
I will pledge to substantiate the facts 1 have Sulpherirag ae 4 

herein stated, as well as those I have at other| At a Legislative Agricultural Meeting in t 
times given rise to. I would also say, that [| Maine, reported in the Maine Farmer, we find 1 
am well acquainted with the owner of said| the following, which some of our readers may it 
calf, seen said calf milked, seen, also, the} like to try :-—  f 
quantity given at a milking, known that but-| “The remedy, the gentleman said, first sug- + 

| ter was made from the cream thereof, in quan- gested itself to him from observing the effect A 
tities averaging from half a pound to two) which sulphur had when given to cows, when ; 

| pounds, and that there can be no /embug in| they returned from their ranges, as they fre- \ 
|} relation to allI state. I stand ready to an quently did in the southern states, covered 7 
|| swer all inquiries, or satisfy all objections, or| with the peculiar wood-ticks which are found i 
|| even affirm to the validity of the whole affair. in the south, A dose of sulphur given to rf 

W. H. Brtstor. | the cows at night, would, ma few hours, f 

| Courier, Lockport, N. Y. | cause the ticks to fall off entirely dead. Ta- 
ae ee king the hint from this, the gentleman said, ; 

Swame Wuontrenzeey.— The Swamp) he Hored into his fruit trees with a bit, taking || 
Whoreleberry = rege of easy aud prof-| care to bore through the alburnum or white i 
itable cultivation in gardens. A gentleman) wood, and into the ineision thus made, he} [ff 
residing in Wayne County, Michigan, says is forced by means of asyringe, a quantity of i 
Bumont Chronicle, has a tree growing in his sulphur, and then plugged up the hole with a i 

garden which was transplanted from a marsh| plug made of white pine. He had effectual- wf 

about ten years ae seas pres’ ly rid his trees of al destructive insects ae * 

® psn nach upland sth sbot di poney and tad ever nowt || 
5 Z 3 sameter, | 26 , iru | His theory was, that the sulphur, a } Hi 

wich comely improve nt ite dw apo he oy and | 
oy eae p PS: into its circulation. The insects by feedin : 
and the yield is more abundant and certain-| 5) the tree where the sulphur had ee 
The smaller varieties of this excellent fruit, into its circulation, were destroyed. [Selected. 

ordinarily found on the plain lands, and in nnn —— ey 
openings, would doubtless well reward one for} Iyprax Corw.—Indian corn contains about - 

| cultivating them, and prove as hardy and pro-| sixty per cent. of starch, nearly the same ag |} | 
lific as the cranberry, raspberry, and other] oats. The proportion of oil and gum is large, qe 
wild fruits which yield so readily to the hand/ about ten per cent.; this explains the fatten- |} 4) 
aud wishes of the gardener, when removed to] ing properties of Indian meal, so well known i 
a cultivated soil. to practical men. There is besides these aj} |} 

Farrexisa Puormnrims or Pras aND| good portion of sugar. The nitrogenous sub- }} ig 
Beans. These articles have been found by Sie reee par oma aes ; 
chemical analysis, rich in nitrogen. The in- : ee 
ference has me that they ercutdl be spe cial- Sweet com —_ = —s ‘ 
ly useful in supporting the waste of the mus-| Ctaining only about eig! foes 

; 5 starch. The amount of sugar is, of course, ' cles of the animals, and it has been suggested . 
that they would be particularly useful in the very large, — = winegenes Siar Th 

roduction of wool. They are evidently valua- amounts w ' ered eo Poe fo "y 
Ble for the production of fat. ‘Those persons! Per cent; of gum, from thirteen to fourteen; pane tie e d of oil, to be abouteleven. This from the who have used peas for fattening hogs, con-| #7¢ OF OW tbe tas tthe most noes : 
sider them worth as much as Indian corn. In above results, is one of the ‘. s | 

53 ater A crops known. If it can be made to yield } 
districts where that grain is not readily grown, . * H 
very fine pork is produced from peas. Dick- much per acre as the a it 

son, in his work “On the breeding of Live well worth a trial on a = eet F ¥ iH 
” d into [Working Farmer. : Stock,” states a soe was entered in = 

between five East Lothian farmers, to be} On the 28th June, 650 German emigrants 1 

claimed by the one who should be pronounced arrived in Chicago over the Michigan Cent- } 
the best feeder of cattle. Forty cattle of the| tral Railroad. ;
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{ Utility of Birds and Snakes. loads his aldermanie carcass with the savory |) 
| a ‘repast. Sixteen fresh beetles, a pile equal to || 9) 
| These are among the most useful of the fur-| his fasting bulk, have been found in the sto- || 
| mer’s aids, in securing his crops from insect | mach of asingle toad. 
| depredations ; and yet manifest as this is to| The striped snake is a harmless object about | 
every observing man, they are frequently pur- | the farm premises, and like the toad, he isa 
sued and hunted from the premises as if they | great gormandizer of worms and insects. The | 
were his worst enemies. The martin, the | sole drawback to his merits, arises from his 
swallow and the wren, which may almost be | frequently feasting on the toad and frog. 
considered among the domestics of the farm; Am, Farm Book, 

: and the sparrow, the robin, the blue bird, the 

| wood-pecker, bob-a-link, the thrush, the oriole, : ' 
and nearly all the songsters of the ficld accom- SS 

| plish more for the destruction of noxious flies, f= 
worms and insects, which are the real enemies a 

of the farmer, than all the nostrums ever in- _e Se 
vented. And hence the folly of that absurd === — a= . 
custom of scare crows inthe growing corn-| _= R=) 
fields and orchards, to which I have alluded. = a a 
The chickens and ducks do the farmer more | =a ‘ |. eee 
benefit than injury in the garden and pleasure SSS ie 
grounds, if keptout of the way while the young | 4 Sea 4 en & 
lants are coming up. A troup of young tur- | =a a s a 

ios in the field, will destroy their weight in | jg secs ssn seer eer 2 
grass-hoppers every three days, during their | ===32e= 5a Sees —NSgsss= 
prevalence in summer or autumn. A pair of SSS SSS Se SS 
sparrows, while see their young, consume ———— a 
over 3,000 caterpillarsa week. One hundred x 

crows devour a ton and a half of grubs and proen s Sone 
insects in one season. Even the hawk and| 4 = : 
the owl, the objects of general aversion, rid — — a ea sare i 
the fields and woods of innumerable squirrels, | have had in use for the last year. One two 
moles and field mice. The last are frequently | bushels of corn may be fed at once, and thus 

great depredators upon the crops, after having | relieve the mind for weeks of that care, It has 
exhausted the stores of worms and insects | four sides, only two of which are represented 
which they invariably devour, and to this ex- | in the cut, and they afford room for twenty 
tent these little quadrupeds are themselves | fowls to feed at once. It may be partitioned 

benefactors. The smaller species of the hawk | inside so as to feed different kinds of grain’at 
and owl, when pressed by hunger, will resort | each opening. It is not well to mix different 

to grubs , beetles, crickets and. gr ‘ass-hoppers, grains in the same apartment, as the fowls are 
in the absence of larger game. That loathsome quite likely to scatter it about; but where there 
monster the bat, in its hobgoblin flight, des- | js only a single kind in the apartment it is rare 
ine , pe aes a sneie ae Slight |to find a grain on the floor about the feeder.— 

j mn: Ly one ec grain i i essary 

and fruit by the smaller birds, and eit ie — cae aes sae x 2: teehee 

intrusive, some temporary precaution will suffi-|inch, just so.as to enable them to see the | ce to prevent much loss. But whatever loss grain, N. E. Farmer. 
may thus occur, the balance of benefit to the = eunniimllans : 
farmer from their presence, is generally in their | _Woot. This is destined to be the leading sta- 
favor; and instead of driving them from his | ple of produce in Southern Wisconsin and Nor- 

ds, he should encourage their social, vis-|thern Lllinois. Its a over wheat 
by kind and gentle treatment, and by pro-|and the common products which have been 

ading trees and pleasant shrubbery for their }relied upon, are beginning to. be appreciated 
accommodation. by the farming community. The price this 

i elie aeons dull, squat, and of | week ranges from 25 to 37cts. From seven 
I esoil’shue, whatever that may be; he sits | to ten thousand dollars will be paid out this 
! viet and meditative, yet watchful in the thick | week in this market for wool alone. 

shade of ‘some ete pare: and as the Kenosha Tel. of July, 2d. 
careless insects buzz by, or the grub or beetle} The clip of wool this year, in Ohi 

|| eral lazily along, unheedful of danger, he |is estimated at 18,000,000 of pousda? a 
Se ee eee
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| Democracy of Science; No. 1- | not a “national university,” but a “university ; 
| ee of the nation,” special endeavors will be made + 

\ BY JOSIAH HOLBROOK. is present such subjects, plans, and modes} as | i 

ene SS will aid in training the young beings compo- | } 

| oa = SS sing them for ee in sete fature — | j § 

edn weal government, religion knawledre to put them on the track of “practical science, | | : 

| ace 7 eae ee Tee ace ine productive industry, and christian morals.” | ‘ 

| plied the one is despotic and the other demo- Deep Plowing. ] ; 

cratic. The nature of man and the progress >. Sate. i s ? 

| of society tend to consolidation instead of difi-| | A farmer in this vicinity whilst plowing || 
|} || usion. The spirit of republicanism is to promote last fall, was asked by a neighbor who, al- | q 

‘|| diffusion and put checks upon consolidation ; though he had alarge farm, could scarcely sup- | i 

J} || and that, too, as connected with all the lead- port his family off it, why he plowed so deep? | 4 
|| ing interests of human beings. “ Because, neighbor,” he replied, “I plowed | ; 

|| ‘Democracy of science is the subject now un- the same way last year, and year before, and ff 

| der view. The true democracy of science is I —_— pices a at deal sre sige ¥ 

to “increase and diffuse knowiedge among | “Gold!” exclaimed the amazed neighbor, ' 

| | men”—the design of Suithen This te alsa | “why, how much did you plow up!” ° j i 

not only a great, but che great policy of na- | A Well, some hundreds of dollars a year— , 

tional and. State poliey—not to consolidate | and I did it in this way; my crops were twice || J 

but to diffuse knowledge interesting to all, es- | large where I plowed as Inow do, in the | 

pecially farmers and mechanics, as they con- |same fields where I formerly plowed to half tf 

stitute more than seven-eighths of all civilized |the same depth, and they take less manure tf 

communities. too.” : pines i i 

The developement and the application of the} I dont believe a word of it,” said the f 

| natural resources of our country stand first neighbor, disappointed in the gold deging. i 

and foremost in furnishing that kind of knowl- |“ If that is the way you plow up the gold, I) 
edge interesting to all. It shows possessions |am afraid you will never set the river on fire. i 

and the modes of using them—strictly the I go for the good old way and find it the best. P 

‘ge of talents.” But with developement and There is little to learn in farming which those i 

application they may be diffusion ; there may | before us did not know.” { 

also be consolidation. It is one thing to have «Well, neighbor you may do as you like, ‘ 

our mineral resources developed, and a knowl- but I have tried both ways, and I am. more 

| edge of them so diffused that every farmer may | than satisfied with the result. Indeed, by |} 

know the capabilities of his own fields. It is | strictly persevering in it and other improve- i 

quite another thing to have our country sub- | ments, I shall nearly or quite double my prof |} © 7 

jected to scientific exploration, however full its, and all this excess I consider just so much E 

‘and complete, and the result placed in ponde- | gold plowed up in my fields.” i 

rous volumes, and those volumes confined to “Ah,” continued the neighbor, “I see from t 

the shelves of college and State libraries, to be | Your notions that you are a book farmer, and j 

little read and less understood, The one is| belong to an agricultural society; but you'll i 

diffusion, the other consolidation. ‘The one is | find it wont pay in the long run, I think.” i 

carrying out the purposes of scientific explo-|_ “ There’s where you are in error, my friend ; 

rations and applying the knowledge obtained Iam no book farmer—I belong to no 1 Bf 

by them for the benefit of those who need it, cultural society, but I mean to joinone at the | 

and those who paid for it ; the other is evi- earliest opportunity.” Germantown Tel. ; 

dently a perversion of funds designed for dif} Sixauzar Discovery.—We learn froma || | : 

fusive knowledge, wealth, morals, and power, gentleman who came down on the Nominee, |} | 

to. personal pride and individual aggrandize-| that a few days since, as Mr. L. W. Low, of || 4 
ee sion one tends to democracy, the other | Columbus, Iowa, was levelling down asmall 

es : mound in his garden, he exhumed the a 

As the spirit of the age is the democracy of aa ca pom apa to be an ; 2 
science—the diftusion, not the consolidation of | hyried in a canoe. There were found i 

knowledge—an attempt will be made to point |him a small looking-glass, a bead. bag, y 

out several subjects of science, with such plans | ¢hirty one silver dollars, wrapped w in 7 
. ip nas } 

and modes of esa them as will tend to| handkerchief. The latest date of the coin was || 3 
bring knowledge to every man’s door, and to/ 836, ‘There was a hole in the skull through }} 
give to it free access to every farmer’s son and | the forehead resembling that made by abul= || j 

every mechanics daughter. As the schools of | Jett, Galena Adv. i 

our country constitute or ought to constitute +} 

or
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ke tie ’ |learn that the 1 t of is fa- \ 
Pe. 2 2 > general prospect of crops is fa- | 

if ea p> EDITOR 5 TABLE. | vorable, Winter wheat will be a short crop, | 

: ie = | spring, a full one; though the quantity sown 

vege * FARMER OFFICE.—Subscribers to the Far-| wag jight. Corn and oats excellent—Flax 
ieee? mer, who huve heretofore received their papers | doing well. Grant Co. Herald. 

rere! through the Janesville Post Oifice, and who have | ‘The prospects of the wheat crop is univer- 
5% fe 5 no boxes, will hereafter receive them at the Book- | sally represented as favorable. Ohio Farmer. 

Pea store of Jouaneault, opposite the American. Mr We are informed that none of the wheat 

Fae be 5 J. is authorized to receive payment on subscr ip | in this vicinity istroubled with the rust; and 

Ba) i tions. eG is entirely out of the way of it. Wat. Chron. 

i 2 THE CROPS. It is to us very gratifying to hear from all 

be . There never has been a season, within sections of the country, the most hopeful and 

os our recollection, when the prospects for an u-| Cheering accounts of ae emer 

ee niversally abundant narvest were more prom- = . buthsre Cullavaane: 

ce ising than the present. In some parts of the - ae f aan - edocs 
Be, country there has been a superabundant fall ae nee S " a oo eae 

ie of rain; and in other sections a protracted Tt ie ati f o avbonee « Wi S, 

eas drouth has prevailed—The spring was cold, re- ce a Ape dlerge 2 inter 
: ie markably backward; and it was very late be- wheat never looked better. Green Bay Adv. 

Be a4 fore seed of any kind was put into the ground. Hereabouts we do not think there is any 

is and much of the corn did not vegetate with-|7*S0n t boast of the condition of the grain 

eee out planting a second time; but sueeding all or grass crops. | We hope to, have pasgable 
{ oie these discouragements, from all quarters the erp or Ni but a large one is out of the 

eakt crops taken as a whole, are represented as question, Winter wheat looks quite well— 

H a = having never looked better than at the pres- Tams bs Ee ero = ee ee se aoa 
| t ti ecidedly a light crop. lon 

a Saigteecciate of both winter and spring seem to be in favor with our farmers and are 
q spheat from vost in: Southern Wisconsin, weat |2°O*2 only to a limited extent. N. Y. Farmer. 

: es tribute more to the dryness of June and J uly, It is the opinion of many farmers, that the 
ie than to any peculiarity of the last winter, or grain, particularly the wheat, is likely to head 

i improved method of cultivation over that of better than usual, and will not be so liable to 

i) former years. The straw of wheat, barley and rust. Peas and potatoes are looking well, and 

ee oats, is ght, but the yield of kernel. will be|2PPles will be abundant. ‘Tho vast, supplies 
/ > large. We never saw Yorn improve more of gold must cause _ prices’ to be ligher all o- 
' - in the same length of time, than within the "G the SS 1 Canada New Era. 
| Ais last twenty days The reports in relation to rains are looking wel! ; potatoes, peas, beans 

| iG Flaz, (which ss ee ane &c., look uncommonly well. Fruit, so far as 

2 hereabouts,) are not so favorable as we could hs aac erin “a : = 

Be wish. That sown early, we are told, looks A so 
ei fair; but late sown pieces have suffered severe- | TOP: . ee 

Hee | fom the drouth—The straw stunted and The Gpringheld Regieter espe Steet Tee 
i| ie ort. Potatoes appear well as yet; but their cs by a valined it cow pe a ~ 

Fo ae healthy appearance should not be re- icine ie peel 2 aon wable dainaze 
“ garded as any guarantee f id crop.— te ee 

t | Soon alee ae eo ak. ‘er. | £0 the wheat fields in some parts of Ohio. 

| 7 = — may destroy the whole crop ina} Prospects or Fruir—The Ohio Farmer, 

ie ys | = ase ee (by the way, one of the very best famil 

ae a Pedant ae ee aod pers published this side of any whee heel 

Be state roughout our favored | «in January we were told by some writers, 
- — Ne 1 : F that not only the blossoms were destroyed but 

m3 ie Te —_ Price Current says it has} even the trees. We then said, not so—for 

= |. R “ah aa on the subject of the crops| we care not how cold it is, provided that no 

ee E and the adjoining States, and| clear sun follows immediately; and the last 
a Biscay ig cotton and corn prom-| has ere our cos correct; for we now find 
ee : See : 

Ee __,_| peach trees in perfection, in locations where 

1. ae t e. Alabama, the wheat crop is said| the thermometer has sunk 24 deg. below ze- 

Pe many larger than has been known there for! ro the past winter. We look forward toa ve- 
ie pore SS Se pers ry large crop of apples, pears and cherries 

ees ‘e have inquired within afew days of! throughout the entire western states, 
| 2 | farmers from various parts of the county, and ene eee eal the 

eee Ve eee 3 
me; ll . 

he
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| Canadas—for, thus far we have seen nothing | for aweek, and then two or three times a week, ; 

injured, and we write after having been some-| till the hoof becomes strong and smooth. i 

| what inCanaca, pretty well into Michigan} Eqo Poxs—Threo eggs, a quart of corn ¥ 

and Ohio, and on the authority of editors and) flour, a large teaspoonful of fresh batter, a a 

numerous correspondents. . | ginal teaspoonful of salt, a half pint or more it 

Of peaches, there will be on all high and o-| of milk. Beat the ges very light, and mix 1 

pen places, and especially in orchards situated | them with the milk. ‘Then stir in, gradually F 

on dry, gravelly, or sandy soils, about one half/ the corn flour, adding the salt and butter. + 

ofacrop. _ Tt must not be a baiter, but soft dough, just | 

Plums will be just as plenty as the ew:culio | thick enough to be stirred well with a spoon. - 

chooses to permit. Of all the small fruits an | If too thin add more corn flour; if too stiff add 

abundance may be counted on. alittle more milk. Beat or stir it long and 1: 

Tho Maine Farmer says“ theappearances! hard. Butter a tin or iron pan; put the mix- 7 

now are that, we shall have a great crop of| ture into it; and set the pan immediately into H 

apples. The season during the blossoming of | the oven, which must be moderately hot at : 
the trees was favorable. 7 ‘There is an abund-| first, and the heat increased afterward. It i 

ance of apples set, and if one in ten hold on| chould bake an hour and a hal, or two hours, ; 

till ripe, there will be a great crop.” in proportion to its thiekness. It should be b 

Brras or Porsoxous Syaxes.— A corres- | eaten hot with butter or molasses. H 

pondent of the Southern Cultivator gives the | ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. i 

following, as an infallible remely for the bites| Rurat Haxp-Booxs.—We are indebted to 

of poisonots snakes. C. M. Saxton, Agricultural Book Publisher, 

It is the Tincture of Lobelia, either of the| New York, for a series of small books, enti- i 

herb or seed. As soon as possible after the | tled “The Bee, The Hog, The Horse, and The : 

wound is inflicted, bandage, as tightly as pos- | Domestic Fowl.” ‘They are neatly got up, fa- i 

sible, the limb above the wound to prevent the | miliarly illustrated, and contain many useful i 

circulation of blood below ; then commence gi- | hints and suggestions for those engaged in the : 

ving the tincture in doses of a table spoon or | rearing and management of these creatures.— | ; 

wine glass full, every few minutes, until co-|'They are cheap, and should be in the hands k 

| pious vomitings ensue, at which time the ban-| of every farmer. Price, 25 cents each. t 

dage may be loosened. and the vomiting kept |’ Mawwora Pre Prant. Our acknowledge- ; 

| up by repeating the dose, or giving warm wa-| ments are due Mr. B. Cahoon, of ee H 

ter. When the patient begins to recover, the | for a generous bundle o his extraordinary 1 

stomach should be kept slightly nauseated for | ‘Pie Plant. We had heard of Mr. C’s variety ' 

one or two days by the Lobelia, after «hich of pie plant before and formed elevated no- f 

Tonics should be given. It | would probably | tions of it ; but we admit, that no correct ap- Fi 

be well to apply strong Spirits of Hartshorn, | preciation of either its size or quality, can be j 

or what is termed by druggists Zhreble A- | arrived at, short of a practical demonstration : 

qua Ammonia, to the wound, by vision and taste. The size of both stalk : 

| Curraxt Wixe. To one quart of ripe cur- | and leaf, of the specimens sent us, is enor- 4) 

| rant juice add three pounds of the very best) mous, and look as though nature had endeay- F 

white sugar, (the finer the quality the better,) | ored, evento outdo herself in their produc- i 

and to this as much water as will, with the | tion. : 

juice and sugar, make a gallon. Putthe mix-; Lirerary Messexcer—We observe that t 

ture intoa keg or demijohn, leaving it open for | this useful periodical publisheé at Detroit has, |} 

two weeks, or until the fermentation subsides; passed. into the hands of H. S. Stark. No i 

then cork it up tightly, and let it remain quiet | change in the Editorial department. 

for five months, when it will be fit for use and | Tue Honricunrurisr, for July, is on our 

may be racked off into bottles. Pa. Farm J. | table, and receives the welcome in oursanetum i 

Horses Feet. Some one says “a simple | it so well deserves. All engaged in Horticul- 

application for a horse’s feet which are brittle | ture should take this work. Itcontainsafund | 

or hoof bound, I Jearned from an English sho- | of useful matter. 2 ne 

er; and having tried it with good effect, and| Tux Sorntirre Anenichs.—This is ay gz 

never have seen it fail. unable work—most admirably adapted ton 4 

Mix equal parts of tar and some soft grease, | wants of Mechanics and Manufacturers; 4 

having the foot clean and dry; apply it hot, | is probably the best work of the kind publishs |} 

but not boiling, to all parts, letting it run un- ed in the world. It merits a wide circulation. | 

dur the shoe a2 much 2s possible. In bad ca-| Published weekly by Munn & Co. N. Y, ati} # 

ses, the application should be made every day | $ 2,00 per year. 
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re WISCONSIN, FARMER, AND Aug. 
iF oa a Tue Narioxar Porrrar Garcery.—We|_ Wesrery Horricurrurat Review—The 
tee) are in receipt of the first number. of a work | July No. of this excellent Journal is on our ta- 
ere = bearing this title. It is proposed to publish | ble; replete with matter adapted to the wants 
Be e the work in 40 number, at 25 cents each—| of Western Horticulturists. This Journal is 
Dees Each No. is to contain three splendid Steel | peculiarly adapted to the West and should be 
eee . Engraved Portraits, accompanied by Biogra- | patronized liberally; as it will be, by all who 
a? phies of the individuals.» ‘The object of the} desire to keep up with the progress of Horti- 

aes work is, to perpetuate the memory of Distin- | culture. 
é Fi y guished Americans of our own, and earlier| . Gopzy, for August is om hand—another 

ts times. This noble enterprise deserves the en- | double No., as elegant and tasteful as any of 
4 & Sct anata of every true American. Itis| its “ illustrious predecessors;” only a little 

ee a work of real merit. Robert) E. Peterson & | more so. We have not received the June No. 
73 BS a Co. Publishers, Philadelphia. yet. Let us have it. 

Bee We shall — the Prospectus in our Sep-| Tur Lapres Wrearn.—Here comes another 
a tember number. Pans candidate for public favor—It is exceeding 
a WELLS’ FARGO.& COMPANY'S neat and tasteful withal. This magazine fully 

eat CALIFORNIA EXPRESS. sustains its high reputation, for purity andex- 

eet i A JOINT STOCK COMPANY—CAPITAL $300,000. a chiehaiter oe weeliae) elpg nce oe eit: 
aes, OFFICE NO. 16 WALL ST., NEW YORK. be lishment. We would not part with the flow- 

a 7 Company, having completed its organiza. Saya ere costained om ges ot BY ; 2 “| hand, for double the price of the work. J. C. 
{ Bike tion as above, is now ready to undertake - . i BP, || erat Express Forwarding, Agency and Commission | Burdick, Publisher, N. Y. $1. 00 per. year. 
j Z S BRE pemenet sds. pe and care of Gold Dust, Tue Water Cur Journat.—This energe- 
ry ion and bills o: 30 yment ‘ ; Be —_— cattection of Notes, Bills and Accounts: the for- | H¢ Advocate of Reform is always welcome to 
} i? warding of Gold Dust, Bullion and Specie—also | OUr sanctum. 
| eS Packages, Parcels and freight of all descriptiors, in| | WooDwortx’s Yourn’s Cabrret—A per- 
| Ee and between the city of Now York and the city of | fect Gem of its kind. Every youth in the 
j pe, sone ee eed ees eee apy cities and towns / land should have the benefit of its teachin; 

Ss in California ; connecting at New York with th ad 
ee lines of Wells, Butterfield & Co , and Livingston, | D- A. Woodworth, New York, $1, 00. 

z ‘argo ., forming the American Express Com- “TABLE OF CONTENTS. 
\ i b pany ;also with the Harnden Express, Bullen, Vir- TABLE OF CO. 

| = gil & Co.’s Northern and Canada Express, Daven- aS aeE Page 
. port & Mason’s New Bedford Express, and Liv-| State Fair. 169 

| ms iss ingston, Wells & Co.’s European Express, Fond Du Lac County Agricultural Society. 170 
| Ba {| They have established offices, and faithful | Times for holding State Fairs. 171 , Agents, in all the principal cities and towns thro’- | Carrot Coffee. 171 

4 out the Eastern, Middle and Western States, and| Butter Mould, 171 
a California ; energetic and faithful Messengers, fur- | Weight of Eggs. 171 

ie sag cr ge ree , the security of Seah Premium List and Regulations for the Fair. 172 
a an er valuable packages, accompanying eac: A 
i sprees upon all thelr lines, as well in Californie, as | ”@lish Cart Horse, 177 {| 2 i Atlantic States. Substitute for Potatoes. 177 

| 5 ur several Agents in California are eosoiene Stacking Hay. 178 
im § drafts . payable at the principal Offi- i i eee) | secernctatcce.er pezble atthe prgeeal OF; / stor Mildew in Wheat re 

| BN York and St. Louis, affording to persons in Califor- | ~ S° ® Paint. 179 
| ae ct nia, the most convenient, prompt and reliable means | Protection of Sheep against Dogs. 179 
| Sig of remitting to their friends in this country. Also | Horticultural Notes, Nos. 7,8&9. 180 
| i F Deals on California, for sale at the current rates of | Pos and Insects. 183 

eet «|| “"Samuci P. Carpenter. for many years connected | Grease on Trees—The Almond. 184 
i with the 2 ee igecbeceeg Company ot a Buffum Pear. 184 

= _ . rns Jate of the bank ot Syra-| Destroying Worms on trees. 185 
a, > pias have been appointed prineipal Agents in Cali- | 14 edicinal Qualities of the Grape, 185 

The agents of thug American Express Co., are | Feeding Horses on the road: * 186 
— ‘Authorized to act as Agents for this company. Great Calf. 186 

me a DIRECTORS. 
oe HL, Welle, Aurora, N.Y. Wm. G. Fargo, Buffalo, | The Swamp Whortleberry. vad 

r i Livingston, N. Y, Alpheus Reynolds,do. | Fattening Properties of Peas and Beans. 187 
eet P. Williams, Buffalo, James McKay, N. Y. Sulphur vs Insects. 187 
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ot a, eee | will bring specithens, whether under name or 
retest eh Ee jnot, many mistakes may be rectified on the | an : 

‘ spot, and nurseryMen and their customers | TERMS: BOs a | 
50 Cents a Year in Advance: } understand each other much better therefor, | 

Fivecoples for $2, ifdirected tone Pos Office, andatthe | and be mutually benetitted by the informifition 
same rate for a larger number. All subscriptions to com-| (+. 1 received. * 
mence with the volume. Back numbers supplied to new| §!Ven and received. s 

subscribers. We also look for eminené pomologists from 

ADVERTISING ; the east, and a very large delegation from 
One paze per yorr oe Central Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Missouri, 

ee ee : 13 j and Towa ; and as we fixed the meeting so 
Righth page 10 || far north, on purpose to accommodate the 
emia oe ven) We Brinceion 230 rae Growers chWiste iy endl Noreen Te 

‘or each subsequent insertion 1 Banca 30 + 9 + 

OFFICE.Empire Block, Main St. in the rooms oceupi- NOs, it is to be hoped that they will be pres- | 
ed for the office of the Janesville Gazette. | ent in numbers, and with fruit to match. | 

TT eo el Tam informed by our Dixon friends, that 
or the Wis ousin & iowa Parmer. . 

Z «gi, | arrangements are in progress for the comfort 
| Northwestern Fruit Growers Association. j and convenience of all who may honor them 
/ u | —Private families,as well as public houses, ex- Frrenp Mier: | aS. pub! se 

You are aware that the next meeting of pect welcome guests on this fruitful Ce 
our Fruit Growers Association is fixed for) —Withethe one, “the latch string will be out, 
Wednesday th®. 26th day of September, jn-| and with the other, I am told, that (as pomol- 
stant— : 4 ogists “take notes” and print them) an attempt 

Will you be so good as to place this notice will be made to show that Dixon Hotels are 
on your first page, in your September num-| Bot the worst in Illinois. But “nous verrons’ 

ber and mark the article, in copies sent to —Dixon is a fine place, and the Rock River 
your western exchanges ; as I presume wes-| towns are worth seeing—and there is no 

tern papers will do us the favor to “ notice” if, trouble in getting there—for that noble old 
their attention is directed thereto—andI much | PrnCe of ee eae 
fear that there are still some western fruit’ ¥rink—and his liberal and enterprising coad- 
rowers who do not take the Wisconsin Far-|J#tors will see to it in season if properly no- | 
oe tified f ‘ 7 sete | 

| The obj ¢ ‘ati iataly Nov, good friends, this meeting at Dixon is 
¢ es ects oer — Se eee | not to be a little neighborhood convention ; 
ate ths ee hi wh Pia ae for sale | Dt one in which the whole northwest is con- i 

wand yt the latter class have, hitherto, con. | cere! _ Fruit is an importart crop, and as it } 
stit ahs wines of monilers in attendances takes a little longer to grow it than a crop of 

a8 al : | wheat—and once planting lasts for a life time 
at thi loc d a ‘int |—it is very important that you have the r1eat 

1s hoped now, however, that every man | xixp or seep: For I know, from experience, 
who intends to plant fruit trees, and can come, | that it costs “a heep” of Jaber #8) saute = 
vill be on hand at Dixon ; for much money’ worthless engrafted tree, of bearing size, (and 
ete eee = ee cee are many such in the west) into a bie » 

9 ‘ earring GOOD FRUIT AND PLENTY OF IT——an 

appointment avoided, by hearing the honest! such are the trees we want in our orchards 
opinions and expensive experience of the many | for profit. 
Practical men who will doubtless be present,) [et us meet then at Dixon, and compare 
and ready, as heretofore, to talk over the mat- notes, and fruits too, and take each othe® by 

‘er for the benefityof all concerned. the hand once a year—We shall make money 
A large collection, of all the varieties of by it, and what is better—make rrrexps.— 

fruits in season, will be found on. our tables, | Thefe will be many whole-souled specimens of 
and much knowl of sorts and their names | western humanity in attendance—men worth hd mucl ms ry. a 

" fgend properties obtained—and as we trust all | knowing — real. “enlarged cas — 

— at Ps
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true western breed—I wonder who that loves | in August to September, on Apple and Black j 
himself—good fruits and good friends—will | Walnut trees—Dr. H. says “they are found on 
wish to stay away.—I should not be surprized| Apple, Cherry and Plum trees, and some- 
if we had a dozen western editors there—three ' times found on Rose-bushes and ‘Thorn-hedg- 
or four have promised, (of our sort,) and we] es” They are yellowish-brown, striped with 
may have the pleasure to aid in humanizing| small longitudinal stripes of black and white; 
a few of the political ones—and some of them| two white stripes on each side. ~The head is 
—poor fellows—if they don’t need it, would | red, and there is a bright bunch or hump on 

be the better for a little relaxation, in the) the fourth segment or joint. The full-grown 
midst of our acknowledged humanizing influ-} Caterpillars measure one and one-fourth inch- 
ences, in these hot days and hotter electioneer-| es or rather more in length. “Different broods 
ing contests—Come on, gentlemen of the) appear in August and September, from egos 
press—There is no lack of “ copy” now—one| laid in July in clusters on the underside of the 
news-paper article is now just as like another/ leaf, generally near the end of a branch,” H. 
as the apples g the same branch—your} condensed. Saperda Bivittata, two striped, or 
“subs” can use the scissors, and you may un-| brown and white Saperda, (incorrectly printed fj 
bend the partizan mind, and pick up a tho’t| Spada in my last.) Dr. H. pp. 89-—90 says, 
or two, beyond the dust of the partizan battle! “They are found principally on Apple, Quince 
field—I was of you, and in the wordy strife,| and Mountain Ash trees, and Hawthorns and 
once on a time—and I “rede ye” let go and| other Thorn bushes,June*berry or Shad bush, 
take a new hold—you will fight with more} and other kinds of Amelanchier and Aronia 
energy when on the tripod again. And that the larva state continues two or three 
But I am scribbling a long article instead| years. Found in June and July from eggs 

of the brief notice required laid upon the bark near the roots in those 
Yours truly, Joux A. Kenyicorr. | months.” Attacus Cecropia, H. p. 279— 

The Grove, Ill., July 20. “ Back light green, sidés a darker green ; two 
iin & Towa Farmer, |TOWS of blue warts on each side, with a row 

Insects on Fruit and Forest Trees, of white spots, having a black margin round) 
ae hem, between—also two rows of yellow warts 

Kenpatt, Kendall Co., IIL, on the back, and two of those nearest thefl 
August 16, 1852. t head are larger than the rest. Andi 

Marx Miter, Exo, four nearest the head are a bright “ coral 

Dear Sir—I have growing for my own use red” on some, and on others paler or a sali 

several hundred fruit trees, beside forest-trees| mon color—and all the warts have more orf 

and ornamental trees and bushes ; andI find a| Jess black hairs on them—tive pair of large 
great variety ofCat’plrs on them during the sea- bluish feet, and three pair smaller, greenish— 
son; and find that they need to be looked after The largest measured 24 inches in length— 

very often ; or the trees may be entirely stripped With me the moths came out (in the house) 
without my knowledge. As an instance: This the last of May, 25 to 27, and in June. a 

spring I transplanted a Weeping Willow Tree, | July, ’52, I found the only Caterpillars of 
which was 14 feet high before I trimmed it,| kind I have seen this year, un a Pear tree,ani 
and it was set amofig other trees and grew July 28, ’51, I found them on Pear, Plum and 

finely for a while, All at once I noticed that| Apple trees ; and they are found on Black 
it looked as if there were caterpillars at work,| Walnut trees) Dr. H. says, “the moth ap} 

_ || and intended to see about it, but it was for-| pears in June, and the Caterpillars are fount 
gotten for a few days, and when I did look, I] 00 Apple, Cherry and Plum trees, and on Cur 

found it pretty thoroughly stripped and the| tant and Barberry bushes in July and Aug) 
Caterpillars all gone. Having a copy of Dr.| ust. It comes to its full size by Ist of Sept 

Harris’ book, I face generally when conve- and then measures three inches or more 2 

nient, made notes of the kinds which I have| length, and is thicker than a man’s thumb: 
found, and endeavored to find out their names} It spins its cocoon early in Sept. on twigs of 
é&c. Like Dr. Kennicott, “I am not an En-| the trees or bushes on which it lives, Tht 
tomologist,” but get what little knowledge I] cocoons are fastened longitudinally to the sid} 
have of it, from Dr. H.’s book and from obser of a twig; and they average three inches long 
vation, and an inch in diameter at the widest part’ 

In August No. Mr. Brayton speaks of a red| If any one should find on their trees a Cater 
collared, hump-backed Caterpillar found on| pillar as large or larger than the Potale 
fruit-trees in August. This is no ae No- ae green, with blue, yellrw. and 
todonta Concinna, or Red Hum aterpil- or warts—that is the, Cat 

|| lar of Harris, p. 308—9 anand Se = a peal etal and they should ki 
— Hs eee a ee = —=
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all they see, as soon as possible. Attacus dinal black stripe, or rather a row of long 
|| Polyphemus, H. p. 278—Found on the Ha-| black spots, one on each ring, in the middle 

{| zel and I think on Apple on Pear trees, and |f each of which is a small blue spot ; below 
Bi on Hawthorn, “Color, pale green on this is a narrow wavy yellow line, and lower 

|| the back, darker on the sides—back trans- | Still the sides are variegated with fine inter- 
: lucent, so as to display the alternate con- mingled black and yellow lines, which are lost 
Bf) tractions and relaxations of the vessels. Sides at last in the general dusky color of the under 
§) marked with six bands on each, opaque, termi-| Side of the body ; on the top of the eleventh 

nating at each end in a golden knob, furnish-| ring is a small blackish and hairy wart, and 
ed with a bristle. On anterior side of each of| the whole body js very sparingly clothed with 

f)| these bands an oval spot, light brown in the | Short and soft hairs, rather thicker and longer 
center, bordered with white. Similar spots/0n the sides than elsewhere. The Caterpil- 
on the segments (or joints) next before and af-| lars appear on apple and cherry trees in April 
ter the bands. On each side of the back a|0r May. It is the Clisioeampa Americana, or 
row of the golden knobs, as on the sides—|American Tent Caterpillar.” Caterpillars 
Body thinly covered with hairs. The hind|0n an Apple tree September 29, ’50.—Solita- 
feet with a shining edge of a light lead color, | 'Y andhad no web—color, shead and body black, 
and a similar band: proceeding from their pos- sides covered with clusters of white hairs 
terior sides up the back, so as to form a Y.”| Which conceal the feet. On the back three 
W. P.R. Dr. H. says “the moths appear in|Tows of hairs, those in the center are black, 
June and the Caterpillars in August and Sept. | aud the other two rows are white. Underside 
Their oval cocoons, (smaller than the other dirty white, eight pair of feet—5 pr. large and 
kind, Jwhich they cover with leaves, fall to|3 pr. small. It coiled up into a ball when it 
the ground in the Autumn ; where they re-| Was disturbed, and was perhaps some kind of 
main during the winter.” If I can find co-|Lappet Caterpillars [H, p. 273.] Geometer 
coons of either kind this season I will send|0r Loopee, June 17, 50 onan apple tree—sol- 
you some, that you may figure them and the|itary,—color, bright yellow, with ten black 
moths. [crinkled] lines on the back, three on each 

Philampelus Achemon—H. p.228,—“Some side darker and four in center paler.—Eight 
of these Caterpillars are pale green, others|Small dots on each side, on the yellow ground. 
are brown, their sides are ornamented by six| Underside paler than the rest of the body—five 
cream colored spots, oval and scalloped each pair of fect, three pairs in front and two pairs 
of these spots has a wood color, or light brown | behind; supposed to be Hybernia Filiaria of Dr. 
oval on the lower part.] The tail ae is| H., p. 341—42, which he says is found on Ap- 
pale red or pink] is recurved over the back ;| ple, Elm and Lime Trees or Rasswood. I will 
the tail disappears after a few changes of the send more of some sort when convenient—and 
skin, leaving only a smooth-eye-like raised | emain your obedient servant, 
= {and the eye of it is a yellow ring en- E.'S. L. Ricnarpsoy. 

closing a black ring.] They have the power Osage Orange ‘ 
sf withnawions tho fitch and font. three soy re 
ments of the body within the fourth segment,} There has been various calls in the public 
which gives them a short and blunt appear-| journals for a sample of a hedge of this plant. 
ance when at rest.. They measure when full-| I would state that I have about eighty rods 
grown, three inches or more in length, and | planted 3 ) ears ago this spring, and now about 
are thick in proportion. They come to their| seven feet high. 
growth in August, and enter the earth to| On one side are my orchards and gardens, 
transform and the moths appear in June and/|On the other, in part a pasture in which I 
July. They live on the grape vine and also| kept my stock of horses, cows, calves, sheep, 
on the common creeper poeeee Quinque | hogs, and geese; while the other part is be- 
wel tween the garden and the great public road 

I have found rings of eggs on small twigs, | from Jacksonville to Naples, five miles from 
and very handsome Caterpillars which I think | Jacksonville. 
are “ the Caterpillars” of H., p.266—“When| My hedge was turned out, or the fence all 
fuliy grown, about two inches in Jength.—| taken away last season when the hedge was 
Their heads are black; extending along the|24 years old ; and all my crops have been 
top of the back from one end to the other, is ee secure since, a8 any one can see for 
a whitish line, on each side of which, on ayel-| himself by calling. I have no interest what- 
-low. ground, are numerous short and fine|ever in the hedge business farther than -to 
crinkled black lines, that, lower down, become | state to my brother farmers the facts’ in my 
mingled together, and form a broad longitu-| case for their benefit, [Cor. I. Jour, :
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State Fair. agricultural fair was regarded as a mere holiday { 
So 3 for farmers, and little energy on the part of the | 

The time fixed for holding this annual festival | .cnipitors was required to enable them to compete | 
is now so near at hand, that all who propose to ex- | successfully with any specimens presented. Not 
hibit specimens of their skill and industry, should | so now—The truths of science and its practical 
be actively preparing for the occasion. Rouse your application to agriculture, are admitted and prac- 

State pride friends, and let us hive such a display | ticeq by a large class of inteliipediinrmers\cind 

as will docredit to our youthful State, Let every | they now feel that these industrial exhibitions re- | 

department of productive industry be ropresented | juine their best energ’es and closest observation. 
by the best specimens to be obtained, whe’ her the eee 

work of nature or art, and we are confident, Wis- For the Wiscousin & Towa Famuer. 
consin will rank as high in point of excellence as Siate Fair and Poultry. i 

peameee DTenNE an Acri.| _ Mu. Mruzzr, Sir—I inake no apology for 
Let all, both men and women engaged in Agri-| . "0% = . SH i 

. . | dropping you a line upon the subject of “ Do- | culture, Hortieultare and Munnfactures combine | TT ass Conbection with one State | 
| their efforts to bring specimens of the ae Fair. I ace dan NGleGa ented Rotman. | 

of field and forest, of mine and manufactory as well a of ihislexhibiugalara disposed to give | 
as articles of taste and art. Those who possess this subject much attention ; whether from i 

articles created by their own ingenuity. skill, and oversight, or from a mistaken notion’ that it i 

industry, may add much, to the interest of the ex-| \.4, notof. sufficient importance, I cannot say. 
hibition by bringing them forward; and we hope | Th,q rearing of poultry is considered, by many, 
individuals having such articles, will not withhold asan insignificant article of stock ; “but the 

them from competition, by fear of more successfull | subject is beginning to assume importance at 
rivals. Rather, let exch one hope, for the sake of| the east, and it is possible that we, of the west, 
the general welfare, that his own specimens may may add to the interest of our Fairs, by giv- | 
be excelled. Those citizens who feel interested in | ing ita place. What is your opinion? 

developing the resources of our State, or directing! J; seems to me that very much of our poul- 
the energies of her people, may unite their efforts try is of an inferior class, and that there is 

to promote the great object of the Fair. It is by| .com for improvement. But I may be singu- I 

assembling andjeommuning together—by examin- | Jar in this opinion; and if so, I have no wish | 
| ing the different kinds of agricultural implements, | +4 dispute the point. Facts are better than | 
aud various labor-saving machines—by comparing theories; an exhibition of the different varie- 

|| the results of experiments, and diffusing the} ties of fowls may d> something to create a sus- 

knowledge gained by experience and observation, | nicion at least, that there is such a thing asa, 
that “thought is engendered and man is instructed greatly improved breed of poultry, to any of. 
and improved.” “The value of agricultural exhi-! the ordinary varieties. KL | 
bitions is not to be measured by the crowd of peo- Milwaukee, Aug. 9. 

| ple in attendance, nor by the number of articles — | 

exhibited; but by the new facts and valuable ad-| | Remarss.—Our correspondent K. L. isevident- | 
ditions they bring to the, stock of agricultural | 1y not very well posted up on the doings of our | 
knowledge.” State Society. By reference to the August num- 

“Man, may study the principles of Nature, and | ber of the Farmer, (page 173.) he will find that he | 
by patient investigation, and studious research, be | 8 laboring under a mistake, in supposing that the | 
able to comprehend the laws which have gov- |.“ Managers” of our State Fair, havenot given due | 
erned the vegetable kingdom from the beginning, | Consideration to the subject of improving our poul- | 
and thus learn, that hy followiug an undeviating | ‘"y- He will there find a iist of twelve premiums | 
rule, he can increase his crops to twice their pres- | “fered for the best specimens of as many varieties 
ent yield, and thus obtain a rich reward for his| Of poultry—amounting in the aggregate, to nearly | 
pains, by reapingan abundant harvest The influ- | 98 large a sum, as is offered on swine. We fear | 
ence of his improvement, will be. to stimulate and | K.L. is not a subscriber to the Wisconsin Far- | 
encourage others to practice more care and system | mer; or he would have been better informed on i 
in their laborious calling. The knowledge of the | this point of inquiry. | 
agriculturist, whether derived from study, or ob-|  Beaw ann Wuetat Rot in PNGLAND.—A disease | 
servation, if confirmed by practice, may become| very similar to the potato disease, has affected the | 
common stock, and contribute to the success of all! beans in several districts in England, and the crop 

connected with the advancement of the cause.— ef 
No place is sv advantageous for displaying all the = romped so ea ee ! 
effects of care and system as the State Fair—No| ‘ined that a more important crop—the wheat— i means did coun ont aha be attacked by a like disease, as there are | 

' i eing agricultural progress. “A few years since, an | some indications of it. \
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i Sheep at the State Fair. jing up, but oo to aa many of i 

|| We anticipate the finest display of sheep at our his masters, by: the deceney. Of his appearanony 

[sane eae cade oc tee | Kept clean by an occasional washing and the 
pealgh cascieecers etl olan Rend wiea thet nent) 2 lege OF uaa ee i his pose 

Re he tannin nancies ee 
| a Hall, Esq, of rae eapriat anil | —— bath, merely to allay the irritation 

F a a > >!of his skin. If you keep his hide cles 
| writes us, that be shall probably attend our of es ee aes ngs fi 4 Bae oS yin * 

a Pair, = exhibit someiof his French Meri-| unless a bad early education prevails over his 

ia Mr tenon ee eases: natural swinish notions of neatness, We have 
. a Ky si a some ie m s] 2 ‘2 L eant: [reece paper erento tie pn ar 

| bet ae tae a = — = | — ant Meas found an arnt in it. 

tunity of comparing them, with the best pea aoe cas 8 Oe sneer Protests str lor rn ondlertonige stot berg be vate poy efor" ape 
x a ~ | and erpetuated Ki , 

ing ome ofthis Kind, as Mr. Hall will probably | nance David's sow’ is sometimes nae 
have with him some for sale. ilarized. Now it is a fact, that may be new 

. ae is, to many of our readers, that the hog, in his 
ezas Fair. | anatomical structure, his diseases, and in many 

Therfirst Agricultural Fair held in ‘Texes | is habits, approaches more) nearly to ma 
took place at Corpus Christi in May. A large than any other of our domestic animals, inso- 

ria barooteMecisenawasu wall asi Aiwasicans much that surgeons, hard run for human sub- 

from the neighboring states were in atten- jects whereupon to lecture and demonstrate 

dance. The exhibition of the products of the tp their journeymen saw-bones, have frequent- 

soil, and of animals of imported breeds was y selected & PIS 0 occupy. tig bpawc oa 3 

small. Large droves of horses, jacks, jinnies, Mery many a a oo are — with 

mules, brood mares, sheep and horned cattle, be peur ae ee habits—t eit laziness, 
made an interesting display. their omnivorous appetite, their clamorous ur- 

A drove of 1,500 head of neat cattle was | 2°0°Y. for kitchen drippings—are cartaahy 

exhibited from one of Col. Kinney’s ranchos, Nery like ey oe e anny of ce aby kind 

which are represented to have been a fine lot. syrve, Won't spent -spabaiane Eapile 
Several flocks of sheep of the native Mexican manger ct the Maine lawatliey one inige 
breed, and pure blooded merinos were shown. prachioes: OntS of is. most wide mouthed 

The cattle in Texas roam at large during _ The hog is “a much abused peo- 

both summer and winter. They are marked z . es 
when young and herded ony to keep Ta fesding. sa a — ar ine: 
them gentle and wont them to their home, but ment Po je = at sua ys Be 
never for the purpose of feeding as here at the he worries and sque = 9 se gunce oF two G 
aren Teas dotbied twhsthis cattle roared fat. In early youth when weaned from the 

on wild grass and in a semi-wild state as they maternal teak axidupandanassef sen modhe 
are in Texas, will make beef suitable for pack- at least, he should be allowed, the latest iby 
ing ; but for market supplies of fresh beef, it | °'Y ents, __ oe a 4 eg 

is believed to be equal if not superior to any | CXPan’s 20 evelops his frame, and fits it 

other, carry more flesh and fat; and ensures to the 

pig a good constitution. ao ape a 

- suificient size, he may be penned and gradu- 

Managem nent of Swine. ally fed more and more ued when once fat 

“As dirty as a pig,” describes, in most men’s should not be allowed to lose a pound. Reg- 

vocabulary, their “ne plus ultra” of personal ularity and repose are now necessary to ensure 

uncleanliness. It isa great, but a common the most satifactory state of obesity. 

error, this, that a hog is naturally and of choice | Clover is an excellent fodder for swine— 

a filthy animal ; delighting in a mud-bath, as| On clover and water alone, a well-bred pig 

the greatest sublunary luxury ; and becoating | will become a very Daniel Lambert of a hog. 

himself with mire, as proudly as the veriest|Green corn may follow clover ; and as fal 

dandy would broadeloth himself a-Ja-mode.— | fades into winter, push in the meal. This is 

A hog, if reared in a respectable manner andj the mode of feeding which we have seen 
swashed of a Saturday night with the rest of| adopted with the most entire success for large 
the:children, will do no discredit to his bring-| herds ; where were no facilities for butter-
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milk or other swill, that many farmers have | and water, and rubbing in lime, is said to be 
in abundance. At - South = — the | good, also. [Ib. 
swine find their own living, and “not know- Se 
ing, can’t say,” whether their owners would soe . oo —_ oe 
or would not find it to their advantageto have ye" see aie pepP ay ss cs hee 
a little more system in their swine-feeding. a ee oa ae pee 

The breeds of swine now most valued, at] 0) ‘Among the Spanish and Freich a 
the North, are the Suffolk and the Middlesex.| i+ i.’ used in the langest quantities, and they 

These two are very much alike in every re-| invariably enjoy most excellent health. Of 
spect ; and after having bred both for many |}, pandicularly since the cholera visited our 

Years, we would not give “the toss up of @/ state, our planters have begun to discover the 
copper for a choice.” To be general favorites} |i tues of this vegetable, and mingle large 
they are hardly large enough, though their quantities of it with the food of their negrocs 
early maturity, small consumption of: food,and Considerable attention has been drawn to the 

Cee per Pakond wa than | selection and cultivation of the best kinds of 
compensate, in cash, for their want of size— = Asnonpdihonsishotaveraircscnted! 
Suffolk pigs have been slaughtered at six ie cian & this vegetable is tha admi- 

months old that weighed three-hundred and rable planter, and exceedingly practical gen- 

ninety-four pounds. No man need have a tleman, Col. Maunsel White, the proprietor 
finer breed than this. If he wants a bigger! o¢« Deer Range,” commonly known as the 
breed, let him select one of those Noah's ark) model sugar plantation. Col. White has in- 
race, that weigh eight hundred dressed, (at| troduced the celebrated tobacco red pepper, 
Methuselah’ 8 age) and try_to make a breed | the very strongest of all peppers, of which he 
by using a full blood Suffolk, Middlesex, °T| has cultivated a large quantity, with a view 
Essex boar. We wonder that no one has im-| of supplying his neighbors, and diffusing it 

ported the Leicestershires, to gratify this taste] grough the state. The tobacco pepper yields 
for large swine. a small red pod, less than an inch in length, 

We had collected on our own farm the ma-) and Jongitudinal in shape. It is exceedingly 
terials and moulds for making swine on a large hot, and but a small quantity of it is sufficient 
scale, and some of them after a large pattern, | ¢, pepper a large dish of food. Owing to its 
when we were summoned away from the pig- oleaginous character, Col. White found it im- 

pen to the pen-editorial And we have no possible to preserve it by drying ; but by 
hesitation, in saying that we have in the coun-| pouring strong vinegar on it after boiling, 

| try all that is needed to build up breeds adap-| he has made a sauce or pepper decoction of 
ted to every reasonable taste and to all locali-| i+ hich possesses, in a most concentrated 

ties, except a good knowledge on the part of} and intense form, all the qualities of the vege- 
the farmers of the true principles of breeding. table A single drop of this sauce will flavor 

[Journal of Ag. | a whole plate of soup ais other ae The 
ee use of a decoction like this partie in pre- 
Turnips for Hogs. paring the food for caonen on noe 

A correspondent of the Soil of the South, °2 fume. exstedingly bendtsia’ ine roe e 
in remarking upon the value of turnips says: | single case of cholera among his -— gang 

“I had up sixty-two hogs to fatten for pork| of negroes since that disease appeared in the 

last fall. I made a negro man drive awagon| south. He attributes this to the free use of 
into the patch every day for two months or} this valuable agent. [N. O. Delta. 
more, and fill the body with turnips, and drive ————___ 

them near the pen, where I had a large boiler ~ Fidelity. 
arranged for cooking, which was kept con- N feck fiend. Wh ‘A 
stantly boiling. I used four bushels of meal aie cts mi 4 ae “i See falls on the 

DS Wea oe ei Sn ee aon the world is dark and cheerless of salt to each boiler full. My hogs fattened} “°° : : : hi 
finely on this feed.” —is the time to to try true friendship. The 

2 Seca heart that has been touched will redouble its 
By smut, we suppose he means black blast.| efforts, when the friend is sad or in trouble— 

P For this, we have found a preventative which| Adversity tries true friendship. They who 

has proven in our hands entirely successful_—| turn from the scene of distress betray their 
It is simply to soak the seed wheat before| hypocrisy, and prove that interest only moves 
planting thoroughly in a strong decoction|them. If you have a friend that loves you— 
made of blue stone. Soaking in strong salt| who studdies your interest and happiness, be
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sure you sustain him in adversity. Let him| this, their scales are anointed with a substance 
feel that his former kindness is appreciated, | which protects them from the relaxing effects 
that his love was not thrown away. Real fi-| of the water. But what is most surprising is, 

|| delity may be rare, but exists in the heart—| that this gland is placed on the head, in such 
|| Who has not seen and felt its power? They|a manner that the simple act of swimming 
| only deny its worth and power who have nev- | causes the oil to slide over their bodies, and 

Bf er either loved a friend or labored to make) cover them completely. Without this admira- 
him happy. The good and kind, the affec-| ble position, this gland would have been use- 
tionate and virtuous, see and feel the heaven-| Jess, as fishes have neither hands nor feet to 
ly principle. They would sacrifice wealth and | anoint themselves with this oil. 
happiness to promote the happiness of others, [English paper. 
and in return they receive the reward of their anne 
love by sympathising heartsand countless > The Modern Belle. 

oe Peas Dene DE :.. 7 | We select the following stanzas from Mr.Stark’s 
+ ARRAN poem, read at the New Hampshire State Fair, 

Brzt Roor mw Uran.—the N. Y. Tribune, | held at Manchester : 
says that J. W. Coward, W. Collison, and Rus- She sits in the lighted parlor, 
sel, who have recently emigrated from Eng- And waits for the tardy beaux— 
land to Utah, have taken with them machine- She plays with her little fingers, 
ry for the manufacture of Beet-root Sugar, And trots with her little toes :— 
on the largest scale. They are wealthy men, She calls for her Spanish poodle, 
and have invested $250,000 in this enterprise She calls for her China fan; 
alone. Their machinery was made in Eng- She kisses her long-eared puppy, 

land, and will turn out 260 tons of sugar In a And wishes it was a man. 
year. Fifty wagons were ordered at Kanes- 
ville to carry the machinery to Salt Lake City. Her mother stays in the kitchen, 
The beet-seed was sent out last year. There Dressed up in her coarsest attire, 
is no better country in the world for the pro- She’s freezing over the ices; 
duction of beets and other roots, than Utah. And roasting over the fire ; 
It will be a great advantage to the people to Her father goes clad in his russet, 
have an article so indispensable as sugar sup- And ragged and seedy at that— 
plied from a manufactory among themselves. Hig,coats are all out at the elbow; 

[California Dem. He wears a shocking bad hat. 
a teeta ttt 

Harmony of Nature. The daughter sits in the parlor, 
— « And rocks in the easy chair: 

Some insects have no defence, except the She’s clad in silks and satins, 
diversity of their motion. When the notope- And jewels are in her hair— 
da or elater is laid upon its back, it uses a She winks and giggles and simpers. 
Spring hidden in its breast, and like a skilful And simpers and giggles and winks, 
jumper, it falls upon its teet ; the butterfly And though she talks but a little, 
escapes from the birds by its zig-zag flight ; Tis vastly more than she thinks. 
the spider runs away from its enemies by let- ; : ; 
ting itself down its thread, like a sailor along She lies a-bed in the morning, 
a cable; the gyrahus describes with rapidity Till near the hour of noon ; 
circles on the crystal waters, and the tipula ‘Then comes down snapping and snarling, 
lightly execute their dances there without wet- Because she was called too soon. 
ting their paws. She doats upon men unshaven, 

7 we cast a passing glance upon the fishes, And men with “the flowing hair,” 
We must perceive that the fluid which sur- She’s eloquent over mustaches, 
rounds them serves as a means of —— . They give such a foreign air. 

H TOU; sei ae ten, Aas ng Sore toe She falls in love with a fellow, 
has vetoed them with a bladder filled = - alms e Hour ta 

air, which they have power to empty and a- anarsice [no 
gain to fill at ne and thus ad dimin- She marries him for his hair; i 
ish-or increase the weight and volume of their One of the very best matches— 
bodies as they rise or fall in the water. Both are well mated in life, 

It is generally known that some fishes, like She’s got a fool for a husband, 
birds, are provided with an oily gland ; with He's got a fool for a wife.
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The Buck “Gen, Wool,” on the left. sheared 19 Ibs. and 9 oz. in May last ; the fleece being twenty days less than a year’s growth— g oe 
sheared and weighed by a commiltee, in presence of several hundred spectators. ‘The above sheep are from the flock of A. L. Bingham, Sal 
of Vermont. I am constantly receiving large supplies of this and other kinds for sale. < 
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_ For the Wisegnsin & Iowa Farmer. | ask if, ih these : days of “light and knowl- t a 

French Merino, Sheep- | edge,” it wotild not be-well for the Farmers of 

, Minx Mrize, Esq—Dear Sir—Enclosed | Wisconsin fo undeistatid the: matter. : a 

you will finda docupient taken from.some I see‘by your journal that.you solicit facts t 

| Now. York paper published at Albion Orleans | and. actual ,experience from: your’ correspon- 

| CoxT believe; (possibly-it--may- be ‘the: Ru- dents. Well, 1-will:state.a.fact ‘or two in re- ] 

| ral New Yorker)” Bethe “paternity: of the lation “to: the. above sheep. I sheared last 4 

| above engraving and “potiee’ what it’ may, 1| Yea ftom a lialf ee which i 

| can ady from any’ awn knowledge obtained by | dropped me 2 lambs the firs! oF March, 6 Tbs = 

|v croonal exauiiation, tat Me, Hall has. dealt | 202- washed, wool. This year E aheared trom 
pretty extensively for. the’last few years in‘ a the'two lambs.(a buck and ewe) @ Ibs, .1 oz, 

toreed of shéep, kniwn'E-believe in Verinont | amd 5 Ibs: 11 om of'fine wook “Ichave a2 5 

and New York, atthe French Merino ot Tain- ‘year old three‘fourths blood’ French buck, e 

Iter, ‘My: own’ knowledge ‘of ‘the history of| known by the name, of Dandy Jack, which ‘ 

these sheep is not. what 1 could: wish; but /name was: bestowed upon him by my friend ‘ 

let their origin ov genealogy: be: what it may,|and- brother-farmen, Geo. Ov Tiffany, Esq, e 

the animals themselves are in my: humble} who is also doing something toimprove sheep i 

opinion taken as they are, well worthy the at- | steck in this vicinity, which sheared abont the : 

tention of those who wish to enter the ranks | same last year, alter having’ been. transported 

of profitable wool. growing inthis State. Ttis from. the. Excelsior State and somewhat. re- f 

quite likely that some one or mors of your cor dueed_by-the fatigues: of the journey. T.do 

respondents imay understand. and give a more | not know what amount he shears this season : 

I intelligible idea:of -this stock of sheep'than: I) 88 he -was' absent ‘from howe at shearing time ¢ 

| could. dof so, F hope dhay will comis for-| and T have not had returns—I. judge about i 
|| ward:and: they slall Ba‘ beard: “T feel’ some | 8 Ibs. . Ho:has the characteristics of the breed 3 

| sussty mull to Hea the ‘subject of the dif-| Via wool all-over, the head: and lege es : 

} ferent reeds of sheep discussed. I-should} you ¥1 see by the shove representation which 

Tike to call joartioular attention to this variety. | #* 2 good one. Now ste if yon think what T 

"Tn the ean time Twi just say—that co Sac) bave seid of the, Frenel ‘Merino. cheep veil : 
|\.as T-understand them the great distinetiye fe. prove interesting of useful to.the:great, inter- 

[Sates are 5 ash the extraordinary weight of | tof ‘woo! growing: in’ this: state, sither ‘by 5 

| eee 5-92, fineness and- length <f woot com | lilting, research or awakening attention in f 

peer ‘hese. with ‘9 large “development. of | 17 manner to that branch of industry, which fe 

‘eareieg dros Bandy constitution ‘anid: points is, I believe, destined ere Joug;to:hold:prom- | 1 

[si dana thi fe thE kos a et i 
Spanish: Morind: or Saxony, sheep, 80’ fara remark; that it, will: advaneo-the:i of 

[hive‘koown then th COnn et ie aah yon o : 
| A fiend of mine remarked the ttier. day lay it Hotoee zoun-zcelor: HE aot ej ton or.) Hi 
eee eee te sad be agen ite Mer te AU Francs. D. WELD. ‘ 

| wey of se Wake “rhe “Gate Weis 
romantic”. Aduiitiing even one-half to haya) {at rite 

(Shandon Tito eal mtr por. sitet Re ge fron the wore 1 the 
| yeryy Common: to take Off ¥Oor even 6 Tbe of| sonther extremity Of France; justifies me in 

|| well-washed fing Wool. But, we are;told that } the expression af my opinion-that God's sun || | 

| ciesewas wll average the Qockof 100 through, |Uoes not shed is says ons fira land OF ee 
[9 tie mad she bucks 1040 16. Nowit thie oo hae comrviel, semen een |) f 

[ses and ema ony Gat Doan nck dotbl| Sauces to thelowestvaring smade | 
Vit sant i is truo ha hs qty oft pradamn soning it be meee of 
| the old fas signed. merino short ‘wool, T would.| whether on plain-or- hills Ir jetneeathe ° i 

De ee ee eer te eR LL SS j
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| est effectyon the appearance of the landscape; | animal by an unsufficient nutrition, is to hinder | 
| tthe space allotted for each crop is laid out in| his’ best development—Wait untit he has at- | 
| squares or parallelograms .with mathematical | tained his growth and,then stint him if. you jj 
precision, and, whether large or small, the best choose. It can be done then with less injury, | 
garden could not be divided with greater ac- | ~ Colts are: often: put to. hard” work. at too 
curacy. AS there are no fences or hedges, | young an age. It not'wnfrequently lesen 

| and:asthe:different crops are in various stages | that you will see a horse of five withvall the 
of maturity, you.can imagine the variety of | wear and tear of ten in his appearance.—This 

| hues that meets the eye, and the magnificence {should never be. The exercise of the same 
of the rin stretches out in every |judgment.in the management of colts “most 

| direction as far @s thé vision can penetrate.— | usé toward children would prevent this, 
| Tam sorry to add in this connection, thatsev- |}, Colts should be put.to ‘exercise and train- 

en-cights of the agricultural labor is perform- | ing at’an early age; and. may do light labor to 
ed. by females, while two, or three hundred advantage,’ but to put upon’ four years the 
thousand stalwart men in uniform ‘are idling |labor proper only for six or seven years, has 

|| away their time in the barracks of the cities been the ruin: of many a promising animal— 
| and villages. Tn the absence of fences, cattle, | There are other suggestions that occur: prop- 

secured by ropes, aré driven about their -pas-| erly in this connection, but we will omit.thei, 
|| turage by: females ; and:sheep are confined |considering’ the two mentioned above as the 
| within the required limits by boys, assisted by | most important. -. [Granite Farmer. 

a. sheoherts dog. epeene - na paging shemale ett yar 
me that, potwithstanding fres is abun- ‘ 

| ‘aie ceitalic k duaPheh Goth ia opine and What are Trees Made of 
—_— have‘not seen alive porker in either} 1+. were to take ‘up a handful of soil and 

ve : examine prog the ‘microscope, we ee 
robably find it to contain a number of 

bs Haye B.So9d sea jinens of wood small broken pieces of ad 
Tt is not ‘suffitient to. have a good colt, the {€or leaves, or other parts’ of the tree. If 

|| product of.a superior mare with a stallion of |We could examine it chemically, we should 
|| good. blood and. established reputation. This | find yet more strikingly that it was nearly the || 

isnecessaty, but it is not all that is necessary. |Same as wood in’ its composition.’ Perhaps, || 
1K anost promising colt that ‘attracts universal |then, it may be said, the young plant obtains || 
admiration, while it follows the mare, may be |its wood from the earth in which it’ grows — 
‘grown into an‘almost worthless horse. - How |The following apse re show whether 

then, haying @ good begining shall we grow | this conjecture is likely ‘to ‘be correct. or not. 
a good horse, for good horses alone are profit- | Two hundred pounds of- earth were ‘dried in 
able to raise? . By excercising “the greatest |@n/oven, and afterwards put into a large car 
care in their management until they have.|then vessel ; the earth was; then moistened 
ceased to be eolt. Many ruin, almost, a eolt | With rain water, and'a willow tree. weighing 

| the first winter by ‘starvation, by “turning -it | five pounds, was planted therein. - During the 
into the yard to run with the young cattle to | Space of five years, the earth was carefully. wa- 

| pick up a.scanty nourishment ind.that:of the |tered with ram water.” “The' willow ‘grew and 
| cheapest and coarsest food. ‘There is on the flonrished, and: to’ prevent the :earth being 

| other hand no one season of its life when care | Mixed: with fresh earth, being: blown upon at 
and good and full feeding’ of appropriate food | by winds, it,was/covered with a metal: plate 

|| will tell’ eo miuch for good wis ‘same first |full.of very minute holés, which would. ex- 
| winter. A friend, who, for now many years | Mude everything but air from getting ‘access. 
|| has anpually,sold two or three young horses |to"the earth below it... After growing in’ the 

| at the highest market prices, has often assuned |€arth\for five years, the tree was removed, ind 
| us that.at no time in ae life of his colts did {om being Seetes, was found to have:gained 
|| he take so.good care of them and feed them |one hundred’ and, sixty-four: pounds. « And, 

better than during the first winter ; and that sige did not include the weight ofthe 
| by the effect. produced. upon..them the first |!6aves or'dead branches whieh ‘in five years, 

|| year be.could tell what, kind of horses: they |#ll from the tree. sees 
would become... There’ is something so ab-| ‘Now’eame the a of the test— 
surd in scanting the supply of nourishmént to | Was all this “obtained from.‘the*earth?.- It 

|| @ young growing. anim: a ‘Some Sng dat Sod not sensibly ‘diminished ; but, in order to 
| sucha course.will renderthe “animal hardy. ager phe experiment conclusive, it was again | 

| Theonly, effect produced upon the growing’|dried in an/oven and put in the balance. ““As-")) 

V " aananensk-taaenSiesiait “eine ae on pn ee
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| tonishing was the result—the earth weighed | Value of crop, 244 toneabsz. 4) 

only: tao ounces less than it did when the wil- J penton | 4. hg $241 5ORQ 

low. was first: planted in it! yet the. tree had ae of tops Bo 3h 00 ; 

gained one hundred and. sixty-four pounds. | Oue half manure to land, 30:00 

Manifestly, then, the wood thus gained in the Sie 

space of time was not obtained from the earth; $278 50 

we aré therefore obliged to repeat our ques- Deduct’ expense, 4) yy js 146, 70 

tion, “'Wheré-does the wood come from?”—} .. ee 

We are left. with only two, alternatives 5 the | Net profit, : ; $161 80 

water with which it was refreshed, or the air | —— ies i 

in which it Tived. It canbe clearly shown *A cord of manure contain els. 

that it was not due to the water ; weare con- “Planting —— and Che : tia: 

sequently unable to’ resist the perplexing and oie aeiea : 

wonderful conelusion—it was derived'from the} We have made partial trials. to grow trees 

air. : ‘ from. acorns but have not succeeded. We 

Can it be? Were those great ocean. spa- | have saved oak acorns till spring and planted 

ces of wood, which aré as old as man’s intro-| them in corn fields in the fall,“ but" they! did 

quetion into Eden, and wave in their vast and | not seem at home there, and they did: not 

solitary luxuriance over'’the fertile hills and | flourish. He 

plains of South America, were all these ob-| . We go into oak woods in October and find 

| tained from the thin air? Were the particles | the new acorns sprouting among. the leaves. 

\ Which unite to, form our battle ships, Old Eng-| The sprouts will grow three inches before 

‘| land's walls of wood, ever borne the world | winter. ‘This is all natural-to ‘the forest and 

‘about, riot only on wings of air, but actually |we doubt whether we-can -éver succeed in 

as air themselyes? Was the firm table on | planting acorns.as we plant. corn. 

| which I write, the chair on which I rest, the| . The case.is the same with chestnuts and 

solid floor on which I dwell once in a form | horse chestnuts. ‘The seed will not vegetate 

which I could not as much as lay my finger | when covered closely with solid earth. Clier- 

on or grasp in my, hand? Wonderful truth! ry stones, too, must have but a very slight 

all this is‘air. English Paper. "| covering — they do. better. amides fhe trees 3 

eels Ca where they fall and are merely trodden into ; 

: pate = tad atboe the ee by, the human foot. 

Francis Dodge, Esq. of Essex county, Mass, |, .We tried for several yéars in. succession to 

raised 344 tons of carrots on.an acre, which |Faise the horse chestnut in a nursery —and 

at 56 pounds to the ‘pushel makes 1380 bus. did not succeed till we spread the nuts on the 

"The'rows were 22 inches apart. One potind| grass the fall’ and ‘covered ” them stightly 

of orange carrot seed was sown by a machine. With straw or with: thin “boards: When this 

‘The carrots. were hoed three times and weed- | Wa8 the course adopted: the nuts sprouted 

ed twice, ;the last_hoeing just before: the tops | quite early in the spring and, the pene were 

covered the ground. They were dug with a| carefully faken up and placed in, the, nursery 

arcs the tops carefully saved and fed to|TOWS : 

thé cows; the tops being at the time knee high. Squirrels‘are apt’ to find acorns. that’are 

We abstract the above, and give the following | planted in tilled. land—thereforeiit is not safe 
- statement of the expense 3 culture, and ‘net | #2 plant in the fall though they wilksend out 

profit, from. the Transactions of the Essex | sprouts. We imagine that. the best:mode .of 

County Agricultural Society... treating acorns. would be to preserve them in 

‘ oe [American Farmer. sand through the - winter and plant m the 

“the expense of cultivation was as follows: |Spring. ~ v/s [Mass.-Plownran. 

ees | Bray gan ee 
Spreading the same 3 00 thac wheat is a facitious grain, and that there 

Piowiti 4 ~ > 9 50138 seamcely a vegetable, whatever its “present 

Tr ae gil of » 2:00 character on.our farms,” that can be found 

fecnran seating + oo | Wilds. that isto say, growing naturally, intheir 

dete ca aie 1 60 present perfect state, in any, part pf the world. | 

|| Sowingy... 205 é : 1.00]. Novpay js issued'in Sicily, “except a price 

. oeing. and weeding, as 15 00 cement ta the: only authorized journal in | 

|, Diggit , ; 2 21 00 | circulation is that entitled . “Journal..of. the 

ee as 2 < S* | a\so'Sicilies,” published at Naples, under ‘the 

“| Totalespense, $116 70 | official sanction of the King. fev Ae 

ea 
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| believing, that they were possessed of secrets 

| HORTICULTURE. of this sort, unknown to the benighted natives 
f SSS | of Amrrictn: Bi 

MEETING OF THE NORTH-WESTERN FRUIT Now, the truth is that thete are no se- 

; ene ee ant crets in fruit culture, that a farmer cannot 

i The next meeting of the N. W: Fruit Grow | /eam-as easily as wheat-growing; and practice 
ers Association, will be held at Dixon, Lee Co. |“ more: certain results. The Science of 
TlL,"on Wednesday the 29th of September, in | Horticulture is better studied, more carefully 

ih the Court Howge, at 10 o'clock A. M. raced, more See ae in; mci more 

A A. general invitation is extended: to the| V7itien on ee all the 
friends of the cause, to attend with such spe- obareneats a peaaa, BONNET ETS 

: cimens or Pomological notes as may be in ally the simplest and moet profitable—the 

Me their power to furnish, Friends from abroad | °"° ceatipaye a eens Sr eee 
: are respectfully invited—and to such, we feel comforts and enjoyments. 

; authorized to pledge, in behalf of our western| Men of Jearning and men. of Jeisure—men 
5) Brethren, a most hearty welcome, of science, of genius:and of taste—great men 

ei Small packages can be forwarded from near- | 20d good men have been Horticulturists since 
3 ly every point to Dixon, by stage—care of J, | God planted the first Garden in Eden, and set 

Bi] T. Little, Communications : designed for the | the first man “to dress and to keep it.” 
Bi Convention should be:addressed to the Secre-]_ Of every class of men in North America, 

{ tary, care of J. T. Little, Dixon. the Society of Friends have stood pre-emin- 

Hit F, K. Phoenix, Cor. Secretary. . | ent for their love of flowers and fruits, and 

K #@ Will news papers friendly to the cause their general, success in cultivating them— 
ht please copy. . =n ~ the days oe OHN ~ there 

} ey we been few mén equal to Dav THomas— 

a) Rood Seeees Tet Cultarist, the father of our author, in his love of plants 
: By Joun J. Tuomas—Seventh “Edition, | and trees, and his knowledge of their Natural 

Bit with a large amount of new matter—Dzxey, | History, and their habits, and capacities for 
7 | Muzr & Co. Ausurn, New York. cultivation. When there was but one Nursery 

Sli There was a time, and that too within the | establishment in New York, of any account— 
3 memory of men who plant trees for a living, | and not so many-trees and plants.on sale in 

; when Books on fruit culture were. unknown | the{Union, as one Nursery can now boast ;Da-- 

“ things, out of the profession, and not always | vid Thomas was alwaysamong the first to pro- 
ef} studied by those in it. There has ever been |cure every new variety, and one of the most 

ahd something of mystery attaching to the prac-|successful in cultivating it His Son, there- 
eit | tice of the simplest principles of ihe art; and | fore—according-to our highest’ Pomological 
my | as a Science, Horticulture was almost as much | authority—“ought to have a double natural 

} befogged and restrictéd, half a Century ago, | right to talk about fruit trees’—and this Book 
st as Chemistry in the days of Paracelsus. fully establishes this right, and a personal one 
SU. ‘There is scarce a subscriber to the Wiscon- | too which few. will be found to question, ahd 

-, , | sin Farmer whohas not heard, (and some may | many: to appreciate, ; 
3 have read) marvellous stories of Apples ande-| Now we are not goitig to say that J.J. Tho- 

“. | |] ven roses on Oaks—of Peaches on Walnuts,|mas’ new and enlarged edition is the best 
uy and fine fruits with one side sweet 'and the| Fruit. Book extant—though we deem it the 

j other sour, caused by the section and union of|most.complete in its way, and the cheapest 
{|| buds of different varieties—and other myste- | and most comprehensive and reliable work for 
| ]| rious fooleries of a like nature, supposed to be | the farmers library; and. one that the profess- 

, , || practiced by the initiated; and within a few | ional Pomologist—with Downe and Barer 
_} |] years we hhave seen, professed gardeners from|on his shelves—should not. think of doing 
ee} the “Old Country,” pretending, and perhaps without. Itis really a small library of Po-
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mology: itself—about 400 pages -of solid mat- | time it passes from lie to another, eom- | 3 

ter, and 300 accurate ‘figures: for one dollar; | mitting its’ depredations and layingMits egos. | 

and with few waste words, and no waste space; | In the day time, it remains generally conceal- “ 

it is a Book that every man who plants fruit jed among the leaves. of the trees and bushes « 
trees or eats fruit should possess. upon which it féeds.. It deposits its eggs in E 

J.J. Thomas is not (Strictly speaking) an |the months of June and July. ‘The back of 

original writer: ‘There is little that is new, the perfect insect is marked longitudinally * 

and less that is speculative in this Book. © Ev- | with ‘white and light brown stripes, while the ¥ 
ery thing in it is practical, and every thing face, the antennz, the undeggide ofthe body, | ¢ 

brief. The Author has great powers of colla-| and the legs are white. Ki 
tion and condensation, and ‘possesses that rare} Sometime since a communication appéared 4 

quality of making a few words convey’ great |in the Mass: Plowman, ftom’ Mr. Wm. C. 
many ideas—and in a style so clear, that no} Grant of Maine, upon the character of the ap- $ 

one can mistake his meaning, and few fail to| ple tree borer.’ His observations have thrown | 

comprehend. the subjects of his descriptions, |some new light upon its habits, valuable to 

{ and the principles and practices he has 80 the orchardist: If the eggs are deposited as f 

Taithfully illustrated, here represented, it will be an easy matter to 

To our readers we say, purchase the works | ¢n4 their place of concealment and destroy 

of Downing and Barry, and othersif you cat |ihom before they hatch. Now is th : 
|) afford it, for these are in 4 measure indespen- | timo to look after this insect, as we are inform-' 

_ || sible, and buy this Book too, for you cannot | 64 it continues to deposit its eggs till the mid- i 
well afford to do without it; but if you will dle of.this‘month. We have not heard muck 

have only, one, take mus, though you will) (¢the appearance of this insect hereabouts, 
find it p ay if you buy them all. t yet; bufnevertheles, it,may be looked for with. 3 

certainty—in fact, it is already amongst us, or 1¥ 

something else equally as destructive. We \§ 

; have lately heard complaints of the dying of i 
apple trees in this vicinity from some cause ‘ 
unknown—one instance of. a whole orchard 4 

‘J of fine trees, just’ beginning to bear? froit— || | © 
Look to-your trees; you cannot be too vigilant bal 

‘ js _ fin’ their protection from both insects and dis- \e 

: \ ease.. The borer generally deposits its eggs i 

within two feet of the ground. .No rubbish, % 

a ‘ such as grass and.weeds should be permitted | | 

‘ LX, about the trunks of trees at their base, gs all ls 
such stuff affords a hiding place for the insect |] 

fj ; - |during the day’ time and conceals the appear- ig 

E The Apple Tree Borer: . ance of tis operations during the night. i 

othe + i é .G. “J found one of the bugs and es 

+ Fi ee ne a ae bse foe eee: —. — limb of eh 
in its perfeetstate, and as it appears in the free, under a glass, It readily fed: on the 

si : | bark. During the day it. was very ‘dull but at | 
Amongithe many enemies ‘which the fruit }night was exceedingly. brisk and active. As 

grower “has to contend’ with at: the present | soon as it was dark, it would commence piere-' 

jbday, no one is more ‘formidable than the ap- nee —— ae ney | 

ple tee ‘borer, (Sapérda Vivittatar) The): op teeth oF cutters, which it seems to || | 
Qiiince; Mountain’ Ash, and Thorn are ilso sub- | 1.4 ike a pai of sbears,. by putting one-cat- 

# || ject to the ‘attacks of this insect. It “comes terin one bole and the other inthe hext,ity|} |§ 
“} forth from the trunks of the trees early in June; | apparently with great -ease, cut the bark from 

miaking its eseape’in the'night, during which |one hole to: the other, and so continued, until} | 
H 
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| 2 en aos ay hole into the Foal c
anine 

i 

hy i 
as 

wi ; ‘ 

| Sarongie the bark, che eoctoae ait ivan before any borings ane eee 

; | re holes, which, 
as1 have before said ie row| . ‘There is’ angther. variet, : oak . 

i | jut one inch in Jength. It ; WaS 8) borer, which: Ofte aprae eee 

} use of its tail gth. It would then make. > which attacks the limbs: i 

| | Nerkion Sian coable aa apt trunk. We believait sis scrote ome 

| upaet itodn this rice 2 eer 
oggrs| Md but litle is known of its any ace 

} from one to four eggs every ni lepos- 
7 a ¥ 

pe of September, “My; te : binds of Pisce Se RS 

4 ffdid dst Sahai x the light of a lamp which , toa borer at litle ee 

| I had. seen it dene atl. After) , rs posits ibe in: the Con 

| || Lecamned in thcday Garni et aed forge and retires. to the 

id a Ar... doc hiad difficulty. in a a walls ete ape however, 

| ie eaaaea ied ane ete ete 
effets a multiplied to a great: 

i | oe 
“After noting the 

ee by dandelea i 
he no 

| * he ‘limb under th 
form Se eee it fro 

fy teehee iel Thics haces Rosle being formed, aud thus improving. what. re 

a wad he Bae trees, the last season
 b; prea 

: ree 
: 

i staat f
d .e the bark, 

did, pss ‘i 
New Strawberry

: Lee 

(1 | pees where eines aidofnd the plas | , A new strawberty, called. cs 

wt 
e. oae fe 

‘ 
2: ie 

|| | tee as it did on the Se ol sir ter OAR Mite 

ic} ‘rom what I have seen of the bot g =| rence of New Orleans. ‘The Bi i = ir. Law- 

' me: goals that it remains: in the AG have | “Tiiese Strawberries are of im letin says;— 

va three years at least, and perha state, | in size, shape and ti } # peculiar. species; |} * 

i an the tree. perbaps much longer} ,.: pe and tint; th 

|) eduntil the ‘alt waa ak is not hatch. | tivated or garden fruit, a hae resent the cul- 

| ie ee nai, Leek a ottpe Coe 

i ue it bores up through ihe aa in the | berry, in which hic tpardon Bi eer 

bi a slight onearg. of bark ree nee deficient. This variet; len Strawb y aso 

j Word $6 the’ there while it is passing fro a perior—it was, fiirst 6 Is.ag rare as it is su- 

he readil tts bug state. When rant ned Ot ren wae a vated by Mr. Law- 

j eadily removes the bark and comes formed, it Ce, and raised froin’ séedl
ings.” 

| ane round smooth hole behind, outples|) Mr. R. G. Panor of Paltayra, N. Y 

eee eee i6 a great lover of strawberry culture, (he oe 

| | eae aioe Da meet seen, seapeneed Sin] Si vation soap agey ae (having 

nf eatesk cio 
oe through Which the een speaks of this. new oe iy’ Varieties)-thus 

4 . ree; but I 2 > fj 

; 

| |) vation that it-is het i Sn obser- Rural New Yorker This Auta the 

|| || which the bug:makes: his ext @ hole through’ nated with Mr, Lawns rry Origi- 

Hf while tha hile: 
exit from the tre

e; | PI u NCE, 21 Commercial | 

, 4 || was deposi ole below. isthe one where 
the iy and is-a seedling—a cross betweel | 

Md RS ae ee cee ene 28 | British Queen and! Keen Séeilling esl 

CO) |" sreaad aoa ot hes be =889| mand has this pela nthe So svaneel 

Ht | son the eeat oe TE VAD OF ot | theca 
the South wher- | 

|. || from the ground two feet uj Pete trea} produces a constant and ee 

mY Tal nth nee one oe be oe taizio| dant supply of lanes) Shighlavored, conical, | 

oa its y, though T:think
 not. till canal) ea dark’zed istrawberris. during 

od; conical, 

eo ees mo 
1 lloene clams poetics seas clusive,—at the end of which ti agus i | 

©) |) imstan year in this way, and i plants die: oj 
ime the old | 

ts ce apenkdt Kelestsnie Sa iy, and in no}* 
hited a Ger sarepcacieated nai 

| 

(| [Seal Sa ia |e opr ne weg | 

a4 inthe too, but T think it will pro-| nated #0 bit, every year. since. it was.origi- || 

A] | veraarniest cake Belew Sahel 
ae eA 

|) 8sthe trees are coated with lime. whe aok of the fangs size, of 80 The fern: invoftem, 

i] | preyse te tec dime: ‘This wash) «ineumference and ‘five and-a half inches. in. 

a eons commenced their eed «mist thane of omer sand has the very large average ky 

sj find the lime.to-be stairied with Sake / f three inches, in New. Orleans, «: In: May a 

_ ' (a reddish : leans, «) In: May: a. 

a tt ae Sag 
RSS Bt < ‘s O largo, xipe berries on. | 

= e 4
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ayplant, on examining four or: five plants in 5 a is 

succession: 4 gilt it Te, Se . 

‘Mr. LAawRENcE writés me, this cotta i ee tie Uh] 4 

bearing of the plant without interruption is {IY ee aanEnn et i te 

its hatural habit, for he never cuts off the blos-} Fa sarap Fy y ~. Tah ‘a 

sos, or retards of hastens the bearing of the in] SEE fe H He tg 

plant any way,,,. But the'same plant ‘has b'os- ; HY Heed EE 1 wu ft 7 

Oe A aaa : ee Cae ; 

| sams) green fruit, and ripe fruit af “the same |" RM AEH HE is Cae eT i 

time. “Ihave only a lot of plants received oe er ht 1 ch Be 

here the last of May, and I must therefore get) ™ a : is 

them well rooted, and await another year to a + ears} i 

3 Z _ Grape Vi Train. Fram: a 

gee whether or not. they will prolong the) an tines See 8 = 4 

stiawberry season north, during the hot months Those who desire early plunis, nectarines, i 

ofJuly and August. 1f they do. this, they foreign preter St pen reameanrteird , 
ee taa,f Saket 3; | paratively small expense, y inclosing the trees 

will be truly a great acquisition to the north.” |, vines upon a wall within’ a frame in the ta 

Culture of the Blackberry. manner illustrated by the adjoining weed” en- t 

meee graving. ha or — forming the | 

; 4 : rontage, may ng with hinges, and open- i 

fy Samteresiece apres tamentes | 
: Bie Si azine: yee Y’S | tering, ventilation, pruning, gathering the fruit, i 

operas Pe: Wasa te liked ci ‘The glass in front, when closed, would if 

Ae ts become one Re ies a not only en the trees fromcold, but would i" 

pe eemed of the smaller. fruits: sae pee re f Pee = | i 

BREED Since the introduction of the | op 4} Bee cet ether eects Rabie) | 
on improved yarieties; about six r sai bbe ties most other insects, liable z 

- Weare or seven years’ ago, of which |? P"°Y “PO" an — q 

a wae » we have heretofore given sev- Egos sent From New -Orteans 0 Ev- + 

$ Feral accounts, and aie eul- nope.—One hundred barrels of eggs were, x 

” ” “tivation has been, so well de- ‘shipped from New Orleans by the Empire 3 

tailed in our last volume by Capt. Lowett, of City, on her last trip to New. York.’ Thisisa.) 

Beverly; who has been one of the most suc- | curious fact in the history of the trade of that 

cessful growers of' the fruit, it has been very city:  Citicimnati eggs traveling to New Or- { 

generally disseminated and the past year Jeans, fifteen’ hundred miles, over the gulf of % 

many remarkably fine § imens were exhib-|Mexico, and up the Atlantic fifteen hundred . 

ip before ‘the react ume Horticultural | more, = Now cat thence to-be shipped || 
ety. S threé thousand miles:further to Europe; con- 4 

The liberal premiums ofered for this: fruit |stitutes one of the wonders: of commerce— |] <) 

“by the society have had’ the good effect ‘of Such # voyage: wae hardly contemplated by.|| = 
producing very: genetal competition ; and so the respectable hens of Ohio, when they eack- 

‘superior have been some of the specimens— led 80 proudly over their productions in that || | 

as seh ae a J when first exhibited, evi-/!me- : EN. ©. Delta: ¥ 

f wing what care and attention will sr ee. : Bi 

eee ea dit ab wikis dedlie-cthan thee een eg Ky. which ka Pree 
Aan 3 : ®| Logansport, Ky:, wi js said.to. be deadly} 

-xociety have deemed it advisable “to offer | poison, A bottle of it has been sent, to Prof || 

high prize for a Sscae ager the hepeof still | arcane PR Sp ick FR aa 

-farther improvement; for, although what few). analyzation. J a 

eS peon made in this way havenot|” A€ Frathlin, Towa county, severalnew leads || | 

_|| been sttanided with very favorable results, there of lead have’ been struck, from which pisces of} 

a. ‘béliove: that: it will-yield: to} ore weighing 200 and ona ieee 

-ameliorating:influences of cultivation,as | taken. The Wisconsitr lead regions beat” he |} |) 

eval eth seeker the gooseberry, or the| California mines all holes. eer i 

2 yaspb Ye fade ¥ has Sctoozs. — Ireland has 63. a cultural ||» 

@ ly Horse Bros nrmore Mane patant|schools'; Russia 68; France 75; Bavaria $5: is 

WFinas: been ismmed. to Herr. Driesbach for a] Austria $3; Prussia $2; and Belgium 300. |} | 

$ shor hee that can be put on and worn with- | There are numerous others in different, parts ||. 

‘ , Os ay of Europe: ie et ; 4 

lf eR 
So 4



: . pa  WISCONSIN.FARMER, AND Septenbor, | 
i : < ~ | ‘Tue ‘CuLtuRE or. Cavinrtowans—* An | 

at » #2QqQ: : 3 Old Philadelphia Gardener,”. in. the, Western 
AY Horticultural Review, giving directions on this 

bf coupe, ph Ress ces e-e lelecs aye? jee ee i SER WER eae hy eomthe 19th to thy 27 oe Rete 
t pe TTT seo Sow, the:tseed in an vopen Border. Let ‘the 
: Tae. : 1 OS * {plants remain until the 20th of October when 
} mi ye o eS IO NSS [they sill Be Small, Shaving four Waves. Plant 
' bi ie sete SS | them out four inches apart in pit or. frame, 
| Bg aS: ie lwhere. you can protect them fromi the winter's 

ia / we ee Ne: Hrosti; Jeb thems ‘remain’ there until the first 
+ Pees at armen | | week: int January, then prepare: your: ptt 10 

i : ia i diay gréw them in.’ peas a 
Ad : 3 ||. “The ‘pit should be’ eight feet swide,’ three 

ff 3 “1 fot. deep Jn front, atid four fect at the ‘back. 
: ‘ 1S » J }Get one oad of leaves and ‘one load ‘of; hot 

; re {stable manure—I oan ba eee ortion ; 
; j pie, hivaeake leaves and..mgnure well mixed a. 

ie 38 , week oF tio ‘before you intend 0. use it, and. 
4 AA then fill the pit to what: will’ settle down to | 

sit ‘ —_ a8 twelve or fourteen inches ;/ take Deo 

i Aiaand Feat. ssh ing te sawesson 
an This petit was introduced to notice by Prof, |bed over to. the «depth. of at ledst eighteen 
ait irtland of Cleveland, . Tt was raised. from ine Sate put onthe: ae | 

i seed of the Seckel in 1849, by H.T: Kirt- |i ous that. the Sas Garters a oe 
4 land of Mahoning Co, Ohio. It's. an early | created will be, sufficient wea » plants=a. 

| |] pear, ripening early in autumn, before'the us-|start, . This,is all that is necese ry; for if there 

| |} ual. pear season.” The growth is vigorons, and Be too sun bet # i. oA ee k 
* a ; She ,, BW Bt ch" sash: which 

. flavor mgpetinr, ae ees Spelt be thre feat tou 16h and two! imches 

a To Make Young Pear Trees Bear, | forthe wood-work-of the rafters 0° 
ny “police? niet. yce cat Sr Ri Tt: will be understood . that-the plants’ were 
et 1 was alice by: ok BME my guaden ricked out in rows,s0. that they. couldibé ta-. 

for four or five years, of ‘the most taxutiant |\ken up withthe, trowel wi breaking any 
| | and thrifty poate “pete trees, ‘which would se Wal sea gs et lants,.in the row, 

|} not bear, but. all their strength rat fo “Wood. |and taro rows of ¢ asa 1S may plant let- 
| || Vexed.at. this, 1. resolved to try.-the. effect, of |tuce between each plant ity the tow, and a drill 

[1 FERppaigg Geers Se esealin we gh Seok. etecettaps en reget tne Seis 
| flow ot oe and cause them to form fruit buds | -Aflor-you' haye, eeeilelp wala ie ; 

| | |} insteadof. wood ‘buds. - Accordingly, the frst | main close for a, dey: or, two, when they wilt + | |pseek of December, 1647, 7 filled amy’ pockets thegin to show they havetaken to. the ground 
“| |] with:stout-twine ; I drove down somo small ont then re a ok oe 
2 y s into the groundunderneath my. trees, jean, oven taking the sashes entirely off mm good! 
wed {ooh hed bah Yon mt make dar weather... They must, be-covered every; mght 
a4 i bree A saeiawae kiuaean ee cen mais aes se ae 

it the ond ofthe i by fi) i6 curved “down 80 a8 By the : tes wl A 
7) | iptimaabegnootness end Ltr ye eek; leave. off ¢ eae 

| [gga fhe sing wo he ps 0 mele iy oma, al by thin ten oe | 

a Saas roc tag Ce | f eat: URN Seal sc TT aes kL Oe te ae wt a ted Bae. pe | Re ere 
. : 7 t oo s ‘ fivated the « flower. niet ae ‘



{ ee cient aes ar of inefficient harrowing.» The general- a 

} j= ity of harrows appear too beavy and clumsy a 

| —eEE—— EE it admit of that despatch without which the ; 

soe work cannot be well done ; and though it is Gs 

| by Lf fdas evident that different soils demands imple- a 

| ) Th i Li uh i ments of proportionate weight and power, yet, Be" 

i Ky WwW, i for the most part, harrows have been rather 3 

el a over than underweighed, particularly when 4 ‘ 

_ Bf | ily iW employed after a drill, or to bury seeds of any : 

| Sob Pg teih LUE | |C7 gs oe ied % 
| bag fice q Fey any iy ee) as been so long regarde as ‘ 

e)| | 2 E iy an operation which must be attended with ; 

| | | {| | ] | considerable horse-labor, that attention does ] 

‘ Harrowing. not appear to have been sufficiently turned to 

+ ie ae _ |the inquiry whether this labor might not be " 

2 The harrow is\one of the os useful 1m | greatly reduced, by lightening the instruments a 

\ pone hk the’ farmer uses in prepariug | with which it is performed. Many would be 4 

|)ptiersodtor dia Genpe and covering all seed | surprised at the amount of reduction of which aft 

sown broadcast. All age aoe that like oth- seed-harrows, at least, are capable, and, where ty 

er tools, the Hehe of @onstructing harrow | jand is clean, to see how effectively a gang of i : 

has much to do with the efficiency of its work; very light small-toothed harrows may be ae 

but perhaps it has never oceurred to many, | y.oq.” ae 

| that the speed with which the harrow is} a gang of harrows is made after the man- s 

care tionyhie = oe cap thing to do ner of the Scotch Harrow, an engraving of 7 

with the perfectness, with which it pulverizes| \nich heads this asticle. They are formed a 

and levels'the soil. Upon this point, and the by coupling together, side by side, two or i ' 

proper weight that a harrow should be made, more single harrows, so as to form one of any a 

we subjoin the remarks of Mr. Ransom, in| ,:a:h desired. w 

his treatise on the “Implements of Husband- ————— i 
a For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. 

a , : fe Potato Rot- d 
«It is admitted, by all acquainted with the — 4 

subject, that harrowing, especially on heavy Frrexp Mrzter—Much has been said with- ‘a 

soils, is the most laborious operation on the in the last few years, upon the subject of the a 

farm—not so much, perhaps, on account of potato rot; but no one has yet ascertained to a 

the quantum of power requisite for the “a demonstration,” the true cause of that dis- NS 

draught, (though this is sometimes considera- | €Se; and consequently no certain remedy has a 

ble,) as for the speed with which the opera- | been discovered, as the first duty of a physi- * 

tion is, or ought to be accompanied ; and yet | cian is to locate and define the disease which i 

it is frequently left to the charge of mere boys, | he wishes to treat. Andrew Jackson Davis, ist 

and sometimes performed by the worst horses |in the frst yolume of his Great Harmoned, q 

on the farm. __ [page 389, makes the following remarks upon 4 

«If we examine a field, one half of which | this subject: “In reviewing the general cau- ; 

has been harrowed with weak, inefficient hor- |ses of the Asiatic pestilence, we gain explana- i 

ses, and whose pace was consequently slug- | tions concerning the phenomenon of the ro. s 

gish, the other half with an adequate strength | cent potato rot ; and also why the magnetic J a 

and swiftness of animal power, we shall find | telegraph refuses, at times to transmit impres- 3 

the former will be Back, aah unfinished, the | sions from one station to another, through the ; t 

latter comparatively firm and level, and com-| atmosphere. All that has been hypothetieal- 4 

: pleted in what would be called a: husbandry- ly advanced by scientific agriculturists and 

like manner. Scarcely anything in. farming | chemisls, is far from furnishing a solution of a 

is more unsightly than the wavy, serpentine | the problem of the sudden decay of the pota- * 

iii ai Re eee ee a eS encanie } 
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5 i to plant. “Indeed, they have signally | For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. 
ff in their attempts to ascertain the hidden cau- | Frrexp Muter: 
3 Ses, which are in fact, neither foreign nor dif-| I take pleasure in complying with your re- 
i ficult to comprehend. They are these: the )quest—“to give you my experience in Peach 
? inferior portion of the electric fluid which is | Culture in Wisconsin ;” especially, as I have 
d in the lower stratum of the atmosphere, (es- | been led to a conclusion, in reference to its 

pecially when the negative state is existing, | practicability, different from that generally en- 
oo] permeates everything upon the surface of the |tertained. In this Vicinity, if not throughout 
; earth, and more particularly and thoroughly |the state, the idea seems to be prevalent that 
" those localities where it is in a greater and | peaches cannot be raised, with even tolerable 
‘ stronger state of concentration. And the re-|success, The reason usually assigned for this, 
‘ sult of this permeation or saturation of the |is the severityof the winters. To me this has 
e electric fluid, is a quicker and unnatural mo- |never been a satisfactory reason—at least, I 
‘ j tion among the particles of the organized sub- | have been unwilling to believe'that a region 
P stance. This quicker motion generates in-|of country, possessing a soil of such great pro- ij ward heat, this fever, and this produces de-|ductiveness, and blessed, withal, with such 
Bi composition. Hence the potato decays rapid- | genial skies, should fail to produce, with suit- 
Ne ly. In fact, the atmosphere has had the chol- | able cultivation, all the varieties of fruit, com- 
ch | era, more or less, for thirty years, (and will |mon to this latitude, and-especially, the whole- 
By continue to have it until there occurs a geo-|some and delicious peach. Besides, in the 
B Hi logical change in many portions of the earth,) | eastern states, they are cultivated successfully, 
ti ‘nd from the atmosphere the disease has been, and on every variety of soil, in even higher 
fi . and is, communicated epidemically to the | latitudes than ours; and where, according to 
7 predisposed potato plant, and also to the hu-|the theory of the isothermal line, the climate 
j man system.” ’ must be colder than it is here. Indeed, my 
1 Whether Mr. Davis’ theory is the true one own experience has convinced me that the 
; or not, I leave to the investigation and decis- | difficulty exists in the fertility and great pro- 
5 ion of scientific men. Mr. D.’s remedy is the | ductiveness of the soil, rather than in the cli- 
i 1 application of substances qualified to absorb | mate. 
; the abounding electricity, such as blacksmith’s| Peach trees, planted in cultivated ground 
i cinders. If his theory is true, it ought to be | and carefully nursed and tended, blossom so 
i generally known ; and if false, it should be | early that they are in danger from the later 
: exploded. If true what substances will ab- | frosts of spring, and grow so rapidly, that they 
i sorb the abounding electricity? The discov- | become, in size, very respectable trees, in a 
i ery of a certain remedy for the potato rot|single season, But of necessity, their vigor 
i would immortalize the discoverer. I hope to | and maturity, cannot correspond with their 
1; see something upon this subject in the col-|size. This is a fact that all must have noticed. 
i umns of the Farmer. And it must be evident, that wood. thus rap- 
fat Yours 7 sly. idly formed, must be tender, and liable to in- if OLOMON LOMBARD. jury from severe cold. 
: Green Bush, June 30th, 1852. Mies Ui dation sist itself, would 

‘i Lnee—One farmer saved his clover from | such a method of cultivation, as would retard 
{ destruction by the slug or small snail on land |he growth of the tree, and delay, somewhat, # bearing a wheat crop, by slight dressing of Sroipeiandied cdedeuenti ‘socenfal? i powdered lime scattering through a clover | the pe sole er age 
| seed machine late in the evening when the| Ihave now a number of trees, which I 
i ee 7 a — Lime — be | cultivated in such a manner as to produce a i i in manner. Sown in | |] moderate quantity on light land, it will bring {107 @™4 hardy growth, and they were oe \ in white clover ; it is said also that it will de- | injured by the severe cold of the past winter; stroy fungus which causes the rot in potatoes, | while a largo number of other trees, of the 

[Exchange. same kinds, and’ in the same garden were 

LESS ————
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entirely destroyed. The latter were planted} Tux Grear Porar Oceax—At the late 
in a rich and highly cultivated soil, and grew | meeting of the London —— Society 
With the usual rapidity. The following is, Lieut. Osborne, a member of one of the Brit- 

essentially, the method that I have found suc- * Arctic expeditions, argued, st some length 
in favor of the support of the existence of a 

cessful, and the one that I would recommend. great Polar Ocean. He said that in Welling- 

Plow the ground intended to be planted! ton channel, he had observed immense num- 
with peach trees, and seed it down with| bers of whales running out from under the 
Herd’: : A ice, a proof that they had been to water and Baptism vel chee. Thlahonld badone| SE cee ie feta ee i 

uly as it the Cesign were to Make a) vere almost constant flights of ducks and 
good meadow. I would do it though the} ease, from the northward, another proof of 
ground were unbroken prairie, because the] water in that direction, since these birds found 
turf, thus obtained, is much heavier and firm-| their food only in such water. He a that 

+ it was his deliberate opinion, from observa- 
s Lay Bs oe the wild grass After the tions made on the spot, that whales passed { 
ground has become well sodded, plant the} yy Wellington channel into a northern sea 
trees, without manure or other fertilizing sub-| In reference to the abundance of animal life, 
stance, and let the grass grow close about) in the latitude of this supposed Polar sea, he 
them. The firm and heavy turf, thus press- a =e — on the southern - - 
A . ._ | Lancaster Sound, he never saw game eno i 
ing upon the roots, and turning off the mois-| V0 his dogs” Melville Island, one, hun 
ture of the summer rains, will retard the dred and fifty miles to the northward, aboun- § 
growth of the trees ; and usually, to such a| ded in deer and musk oxen. It was clear he ] 

degree, that the amount of wood produced, | continued that animal life did not —— on 
will attain sufficient maturity and perfection, | latitude, but increased, if any thing, — : 
te anahIG iE te eileen the cold Ge sing the seventieth degree. Moreover,while in 7 

gape I 10: the cold of winter.) Raffin’s Bay the tide,made for the southward 
This method also delays the blossoms, and coming from the Atlantic, in Barrow’s Straits j 

|] lessens the danger from late frosts. it made for aa northward, which could only 
| ‘ «a: stad varied | be explained on the hypothesis of a sea in that 

think fhe system have intiontod wvaried,| direction. All this seems to us proof on proof 
perhaps the better to adapt it, to the different) + 5 great Polar Ocean. 
kinds of soil, and to different exposures—will Oa j 

be found to answer the purpose intended —|, LONGEVITY OF THE ee eee ] 
Bo peEEote! 72 ‘| been the impression‘that the ordinary dura- 4 

At all events, I am satisfied, that this, or some! tion of a horse’s life is much shorter than it % 
other method, that will produce a similar ef-| ought to be, and that the excess of mortality i 
fect, will be found successful. is the result of ignorant management. The 3: 

I cheerfully recommend this to the readers| Stet error consists It regarding the tempers 2 
5 ment and constitution of the horse as altogeth- 4 

of your paper ; and I shall be glad if they| ey different from those of human beings ; My 
derive any benefit from it, or find in ita good] whereas, they are precisely the same in all 
suggestion. Yours, &., important respects. Disease, arising from ¢x- * 

Hiram Taytor. | cessive fatigue, over heating, ae ae to 
: the air, want of exercise, and impro iet 

Sancaville, Ang. 18)71852: both as respects quality and queitie, and i 
: from many other causes affects the horse and 2 

New Sugar Piant.—Representations have] hi, master alike, and neglect in either case 

been made by a cultivator in the Rhine Prov-| must terminate fatally. yo when a man f 
inces, that he has in his garden a bulbous) or horse has acquired, by a course of training, 3 
plant, called the “Russian Potato,” four or! g high degree of health and vigor, the skin of |} / 
five feet in height, and yielding a third more! either, is am invariable index of the fact. a 

sugar than the beet root. It must be of in- [Am. Vet. Jour. 
estimable value to a région unfavorable to the Lae . 2 
growth of the beet, and it is afforded at a] Errecrs or IRRIGATIoN.—Water applied 
much cheaper rate. [English paper. |to the soil by irrigation gives many other : 

aes things beside humidity ; it manures, consoli- | 

Unjust riches curse the owner in getting, in| dates, deepens the staple, or surface mould, i 
keeping, and in transmitting, ‘They curse:his| and guards against cold—eftects as obvious in 

children in their father’s memory. a northern, as ina southern climate. 9 
: a Ey
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ssa a net ere ahs a anor race ee eoneeneeineril 

nq as to be fit models for imitation in theschools. | 

EDUCAT IONAL | 4th. In all cases the teachers should alter- 
CONDUCTED BY J. L. ENOS. |nate with each other at each exercise. | 

{Continued fiom page 164.] 5th. Music by the pupils or on instruments 
School Celebrations. | should be occasionally introduced between the 

Eee, other exercises. 
The simple anunciation of the fact that | i 

such a celebration will be held in every town | ,. Sth. One address, at least, should be de- 
5 ‘i 2 livered to the people on all such occasions. 
in the state during each term of the schools, ssc Valievea cat bine chee: h 

the close of both the summer and | Sa ah bag oe eemeeedl 
os ie, i i a eit eae somewhat similar rules, school celebrations | 
we. e at 7 ii i teach snes pa | may be rendered highly interesting to all con- 

Suen paae partin teachers and pape) | cerned, and their anticipated beneticial results 
sustain the reputation of their respective leillyavaliead 

schools, as cannot fail to elevate the character _ ay 5 diall a 

, d rapidly advance the cause of populared-|., 0), pe 
st P : Bl) intendents and teachers to endeavor to secure 

. ;., | the holding of one such celebration, at. least 
Such assemblages of parents with their chil-| 4, often as each yearn the respective towns 

dren, who are soon to be the property-holders | in which they belong. | : : | Tn and directors, See fathers cee mothers, oe The Noblest Obje ct for the of the 

Fi farmers, mechanics and business men, the citi- ; 6 
: : ae Legislator. 
f zens and legislators, the executive and judicial —= 

: officers and the future instructors of our coun- This 18 without doubt, the department of 

try, convened with specific reference to their | PUblic education, By advocating the inter- 
: preparation for the scenes and relations of | ests of this, he advocates the interests of the 

, their future life—Such exhibitions of our fu- | Whole community, and especially does he sup- 
f ture republic in miniature cannot fail to excite | Pott the rights of those who cannot advocate 

4 and bring into vigorous action some of the| their own. In nothing, then, can he exhibit 

noblest and most powerful impulses of the|™ore true patriotism ; in this case also, as 
human heart—enlist all that is noble and gen- | every other which regards the public good, 
erous in their parental affection and patriotic he supports, in the znOB powerful manner, his 

devotion to the welfare of posterity ‘and the ;ow® Nt 
F country, on the side of thorough and univer-; In what way can a legislator claim or ex- 

sal education, and awaken that deep ana all | pect so Jarge a reward as for his efforts in be- 
pervading interest on this subject. which, if] half of popular education? He advocates in- 

t properly directed, will result in a thorough | terests which have no opposing interests which 

if regeneration of the whole school system. dare speak—he advocates interests which lie 
It may not be inappropriate in this place to deep in the warmest part of every’ parent's i ; i 

{ append a few hints in relation to the manage- heart—he advocates the interests of those who 
ie ment of such celebrations: are growing up to be the public, and whose 
iH Ist. The teachers who are to engage in the opinions and feelings will control the estimate 

t celebration should be consulted, and their cor- | Which society forms of a man. Where is the 
i dial co-operation previously secured. man who ever lost favor by sustaining the 

i 2d. Great care should be taken to guard | cause of public education? Whereis the man 

against everything that may result in themor- | Wl has not been exalted to the highest de- 
a tification or disappointment of either teachers ot a aide this glorious Sua 
i i: ‘i *, +! then a legislator were a mere demagogue, 

. 2 oe un Ha thls the Towanap't | hicnbebwlieriall any futaiedegidator diould 
i and Teachers should have a meeting, and, 8} be, what could he do to gain’ his ends, so well 
} far as possible, arrange the order of exercises| as to continualiy~ make the department of 
: for the day, which should be strictly adhered | education his hobby? Nothing would answer 
i to at the examination. 80 well except that to be truly powerful in con- 

cf 2d. The exercises should be so condueted | nectionwith thatcause; his heart must be in it.
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No superficial interest willdo. The man who mortal fear of punishment if he fail of these. ] 
advocates the cause of children must love them | Rather let parent and teacher make the school 
and their interests—he must love the public} house and all its environs attractive to the ‘ 
good—he must love to enquire into the neces- \ child and pupil. Let the observant eye of 
sities of our schools, and to devise means to| the child rest on what is neat and tasteful.— ‘ 
meet and relieve them. Then shall he be! Let not his original susceptibility of beauty 
great among the people ; the children shall) be erashed, but tenderly quickened and_in- j 
learn to Jove and honor him, and when he) fluenced. Let him be surrounded by objects : 

needs their grown up aid, he shall not be o-| which shall call forth to biess his life : 
bliged to beg for it, but he shall be seized *y | ‘. Phe form of Beanty smiling at the heart” : 
those who love him, and upon their shoulders Next in vividness to the memories of our |! q 

shall he be exalted to the high honor he so) childhvod’s home, are those of the rianeiwebens 

justly merits. we first went to school. ‘They loom up in the : 
Convenient and Attractive School Housas. | retrospect of our lives with distinctness and £ 

— reality. The aged man who has forgotten, : 
The necessity of attractive and convenient | perhaps, the events of the last week or year, : 

school houses ‘is so obvious, that we pass by | remembers and will never forget the place of a 
much that might be said on the importance| his school days—so strong is the recollection j 
of well-constructed school-houses, to dwell for | which the children of our Commonwealth will 4 
a moment upon one single thought connected | retain, scores of years hence, of the several ‘ 
with the subject. places where they now learn the rudiments of : 

Were there no other consideration to be ta-| knowledge. ; 
ken into view in making school-houses of| If, therefore, parents and teachers would Pe 
symmetrical proportions, in keeping the paint | paint a picture on the immortal canyass of a § 
fresh and the windows whole, in” furnishing | young mind, of which they will not be asham- t 

blinds, in inclosing ground, and (when practi-| ed, next to having homes comfortable and : 
cable, as it always is in the country,) in culti-| tasteful, let them make the school-house neat a 
vating ornamental shade trees, that of the in- | and attractive. There will be found in every ‘i 

fluence of these external arrangements on the | conmunity, individuals who attach little im- % 

tastes and character of children is too impor-| portance to this subject. The reason for this S 

tant to be overlooked, may in part be attributed to the unfortunate x 
Character’is indeed chiefly formed by the| circumstances in which their own early feel- Ff 

influence of mind upon mind ; yet we are so|ings and tastes were developed. May they ' 

constituted in relation to the external world,|not have suffered through their whole lives |}  %) 
that matter has much to do in determining} from undeveloped and misguided tastes. If 5 

human character, and particularly in the for- | their only associations with school houses are a 

mation of taste. Beauty, order and grandeur] of dilapidated walls, broken windows, smoky || 7 
in external forms affect the mind and shape ceilings, soiled floors, whittled desks, and un- f 

the character, The tastes of children are ear- | comfortable seats, it is not strange. Yet such ss 

ly formed, and it is of vital importance to their | persons, on refle«tion, may, perhaps see with g 

happiness and usefulness in life, that their} more clearness the justice of this subject, as & 

tastes be developed judiciously. Book knowl- | travelers in foreign lands, rich in’ all that is 4 

edge is a small part of education. The very! gloriously luxuriant, appreciate far more each |} 4 
term education implies something far beyond. | sunny hue, melodious sound, and lovely config- ai 

It is the leading out of the mind, the cultiva-| uration, than they who have dwelt their life- | 

tion of the heart, the discipline of the young| time among such scenes. 4 

owers by every gentle appliance, the rousing en cate a 
Tr ahe oe to healihfekand increasing ac-| _ Knowledge of books in recluse men, is like || 
tion. With these, the outward world, exter-| that sort of lantern which hides him who car- || 9 
nals have much to do. The character and| ries it, and serves only to pass through secret # 
taste of a child are strongly influenced by his| @"d gloomy paths of his own ; but in the pos- i 
associations with the place where he learns | session of a man of business, it is’ a torch in i 

his alphabet, cons his. simple lessons, and the hand of one who is willing and able to 1 

spends so important a period of life in prepar- show those who are bewildered, the way which 
ation for the active duties of a citizen. Let| leads to prosperity and welfare. : 
not these be gloomy but ewan. Let no [Spectator. 

mt or teacher leave his child or pupil to 2 SLED eM POR aD als + 
ps that the great end of school. going is Lead is looking up at sr sory = | 4 

-|lto enter a desolate house, tosit still on.a bench | last sales reported, are quoted at $4,80 for ; 

_|| with: arms folded, or fingers dove-tailed, in Pig: 
ne 3}
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EDITOR’S a ABI E us right, Messrs. Keyes & Granger received the \ 
Adds first premium on forks at the last State Fair, and 

Daw Unni] Poe... | also on some other articles. The Farmers of Wis- 
ie eee Seer en ae ee puiborieed consin have no occasion to send abroad for imple- 

agent for the City of Racine, to whom we wish | oot. while we have such establishments at home 
those in arears, would hand the amount of their ak may te found at Watetows: : 
subscription. : 

pencieat ate cL ss Tue Bertin Messencer.—ls the title of a new 
Death of A. J- Downing. political paper, hailing from Berlin, Marquette 

—- ; _, |County—Bugh & Kimball, Editors and Proprie- 
: Downing 1s Drap—a great national calamity, tors. The Messenger is a large sized sheet— 

cetacean and uiterly peer ene prime /neatly arrangel—Whig in Politics—and judg- 

of life, and the fullness of health and increasing | ing from the ability displayed in the numbers be- 
usefulness, he has fallen a victim to the rashness/ s.r ys, will render good service to the cause of its 
and folly of irresponsible steamboat officers. __|party. Mr. Bugh was formerly connected with 

A.J. Downinc—Editor of The Horticulturist | +5 Madison Statesman, one of the best conducted 
and author of text books of Pomology, Landscape News: apers in the State. 

peor paisa teeta eee ee oe [a eee eee received, 
the fated sufferers on board the Henry Clay; and sake Walvnet paut leant Winter a hoa tae en” 
in losing him, the Horticultural world has lost a |“ ee 3 ° 

= at rious parts of the State, which will stand compari- man, whose place, on this side of the Atlantic, no won with die thn-fameiinmense valley nrodustion, 
one will scarce have the vanity or the presumption The ‘handeomest speciidin which Ree hand 
to deem himself able to fill, ina manner worthy of | ° som the poe of Dr Platt of Sheboygan 

” 

Pe a eee America known to unite | COU: called the Hungarian Snow Wheat. Dr. 
: * z a un | Platt informs us that thisis anew variety of wheat 

in an eminent degree, the most general and partio- lately introduced into this country—that it will 
ular information, and the most exquisite and high- produce some six Ibs. more flour to the bushel than 
ly cultivated, yet simple and natural taste, in all any other kind he has ever econ. We have re- 
things connected with rural art and rural science. chive’ fram De. P. ak basbele beet; 

He excited no jealousies, because he was above ae 
them—He was the involuntary and universally Lance ‘Tozacco Leaves.—Mr. Chas. Utter of 
acknowledged Chief of our ancient brotherhood, ee eee Sees 
and the presiding Genius of our new science of | 8° and finest appearing tobacco reays ee 
the cultivation of the earth, and thecreation of the | °V° S°°2- They are of mammoth size—measur- 
beautiful and useful, to add to the comfort and in- | 26> Some of them, 3 feet in length by 1} feet in 
erease the delights of our nomes, Alaa, that such | "4th. aaae ohn apes: = 
aman should die! And die so young—The old ~ aes s or ey i . — iela 
fall as naturally into the grave as the seed into ser ten ee 
the ground—but the wisdom of man is lost in the | °°°™ i apanies 
attempt to look behind these inscrutable dispensa-| County Fams.—The Agricultural Society of 

tions of Providence. Rock Co, will hold its annual Fair at Beloit on 
es | the 28th and 29th days of September. 

Warenrown Farm Impiements—Watertown,| Racine Co. Fair also occurs at the same time 
in this State, is becoming as much celebrated for | and is held at Searles’ in Yorkville. 
the manufacture of all kinds of Agricultural Im- Wisconsin Stock Farr—The second semi-an- 

plements as Rochester is for her Edge Tools. Wa-| nual Stock Fair of this state, will be held at Tay- 
a has several manufacturing establishments cheedah on Wednesday, October 11th. The ben- 

Which in the aggregate are turning out every thing | efcial effects of these Fairs of our State Stock, 
in the line of tools and implements, from gimlets will be appreciated by those farmers who regard 
and jack-knives up to Horse Powers and Threshing | their true interests, whether as buyers or sellers, 
Machines. a And we hope the liberal projectors of this enter- 

Among these establishments We would notice | prise will be well sustained. We think our peo- 
that of Messrs. Keyes & Granger, for the manu-| pie would find their interests subserved by the es- 
facture of Hoes, Forks, Plows, &¢. They have | tablishment of periodical market-days in all the 
in their employment Mr. 1. Shaw, who is reputed principal towns in our State, for the sale and éx- 
to be one of the best plow makers in the State— change of their productions. 
Messrs. K. & G. have just favored us with a sam- Porato Ror —We have observed, within a few 
ple of their handi-work, in a beautiful Hay Fork, days, the appearance of the potato rot among the 
which in point of finish, model and durability, we | early potatoes, We hope it may be confined to 

think cannot be excelled. If our memory serves |them. Kav, Suly 23th.
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pos an Eesitror sate appears not to be A. H. STEBBINS, 
; generally known to what an immense extent i i 

manufacture of this universal metal is gees Me Wholesale and Retail dealer in Hardware and i 

in this state. Pennsylvania now produces as much Stoves at the old stand, No. 14 : 

jonas was nennfachared in all Great Britain Main St. Racine, Wis. : 

irty years ago. ompared to the presentmanu- | Woul i i i : 

facture of the srrigle ie France, that of Pennsyle | ptm g agree tee Seat ne of ; 
vania is at least equal _—it is more than Russia and | Hardware, consisting of Stoves, Sheet-Iroi i 
Sweden united ; and exceeds “ eal Gemma. and Copper ‘Ware, € ee ea . eet-Iron, Tin, : 

ila. Ledger. 3= All Job Work done to order. 3 

Ebi Sid waren bunch of twenty-five heads of | _ Racine, Sept. 1, 1852. i 
wheat has been shown to the editor of the New- : 
berry (S.C) Sentinel, by Gen. James H. Williams ake Sew euliien oe j 
ofthat town, which the Sentinel says is hard to| LAPHAM'S POCKET MAP 4 
beat. The heads are from six tc seven inches in | OF WISCONSIN, showing the surveys of the 

Tength ; and the one has shelled sixty-one heavy, | Menomonee Lands, &c., may now be had at the 
well filled grains. Tho seed from which thissam- | bookstores, or by application (accompanied by the 

ple was grown was brought from Mexico by Gen. cash) to the undersigned. It will be sent by mail 

‘Williams, on‘his return fromthe late war. It may | to any address upon the receipt of one dollar. A : 

be sown about the first of December, and it ma- | liberal discount made to dealers. Fi 
tures about one week later than May wheat. F I, A, LAPHAM. 

Avsreatian Wueat.—We have before spoken oe Mileankene oe ee 4 

of some Australian wheat sent us by Mr. Almon MECHANICS, MANUF, ‘ACTURERS AND 4 

Hays of Sharon. During the last week we have INVENTORS. 
seen further specimens of the grain from his field. —.. z 

They ranged from six feet to six feet four inches pes eighth Volume of the Scientific American 
in height very large heads and the grains fully commences on the 18th of September. It is 

twice as large as any we ever saw before. Mr. principally devoted to the diffusion of useful practi- 

Hays thinks that in any ordinary season a crop of cal knowledge, and is eminently calculated to ad- 

40 ot bushels per acre may be reasonably ex- Nae, ao of industry— Mechanical 
pected. Mansfield, O., Herald. lanufacturiny, ani gricultural—the genius and 

Ae ee : ‘a sie master-spirit of the nation, e 
Biiksoicod inl hol ave found gum shellac,| [It is unrivalled as a Journal of the Arts and Sci- 

< ssolved in alcohol, very excellent for joining bro- | ences, and maintains a high character at home and ; 
= vessels ; it makes them nearly ay durable as if abroad. 

‘ ey were cemented by heat. I have been using| The Publishers pledge themselves that the future a 

api eee as ee x broken and mended | Volumes shall at least equal, if not surpass their 3 
‘anner. It was broken in pieces, and could | pred j i 5 

Si an taken Pantera ad ine eta cee eee 
bound the parts firmly together until the cement Engineering, Architecture, Railroads, Bridges, . 

was perfectly dry. I then put it in use and have | Agricultural Implements, Manufacture of Metals, # 
+ || continued to use it ever = Fibrous and Textile substances, Machinery for the = 

‘Scientific American. | purpose, Chemical Processes, Distilling, Coloring, 

Manure ror Metons.—The bestis pigeon dun; Saison samt Gon seine olen oo oe 5 
and from the use of this, itis said the Persian fruit pees MISS OAe ries eg SP ; 

derives its superiority. Hen dung is probably ss icete, Care oe aaee: Water- wheels, Wind 3 
e E 3 prol 3rinding Mills’ Powers, Planing Machines, 

peaciin valus.ignd eften this) E0aN; which is the Tools for Lumber, Brick Machines, Farming, Fire 3 
rms, Electricity, Telegraphs, Surgical Instra- - 

"Wasntne Lace—I have lately used theffollow- ments, é&c., besides Claims of nil the Patents, Re- 
ing method of washing lace, collars, and find that | Views. Notices of New Inventions, American and 33 
it not only makes them look well, but saves much | Foreign. The work is in form for binding, contain a 
of the wear and tear of other washing: Cover a several hundred Engravings, over four hundred pa- . 

Hase bottle with calico or dimen, and then tnek the | £°2 of printed matter, and a copious Index, | Near- : 
Reccor collar smoothly pou 16 tau el williaoan iy al the vehenble potants which lows weekly from : 

and cover it with calico. Boil it for twenty min, | eF atont office are illaptsayen with Aeererices ia ij 
ics in soft water; let all dry together, aad the | ##columns, thus making the paper a perfect Me- : 
lace will be found to be ready for use’ A long a Encyclopedia for future as well as present i 

piece of lace must be wound round a refewenees : . i 
bop os as ‘each wound n little oe Ua x eleable, Eremingas 877 offered it the Largest i 

a few stitches > ae ist of Subscribers to this volume. Itis published 
pep to keep it firm at the beginning weekly, by MUNN & CO., at their Patent Agenc 

anf end will be ests sufficient, but a collar! Ogice, 128 Fulton St., N. ¥ re ! 
allie i it in i a R “ requiie more tacking to keep it in its place * “SPERMS :—Atways m Apvaxce. 

Coal has been found in considerable quantities } copys One at seyonenens Meat? 200g iy 
a Copy, Six MONthS .... eeee-rerseseeeseeese 

* poctmmontty, Ey fee ee eee for six months,..-++-ecr--er25 2+ 4 00 : 

in working it. The coal is 25 feet thick, and re- | 10 copies for six months,..-++s+++++++ +000 8.00 

sembles the Pennsylvania products, 10 copies for twelve months, ....+-++-+++ 15 00 x 
15 copies for twelve months,.......+-++..---- 22 00 : 

The Woodstock (Vt) Tenth Legion says there | 20 copies for twelve months, s.....++2+0+ 28 00 i 

has not been for years such a prospect for a large eanae and Western Money and Post Office si 

rop of corn in that country as there is now. poltopald ae te j 3 

= EE ee
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a FOWLS FOR SALE | cement. §2,| : 
18 SEASON ARRAN EMENT. 52, ee subscriber pee for sale the following || 

choice varieties o' 
| MOST EXPEDITIOUS ROUTE TO Nv. Y. \4 : PURE BRED CHICKENS, 

eae ee )'Ths produce of his Premium Fouls, selected as the | 
Through to Buffalo in 25 hours ! To New ust valuable from his thirteen popular kinds, af- 

York City in 43 hours / ter carefully testing their early maturity and hardi- | 
eames laying properties, and their qualities as 

r setters and nurses, viz: 
ALL T RAIL TO MONROE. Ist. Shanghai, $6 per pair | 

VIA. NORTHERN INDIANA AND | 3s White Sores Dork 3 ' RT. INDIANA AN 3d. White Surry Dorkin 5 « | 
Pare . ith, Dorkions, Eeoleeedd 3 « 

| SOUTHERN MICHIGAN R.R.| 5th. Shanghai and Dorking —half- Hi 
——— and-half, 4 oxi ** iP 

Ws 6th. Shanghai andjDominico, 3 it 
Great Rie? ee South-Western ith Kent oo. an  Dorhing, . Sar ; 

. 5S. Mar ute. th. Cochin an lominico, ee i 

eee 9th. Seabright Bantam, [very small?3_ 
RAINS GOING EAST FROM CHICAGO. N. B.—Orders to the amount of siz Dollars di- 

FIRST. —Expreee Train leaves Chicago at 9, P. |Tected to me at Schoolcraft, Kalamazoo Co.,Mich., || 

Ms Anilss (escent Batarday)) soz arrives: Tie ~The Chicks Say paca cooped and put || 
roe at 84 next morning; there connecting with the y . eee 
Tieee Dlendsi low Presate Steamers for {on board the cars at Kalamazoo, free of charge— | 

i : ire ef iH le 
Dunkirk and Buffalo: directed as desired: 
NORTHERN INDIANA, Capt. R. Wagstaff, oe will = flee pecurding to date, as gneder i 

7 mand here tofore has been greater than could be 
Leaves pies and Monroe, Monday and mincliod: ; M. FREEMAN. | 

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN, Capt. A. D. Perkins, | _Schooleraft, Mich., Aug., 1852. septf 
‘Tuesday and Friday . > i 

i TABLE OF CONTENTS. \ 
EMPIRE STATE, Capt. H. Van Allen, Wednes- Een ! 

! oer Saterday. Agriculture in France, oe 

SECOND —Mail Train will leave Chicago at 83 | Acorns and Chestnuts, planting of, 203 

A. M, daily, (except Sunday) and arrives at Tole- | Beet Root in Utah, 199 |! 

do at 9 P. M., connecting with the stanch Steamers | Belle, The Modern, i. 199 

SOUTHERN and TROY, Direct to Cleveland.— | Borer, The Apple Tree, (illustrated) 205 |) 

‘A Boat will leave Toledo every Evening, on the | Borer, The Pear Tree, (Illustrated) 205 |) 

arrival of the Train from Chicago, for Cleveland, | Blackberry, Culture of, do 207 

reaching that place next morning, in time for the | Guttivation, Effects of, 203 | 

cars for Pittsburgh and Cincinnati. A Boat will | Carrots, Profits ofan Acre, 203 | 

leave Toledo every Morning (except Sunday) at 8 | Cauliflowers, Culture of, 208 || 

o’clock, and Monroe at 10 o’clock, for Sandusky, | Cement, Good, 215 If 

arriving at 3P. M. Passengers may then proceed | Downing, A. J., Death of, 214 ||P) 
to Newark by the Mansfield Road, or to Cincinna- | Eggs sent from N. Orleans to Europe, 207 | 
ti by the Mad River & Dayton Roads. Fruit Grower's Association, Northwestern, 193 |, 

Distance by Michigan Central Railroad, ......549 Fer, State, 196 | 

Distance by Michigan Southern Railroad, ......485 ee Ls ne | 
beau) alr, is. c] 

In favor of the route by this line. 64 Fruit Grower's Association, Meeting of North- 

Through Tickets to New York, $17 00 western, 204 |) 

do = do Buffalo, 10 00 | Fruit Culturist, American, 204 || 
do do Dunkirk, 10 00 | Fair, Texas, 197 | 

do do = Monroe, 7 00| Grape Vines Trained within a Frame (illtd.) 207 | 

S'S Chorckeea 8 00 | Hogs Turnips fo 10s | lo lo jeveland, Hogs, Turnips for, 1 

a Eames 22 lo ittsburg! arrowin; 
do do Sandusky, 7.50 | terse, Longevity of 211 

A boat in connection with this line leaves Ra- | Jysects on Fruit ang Forest Trees, 194 || 
ee Milwaukee, Sheboygan, and Inter- | Nature, Harmony of, 199 || 

' Ocean, Great Polar, 211 || 

PASSENGERS ARE PARTICULARLY RE-| gp joct. egard Hl 
QUESTED oo reese Tesla: ican ty tos, Obes, | eg ee eee eS | 
before the departure of the Cars, making a differ-| pear, Kirtland, (Illustrated,) 208 | 

ence ais; _ favor of the passenger, by comply- | p, athto Rot, 209 || 
ing with the above. A | 

"Tiexer Orrice 2 doors south of Uliman’s Bank, Poultry and State Kats, are | 

Main Street, Racine. Posh, CREE. 2 | 
JAS. KELLY, wine, Management of, | 

Sheep, French Merino, (illustrated,) 200 || 
<1 Gen"l Pasrage Agent. | oie ot the State Fair, j 197 || 

Corn.—The corn crop of this county wears a| Strawberry, New, 206 |) 
promising appearance. Heavy yields will be gath- | School Celebrations, 212 || 
ered. [Fond du Lac Jour. | Trees, What they are made of, 202 

ee =
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PUBLISHED ON THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, BY | utter incompetency to perfect any measures, as a - 

MARK MILLER. | body, calculated to benefit this department of our ji 
T ER Mw as: i ‘industry. The fact that each member of Con- “4 

50 Cents a Year in Advance: | gress who spoke, proposed a plan of his own; pre | H 
Fivecopies for #2, ifdirected toone Pos: Office, andatthe | ves to us, that they acted upon the spur of the mo- : 
same rate for a larger number. All subscriptit om + 5 ence with the volume. Back numbers supplied to new | @ent—that there was no harmony of thought or é 
subscribers. action among them, upon any plan to carry out 4 

ADVERTISING ; the objects of the convention—and that, notwith- | * 

imines year $30 | standing the attention of Congress hus been ealled ‘4 
Qaarier page 28 to this subject, by every administration, for more s 

th pase r 4 Sette etic even v 5p than half a century—these servants of the people | 
ee renee ve) oe aeeean 230 | are still wofully and disgracefully ignorant of what # 
OFFICE.—Empire Block, Main St., in the rooms occupi- should he done to protect this important interest. 2 

re ee eee mrepCenete, | Phe commiittocon: organization made a majority i 
to SSA Ee ‘4 DEFERRED ARTICLES. jaseors and Judge Douglass ae a counter, or Ps 

| minority report. One or two day’s debate ensued, 7 

The National Agricultural Convention. (2 which the Tariff, Land Distribution and some ‘ 
ee | other questions, just as foreign to the occasion, ; 

This convention, of which we gave notice in our | were discussed, when the debate was brought to a i 

June issue, met at Washington, as appointed ;| close by adopting the following masterly resolu- 4 
and considering the limited notice, which was giv- | tion: a 
en, a respectable number of delegates were pres- | “Resolved, That this Convention. respectfully s 

ent. We have not as yet, (August 10th,) received | request Congress to take action upon the subject “eg 
5 3 | * 

any official report of the transactions of this body, | of Agriculture, and aio Fey Corn eee i 
but have collected so mueh of its proceedings as | the great interests of that branch of industry.” = 

(OGRE ROTEL SDD snE | The Working Farmer, Edited by Porfessor : 
A Nationat Acricu.turat Soctery was formed | Mapes, in commenting upon the proceedings of the 3 

—a constitution adopted—proper officers chosen, | convention and the disregard with which Congress me 

and other measures discussed, ostensibly, to pro- |}; treated the farming interest, very justly re- 

mote the best interests of the society and the | orks: “Have we not exercised our politeness in ¥ 

cause in which it is engaged. But we more than waiting for the superior judgment of Congress to Ps 
suspect, that self-aggrandizement was the motive| apply itself to the protection of agriculture 3 
that promoted this display of good will towards | .nq its advancement, long enough? From the & 

the farmer’s interests. It seems that several mem- | days of Washington, who recommended an Agri- i 

bers of Congress, (being already in Washington.) | eyjiural Department, to the present time, we have || © 
were appointed to attend the meeting as delegates, been amused and put to sleep by such expressions 3 

and several others, prompted by an overflowing | qs those recommending the Convention to await i 
zeal in the cause, saw fit to make themselves quite | the wisdom of Congress, without suggesting a plan i 

conspicuous, by occupying the time of the conven- | of operations. i 

tion in discussing such matters as came before it Agriculture either is or is not more important ‘ 
—in fact, if report be true, there was a complete | than any other of the great interests ; and if it is, i 

stampede of members from the halls of legislation. | we should ask our representatives in Congresss to 
A great diversity of opinion existed among this| establish an Agricultural Department, equal in 4 

Portion of the delegates, as to the best course of position with that of any other department ofthe || }) 
action to be pursued, as is shown by the speeches government, and we should not ask them to es- : 

made, and plans proposed. tablish it as an appendage to any other depart- ) 
This demonstration on the part of members of} ment. It has been located in a cellar room of the i 

Congress, has convinced us more than ever, of the | Patent Office, with an organization resembling |) <j 
emptiness of their professions of regard for the | that of a garret room to a seed-selling establish- |} ¢ 

Agricultura] Interests of the country, and of their’ | ment, rather than the representative of the great ||}, 

a eee 
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va eet see fk ee re Tey a ee E 
|| interest of Agriculture. Congress will give the | District of Columbia, who may be appointed to 
|| farmers no more than they ask for, and therefore attend the annual and other meetings of the soci- 

|| they should ask for no less than they desire, nor | ©: and who shall pay the like sum, and also of 
| . aiid ;such honorary members as the society may see fit 

|| should they be somuch afraid of giving offence to | to elect. Each member shall be enititled to reecive | 
|| Corgress, by stating precisely what they do want. | 9 journal or publication of said society, containing | 

| If the wisdom of Congress, in its full exercise for | an account cenit lionel mi =a armate 

! on, i ees matter as may be deemed worthy of publication, 

| mae eee) ears ungodly tee ee es free from any expense except posta; < Twenty- Yo pet nasara tog his ethe favl iy exp pt postag y 
| presidens and by the bombastic praise of the far-| gve dollars shall entitle any one to the privileges 
|| ming interest by its members, have failed to estab- | of life membership and exempt him from any an- 

|| lish an Agricultural Department, how can we hope nual taxation. OFFICERS 

i S¢ ee i 4 - 

| that they will do so from a mere suggestion. If} 50. 5 The officers of this society shall be a 

| you ask for a Department, they may give you 2! president, a Vice President from each State and 

| Bureau under the control of a commissioner of | Territory in the Union and from the District of 
|, some other department; but demand a department | Cotumbia, a Treasurer, a Corresponding Seeretary, 

| with a Secretary of Agriculture hoiding equal | a Recording Secretary, and a Board of Agricul- 
|i rank with the Secreta: “of War and the Secreta- | 272% consist of three members from each State, 

| 7 i | Territory, and the District of Columbia. to beap- 
| ry of the Navy, and accept of nothing else, and} pointed by the Executive Committee of the socie- 

: they must eventually yield to the propriety and | ties of suck States, Territories, &c., and where 
necessity of the case. It is useless to withhold | ‘ere be ne such State Societies to be appointed 

‘peepee as a "| by the Executive Committee of thisSociety. The 

j| the fact, that farmers, like other citizens, have/ president of the society, shall be ex-officio, a mera- 
| rights.and these rights have not received the same ber and President of this board and of the Execu- 

|| advantages from government as have been awarded | tive Committee. 
to others, and our politicians may rest assured, | DUTIES OF OFFICERS. 

that unless they act and that speedily, they will | The President shall have a general superinten- 
'| find that four-fifths of th es : dence of all the affairs of the society. In case of 

{i pars of the community can presen | his death or inability to discharge the functions 
a party, with the establishment of an Agricultural | of this office, the Board of Agriculture shall select | 

Department as their aim, superior in principles, | Vice President to act in his stead, and clothed | 

and equal in talent to any party now existing— with the same power, and shall perform the same 

: _— SUNE—| duties as the President until the next annual 
Patting on the back may induce a lion to sleep un-| gjoetion. 

til he becomes hungry, but it is dangerous to at-| Vice Presidents—It shall be their duty to ad- 

|| tempt to amuse him when his appetite, and his | vance all the objects of the association, in eae 

* + + several districts; to explain to agriculturists the 

mane rights, both prompt him to.ction, It was character and objects of this association and en- 

the last straw that broke the asses back, and the) qeayor to gain their co-operation and support ; to 
load heaped upon our farmers, of political indig-| watch the advance of practical agriculture, and 
nity and legislative indifference, is nearly as com- | to make known the results of the same by report 

plete” or otherwise, from year to year. 
; He 2 5 Board of Agriculture—It shall be the duty of 

‘owever, We are gratified to learn that a Na-/ this Board to watch the interests of agriculture, as 
tional Agricultural Society was formed and to no-| they are or may be affected by the legislation of 

| tice amongst the names of its officers, those of the country, and to make such reports, memorials 
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder as President, and Dr. and recommendations as may advance the cause of 

4 VL 5 z 2 "| agriculture, and to promote and diffuse agricultu- 
Danie ee as Corresponding Secretary. Better} ya] knowledge; to examine, and when necessary, 

selections could nut haye been made, to fill the| report upon the practicability of establishing ag- 

f offices of President and Secretary. They are zie eel shoes colleress and mnadel eves to 
} ' * set forth the advantages of agricultural and geo- 

t ae who aire st hela she best interests of the so- logical surveys, and to show the importance of the 

ciety—men who have labored long and zealously | application of science to agriculture ; to represent 
: in the cause, for the advancement of which, the| throngh their reports the relation of our agricul- 

society has been organized. Below we give the| ture to that of foreign countries and to endeavor 
constitution, and a list of the officers of the socie- | '° obtain information from such countries, to point 

: eye carrent wher, out the advantage of introducing any new staples, 

y Jr: seeds and plants, to obtain, so far as practicable, 
) annual statistical returns of the condition of agri- 

E He coN STITUTION. a4 culture throughout the different states—all which 
ot. | Section 1. The name of this association shall be | information shall be published by said society, and 

|| “The United States Agricultural Society.” ener al Scaseaieaaeant Hiak teanbacd 
Z i ME: . e Executive Committee s ransact the 

b 2. Th a ee general business of the society ; it shall consist of 
if See. shall e society shall consist of me such per- | five persons, who shall designate the time and 

ia. Suh tn signify to any officer of the society @| place for exhibitions, regulate the expenditures, 
it wish to become a member, and who shall pay two | and tak h supervisory ch: f the business 
cae dollars to the treasurer of the society and a lik oe. S eaee cea cel Woe shir 
: h dof del y © SUM | of the society as may best promote its interests— 

yl pe cue aon the state agricul-) This body shall elect iis own chairman. Three 
Me tural societies in the and Territories and | members shall constitate a quorum. 

. a ee eee =
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Treasurer—The Treasurer shall keep an ac- EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE : ‘ 
count of all monies, and shall pay bills only after) C. B. Calvert, Maryland, : 
they have been audited by the Corresponding and| James A. King, New York, d 
Recording Secretaries, and a member of the ex-| Alfred L. Elwin, Pennsylvania, ; 
ecutive committee, and countersigned by the Pres-; W-.B. Newton, Virginia, bs 
ident ee the Society or the Chairman of the Exee-| J. D. Weston, Wiseonsin. a 
utive Committee. CORKESPONDING SECRETARY = és 

Corresponding Secretary—The duty of this of-| Daniel Lee, Georgia. 
ficer shall be to correspond with persons interested = EROORDING IBCRETAEE > a 
in agricultare : ateach stated meeting he shall read obert C. Walker, Pennsylvania. 
such portions of this correspondence as may be of SS eee TREASURER: : % 
general interest ; and it shall be his duty to carry illiam Selden, Dist. of Columbia. 4 
Out and advocate the views of the Board of Agri ee a Sead tice i 
culture in obtaining, arranging and publishing oe ieee é i 
any information they may desire to have laid be- | Wintering Sheep. ; 
fore the agricultural community. Be 4 

The Recording Secretary shall keep the record | _M- Mirren, Esqa—Dear Sir: When the Far- g 
of the minutes of the Society, and of its Executive |mer first came out, in Raeine, 1 took five copies of ; 
Committee. » |it, but on account of its treating so much on dif- i 

Sec. 4. The annual SS this eee hale ferent subjects aside from wheat I had no taste to 
be held at the city of Washington on the first i ! '! It! was x Weta 0 Peary ate pan teen emo, Whet! Whaat Whee tae} 

| the officers of thesociety for the ensuing year shall ‘ . P # 
be elected by ballot. The executive committee, | Totten stuff until I found out that I would be a 

| | however, shall be competent, with the approbation | goner as a farmer unless I turned my attention to : 
a poceaty; to Sari popeastonial mises nes tobe | something else. Last summer I conversed fre- 

4) held at other points. ifteen members shall con- . ; —_ z 
il ieitaie a quorum for business. anently with Mr. en M. Norton of this city, a 

Sec. 5. This constitution may be altered at any |! Felation to wool growing so that 1 made up my : 
annual meeting, by a vote of two-thirds of the |mind to try this branch of businets. 1 went to 5 

|| members in attendance, provided not less than fif- | work and sold some mortgages I had, drawing 17 8 

ty be present. : percent. to get money to buy some sheep. I bought 4 
OFFICERS FOR THE PRESENT YEAR. | 349 last October—took as good care of them last a 

PRESIDENT? int 1 knew how, bei tirely a stranger to : 
Maxsaart P. Wirper, of Massachusetts. ae ee me oe ER eae oe nee mT Se this business. I got through the long and cold e 

Ezekiel Holmes, Maine, een winter pretty well. I sold my wool, or contracted 
G. W. Nesmith, New Hampshire. for it last March for 28 cents per Ib. which brought 

Henry Sirens Veron’ me nearly $300. My wethers are doing weth— 3 
B. V- French, Massachusetts, f th : S pats ‘i 
Josiah Chapin, Rhode Island, ae i ae re est: a ere a 3 
5. D. Hubbard, Connecticut, and according to prospects now, will fetch in the a 
Henry Wager, New York. fall from $2,50 to $3,00 per head and upwards? yy 

Thomas Hancock, New Jersey, The way 1 fed my sheep, last winter was as fol- $5 
Frederick Watts, Pennsylvania. lows: In the morning one meal of oat straw—at fh 
Peter F. Causey, Delaware, hi d about a jill of wheat taili dalt xs ‘W. D. Bowie, Maryland, noon hay and about a jill of wheat tailings, an 
G. W.P. Custis, Virginia. the water they could drink, (which is a large 4 

Henry K. Burgwin, North Carolina, quantity ina dry time)—At night oats straw.and j 
John Whiterspoon, South Carolina- hay, and plenty of wheat straw to pick over. I 
Thomas Stocks, Georgia, found th 1d desl of i # 
Richard Jones, Alabama, fount ey would consume a great of it— ? 

Alexander A Reaase Mississippi, say the heads and leaves and trample the stems 

A. B, Roman, Louisiana, for manure. Some of my neighbors fed theirsheep ! 
Frederick Kensman, Ohio, wholly on hay, but they came out no better im the i 
Robert Mallory, Kentucky, ingths : What I flock could x 
John Shelby, Tennessee, ee oa } 
John L. Robinson, Indiana, not be disposed of in any other way. One thing 4 
Stephen A. Douglas, Ilinois, 1 would recommend to all who undertake to win- 
3 See Pines, ter sheep, that is to shelter them from storms and 

os 1 Cxages Mistigan, above all things, make your sheds dry and warm 4 
Simmons Baker, Florida, over head with plenty straw under foot. I made 
Thomas A. Rusk, Texas, sheds on all sides of the yard, but they leaked over : 

ee Spee Wisc , head which proved very uncomfortable and injuri- 
Killburn W. Boggs, California, ous to my flock one night last March. The rain ‘4 
4, F. Callan, District of Columbia, poured down in torrents for a time and then com- i 
S.M. Baird, New Mexico, menced freezing hard when the sheep were wet to t 
Alexander Ramsey, Minnesota, the skin, The consequence was that many of my ; 
Joseph Lane, Oregon, best sheep were taken with diarrhea and lost much 
J L. Utah. a their wool. eta neers \ 
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Now sir—my conclusion is this, in relation to/ For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. 

your worthy Farmer ;—that every farmer in Wis- | Stripping the Ozier. 

consin and elsewhere in the Northwest should take | ee i \ 

and read it for their own benefit, because I am! igs ae ee r 

convinced that the best and safest way is to raise| Dees Sir will take the liberty to ask _ 

a variety of things than to depend entirely, as we } whether you in any of your researches have no 
. * come across some machine or method that will re- 

have done, on one thing (wheat!) or any other sin- | hand 
gle branch of farming. We have fiddled long | ae the bark ma ae cheaper than by hand. 

re mentee tnserer one apshat fn bo | en ee eee eee 
gin to add to its number. I now like your paper | ¢ eat Pea Sr . ; athe! ah 

because it treats upon every farming subject that | entirely do away with the hand pein arias 
Be eibereseaaen: | bor of stripping tue bark from the Ozier we find |} 

F ee : to be expensive and therefore ask your assistance, || 
Yours truly, | pl y e; |) 

" Wx. G.Ronenzs, | as above. One reason that I have for thinking || 

Racine, June 21, 1552. : that there is a machine for the purpose,is from the 

Refined Rosin Oil- i fact that the Germans can manufacture so cheap. | 

— if not too much trouble, you will confera favor to 

We notice in the Journal of the New York} je; me hear from you on the subject. 

State Agricultural Society, for August, a commu- Yours in haste, 

nication upon the subject of producing oil from i, au : H.C. Baxer. 

rosin. The writer says in substance, that the Racine, 1852. fe 

manufacture of oil from common rosin, was com-|  Rexanxs—We have never heard of any ma- 

; menced by the Boston Oil Company in 1551.— | chine for the purpose of stripping the bark from 

Pecpilonnasts cf three kinds, and is adapted to the ozier. There is probably nothing of the kind 

machinery, currying leather, and the preparation | Tp this country, as the cultivation of the ozier has | 
of paints, The oil prepared for machinery has | not yet become of sufficient importance to require Ht 
been thoronghly tested in the cotton mills at Low- | such a machine, or to stimulate the inventive inge- 

ell and pronounced superior to sperm oil alone, for | nuity of some Yankee to produceone, Cannot some 

all machinery With heavy bearings ; such aslooms, | our of our German readers, who have brought 
shafting, machinery of the heaviest class. For with them from their father land the art of manu- 

medium machinery, it is used, mixed with equal! facturirg ozier work, answer the inquiry of our 
parts, (half and half,) of land or best sperm oil.— } correspondent ? 

The refined rosin oil, will combine with any other | - Se es 
2 . . ompound which | ,. ixcuLar Disrase.—The ‘cllowing is a transla- 

ail, ee oo proportion, forming a comp tion of an item of news given in the last number 
; cann’ orparal * B of the Turkish newspaper of Constantinople:— 

The rosin oil has been used in currying leather, |“ Many persons in Konia and Allasheher, who 

for boots and shoes, and for harnesses, with the | have eaten lately of eggs and chickens have been 
pelistactany ieecuite., Af keeps tho deather | attacked with the Litllo Snake disorder. On 

most t ff _ D opening the fowls after they had died or have had 

more soft and much less affected by rain, or by | their throats cut, worms were found in their stom- 
hot or cold weather than the best neats-foot oil— | achs resembling snakes; and the newspapers from 

On the score of economy the rosin oil has the ad- \ Persia mention that the same thing has been oc- 

' vantage, being some thirty-three and a third per | “UPS tere” 
i cent. lower, than the prices of other oils, used for} Currovs Facr—There is a venerable citizen 

. the same purposes. If it be a fact, (of which we nnn uving in the neighborhood of Cincinnati, who 

have no reason to doubt,) that rosin oil will assim. | bins in is clatty sixth yeas, can remember the 
7 Bagh - signing of the Declaration of Independence. He 
ilate so thoroughly with linseed or sperm oils and | has voted at every Presidential aiettion “eines the 
form 2 compound equally as good, for all purposes organization of the Government. The Commer- 

—its production is certainly a valuable discovery. | cl says: Se 

, A saving of from fifteen to twenty per cent. on “He descended the Ohio river, and passed the 
2 ee point where Cincinnati now stands, before @ single 

oils used by painters and manufacturers, is an| tree had been fell: 
; item in the economy of their business of no small | 4 thou, eee ee 
fy erection 4 thought of present power had entered into the 

3 reamy phantasies of prophetic speculation. Think 

In October, 1791, Mr. Jefferson, then Secretary | Of it? One now among us—one among two hun- 
x of State, in preparing a table of the commercial dred thousand in the busy uproar of business— 

a: Fesources of the United States, does not mention tee who stood upon the ground where we now live 

cotton among its staples. fore Cincinnati was born?! We can scarcely re- 

Be oye fen el Le a ee! a : nD yh uous civi ‘ion has worked wo! in thi 

he has a sow which, in the space of sixteen months, | country of ours. The old man can yetsee toread 
‘became the mother of 58 Her first litte: ii 

Yo Second s7, thira 11, fourth 20. 1 ce ne Merge cota 
2 : : .
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Forman’s Patent Plow. 4 
———.. ty 

The accompanying engraving is a view of 2; buryine of half the b I 1 4 : oe Peer te. (| burying o} he beam. It requires no}} | 
wrought-iron plow invented and patented in | cleyice, has but two bolts and one rivet. Itis |} © 
a “e = See oni Sha- rs nag es ee = share _— i 

ron, Chambers Co., Alabama. tsre- | shields the foot. This plow is very portable |} | 
a ee eee aa B 2) each one can be packed in a space which will a 
_ See cs ete 7 not occupy more than a cubic foot and allthe jj | 

tn mings 5 © i iD parca pl gis ety roe | 
? = wo minut = “ 

ler, and Fis the opener. A plow for eal eas ah sis it. This kiwi Sell adapted 
horse weighs about from 30 to 85 Ibs. ;_ that | fan squier) culearesand-we Gavel hetactee e 
for two horses weighs about 40 Ibs. With | ¢p, iihieabeeiee aril i i 
the subsoil hare aiached one hon. For ho ae now using Ty See ie 
man informs us, will break stiff clay land eight! jt to dural ab @ 

inches deep ; and by preceding it with the | atl caqiiced Parpoes pales Ula a a a 
turning share, a depth of twelve inches may | ey plow with which they are Seed. g 
be obtained. The medium share with one [Scientific American. 

horse, wee from four to five inches deep Sul ayia aie a § 
on one and ahalf acres in oneday. With the a wart & 
turning share, one good horse will do more ee OF Bge—In ag Sciathe 
ridging and bedding, and do it better, on the eae of Moral-E balesophy,:he menuces.cm 
land in Alabama, than two horses can do with | '° authority of Dr. Darwin, a curiousinstance | 
the Eagle Plow. The sweep can be adjusted of change of instinct in this insect, «‘Fhe bees: 
so asto run from one to two inches deep, a. over to Barbadoes, and the Western || j 
thereby cutting up the roots of grass—killing | Isles ceased to lay up any honey after the 
itand clearing away weeds around the roots first year, as they found it not useful to them. 

of the growing crop ; it effectually cleans a| Tey Perceived that tho weather was so fine: H 
four foot row - three furrows. The opener, | and materials for making honey so plentiful, ‘ 
F, opens a very wide and deep furrow, and that they quitted their grave, prudent ee | 
when the land has been previously broken will |cntile character, became exceedingly _profli-_ 
do the work of two turning plows. By the gate, and debauched, eat up their capital, re- i 
adjusting pin, and the extra holes in the beam, |S!ved to work no more, and amused them= || | 

the plow can be adjusted to any size of horse, |selves by flying about sugar-houses and sting- |} § 
or'to dip to any required depth, even to the}ing the negroes. We
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i s have done, whenever, in the progress of population, l 

Southern Agricultural Congress its evils shall outweigh its benefits. 
A call appears in the September No. of theSoil| * * * Here, slavery is civilizing the savage, 

of the South for a convention of delegates from all and Aping are to Chases nts ee than 

4 * oA jas been done by a € missions to rica, since 

the slave-holding States to meet at Macon, Ga., on the days of the Apostles, As no savage can un- 
the 20th of Oct. for the purpose of forming a South- derstand, and consequently appreciate and adopt 

ern Agricultural Congress of the slave-holding | christianity, so has the self-sacrificing missionary, 

states. The call is made, by the Executive Com- es on abe rey ee — aera 

muiitee of the peo Central Agricultural So- Yors in that field. With the negro race, slavery 

ciety, through their chairman, in a long and ably | has been, by far the most successful missionary. — 

written address to the people of the South—setting | It has made the black man in America, in a few 

forth in plain terms, the objects to be accomplish- concedes, vies hen rere mee ene 
= a iplish for him —an 

ed by the proposed confederacy. A considerable declared that the most certain and effective mode 

share of the address is devoted to the subject of | of forcing him back to his former condition and 

slavery—its mission and purposes—prospective ex- | making him more a savage than ever, is to throw 

| tinction, and duties of master and servant. In |of hes pholeorte eels waioh our ey iss 
+ +. + at imposed upon him, before he has become fitted for 

connection with this, frequent allusion is made to a higher sphere. "Tig aecntal and physical condi- 

the anti-slavery movements at the North in a re- | tion of the African slave has been improved with- 

spectful and conciliatory tone. The whole tone in the recollection of many now living, and with 

of the address is manly and dignified—and to our cust seprovement has Dees s Corre uae amen 
. cal ; ment in his managemen reatment—the one 

mind pretty correct in its oad = the direct and certain consequence of the other— 

We copy from the address so much as our lim- | and this will and must continue. And it may be 

its will admit, After enumerating several objects | safely affirmed that whenever the African, in the 

; to be attained by such an association, the address instructive and wholesome pupilage to which he is 

‘ oiouey= subjected by his slavery, shall, in the course of 

ernie Bee . ae many generations, reach a point of civilization ren- 

; *To exert an influence in establishing a system | dering that pupilage useless to him, he will cease / 
of common school posteescon zicl a make ie beaslave, as naturally and certainly as the | 
Christians as well as scholars of our child as training of a child merges gradually his minority | 

sis eager |e mend aod rete, 
: - 2 . fruits do not ripen on the tree at the same time, no 

so in their proper uses—impressing upon them, | more will all our negroes become fitted at once for a fe ! 
from first to last, that (especially under our form | release from slavery. But as they do become qual- 

' of ae: SS One the o ified, they will be liberated, as many already have 

gregate of public good—and that no one can dis- | heen, In many slaveholding communities we see 

regard his duties to those around him without posi- | negroes who have become free, because, having ac- 

_ |] tive injury to himself. quired the essentials of civilization, by an irresis- 
To cultivate the aptitudes of the negro race for | tible law which man cannot, if he would defeat, 

any oe aus consequently Chestaney, Pa eS hey are pained soma elaIEey to freed: imeem 

; yy the time that slavery shall have ful etriment tothe master or man. Suc! s been 

its beneficent mission in the States, a system may |the operation of slavery generally, throughout 

f be authorized by the social condition of that race |christendom ; for there has been a time in which 
here, to relieve it from its present servitude with- | slavery existed in each European country, and his- 

out sinking it to the condition, moral, mental and | tory scarce reveals when it terminated in any of 

physical, into which the free negroes of the Nor- | them—so natural was its death——expiring of old 

i thern States and West Indies have been hopeless- age—dying out by insensible degrees. Thisis the 

bY presetietet oy mepoey Seon they have cast | This is tho only torgiaation which JE can reed, 
" and penalties of civilization ‘e is ym e) i i rm 

off the features of their African barbarism. consistent either with our own righis or with our 

3 These constitute the main purposes for which | duties te the African race transplanted here whose 

td we ap] to the individual and aggregate inter- reasonable labor has enriched the land, and whose 

ae ests of the slave-holding States to mect us in an | Subjection will have pee it for civilization,and 

; Agricultural Congress. In that, let us assemble, consequently christianity’ i ‘ 

| and confer and consult, as in a great family reun- 
: ion—having @ common object, and actuated by a SSS rs 

; common patriotism. * * * * cer Hiss THE Maar Gory Ths Ondenrarah 
s. <etteret, is to b * ea aily News says a large drove of cattle bought in 

; Bee eee ee where: dn past { Canada for the Boston market, were brought over 
7 tim ot ena > on Friday and Saturday mornings, and ‘put up in 

i, mes, ite old age, and to descend in due course of hi 
viseth te am Ronorable grave—the reward of 9 [£000 quartem here en route ‘by the cars. They 

ree 1 ; amounted to just sixty, and are good specimens of 

usefal and well-spent life-—it must rely on it80WM | 714+ Canada can do in her meat as well as flour 
i power and energy to maintain its rights, establish ‘ket. Th Pa ~ “4 

f its security, and vindicate its dignity. mee ht gids * eae ie Perks ‘Be 
vas < - “ in ant ress uns ese 

{ Ttis not by legislation, nor by statesmanship, | oo kind of Urassengers” ‘Th oatt af lve 
_ |: |] that slavery isto be sustained. it can repose in passenget e amount of iv 

“ security only on its own merits to those who have | Stock and general provisions that pass by the cars 
inherited it, and will abandon it, as all before them | through Ogdensburgh are daily on the increase. 

{ 

— - a
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Sheep Husbandry, | flock, and have been able to sell about the 
a number I have raised, and always, (except in 

The following article from the pen of a} the instance mentioned above,) have selected 
correspondent of the Albany Cultivazor, is'such as were most imperfeét; making such 
well! worthy the attentive perusal of 0 ,. ee when I tag them. I have made 
growers: ne Wool | but little use of bucks of my own raising, but 

I have had considerable experience im |}ave procured the heaviest fleeced, stoutest 
growing wool—having been engaged in the | built, and strongest constituted ones I could, 
business for thirty-five years, and having had | without much trouble or expense; and when 
the same flock without changing for twenty- |T have found one near right, have used him 

five, which I bred for about ten years, with a [as long as he remained vigorous, on old ewes 
view to make them fine; but finding their | not related to him. I think a judicious selec- 
fleeces too light, and their constitutions too Vaon of bucks for “and ‘deaned improvement, 
tender for this climate, I determined to in- | the most difficult matter that falls to the lot of 
creas the weight of fleeces as fast as I could, ja shepherd; and for that reason I have prac- 
without materially injuring the quality, and |tised using a strange buck on a few sheep, so 
have succeeded so far as to make my flock, las not to suffer too much if he should bea 
consisting of ewes and lanbs, (as I keep no | bad crocs; and I never buy a buck out of a 
wethers,) shear three and three-fourth pounds, | flock that has not been well bred for a long 
which sold for forty-seven cents a pound, |time, fearing their stock may run back on 
making one dollar and seventy-six a fleece, |some defects of their progenitors. It is well 
including commission. My sheep have long | understood by all who are conversant with 
staples, thick wool, very free from yolk; have|the subject, that no important, desirable 
strong constitutions, and are perfecily healthy, |change in any breed of animals, has been 

not one in two hundred and fifty having been | made in a short time; but rather that it takes 
ailing in any way, to my knowledge, this !a long time, and much attention, to produce 
winter, and when I get them up to four |a breed that will generally have the particu- 
pounds per head, with about the quality they | lar qualities desired. If then, we are negli- 
now haye, I shall have accomplished all Iever | gent in this respect, we cannot expect to im- 
expected to. prove. ‘The principal reason why we have so 

I have no doubt my flock would have | few good flocks, is, because sheep owners are 
| shorn some two ounces more per head by |so frequently changing them. This begining 

this time, if I had not, some four or five years | every few years anew, gives no opportunity 

ago, sold all of two stocks of young ewes,/to become acquainted with the desirable 
and though I obtained a large price I lost by {qualities of particular animals. Such exists 
the operation, as in consequence of that sale |in all flocks that have any pretensions to excel- 
L have not been able, till last year, to raise |Jence; and families, or the descendants of par- 
the average weight, over about three and one | ticular sheep, may be traced by a discerning 
half pounds. I have no account of more| person, in any flock of long standing, thus a 
than four sales. Those sales have all been | Jittle attention to any particular defects, such 

made in the winter. In 1848 it sold for forty |as course flanks, thin wool, or short or long 
cents, and for the three last years for forty-| toes, may be exterpated from a flock by dis- 
seven; showing that there has been no varia- | posing of such as possess them: 
tion in the price of such wool; and Isee by} J think it very important for every wool- 
referance to my bills, that the assorting has rower to know how his wool assorts, to en- | been very uniform. The prices of low and |&°"°" = : 
medium wool have been more fluctuating, and able him to know whether he is going astray, 
T understand that such wools are now dull, |or not, in his efforts tv improve; and this is 
and that the prospect for another year is not| one important reason why I approve of the 

flattering. depot system of selling wool; and the more 
As my object in writing this is to induce |I see of its operation, the more I am_ con- 

wool-growers to take more pains in breed- | vinced that it is for the interest of all who in- 
ing and managing their flocks, and as any | tend to have a good article, and in good or- 

knowledge Imay have acquired, I am free to| der, to have it sold in a systematic way— 
communicate, I shall briefly state how I have | Any excitement among speculators, which- | 
managed to make mine differ from most | raises wool above its value to the manufactur- | 
others. er invariably creates!a reaction, and a de- ) 

In the first place, I kept few or no wethers, | cline on the next clip, which will more than , 
consequently have raised a large number of| counterbalance the advance on the previous 
lambs in proportion to the number of my | one. 

I
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“Suecustions ror Farmers—-If you | are provided with the apparatus for grinding 
| have any bean straw, do not permit, it to be| their seed, namly, the gizzard through which 
| wasted, but feed it to your sheep. ‘These an- | the seed passes, and is crushed prior to diges- 
| imals are remarkable fond of it, and will par-| tion. The peels of apples and pears should 
take of it freely when they refuse thebest En- | always be cast away. Oranges we need not 
glish hay, or even grain. It is sometimes|mention, as this is always done, Orleans, 

passed though a chafling machine, and fed to | greengages, damsons, and all plums, should 
them while suckling their lambs; but I con-|be carefully skinned, if eaten raw; and if 

| sider this superfluous, as I have never yet | put into tarts, they should be crushed before 
| known them to refuse it even when they have jcooking. Nuts are as indigestible as we 

‘ been too sick to partake of other food—|could desire, if the brown skin be not re- 
| Mouldy beans may be cleansed, freed from | moved or blanched, as almonds are generally 
| their disagreeable odor, and rendered excel- | treated.” 

| tent feed for sheep, simply by pouring hot ae ns 
| water over them. If not-very strongly taint- Taste of Turnips in Butter. 
ed, they may possibly be rendered fit for cul- Anat ich _arenevade aor Tan St 
mary T) be ak < v 
ee, Gi niente mabe srueeaulient stated in a provincial newspaper, “that to feed 

| feed for swine. The nutritive matter contain- cae ak as a 

| fl ea eho ponte grenieg per poundjithanstet |. short time before milking prevented the \| of any other vegetable, and when ground in- anita tier Hea pore yb eullaphe 
|| to meal, or mollified by soaking, it becomes shethod T Susana Weta Ginnie diatel after 

one of the best aoe for fattening swine being mille aan the morning, avast = 

possible to be obtained.’ many turnips as they can ee During the 
t eeateea es seth $ Tei day they are fed on hay, and immediately 
i The Peel or Rind of Fruit Indigestible | 6. milking at night, they get the same 

“This fact cannot be too strongly impres- quantity of eee ae 8 ie ne ot al 
sed upon the public. It applies to all fruit |@™¢ Very much admired by all wao take them, 
without exception, and includes also the pelli- both for color and flavor, and I have often 

cle or skin of kernels and nuts of all kinds.— been called upon to give a statement of our 
The edible part of fruit is particularly deli-| feeding by visitors. I have several times 

| cate, and liable to rapid decomposition if ex- | S1ve" the cows turnips a short time before 
| posed to the atmosphere; it is, therefore, a being milked, Just to prove the thing. On 
provision of nature to place a strong and im-|SUch occasions the milk and butter tasted 
pervious coating over it, as a protection a-|Strongly of turnips. : 
gainst accident, and to prevent insect enemies [Gardners Chronicle. 
from destroying the seed within. The skin Pp Russe “W; Tiss Mated 
of all the plum tribe is wonderfully strong h ie ae oF Bea eS * 1 
compared with its substance, and resists the 2 he Eat apa; ee ‘dh 2 aa oe 
action of water and mang solvents in a re- Paes oa cor nat ee oe i = oe 
markable manner. If not thoroughly masti- ihe ae ss - Be Panes teas Sea # 
cated before taken into the stomach, the rind — tour, fled Gatti he ar 

| of plums is rarely, if ever, dissoved by the are ace Ae nak aes mie ce 
gastric juce. In some cases, pieces of it ad- haiti attacked ina “certain a its 
here to the coats of the stomach, the same as| oh bia jaikasitte lee LP eee ba 
wet paper clings to bodies, causing sickness | S"°Wt» ae re 2 Th ince ( 
and other inconvenience. Dried raisins and |$2™0US, or aed re ee 
currants are particularly included in these re- Magee: edible ae aan = ee ed 
marks, showing the best reason for placing |°" _ Se ae oe, cee or 
the fruit upon the chopping board with the | SY Fea ei oc adinck hel er ag 
suit in making a pudding of them, for if a duce Neh = i oe Hag char. 
dried eurrant passes into the stomach whole, ae b o as e subject allowed: cee 
it is never digested at all. When horses eat gated oe chon ta orm seen peariet 
oats or beans that have not been through a |e 4 gem Seat Toke State J 
crushing mill, much of this food is swallowed [Ohio State journal. 
whole, and in this state, being perfectly indi-| «Oy © 'axe.—Experiments prove that 
gestible, the husk or pillicle resisting the sol- weight for weight, the cake which is left af- 
vents of the atomach, there is so much lost | ter the oil is pressed out of the linseed, is 
to nutrition. Birds, being destitute of teeth, | more fattening than the linseed itself” 

he st iii Sa
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For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer, | | their Jare during the period of their most rapid 
| Large Calves. growth. Calves kept upon a small quantity of 

aes food while yery young (if not pinched,) and that 
| Frrexp Mitrer—In the July number of the | food plain and wholesome, will bear high keeping 
Farmer I noticed an article from the pen of Mr,|2%% ™°Fe advanced age much better than calves, 

| Brunson, of Prairie du Chien, in relation to the| Which have been pampered while young can stand 
subject of raising calves, in which he speaks of] Ifa farmer wishes to raise good stock, and is 
some very large ones raised by a Mr. Cromwell ane and ee give re wee oe ae 

salt :. now of no better wa: for him to do, an to give 

of New York. 1 dislike boasting upon any sub-) 45 calves all the milk ed corn meal they pats 
ject, and by any person, when it is done for the| until 5 or 6 months of age. They will seldom be 
sole purpose of tellinga “big yarn;” but, facts| injured by over-eating; and, in in that way he will 
can be spoken of, and the products of different por-| lay the foundation upon which he can build a no- 
tions of the country can be compared without in- bleisnpersira gure) alcaut dite cho tnehenee: 
curring the censure of those who are fond of facts, | of calves, "which should be observed by every 
rather than fiction ; and for others we should not} stock-raiser. None should be raised for profit, 
care. About the year 1836, I think, my father, | excepting the eae mich by the by, be 

sg eS . . ot always confined to the largest. Largeanimals 
ne then resided in Kennebec Co, Maine, raised | .. cometimes the least profit, for the dairy, stall 
a calf which weighed 515 pounds when five months] oy farm. No man should think of turning his at- 
old, with no other keeping, worthy of note, but] tention to stock raising, unless he is a tolerable 
the milk of the mother, and which he sold for $25,| Judge of stock ; for the more poor stock raisers we 

ave among us, e@ worse is our condition. ‘00 

when 5} months old. These facts I know, as 1! jitte attention is paid, by our farmers generally, 
was then but a boy, and drove the cow and calf! to the subject of stock-raising. They are too apt 
three miles and a half to a hay scale, for the pur-| to estimate their cattle by aumber,instead of quality, 

| pose of having the calf weighed; and when my and shat ee ercas See a So Peat ae 
: looded with scurvy stock. Farmers keep ea‘ 

| father afterwards killed the cow for beef, she they say. to eat up their fodder, without reflecting 
Weighed 919 pounds, including beef, Hide) and tal_| that half of their stock, well kept, would be less 
ow is, for a state so far east as Maine, Where} + uble, and more profit, than all, poorly kept. I « 
the people have to pry the sun out of the ice with hope this subject will be taken into consideration 
ahandspike or have no sun during the winter, | 4, 'the farmers of our state particularly. and, that, 
may seem to bea large story; but, it is neverthe- the error of keeping many poor cattle will be cor- 

| less true. Mr. B. also speaks of a yoke of steers) pocted. ours tral 
which he raised; and, which he thinks were re- a Sovmos Lomeiea 
markably large, having measured six feet in girth} G oon Bush, Wis. Aug. 4th, 1852 ‘ 
when three years old; and, for which he received mi Gam Fe ert 
pee ermine aa of Shy cola. I well recol-} Czops anp Prices.—A correspondent of the 

at my father, some en or sixteen years tine 4 
ago, raised a pair of steers, with very little extra Fond du Lae Journal, writing trom Rochester, ‘N. 
keeping, which measured upwards of seven feet in] Y~ Says: 
girth in the spring when four years old; and which} The erops of New York, Maryland, and Dele- 
he sold the succeeding fall for $155, cash, and} ware are of a medium yield only, the hay crops, in 
which weighed, in the Brighton matket, 1100 lbs.,| particular are very poor, and cattle throughout 

each. We did not, however, think of calling the} the whole state, will, this fall be sold remarkably 
attention of the public to a circumstance of that| cheap. What they call cheap for cattle here,’with 
kind in Maine, as large calves and large oxen were| us would be very dear; $20 and $30 for cows, and 
so plenty there. I knew 4 oxen to be sold by Jo-| that too of a very inferior character. I saw Cows 
seph Underwood. Esq., of Fayette, Me., for $550,| and Calves sold in Virginia for $40 that, in Nor- 
one pait of which were twins. Are the calves spoken} thern Wisconsin, would not bring more than $15 
of by Mr. B. considered enormous in the great] and were really not worth more than this latter 
state of New York, where they raise so many} sum; but land, old worn out farms, may be bought 
great men? Although | will not yield to Mr.! in Virginia for 1,50 and 2,00 per acre, that in the 
Brunson in telling big stories about big calves and| hands of a Yankee farmer, would, in three years 
steers, [ feel myself compelled, by circumstances be-| he worth 25,00 per acre ; all these lands want, is 
yond my control, to give the broad side of the track| Yankee go-a-head-a-tiveness. 
to Mr. Bristol, who has written a communication| 1 was surprised to-day while spending an hour 
to the editor of the Lockport (N. Y.) Courier, and| or two among the numerous flouring mills here, to 
which I find in the August No. of the Farmer, in| see farmers here getting 80 cts. and 1,00 per bush- . 

relation to a calf raised by Mr. J. M, Buttery, of! el for wheat, not a particle better quality than our 

Lewiston, N. ¥., and which gave milk at the age| farmers raise, for which they get but 45¢ and 50¢ | 
of two months. “That is, indeed, a singular cir-| per bushel—what makes this great difference? 
cumstance ; and I should be gratified to have the : oS 

matter explained to the satisfaction of the public,| Pa Vines ror Mica Cows.—Mr. J. Q. Hew- 

as I believe history does not furnish a parallel. lett, of this city, informs us that he took his cows 

In relation to the best mode of raising calves,| off of an excellent clover field, and put them to 

I would here remark, that, as far as I am able to| feed on the vines of the black pea, the result of 

judge, from past experience and observation, calves| which was, that the first week the product of the 

should never be kept upon better fare at a very| butter was increased from 16 to 21 lbs. and the 
early age, than at other periods previous to their| second week a still farther improvement from 21 

arriving at maturity. It is bad policy to reduce| to 24 lbs. (Exchange. 
ee ee 
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Mules and Horses, | Foundation of the French Merino, 7 

A writer in the Southern Cultivator ape [Translated from the French ] 

the following estimate of the comparative ex-|_ My father, born of a family of cultivators, | 
penses of horse and mule teams. If the con- | busied himself in his youth in raising Sheep. i 

> clusions here figured out by the writer are cor- In 1786, the Queen of Spain made a present il 
z Bi aah Wd to the King of France of a flock of ewes and 

; rect, farmersshould turn their attention {0 tC! bucks, selected from the very best merino | 
; subject and substitute the mule for the horse. | blood in the country. Half of this flock was | 

Would not still greater economy be found in| sent to Rambouillet, where it still exists. The | 

‘ the employment of the ox instead of the mule, other half was ceeded by the King to a pro- | 
| as a working animal for farm purposes gener- prietor, M. de Chenorier, who placed them on | 

t 9 his farm at Croissy, about four leagues from i 

ally? : | Paris At this date my father was twenty- || 
4 “TI propose now, Mr. Editor, fo gies 308. 4 | Seven years of age. As soon as he heard of | 

2 calculation in figures of the saving to the far-| the arrival of the'flock, he went to see them, || 
: mer by the use of mules instead of horses | and renewed his visit yearly, to assure himself i 

and, for that purpose, I will take a team of} i¢ our climate would agree with this new | 
: ten for a period of twenty years; will suppose | breed and to learn their produce of wool and | 

4 the horses and mules to cost at their purchase | gosh, as compared with the native breeds, | 
ie the same price, and will estimate the difference, when he became convinced that the climate | 

| saved in the feeding of the mule, of Indian} areed with this new race, and that they offer- | 
corn, at six barrels each per annum, or that} oq a great advantage from the quality of wool t 

: the horse will consume twelve and the mule! obtained, as well as for their flesh, compared | 
: six barrels each per annum, to keep them each | yith the then existing breeds in France. He | 

in good working order. eee purchased at the first sale of the produce of | 
Upon that data I make this exhibit : these sheep, which took place at Croissy in || 

10 horses will consume each 12 bbls, 1800, one ram and eight ewes. The ram | 
4 corn per annum, say for 20 years, was four years old, and weighed 125 punds, |) 

: which is equal to 2400 bbls, worth and carried 12 pounds of wool, and the ewes || 

: on an average, $2,50 per barrel, $6000 | averaged 9 pounds in its pure, unwashed state. | 
: Shoeing 10 horses will cost $30 per an- He continued to buy yearly from two to four |) 

num, ($3 each, or more, which we sheep until 1810. In 1811, he bought 50 |) 
have to pay,) say for 20 years, 600 | ewes and 5 ram lambs. In 1818, he bought |) 

———|54 ewes. At this date the whole flock was | 
; Cost of feeding on corn and shoeing 10 sold at Croissy, at an average of from 120 to || 
. horses for 20 years, $6600] 800 francs each. 

: 10 mules will consumeeach 6 bbls. corn The pasturage at Croissy was much better 

per annum, say for 20 years, which than that at Rambouillet, and the flock supe- || 
F. is equal to 1200 bbis, worth, on an rior. This is why my father made his acqui- 

average, $2,50 per barrel—no ez- sitions here in preference to those at Rambou- || 
pense of shoeing, $3000 | jllet. In 1821, he bought a buck at Ram- | 

: =—— | bouillet. Notwithstanding these two flocks 
ie Amount saved in 20 years by mules, $3600] were of the same family, he obtained a great 

; According to this estimate, we have the | advantage by an alliance of blood, of the flock 
rd surprising sum of $3600 in twenty years, or| of Rambouillet with his, being of the same |) 

about $200 per annum, gained or saved by | lineal descent, but a complete separation hav- | 
: having mules instead of horses ; but large as/ ing taken place since 1786, between the two 

this sum is, it can be fairly augmented to up-| flocks, From 1821 to 1829, he bought five 
e wards of $4000, by taking into the calcula-| bucks at Rambouillet. At this epoch, my 

* tion the greater longevity and exemption from | father ceded to me his entire flock of merinos, | 
iy diseases of the mule, which items are not set| which numbered 209 ewes from three to six 

¢ down in the above statement. At the end of| years old ; 176 ewes from one to two years ; 
the twenty years, how will the matter stand? | and 90 yearling bucks. In 1832, I bought 
In all probability, the horses will all, or near-| the 55 ewes submitted at the public sale at 

, ly all, be dead, while the mules, we may rea-| Rambouillet. Since then, I have bought sev- || 
iE sonably suppose, unless very badly treated,| eral ewes and rams to maintain the renewal 

a will all, or nearly all, be living, and be good | of blood of my flock, at times necessary. In 
u for service for some five or ten years lon-| choosing reproductors in animals, the best 
i ger.” conformed, bearing the greatest quantity of
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the best quality of wool was my guide, and | suilles in 1851, Land my colleague, Monsieur 
by this constant care and study I have realized | Cugnot, sent each of us three rams, and the 
from my best rams twenty-four pounds, (27 first premium was granted us. 
pounds English) and from my ewes eigteon | Viotor GILBERT. 

pounds, (20 pounds English) of fleece wool. | Widerilic, Commune de Crespieres 
The good direction given by my father to Seine et Oise, 

his flock acquired him the greatest scpiescie| le 7 April, 1852. 
throughout France. No person from the Te age eee oe meet 
States visited our flock previous to the 11th ee ee 
of May, 1846. Then we had the pleasure of urna eee harvesting, in order to 

SURGE Mn JOUR A. Taintor’of ardord, |Peeroms es fom. then shaking, off the, ceeds) 
to whom I sold two rams and seven ewes.— than any, other orn Some waiters regu 
Sinee then I have continued each year to ef- mend cutting it as soon as one-third of the 

fect shipments of rams and a few ewes to Mr. seed ee turned brown; others say two-thirds. 

Taintor, who succeeded in making this breed > eee ripen, the earliest _and 
prosper in America, as it has in France. 1 est portion of the gras walle: lasts. When 

have also had the satisfaction of a visit from Porhere one-half of the seeds are turned 
Mr. Isaac de Forrest of New York, Mr. San-| oy a: the gram should be g a and as the 

ford of Orwell, Vermont, and Mr. S. W. Jew- | straw is very succulent and juicy, the unri- 

ett, of Middlebury, Vermont. ‘To the latter, pened aan a craw oe comet 

I sold, in 1851, 82 ewes and 18 bucks. In stocks and wall al out and ripen very well 
1852, I sold him 94 ewes, and to deliver in | after it is cut. Some prefer to cut this grain 

$Obo|AAageiold hics 90 cyon J alan. xe- | ZROLit Swot WHl idonsiagt ) Bae 
Rasen awice fem: Mes Parker and: Mv, How- | proved method of harvesting is to cradle the 

ard of Shampaign, Ohio, to whom I could not \ buckwheat, and then with * ake put it into 

sell any ewes this year or next, to their great} ee ee ceee eer as 
regret. = 2 5 sheaves, and set them up without binding — 
aon iuorrunSaneave made by my father By raking os rolling it together with a rake, 

to improve the merino breed, and those which it is Interwov en in such a manet that it will ' 

T have continued to effect on the same princi- eG any desirable length of time, and when 
ples, we have arrived at the conclusion, that me ciently dry rey Bay cake uP ee 

in order to improve the breed, we must not! ae Sud placed ont the ewazon without the} 
allow our ewes to yean lambs till three years ps of eae i phous he pe ou 

old, and to use no bucks until they had ar- _— Tt is very easily threshed, 
rived at full maturity. It was necessary to when it is in good condition. - It will often 

feed them upon sound land ; dry in prefer-| be necessary 12 Jet it remain inthe bunches 
ence to damp pasturage ; and to renew the| en ii rele Bye Belere 3 eee 

blood of the flock every five or six years. If} ciently, dried and cured. It rarely suffers 

|| you are longer in renewing it, one can main- aD InjUEY Sone: expomares ta ras 

tain the same quality in his flock, but cannot [Maine Farmer. 

ameliorate it. We separate the ewes into 33| Harvesting Tornips.—-Pulling turnips 

many lots as we have bucks, taking particular | and cutting off the tops by hand a knite, 

caution not to use a ram of any detect to ewes | which is almost the universal practice among 
“ kes are set» ee ; on eee American farmers, is about as far behind the 

mut of the oA find hs bow tend of plowing Ia land oe, instead of plowimg. 

We did not decide upon exhibiting our| England, turnips are almost syanapty abe 

flocks for the prize until 1844, when the Ag-| ed in drills; at pulling times the laborer pas- 

ricultural Assembly at Paris appointed a com-| ses along the row with a sharp light hoe, 

missioner to visit the best flocks in our coun-| with which he dexterously cuts off the toy 

try. “As soon as the commissioners made| throwing them by the same motion into the 

their report, the Minister of Agriculture gran- hollow between two rows. Another person 

ted me the great gold medal. In 1845, the| follows with another hoe which he strikes be- 

Agricultural Assembly met at Gregnon. I low the bulb so as to cut off the root, throw- 

sent there .350 ewes and 4 bucks for exhibi-| ing the turnips of the two rows together 

tion. The first prize was accorded me and | ready for the gatherer to basket and carry to 

amy father, who was then 86 years old, and re-| the pile or cart for storage. Sometimes one 

ceived it from the hands of the Duke of Ne-| hand performs both operations of toppi 

mours, eonducted by my two sons, To the|and digging, but two work to the best ai { 

general concourse, which took place at Ver-| vantage. [Scientific American. ©
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| i ORT CULTUR R er mere embellishment of a home—so univer- || 
| J 30 oa admired, so entirely appropriate, and per- | 
eee ee —__________— | fectly democratic, and so completely within 

Brief Horticultural Notes—No. 10. the means of the poorest — a owns a 

| BY JOHN A. KENNICOTT, M. D. rood of God’s own beautiful earth, and has 
ie = the will to improve it. 

ae eet Siegen cite By the tasteful and careful display of a few 
: for a moment and | native trees, vines, and flowering shrubs and 

say something about flowers. All nature is|plants—or by the purchase of fi dollars’ 
| full of the beautiful, and the meaning of this} worth of th — : 

is very evident, though not always aa oe Fen vrei 4 : 5 Ly lerstood. | cabin, or the rough board shanty can be made 

The Creator has been very good to us, and|more worthy of note, than the t costh 

aes ae a assured that flowers were de-| city edifice, with staring brick wall, an i 
| ~ gea chennai as continue | a green tree, or a gay flower to soften its hard 

a er iS j ‘ dry, money-begotten aspect, or relieve its cold 
\ F ere is more good sense and practical util-| and uninviting entrance. But i 

ity, in the cultivation of beautiful flowers, than | somewhat Hi o—Li sain ose 

most people imagine—Whatever refines ard ak e Sele a 
simplifies the taste, and enlarges the sphere of E ao ae = ae mae ee 

innocent and rational enjoyment, is always cakes ~ saadoni oe Pea 
| useful, in social and intellectual life, though it = ee ae 

may not be neceseary, to mere animal exis- i mee ee! ae ais 1 
ee late a summer, or during autumn, and Octo- 

| The love of flowers is, in an eminent degree, i. Lone tee fee Siete wall Ganieidiina: < eal Hi Ts tine |, 'UBERS are more certain to do well, if planted 

ee a ota, in autumn also ; still these may be left until 

yield a greater profit, in pure pleasure and ee 
| Saettal eofisersentsthan any! other homellux- Buxss and TrBers are sometimes confoun- 

ne ded, but a familiar example will show the dif- 

Cultivate flowers, and Jeam to love them, |""erc® The onfon is a Si eee eee 
my farmer friends, if you would add to ihe (Ghat 
pleasures and increase the sweet influences of Forancet bulbe; to be’ planted: out in: Octo- 

j| home. The greatest and the best have loved ber, the soil should be enriched with well rot- 
flowers, and cultivated them with their own ted manure, leaf mould, &c, and the whole 

hands ; and every right-minded and observ- well mixed, deeply spaded, and finely pulver- 
ing man has borne witness to the delights of|i#ed, a few weeks before planting ; so that 

| the practice, and its good influence omiiers the soil may have time to settle and ie to- 

, | : “ - aa said, and can not too often gether—a heavy soil, containing a good por- 
, 4 peated, that the child, taught to love | tion of clay, is the best for most Bulbs, if 

' || flowers and tend them at home, is more apt|™ade rich enough, and dug two feet dee 
. || to love and respect all home pleasures and RELI ek : 

|| duties, than the one whose eyes have nevi B rt 

: been opened to the Bisse of nature, 3 ate oH le da a ae | 

7 whose young hands have never planted, = Sahin. otal AA oak gar 
: -_ or weeded a single shrub or flower, bulb when ae. "They ptcticdl se 

ere is no hu so cheap as gree: i 

and sparkling, a a —_ “tigate: _ = — we a 

i There is no external ornament so indispensible | jury to th fb bfcigicky a ihe i ‘“ 
' _; to the respectable farm-house, suburban-cot- Of frost, itis sal aa kan ok es 

3 | tage, or lordly mansion—and there is no oth | bed hard, after ee Mek 

i ——
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Rows, one foot apart, and nine inches in | single collection, during the rage of “The Tu- 

the row, is a good medium distance for ae lip mania,” in Holland—Five to five hundred 

bulbs, of most kinds, intended to be taken up| dollars per root was freely paid ; and now, 

every summer—Large ones, like Crown Im- about as good plants may be had at 25 cents 

perials and Tiger Lillies, require more space, | each, under named, or half that sum, unnamed 

and so do all, if you design to leave themsey- | or “ mixed,” when by the quantity. 

eral years in the same bed, without dividing] The colors of the Tulip are infinite—and 

and replanting. the “feathering” and blending delicate and 

Bulbs may be had of the seedsmen, or nur- chaste beyond the power of imitation. 

serymen. We have a very good supply, at The Due Van Tnaut flowers early in April 

The Grove Nursery, and my excellent friend during the continuance of severe frosts ; but 

James Dougall—Detroit Mich—is especially | the sweet month of May, is the proper tulip 
| well supplied with Tulips and Hyacynths. season, aa this region 

The price, under name, ranges from 25| Unlike other flowers, double tulips are less 

cents to $2, per doz—seldom over 25 cents|prized than single ones ; and those most 

per root—and good “ mixed varieties,” as low showy are often of the least value. It is a 

as $1, per dozen, for such as once cost a dol-| good thing to tie up the tall stems of the lar- 

lar or more apiece. And this is the best way | gest flowers, and if you can afford to cover 

to purchase them. your bed with an awning, the flowers will last 

We have mixed nearly all of our varieties | much longer, and retain their freshness and 

retaining the species only, under name ; and | brilliancy to the last. Eight dollars will pur- 

now sell accordingly. chase a bed of mixed tulips, which will make 

‘As many persons do not know the names|a more magnificent show, (with its hundred 

of bulbous plants, in cultivation, I will name goblet-shaped flower cups, of every hue, on 

most of the more common hardy sorts, found in | stems two or three feet high, and this repeated 

most good gardens, and costing but a mere and increased yearly) than ten times that sum 

trifle, compared with the ancient prices for | expended in many less sensible ways. Few 

similar plants. people ever see really fine tulips, however, in 

Tuz Crocus. This is a very pretty little | ordinary cultivation, and poor ones are scarce 

bulb—quite hardy, and easy of cultivation, | worth having. 

and most of the varieties are among the firsts} T= Hvacrxrs. Here, now, is a plant 

flowers of spring. Indeed, I have seen a that should you happen to get a variety, not 

south border gay with them, and an old snow | quite so beautiful, in form and color, will be 

bank, slowly melting away, on the north side | sure to give satisfaction, if you enjoy the most 

of the same bed. The colors of the crocus| exquisite perfumes. And then a fine Hya- 

are much varied, and often beautifully mixed. | cynth is very beautiful, withal ; and though 

The plain colors are white, blue, purple, bright | not quite so varied in colors, they are rich and 

golden yellow, dsc. The crocus is a great| elegant. The double varieties are most sought 

bloomer, and will stand the hardest frost when | for, but some single ones are valuable. This 

in full flower. There is an autumnal variety, | plant blooms pretty well ina deep glass of 

that comes into bloom about the commence-j pure rain water, in the winter parlor—but 

ment of cold weather in the fall, when there | the bulb is often ruined by this mode of flow- 

is little else in flower. ering—Potting is safer, where bulbs are scarce. 

The beautiful little blue Siberian Squill| Good Hyacynths cost 25 cents apiece, and 

flowers early (March and April,) but is not! often much more. 

common. The little grape Hyacynth is cheap and 

Tux Tutte is the most gorgeous and most multiplies rapidly. 

renowned of bulbous rooted plants, A small} The Naxcissus family contains many de- 

fortune has, in times past, been paid for asin- | sirable early blooming plants. Some of them 1 

gle flower ; and an immense capital sunk ina | extremely fragrant. 
pee eb ee TS | pS ge eee ee 

Aah arene eer ee ie ea a
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ps WISCONSIN FARMER, AND October, | 
s | The Poryantuvs, Darropm, Jongui, Po- | early spring. And then again, he can pre- | 

: | wa's Narcissus, &c., belong to this tribe—| pare his land and plant his trees in a much | 

‘ | Some of them increase with rapidity, and all| better manner in autumn, as the soil is in bet- | 

ie || are more or less desirable. They are mostly ; ter condition to work—and what is often an 
g || cheap. | object with the planter, he can get his choice | 

% The Graprorvs. Some species, and those | of trees, in the nursery, in the fall, before the | 

| the most beautiful, of this very showy aa best, in his estimation, have been selected by, | 
i || are tender, and must be kept from frost, | or for other purchasers, 

= and planted out in May. But the numero Nurserymen always prefer selling in au- | 

! varieties of the Grapronvs communis are har-}tumn. They have time then—all of their | 

i dy, and should be set in Autumn. | planting, and much of their grafting, being on i 

a The Bulbus Ints has many rare and perfect-| hand in March and April—and they also get | 

: ly unique varieties, but, except the “ English” | their money four months earlier, and there | 

< '| sorts, we have found them rather difficult of| are few nurserymen who can notafford to give || 

. cultivation. The Srawisu Ints, especially so. | better bargains in October and November, on | 
4 Crown Imperials are coarse plants, and| that account, and the other, as well as the I 

' some of them with a strong and disagreeable risk, that he as well as the purchaser runs in | 

: | perfume, yet they are extremely hardy, and | wintering trees in our changeable and severe | 
; quite showy, during the hardest frosts of climate. \ 

2 || spring, and are desirable, in clumps, in the} The serious objections to fall planting, are, | 

‘ | least frequented parts of the garden or/ the heaving of the soil in winter, and the di- | 

‘ ‘| lawn. minished vitality of recently removed trees. i 

a The Ticzr Liiy, Orancz Lity, our| Even when carefnlly taken up, trees loose a | 

: splendid Nartve Lures, and many others,| great portion of their roots, and recieve a | 
; which I have no time to mention, in this al-| shock that, in a great measure disables them | 

3 ready extended article, are all showy and de-| from ,enduring the alternations of frosts and | 

f sirable plants—costing a mere trifle. thaws, and cold drying winds, so common du- | 

i The Wurtz Litty has not done very well) ring winter, and the fore part March—and \ 

. with us ; it is an equisitely fragrant, and very | even though the roots of the trees should not 
‘ desirable flower, nevertheless. be thrown out, by the freezing and thawing, | 

A Now, I presume, that any man who wishes| they are more or less icosened, and drawn | 

e to try them can obtain a hundred bulbs, em-| out, and the chances for the tree to do well, I 

4 bracing all these Gznzra, and most of the| rendered less promising. t 
er species, and possibly 25 to 50 varieties—the| There és a way, however, or a protection | 

i varieties unnamed—for from $8, to $15, or| after fall planting, by which all the risk of 
i all named, for $20, to $25—and all the best) throwing out may be prevented, and the dan- | 

: of their kinds. ger from the vital shock materially lessened— | 
e The Grove, Ill, Sept. 3. It is this—after planting your trees in the or- | 

: ay tap coe eget dinary way, take a plow witha stout horse, or | 
Y Amaber ut. two “ad tandem’—one before the other— | 
; FALL PLANTING OF FRUIT TREES. | and throw furrows both ways, up to the newly | 

# Ina previous numb-r I advised to plant| planted rows ; and then with shovel and hoe, | 
5 orchards in the spring only—and this is al-|go over all, and make a regular mound of | 
i ways the safest time, but seldom the most| earth, from one to two feet high, around. the | 
4 convenient. stem of each tree, according to the size of the | 
: In autumn the farmer has the most leisure] ttee, and the liability of your soil to heave | 

for the work, and if the nursery is distant, he| by frost—As soon asthe ground is well settled | 
. can yery probably haul home histrees at half,|in the spring, you can level down these | 
a. or even one third of the expense of labor or mounds, with very little labor ; and the mak- | | 

: money, required, during the deep mud of the ing of them is not so expensive as one nigit | 
ee Ere
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think—a man, with shovel alone, will al Flavoring Principle of ¥rut. | 

| fifty, or level down one hundred, in a day. ——— f | 

| We do not practice fall planting, nor advise | oe advances of rena a 
| it here—But where the soil is reasonably dry | *Stitture are so rapid that we are ee | I it he hae . hably GY | able to record them. ‘The cause of flavors in 

i and sandy, it is often practiced with entire) fyjts, and ingredients of which these flavors | 
| success, without protecting the trees—though | are composed, are now being rapidly ascer- | 

| not in our black prairie muck— |tained. An article, called by the Germans | 

| Men often ask, “ why not protect the trees| Fusel Oil, has been ‘Separated from grain, | 
x ie ae 2 _.| potatoes, and indeed from all vegetable sub- \ 

with a mound of ee T will tell YOU | stances usually fermented for making alcohol | 
why—The manure might ferment and kill) o» wines. This Fusel Oil, or its constitu- 
ES stem of the tree; but this is not alla ents seems to pervade all vegetable nature in | 
| manure pile makes a comfortable harbor for a minute quantities 3 ‘when separated it has of | 

| colony of micz, and I have always found these | itself but little flavor, but upon the addition | 
e of any one of the acids it immediately 

vermin worse than Ranits or Borer, or any throws forth the aroma, and has the taste of | 
of the enemies of the orchard— Blight” ex-| some of the fruits. Thus with ascetic acid 
cepted. My Brother—Dr. Wm. H. Kennicott,|we have the flavor of the Bananna ; with 

of Chicago—has a farm adjoining mine, usu- | hydro-chlorie acid, the cherry ; with nitric 

| ally rented—and his tenants last winter, caus- = One etn ae eee 
2 Re Hs the acids we may produce in turn each of 

ed the irreparable injury, or death, of 150 no-| the known fruits : and many of the new or- 
ble bearing apple trees—a few of them 20 | ganic acids more recently discovered give us 
years old and all good sorts and fine bearers— peronee —_— which may be here- 

ine this very thi a jy | after to belong to some new vegetable pro- 

By doing the ysty ee 2 a duct. This mere admixture of Fusel Oil 
ae and waste straw during . Tmer to with most of the acids, forms poison, but 
save time in spring, and placed it in piles a-/ when properly etherized is innoxious if used 
round the trees ; and every pile had its fam-|in small quantities, and a single drop will 
ily of mice, and every tree thus treated was| flavor many pounds of sugar, and sometimes 
partially or entirely girdled ; and often for|* gallon of fluid. Who knows then but we 

foot, up and down—I consider his loss| 72, 800? discover the Incas Oe Ao te ae 
cue hae ie the form of manures, such materials as by 
equal to $1,500, and instead of “ damages” he} the chemical action of the tree will improve 
was glad in the end, to “get shut” of his ten-|or augment the flavor of the fruit. Dr. 
ants by paying them $150 to flit. Charles Enderlin, at present in New York, 

If you wish to procure your trees in au-| 20, has the subject under investigation— 
eat ara t He is one of the ablest of oyr organie chem- 

tumn, and not plant until spring, you must ists, and was for a long time associated with 

seek a dry place, where there is plenty of sand) Liebeg, to whom farmers are so-deeply in- 
in the soil, and after making it deep and mel-| debted for many of the improvements of the 

low, and seeing well to the drainage—dig a ris few ye. <The. sola =e so. = aus 
hota e results in anticipation so beautifu 

trench about two feet, or more, in depth, at it almost tempts ae ep ane. eaten | 

an acute angle with the surface, and bury the! geld to the laboratory, and were we younger 
roots, and half the bodies of your trees, there-| in our art, we should certainly do so. Apart 
in. Be careful, however, not to permit either | from the direct advantages to arise from these | 

roots or tops to touch each other, too compact-| vestigations, it promises to open a new field 
172 anil’eee GHNE Pary ting “sacllow:soil comes | 22 the examination of the organic proximates 
Zi 7 ty of plants. The general term, organic matter, 
in contact with every root. found in the analysis of soils, may require 

And now, attend well to the drainage, and | for certain success in the hands of the pe 
guard against mice, and rabits, and your trees tical operator, various sub-divisions, and we 
will come out, when ready to plant, in April, shall wait with nervous anxiety the results of 

$och ‘eid Bs ie indian san nese the experiments of Dr. Enderlin. We have 
= AE PRDE 98 ent you “ec /seen many of the new flavors he has pro- 

em in’— duced, and they almost tempted us to believe 
« The Grove, Northfield, Ill, that we were amid groves of unknown fruits. 

i t - September, 10th, [Working Farmer, . j
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| Insects and Pear Blight. We first procure the requisite number of 
stakes, which should be about six feet in 

Pror. Turner, of Illinois. thinks he has length, and of convenient size. These are 

discovered the cause of the western pear and} t) be used in pairs, and they may be left. in 
apple blight. He finds little white specks | the field at suitable distances apart for a stack. 
on all parts of the tree—as every one has ob-| With a crow-bar make two holes in the 

served—but some of these are larger than ground, about eight inches or a foot apart, 
the rest, mons like a “mite of mould” | nd sufficiently deep to hold the stakes firmly. 
on the bark. This he finds, by the use of|It is better to have the holes made parallel 
the microscope, to contain “infinitessimal” | ith the rows of fence, for convenience in re- 
eggs in vast numbers, which subsequently | moving the stakes. Into these holes insert a 
hatch into microscopic insects. They ap- pair of stakes, and on them, about eight inch- 
pear to exude a poison, which destroys tb | oe Bem the ground, wreathe a withe, to keep | 

|| bark beneath, leaving small holes like the |the beans from the ground. In pulling the | 
prick of an awl, and are in short the cause of beans, the roots are to be kept together; and 

blight, that is, in other words, death. As | in arranging them between the ‘stakes, first 

many close observers, with powerful micro- | place a smail handful on the withe, then an- 
scopes, have never discovered these punc- | other handful on the opposite side, tapping 

{ tures in diseased trees, we may fairly infer, |thom a little, and turning the roots towards 
that if these insects cause the death of Prof-|the centre of the stack, while the branches 
Turner's) treed, they do not of most other|and leaves are on the outside. Proceed in 

peoples. He has tried ineffectully to destroy |¢his manner, keeping the stack nearly cylin- 
them with “soap, ley, ashes, lime, copperas,|qrical in form, until it is built up high en- 
sulphur, plaster, tobacco, spirits turpentine, ough; lay a small handful on the top, over | 
salt, coal-tar, charcoal, asafcetida, and a whole |the roots, for a cap; then press the stakes to- | 
apothecary shop of other drugs.” He calls | pether, so as to keep the beans in place, and 

) for the observations and experiments of oth- Saubee them by a withe from stake, to stake, 

ers. He proposes for this insect the elegant |at the top. Stacks put up in this way, will 
name of “pear devil.” [Albany Cul. {shed rain completely, and resist the action of 

Saxr For Quixce Tress.—In the fall of jordinary winds, for any desirable length of 
1850 I sprinkled about two quarts of coarse |time. = J 
salt around an old quince-bush that occupied | There is another matter of considerable 
the middle in a row of three trees. When |importance, which we notice is not under- 
I gathered the fruit, and found that on the |stood by some farmers. They omit to put 
salted tree decidedly superior, both in beauty |on the withe at the bottom, and when the 
and in size. beans are removed, they have to be separated, 

A few words in regard to the time of ap-|thus making more labor, besides shelling _ out 
plying salt to fruit trees. If the application }@ portion of the crop, The better way is to 
be made in summer, while the trees are |have a good withe at the bottom; and when 
growing, the danger is, that unless the quan-|the beans are to be housed, let one hand ) 
tity be small, the growth of the tree will be|steady the top of the stick, and another | 
checked, and it will lose its foliage; that a|place a handspike under it, between the | 
new growth will commence the same season, stakes, and thus lift the whole up together, ) 
and if this be not in time to mature before |and remove them to the cart and the barn in | 
the appearance of frost, the growth will again the same form as they stood in the field. Tn ! 

be checked unseasonably, and the tree will|this way they may be removed with but | 
die. It should therefore be applied either in ||ittle labor, and without losing a bean. | 

the fall or early in the spring. [Cor.N. Yorker. [Maine Farmer. | 

Harvesting Beans. Discovery or a New Fisrous Prant.—Our es- | 
+ —- ea Seen, cal anes White of Nem ie 

‘e have heretofore gi .|leans, informs the editor of the Delta, that the 

sider the best method & caeme re Se ee er as erome aos throughout the 
: és is 5 plants known. It 

curing beans. It is attended with but little |is coated with ten layers, which are very easily || 
trouble, and it has never failed with us to se- | separated from the wood by crushing between iron 
cure them in the best order, even if the anes Hiss snare mill; on ae the hemp is al- 

; 7 ™ in ructible in water. 2) rove a 

weather, a pas Soe ane ae oo *re | valuable substitute for hemp, as it Rade Saawe 
at rue unfavorable. Beans, in this where that cannot, and at much less expense for 
State, are generally raised with corn; and | culture and preparation. There are many things 
they require to be pulled and secured before | yet to be learned before we shall all become book |i) 
the corn is harvested. farmers. [Am, Agricultarist. }}] 

= —————— ee sae ee
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| Improved Middlesex Hog. 

The above portrait of a Middlesex hog we copy | every twenty-four hours and squeal for more one 

|| from the New England Cultivator, and which rep-| half the time. They are fast passing away how- 

| resents a half-blood (a cross of the Suffolk and ever and giving place toa more comely race. Ade- 

| Middlesex breeds) The Suffolk and Middlesex | cided improvement has been made in the quality 

|| hogs are now esteemed the most valuable in New |of hogs in the range of our acquaintance, within 

| England. They aremuch alike, but do better bythe last three years; and though we find no distinct 
crossing—are distinguished for their early matu-|breeds, many very fine hogs are raised among 

rity, small consumption of food and inclination tous. There is room for further improvement which 

fatness, It is not uncommon for Suffolk pigs at|can be done in no better way than to import from 

eight months old to weigh 350 Ibs. A correspon- | the east, among us, some of the improved Middle- 
dent says: the likeness is trathful, and the hog|sex boars. It is true, the outlay would be con- 

from which it was drawn, whighed at six months | siderable, more perhaps, than many of our farmers 
old 462 Ibs, and doubts whether better stock can| would feel able to bear individually ; but a neigh- 

be found. Most farmers are not content unless | borhood of twenty or thirty farmers, might asso- 

| they have a large hog, at killing time, without ciate together for such a purpose and thus render 

| much regard to fineness of form, goodnes of flesh lthe expense comparatively light; and yet all reap 
and pork, or beauty in appearance. Our hog-rais- | the advantages to be obtained. Now, who of our 

ers are too apt to exclaim and insist—“give me the | neighbors will join us in such an enterprise. We 

hog at 12 months old, that'll put down the balance|are in correspondence with. some friends at the 
| tofour hundred and upwards, and I don’t care |enst as to the relative merits of the Suffolks, Berk. 
about smali bone, short nose, fine ears, thin skin, shires, Middlesexes and their crossesfor market 

and all that.” pork. Togeta breed of hogs such as the Suffolk or 
‘This fine apecimen of what a hog may be, pre- i Middlesex, is certainly a desideratum. © 

sents a sorry contrast, when compared with the} pine ie ee tea . 
Prairie Shark so common in the west—a life-like | eae on se good Hog. 

likeness of which (no gesting) stands at the headof} J coujd caution the reader against being 
article. They will eat their weight in corn|led away by a mere name, in’his selection of 

a Ie eS a 5
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| aL AS EM Lee) Sok eee ey SURATAA TS ee 
| ahog. A hog may be called a Berkshire or| of a pig. If this be dull, heavy, and deject- 
| a Suffolk, or any other breed most in estima-| ed, reject him, on suspicion of ill-health, if 

| tion, and yet may, in reality possess none of| not of some concealed disorder actually ex- 
} this valuable blood. The only sure mode by’ isting, or just about to break forth; and there 
which the buyer will be able to avoid impo-| can not be a more unfavorable symptom than 
sition is, to make name always secondary et hung-down, slouching head. Of course, 
points. If you find a hog possessed of such | a fat hog for slaughter, or a sow heavy with 
points of form’as are calculated to insure ear- | young, has not much sprightliness of deport- 
ly maturity, and facility of taking flesh, you} ment. 

need care Tittle what it has seemed good to| Nor is color altogether to be lost sight of. 
the seller to call him; and remember that no| In the case of hogs I would prefer those col- 
name can bestow value upon an animal defi-| ors which ars characteristic of our most es- 
cient in the qualities to which I have alluded. } teemed breeds. If the hair be scant, I would 

The true Berkshire—that possesses a dash of | look for black, as denoting connection with 
the Chinese and Neapolitan varieties—comes, | the Neapolitan; but if too bare of hair, I 

pehaps, nearer to the desired standard than | wouid be disposed to apprehend too immedi- 
any other. The chief points which character-| ate alliance with that variety, and a conse- 

ize such a hog are the following: In the first | quent want of hardihood, that, however un- 
place, sufficient depth of carcass, and such | important, if pork be the object, renders such 

an elongation of body as will insure a sufli- | animals hazardous speculations as stores, from 
cient lateral expansion, Let the loin and | their extreme susceptibility to cold, and con- 
chest be broad. The breadth of the former| sequent liability to disease. If white, and 
denotes good room for the play of the lungs, | not too small, I would like them as exhibiting 
and a consequent free and healthy circulation, | connection with the Chinese. If light or 
essential to the thriving or fatteing of any an-' sandy, or red with black marks, I would ree- 
imal. The bone should be small and the | ognize our favorite Berkshire; and so on, 
joints fine—nothing is more indicative of high | with referance to every possible variety of 
breeding than, this; and the legs should be| hue. These observations may appear trivial ; 
no longer than, when fully fat, would just| but they are the most important I have yet 
prevent the animal's belly from trailing upon | made, and the pig buyer will find his ac- 
the ground. The leg is the least profitable | count in attending to them. 
portion of the hog, and we require no more [Rural Hand Book. 
of it than is absolutely necessary for the rest. ee 
See that the Ta ice a 7 sound; that Clayton County, Towa. 

the toes lie well together, and press straight] Tee i 
upon the ects wn ak, thak the clang are The Crawford County Courier pays a flat 

even, upright, and healthy. Many say that tering and well merited compliment to the 

the forn of the head is of little or no conse- | farmers of Clayton County Jowa, in an 
quence, and that a good hog may have an Editorial article, from which we copy the 

ugly head; but I regard the head of all ani- following items: 
mals as one of the very principal points in| “The farmers of Clayton seem to conduct 
which pure or impure breeding will be. the | their business in a more scientific manner 

| most obviously indicated. A high ‘bred ani-| than is usual in the West. We have ofter 
| mal will invariably be found to arrive more | heard the remark, that if the farmers on the 

speedily at maturity, to take flesh earlier,| Western prairies would pursue as judicious 
and with greater facility, and altogether, to| system as the New Englanders, work as hard, 
turn out more profitable, than one of ques-| and be as economical, they would get rich in 
tionable or impure stock; and such being the | five or six years. Those of that region indi- 
case, I consider that the head of the hog is, | cate such a spirit, and they are getting rich. 

by no means, a point to be overlooked by The agricultural resources of this county 
the purchaser. The description of head most | are equalled by few and surpassed by none 
likely to promise, or rather to be concom-| in the West. ‘Only about six years ego, this 
itant of high breeding, is one not carrying | was comparatively new; now, farms join each 
heavy bone, not to flat on the forehead or] other, and the high state of cultivation to 
possessing a too elongated snout—the snout | which they are brought reminds one of the 
should be short, and the forehead rather con- | fields of New England, or compare favorably 

vex, curving upward; and the ear should be, | with the rich old farms df Pennsylvania— 
while pendulous, inclining somewhat forward, } We have never seen in any country, or in 

and at the same time, light and thin. Nor|any season, such a broad extent of fields 
should the buyer pass over even the carriage | where every crop looked so promising.” 

——_— ag ne ee ee ay ee ee J
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Rape Seed. | propeller around the lakes to Milwaukee, thence i 

Racine, Aug. 30, 1852. | by land. a Mot 
Been aseae i 5 eA Bots in Horses, Dear Sir—Are you in any way acquainted with | aces | 
the raisining of rape seed,'and whether the see | Wueenne, July 8, 1852. }} 

is sown in autumn or spring, whether a wet or dry | Mr. Minter: | 
locality is best for it? It is raised very extensive-| Dear Sir—Having seen a copy of your Far- 
ly in Germany for the sake of the oil obtained by | mer and Cultivator, I thought I would give some 
pressure from the seed. 1 think it might bea val-| of its readers a valuable recipe for bots in Hor- 
uable product here on our fertile prairies if we | ses: 
could get the proper mode of culture, and amongst} Take a handful of Rue (a garden plant) and 
your very many able correspondents surely some | steep it thoroughly—take of this one tumbler full, | 
few might be able to inform us on the subject. also equal quantities of milk and molasses, about | 

Yours very truly, a gill of each, stir them well together in a junk 
A SUBSCRIBER. | bottle and pour it down the horse, and { never saw 

a r ._ | it fail to cure in two hours. esas pare seed may be sown either in Also, for gripes in horses: | 
ring or in early autumn. The land best suited Take two quarts of strong brine and with a Bb ee cine “ich soll ore fromestanding We-| oth rab it on the spine from the maneto the hips er. The land should be clean and thoroughly and it will effect a speedy coure. 
rked before the seed is sown. The seed may XY 

¥ . ours, G. W. H. sown broadcast, or in drills about a foot apart. =~ te) 
hen sown broadcast, care must be taken not to eae 

w it too thickly. The seed of the rape ripens Building Sod Fence, 
ery unequally—the lower pods being ready to Fonp bu Lac, Sept. 19, 1852. 
urst before those at the top are full. It should | Manx Minter, Esa.: 
e cut when the dew is on and handled carefully, | Dear Sir—Can you give me any information r much of the seed is lost in harvesting. about the method practiced for building turf fen- 

eee ces? I and some of my neighbors wish to have a Paaarabetomer ia Soe } large amount of such fence built,but do not know to 
es artes ated eteuasithie liberty ft uke whom to apply. Any instruction you will give in writing to you. As Iam not acquainted with |7°S2°d to it will be thankfally received. Enclosed 
y one in the State of Wisconsin, I take, the lib- | ! Send $1, as a subscription to your paper. 
ty to write to you for information : a 
Ist. _I wish to know the subscription price of _ LBL Punurs. 

four paper ? Remanxs.—Building turf fence is done by digging 2d. I wish to know if there is any good farming | q gitch and raising a mound of earth along side of 
d in Sauk Co., Wis.? it with the earth taken therefrom. A turf fence, 3d. If there isandI.am once at Cleveland, Ohio, | with two ditches, occupies a breadth of nine feet 

hich will be the best route for me to take to get | ,¢ ground and the method of construction some- 
ere with my family, goods, &c.? thing after this sort: The ditches on either side, 
For I have made up my mird to make Wiscon- | .» usually about 24 feet in width at the surface, 
my home and engage in Agriculture in that/ ang 14 feet at the bottom, and in depth about 3 
te. If you will be so kind as to give me the feet, thus leaving a space of 5 feet in width be- 
oemationasked for, you;will confer'a favor on| tween. In the first place the turf is cut from 4 
iend. Not knowing your name I direct my | to ¢ inches in depth—of a suitable size superficial. 

to your office. ly, to be conveniently handled,and laid aside—com- 
Austin Licut. ; ad mence a mound about 23 feet wide between the 

Remanxs.—The price of the Farmer is 50 cents | ditches, by throwing out the earth from either— 
year as you will see by the terms. We have | to the sides of which as it rises in height,place the 
er been in Sauk County ; so we cannot speak | removed turf, with the grassside to the weather— 
the quality of its land from’ observation; but | and so continue to operate until the fence is raised 
m the best information we can gather, the land | to the desired height—A fence 3 feet at the base 
good. We suppose it is more broken than in | should taper to 15 or 18 inches at top. Most turf 
southern counties of the state ; but then it has | fences are built with a single ditch instead of two. 
advantage of being better watered, if we| The ditch should be upon the side most exposed 
been correctly informed. The best route and | to cattle, as it is intended to form a barrier as well 

weyance from Cleveland, is by steamboat or |S the raised mound. :
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AY | Leare not how much people may talk of 
| EDUCA T IONAL, | what can be done, the matter of fact is, as it 
i a coq. ._—j always has been, and always must be, the 

ess ae vee tey By E = = Es ee mass of ‘the youth receive all their 

| WGphie wiscnea & towa Pachec {sehool education inthe common school. In- ff 
j Teachers State Convention. deed, it is the way to educate those, who are fj 

— f |to mingle in the hum of business, and strife ff 
— the ie’ ane a # ssa - in ae to re anes | 

e State of Wisconsin, believing that the | christian America, the bond of early associ- 
cause of Education and the circumstances of | ation, like a golden cord, may hold them to- fj 
our profession demand greater concert of ac-| gether, as the ship of State careers in the | 
tion among ourselves, would respectfully name | storm that rocks the world. “ 
armen as the Jag age the at 21st} the fect anaes the sation a aid 

of October next as the time for holding a| ping stone to what he deems a higher station, 
convention for the purpose of organizing a has greatly mistaken the oflice. There is no ff 
“ Teachers’ State Association,” and for the | higher station. The office is as respectable, 
transaction of such other business pertaining |as much to be respected as any in the world. 
to the interests of education as the occasion erg eect _ glory apm - — 

|| may require. ent than this. Better far, that those who 

eee ne nny eases fick lane, and who toy forthe prewet el rent individuals an ior the free en- > s 

aeeet of those that attend. the sake of the pay, should leave the ground, § 
7 to those who have a heart to appreciate the 

J. G. McMynn, Kenosha, tihae rE 
J. L. Enos, Madison. Ss a | 

W. C. Dustin, Burlington. 2 Pof. Geo. R. Perkins, who has been 
e Se aces principal of the New York State Normal 
M. W. Carroll, Racine. < School, since the death of D, P. Page, has 
J. W. Boman, “ > resigned his post and the Executive Commit 

R. Baker, “« tee have secured the services of Mr. Sam- 

D. N. Conger, 2 uel B, Woolworth, to take his place. ‘This | 
> a F school has long took the Jead in the education | 
W.D Cary, “ of teachers, and its graduates are to be found 
8. ‘Steel, 5 “ —the leading spirits in nearly every State of. | 

‘W. McNess, Fond du Lac. the Union. 

A. J. Craig, Palmyra. en | 
C. Lucas, Genesee. How Scholars are Made. 
G. A. Sellick, N. Rochester. Ss 
HE. Coe, oat sigue “Costly apparatus and splendid cabinets have 

A. Pearson, Madison. no magical power to make scholars. aa 
+55: ois man is in all circumstances, under God 

sat urnended sip .by several County Ae master of his own fortune, so he is the maker 
sociations of teachers, and many friends of Phe ethatnah StharCheathe dated woul 

En, MDE Se guste putt tuted the human intellect that it can only 
For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. il 8 its — ei and 7 its own ad 

The Free School System. it will certainly and necessarily grow. Every 

— oo man must, therefore, educate himself. Hs 
The free school system is the noblest, most | books and teacher are but helps: the work is 

thoroughly republican, most vitally important | his. -A man is not educated until he has i 
to our political salvation of all our institu-| ability to summon, in an emergency, all i 
tions, The man who does not give it his | mental powers in vigorous exercise to effect it 
hearty support, is, through ignorance or de- | proposed object. It is not the man who hss 

saiek home of semblingo,So nation’s on ee aa ae oi glory. 1 
To talk of republicanism without general |like a beast of burden, by an over-loaded ms 

education, is to talk nonsense, To talk of| of other men’s ease Nor is it the m= 
general education without the free school | that can boast merely of ‘native vigor and ¢ 

system, is to talk what never was and never| pacity. ‘The greatest of all warriors that wet 
i| can be. to the siege of Troy had not the preem! 

re =
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if nence because nature had given strength and | aa Grape (a ee Teer 

he carried the largest bow, but because self- | ee | 
fi discipline had taught him how to bend it.” | Valuable hints to beginners in the culture | 

a i Daniel Webster. a the vine may be taken from an_ article call 
EB) Dise: 2 4 The u: it. | the Family Visitor, giving an epitome of the 

pos iat the Sea promo! Seas | views of Hoare’s treatise on the Cultivation 
‘I _ There were formerly certain undefined com- | of the Grape. We extract as follows: 
t plaints during the latter part of the summer, | According to Mr. Hoare no vine less than 
“Bh familiar to every body in New England, term- | three itiches in girt should be suffered to bear. 

{ ed diseases of the season, of which many | The following is his table of the greatest a- 
‘Eh died, and of which fruit was generally sup- | mount of fruit which a vine can mature in | 

| posed to be the all powerful cause. A great-| proportion to the circumference of its stem. | 
‘fj er mistake was never made by an intelligent | eed Mae oh ae 
'f community, than to suppose that apples, péars, | is jae Tata hoe i ea 

| plums, peaches, berries, melons and the like, | ie = 15 = a 55 
t when fully ripe, are injurious, either to indi- | ai « Ba ae aa 
‘| viduals who fall below the standard of sound | eo te 95 9 “ 65 
‘ff health, or to the more strong and robust. = a i a 93 « 70 
ff isa misfortune that fruits are so dear that ia i 3510. « 3 
i | the poorest people cannot have that of the | 64 b 40 3 

| best quality, and sometimes can have none at | Tt will be seen, says Mr. Hoare, that if 25 
ial. As all the laws of nature are harmoni-|. sy ee ree PA h oa fae a 
ous, and one never conflicts with another, it is| hes be deducted from the cireumference o 

| very certain that fruits were wisely intended the stem of any vine, the Cap: ability of it will 
| miceen ual part of the food of man, par be equal to the maturation of ten pounds of 

|| ticularly at the season when they are ripe— fom: for every remaining inch of girt. eee ana : | To this proportion they are to be kept down | It is necessary to exercise reason in the use of i a . ; : y proper pruning, and removal of first buds | them as in everything else. * dalastent? heal 
| If we eat that which is decayed or crude, and clusters if necessary, and finally the elus- 

| it is a violation of a physiological law; and | ‘¢'S themselves are to be severely thinned out, 
|| so also is a total abstinence from them when | byauccessive ipa | =e cate For 
|| seattered plenteously over the land. Fruit, Bin See ae nee ee ie be ee 
|| therefore, may be considered necessary to the | © © : pit enue E maintenance of health, and its free consump- ones remov ed—and the attempt made to have 

tion should always be encouraged. Those berries of nearly Sau al size ab. nearly equal i h beat a a sth ; ly | distances. Many kinds of vines. have, on ev- 
|| Wit ceeoe obtam the good, otvan tavenous'y | ory cluster, a long blasted shoot, with a few || devour the unwholesome, from an instinctive | “7 ©" hich a fully 7 ds wich 

|| desire implanted in their nature. To the | STP WMG? Never Tuly Tpen, an 
| abuse, and not the proper use of fruit, may |°"0\"" tet i A 
be charged the occurrence of what.are called |, This process of thinning will secure from 
i dindases ‘of tha Geacon the same clusters an equal weight of far finer 

[Boston Medical and Sur. Jour. on is no uncommon thing to remove half rrr 
| ANALYSIS OF MILK.—MiIIK consists of three | the grapes of a cluster, iad in some cases 
distinct substances, viz: cream, curd and whey, even a much larger proportion. This will de- 
into which it separates spontaneously in a pend on circumstances. 
Siate of repose. “Cream, according to Berze- a 

lius, has a specific gravity of 1,0244, and con-| _“ Rats axp Mice—One of the best medbonatt 
sists in one hundred parts, of butter 4.5, case- destroy ee eee T xemonaher: 69, Reve 
ous matter 3.5, and whey 92. | On analysis,|"“"Take a large Kettle, or barrel; fill it nearly full 
caseous matter yields, carbon 59.78, hydrogen | of any thing that is most convenient, os waste 
7.42, oxygen 11.500, nitrogen 21.38. When | grain, chaff, beans, earth, &c.; set it in-the barn, 
burnt it affords an ash amounting to 6.5 of & gee eee infested beige ee 
ieee eae : ee ‘oj, | for them to run up on; mass e cae Nees the Mik when ~ — quantity of meal, = Jet-them feed several nights 

phosp! me, , When deprived | without interruption. Now empty the vessel and 
of cream, has a specific gravity of 1.03, and | 1 it with water up to about six inches of the top; 
in one thousand parts, yields of water 928.85, | throw over the surface a little chaff sufficieat to 
caseous matter 28, sugar of milk 35, muriate | cover it, and strew over this a little meal” and ar- 
and. phosphate of potassa 1.95. There are | range it as before. The rats will detect the trick 

also noticeable traces of other matter. when tod late to profit by it, Scores have thus 
[Olive Branch. | been taken in a single night.”
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Pe gn ee AO Sk ae 
EDITOR’S a ABLE is from three to four feet high, and some of the | 

’ | leaves are 33 inches in length and 14 inches in | 

S| breadth: Mr. Pettit thinks that this growth, on | 
Tur Stare Farr.—Let it be borne in mind, that ! jand not specially prepared for the weed, and in 

the annual fair of the Wisconsin State Agricultu- | charge of those, as yet without experience in its | 
ral Society, will be held at Milwaukee on the 6th, | culture, promises pretty well, and we think so too. | 
7th and 8th inst. Every facility is effered by the | We could wish that no person had an appetite for | 
various Railroad and Steamboat companies, for the | tobacco, but inasmuch as they have, its culture in | 
conveyance of visitors, stock, implements, &c., to | this section will no doubt prove profitable. 1 
and from the exhibition. Let none stay away who [Kenosha Tcl. | 

can get there. The Milwaukeeans will havetheir| Maperta Wrxe—Most disastrous accounts are | 

“latch strings out.” and be ready to accommodate | received of the future prospects of Maderia. It 
all who attend in “apple pie order.” Now don’t | seems not improbable that the celebrated wine of | 
take our word for it; but go and see for your sel- | Maderia will be a matter of history. A blight of {| 

ves. some sort has entirely destroyed the vintage for | 

Tue Mans.——The irregularity of the mails is | this year, and seems likely to destroy the vines | 
becoming insufferable. The Farmer for August |themselves. It appears in the shape of a thick | 
was mailed previous to the 29th of July, but from | White powder, which entirely covers the clusters | 
some cause or other, many of the packages had not | Of grapes. The inhabitants have memorialized | 
reached their place of destination the first of Sep- | the Portugese Government to be permitted to cul- | 
tember; and even since, we have received several | tivate tobacco. | 
letters complaining of the non-arrival of the Au-| The importation of wool in 1850 was valued at | 

gust Farmer. If any of our subscribers have not | $1,681.000 showing an increase in the value of the 1 

yet received it, or any other No. on being inform- | importation the last year of over two millions of | 
ed of the fact, we will supply the deficiency, or at | dollars. { 

ere Spy ‘Tue New Yors Srare Far was held at Utica FMENTA | 
Seoteubers “The iOR sale at Janesville, Racine and Koskonong | 

on the 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th of September. Nurseries, Wis. The proprietors are now ena- | 
concourse of people in attendance was immense, | bled to offer to the public, a stock of trees hereto- | 
and the display in all departments on a grand scale. fore paolo’ in the bikin Bomariableiior their | 

ardiness, vigorous growth, and adapted to our | 
The eepripes for entrance fees were. about $8000. | vestern climate, embracing fruit trees of every | 
Complaint is made of the exorbitant prices charg- description. Apples, Dwarf Pears, Plums, Cher- | 

ed visitors for accommodation. The City author- Ties, Flowering Shrubs, Bulbous Roots, &c.—com- | 

ities of Utica made quite a speculation out of the | Prising all the inost popular sorts now in cultiva | 
i Siveatinie alt ing b tion—and having devoted their personal attention | 

occasion, by charging all conveyances running be- | +o their propagation and rearing, feel warranted in | 
tween the city and fair grounds, from 8 to 9 dol-| recommending them to the confidence of the pub- | 
lars each, which yielded to the city treasury about |lic. Nurserymeu, Dealers and Planters are re- | 

$2000. spectfully invited to call and examine for them- | 
ea selves. All pre-paid orders containing a remit- | 
‘Woopwortn’s Youtn’s Canrnet.—Rightly named | tance or pooper elerenee will receive prompt at- | 

« Races hae +e ;t | tention, addressed to. 
Cabinet” for such it usually is; containing as it . E. B&F DRAKE, Janesville. | 

does a great variety of matter exactly adapted to F. DRAKE, Racine. | 
the instruction and amusement of young people.| Janesville, September 25, 1852. 8m. | 
fig Oe eee the eee eae mee V: JOUANNEULT’S | 

eae et! |, SRENOH, VARIBTY: STORE. 
oa Corner ite the American House, Janes- The July No.commenced anew volume. D.A. opps vill Wi —_ 

‘Woodworth pub. $1,00 per year. Se = 
ort J. Keeps constantly on hand a nice and cheap 

Unton Arrist.- -This is a useful- monthly pub- assortment of school books and new publica- 
lished at Pittsburgh, Pa. edited by R. D. Harts-|tions, plain and fancy stationary, musical instra~| 
horn. ments, jewelry, perfumery, cutlery, combs, and \ 

F i i in. | brushes of all kinds. Games and toys, also gloves, 
It unites the Agriculural and Horticultural = suspenders, cravats, handkerchiefs, thread, silk; | 

terests with Mechanic arts and thus adapts its pa- | buttons in great variety. Ribbons, fans, laces— || 
ges to the wants of a large classof readers. Suc- | cigars, tobacco, candies, wea. matches; in 8 
cess to it, word, the best assortment of Yankee notions to be 

by ._ |found in town. Give him a call, Ladies and Gen- 
Tozacco Cuzrune.—Milton H. Pettit, of Pike, | tlemen even if youdon’t mean to buy; the French- 

has brought us a specimen of the Tobacco plants, | man will feel happy to see you ai show you his 

of which he has a crop on his farm. . This stalk ne RGoah fer tage. |
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| MADISON MUTUAL lat old rates. Ornamental Trees, Flowering 
i TR ANT ANY | Shrubs and Plants, in great variety, and the lowest 

INSURANCE COMPANY. | prices, in lots, meneipell at our selection. These 
i Tas | last furnished to dealers on commission, 
|B Chartered by. an Act of the Legislature of Address, 

the State of Wisconsin. J. A, KENNICOTT, 
Northfield, Cook Co., Ill. 

i esc duly organized and complied with the | —————————————— 

| requirements of their charter, and adopted the 
most approved system of MUTUAL INSU- 
RANCE, are now prepared to receive applications 

| and issue policies of inadrance upon fives bo — 
| ses, taverns, shops, and other buildings against loss rae 

| or damage by fire. This company will insure no =9 oars 
property in cities or exposed parts of villages, there- x Kogd Z 
fore can never sustain a large loss from any one ¥ Kgl i, 

ff fire, which will enable them always to meet losses > He 
| promptly, and make it a safe and reliable company i Vf 

to those insured, Fy 3 ih 

| DIRECTORS: * ji . 

ig L. J. FARWELL, SIMEON MILLS, v/ r, 
BAF. caby, N. B. EDDY. 6 4 
iB A.J. WARD, W. N. SEYMOUR, < 
i N. W. DEAN, EF. B. DEAN. Jr., " 
| M. C. DARLING, WM. C. WELLS, MAY'S IMPROVED 

DAVID ATWOOD. _ F. G. TIBBITS, PATENT STEEL PLOW!! 
B. F. HOPKINS. —— 

FFICERS: T the Annual Fair of the Wisconsin State 
| | ee Preaidient: i Agricultural Society in October last, these 

i: N.B. EDDY, Vice President, |PLOWS received the Society’s first premium.— 

— 3. F. HOPKINS, Secretary, For durability, easy draught for the team, large 
J. FARWELL, Treasurer. lyl. | amount and excellent quality of the work perform- 

ae Ty DIA ed, in a given time, they are unequaled. None B BOOK BINDERY, |tecsewimmnrecees atte nmenye 
i | i rienced and skillful workmen employed. 
#@  J\HE SUBSCRIBER sould respectfully an- , ‘ 2 
| T nounce to the citizens of Rock aad the adjoin. | Hitherto we have been unable to supply the de- 
Bp ing counties, that he is prepared to execute with | mand for these Plows, to obviate which as far as 
Bj dispatch, all kinds of work in his line in as neat | practicable, we have enlarged our works. Break- 

Jf style, and at as Low Price, as can be done in our |ing and Common Plows, Cultivators and Harrows, 
Eastern Cities. Having had long experience in.all | "5, ¢ratofore, made from the best patterns, and of 
branches of the business at the east, he believes he thashost matostal 
can give entire satisfaction. i . 

Especial. attention will be given to the binding ey Tues. Farmers give us a 

| eeesonics rae enees re binding old books, and |“"yianufactured extensively, at Janesyille, Wis- 
BLANK BOOKS, comer ey 

such as Deed, Mortgage, Records. Mill books, : MAY & COMPANY. 
le Se eae Janesville, Feb. 1, 1852. 
| a = Penal a a en E nes Patents, Sample Plows, and Machinery, 
| Every thing that may be wanted in the Blan igs . 5 
| Book line, ruled to any pattern desired, and bound (Press and bests; indispensable in making good 
| inthe most beautiful and substantial manner. work,) furnished to order and warranted; for the 

] , G. L. KNOX. | unsold portions of the Western, Middle and South- 

I _ Janesville, April 1st, 1852. ly4 Jorn States; also for Californiaand Oregon. Agents 
oF New Editionar _ | vaunted. 

LAP etaainney ho re MAP Infringements rigidly prosecuted, 
j 4 Address, 

| OF WISCONSIN, showing the surveys of the * 3. M. MAY, ©" 
Menomonee Lands, &c., may now be had at the Janesville, Rock Co., Wis. 

| bookstores, or by application (accompanied by the General Agent for Proprietor. 
cash) to the undersigned. It will be sent by mail | -———————_—___________ 
aay address upon the receipt of one dollar. A A. H. STEBBINS, * 

bp prausincotebrandeto denies A, LAPHAM, | Wholesale and Retail dealer in Hardware and 

| Milwankeo, Aug. 2, 1852. Stoves at the old stand, No. 14 
Eger) hove gen ae elas Sp Neve ee ea Mai ta a 

SHE GRDT ER AURSERS © CARDEN. Would clan eee - public that he is 

ARGE Budded and Engrafted Apple Trees, {Prepared to furnish every thing in the line of 
| rf with fing heads, at 15 to 25 cents cach, or $13 | Hardware, consisting of Stoves, Sheet-Iron, Tin, 
| per 100—Average sizes, by the thousand, $100 to |and Copper Ware, Nails, &c., &c. 
140. Plums and Quinces—a good supply, at 25to| 3&$7 All Job Work done to order. 
373 cents each. Pears and Cherries—a small stock | Racine, Sept. 1, 1852. 
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PUBLISHED OX THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, BY | tion does exist,—it is but just to allude to it— 
| MARK MILLER. hoping that in future, similar causes for com- : 

| TERMS: | plaint may be avoided. 
| 50 Cents a Year in Advance; One cause of complaint,—and a very just 

i Fivecopies for $2, if directed to one Posi Office, andatthe he site chosen for the Fair 

| Sees SE noms, A suecrntnst come | One toe ee 
subscribers. Ground; being some two or three miles west 

| ADVERTISING ; of the business part of the city, and between 

Raltpese Se $5) | two lines of plank road—the oly avenues, by 

Qaarter page 18 | which it could be reached. Visitors who were 

| See (twelve lines or less,) 1 year 50 fortunate enough to have teams of their own. 
(Less than one years) ‘or fet insertion an od 4 wiles haa 7 

‘or each subsequent inserti 5) were subjected to a x, esides a good 

lo: Neisconsin: State Fair. deal of detention at the gates; while those 
| : —_ 4 who had not, were compelled to foot it, or 

Our second Annual State Fair took place to submit to the extortions of soul-less livery- 
afew miles west of Milwaukee, at the time} men, The ground wasnaturally rough, and | 

| appointed ; and has left an impression, which] no care seemed to have been taken to im- | 
= not fail of producing a marked effect upon prove it, even where the tent stood for the | 

the future greatness of our young and prospe-| secommodation of the ladies department.—. 

hoe State. But there is J et - wide field o- The ultimate object, we were told, of making 
pen for cae ee ars the inclosure, was for a permanent Race 
(en pean IS ig leer eed Course, rather than for the accommodation of 
most who attended ;—still, it was highly cred- the Fair. 

itable to the State, and to the taste and skill w. z = 3 
is 5 Casas e regret still more, the wide spread dis- 

peeiee oto tacoma ino souemeraxiibincnl| 2S eee pee ee eee 
Some departments were not so well ee Rees Sonate eeearie nee battens 

ed as wehad hoped they would be;—know- Whether their grievances are real or fancied— 
ing as we do—from what we have = and we shall not at present pretend to say; but 

heard of the several County PES it is feared, in many cases, that they are too 
Wisconsin has got the material to make a well grounded. 
show, in all departments of industry, which ‘Memiunds Yestueiies: 

would compare well with any one of the older} The display of Agricultural Implements, 

States. Taken as a whole, however, the Fair} which first attracted our attention, was pass- 

passed off very well. The show was fair—| able, but it fell far short of our expectations 
the weather favorable, until near the close of| and of what it should have been. In the line of 

the last day—the concourse of people large—| plows, the show was quite large, both in num- 
and, co far as we could learn, not the slightest] ber and variety. Among the number, we ob- 
accident, or disturbance occurred, to mar the} served some of superior make, and suited to 
festivities of the occasion. all circumstances, and to all kinds of soil. A 

With so much to admire, and to commend, large number of the plows were from the Ag- 

we much regret that there should have been) ricultural’ Warehouse of Taomrson Lrtrsut 
any’ just cause for complaint on the part of! of Milwaukee, and manufactured by Masox, 

Visitors, and more especially on the part of| Nouns, & Co. of Boston. Mr. Littell also 
Contributors." But, since so much dissatisfac-| made a large show of other implements—num-
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Y 4 ‘ i bering in allsome 50 or 60—embracing in the \ ers, than any other object on the fair grounds- 

5 i 2 | list,— Cultivators, Horse-rakes, Churns, Har- | Srocx:—The show of Cattle,Horses, Sheep | 

a i et | rows, Drills, Straw-Cutters, Meat-Cutters, | and Swine, was good in quality, but in some 

F i i 2 Rakes, Forks, Spades, and in fine, almost ev- | cases extremely meagre in numbers. \ We'ob- | 

Pee ae ery possible variety of garden, field and house- — many animals of a high standard—giv- | 
ee eye | hold implement, useful to the Farmer and jing good evidence, that the breeding and im- 

Bee oS | Housewife. Mr. L’s. collection made up one eee of all kinds of stock, are receiving | 

rete Be SS | third, or more, of the whole display in this de- | increased attention, in some parts of the State. 
3 2 ai ie | partment of the fair. Mr. Riciarp E. Exa, /in no other department, was improvement so | 
* Pe ; Re | of Rochester, made an excellent show of Plows, | conspicuous—especially will this remark apply | 

oes | varying in size, from the tallest oak opening |to sheep. The show of Spanish Merinoes, was | 
SG . breaker, down to the lightest plow in use.— |fine. Among the exhibitors of this class, we | 

Fe bide These plows, were of excellent model and | noticed the names of Geo. O. Tiffany, of Mil- 

AN } shes, workmanship—especially one Cast Steel Plow, | waukee, Almond Atwater of Waupun, C. H. 
e Ki Nt. which the Committee thought worthy of|Smedley of Geneva, and W. P. Benson of 

me P: s particular notice. Mr. Ela, also made a show | Johnstown. M. E. Gaston of North Prairie, 
Se ais in Fanning Mills, Corn and Cob Grinders, | and J. Hinton of Eagle, were the principal ex- 

: 5 eds Cultivators, Harrows— and we believe some | hibitors of Leicesters. N. B. Clapp, of Keno- 
pe ide other implements; all of which were manufac- |sha, had a fine show of South-Downs and 
re She | tured at his own establishment and under his | Saxons—the former, beautiful sheep. - Syme- 
es i * supervision. A few Fanning Mills, Seed Drills, | try of form, dark brown heads and legs, white 

a i p , Corn Planters, Corn and Cob Grinders, and |fleece,long wool, and fine qualities for mutton, 
ee oth a Threshing Machines, and a Reaper, made up| make the South-Downs most admirable ani- 

ne the balance of the exhibition in Agricultural | mals. 
4 oH s Implements. But one Harvesting Machine} Messrs, Hall and Kemp, of Gaines, Orleans 

ae Re appeared upon the ground, (Arxiys’ Avtom- | County, N. Y., showed a’ superior yearling 
Be Tk aton Reaper and Raxer,) and which, with a| Buck and three Hwes, from their flock of 
Ste Corn Planter, presented by Mr. A. P. Drcxzr |full blood French Merinoes. The buck was as 

3 ba of Racine, contained all we saw new in the |fine a fellow as we ever saw ina sheep-fold. 
oo 4 | combination of machinery. This machine cuts | We were informed by the owners, that he 

E | the grain, rakes it into bundles and deposits | sheared, last spring, 20 Ibs. and some ozs. of 

ak: them on the ground, ready for the binder as it | wool, One of the ewes, a three year: old, 
a passes along; thus, dispensing with the labor | sheared 18 Ibs. These sheep 'were for sale, 

bs ie of one man, required by all other Reapers—|and we hope they have been purchased and | 
& f an important consideration, here in the West, |retained in the State. Messrs H. & K. had 

ay: where laborers are searce and wages high in | 75 half bloods—Spanish and French Merinoes, 
af harvest time. The novelty of the raking ap- | which they offered for sale. Mr. H. D. Weld 
9 + it paratus, attached to this machine, called fortia | of Greenfield, also showed a fine lot of French 

aM | the admiration of all who saw it operate. — }and Spanish Merinoes. ' 
; ir | Of course, the machine could not be tested| Carrie:—The show of oxen was small— 

ate | practically, at the time, in standing grain; but | numbering but two or three pairs, all told. 
at it was driven rapidly over the ground, and in | there should have been at least, 50 pairs en- 

a ul | the opinion of every one, whom we heard re- | tered, when we consider that ox teams are so 

Bib. mark upon it, there was no doubt of itsca-| generally used in the eastern part of the State. 
} ey a Ee \ pacity, to accomplish all that is intended to | Of those on the ground, one, owned by Geo. 

/ i a i | do. We have never seen a piece of mechan- | O. Tiffany of Milwaukee, was a fine pair. . The. 
] an fi ism before, which, in its movements, persona- | show of Cows was also very small, and among 

: fig | ted so completely the human arm, as the ra-|the number we noticed but one. that attracted’ 

| eae ker of this machine does, It is admirable, and | any particular attention. She was a full blood, 
| : s FE | justly excited more curiosity among the farm- | Devon—the property of A. P. Lyman of She- 

i Ph eh a a
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boygan. Of Bulls there was a large show— lture of butter; and, it will unquestionably 

including many excellent animals. Among | make a better return for capital and labor em- | 

the exhibitors, we noticed the names of H. [pier ee ee . ies 

Durkee,of Kenosha, A. P. Lyman, Sheboygan, There is no better sheee made in ie ee | 1 

J. Freeman, Lima, and R. Lake, Troy. Messrs| than we have seen from the dairies of Wis- | : 

Hall & Kemp, of Gaines, Orleans County, N. consin—we will not except even the celebrat- | i 

Na presented a two year old Bull,—ful! blood | ed Herkimer, Hamburg or what-not; but we | 4 

Devon, unsurpassed for size and beauty by any | Yr. ee ae ee bbe -_ i | 
‘i : Y ANY | cilities, ne ening, for reaching the eastern i 

other animal of his age on the ground. | markets at-all seasons of the year, there is no it 

Swine sn this department, the show} good reason why butter should not become * 

was very small—few in number, and those, | °"¢ of our most important staples. Our pastu- ‘ 

with two or three exceptions, of orninary ap-| 1-2" unsurpassed by that of any other sec- ; 

pearance. S. B. Edwards of East Troy, ex- fon oe ous Mes = er v on am 
a > ance of feed—we have good water—what f 

hibited two half blood Suffolk Pigs—a boar } else i ing? nothi ill i 5 e is wanting? nothing but proper skill in | 

and sow. They are fine pigs and show a de-| the business, Shich Tk ppl coe i 

cided improvement.in our common breed of Sroves axp Castines:—Messrs ; Decker | : 

swingiiTihe aise of these pigs, is a full blood:| & Sari of Milwaukee, were: the-ooly ae \ 
ed Suffolk and belongs in Troy. Wm. Knight tors in this line. They showed a good assort- tf 

ght) ment of Stoves, Hollow ware and Castings— jl 

of Black Hawk, showed a sow, remarkable for | all of their own manufacture, and admirably ‘ 

size—her weight being between 600 and 700) done. ‘ 

Ibs. inordinary condition. Mr. Knight inform- Froir :—The collection of Fruit was a very 4 

ed us, that last spring, she had a litter of 181 attractive feature of the FE ‘air, and would have # 

pigs, 15 of which she raised. One of them| —- —_ — nab baleen properly ‘ 

exhibited “with her, looked lik ute deta displaye . But wi this, as with every thing | a 

Td block. , looked like a chip of the) else in the tentethe fitting mpand arrangenes £ 

° was supremely miserable. ‘The benches an 

Horsrs:—The display of horses was nu-| stands, prepared for the reception of articles, 
play peer : 

merous—consisting of Stallions, Brood Mares, were eae nga ge : he —— j 
. uncoul manner, apparently withoul Tegar 4 

Draft, Horses, Geldings, Matched Teams, and) to any arrangement or form, calculated to show 7 

Colts. ‘There were some forty Stallions on the] off their contents to advantage. John Bell ‘of 

ground—many of which were noble animals. Gardner’s . Prairie, presented 42 varieties of 

There were also, in the collection, matched| Apples, besides a good show of Pears, all 

teams, and brood mares, as fine as the most am Be _ shits Rue A ne ren j 
«a2 = ‘, Re of the Delevan Nursery, made a fine show 0! i 

ee Jockey could wish to see ;and which, | Fruit, consisting of Pears and 50 varieties of 

indicates marked attention to good breeding} Apples. Orra Martin, of Spring Valley, show- 

in our State. ed some fine Apples, not numerous in variety, 

Pouxtay:—There was quite a collection| but superior for their size and quality. We 

in this line—much larger than we had expect- noticed some, fine, Grapen but dit nes Jesen 

ed to see, and some of them were fine birds. * pom diss belongl a ah ae 

The Shanghai, Chittagong, Cochin Chin: i ‘ i > a,| team and six horse teams were entered for the 

and some other varieties were represented. We| Plowing Match. 
should judge the show of Poultry highly cred- The military display was a slim affair. Tt 

Rahle to exhibstor was what politicians, now-a-days, would call a 

izele. 
Tue Darry:—The exhibition of dairy pro- fees = - 

aul i e saw many other things at this great 

ducts was small; but very fair in quality.| gathering, which we should be pleased to no- 

We noticed some as fine specimens of Cheese, tice; but our limits will not permit. 

as we have ever seen any where, and the same Bee pee 

remark will a goa Saear ee 
oa pply_to the show of cheese at) Tp making up areport of the several Coun- 
the’Rock County Fair. It would seem that} ty Faii = donantant 

this branch of the dairy business, is receiving Tosca ent Te te 
avalon Bara) Acerrtiees'y ing} measure on correspondents and our exchang- 

fe sen a ee 
= eg SSS rege eee ceenae nese tee cee een aero ae
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ie =. td jexcept that of our own County; from the fact upon the ground were excellent- Horses, | 
Pies al that they all occurred at about the same time. | Cattle, Sheep, Swine, and Poultry, could hard- | 
Peper 2ii. | Racine, Walworth, and Rock, held their firs | ly be beat in any part of the country. The | 
a fi 2 | simultaneously on the 28th, and 29th, days ladies come in for a far share of credit in the | 

ah ¢ 4. | of September. | merits of the exhibition for specimens of their | 
ee i = | A lively interest seems to have been taken | handi-work. | 

MAE Ee | in most of the County Fairs; as manifested| The Stock in Walworth is improving, and | 
ime 2}. | by their extent of show, and the general sat-| a laudable spirit of enterprise is inspiring our | 
ee ef isfaction in their results. Some of them, in| people to go ahead and make still greater ad- | 
a ii = many particulars, have been quite equal to| vances.” | 
me ef the State Fair. Sursorean County. We learn, that the | 

© f 3 Dane County.—The Dane County Fair| Sheboygan County Fair, held at Plymouth, | 
bag came off first, and was held at Madison on the | was poorly attended, on account of the inclem- | 
ey 5 = 23d, of September. The Madison Journal] ency of the weather. 
ee 24 says: “The demonstration was one of which} Rocx Counry.—The Agricultural Society 
Bye eile, our farmers have just reason to be proud, and| of this County, held its second annual Fair 

of Hes gave assurance that the society in this county | at Beloit, on the 28th, and 29th days of Sep- 
eae 1S: is bound to flourish. The stock exhibited] tember. It was a grand rally of the farmers 
ee fos, was good, showing that a great interest is felt | and mechanics of old Rock, and far exceeded in 

ee i # eq among our farmers in regard to the improve-| every particular, the highest expectations in 
as ments in this line. Various specimens of grains, | its results. The arrangements were most ex- 
a eS vegetables, &c., were exhibited of magnificent | cellent, and the exhibition in every department, 

Ps, ite growth. Butter, apples, pears and grapes,|such as would have done no discredit to al- 
eet 24% and other fruits were to be seen in respectable | most any county of any other State. No un- 

Ey I pe quantities and of superior quality. The dis-| usual exertions were made to bring about this 
Rit. play of the ladies, in the way of needle-work, | gratifying result—the movement was sponta- 

a Bd: paintings, pencellings, &c., was highly credit-| neous on the part of the people of the County. 
‘3 iy = able to them. In short, the whole thing was| In fact, so little was said about it, previous to 
ba f < of high order, seldom or never surpassed by | the day of meeting, that many indulged fore- 
be Z he any county in its first attempt.” bodings of failure. But all were happily dis- 
ae A fig tree of two years growth was exhibit-| appointed. B 

x i . ed by J. G. Knapp, on which were nine figs.| The Laps were out in full force, (the 
oa One of the teams on the ground, consisted of | grand secret of success) and aided materially 

- i a twelve pairs of working oxen. And the .Aa-| to the interest of the occasion by their valua- 
Bie gus pronounces the show of horses better | ble contributions, The citizensof Beloit, are de- 

Ae ds than at the State Fair. serving of all praise, for their unbounded hos- 
nes Dopcz anv Jerrerson Covnties.— The | pitality to visitors, and for their liberality and 
iS Watertown Chronicle says:—“The first annu-| good taste, displayed in fitting up the fair || | 

By al fair of the Jefferson and Dodge county agri-| grounds, at an expense to themselves of near- 
ie ess] cultural society, held at Oak Grove, attracted | ly $300. The Officers of the Society are also 

re more interest than the most sanguine friends | entitled to great credit, for the efficiency with 
F ae of the society had dared to hope. The num-| which they have conducted its affairs. . I 
; dS ber in attendance could not have been less| The attendance was large. The Beloit | 
} a than 1500 or 2000, including alarge number | Journal says, “we are told by those who at- 

ees of ladies. The display of cattle was very fine.| tended both, that the number in attendance 
| a We were not aware before, that so many real-| was greater than that at Janesville last year, 
H * S| ly good oxen and cows were to be found in| when the State and County Fairs were com- 

j aa this section of the state. .'This fair has given | bined; and as corroborative, we are infotmed 
; cay: very general satisfaction. It has also excited | that more tickets were sold.” 
; Me al} aspirit of laudable emulation on the part of ee ea 
| yy rds Bees and mechanics, the good uits of New Parer ar Mapisox.—Cot. Atwoop, 
j eta which we may expect to see developed at fu- formerly of the Ezpress, has commenced a 
| BS ait be ture fairs.” new paper (daily and weekly) called the Mad- 

eee, Watworta Couxry.—The Elkhorn Star| ison State Journal, The Journal is a large 
eee says:—“The Annual Fair of the Walworth and handsome sheet. Ofthe ability with which 

i ad, ‘ounty Agricultural Society, has just closed.|... fi 
/ ay ‘The number of people in attendance has been | it is conducted, we need not speak;, for Col. 
j Bed: a of both sexes. The exhibition has been; ATwoop has been connected with the Press 
| tet highly creditable to the enterprise and good | of Wisconsin too long, not to be known as one 
1] tts. tastes of our citizens. The specimens of stock! of its ablest conductors,
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| Plan for a Cottage, | 

| We copy the accompanying engravings rep- | ornamental effect, is well composed; the pro- : 

iwresenting the elevation and ground plan, of a portions are good, the style is well expressed, i 

small villa, from the Scientific American.— | and the whole is altogether satisfactory to the { 

T+ was designed by A. J. Davis, Esq., of New eye and the judgment. | 

York and erected at Rahway, N. J. | The verandah, which extends along the i 

“The plan of the principal floor shows, be- front of the building, gives an expression of ; 

sides the entry, a parlor, a saloon, a dining great comfort to every house, in a climate { 

room, a kitchen, and a pantry. Not an inch | where shelter and repose are so necessary in ; 

of space is lost, and the arrangement of the ‘certain hours of the day, as in ours, and i 

stairs and passages, in the second story, is so jwhere a verandah is, therefore, as indis- 4 

complete that six good bed-rooms are af- | pensable as almost any apartment in the 

forded. P | dwelling.” 

The exterior, without making pretensions to | 
| ; 

panes a ri} 
DINING 

2 a KITCHEN 
A rs PSS 

I PARLOR ] 
S n Wit) BA 
X a | 

1} n PAN | 
} BALL 
=a a ae 

GROUND PLAN. 
eee EEE,
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iS, San a aaa ee 

«| Body Effect of Imagination on Cows. friendship, disgust &e.—are as really prop- 
PBR == erties of the mind of brutes as of the human 

ia BEL It is well known to all breeders that try | mind, and may be expected to produce the 
P F a ie as much as possible to get a pure and well | same etiects. _ 

Bef ky marked stock—now and then a singular ex-| The memorable instance of the bargain be- 
i fata: ception will occur to throw all their notions) tween Laban and Jacob, relative to the di- 

en": . 2 and princip!es into confusion. Several theo- | vision of the herds is in every mind. Jacob 
Fe ie dn ries have been brought forward to account} was to have as the wages of his labor, all the 

a ar oa for this fact. One ts that in the various cvos- | « ring-streaked and spotted” of the cattle, or 
be he sings that have iaken place, some peculiarity! the brown sheep of the flocks, Laban, an 
2 ; ie of a forgotten ancestor, after having lain dor-| avaricious and selfish man, immediately re- 
me ef mant for several generations, has reproduced | moved every animal that possessed these pe- 

Be i oH itself. This is admitted xs an undoubted | euliarities from the flocks and herds, and gave 
fe Gil principle in human physiology, and without it) them to his sons and put under Jacob’s charge 
AE | sad work would sometimes be made in fami-| only those that remained. Jacob resorted to 

ey lies. We have in onr mind, a family where | influence over the imagination, to secure for 
Bee ete both the parents are of dark complexion, black | himself a fair return for his labors. He “took 

Bs ale hair and eyes, and where one of the children} rods of green poplar, and of the hazel and 
BY 4S has red hair and light blue eyes. This seem-| chestnut tree and pared white streaks in them, 
TERe ing anomaly is maid to be a plain atfair,) and made the white appear that it was in the 
re e when we know that in the mother’s family |yods.” He placed these rods by the brook, 
ee one of the parents was possessed of a red| or the gutter of the watering trough when 

ee Si fe head with blue eyes, and a portion of the] the flocks came to drink, “that they should |) 

Ba | a. children had a similar complexion. The} conceive when they came to drink.” “To show |} 
$i x same principle holds good of diseases. re clearly that the effect produced was through | 

eel. tain hereditary diseases may not be visible in! the eye and mind of the individual operated || 
f i, an entire generation, and yet make their ap-! on, it is remarked, “And it came to pass 

mY ty es pearance in the next generation. | whensoever the stronger cattle did conceive, 

+s Another theory, by which these exception-| that Jacob laid the rods before the eyes of 
1 i S al products are accounted for, is that if a cow the cattle in the gutters, that they might con- 

Bp i ie or mare have young by any particular male,| ceive among the rods. But when the cattle 
“ee ey the young while in the womb and _ possessed | were feeble, he put them not in, so the feeble 

eade of a nature, constitution and peculiarities sim-| were Laban’s and the stronger Jacob’s, 
aie ilar to and derived from said male, produces An instance is recorded that a pure blooded 

eas a change in the nature, blood, constitution é&c., | polled cow was served with a pure blooded 
te fi of the female, to such an extent, that in any | red polled bull. ? During the day however, 

Bde after connection with a different male there is| she had been with a red and white horned 
ays: a liability that the taint of the original im-j| ox. The calf produced was ted and white, 

og pregnation may manifest itself in those sue-| and horned. 
1 a ceeding. acts, apparently incontestable, An instance was related to us as having 
a fe have been brought forward to sustain this] occurred on the Manchester City Farm. A 
ae position. That all the resvits as yet Witnes- | red cow was served with a red bull. After- 
eas sed, not assignable to the first theory we have; wards the cow was with and had quite an at- 

ed mentioned, may be to another, should “give us| tachment to an ox peculiarly marked with 
: ‘ : pause” from any haste to adopt the notion. | white. The calf was marked with white as 
ea. The third theory to which we have al-|was the ox. | 
ea luded, is the effect of imagination on the| We need more careful observations relative 

atte mother. to the results: of breeding. There can be, 
ae That thjs is a powerful force in the human | however, no mistake in saying that all breed- 

24°: race, cannot in the least be doubted. Too! ers should seek out the best animals from 
: at. many well authenticated instances of mon-| which to” breed. By best animals we do not 
| ls strous births, as the result of excitement to| mean the best accidental animal, but one who 
| rf i the mind of the mother, have been record-| has been closely bred some years. 
i & a i ed in scientific works to admit of a doubt.— iad [Granite Farmer. 
| td: Every one has some insiance of this kind in}. - Sal aaa 
; ae mind. A Lance onz.—There was lately exhibited 
| aie: The imagination of the brute is lower in|in London a pumpkin measuring six feet in 
| of ia the scale, as regards power of extent, or! circumference, and weighing about one hun- 
| et quickness of action—but is not different in| dred and fifty pounds. It grew from seed 
: at every essential particular. Hope, fear, love, | sent from Canada. 

il = ei 
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Sh ie | 

z Bonstise | Wteconaist| deere Earner show others by writing about it. A writer must 

Egotism—“ Farmers Write for Your Papen think, and very few who write for our press are 

To the reading farmers of Wisconsin: | willing to risk a mistake, and therefor? they read, 

My Dear Friends—The heading of this letter and observe—So, you sce, the thoughtf il writer 

is for my own benefit—the motto quoted—ic for | "RCH Mmsolf as well as his readers: 

yours—Séme writers avoid the capital I ascareful- The fore-going remarks are intended mainly | 

‘| ly as bad grammer; but “ Dr. Kennicott” is known for those who do not write at all; but they will { 

GUS RHiE eeee to Gentian: thane Lcould mee. | Oly «© some who write only s¢ long intervals — | 

er learn that he had mach vanity—and, then, the | "er? "5 however another class, of practiced ‘ 

letter I comes in so handy, and saves a world of writers, whose excellent essays I read in eastern 

unnecessary circumlocation. papers, or who send all they write to the partizan 7 

| Now, the trath is, [am in abitof aquandary— {PPPS 

Ihave a letter from the editor to-day, gently in- This is all wrong-eastern journals have n0 

sinuating that my articles are very acceptable, and |2¢¢ of western contributors, and what to their | 

that he has not any too much “copy” on hand— readers is only curious history, would be highly 

But ices the rab—I a0 not like to ill quite go | CR°™™™zINE: and instructive to those of the Wis- 

large a space, and stand so much alone, as a regu- one Farmer. Your own state agricultural pa- 

lar contributor to the Wisconsin Farmer--I am a |P° ** certainly a most respectable one, and com- 

stranger to mest’of you, and though near by, I do pares favorably with the best, in everything, save 

not live in your state--and | fear you will deem the snpank of original matter, and that sent off, 

me errogaut, if I continue to lecture you, as I have or hid in the political sheets would be more than j 

heretofore done. Though necessity and a love of enough to fill: the pages af; |, your Peper: i 

science made me a physician, I was born a farmer. I hope you will think of this, my friends, and I 

and remain a farmer still—but I am not content to | hope also, that the half-dozen regular old corres- 

“do as my father did before me?—plow, and sow, pondents of the Wisconsin Farmer will write a 

and reap in the old fashion—for 1 have learned little more themselves—they would do good there- ] 

that there are better ways, and [ like to tell oth-}>Y; and help onward the march of agricultural J 

ers so; and I have written a good deal in my day, improvement, and the cultivation of the mixps of 1 

just as I talk, and without the least reference to farmers as well as their broad acres. : 

‘grammer, of which I know little, or the learning | Unfor‘unately, the producing classes have no : 

of school men, of which I know nothing at all. schools’ of rural art and science, or practical me- 

Now, if you are satisfied with what 1 wrile, chanics, or specific “ knowledge of the things next 

why not write alittle yourselves? You can write, | ¢0 them,” in these United States--our only lec- 

if not so glibly, yet more sensibly, and more to tures come through the agricultural Press—and 

the purpose than 1 do—and for one, I think it ig|0ur only cabinets, and collections, for practical 1 

about time for some of you to rest from hand-la- demonstrations, in the arts and sciences which aid ' 

bor, on rainy days, aud take up this little imple- | lubor, are to be found at the Fairs of our State i 

ment of head labor—rxe rex—for your own ben- and County associations. These we must support 

efit, and the benefit of your own paper and its }then, until those can be created—and the time is } 

many thousand readers-~You need not say that | drawing on. \ 

you can uot write, for I know better, and so do For thirty years reading farmers have been ask- { 

you. ing for an agricultural college in New York, and 

Remember one truth—every article written on | ‘hey have not got it yet—Since the days of Wash- f 

a scientific or practical subject does some good—to ington, our wisest statesmen have occasionally ree- | 

the writer, by causing him to investigate the sub- ommended the interests of agriculture to the at- { 

ject, and to the reader, by conveying instruction | tention of our national legislators, but nothing has 

or exciting thought—Even a badly written article, been done for it. And why is this? The reason 

with wrong. facts and false deductions, will dois as plain as the fact is discreditable—Few far- 

good by causing enquiry, aud end by throwing | mers think for themselves. and very few speak or 

more light on a dark subject, or placing an old one write for themselves and their specific interests— 

in‘a better light. So long as a speech for “buncombe” will satisfy 

The great fault of most of us who labor with the voter, his specific interest will receive the go 

our hands is, that we do not tax enough—We | by, from the legislator. 

allow others to do our thinking, when we could do} If we would hasten the day when every interest 

it mach better ourselves, if we would only try; | shall be protested and encouraged, in proportion 

and depend upon it, there is no way by which one | to its value andjthe numbers engaged in it-we «4 

can get at the trae merits of a subject in which | must write, and we must meet together, and talk, 

he-is interested, so effectually, as to attempt to|over our own affairs and do our own Tn1NxiNc, and
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a. ‘ le: our own voting too. The moment we take a deci- | timber land almost entirely level. The varie- 
5 & a 2 ded stand, politicians will find out that we have i ties of timber in Wisconsin are numerous; the 

pee bi specific interests—but we shall never take that | ,rincipal, are Maple, Oak, Walnut, White- 
a stand until we familiarize ourselves with each oth- 

Batis : jwood Ash, Elm, and Bass wood. In the ae er, through our own papers, and take each other 
ay Bt & by the hand, at our associations, fairs, and con- | central and northern parts, there oe large 

ee ay 2 eta | forests of pine, from which, vast quantities of 

ee B y But enough for once—How many thousands of | lumber are rafted down the principal rivers for 
H , it i you shall I meet at your State Fair in Milwaukee? | market. Burr-vak openings form the largest 
et | How many will rend and heed the quotation at | hart of the timber lands of Southern Wiscon- 

Pe a E. the head of this hasty letter? “Faaurns WRITE | in. ‘The soil of the openings is considered 
be & For your Parrr.” het f h In till h 

ee Be 2 Very truly your friend and co-laborer, as among t e est or wheat. n ti ing tl ie 
cy i = Joun A. Kennicorr. | S0il of the openings, the Burr-oak timber pre- 

: cS cur The Grove, Ill., Aug. 1st. sents far less obstacles in plowing than might 
eer ie Tn = : * id i e os ae jbe imagined—as the roots are so far below 
ees Wisconsin—Face of the Country, Resour- | the surface that a plow may run close to the 

ee i ee ces, &c- bodies of the trees without being, interrupted. 

ast — : i 
: ee We have noticed in a column of a western | Beye pee need eve = oe 
Me ‘ ; State—we would resume that topic by say- 
ae (Shh: paper of recent date, an article respecting the | . : 2 < 

a rs % ing that the climate may be readily estimated 
eS ahie country and prospects of Wisconsin, and from phan tue Fe epetog aoe eave eae aa 

4 fy ei Fd | the tenor of the author’s remarks, we have y. 5 P ey ty») = 
oh ae smbibed the j score i ‘ a lowing are the principal productions, viz, 
Be eid dmibaed Phe Impression that the country anc’) Wheat, Oats, Barley, Corn, Buckwheat, Mil- 
eh its inhabitants have been much misrepresent- let, Flax, Pot: Peas, B & 

et Ss ed—(either through ignorance or design) by a Cc b otatoes, signi leepeecitirysia together 

FS A © some person writing to eastern friends. wit _ Lei! Beets, Carrots, Pars- 
Bait. . Having been a resident of Southern Wis-|™P* “0° vines © rene yarresen and fe 

Fe z. ae consin for eight years, we assume the preroga- nally all kinds of vegetation incident to the 

y HF fe tive of giving a brief, but impartial account sae seen in the Middle and Eastern 

ae of the country, its inhabitants, soil, climate] ” 5 ~ a han Amiens ee 
es 4 a and principal productions, so far as has fallen — ss - cn well. Spring wheat = 

Bias within the circle of our observation. The |S0W" 2éré trom the fore part of April, to the 
ay State of Wisconsin, 80 far as we have observ- first of June, and has generally yielded well. 
: : Ldjasin ion of aclimate strongly re- Some seasons the Sony ao not done = well 

Bt re \ sembling that of the State of New York in re others. ave are likewise many kinds of 

Bek the same latitudes. ! The soil in most parts | °° ™ ere ayngeg diem ne the follow- 
ae | of the State is exceedingly fertile, especially |™8» Vit» the Southern Dent, including the 
md. that of the prairies. The timber-lands gen-|Yellow and the white; besides many other 
Bt: erally do not possess as deep a soil as that of | Kinds of small corn, including different vari- 
¥ rf the prairies; but they are preferred by some eties of sweet corn. The Southern Dent, is 

= a4 residents for farms, on account of the conti- | the largest corn ia here, and is considered 
i i 2 guity totimber. The lands of southern Wis- the most productive. The soil of ee 
a4: | consin are alternated with prairie and timber. | ties is considered inexhaustible in quanti- 

I > The prairies are of various forms and sizes,— | t¥; 8© much so, that farmers often burn 
: : ee 4 from half of a mile, to many miles in extent. their stubble on the ground, and their straw 

| | uy The surface of the prairies is generally level, |i heaps, with the exception of what is nec- 
j aoe or moderately undulating—sometimes inter-| ¢Sary for the use of their stock through the 
j 5 i i spersed with occasional ravines, but all sus-| Winter. As tothe ease of tilling, we think 
Hee i ceptible of cultivation. The timber lands| that the soil of the prairies stands unrivalled 
j oa generally are somewhat rolling but mostly | by any that we have ever seen. ” , 
/ i Pt susceptive of easy cultivation —and in some Stock is becoming an article of much con- 
il é Et: i places we have seen very extensive tracts of sideration; many droves have been brought, 

eke
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| from the State of Illinois into different | European nations. Many parts of the State 

of Wisconsin heretofore, but the demand is/are already becoming quite densely popu- 
| getting to be much less imperative than form- | lated. With regard to enterprise and general 

| erly—as the farmers generally are raising | intelligence, there is probably no State in the 

| their own stock, and many have a surplus} Union that furnishes a greater amount, in pro- 
| with which to supply the wants of emigrants,| portion to the population, We are aware 
As to the health of-our climate—we think | that many wild chimeras have often been en- 

| that no part of the union furnishes a better| tertained by eastern papers, relative to this 

| specimen. Chronic diseases are of rareoccur-| country and its inhabitants;—in reference to 
| rence’ here, and unless engendered else-where, | which, we would say that many of the most 

| we know of no cases of the kind. There are | ent+rprising, and highly enlightened inhabi- 

| portions of the country where marshes are| tants of the eastern and middle States, to- 
prevalent, and many emigrants settle near| gether with some from all parts of the Union, 

| them on account of the convenience of = have settled here for the purpose of securing 

face water for the use of stock; such situa- homes for themselves and families, where land 

tions are not considered as healthy as the ary is cheap, and the soil is fertile; for (Chacum 

i) lands, either prairie or timber—as the settlers! veut etra heureux) and where they can sit 
are somewhat subject to billious complaints — down and eat and drink under their own vine 

We consider, however, that the climate of the} #84 fig tree. The Iuxuries of a fertile and 

State, taken as a whole, is very healthy, and healthy country still present an extensive field 

peculiarly congenial to longevity. for emigration, where, with a small capital, 
The weather in Summer upon the prairies| ™any thousands may possess a sufficiency for 

is delightful, on account of gentle breezes| themselves, and have a competency for their 
which are quite prevalent, and contribute posterity. (a expedit b reipublicae, et a inte- 

largely to render the atmosphere balmy and| test b ommium.) 
salubrious. The inhabitants from all parts of Europe 

The thermometer, sometimes however, in- and America do not assimilate in all points 

dicates quite a high temperature, especially in| Of etiquette; but as to quietude, harmony and 
the timber lands, where more obstacles are| “ivility; we think that it universally prevails. 
presented to impede the progress of the mov- The march of science here, as elsewhere, is 

ing air. We do not remember of ever having| mWard, and upward. Our common schools 
inhaled a more balmy and fragrant atmos-|9"¢ numerous, and usually furnished with 
phere than is wafted over the surface of our well qualified teachers. The select and clas- 

luxuriant prairies from May to October, and| Sical branches are taught in most of our in- 

never have our lungs been inflated with a| terior villages. Christian Churches of dif- 
i ode extilnraling “ald bracsie! aught" tied ferent denominations are numerous. The 

is presented from early dawn, to the entire 2 and customs here, as far we are ac- 
expulsion of the morning dew. Our winters i Bee | 
are often quite mild, with the exception of a . the departments of industry, there 

few days of severely cold weather. Good pee * much m telligence exhibited — 
sleighing for any length of time is quite rare,| "° “SPost#on '0 aristocracy as evinced by 
Snow seldom falls to excced two or three|"™* Of the inhabitants of other States, does 
inches in depth. Our roads are often quite He prevail here. And finally in call cabal 

passable for wheeling in the winter season; pelo de oh weir Se 
and after the ground has settled inthe Spring, | Postuo™ evinced im this, community, strongly 
they are among the best that nature has ever _ ee estate of vw ~_ 

furnished. The tide of emigration to difer-|""Harmony July tet 1852. 
et rete of te Stale bape pie & __ Beer anv Porx.—Our butchers are pay- 

are emigran parts of] ing $4,60 t0 85,00 for Pork, net, and 85" for 
the Union, together with many from different | Beef on the hoof. [Burlington Tel. 
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Fi A 2) | a ea fs | fuetore of this species of wool has been es- 

Pea? ac] || \\ BOS a aa | ablished for some time past at Bresla, near 

2 1 ae Pe | SSRN i | Silesia. According to the account, f 
# i a! RS = OF ql : er iz es Unb any seri 
: a! i nN 2o7ae* ® | the fir and pine tribes will affurd it 

ms ae Af = i 3 —— The fibrous material is found in the leaves, | 

Pe fi 4 ld = S Bw and is held together by a resinous sub- 

Pepe” a: x i hae ae SN stanee, which is dissolved out by alkalies, | 

i eS Ma 6o/ 8), | which leave the woolly matter untouched. 

a a 2 | a S rl The account goes on to state that coverlets, |) | 

ey Se = = ron a other ars of vegetable Nes 

me eid: : ——_ ave long been employed in Austria and Vi- 

e E eS | = = = = enna, cawialy in aoe of the charitable in- 

os) gr x Se =— stitutions. And these materials are repre- 

Ee i . The Bag Holder sented as being warm, durable, and agreeable 

ae hfe. % REN core — to the eye; and what is also very desirable, 

Be , Be This engraving is” a perspective view of an they enjoy the excellent quality of preserving 

eS apparatus for holding up a bag and keeping] certain balsamic and rather pleasant odor, 

oy ht its mouth open so that a man or boy can fill it} hich is at the same time so inimical to in- 
Pats j af fa up quickly without having another | person to sects that they never harbor in it. 

et 1 hold the mouth stretched while filling. It is] “What do you think of that, gentle reader 

ee composed of tivo pieces or supports of wood | of the Farmer? Only think—every pine and 
a oe or metal with an oval band or hoop at the top | fr tree in Maine should be looked upon as a 

ee: t % having hooks on it at three points. The bag permanent, quiet, and immoverable good old 

ea el) can have the hoop sewed upon it, or it cen be sheep—requiring no food but what it sucks 

ce ial. | | hooked around the hoop, and its mouth kept up from the ground or draws in from the air, 

Be eT open. There is a back standard consisting of| and no shelter but the clouds and the skies 

Be rd two metal arms united at the foot, which has! shove, and yet every year producing and 

a iat te a broad base, or a prong on it. This stand- shedding a comfortable fleece of wool, which 

oh ard is shaped like a V and braces the two may be had for the gathering and preparing. 

ees side supports. It is secured by hinges or by| Verily, the spruce swamps and_pine for- 
ii x pins to the two side supports to allow the ap-| ests of Maine will have a new beauty in 

a hi paratus to be folded up and carried about un-| the eye of the utilitarian, for, in addition to 

ae der a person’s arm. It canbe made light) thir valuable material for buildings to shield 
bi) and strong, and in many places where grain! you from the blast, and for fuel, to warm 

Fi ce} is thrashed by a machine on a field, it must be your dwellings, in their crowded evergreen 

at? very convenient—in fact it is useful in all pla- foliage there nestles lots of wool, from which 

a ces where a bag has to be filled—and as such| blankets and garments for the comfort and 

Si a we think it is worthy the attention of our far- protection of mankind may be Ganufackised: 

ee, mers. We never saw an apparatus like this in| Tt js a subject worth carefully examining into 

ok: our country, nor do we know that one has e | ag any rate, If a Dutchman can make wol- 

BE ver been made, but many of our farmers are | Jen blankets out of pine brouse, the Yankees 

ey > handy enough with tovls to construct them | wi] soon be making mousselin de laines, or 

i AR ae for themselyes—the engraving alone, will be | rather mousselin de pines, ofit. [Maine Farner, 

mit. sufficient along with this description to guide CRO eee eat 

be id them. [Scientific American. | Pyrrenrea Carrie in Sratts AND IN 
ea Pine Wool. Sueps.— An er has been made in 

a i & —— Scotland to try the comparative value of 

at Tt is an old adage that “wonders will never | these _two modes of fattening cattle. Ten 

/ i a} cease:” and so long as wonders consist in new | animals having been chosen were diyided as 

| é ei productions of utility and value, we hope equally as possible; five were put in a shel- 

| Be et ds. they may not cease. One of the more recent tered court with plenty of shed. room, and 

} oo al he, announcements of wonderous character, is an | the others into boxes. At the beginning of 

] hd y account published in some of the German pa- October it was soon found that those in the 

j & oq bi pers and republished in the Farmer é& Me-|court'eat 134 Ibs. per day, while those in the 

] ay chanic, of the manufacture of a fibrous or| boxes eat only 112 Ibs, or 22 Ibs, les thus 

j Rf RG woody substance from the leaves of the fir proving that a certain degree of warmth is 

/ aS and the pine. It is callled vegetable wool, equivalent to food. After seven months, to- 

: a): and has been discovered by Mr. Pannewitz, | wards the end of April, they were all ae 

il ep who has succeeded in extricating it from the tered, and the following results were found: |} 

eae aforesaid trees. Tt is also stated that a man-| Cattle fed. in boxes Beef 3,262 Ibs. Tal- 

SS ————————————————————eeeeeeeeeeeeeoooo
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Jand inorchards. Plowing wounded the trees, | placing it out several feet than when put 

broke off the roots, and produced disease.— | close to the body. The farther you got from 

Tt was best to select a spot for the orchard, | the trunk, the greater the foree seemed to be, | 

] which the farmer would never want to plow. or the better the circulation of the sap nec- | 

He recollected a case which confirmed his| essary to sustain the scion. \ 

theory. He was called upon, by a farmer, to| Mr. Boothrby said a friend of his, who had | 

graft his orchards. The orchard where the | good success in making trees live, practised | 

grafting was to be done had been prepared | digging holes three feet deep to receive the | 

with great care, plowed often, and the trees| trees: then filling the holes up to a proper \ 

pruned closely. By its side stood another or- depth and setting the trees, this made the | 

chard in a pasture. When he went into the | soil mellow, and gave the roots a chance to | 

orchard for the purpose of grafting, the trees | penetrate. 

he found were much diseased. He thought] Mr. Foster said he thought this would be 

he would examine the trees in the pasture, as|too deep. It would cause the roots to shoot 

they were planted at the same time, in like down too low to receive the warmth of 

soil, and the only difference in their manage-| the sun.” 

ment was that while the trees in the enclosed) py Pauvenr a Cow FAmING IN noe Mex 

orchard had been pruned closely and plowed} __Wash the cows udder and teats with pure 

among, those in the pasture had been left to cold water before milking, and then milk her 

\| grow pretty much as they would. The trees morning and evening as dry as possible; neg- 

in the pasture he found sound,—the wood | jisence in this latter precaution is one of the 
white clear through. He was satisfied that) csuses of cows failing in their milk. The 
plowing, breaking the roots as it must in| ow should, if possible, be always milked by 

ati apg was bad treatment for the| {ho same person, and while the process is go- 

2 ling on a small quantity of hay should be 

Mr. Boothbay, of Saco, would subscribe cea before the iaaak This furnishes 
|] to the doctrine that plowing in an orchard employment for the jaws, and draws her at- 

wes detrimental to the trees. Tt was his ex-| tention from what is going on, and the milk is 

to water. In ihe sla the stock would =; Amanesna¥ cterinary, Jans 

go to the spring for water, and, having slack- Facts about Milk. 
ed their thirst, would lie down under the} Ser 

trees, and stamp around them, keeping the Crean ue rise through a great depth 

ground porous. These trees had flourished of milk. If, therefore, milk is desired to re- 

finely and bore well, while he could not say tain its cream for a time, it should be put into 

so much for his trees situated elsewhere. a deep narrow dish; and if it be desired to 
The Chairman, Col. Smart of Troy, said free it most completely of cream, it should be 

that he had been as it were, reared in an or- poured into a broad flat dish, not exceeding 

chard; he concured with his friend Foster, | °° inch in depth. ‘The evolution of cream 
somewhat, in his ideas respecting plowing an |'§ facilitated by a rise, and retarded by ade- 

orchard. A brother of his had taken three pression of temperature, At the usual tem- 

crops of wheat from his orchard, and he was perature of the dairy, 60 degrees F, all the 

aware that the trees had suffered materially | "°°" will probably rise in thirty-six hours, 

in consequence, and that injudicious tilling but at 70 degrees, it will perhaps rise in half 
had caused it to decline. Several years ago, that time; and when the milk is kept near 

his son took a considerable quantity of muck the freezing point, the cream will rise very 
from a low spot where flags grew, and carted slowly, because it becomes solidified. In wet 

it into the orchard, and spread it among the and cold weather the milk is leas rich than in 

trees, and he thought the process increased dry and warm; Sone not in thundery 

the yield of the trees very much. eee ioe oe ne ee 
milk, in spring, suppose: for 

ie Did GRAFTING. drinking, bade hain a would be best for 

In grafting, it was always best to put the | calves; in summer it is suited for cheese; and 
grafts in at some distance along the mb to| in autumn—butter keeping better than thatof 

be grafted—sometimes several feet—and thus | summer—the cows less frequently milked, 

extend the top. For grafts were not so lia-| give richer milk, and cosnequently more but- 
ble to be broken by the wind the second sea-| fer, The morning's milk is richer than the 

Son, as if put nearer the a trunk. The evening’s. The last drawn! milk of each 

wind moved the whole limb instead of the | milking, is at all times and seasons richer |} . 

graft. The scion seemed to grow better by | than the first drawn, which is the poorest.” 

eee 
itl
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oq t ie A Remedy for Colic in Horses. Fre produce colic, because the effort weakens 

Bal its} Te the tone of the digestive powers and they can- |) 
ee He! T have intended for some time to request | not elaborate the feod—which then produces | 
beans, (sf | the re-publication of « A Remedy for Colic.in | irritation and infiammation. Cold water when | 

BS [ Be | Horses,” which appeared in the Southern | s4¢ horse is heated, because it is a powerful | 
a 2) Planter, Vol. f11, page 47, : stimulus, and will produce spasm or obstruc- | 

bids I have used the medicine with entire suc-| tion, or by the re-action produc weakness of | 
aba i ES | cess for seven years, in several of the severest | the digestive organs. It also inereases the | 
a | eases I ever saw. I had lost two of the best| fermentation. Hearty feeding after hard dri- | 
+ i a: | horses I owned previous to this publication— | ying, because the stomach and intestines sym- | 
‘eg Ey: But since I have practiced this way I have pathize with the general fatigue of the sys- i 

Ee f pate never, so far, had a horse remain sick thirty | tem, and are easily overloaded, and the appe- | 

ee Bt. minutes after giving the drench. | tite will induce the horse to eat more than he 
ba a |: By this way, I would advise every man] ean divest. 1 
Be Bide who has a sick horse to give this medicine, al-|_ « Colic is first flatulent, then inflammatory. | 

ee Sal: though he may be told by others that his/ Tm the flatulent stage, or in what is called bel- 
Bld horse has “the grubs,” for the symptoms in} |yache, aromatic remedies or half agill of spir- 

hs 3 An both cases are alike, I said the symptoms) its of turpentine, or a pint of whiskey and 
- AL 3 in both cases = alike, but I mest make a re-| black pepper may be given. All these stimu- 

Bes, ates serve, for I believe in ninety-nine cases out of | Jate the system, and may assist in overcoming 

aie rt a hundred that are said to be grubs, the horses | the difficulty. But in the latter and inflam- 
a sid: die by colic—and grubs being found én them matory stage, which rapidly sueceeds the for- 

BS aks; the cases are then decided to be grubs. mer, these same remedies would produce 
* et of Here is the recipe: s speedy death by increasing the inflammation. 

a ht). “Take two quarts of cold water in a hand| Tn nine cases out of ten this disease is not ob- 
pe ay. § basin, add with your fire shovel, say a pint of served by the ordinary driver until it has as- ; 
mea! : hot, wood ashes or embers, and stir. Cut off| sumed the inflammatory form—in which stage 
ae an inch and a half from a common handful of| the remedy at the head of this article should 
A ia! ee tobacco and shred in the mixture. Stir all up be given with as little delay as possible 3 al- 

a ai aa and let it stand fifteen minutes and settle— though it should not be omitted, even if the 
ie Ri = Pour off a common black bottle full of the| horse be supposed to be in the article of death 

id fluid, and drench your horse. In half an hour | itself, for I have seen them recover when ev- 
Dei. he will be well. ery by-stander had dismissed all hope. 
pe) A ' “Rationale : The gas which bloats the [Cor. Southern Planter. 

eg): horse is probably carbonic acid gas and light 
Bae! carburetted hydrogen, the product of the veg- The Black Wart on Plum Trees, 

ae etable decomposition which is going on in the} Quy friend Rorcs Bacoy, Esq. Editor of 
Rae ey eae which is! the Vigilant, had promised us an article up- 

ai ra immediately absorbed by its combination with on this subject, based upon his observation 

at a? an alkali a 5 _ jand experience; but a correspondent having 

ait: “The tobacco is a powerful anti-spasmodic | called him out upon the subject in his own 

Bite and cathartic; it, therefore, prostrates the nerv-| paper, we copy from his remarks in the hope 
Rad <. ous sensibility, checks the inflamation, and in- | that from the experience of so many cultiva- 

ids. creases the action of the lower intestines. In) tors something valuable will be brought to 
ea. a critical or extreme case it will be well to} light. He says:—N. Y. Farmer. 

a give an enema of a strong decoction of tobac-| ~« [his is no new evil; we recolect seeing 

5 “t ie co with a common syringe. Out of more than| an article from the pen of the Rev. Dr. Har- 
hae: one hundred instances in which I have seen ris, of Mass, more than thirty years ago upon 

a ee this remedy used, Ihave yet to witness the) this subject, and if our memory serves us 
ay first fiailure. It also has an advantage over| right, he was-at a loss to decide whether the 
hts. very many remedies, viz.: it cannot injure aj excrescence was caused by some specific dis- 

By et Bh horse in perfect health. Feed light for a day | ease of the tree or by an insect. 
i eet i or two. The only remedy he proposed was by cut- 
| are aD: “Causes of Colic—The main cause con-| ting off the diseased limbs in August, and 

} fi a] a sists in the cn of a greater amount of| burning them, that if the disease was caused 
: MPa food than the intéstines can elaborate into| by an insect, their eggs would be destroyed, 
| aa. nourishment, or of a kind of food difficult of| and their further increase be prevented. 
| ag: digestion, producing spasms, obstruction, veg-| In following the directions of Dr. H., we 

a: etable decomposition and consequent inflam-|soon observed ‘that our labor would be fruit- 
} ads. mation. Hard driving on a full stomach | less, if the disease was caused by an insect, 

eae a> a 
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and the remedy was the destruction of the | Such is the advantage obtained by this mode 

ege or larvee of the insect. {of feeding, that iambs fed with the aid of 

Tn cutting into the excrescence or wart, we | a turnip cutter are worth more, at the end of 

noticed that the substance in most cases was! winter, by &s. per head, than lambs fed upon 

entirely dry, and nothing remained but a dry; whole turnips, the cost of using the machine 

powder, showing that an insect had once been being but Is, and the cost of the machine 

there, and had avoided the trial by fire which , itself not move than £5; thus effecting a sa- 

the Dr. had prepared for him, |vivg of 70s. an acre upon the turnip crop.” 

We found several, however, with the living or ae ee, : 

worm within it, one of which we endeavored si Se a in biking apni 

to keep under a glass vase, to watch its de-| with seven of them which had been accus- 

Tt cleric “oe any © a tomed to eating salt with their feed, Lumps 

, i “UP, w away the un-| of rock salt were laid in the mangers.— 

a, object, and left us as much in the dark | ,ose Jumps previously weighed, were ex- 

= amined regularly, to ascertain what quantit 

This year we have had no better success— | weekly had real consumed, and it er ae . 

our experiment has again been interfered with, | peatedly found that, whenever these horses 

a — eerie to our stock of ware fed on, hay and com, they consumed 
= : only two and a half or three ounces per Gay, 

We have seldom opened an excrescence with: | oat Ons they were fed_with new ey fe ; | 

out finding one or more worms in progress of | tock six ounces per day. This fact should : 

developement, from one line, to a quarter of | convince us of the expediency of permitting 

an inch in length, which appears to be the | our cattle the free use of salt at all times; 

largest size to which the worm attains while and it cannot be given in so convenient a 

in the wart on the tree, when it is of a whi-| f44m as rock salt, it being much more pala- 

tish brown color with a chestnut colored head! ta}Je than the other in refined state, and 

ee ae sat the worm produced by by far cheaper: ‘A good lump should al- 

the curculio in the plum. oo pia 7 : 

Wivine maled Hewitt th et |Z wit fa a rb wen 
does not attack the wild sour plum, and some | ox cess, [Boston Cniaraiee, 

| varieties of the cultivated plum, and that in “ — 

light sand. or gravelly soils, the disease or in-| Guano—Zis analysis and value—-We 

sect is much more deadly than in heavy soils have before us the results of analysis of Out- 

of a clayey texture. er Lobos Guano, recently made in London, 

The English cherry, black or white heart, as follows: ! 

does not throw out-warts when planted among | Salt of Ammonia - = = — 7} parts 

the red or sour cherries, but the skin on being | Animal organic matter ==) 8} do 

punctured by the insect becomes black for an Sulphare Muriate P otash and Soda 24 do 

inch or more on the side of the limb or twig Phosphate of Lime and of Magnesia 52 do 

pitachodjvauididf tHe twigs email thaiwhiole| Sand (pre ektiin (8 pein ANS do 
of it dies. Water moisture - - - 114 do 

‘We hope these remarks will call the atten- The great Chemist, Leibig says that 1 Ib. 

tion of some naturalist, who has a conserva- of Guano imported into a country, Is equal 

tory, where he can watch the development of | 12 value to eight pounds of wheat, or twelve 

the insect to its full maturity, and publish the | anda half cents, It was stated a few days 

result for the benefit of the world. since that ten tons, was worth to the farmer 

cael $600 net profit. Liebig’s calculation would 

‘A Propiem soLvep—Much wonder has make it worth a much larger sum; and in- 

frequently been expressed why people who stead of furnishing a family of ten with 

eat the most should seldom become portly.— | bread six years, it would do so for twenty-five 

The following scientific article accounts satis- os {Ex. 

factorily for the fact: “ Baron Leibig’s discov-|  Mivrv@ anp Aoricuiturs.—It is general- 

ery‘in animal physiology that the excessive |]y supposed that these two pursuits cannot 

labor of the jaws, in the mastication of food, | flourish together. Such is not the case— 

wasted the beast’s muscles, and retarded his|Humbolt describes the neighborhood of the 

progress, has been fully confirmed by prac-| Guanasét mines, in Mexico, as reminding him 
tice; and instead of feeding, as formerly, up-| of the fruitful plains of Lombardy; and in 

on . whole turnips thrown to them, our| Chili, the rivers which wash down gold, are 

Se co atome atum teen oe oe we a 
2 iptions of cutting es. — | fields. 
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Steamer.—Cooking Food for Stock. { 

The following remarks in reference to the| whole food. While the cooking process is | 
plan of the steamer above represented, and going on, the top of the tub should be kept 

cooking for stock generally,—an important|own as tight as may be possible, so as to | 
and, just now, seasonable matter,—are from | Prevent, the escape ‘of eny steam. Invecok-| 

i thiviAlen Sioa AGE Mania : ing grain or meal the false bottom must be | 
t . ees eh bee oe taken out and the tub filled with water, as | 

; “Tf food is to be cooked, on a small scale, |the steam heats the water and brings it to a i 
$ boiling may be cheapest; if on a large scale, | boiling point as readily as a blaze or hot coals 
' steaming is not only the cheapest, but infi-|around a kettle. | 
i nitely more compact; for the former would Steaming is said to do its work more thor- | 

require a very large, or several furnaces, for ough], than boiling, as it is so insinuating, it | 
different sets of kettles, whereas, the latter| easily enters and bursts all the minute “glo- | 

i may be done with one small furnace, steamer, |bules in the grain and vegetables. Be that | 
{ and pipe, as shown in the cut, with any rea-/as it may, certain it is, a either process | 

ii sonable number of vats or tubes surrounding, | renders the food more digestible, and easier | 
if in which to steam food. In order to do this, | assimilated by the absorbing vessels, and | 
i the steam pipe must be made moveable, | therefore more economical.” i 

with a screw, flexible, or be composed of a 
; some material that when the food is cooked Guano and its Application. 

i in one tub, the pipe can be turned and in- : — 
; serted into another. We haveseen no less Guano should never be applied as a top- 

than five tubs, holding 150 gallons each, sur-| dressing, even if followed by the harrow, ex- 
rounding a small steamer, all of which could |cept to clayey soils, whose retentive and ab- 

be filled with food and cooked within twenty-|sorbent powers would have a tendency to 
. four hours. Three tubs, however, are usually prevent, the immediate evaporation of the 

sufficient for a large stock, in which the food|ammoniacal gases. It is recommended by 
of the first may be cooking, that in the sec-/the American Farmer, that this manure be 

i ond cooling, while that in the third is being |immediately mixed with plaster, at the rate 
ib fed out. A single person may be able tojof a peck to every one hundred pounds of 
1 oversee and efficiently manage all these op-/guano, and then packed in tight hogsheads 
: erations. or casks until it is used. A bushel of pow- 

s The furnace, steamer, and tub, are so plain |dered charcoal answers the same end asa 
ly delineated in the above cut, that they need|peck of plaster. One bushel of powdered 

F no. explanation. In cooking potatoes and|clay and half a bushel of salt, where char- 
other roots, the tub should have a false bot-|coal or plaster are not to be had, will have 

Be tom (as represented,) perforated with numer-|nearly the same effect. Unless the voiatile 
i ous small holes, and set resting on blocks|gases are thus fixed, a constant waste will 
ir from three to four inches above the true bot-joccur of the most valuable constituents of 

} tom. The steam-pipe should enter the tub|this fertilizer. The same authority adds, that 
; nearest the bottom. The steam is thus intro-|“ guano, if properly managed, is a cheap and 

duced ‘between the two bottoms, quickly rises|efficient manure, four hundred pounds of it, 
He upward, and is evenly diffused through the|per acre, being sufficient to sustain the crops 

A
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| for an entire rotation; but if used fpithoat fore feet. constantly, and feeling, as it were, 

the care necessary to impart to it the power! with them, for an easy place to stand. This ; 

of retaining its ammoniacal salts, its greatest | constant pain operates not unlike the tooth 

| power will be expended in the trst crop.”— ache in the humat family. By it the rest is 

| This power is given by mixing it with the] broken, and the health greatly impaired. 

| absorbents before mentioned, and by plow- But, if the founder cannot be cured, the 

| ing it in immediately on applying it to the} condition of a foundered horse may be much 

| soil. ; F ameliorated. I have a foundered horse, and 

| When guano is applied to the surface or) many times it seemed almost impossible for 

| only harrowed in, the action of the earth and | her to get out of the stable. The elasticity 

| atmosphere tend to liberate the ammonia} of her {eas was gone, and it was “miseration” | 

| faster than it can be used by the plants or|to see her walk. I put her ona floor of 7 

absorbed by the soil; hence the necessity of earth—but found it was too cold and wet for ' 

| turning it under to the full depth of the fur- her health. I then laid a floor of plank di- 

row, that its nutritive properties may be fully rectly on the ground, leaving an opening for | 

retained, to be given out only at the demand | the fore feet, about six inches wide, and eigh- | 
of the various crops, which may be sown or| teen long. During most of the time she 

planted. These are sure to find nutrition, if would stand in this opening. As the floor 

the soil contains it. was laid ona calcareous, retentive subsoil, 

Lime, especially that freshly slacked, should | she soon made mud in this hole. In a short 

never be applied to the soil at the same time, time her legs began to assume their wonted 

or allowed in any way to come in contact elasticity, and many times no appearance of 

with guano. Its tendency is to drive off the founder could be discovered. ‘ 
ammonia already formed, and to decompose The object m having a plank floor with a 

and volatilize all the essential nutritive ele-| Hole in it, as described, is twofold. One is 
ments of this manure. It may be applied| the horse may have all the benefit of a floor 

some time before or after guano, without in-| earth, and yet not be in danger of being 

jurious effect, especially if charcoal or plaster exposed too much to a wet and cold stall.— 

have been used with the guano. The action Another is, it is a great relief, after standing 

of this manure is much less permanent on|!2 this mud a sufficient length of time, to 

light sandy soils, unless they are rich in stand on the floor; and when they lie down 

mould, taan on clays and clay loams.. The their bed is dry. 

latter seems to possess a power of retention of| | If those who are so unfortunate as to have 

manure which is wholly lacking in the for- foundered horses, will construct this kind of 

mer. This is readily explained by a conside- floor, they will soon discover a great improve- 

ration of the ‘nature of the two soils—the| ment in the meine of their horses, and also 

one, light, open, readily pervious to air and| in their health and fleshy condition. 

moisture; and the other, heavy, active in ab- [Cor. Albany Cultivator, 

sorbing, and slow in giving out the manureal ee 

elements which may be applied to it. “Do nor Waste.—Jf you desire to become 

7 [Exchange. | an influential man, save your time—If you 

SO lew do not, you will always be a drone.—W hat, 

Floor for Foundered Horses. is there a man who cannot save and improve? 

— By curbing appetite and restraining passion, 

It is, doubtless, a well known fact, to many | by observing prudence'and maintaining reg- 

of your readers, that a foundered horse can-| ularity, he may save his health, as constant 

not be effectually cured, unless taken in hand | fountains of energy and happiness, to sustain 

immediately; and that in many instances, | and cherish him under every labor and every 

foundered horses continue to grow stiff and| hardship. He may save a fortune by indus- 

lame, as they increase in years. We do not} try and denying himself needless indulgences, 

deny that inveterate cases of founder may be and he may find a pure enjoyment, in devot- 

cured, but the instances are few where a ing it to noble uses. One of the hours of 

horse is as effectually cured after having been | each day wasted on trifles or indulgence, saved 

foundered for a number of years. and daily devoted to improvement 1s enough 

Foundered horses, could they but speak, to make an ignorant man wise in ten years 

would say that they suffered extremely, from | —to provide the luxury of intelligence to a 

the intense pain in the legs and feet; and| mind torpid from lack of thought—to bright- 

‘any one may satisfy himself ‘of this fact, by | en up and strengthen faculties perishing with 

watching their uneasiness while standing’ still | rust—to make life a fruitful field, and death 

_itheir incessant’ stepping—taking up. the |a harvest of glorious deeds.” 
ae cm ,
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st oe SAL TBS Woven tirye renner 8, 
ey q one requiring more assiduity in the pupil and | 
a j EDUCA T TONAL. _ | more fillity in the master : oa | 

at CONDUCTED BY J. L. ENOS. | In our private schools the absences do not | 

at eS | generally exceed 7 per cent., in the public they | 
3} oe thei ncousia Hom Warmly 119] 5 eich AQ per eae ip 

aS eg ncta Let there be an end of this folly, and if | | 
= SHALL THEY NOT BE BETTER THAN THE STATE { we cannot send our children but one month | | 

2 HAS EVER KNOWN? this winter, let it be thirty successive days— | | 

ar I hear the response, “They shall be.”—| Foy more will be learned in thirty days of | | 
a This noble answer comes from hundreds of | regular attendance than in three months of | | 

Pe it generous and devoted spirits, awakening to { occasional calls at the school-house. ie 

4 their high and sacred responsibilities ; from} But this is a subject for an extended chap- | 

: : teachers, who are leading on measures of re-| ter, instead of a paragraph, and we must no- | 

ot form with patience that no apathy can weary | tice other duties which are essential to good 
at and with a devotion that no obstruction can | winter schools. 

a long resist ; from the institutes assembled for) istrict officers have their duties to perform, ||} 
eH mutual improvement and from conventions of | and they are both important and vexatious. 

Bs b friends of the greatest cause of earth. All] ‘The school house must be repaired—there 
t with one united voice—giving their spirit to | j, glazing to be done, benches to be cut down 

wt the age answer with one glorious affirmative | for they are almost always too high, stoves to 
dd respane> be put up and wood to be furnished. About 

a But it is not enough to resolve, we must) two hours out of the six school hours of the 

at do: do what is seemingly of small conse-| Jay, are Jost, in many of our schools, from 
ip quence, and yet these duties are the source of | the want of suitable wood, and the exercises 
me those influences which sustain and renovate | are consequently so hurried during the resi- 

at society. due of the time, that but little can be accom- 
att What are some of these duties? plished. The good teacher bears up but a 
as 1st. Parents should listen to the plans of | short time against these difficulties, but hu- 

aii teachers and give them their confidence and] man nature cannot long resist them, and all 

ge sympathy; should require of them a faithful | interest in his duties is gradually frozen out 

Fe account of their children; should supply them | of him. ‘The public money surely had better 
ie with the necessary books; should frequently | he saved and the school house closed, rather 

ar visit the school; should be slow to find fault|i,an be made a purgatory to both teacher 

be with its government, remembering how diffi-| and pupil. The board should also remember, 
3 cult they find it to rule their small families, | thot jt is their peculiar duty to counsel and 

4 and should insist upon the regular attendance | siistain' thewmoatiteneubdaldiieawasiousy trials; 

a4 of their children. : and not leave him, a stranger perhaps, to the 
Het The importance of this last duty can hardly | desolate feeling, that he is regarded on all 

< i be overrated. Ask the devoted teacher, what! hands as a necessary evil, next only to the 

ay disorders his school, clogs all improvement, | tax gatherer in annoyance. 
a chills his-hopes and disgusts him with-his}  @he teachers have their duties, more im- 
a avocation. The érregular attendance, will be portant and more dificult than all others, and 

aE the answer. For neither system, nor general | if well done, exerting an influence that man 
i Br improvement is practicable, where the school | can not well estimate, that time does not lim- 

tee is composed of different. pupils every succes-| it And the first great duty of the’ teacher 

tte sive day. Would acarpenter ora bactaith is to realize the sacred nature of his high vo- 
nie ora farmer, undertake to teach a boy to fol-' cation, That he is to unfold those powers, to 

Hi low either business, if he could not’have him form those habits, to purify and strengthen 

tis regularly and constantly under his care?— | those sentiments, which in their . harmonious 
Ee And has not a teacher a more difficult task ?| development, make that noblest work of God
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8 TRUE man, And if from negligence or | with the muriatic acid of the common salt; 
ignorance he perverts his noble office; if he | ind the soda thus liberated from the salt, will 

stills the small voice of conscience, or inflames | juickly absorb carbonic acid, forming carbo- 

the passions, or stupefies the intelect, or breaks na = soda. 1 Thus you = —— with 
i = 5. 4 aw your manure the ammonia which would oth- 
| the spirits of the being that is forming under | crwise have flown away; and you have a 

| his influence, he does a wrong to his fellow} new and important dasatethue’ inirodaced 

| creature, of infinitely deeper malignity, than | viz, the carbonate of soda. As this isa 

| the highwayman or the incendiary can per-| most powerful solvent of all vegetable fibers, 

|| petuate. eee ene pes have to be rendered so- 
| : : | luble before they i 

|| But if he earnestly, seriously, ardently de- | will beta ae oes ‘that onl 
vote himsclf to this glorious work, if he ha- | of soda so introduced must be a most power- 

bitually cherish a deep sense of his responsi- | ful and valuable agent.” : 

bility to man and to God, if he measure his Tighkow MEG Gat 

profession not by the false judgment of prej- | ea Mel for cates: 

udice or ignorance, but by the standard of i Almost every person in the habit of feed- 

| truth, and determine not merely to seem, but | 7S cattle for the butcher, is acquainted with 

to be the teacher of the young, then no man oe — x — cake, but 
é g : ves with linseed meal has been in- 

* a ee sphere of action, or a higher and | troduced in this neighborhtod within the ak 

ppier duty. three or four years (1848 ;) itis now quite es- 

——— tablished and a great saving isth J 

First Tsacuers Iystitv W) Sees 
0 , NSTITUTE IN WISCONSIN.) Halt a pound of this meal itsufficient for 

—The question has been raised, of late, where | a calf daily, and this costs only me half pen- 

and when the first Teachers’ Institue was|ny, while a quantity of milk, congini a y 3 aining the 

held in Wisconsin. same nutriment, would cost 6d. 9 8d. per 

By reference to Vol. Ist of the Wisconsin day; : a oe eat on he one of at 
aT Fe . each calf, which is & 6d 

Farmer, page 114 it will be found that the| week for one calf, and £310s a axcoki for 

first. institute in the State was held at Lake | twenty calves; and this, for three or. for |)\ 

Mills, in Jefferson County, in charge of J. L. ; months, amounts to a sum worth saving. 

Exos, aided by Messrs Root, Musw and| The linseed meal is the cake ground; the |} NX 
ER. best way of using it is to steep, at the rate of 
————o 4b. for each feed, in cold water, for twenty- 

Salt for fixing Ammonia in Manure. rig hours, then te dilate with warm aera 

ee ae ies ors the temperature of new milk, a gruel about 
me piichay known ei mt ai stable, | equal in bulk to the milk fae cee If 

w ere are many hors ere is a very ilk mab ae ‘ 

pungent smell, affecting the eyes and nose. eis be added, s pint eth feed is quite 

particularly when the stable is being cleansed The al 

but, This smell is occasioned by the fiying | , 17° Seneral report eae eee 
off of ammonia, which is the essence, and dairpnea. who have continued the use of this 

value of manure, and which volatizes or flies to fifi or reneng) calves) neat 
off at a very low temperature; even the 0 1 a ees oA is, that the calves are more 

warmth of the manure in a stable will send) "5.9 x ee fodion nik sag chabthers 
it off in great quantities by the common heat a ewe oa It is very nutritive, and at 

of manure ina farm-yard, whether thrown | tases a pears ie ee — nee 
up in a heaps or not. ze caresses = 0 

‘A writer in an English journal describes a| oe fina iai called: Ogliek tery: tans) ocomared 
very cheap and simple remedy for this. Be- | with this feeding, that we epee aw of. 

fore you begin to clean out your stable, dis- [Montreal Agricultural Jour#al 
solve some common salt in water, if a four- re cee 

horse stable, say four pounds of salt dissolved A new town has been laid out in Washing- 
in. two buckets of. water, and poured through | ton county, by Messrs. Perin and Day, on 

the nose of a water-pot over the ‘stable floor | Dake St. Croix, opposite Willowriver. It is 
an hour or so before you begin to move the ; said to be a very beautiful site for a town and. 

manure and the volatile salts of ammona will | that it is to be designated by the name of 
become fixed salts-from their having’: united | Lakeland. [Minnévotian.
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Wise _ from so little sowing can be produced in this 
eee Et) Dears of A MAN From GLANDERS.—Mr. 3) ving can be pr 

gat, i et | P. Burns, a grocer in Baltimore, died a hor- | county. _[Piscataquis Maine Observer. 

ems | at |) rid death in that city, a few days ago, in con-| Onion Maggot: | 
Ee f 2s || sequence of poison communicated to his sys} lene 

aaa ee ee {| tem from a horse afflicted with glanders— A correspondent of the N. E. Farmer says: 

ee, Ps || During the administration of medicine, Mr.| 6] noticed a short piece in your paper of the 
CER RG || B. thrust into the animal’s mouth, his hand,2/| 13th ult., written by Ira Brown, requesting |) 

a Be Gi. ae | finger of which, had been prev iously cut, and |to know if there had been any effectual rem- i 

f bi Bris | the flesh laid open. Through this wound the | edy diseovered to kill the onion maggot. I |} 

i : EY ids: || virus was absorbed, and mortification super- | would just say that if you make a strong de- | 

wee fs. vened, A surgeon was called upon to am-| cyction of tobacco, and sprinkle your onions 

i et path putate the diseased member. Perceiving, | once a week, the maggot will ‘not trouble || 
eid ts? however, that the poison had pezetrated to| them, for it is a flyblow which the fly depos- 
oy BH ee every portion of the unfortunate man’s sys-| jts on the top, snug to the growing onion; the | 

Bes ti tem, he declined performing the operation, | tobacco prevents the fly from blowing the top. 
fe eit and stated that no eartbiy skill could save his} T saw it tried Jast season with success, orly 

Be eee life. ~ After lingering in great agony, death | applied three times.” 
? a ay closed the scene. The corpse presented a hid- $$ rennnnn 
ae Ay: blackened appearance. ArririctaL Coat.—In the French Acade- fe ets eous and blackened appe: : 4 c : 

eek [Herald of Reform. my of Sciences, some interesting experiments 
as ye sista bmapeeinbage es have been made in producing mineral coal by 

peers sty i New wriety of Barley- an artificial process, which it is expected will 
Pe gif j — throw much light on the subject of geology. 

ee? iis Mr. Eprror; Enclosed please find a small | Wood is put into an iron or glass cylinder, 
is ee k sample of a ew variety of barley, without | and closed against any escape of air, and ap- 
BE Baird «’ f Beard, and fle grain without hull. It has| plied to a heat of 600°. The result has been, 
Ba eae grown on place, on the the top of a worn| that the wood was melted: and reduced to 

lbs out piney woods hill—so poor, that three| mineral coal. Old wood of dry fibre produc- 
Be * se years ag when I took the place, not more | ed dry coal ; but young wood, or that which 
fe ai tis: than or bushel of corn per acre could be| was put in wet produced a glutinous coal. 

ne H raise This barley has yielded at the rate [Scientific Am. 
Ra aids of thirty-four bushels per acre, after the Saree ees 

ae a ground was manured and subsoiled, and ci Hah Turtie.—It has been ob- 
Biba: évery person that saw it pronounced it de- | SFY aaa 4 les cross the ocean a the 
oy cidedly the finest he had ever seen, and a Bay of Honduras to the Cayman Isles,” near 
Re: great acquisition to the South. It must be Jamaica, a ayes ae miles, with an ac- 
Side. sown very thin, as it grows bushy, and pro- | CU Superior to the chart ‘and compass of 
Rae: : duces a great many leaves and stalks, which human skill ; for it is affirmed that vessels 
i makes it particularly adapted for feeding cat-| Which have lost their latitude in hazy weath- 

Raid... tle with, in a gréen state. er, have steered entirely by the nose of the 
: eer Cor. Soil of the South, | turtle in swimming. The object af their voy- 
Bia: 2 age, as of the migration of birds, is for the 
er: & - f laying e; on a spot vuliar]; 
ood 7 Tea Praxt.—Dr. J. Smith writes from | PUPOSe oF laying 6s ea ae 

af ie Greenville, South Carolina, that he has receiv- favorable. Bop Stanley on Birds, 
Ait: ed a fresh supply of tea-nuts from China,and) Nor Drunk !—Dr. Franklin, in speaking 

- ah expresses high satisfaction at the result of| of the intemperate drinker, says, he will nev- 
* Pi » his experiments in the culture of tea in the! er, or seldom, allow that he is drunk ; he may 

rage United States. be “ boozey, cozey, fox’d, merry, mellow, fud- 
ay ee dled, groatable, confoundedly cut ; may see 

4 ¢ amen Saini sepa emg Ard two pape! be among the Philistines ; in a 

iets dred and twenty-six bushe!s of good sound Te ce, ie orale ae sat 
eee it wheat from six bushels sowing. ‘The wheat| never drunk” > 

| meds: is of the “White Bald” variety, as he that pts ES 
/ | i Sie calls it. He has left a some our office of} Emproyment or WomEN anp CHILDREN. 
; bald: one bushel and a half, w! weighs 88}|—The legislature of Ohio have passed a law 
: eed Koy, There will be no need of going to| restricting the employment of children under 
i Bd: ew York to mill another year if our farmers eighteen, and all women in the mechanical or 
i kee coe rn deg fearon cho culture of winter manufacturing establishments more than ten 
i Pot. wheat. We doubt whether so large a yield | hours in a day. } 

Bet Se! 
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EE EERE CHEGNNNEEE TEP Tope 

’ Col. Hodge, in Tae Grove Nursrry. Mr. Cheney 

EDITOR 5 TABLE, | will get from 20, 000 to 30, 000 large trees,—most 
—— es | of saleable sizes, and many extra large. 

Death of Prof. Norton. | Mr. Cheney intends to commence removing his 
aes purchase to his place this autumn, and commence 

wan ee hunting yy selling at once. Though a good chance for the 
Dore om ee an Hortical. people of that region to obtain fruit trees, of Mr. 

ecrainecce of the day, and who stood at the head Cheney, is thus offered, the stock at Tur Grove 

: Norsery will still i the de- 
of his profession. But, little did we then expect, Tee iy ee ae * old, Dr. 

that the painful duty would so soon devolve upon | ren nicott has a lage’ ‘ascunidlntson of need 

us, of recording the death of another, no 1éss dis- ‘which Gol \¥iodesiwesinot Guiecested 7 

tinguished, as a Scientific Agricultural writer. : a eater 
Joun P. Norton, Prot. of Chemistry as applied Mr. C.H. Suchen a caedew area Co. 

toAgriculture, in Yale College, died Sept. Sth |) oso: vue ty i Anka 
aged 30 years. In the death of Prof. Noxrox, oe ee Somamasal a aoe 

Agriculture as a Science, has suffered an irrepar- | . oo a s0niand Se solten z 

Rulon Hie hed eee Serratia taetecateesiin, | Sea eee ee ee witwWhe oF 
nor as a writer on Scientific Agricultnre. In the |°"° ' those, weno Wish 9) RExapaer, ‘i oh a 

year 1846, Prof. Norton, while astudent in one of; Here is:a good opportunity . those w! on 2 

the principal chemical labratories of Scotland |* make @ beginning, and for those already in the 
and in competition with some of the most learned business to improve their flocks. Mr. 8, has a 
chemists, received a premium of $250 from the nually, for some years past, brought into this State 

Highland Agricultural Society, forthe best anal- from Vermont, a flock of thesame kind, and knows 
ysis of the oat. In 1850, the New York State well how to select forthismarket. We would ad+ 
Agricultural Society awarded o him, a premium vise those in want of this class ofsheep, to give 

of $100, for the best Essay, written on Scientific | Mr. Smedley a call. 

Agriculture. This Essay has since been publish- | Tz Journan or THe Unirep Srares Ac- 
ed as a text book for schools—has been widely cir- | 5 ourruraL Society. 

qulated, S00, tery, beatliny a Pen aes We have received the first No, of this valuable 
wrote an appendix to Srepuens’ Boox of the Farum work, published in Washineto: e ates 

a British Work on agriculture of some 1400 pages | . . ” P ‘an Set) met ganiene 

and re-published in this Country. His addresses | Y'*'° ff * Seas Corresponding Sec- 

before Agricultural Societies—Lectures, and con- ne 7 ee at the ee of the Society. 

tributions to the Albany Cultivator, and other ag- ‘he objects of this Joursaz, as gathered from 
ricultural papers were numerous. His health fail- the ingeodnction, are to make an accurate record 

ed while delivering a course of lectures in Albany ofall the important proceedings of the Society, 

ladt Winter. and to furnish such information as will be most 

The Cultivator, in closing an obituary notice of bai ee farmers and gardiners of the United 

Prof, Norton, very feelingly remarks: “The se- Sie Pies who become members of the 

yere labor, attendant on delivering courses of lec- ae a ae entitled to a copy, without any, other 

tures at. New Haven und at the University of Al- ane RE ase, The payment of $2, annu- 

bany, materially impaired his health, and before no oe i a nes ae | member. It is the de- 

the close of his lectures, he was obliged to leave Lipa eres I toeach member, a full 

for a warmer climate. Strong hopes were enter: equivalent, in books and seeds, for the amount he 
ss may pay into its treasury. 

tained, at first, of hisrecovery, but Providence had si 5 

otherwise ordered. After his return to the north, me ——e 5 — beaters quarterly, and 
he sank slowly to hisend. Though conscious that * ae fe = deagniain, from. 150:to 

he must eave a world which was just opening to i ae ee er before us, contains the 

his ambition, and a circle of friends who fully ap- | PT inary steps which led to'the organisation— 
preciated his worth, he was cheered on by that full proceedings of the Convention—Constitution 

christian’ hope which had been his guide and so- Arie - cae ate soilsand grainis-- 
lace during life. ‘The exchange of worlds is for |°8'U “Ur! Sat ice—experiments in draining, 

him a happy one, but his loss will cast a shadow and a large amount of other highly useful matter 
on many wheakt: relating to agricultural pursuits. 

ee | Tu Nortiwesreen Horricvrrvest Cox- 
Noxseuses—We understand, from Dr. Kenni- | ¥#*71%, which met.at Dixon, Ill, the 29th, Sept, |f 

cot, that Mr. B. Cheney of Roscoe, Ill, three | Was agrandaffair. The next meoting:of the so« 
}| miles from Beloit—has purchased the interest of | “ity, will be held at Chicago nextautumn. Want 

of space excludes any farther notice this month, 
nnn gg eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEee 
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ees. 8 eo Pounrry—John T. Andrew, West Cornwall | in gambling and laziness as long as I mean-to, al- 

Paes | Co.. writes that he has experimented much in the | though, should he die soon, I will pay his funeral 

eae? F oa varieties of poultry, oes ee expenses. 

a i 2 = eae a Ee ee aaa | New Feature 1x Bostoy Bustnesz.—The Boston 

us i ight be so, when he states that * I sold . f - : 

te t at eenanag <aenouar piven rH oA Lalas thc ani th 
eer! i a ; 2 Pen ass k: n ° 5 mas 

eae ot each of all the hens X kept. [Granite 2ar [sna se oes teat ih diameter loulel ia datrala, ee 

ae ea Tur Exp or Eantuny Gorv.—Buonaparie’s brought over the Buffolo and Rochester, Rochester 

eee od: house at Longwood, St. Helena. is now 2 tare | ae Syracuse, Syracuse and Utiea, Utica and 

beam pe the room he died in is a stable—and where the im- Schenectady, Rensselaer and Saratoga, Saratoga 

MR op perial corpse lay in state, may be found a machine|and Wash. Rutland.and Burlington, Chesh,Fiteh., 

pee oe: for grinding corn. Buonaparte often remarked | Grand Junction to East Boston, and thence over 

ae, gas: that from the sublime to the ridiculous was but a/ the Eastern Railroad to Portsmouth, N. H., a dis- 
“pee step.” tance 6f 628 miles without change of cars. 

Be ET 
Be eda Tur Soar Prant—The soap plant grows all] Terrnrere Sickness in Maise—A Maine paper 

Bee idee over California. The leaves make their appearance | states, from the books of the agent appointed to 

ee Bt a Sbout the middie of November, or about 6 weeks|sell liquor for medical purposes in that town, that 

pe et i after the rainy season has set in ; the plants never | there are 24,000 persons in the immediate vicinity 

Bs Selif f grow more than a foot high, and the leaves and| who are diseased. Awful!! 
ar 8 | a8 stalk drop entirely off in May, though the bulbs 

SPR ee remain in the ground all summer without decay- Correr Fouxp.—A few weeks ago, Mr. Wm. 

ee Fe i rs ing. It is used to wash: with in all parts of the| Pinkham, residing some miles east of Taychee~ 

eee ot, country, and by those who know its virtues, it is|dah, in digging a well, found a lump of copper al- 

Pah Sets preferred to the best of soap. The method of} most pure, weighing 16 pounds and 12 ounces.— 

ee Sts using it is merely to strip off the husk, dip the| This is the largest lump ever found in this Co. 

eet ot clothes into the water, rub the buld on them. It [Fond du Lac Jour. 

a 4 makes a thick lather, and smells not unlike soap.| Wyo Bui-r 1r?—Wee learn from Dr. Salisbury, 

; EB i aR The botanical name of the plant is Phalanguim | Geologist to the state, that within the past three 

val aad = Pomaridianum. Besides this plant, the bark of a| weeks, a surveying party, in Essex County have 

na ld ue tree is also used in South America, for the pur-| stumbled upon the remains of a city, which must 

a aes pose of washing. Several other plants have been| haye once contained 15,000 or 20,000 inhabitants. 

Re ea used in different countries as a substitute for soap. | It is located in the forest, afew miles back of Ticon- 

Parte [Am. Union. | deroga, and was evidently the home of a people 

Ba es al All the villages throughout the mining country considerably advanced in the arts and comforts of 

wigs are undergoing repairs. An appearance of brisk-| civilization. Tn proof of this we may mention that 

ei at ye ness indicates that the years of repose have ended, the ruins of more than two hundred chimneys are 

ade? and that 9 new and vigorous period is setting in. yet in a state of good preservation.” As no such 

Ba: Freedom from California excitements and the| city bas ever been mentioned by our Historians or 

Sa 3 general impzzssion of good times, may account for | Gazetteers, a question arises about its original buil- 

as) the change. [Grant Co. Herald. | ders, which will keep our Historical Society in 

a a . hroughout the mines, as to first class wrangling materials for the next five 

Be dees . ‘What is going on t ate at But this we|7e™*- The idea that such a city should have ex- 

Sits? Seproronen mI _ a 4) Wiote eet at a thri_| sted within a few hour's:ride of Albany for cen- 

i t.t, Spenae uh ee as aie x Tee ae aie. turies and yet never been discovered till J uly,1852, 

at: pa eo being erected, and much repair has been pe pueat those singular facts poe eae aston: 

meide put upon the old ones, in those places. May they : [N. Y. Dutchman. 

Be continue to prosper. [Monroe Sentinel. Fanurxe Prorrrty.—We learn that property 

Aes is rising in value in the south part of this county, 

oe New Saut Larr—We learn from the St. An-) on account of the prospects of soon being in prox- 

Wed 2. thony Express. that a salt lake has been discovered | jmity wath the Railroad. [Grant Co. Her. 

By mig inthe Minnesota Territory, between the 47 and 

ee 49 degrees of north latitude—that the waters are Hussey’s Reaping Machine, in an experiment 

5 4 Pik very strongly impregnated with salt, and that the| recently in Maryland, among a company of far- 

24 1% shore of the lake is surrounded with a large and | mers, cut twenty-five acres of wheat ina day, re- 

SERS = deep incrustation of salt, resembling in appearance | quiring twelve binders to keep pace with it. The 

at nh a large snow, bank around the margin of the lake | wheat operated on was about five feet high, and 

aa "7 ae very thick and heavy. 

is 4 Ree There is a great mortality among cattle in the 

att neighborhood of Memphis, Teun. The disease is} They have now, in New Hampshire, a -potato- 

ays murrain. One man Jost over forty out of seventy digging machine, which drawn by horses down 

eae € head. the rows, ee the pas eres them from 

pe mage. Emily | the dirt, and loads them into the while the 

| i 4 ete A Jaz Mateumoxat—A Map Woman-—Emily | farmer walks along side, whistling « Hail. Colam- 

i Bich y st M. Bennette, whose worser half posted her in the bia!” with his hands in his pockets 

aaa. newspapers and then ran away with another wo- Bees. 

1 “ei as than, contrary to the statute in such ease made] Dgarn or an op Printer anv Eprtor.—Chas. 

: +H rt and provided, comes out in the Woonsocket (Mass) | Holt, Sen. died in Jersey City, on Petey last, at 

| f oe Patriot after this wise. “As, no cne would have] the residence of his son-in-law, P. C. Dummer, 

| AG i Ha trusted him for as much as a peck of meal, Ithere-| Fsq., aged $1 years. Mr. Holt, according to the 

} wind) fore forbid any person or persons trusting bim on | pest of our knowledge, was the oldest printer and 

| ay: my account, a8 I shall pay no debts of his contract-| editor in the United States. Ga) 380! 

i Aes ing sfter this date. I have worked to support him 
0 sm 

Ha iB. ie 
eth * Sai 
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i nt Te Saat TB) MC RT hE 
ioe 4 | FOWLS FOR SALE. 

| 18 SEASON ARRANGEMENT. 52. Yo subscriber offers for sale the) following 

OTT ; yy | L choice varieties of 
| MOST EXPEDITIOUS ROUTE TO N.Y. | s PURE BRED CHICKENS, 

| Mom ae fe -..) The produce of his Premium Fowls, selected as thi 

| Through to Buffalo in 25 hours! To New| post valuable from ie thirteen pie kinds at 

| York City in 43 hours ! ter carefully testing their early maturity and hardi- 
es laying properties, and their qualities as 

= : setters and nurses, viz: 
ALL T RAIL TO MON ROL. Ist. Shanghai, 6 per pair . 

——__—_— 2d. Cochin China, Gy =is8 

VIA. NORTHERN INDIANA AND 3d. White Surry Dorkings, S0€ 
4th. Dorkings, colored, ] Sys 

SOUTHERN MICHIGANR.R.| Sth. Shanghai and Dorking —half- 

——_—_—_—_————_ gndchals 4 6 

= wi 6th. Shanghai and Dominico, Brisiss 
Great Northern, vee and South-Western wth: Merit edeadd Doskitigy ae 

U.S. Mail Route. 8th. Cochin and Dominico, Bo 
amie? aa 9th. Seabright Bantam, [very small]3_ * 

TRAINS GOING EAST FROM CHICAGO. N. B,—Orders to the amount of stz Dollars di- 

FIRST.—Express Train leaves Chicagoat 9, P. rected to meat Schoolcraft, Kalamazoo Co.,Mich., 

M., daily, (except Saturday,) and arrives at Mon | Will be strictly attended to 
roe at 8} next morning ; there connecting with the Re Chicks carefully selected, cooped and put 

following splendid Low Pressure Steamers for on board the cars at Kalamazoo, free of charge— 

Dunkirk and Buffalo: directed as desired. 
NORTHERN INDIANA, Capt. R. Wagstaff, Orders will be filled according to date, as the de- 

"Leaves Toledo and Monroe, Monday and mand heretofore has been greater than could be 

Thursday supplied, , M. FREEMAN. 

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN, Capt. A. D. Perkins, | _ Schoolcraft, Mich, Aug., 1852. septf 

Tuesday and Friday. ONTEATS. 

EMPIRE STATE, Capt. H. Van Allen, Wednes- TABLE On CO 
day and Saturday. re uae *ee. 

SECOND.—Mail Train will leave Chicagu at 83 Baneyaory mre er manure, 259 

A. M, daily, (except Sunday) and arrives at Tole-| p.. rrotde Ts aaa 

do at 9 P. M., connecting with the stanch Steamers nie k rT; 250 

SOUTHERN and TROY, Direct to Cleveland— | en Wart 0 plum trees, 254, 

A Boat will leave Toledo every Evening, on the Cows fiilt iamof, ‘lke 245 

arrival of the Train from Chicago, for Cleveland, aa & aring i mk, 256 : 

reaching that place next morning, in time for the | (0% artificial, > 260 

cars for Pittsburgh and Cincinnati. A Boat will Cattle, feeding of in stalls and in sheds, 250 

leave Toledo every Morning (except Sunday) at 8 Colic in horses, remedy for, 254 

dalock. and Monroe at 10 o'clock, for Sandusky, | Cor, curing of, 251 
arriving at 3P. M. Passengers may then proceed Editors Table z 261—263 

to Newark by the Mansfield Road, or to Cincinna- Egotism, farmers write for your paper, 247 

ti by the Mad River & Dayton Roads. Fair, State, at Milwaukee, 241 

Distance by Michigan Central Railroad, ....-.549 Pairs,;County, 243 

Distance by Michigan Southern Railroad,..----+485 | Fvod for stock, cooking of, 256 

|] In favor of the route by this line. ga | Ceancarat horses) 251 
Through Tickets to New York, $17 00 | Guano, its analysis, 255 

do do Buffalo, 10 00 | Guano, its application, 256. 

Siew ates 1} po | Lemna 255 
do do Toled 0, 7:00 Horses, floor for foundered, 257 

do do Cleveland, 8 00 | Imagination, effects of on cows, 246 

do do Cimtanety y ee Linseed meal for calves, 259 

SS + | Mining an agit 3 
’ : 

‘A boat in connection with this line leaves Ra- | Milk, facts about, 253 

cine Daily for Milwaukee, Sheboygan, and Inter- | Onion Maggot, 260 

mediate ports. 
- 

PASSENGERS ARE PARTICULARLY RE- Orchards, Hogs, &e., 252 

i QUESTED to secure their Tickets at the Office, | Pine wool, 250 

before the departure of the Cars, making a differ- Problem solved, 255 

ence is lee eet of the passenger, by comply- | Schools in winter, 258 

ing with the above. 3 : + 3, i 

“Crexer Orrice 2 doors south of Ullman’s Bank, pReachexs: Fnstiiutes; fire: im ‘Wisconsin, 259 |) 

Main Street, Racine. Turtles, instinct of, . ~ 260° 

. JAS. KELLY, Time, waste of, vy 4 25% 

Gen’l Pasrage Agent. | Tea Plant, ‘ : 260) 

A weak mind sinks under prosperity as well as | Wheat, great yield, ~ 260° 

under adversity: A cashaleel deep mind:has | Wells, artseian i ‘kansas. f 

two highest tides—when the moon is at the full, Wi icone eae . eat 

and when there isn omoon. isconsin, face of the country &e, 248 if 
| ee
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MADISON MUTUAL [at old rates. | Ornamental Treen, | Flowering 
AN, 7 Shrubs and Plants, in great variety, and the lowest 

INSURANCE COMPANY. Tee in Jots. principally at our selection. These 
a ‘ | last furmished to dealers on commission, 

Chartered by an Act of the Legislature of! Address, 

the State of Wisconsin. J) AS KENNICOTT. 
Northfield, Cook Co., Ill. 

ns duly organized and complied with the SSS a ee ae 

requirements of their charter, and adopted the 

most approved system of MUTUAL INSU- 

RANCE, are now prepared to receive applications 
and issue policies of insurance upon dwelling hon- 

ses, taverns, shops, and other buildings against loss 
or damage by fire. This company will insure no ses 

property in cities or exposed parts of villages, there- n° 

fore can never sustain a large loss from any one r 

fire, which will enable them always to meet losses 

promptly, and make ita safe and reliable company 

to those insured. 
DIRECTORS: 

L. J. FARWELL, SIMEON MILLS, : 

A. F. CADY, N. B. EDDY. r 

A.J. se W. N. SEYMOUR, : 

N..W. DEAN, E. B. DEAN. Jr., 
M.-C. DARLING, WM. C. WELLS, MAY'S IMPROVED 

DAVID eater H F. Sete PATENT STEEL PLOW! ! 

. F. HOPKINS. een 
OFFICERS : AY the Annual Fair of the Wisconsin State 

SIMEON MILLS, President, Agricultural Society in October last, these 

RY ae EDDY, Vice President, PLOWS ‘received the Society’s first premium.— 

. F. , Secretary, For durability, easy draught for the team, large 

L. J. FARWELL, Treasurer. ly], | amount and excellent quality of the work perform- 
—DAAT DIADDD WV |etrin 2 given time, they are unequaled. None 

BOOK BINDERY bs but the best materials are used, and the most expe- 
—— ienced and skillful workmen employed. 

HE SUBSCRIBER would respectfully an- |" yy:4 are 
Tt nounce to the citizens of Roek =) the adjoin- Hitherto we have been unable to supply the de- 

ing counties, that he is prepared to execute with mand for these Plows, to obviate which as far as 

dispatch, all kinds of work in his line in as neat | practicable, we have enlarged our works. Break- 

=) ag ad eee ee eo sonedt apt ioe re Coen Plows, Cultivators and Harrows, 

branches of the business at the east, he believes he ebialad ailpld from the best patterns, and of 

a i tisfaction. am 

“Especial “sitedfou sal bo given to the binding | | HStRS 7° Sorz raw 'Toeks.: Farmers give ms « 

f Ps . Music, re-binding old : 5 
dao the mannfuctore of * el old, hoaks, p20 Bincategren ear, extensively, at Janesville, Wis- 

K BOOKS, 2 

such as Deed, Mortgage, Recotds. Mill books, J 5 = MAY & COMPANY. 

and School registers. ae eevee 
Every thing thet may be wanted in the Blank Ae  Snnene nage teenie: 

Book like, reled to any pattern desired, and bound |(Press and Shears, indispensable in making good 
in the most beautiful and substantial manner. work,) furnished to order and warranted ; for the 

G. L. KNOX. | unsold portions of the Western, Middle and South- 
Janesville, April Ist, 1852. ly4 Jorn States; also for Californiaand Oregon. Agents 

The New Edition of es discsemstiglo amiable 
LAPHAM’S POCKET MAP : ee 
OF WISCONSIN, showing the surveys of the ree J. M. MAY, 

ne seeds seed 2 may now be bol at the Janesville, Rock Co., Wis. 

ores, or by application ied by tl aes 

cash) to the undersigned It in be ecut by mail mae ee a Agen foe 

to dd: th i b a hy addroas upon the eonipt of one dollar. A A.H. STEBBINS, 

1. A, LAPRAM. Wholesale and Retail dealer in Hardware and 

Milwaukee, Aug. 2, 1852. Stoves at the old stand, No. 14 
es a Main St. Racine, Wis. 
‘THE GROVE NURSERY & GARDEN, 4 

; gin “| Wonld respectfully inform the public that he is 
Ljwas Budded and Engrafted Apple Trees, Bebiwa to furnish every thing in the line of 

with fine heads, at 15 to 25 venta each, or $15 | Hatdware, consisting of Stoves, Sheet-Lron, Tin, 
per 100—Average sizes, by the thousand, $100 to| 4 Copper Ware, Nails, &e, &e. f 
149.. Plums and Quinces—a good supply, at 25 to > Ali Job Work done to order. 

374 cents each. Pears and Cherries—a small stock Racine, Sept. 1, 1952. 
th. eaneinlaa Rei IE ee Se
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For the Wisconsin und Iowa Farmer. | the business, the men of education and experi- 
} P 

|| Proceedings of the Teacher’s Normal Insti- | ence, and should therefore be opposed by eve- 

tute for Eastern Wisconsin. ry friend of the Common Schools. 

| eek a « cs eat Resolved, That the thanks of this Institute 
pee Soe is institute coM-|1,. tendered to A. J. Craig, Esq. for his able || 

| menced in the village of a the 25th} and eloquent address, and to Prof. Root, for | 

| of October 1852, and continued ae a the earnestness and interest with whieh he | 

|| tnder the superintendence of Prof. I. I. Root,|,,. discharged his duties as Principal, during 
| Principal of Carroll College. the present session. | 

The opening address was delivered on Mon- Resolved That the qauaeydiuge ot this Ff 

oy evening, by A. J. Craig Esq, which was) stitute be published in the Waukesha Demo- 

listened to by a large class of teachers assem- crat, Milwaukee Free Democrat, and Wiscon- 

> i S| Eastern Wisconsin are requested to copy. 

cemanets = ~~ Se a ofsuch| Tt was also resolved, That the next session | 

associatioris, and the number of Teachers mat-| o¢ this Institute be held in the village of 
tendance is a gratifying proof, that the benefit] Wayiesha, commencing on the second Mon- 
tobe derived from them, is beginning to be day of April next, and continue for two weeks, 

appreciated. : | and that the Executive Committee be instrue- 

‘ On the = day of saan ted to give at least four weeks public notice of } 
ee on resolutions repo! the same. 

oe sal Tose aati sedated The following persons were elected officers | 

sone ‘S| for the ensuing year :— 
professional enthusiasm among common school} —_p,, eoadoud: es Camp, 

teachers, and that for this purpose, we recom-|  Jri4g President, L. I. Rook | 

mend the formation of Teachers Associations ‘Secretary, Carroll Lucas, 

and the holding of occasional meetings to pro- Preagurer, BP. Baleow, 

mote mutual acquaintance, and to discuss sub- C. W. Cane, President. 

jects of practical interest. Caneouz Luoas, Sec’y. 

Resolved, That the School-house is an in- ee ea 

dex to the good taste and public spiritof any} Porx.—The Terre Haute, Prairie City, Ia, gi P d : y 
community, and to the interest they take in| of Aug. 31st, says :—“We are informed by 

their children, and that they ought to seeto it, a manent as oe vente ne 
5 Decome a standing libel upon gaged in the pork packing business, it about 

that it does not beco s fifty thousand hogs have been engaged, up to 
them. 4 z the present time, by the pork packers of this 

Resolved, That the practice of boarding the} place. The prevailing price is five dollars per 

teacher from house to house, is unjust ; be- ots At this price, an engagement for a lot 

cause it often throws upon the more comfort-|"" 7S" Sas muade.cniy: last a ‘The’ sain 
oe arf arden that| S¢otleman estimates that no Jess than 80,000 

able families of the. district, the burden hogs will be packed here this winter. Last 
belongs to all ; unwise, because it wastes much | winter only sixty thousand were packed, ‘The 
of the time which the teacher could spend in ae of oe eee to carry on — 

A is duties * ives hit usiness in this city the coming winter, preparing for his duties ; deprives him of the he 

quiet and comfort of a home, and drives from not fall short of one million of dollars!” 

. Be a PIES = nf = . be ee
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PURE BLACK SPANISH, (ELEVEN MONTHS OLD,) 
IMPORTED AND RAISED BY JOHN GILES, PROVIDENCE, R. I. | 

The Southern Cultivator says “the preg a shelter. Hence the advantage of cover- | 
represented above, was imported by Mr.!ing their backs with some material which will 
Gus, from England; and, judging from | protect them ina great measure from the chil- 
the engraving, must _be unusually fine.” ine effects = 7 and = = — 

Blankets for Sheep. ed is woolen, the size being 23 inches by 
A writer in'e lato member Bf the London| 15. We lately purchased some coarse blan- | 

Agricultural Gazette says, “we find on exam- kets that made excellent covers, each jacket 
ining our mortality tables for the last twelve sng four Hineoa : a rani eal put ce 
months, that out of 600 Chevoit and black-|‘#¢ ewes on the DESDE acres 
faced Evehogs, the number of deaths has been eee ce es f Ra 4 

‘ ‘ i b ; = above remarks from a flock-master of 
ee ne = aeocFataoranaen on aL large experience in reference to the cause of 

, ever tasted a turnip, but fared with the ewes hydatids, or what we should call water in the | 
on the hill. Since we commenced the use of ao are EOE eee in W, tie ees | 

ei nal) ee on nis at of o_o ee re x inary diminution of the cases|!™, f | | 

SS ae pel odor eo sed sai) peas del o> in the the brain are generally understood to AID. f rea: | | 

binary gant in al indy lf tend eal, a and general privation. Any one conversan| 5 3 0 — | 
with sheep must have observed the wool a-| The growers of the former staple will not ob- | 
long the back, parts in such a way as to fully pan if epee ora the Say. re j 
expose the skin. The connection between the| *UTope Aas a cotton ‘Jacket;” for one { 
spine and the brain is obvious, and it cannot/ Will answer every intention can be made aie j 
be wondered that hydatids (little sacks filled | P&T of cotton than of wool. The comfort | 
with water) should be formed in the brains of| domestic animals at the South is sadly neg- 
sheep much exposed to severe storms without lected. [Southern Cultivator. ]
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zat NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR Deen 
For the Wisconsin & Towa Farmer. | and retaining moisture, by which the roots of 

Wheat, Clover and Oats. | the wheat are protected jen touch of the evil 

Errenp Muzr:—I noticed an article in effects of the protracted drouths of the country. 

some paper a few days since, recommending When the wheat crop is removed, the far- 

the sowing of oats with fall wheat, which |™¢ has a fine crop of feed for his stock, or a 

struck me as a good means of preventing the good lay to turn under, to enrich his land 

injuries to which fall wheat is exposed im this which, ‘more than compensates for his seed. 

region. But I am induced to think that it is | 4n4 if he desires to stock his fields down, he 

not the best means that can be adopted here. is more likely to do it well by sowing the seed 

I believe clover sown in the fall with the in the fall than in the spring. By sowing the 

wheat, will answer every purpose for which seed in the fall, he follows nature. He sows 

oats arerecommended. And further, it would in the fall in season for it to take root. so as 

prevent much of the injuries to which fall |t@ Withstand the dry weather of the succeed- 

wheat is exposed during the winter and in ing summer; whereas, when it is sowed in the 

the spring, which oats will not do. Oats are spring, it is often killed out by drouth, so that 

destroyed by the frost and therefore cannot he loses his seed and his labor. Some ob- 

counteract the effect of the frost in the ground, Ject to sowing grass seed in the fall, because 

and prevent its heaving the wheat out; nor it will grow so as to embarrass the grain; but 

can it prevent the dry winds of the winter |! believe in this coyntry, there is little dan- 

and spring from blowing the soil from the roots | S°r of this —the seasons generally, being dry- 

of the wheat, as clover would do. The sur-|® here than at the east, the clover will be re- 

face soil in this State is very light, and when tarded in its growth, and the wheat will not be 

the ground is dry and cracked—which is apt injured by it here asat the east. If youdeem 

ee tinea to this Sists tthe. will had a | tess eumaestons af any Service, you emaieat 

tremendous action on the soil and carries away them into such form as you please, and com- 

from the stools of the wheat the best part of municate them to the public through your 

the soil—especially upon prairie lands and op- valuable paper. M.B.B. 

enings, and the rootsare left exposed to wreaths |e naan wees aoe ae 

er aswell as stripped of nourishment. Clover For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. 

sowed with wheat would, in a great measure, a Lat 7 Sa oe E 

prevent this; because jt would cover and pro- moking an ea Evang ame: 

1 || tect the roots of the wheat if stripped of the} Mr. Mnurr.—l will give a pis sketch of 

soil, while they could recover a new hold upon | my mode of smoking hams, 4nd preserving 

the ‘earth by sending out new roots. And them through the the summer in a fine state, 

when the dry season comes on, the clover will | free from flies, mice, dirt, and every other be- 

tend to keep the earth moist beneath it, where- | setment to which they are exposed; and of 

by, the wheat. will be less injured by drouth. which so many seriously fomplain, and have 

Clover sends its roots deep into the earth | so long sought a remedy/ in vain. I use the 

|@ || and draws its principal nourishment from the taper tub,(for I pack in no other) 24 feet high, 

18 || sub-soil Wheat requires a light, well pul-|20 inch bottom, 16 inch top, makes a very 

|B || verized soil to grow in. In dry weather a fair size. Some five days previous to killing 

| || constant evaporation is going on from the | my hogs, I take an iron kettle that will hold 

18 || ground, and when the surface is covered by about a pail ful—fill it one third full of live 

herbage that is near it, this evaporation is re- hard wood coals, upon which I lay clean cobs 

tarded, condensed, and retained by the herb- filling another third,—set them in the open 

i age, as well as the rays of the sun are by it air a few moments, until they are near blaz- 

prevented from acting upon the earth to a con- ing—then tum the tub bottom end up over 

|| siderable extent. Young clover will have this the kettle, and make it tight on the ground 

effect upon the ground—retarding evaporation around the top, with dry dirt, ashes, or snow; 
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| 1852. WISCONSIN FARMER, AND 268 | 

80 a8 lo prevent the smoke from escaping. | ¥'/éné, from the far famed wheat land of Chili, 
The tub will immediately fill, and the smoul-|South America: The berry is not quite as | 

| dering state ofthe cobs will keep it so for a} large as the Hungarian, but it is without ex- | 

| | Jong time. Two or three smokes a day, for| ception the brightest wheat that I havé ever 
four or five days, will be amply sufficient—| seen, and bids fair to rival, if not excel the i 

| I cut the shank from my hams a little shorter | Hungarian. It is the pure bald, and is said | 
| than the usual custom is, and take all the bone | to surpass all varieties in the three great qual- | 

| therefrom. The main bone lies almost wholly | ities of wheat—weight, earliness, and hardi- 
| on the front side, and by drawing the knife! hood, I have sown eleven acres of it, and a| 

| on that side to the bonc—then slipping it on Lem Gscser nels or wien” teseerieeesner att 

either side, it can readily be taken out, and the | this season of the yeat. Ihave saved a few | 
i ham folded together in its natural shape; which | quarts of my seed, which I am sending with 
i salted and cooled, will remain so, and can be | the Hungarian as samples. I have sown six | 

cut through and through withoutinterruption. | acres of the Hungarian, and have already re- 

|| ‘The great secret of somuch ham being in- | ceived requests enough from those who have 
|| jured more or less, is in consequence of the! seen it this yearto save seed for them, to con- 

| marrow contained within the bone; and when-| sume the whole crop—provided they all take 
| ever the meat is injured at all—that ies they have ordered. 

| commences at the bone. Pack your hams in| J am, and have been, for some months past 

| the smoked tub, ina manner agreeable to jmaking much inquiry through the West, to 
| Your taste, gud keep it covered tights and T/ find some kidney potatoes, and some of the 
will guarantee, that they will be smoked ei old fashioned New England Coffee Beans. 

| ciently, and if kept covered with a pickle suffi-| If you have ever seen these beans, you will 

1 ciently strong—they will remain sweet the year | need no description—if not, the following may 

round; andean be resorted to at pleasure—! enable you to recognize them. They do not 
the same as the common pork barrel. in the east, resemble common beans in their 

Brother Farmers, try it, and keep = growth ; but grow in straight stalks, as large as 
| wives from scolding about dull knives and | ones finger, from 18 to 20 inches high, and 

yourselves from frowning about tainted ham.| once in two or three inches, there are large 

| S. N. Hawes. pods growing out from the main stalk—each 

| FO wisconsin & Towa Farmer, | pod containing some four or five beans as 
Sheboygan Falls, Oct., 1852 large as moderate sized acorns. The value of 
Bunge Whest Poland Oats, Coffee | this bean is but little known to the mass of 

_ Beans and Potatoes. mankind, and I feel very anxious to obtain 

| Frrexp Muzr:—Since your notice of the|some of them. As to the kidney potatoe, 
| Hungarian Wheat, which 1 sent you, there itis the king of the genus, for all purpo 

has been one stehdy rush of letters for sam-| ses except Laking, where the lady finger 

ples; and I have \sent off in letters, I should unsurpassed. I have raised 65 bushels of the 

think at least, one'peck, and received in re-| latter this year from a fraction over one fourth 

turn a great number of specimens—none of of an acre. Can you do any thing for me in 

which compare with the Hungarian, I have the way of procuring these two vegetable 

also received'many other valuable seeds in ex- for seed? 

change, and among them, some Poland Oats,| A word as to Sweet Corn, and I will not 

which I divide with you. ‘The most obvious| tax your patience longer this time. I have 
feature scems to be their weight, as they rea-| ascertained to my entire satisfaction, oe di 

dily sink, while common oats float. About| all feed for fattening ee cokes 

| the time I wrote you last, I changed my mind surpassed. Reasons :—It is mutritious—much 

| as to sowing all Hungarian, and obtained from | more easily masticated, and consequently ae 

} Mr. Jonx' Neat, of Butler County, Pa, a perfectly digested; hogs are more fond of it—- 

quantity of another new variety—the Chilian | eat 1t more closely, and. waste less of it; and 

A \
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Al the pork made from it hasa richness and a where they will be affected by sudden varia- 
relish that I have never observed in any oth-| tions of temperature. We lost a very large 

|| ct The objection to raising it extensively,|swarm last winter, and the only cause we ‘ 
'ff| will be, that it is a small variety, and will not | could assign for their death—was exposure to 
‘fi pay—but this objection falls to the ground, | the extreme cold weather of February. On 
'f| when it is known that I have very recently, | examining the hive in March, we found a great 
[|| forthe express purpose of growing for the pur-}mass of dead bees on the floor board, 

ff pose above mentioned, obtained from a gen-|and uponsremoring the hive into a warm 
fj} tleman in N. J, a very large sort of it, (full) room, and removing the comb, we found seve 

as large as the common eight rowed corn of} ral pounds of honey, but very few living bees.” 

this state) which I intend to plant next spring-|__A correspondent (S. H. Srocxwett) of the 

T have not a great quantity, but will send e-| New England Farmer, in answer to an inqui- 
nough for two or three hills, in a letter, to|ry as to the cause of the destruction of bees 
such as may wish. in winter, when they have plenty of honey in 

A. H. Prart. their hives,says, “I would like to ask your sub- 
: 2 scriber, if in those hives which he has seen, 

RIES ee ae is someon Pee oiees exo cies cin aed wheat oaiees 
Mpg Pel calied the Cie a no honey in the comb? I have no doubt they 
Hopes ta faeces received trom the Latent | cache ‘he easdn is jini Ther) ol 
Office, under the name. of Tion House Kid-| 9 ine lone dinba Goatiler dota weneke R The Eel and we rom the long contmmed spell\o' eo er, 

pede ee > for had they changed their position in the ex- 
should have had a fine crop, but for the early | , ld. weailier. ik sranld have bosiliedth’ 
frost which destroyed them. We wish topro-|- a gt ee es | 

afi y' - iskins thie neck so rather than to break their cluster and let | 
Be 868 a ee uainet, CCl in a chill that would be death to them, they | 

P _— == Wathaveiolesincd ._{remain and die when honey is almost within 
ee ae < 2 ME their reach. I have noticed many so, and 

by Ol ory, lags appt Sore nee ae have no doubt that is the cause of their de- 
oe oper ee . .. a struction—it is the jong continued cold weath- | 

| Bocaet oo Ss piarecee we ri ee er that destroyed them. Sometimes they die 
seen—being full five eighth of an inch in sisi % E 

é cee ) atid for want of numbers to keep up a proper 
width in its shriveled state. It is eight row- i 5 

= warmth in the hive; then the anchor frost 
ed, and the ears as large as those of any other See 

i eB _ p -_| proves destructive. Bees should be watched 
variety of corn raised in this latitude. It is Jose j ae 1d wint this h 

ior to any other for the table. Whether|©°°°™ 8° Seay & Cold winter” as = 
tila ‘pillindaintain Sts irébeilt elesdn’ oon: been, (1851-2) and if you find a swarm that 
ia oe ultivation ph to be seen, We 20eS Bot answer to the call, carry them in toa 

j 7 "a i good warm fire and warm them up, and let 
ay them change their position, and then return 

We have never scen or heard of the genu- oe i 
see Ss them to their place. To have bees winter 
ine Kidney Potatoe in this State, although we f a fi 

cides Z well, put your swarms into hives of medium 
have made much inguiry for it. i s j x 

Sth P OE size, and a good swarm in that shape is more 

Wintering Honey Bees. likely to winter than otherwise. 
— ee 

Last spring, we heard much complaint} Exporrarron or Porarozs:—The She: 
throughout this section of country, about the| boygan Lake Journal says, “large quantities 

loss of bees during the last winter; and as/of potatoes aré being bougl\t in this village, 
there was no lack of honey in the hives, in| and shipped for Buflalo. his is reversing 
many instances, the probability is, that cold | the order of thingssomewhat.\ This commod- 
weather was the cause, We would caution|ity not long since, was imported by our 

those who are wintering bees, against leaving | tradesmen to considerable extent. ‘The crop 
their hives exposed to the cold winds—or| in this county is very abundai\t and sound.”. 

\ \ 
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Wintering Domestic Animals. through the mud to obtain their drink, but 

—, keep it ready tor them in your barn-yard.— | 
Within the wide range of science and prac-| In many cases, where this is not done, cattle 

tice of farming, there is none of higher im-! and sheep will get their feet frozen, and hoof } 
portance and of more influence on the weal | and foot ail will be the natural consequence i 
and woe of the farmer, than the sustenance of | of it, i 
his domestic animals during the winter. It is} “The eye of the master makes the horse | 
indeed a matter of surprise, that industrious, grow fat.” If you would have your live | 

money-and-time-saving as our farming com-| stock flourish in winter, let it have your own 
munity generally is, they but too often neglect | careful supervision daily; separate the weak 
to pay the necessary attention to the import-| from thestrong, and those which are too young | 
ant subject just mentioned. to have attained full strength, from those which 

Protection against the inclemency of the|have already arrived at maturity. If you 
weather isneeded by beast as well as man, and | have a vicious, ill-natured animal, sell it, if you 

:| whoever neglects to provide this, is guilty of a} can, at any reasonable price ; otherwise it will 
shameful disregard of the duties he, as a man | make as much mischief in your barn-vard as | 

owes to his dumb dependent, and to his own | a quarrelsome, malignant inmate in your fam- | 
welfare and self interest, ily. ; | 

i|_, If those farmers, for instance, who suffer! “Begin to feed out a litle hay or grain early, | 
their sheep to be exposed to the rigor of the | so that your stock may come into winter quar- |j 
weather,were aware of the damage done there- | ters in good condition. If you do this, you |; 

| by to the quality of their wool, and to the | will find that “well summered” will be “half- 
| value of the animal, they would cheerfully per-{ wintered.” Shelter them carefully from the | 

| form the labor required to provide against such | storm, make eave troughs to carry the water |! 
| losses. Many are possessed of the foolish | from the roofs of the barns and sheds, so. as || 
| idea, that because sheep have a thick coat of} to keep the bam yard dry, give the stock a- 

wool, they need no shelter. But look atthe|bundance of clean dry bedding if you can, || 

torn-off and loose fleeces of such sheep in the} feed them well (not over-feeding them at one | 
ensuing spring, and experience will teach you| time and starving them at another,) and let || 
that you were sadly mistaken in your calcula- | them have free access to water at all times— |! 

tions. Poor in flesh and poor in wool, they | Let “waste not, want not, spare not,” be your | 

| will never do for the butcher, and shear on an | motto, and your success is reasonably certain. || 
|| average one-half less than they ought to, [Wooi Grower. 
| Itis an old but crue saying, that “A want eee : 

|| of comfort is alwaysa want of flesh.” There-|_ Tae Basker W uLow.—About five mill- 
fore provide good stables, sheds and shelter ions of dollars worth of the basket willow, are | 

for all your cattle, horses and swine. ‘They | annually imported, at from $100 to $250 per 
will remunerate you at the proper time for | ton. Mr. Hay nes, of Putnam county, N. Y., } 
the attentions bestowed upon them. If you | cultivates the osier used for baskets, and says | 
haye an abundance of straw, or if your barns | he makes a profit of $150/peracre. As good, 
or sheds are in a poor condition, you can make | can be grown here as in France or Germany, 
cheap shelters in an easy and expeditious way | where most of that we get is grown. The 
by building pens of large poles or rails, en- | best for baskets is the Sal Viminatis. Itis 
closing a space about one foot wide, and coy- | asserted that it can be profitably produced in 
ering the top as well as filling the space at the | this country at $50 aton. It is not confined 
sides with straw. This kind of cheap shelter | to wet or marshy soils, but can be grown on 
will serve for every kind of stock. ee uplands, 

Shelter being provided, another actual con- smant and Benne ar’ 
dition for the aval ofyour stock during the| Management and Profit of Fowls. 
winter, is to have them suficienlly provided 4 i larg- 
with food, If this should not be the case, you cae Tr ck dha call beng, = soiik 
had better sell a part of your stock, even if it i Pee 1 If it| more profitableas layers. ‘They will lay more 
were at a reduced price, and reserve your food eggs than those of the larger breeds, and 
for the rest. Save your fodder the best wa: Bes s 5 

ye y y, they can be kept at half the expense of those 

you can, and haye your hay well cut, and, If} shat are extremely large. My object is to ob- 
Possible, sprinkled with brine, unless it has been | tain the hens that will yield the most eggs ac- 
Pood all bat eres inte he Pam-| cording to the expense. I have purchased a 

K 7 tock wall ota : pair of Poland top-knots, from which to raise 
eep your stock well provided with pure stock, for the'year. They weigh about’ sev- 

Clear water at ‘ll times in the winter season. |. pounds to the “pair. 
If you can avo‘d it, don’t suffer them to walk |°" P°™ ‘ tt a ne
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Preparation of Food for Hogs- | ausode of grain or vegetable matter thus pre- 

¢ sry 7 | pared, than when it is fed to them in the us- 
It isa general opinion and believed to be } ual way, 

founded on correct observation, that the food! "The stages of fermentation are the sacha- 

given to hogs should be slightly soured, in or- |rine, the vinous, the acetous, and the putre- 

der to produce the greatest possible effect in {factive; the first is exhibited in malting of bar- 

improving their condition. In corroboration | Jey, which is rendered sweet by it; the second 
of this opinion, in Germany and some other |jx’shown in the working of cider or beer} the 

parts of Europe, horses are fed on bread that | third is noticed in the souring of bread, and in 

has been fermented so as to bea little soured, | the formation of vinegar, and the fourth is dis- 

and it is said to be more econninical than feed- | covered in the decomposition of bodies gene- 
ing them with grain. Bread which is brought rally. In the preparation of food for hogs, it 

by the process of fermentation very near to |js believed it should advance to the third stage 

the point of acidity, and that in general use | hut not pass through it, for after it enters the 
amongst our German population, quite to |fourth and last stage of fermentation, it would 
that point, is well known to be more whole-| pe very prejudicial to the health of animals, | 

some and much more nutritious than unleav-| and could not contribute to their nourishment | 
ened bread. Hence it is not unreasonable to |in any way whatever. [Farmers Cabinet.] 

suppose that all farinaceous substances fed to eo 

animals would be more economically and ben- Raising Flax. u 

eficially applied by being first slightly ferment-| At the last annual meeting of the Tippeca- 

ed. In order more effectually to accomplish noe Co. (Ind,) Agricultural Society, the prin, 

this object in preparing food for hogs, two | cipal subject of discussion Te the an of 

tubs should be procured of such size as would |flax. The Hon. H. L. Ellsworth, late com- 

be adapted to the number to be fed, in which |missioner of patents, delivered an ones in 

to prepare their food; these should be used|which he stated that a committee een 

to et from, alternately ; the materials in one | sent from Philadelphia to France, Holland, 

would be undergoing the necessary prepara- | England, and Prussia, for the purpose of ex- 

tion, while feeding from the other. ‘The wea-|amining the modes of cultivation, best soil, &e., 

ther being generally cool while hogs are fat- and that the committee had reported favora- 

ones os gpa of a ae oe ee ue as to he ene ut and climate 

lowly and if itis very cold it is entirely sus- | for ralsing Uns Important produ 

pended, saaaee eee meted to,| ‘The gor who ms te 
to keepit up. Pieces of stale bread, that are | possessed a heavy capt al, which they have in- 

no longer fit for family use, and which find | vested in the manufacture of the article— 

their way into the swill tub, ate uniformly |They offer to make a contract with him for 

found to put the whole contents into a state of | $100,000 worth, ~ a — for ne de- 

fermentation, if suffered to remain for a few |livered .in Philadelphia, equal to Russian, 

hours This has suggested the opinion that a |$250 per ton, Mr. E. —_ on lag Oo 

small quantity of yeast which is a cheap arti-| by mail for a sample of the quality, and in- 

cle, abe ah Ect be added Aa the | tended to enter into = arrangemient, provided 

contents of the tub containing the food for {a similar kind could be raised upon the, prai- 

swine, in order to more quickly & thoroughly jrie lands, He had selected seven or eight dif- 

bring it into a complete state of fermenta- | ferent kinds of land, upon which he had sown 

eee advance it to slight acidity before it | different kinds of seed, from one to two bush- 

isfed. This addition need not often be made | els to the acre, to test the yield of sad and lint. 

rovided the tub was replenished with food | At the price named, the ‘lint would be worth 

Rae it was quite ee of its fermented |$40 per acre. There was a machine coming 

contents, and in this way it could be kept up |from Springfield for dressing flax. A man 

anaes — — — —- = a nor A it —_ wut out = yes a 

rain. that en steamed, boiled, or we tons of stemsa day, There can be four- 

soaked is very susceptible of the influences of | teen bushels of seed raised to the acre. ‘This 
yeast. Starch makers and distillers use it in | will yield nett $6. He had no doubt but 

order to prepare the grain, so that they canex-|that flax was the best article to cultivate in 

tract their respective articies of manufacture | this country, as a greater value could be got 

from it with more facility, and in greater quan- | into a smaller compass than of any other pro- 

tities; and it appears reasonable to suppose | duct our soil and climate could mgr sake 

the stomachs of animals would have their la-|oil should be manufactured here, the ‘eake 

bor abtidged, and would be enabled to,extract | would furnish superior fattening food for cat- 

@ greater quantity of nutriment from a given | tle. It is now sold to export for that purpose, 

UW 8 OE ee eee
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ne ; Remarxs:—See proceedings of the North- 

HORA { ULTY { © western Fruit Growers ra which will | 

ee Sa | be found in the next num! r of the Farmer.— || 

Northwestern Pomological Convention. Seed should be taken from healthy fruit, | 

We have receiyed a lengthy report of the] from healthy trees; and a colder climate than | 

proceedings of this Convention, which met at|the one you plant in. As to the best variety i 

| Dixon, Ill, on the 29th, of Sept, from our|of pears, for general cultivation, we give the i 

friend and correspondent, Dr. Joun A. Ksn-| opinion of the N. England Farmer, in the re- i 

sicorr. Itwas intended for publication in|marks which follow. Whether the varieties 

the present number,—but for want of type,| here named, are better, or as well suited to | 

(the Zndex to the current volume, using’ up| our soil and climate, as others which might be 

some gorts, required to set up the report,) we |named—is a question which some of of our 

are compelled to defer it until next month.|Western Pomologists are more competent to 

The atteridance was much larger, than at any | answer than we feel able to do. 
previous meeting of the Association. The] “Dwarf pear trees occupy but little space, 

proceedings will be found highly interesting and afford delicious fruit. They will almost 

to every one, at all interested in fruit culture. Brewiane flower pot. Even among the beds | 
wasted gatas their shade is not injurious,—in a dry season, |, 

For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. _ | perhaps it is beneficial. The mother or dau- |) 
Spring Grove, Wis. ghters may cultivate them with ease, if the fa- 

Nursery Business. ther and sons are too much occupied’ with | 
casiige te i other matters, or have not the taste. Those | 

Mr. Mirer:—We are considerably engag-| who wish to plant a few trees only, are often |) 
ed in the Nursery business, and are desirous | troubled to select those few from the long lists | 
of benefiting by your experience, as well asby |in the catalogues of the nurserymen. We | 

that of your able correspondents, as to our |4@Ve, therefore, selected the six pears ey 
. 2 so < we should set, if we desired to put down only | 

soil and climate,—their effect upon imported | j.¢ number.” | 
fruit trees and seeds. We imported our stock die sree dciske@lo lg GaNO EEE! 
of seed, grafts, and trees from New York— 1. Louise B. ded i \ 

i : 3 ise Bonne de Jersey for Fall. 1 
and which were selected with great care; but 2. Vicar of Winkfield for Winter, | 

from observation it has occurred to us, thatour} 3, Buerre Diel. for Fall. | 

climate and soil must materially change the} 4. Passe Colmar for Winter. 1 

quality of some of the apples as well asthe} 5 Glout Morceau for Winter. } 

growth of the trees. This opinion has been 6. Duchesse d’Angouleme for Fall. | 
strengthened by remarks in your paper. Wil! SEE BEET A ABSTOM ESL B ICFO CNS | 
you favor us with alist of the different kinds | 1: Flemish Beauty cee | 
of apples known to suit well in this climate e ae ES el | 

E i . Fulton for Fall. i 
and most sought after here in the West? 3, Seckel for Fall. | 

Last year, we sowed a bushel of apple seed! 5, Dearborn’s Seedling for VeryEarly | 
in April, afd two bushels in May. Four years} 6. Buerre d’Aremburg for Winter. | 

ago, we planted some seed brought from the Wee pag Bhatia ae | 
southern part of Ohio. The season was fa-| tei were made a rul je, insiinobing teresa: | 

vorable, but the seedlings did not do well— wie £6) radines thie "Test *yeara! deceit to! ns | 
Some seed from the state of New York,—|, df half the failures’ fn tratsplanting would | 

planted three years after—grew as large 8). ¢ secur because the head and roots would | 
ee eae et bie bik none aS/>5 bro’t to something like a balance of power. | 

as the smallest of the Ohio seed- | Shortening in and mulching transplanted trees 
Any information as to pe perches ot ought to be followed as tablished practi- 

Pears and Grapes, for our climate, will he es- cal rules, in this climate, in transplanting ey- 
teemed a favor. We shall experiment and ery, ddlbduons. treo mecd mg qocmecareghan ® 
write you oceasionally. willow.” 

Vanvensett & Co. : 4
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THE IMPERIAL GAGE PLUM. 

It is sometimes said that plums are unwhole-jous white bloom. Flesh greenish, very ju- 
some fruit. This is not the case, however, if| cy, melting and rich, with a very sprightly, a- 

eaten at a proper period of ripeness, and in| greeable flavor. The stone is oval and point- 

suitable quantities at the right time. Somejed at both ends. It isa great and regular 

of them are very delicious and strongly terapt | bearer, and the fruit is therefore improved, by- 
the palate, and they are taken in excess; they thinning when half grown. _Ripeus about the 
are taken, also, not as most fruit should be, as/ first of September. *[N. E. Farmer. 

a part of the meal, but as a luxurious indul- $e 

gence after the actual. wanta of the system} ona Du = eae Sor rer 
have been fully supplied. In such cases, any : yal ae 

fruit is more or less hurtful. 4 j 
The Imperial Gage, the subject of our en- Eprror Farmer 1 hear much complaint 

graving, has long enjoyed the reputation of made by our orchardists and nurserymen of 

the most excellent and productive of plums— the damage done to apple trees, by the burst- 

It originated at. Prince’s Nursery, Flushing, | ing of the bark, along the body of the tree and 
N. Y. * A single tree near Boston has produc- th tsp snétdntes the ant 

ed fruit to the value of near fifty dollars an- aman FRM ah oe yee ce 
_ 0 ‘lis fatal tothe tree. Without entering into a 

nually, for some years. This plum is peculi- at aie ts ‘ _ 
arly fitted for dry tight soils, where many sorts Physiological or Philosophical account of the || _ 

drop their fruit. causes which produce such cracking and peel- 

The tree grows freely and rises rapidly, and |ing of the bark, I wish to state the remedy 
has long dark shoots and leaves, slightly dow-| which T have found to be a successful preven- 

ny. Fruit rather above medium size, oval, eco ao 6t Fine ue 8 ¢ 

with a distinet suture. Stalk nearly an inch|* fat aaa Pe 
long, slightly hairy, and pretty stout, inser- July, take a common orchard knife or a good 

ted in an even hollow. Skin pa’e green, |jack-knife, and make a slit in the fm 
until fully ripe, when it is tinged with yel-|the top of the ground upwards, at two i 
Tove ie fiae marbling of dull lads of the length cf the eg ng cote of the length of the body of the tree—
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will prevent the dreaded calamity; and I be-| ject worthy of more attention than it has hith- | 
lieve if generally adopted, will save many val- \erto received, State and county agricultural |) 
uable trees. Try it. | societies have done something, and the high || 

Yours Truly, Exrror Brown. price of good animals more, to encourage the | 

Time for Pruning, breeding and rearing of good roadsters, and |) 
Sie — ___. | good horses of all work. But the years of 
Volumes have been written’ on this subject,| service rendered by a majority of them are 

a great part of which is mere theory. Many | Siwas'than 4h ht to be in thi t 
prune in the spring from custom, and others ee ef oug! = eo in this So ry: |) 
in June because the wound heals quickly, not | To prolong their lives, and increase their val- 

reflecting that it is of more importance that | ue, their natural wants, constitution and dis- 
the wound heal soundly than quickly. We} eases must be more studied, and better under- 

give directions according to our experience fF | goog by those that own and use them, We 

thirty gers. - unt to excel all other nations i Slight pruning, in which very small limbs, oug O €xce. other nations In the num- 

or dead limbs of any size, are removed, may ber of fine horses, for we possess unequalled ad- 

be performed, when most convenient, in any | vantages for producing them to any desirable 

season. Moderate pruning should be done in| extent.” 
June, July, or August, though it will answer ee, 
very well tillDec. If trees are pruned inJuly,} I will give you an account of my manage- | 
Aug,, or Sept, the wood will become hard, | ment the past winter. I kept twenty-five hens 

sound, and well seasoned, and commence heal-| and a protector, of the native breed. My pul- 

ing over; and it is not material, otherwise | lets that were hatched in May began to lay in 
than for appearance, whether it heals over the| December. I have not kept any account of 
first, second, or third year, as it will remain | the number of eggs they laid during the win- } 
in a healthy state. ter. The first week in January they laid nine- 

We should prefer Oct, or Nov., or even} ty one eggs. In the first two weeks in Febru- 
Dee. to the spring which is the worst season.| ary they laid one hundred and_ ninety-two 
The trees are then full of sap, and it oozes out | eggs. I sold the eggs at fifteen cents per doz- 
at the wound, which turns black and decays, | en, and during the winter the cost of keeping 
like a tree cut in the spring, and allowed to| the hens was only equal to two fifths of the 

retain the bark. But if limbs ever so large value of the eggs. | 

are cut in Aug. or Sept., the wood will become; I gave my hens corn and cob meal every 
hard and remain so, if it never heals over. | day mixed in milk or hot water. Ikept oats, 

Thirty-two years ago, in Sept., we cut a ve-| barley, and corn by them; I also kept all the 
ry large branch from an apple-tree, on account egg shells during the summer, and gave them 
of injuries by agale. The tree was old, and/to the hens in the winter. I keep my hens 
it has never healed Over; butit isnow sound | in a house twenty by fifteen feet, with a large 
and is almost as hard as horn, and| window in the south side.’ I find no difficulty, 
the tree perfectly sound around it. A few in making my hens lay in the winter; most 
years before and after, large limbs were cut | people fail by neglecting to supply animal food 
from, the same tree in the spring; and/|as asubstitute for the numerous insects which 
where they were cut off, the tree has rotted, | they devour in summer. 
so that a quart measure may be put into the] | Hens should be let out a few hours every 

cavities. [Cole. | day when the ground is bare. The best lay- 
———— . |ers should be selected as breeders, and the 

Horses +The Journal of the U. 8S. Agri- protector changed every year, Grain “should 

cultural Society says, “if it shouldbe necessary | be kept by hens at all times during the year. 
to place every farmer in the Union on horse-} The principal reason that some farmers find 

back, there are 4, 825, 652 horses in the coun-| 2 profit in keeping hens, is because they only 
tte heres ee Qiue bankis yon oF half feed them : therefore they are always in 

a c mischief, scratching for food. When farmers 
rearing and keeping more horses than any plant corn, they should give their hens. good 
other State; the whole number reported being | supply. and they will not scratch it-up. If 
463,307; New York had 447,014; Penn-| hens - well mene they. na 
sylvania, 330,398; and Kentucl Sao ates any OL eT enor Seas Hee y! The ne # 7. aut Bee, HEE should always be kept over, as they will lay 

provement of four an? a Aalt mullons| better in winter than old hens. 
horses, worth at least $200,080,000, is an ob ° [Aurora of the Valley.
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| PATENT HOLD-BACK FOR SLEDS. 

| The above engraving represents an improy- | criminate murder of my species by feeding 

ed Hold-back for sleds, and which will be rea- | the fires which deluge the world with evil 

dily understood without any lengthy descrip- | He ae I = = _—— - oe De be 

tion. The Scientific American,—trom which ae Aree ce ee fe ahalby “aa 
y s , 

we copy,—says in substance, the hold-backs | ing corn. Chop, or coarse grind the rye, 

are two stakes, having metal pointed project- | soak or mash it, und feed the hogs plentifully, 

ing ends or dogs; they are bolted on to the up- and they pay you for your labor better than 

per surface of the roller, and are attached by the Ss — you will ts Tea ae z eae tas 
joints or swivel hinges to the hounds of the fing th ie nt Ries ee 4G hhie in Boil 

tongue. The hold-backs extend back under | ed pumpkins, “with a good portion of chop- 

| the front cross-brace of the sled, by which| ped rye, will make pork faster than corn. But 

they are prevented from rising above a hori-| Cor will be necessary to top off with) to make 

zontal line with the roller when the animals me er ae my a i aoe ah — ae 

rem cs cic,” Tle lonik backing’ of the teimis|"2o ganirethiet teamemeeneeealee a 
i — the roller a roll backwards, which throws very great advantage, But don’t feed the rye 

e stakes downwards, and the sharp prongs | to mileh cows, neither as pasture, nor in the 

are forced into the ice, snow, or ground—for- | S™™ OF — you wish to dry them up 

ming a rest to the team; the draft forward aieeroe an a ane = 

easily lifts the prongs out of the ice, &e., and} than milk; and will fat up any thing fed on 

relieves the hold-back. it, ina most rapid manner. 

Lee oes As to its produce, it is generally much 
‘ Raising Rye. greater than wheat, and is the most certain 

In your last number, Mr. Bevens' asks for a orp that grows. It is seldom if ever winter- 

market for rye, and having had some experi- killed. And you may sow early or late. It, 

ence in raising and using it, I will offer the re- | PY come up before winter sets_in, or not, 

saisifenthe benefit of Kim, avd. otha, if| Dut you may be eerjain of @.crop- Early sow- 

they choose to avail themselves of it. For ed, peers oe the best. 

several years I have raised more or less rye, The profits of it are greater than those of 

and have found itto be more profitable than corn, for the same labor will produce double 

wheat or corn. But I have never inquired the number of bushels; and each bushel will 

fora market, nor would I sell a bushel where | ™@K° a8 much oF mors fst #2 abushal Chee 

it might possibly get. into the distiller’s hands; aa it, therefore, for feed; but uriy a 

\| for with my views of right and wrong, I can e never let the distiller get hold off : 

| never, knowingly, be accessory. to the indis-| [Grant County Herald] A. Bronson.
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WISCONSIN AND JOWA FARMER, | 

= FOR 183. | 
THE CHEAPEST PAPER IN THE UNITED STATES. | 

The present number, as our readers will understand, completes the fourth Volume of } 
the Farmer and with it we present to the public, a prospectus for the fifth Volume—to com- | 

mence on the first of January, 1853. We deem it necessary to say but little of the design | 
of the Farmer. It has now been before the public four years, and the object of its publica- | 
tion must be well understood by all within range of its circulation. \ 

We have labored diligently, to render the current Volume acceptable and profitable to its | 
readers, and although we have not made it all we could have desired; yet, we think, we may 
say without incurring the charge of egotism—that our paper bears a favorable comparison with 

any other Agricultural journal in this eountry. \ 

VOLUME VY. 

Will commence on the first of January, 1853. 

The NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR has now been published rour veans— | 
has taken its place among the permanent publications of the day, with a wide circulation | 
throughout the Northwest, and its aims and objects are well understood. We have aimed thus | 

far to adapt our paper to the practical wants of its readers, and have nothing to say in re- 

gard to the future, but to express a determination to still improve upon the past. 

AGENTS AND SUBSCRIBERS. 

It is very desirable that acznrs make up their clubs of subscribers, as far as they can, 
and send them in by the 1st of January—that we may ke able to determine at the com- 
mencement of the volume, something near the edition required. We do not insist on pay- 
ment from agents, before the January number is delivered to subscribers, but we want their 
names, as far as possible, for the purpose stated. 

Present subscribers will bear in mind, that they must renew their subscriptions, if they | 
wish the paper continued ; as, according to our terms, no numbers of thé new volume, will | 
be supplied unless ordered. We trust, that all our present patrons will not only renew their 
own subscriptions, but aid us in enlarging our list of subseribers, by sending along one or 
more new subscribers, ; 

TERMS: 4 | 

Fifty cents a year in advance—Five copies for $2,00, (if sent te one post office,)— | 
Ten copies for $4,00, and any larger number at the same rate. | 

PREMIUMS. . | 

1st. We will give to every person who sends us 15 subscribers, one extra copy of the | 
Farmer. ® | 

 ¥ 

2d. To every person who sends us 25 subseribers, two extra copies. 

8d. To every person who sends us 30 subscribers, three extra copies, or any Agricultural 
Book ordered, worth $1,00, free of postage, 

4th. To every person sending 40 subscribers, four extra copies, or any Agricultural Book 
they may order, worth $1,50, free of postage. | 

Hacn Numszr contains 24 large octavo pages, neatly enclosed with a colored cover, | 
Z making a volume of 288 pages, illustrated with about 100 Encravres of animals, Ma- 

chines, Farm Buildings, Implements, Fruits, Flowers, Grains, Plants, Vegetables, &e. ©
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NOTICES OF THE PRESS: . 

We subjoin a few of the many commendatory notices of the press in reference to the 

last volume : ; 

We can only say that no necessity whatever{ After a careful examination of this work, we 
exists for any Wisconsin. farmer sending abroad | have concluded to give it our preference over all 
for agricultural publications, as he can getall nec-| other Agricultural Journals—not [ecause it is 
essary information just as good and a little cheap-| published in the State, yet that would be a good 
er from this source as any other. No farmer) reason, but for the cause that its arti¢les are gen- 

y g 
should think of getting along without it—South-| erally plainer, and better adapted to all classes of 
port Telegraph, |farmers and mechanics. Also, the articles are 

a icul-| Shorter, and of course the variety is greater.— 

Ce a site Oe ably contacted | raat Co. Herald 
than the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer, by Mark} The able manner in which it has heretofore 
Miller, Janesville, Wood engravings are freely been conducted guarantees: that the future will 
used to illustrate articles, and its correspondents, not disappoint its readers, and we think every far- 
appear to be men of practical knowledge. Mr-| mer in Wisconsin should take a copy.— Wisconsin 
Miller is well known as a scientific agriculturist.| spatesman. 
Fond du Lac Journal. | Ww aaa s 

IS nae eee We must confess that this pioneer of western 
‘We have received the January and February | yysbandry, outstrips many of its northern compet- | 

numbers of this excellent monthly. It contains a itors in its valuable contributions to agricultural 
large amount of valuable reading matter, and ev-| husbandry. The “great west” presents a wide 

ery farmer should have a copy.—St. Anthony,! geld for experiment, and at no very distant day 
(Min) Express. eh. | will outrival her sister states in all that pertains 

It is now the handsomest agricultural puiblien-| ‘9 he esicnce bi aah an ie mee 
tion we are acquainted with, and as Mr. Miller l i a : 

Bee ogee euierebels tas 40 it weedowbt| UP Om What Wicte brethren of hermes, sre Gola 
¢ it will compare favorably in every point of In this view we recommend the Wisconsin Far- 

view, with nie tee journals in the country,—|@ to their perusal.— Boston Veterinery Journal. 
? eS ——_—_ 

Janesville Gazette. The work merits, as we hope it will receive, the 
Seno dial support of the-farmers of the thriving and 

Thi ‘ber is, of itself, worth more than we field pega ; ig 

subsoription price for the Whole volume. ow it) monn state in which it is published. — Genesee j 

is published for 50 cents a year, and why it is not} . { 

in every farmer’s hands, are past our cgmprehen-) We are particularly pleased with this work, as i 
sion.— Watertown Register. ihe os extracts from it in our columns Will 

ean per : show. And as we are authotized to act as agent 
The Wisconsin and fowa Farmer is now pub- “ oe es, ® 

lished at Janesville, by Mark Miller, its founder. | ae Ser aiceee ie ce eee en oe 

It is furnished for 50 cents per annum, and it is) OEY qoube that the ae cations tn this pits = 
certainly worth ten fold that to every farmer who Se" oe 

Loud take it, Mr. Miller now devotes his entire| ech year would more than save its subscription 
aus SAE soteice that it chall be, aa he ia.ca./RM0e 100 MINGS (OVER to Overy) peaction? texmiere = 
time to it) and designs that fhe best Agricultural| °¢ least e,are willing to cest the accuracy of our 
acer a earn? se ineaakes ee remark by forfeiting the subscription price of the 

‘S e 4 Star as a premium to any farmer who may think 

‘We have frequently spoken in praise of this| the experiment worth testing. Of course we shall 

publication, se anced new only add, that, “like| depend on his honor to negative our assertion fair- 

cheese, it improves by age.”— Watertown Chron. ly. Who'll try ?—Marion (Iowa) Star. 

It contains a good variety of interesting and) The Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer, for August. is 

useful matter, oe should be perused by every| before us. A neat and interesting work. We 

farmer in thestate. Its industrious and enterpris- | think it has improved considerably since its com- 

ing editor, Mr. Miller, spares no expense or labor |mencement. It is a valuable work to the agricul- 

to make it such as the requirements of the country | tural community, and should be in the hands of 

at present demand. We understand that Mr. | all our farmers. It would bring them a fund of 

Miller has given up all other business and intends! intruction in their line of business.—Monroe Sen 

giving his entire attention to the publication of| ¢ine?. 

the Farmer.—Racine Com. Adv. The Wisconsin Farmer continues to make its 

The March number of the Wisconsin Farmer} regular appearance. Mr. Miller the publisher of 

has reached us. It is doing no more than justice | this valuable monthly, deserves great credit for be- 

to say of this paper, it is decidedly the best agri- | ing the first to start and successfully carry on an 

cultural journal in the west. Every farmer should yenterprise 80 sreqily calculated to benefit the ag- 

take and every to ve a club of 10 at | ricultural inter: Every family should take a 
@ copy, ery town 

least.—Madison Argus. copy.—Baraboo Standard. i 

Wisconsin Farmer.—This is the title of an excellent Agricultural Le rh 

published at Janesville, by Mark Miller. The press have been very Kiberal in 

its praise——and justly so—as we regard the Farmer in point of utility to the 

* husbandman excelled by no other publication of the kind.— Potosi Repudlican. 

ae 
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278 WISCONSIN FARMER, AND December, | Tae a ee a re | ED TOR’S 7 ABLE | M'Conv’s Kaoutan Soar.—This soap bears the | I "| test of trial, better than any other labor-saving soap 

aa: (ioreceee eee : 3 e Removal of the F, er Office. | we have ever used in our family, and, Judging feom | . The ‘next number of the Farmer will be js-{ the small quantity we have used—we think it will i sued from'our new office, which will be found in| De found a valuable assistant to housekeepers. ey the NEW BRICK BLOCK, at the west end of| BY simply soaking the clothes in suds made with | the upper bridge. This is the most convenient lo- | i; ™=ny articles are made peely ar TUISIRG; Wigh- | cation foriour Agricultural friends, that could be} °"t @"Y peter of poundingay puis a zaclothes i made in the city=being situated in the immediate | "Ch soiled require but very little rubbing to | vicinity of the mills. and centrally, in regard to| cleanse them. As no oiling is required, ibsaves | other bisiness! Fuel as well as time and labor. It does not injure I 
Having now completed arrangements, whereby the hands, and is warranted ne tg, injurg any fab- | We shall be entirely released from the care and la | Tit jF rem our oe aprunipenabey with ih we | bor of printing the Farmer,we shall hereafter have | CoPSider it a Ereat improvement. It is afforded at more time to devote to editorial duties. and to pre- about the same Price as the best brown bar pose. 1 pare engravings to illustrate and embellish it,than| Ezra Birchard, Esq, of Yorkville, Racine Co, I we have had heretofore. is authorized to sell rights for manufacturing this i During the past year we have had sole charge | £°*P 12 Wisconsin, of the printing department.and likewise performed | Ezra Birchard Esq, of Yorkville, Racine Co, is | a large amount of the mechanical labors of the of-| agent for the sale of the Upland Bell Cranberry | fice,—nor have we received any assistance edito- | plants, which variety bears the largest and finest rially. But since we are to be freed from this care | fruit we have ever seen. They may be set out in | and labor,we hope to make the Wisconsin FARMER Spring orAutumn. Mr. B, has generously be- || more worthy than ever, the liberal Patronage be-| stowed 250 of the above plants upon us, which we |) stowed upon it. have carefully planted. Mr. B. informs'us that he i Index to Vol. Iv. is prepared to furnish any desired number, of the | It will be observed that we have printed the In- | plants to persons desirous of raising this fruit in i dex to the present Volume of the Farmer, on a/ their gardens, or of cultivating iffon a more exten- | separaté sheet, so that it may be placed at the be-| sive seale. Mr. Birchard receives these plants i ginning of the Volume. Binders will understand | from Spllivan Bates Esq, of Bellingham, Mass. | how to arrange it. who has been for several years successfully en- || Rock Co. Agricultural Society. gaged intheir cultivation, They canbe safely || Farmers ‘of Rock, will bear in mind, that the Packed and sent by expréss or otherwise to \ Annual Meeting of the Rock Co, Ag. Society, oc- any desired point. i 

a oe eeonasy, she, Oth of, Dos. A full atten: Western Epvcationa. Macazinr—We hail | dence is desired, as members will then renew their this new Inborer in the cause of western literature, | membership. Those who are not members, can| vith «edie geod will, and shall be glad to hear | become so, by subscribing their names to the eon-| "1, good success. Published monthly at Galena, stitgtion and paying one dollar. igations | DY John F. Howe, Editor. 50 cents a year. Acxnow:epemenrs.—We are under obligations Wesrens Honricottoran Review—We fully toJ. Roberts, Esq., of Beloit, for a basket of fine endorse all we have before said in favor of this seedling apples; itcontained sixteen varieties work. May it be abundantly prospered. It is ate Bee, : published monthly by Dr.John A Warder, in AP. Lewis, Esq,, of Turtle, will accept ia Cincinnatti, at $3,00 per annum. ree en ee ne en | excellent flavor and worthy of propagating exten- ant i edad Ras UIE i 
> 

ene are indebted to James Caldwell,| PerHy- Edited and published by TRS PLONR, Of Esq, of Janesville, fora basket of this delicious Cleveland, at $2,00 per year. Now is a good = fruit. Among the nine varieties présented to us. ener = the zi Sa enihonas = ‘Were some of Sizeand excellence. This gc. | 492-1 1893. Prpspec at: vcttaaccenees have Been made at an an Sotnrivic Awericay,—The increasing popular- ' || er date. but was inadvertently mislaid. ity and wide circulation given to this valuable pa- Tigestetions of the second season Of the Amer- per, are conclusive evidence of its intriusie worth. . ican logical Society held im Philadelphia, in Mechanics and Manufacturers will find it an in- Sept. We are indebted to Col. M. P. Wilder, of| valuable assistant. Munn, & Co., New York, Pub- Boston, for a copy of thisinteresting document. lishers. $2,peraniium. See prospectus next issue 

ee 
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V. JOUANNEULT’S | Dry Goops—Me'Key & Bro, are just now re- 
FRENCH VARIETY STORE. ~ | ceiving a largestock of DRY GOODS, this being 

Corner opposite the American House, Janes. | their second purchase this full. ‘They, say they | 
| ville, Wis. a une ae Sn ee be found es el 4 

i J. Keeps constantly on hand a tice and cheap |" a _ Wels Sey sree 20: bec 
» assortment of school books and new publica- | Ct cheaper than ever. Cail and: see. | 

tions, plain and faney stationary, musical instrv- | a * 
ments, jewelry, perfumery, cutlery, combs, and}  ETy ys. . S Ec ae Ro Re: | 

brushes of-all kinds. “Games and toys, also gloves, |__. 2 Care, Poss, Sora Teg Healt has Jani 
suspenders, cravais, handkerchiefs, thread, silk, | Teceive his fall and winter stock of fixins, nnd,is | 

buttons in great variety. Ribbons, fans, laces—|onhand at his Hat & Gap Storé, west “side of the | 
cigars, tobactey candies, pice matches ; io a | river, to deal them out. Mr. B, has a splendid | 
word, the best assortment of Yankee notions to be pee a See ee , , 
found in town, , Give him. edll, Ladies aud Gen- penne of every article in bis line, His large stock 
tlemen even if you don’t mean to buy ;_ the Freuch- | ° Ladie’s furs, shows that he looks out for their 
man, will feel happy to see you and show you his |comfort too. See advertisement in preceding” 
goods. » | column. - | 

i N. B. Cash for rags. “ al ee - 

as. FOWLS FOR SALE.” | A lump of wet saleratus, applied to the sting of 
|| rFVETE subscriber offers for sale the following |* #SP oF bee, will stop the pain in one moment | 
| 4 choice Cannan j and prevent it from swelling. Try it and see. It is i 

PURE BRED CHICKENS, |a sure remedy for rattlesnake bites, if applied im- 
The produce of his Premium Forcls, selected 2s the | mediately. and i x : Pp 7 d | mediately, and isalways onhand. Besure and re- 
most valuable from his thirteen popular kinds af- hard 
ter carefully testing their early maturity and hardi- |™E™MDCF 
ness—their laying properties, and their qual-ties as | ee 

setters and nurses, viz: | Sheep fer Sale- 
. Shanghai, Gper pair | PJVETE subscriber has just , 

Ba. Cochin China. GE" | | "Par the benneks in Verdc naeenn aed 
3d. White Surry Dorkings, 5 |and 200, full suf half blood Spanish Merinos, 
4th. Dorkings, colored, Se se (Bucks and twes,) which he offers to those who 

5th. Abanghal and Dorking sree, Wish to purchase, on fair terms. Here is a good | 
and-half, es ae opportunity for those who wish to make a beginning | 

6th. Shanghai and Dominico, 3 . and for those already in the business, to imbinve \ 
7th. Kent co, and Dorking, cee their flocks. C, H. SMEDLEY. 

oth, s sibrig heeenaan tee small] 5 s CEI Es oe he }. Seabri y ~ 
INGE “Olers initia sioant of si Dota at | rr 

rected to meat Shes Geb Kalamazoo Co.,Mich., TABLE OF CONTENTS, 
will be strictly attended to — P. 

The Chicks eure selected, cooped a put | Basket Willow, ; a0 
on bound the cars xt alamazoo, free of charge— | Cracking of the bark of fit trees, 273 | 

“Orders will be filled according to date, as the de- | Domestic Animals, wintering of, 270 
mand heretofore has been greater than an be | Editor’s Table, 278 

supplied. _ M. FREEMAN. | pyay raising of, 271 ich., Ang., 1852. £ 3 aoe 
\ Schooigra, fi eee or Fowls, Black Spanish, 266 
| FALL Wits Hungarian Wheat, Potatoes, Poland Oats, 

? : Beans, 268 
UST received at the Hat, Cap, and Fur Empo- sandra 

J rium, on the west side of dhe tiver/tha lnrgest etoney Bees, wintering of, _ 269° 
stock ever brought into this market, embracing ev- | Hams, smoking and preserving of, 267 
erything in a Hat a Cap oe for re ofall | Horses. statistics of, Q74 
ages, made in'the very latest styles and from every . 

variety of material from the cea caaeaten sents aes of food for, Ae 
In the Far line may be found everything desi- ursery jusiness, 

rable and fashionable for both Ladies and Gents, | Notices of the Press, avz 

|| consisting in part of Muffs, Victorines, Gentle-| Plums, Imperial Gage, 273 
j, mens Tippets, Fur Caps, Gloves, Over Shoes, | pruning. time for 274 
' Sleigh Robes, &c. Also Shirts, Collars, Stocks, Tt s 2 aos 

Cravats; Suspenders, and every variety of Gloves. |* °Ul'y, management of, 274 ‘ 
The subscriber being a practical Hatter and | Prospectus:for Vol: Fifth, 27 

Furrier, can give to all wisking any thing in his | Potatoes, exportation of, 4 
ine, much Detter bargains than those inexperi- | Ry raising of, . ai 
enced dealers, who keep a limited assortment— | —= ? TO aos a 
therefore, persons Will find it totheip advantage to eds, patent hol for, 5 

calli@nd examine before purchasing elsewhere. Sheep, blankets for, 966 
Hats made to order in the latest style and on | Transplanting, ® ns S a2 

Spnrt notog; cee os ae BEALE, |Tesebers — : ’ 265 
“Janesville, Nov. 1st, 1852. © "| Wheat, Clover and Oats, * 267 | 

‘ 

Ae ue > ae ‘ ———— eo ba aces :
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1852. NORTHWESETRN CUTIVATOR. ~ , 280 

MADISON MUTUAL . lat old rates: Offamental Trees, owking 

, ‘a Shrubs‘and Plants, in‘great variety, and the | INSURANCE COMPANY. os i See canoer 
zs Ta » | last furnished to déalers on commission 

Chartered by an Act of the Legislature of 5 M, Gases, ‘ 

TS aaa J.-A. KENNICOTT, | 

the State of Wisconsin, Norhfiela, Cook Co., Ill. | 
Hen duly organized and complied with the ————— 

requirements of their charter, and adopted the 

most. approved system of MUTUAL 1NSU- 

RANCE, are now prepared to receive applications — 7 

and issue policies of insurance upon dwelling hou- 7—— 

. | ses, taverns, shops, and other buildings against loss {~ ff 

| or damage by fire. This company-will insure no ma ae 

| property in cities or exposed parts of villages, there- pe 

fore can never sustain a large loss ftom any one v hg MW, 

fire, which will enable them always to meet losses 2 a ar 

promptly, and make it a safe and reliable company <e D V4 

to'those insured.» 3 oh Lan, 

DIRECTORS: 5 See ; a3 

| L. J. FARWELL, SIMEON MILLS, z A f =, 

A. F. CADY, N, B. EDDY. Aa ‘ 

A. oe case ee SEYMOUR, < oe 

N, W. DEAN E. B. DEAN. Jn., ; 
M.C. DARLING, | WM.C. WELLS, MAYS IMPROVED 
DAVID ATWOOD. _ F. G. TIBBITS, PATENT STEEL PLOW! ! 

B. F. HOPKINS. —————o } 

OFFICERS : AG the Annual Fair of the Wisconsin State 

SIMEON MILLS, President, Agricultural Society in October last, these 

N.B. EDDY, Vice President, PLOWS received the Society’s first renin —| 

Ps F. bt seta Secretary, For durability, easy draught for the team, large | 

CAST ERR WEIR Pere FT amount and excellent quality of the work perform- | 

BOOK. BINDERY ed, in a given time, they are unequaled. None | 

° but the best materials are used, andthe most expe- | 

—— rienced and skillful workmen employed. || 

HE SUBSCRIBER sould respectfully an-| 75. mp | 

T nounce to the citizens of Rock and the joi Hitherto we have been unable to supply the de- | 

ing counties, that he is prepared to execute with | mand for these Plows, to obviate which as far as | 

dispatch, all kinds of work in his line in as neat practicable, we have enlarged our works. Break- 

style, and at as Low Price, as can be done in our Jing and Common Plows, Cultivators and Harrows, | 

istern Cities, Having had long experience in all |" oretof Hae | 

branches of the business at the east, he believes he as heretofore, made from the best patterns, and of | 

can give entire satisfaction. : heiber sneer a : | 

Especial attention will be given to the binding Lo ro Suir tae Times. Farmers give us 2) 

of Prntopicats, Muste, re-binding old books, and |°*y; A : a | 
also the manufacture of fone extensively, at Janesville, Wis- | 

BLANK BOOKS, eS ? } 

such as Deed, Mortgage, Records, Mill books, J * MAY & COMPANY. | 

| and School registers. donee iss raed are Machi | 

Every thing that may be wanted in the Blank | po" ents, Rampage AT | 
Book line, cn to any pattern desired, and bound (Press and Shears, indispensable in making good | 

_ || im the most beautiful and substantial manner. work,) farnished to order and warranted ; for the | 

s : G. L. om unsold portions of the Western, Middle and South- | 

| Janesville, April Ist, 1852. ly: erm — also for California and Oregon. Agents 

The New Edition of aetna 1) 
infringements rigidly prosecuted, | 

| LAPHAMS POCKET MAP ‘Auden con 
| OF WISCONSIN, showing the surveys of the ed J. M. MAY; | 

|| Menomonee Lands, &c., may now be had at the Janesville, Rock Co., Wis. | 

bookstores, or by application (accompanied ‘by the General Agent for Proprietor. Ik 

cash) to the undersigned. It will be sent by mail | ——————————$—$$______—__—-—_- 1 

ay — ae the cp of one dollar. A A. H. STEBBINS, | 
it 5 * : } 

iscount made to dealers: | pam, | Wholesale and Retail dealer in Hardware and | 

Milwaukee, Aug. 2, 1852. Stoves at the old stand, No. 14 

—— toes ccanpiN. Main St., Racine, Wis. 
THE GROVE NURS AR! . ? x 

= = RSE peeanD Would eee inform the public that he & 

ARGE Budded and Engrafted Apple Trees, Prepared tq furnish every thing in the line 0 

L with fine heads, at 15 to 25 ied rie. or $15 | Hardware, cena of Stoves, Sheet-Iroi Tin, 

per 100—Average sizes, by the*thousand, $100 to and Copper Ware, Nails, &., &c. 

149. Plums and Quinees—a goed supply, at 25to | | pia. Job Work done to order. 

374 cents each. Pears and Che s—a small stock ine, Sept. 1, 1852. 
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lr 

SOMETHING NEW ( _ Leather and Findings. 

ee | Of these I have andshall keep constantly on 

Wisconsin Boot, Shoe and Leather Store. | hand a full assortment, and can furniah Coun- 
(pana Giomnt | try Manufacturers at Milwaukee and Chieago 

Ready-Made Cicthing prices. 

= tei Made Clothing and Gentlemew 

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS Furnishing Goods. 

The only thing that has been lacking Having entered into an arrangement with an 

heretofore in Janesville, eastern manufacturer, whereby I am enabled te 
Se: t vel tes, Ih: indi t 

HAVE just received, in addition to my ex | go nto tis trade tn comuvetion with Boots and 
tensive stock of Boots and Shoes, Leather | Shoes, and I do know beyond a doubt, that I 

and Findings, the largest and most complete | can sell any thing in this line at as low or low- 
assortment of : : | eens this side of the Manu- 

READY-MADE CLOTHING, AND GEN-| facturer’s door, of whom | bought them, the 
TLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS, — strong assertions os have emanated from 

- Se ‘ «| these so called extensive clothing ware rooms, 
Ever Seen e ite gees weed onan to the contrary notwithstanding. 
ant te oe Ican show you in this branch of trade 500 

Soll at Lower Priv, |e al fata be Fine Dv Sin Caimre 
Than any other concern in the city of Janes-| Pants, from three to four dollars a pair; to- 

ville, simply from these facts, to wit: that deal- | gether with the largest assortment of Coats, 

ing exclusively in these articles, and buying | Vests, Shirts. Collars, Socks, Cravats, Gloves 

from the manufacturers themselves, and that | and, in fact, everything that belongs to gentle- 

too very largely, I certainly can purchase my | men’s wear, that can be found in Janesville. 

goods at much lower rates than those who buy | In conclusion, allow me to say that Dry Goods 

but small stocks in this line, as is the case with | and Groceries I know nothing about, but when 

our Dry Goods Merchants, which in connec-| you come to Boots, Shoes, and Ready-Made 
tion with the lightness of my expenses, eom-| Clothing, 1 say again, and i say it boldly, that 

d with gentlemen of familics; cnabloe me of | I can distance the crowd. pare' &' 
eourse, as every one can see, to sell at ae the Wogan Boor, Suor, and-Cxo, 

z sc Si bo 
Lower Prices and Smaller oe aiadus sueste Sontinose the Post Office. 

But as gassing is so much the order of the ; 

day, particularly with the Auction Ghops, and TO FARMERS. 
other quack concerns avout town, I will give N. B. I have 500 pair of good Kip and Stogy 

you the prices of some of the articles that ave | Boots, eastern make, and just the thing for 
to be found among my tolerably good sized | summer wear, that I will sell exactly at cost, | 

stock of Boots, Shoes, Leather, Findings, Ready- | for this reasen—I shall hereafter manufacture 

Made Clothing, Gentlemen’s Furnishing goods, | all of my Boots, and consequently would like to | 

&c., &e. | dispose ef what eastern work I have on hand j 

BOOTS, Sa -erae | them precisely at cost, and that iy from 11s te | . - 7m 
= In this: line sang be. fond. 1000 Deans | 16s. So eall soon. J. B. DIMOCK. | 

aiters, 59, sue! - | 

not be bough: about town for less than $1,50 to | pacers eet se — : 
. 2,000 pair Calf Bootees from 75 ets. to $1. oe { 

aan ae Goat Bootes, expressly for gummer | PITT’S 

wear, from 7s to 9s—never sold less than 10s 

and 12s, 1000 pair Enameled Buskins 7s to 8s. CORN AND COB MILL. j 

Also, an endless variety of childrens’ and misses This celebrated Minis . ilisnow made and seld 
Shoes, at prices to at wih by H. A. Pitts, the inventor, at his shop, West 

MEN’S R Randolph Street, Chicago, better known as H. 
E, a J : Witbeck’s Wagon and Plow Manufactory. 

In this line I defy competion. Being engng- | pmeck aN eee ae 
ed extensevely in the manufacturing of Boots | papa of ocean pi ‘liferent mode 
and Shoes, and buying my materials in the | from any other mill in use, and is undoubtedly 
eastern markets at very low rates, Fam positive | the best in existence. It will eine “hs cob 
that_[ oan. ee BY york a lowss prices than | and cvva, if it ie wet or dry, better and more of 
ean be found at the small shops about town. Is * ' a *, am f 

Gent eat ots tern mtn, its we |S af are’ ea Eats conan | 
Warranted Kip, 0.5 5 to 208. | crind than any mill ever before offered to the | 

em as cannot be bought in Janesville fer less } farmer HLA. PITTS. 
23s. sais 89s and Mareh, 1853 
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WISCONSIN F ARMER—4 DVARVISING DEPARTMENT. a ee 

uve stock” (PU PLAS AND AGRICULTURAL DEPOT. FOR SALE 
Cuantes W. Krxuey & Buo., Nortawcon, \AHOON’S well known Seedling, superior Minnesota. C in quality and size to anv of the varieties t seer in Live Stock, Farming Imple- | of Mammoth, Colossal, or Victoria, continues ments, Fruit Trees, Farm and Garden | to produce new leaf stalks until November, Seeds. not being affected by the early frosts. This Live Stock consigned to us will be pastured | variety was raised by the subscriber 13 years on fertile bottom Jands in inclosures watered ago from seed, and after being under cultiva- hy the Mississippi, from the 15th of June to tion that length of time holds good in size, hay- the 10th of September, without charge. ing last year produced stalks weighing four Red River Spring Wheat, and other choice pounds fourteen oz. each. grains raised in this latitude, 46° north, for} I will securely pack in Boxes, and forward ale in quantities to answer all orders. according to directions, Ten Roots for $5; Five 200 GOOD HEALTHY SHEEP, Roots for $3 ; or One for $1; Cash to be sent ted ‘Add C.W. Kurz & Ee with the order. A sevore frost does not injure wanted. PPD Ree as eae ee EO Reo Gaia: Ahoy Joan’ bec anit with safety to ASci: ies eae — any part of the Union. Also, for sale, pril, 1853. ies DWARF PEAR TREES Sette ae ee ee Of superior varieties; most of them bearing sizes. CHICKENS FOR SALE. [az Plum and Cherry Trees, of the varie; = . . ties recommended for general cultivation by THE Subscriber offers for sale early chick- | the American Pomological Congress. Goose- ens of the following varieties bred from his berry Bushes of best yaricti ‘Qui d premium stock, and other choice selections of Pascbacries Sahin Grice ieee wat Be the same varieties procured from noted breed- Ret a White Dut. a Cc Pi x Fi. as ers at the east, that pairs may be made not of | Red an : Sees eee Swans the exact strain of blood to prevent detcriora-| Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. ting from in and in breeding. They probably { Bulbous, Flowering Roots, and Dahlias, that will lay and hatch this fall, as was the case | received all the Premiums awarded at the last with my April Shanghae pullets last year: viz | Fall State Fair, over 70 varieties. 1500 Bal- Gray S Seae Ones Brown, White, andPoarly | cam Firs, Oprace, Hemlock. and Arbor Vitex, Shanghues; Glack and Red Cochins Black | from one and a half to five feet high. Cochins and White Dorkings, half and half— In the list of Gooseberries will be found the retaining the Cochin size and brilliancy of | celebrated Houghton’s Seedling, which now lumage, beautifully mottled; a few Bramah | stands at the head of all known varieties, never Pare at $6 per pair, colored Dorkings just | mildews in any locality ; a single Bush in my imported, and white Dorkings at $5 per pair ; | Garden, four years old, produced last year 16 Shanghaes and Dorkings, half and half, at $4 | quarts of truit. It frequently makes a growth per pair; Chittapratts, a variety that never set, | in one year from four to five feet. It requires and Sebright Bantams, (very small,) at $3 per | training on a Trellis, pair. I wish it particularly understood that Ihave ~ Persons may rely on such fowls as ordered, | not for sale any Cheap Goods in my line of carefully cooped, and delivered at express office, | business bought at Auction at half price, but or the money returned. Orders will be filled | all I have for sale have either been grown on according to date, my own ground, or purchased from the BEST Schoolcraft, Mich,, April 14th, 1853. EASTERN NURSERIES only, having re- M. FREEMAN. / gard to BEST VARIETIES, vigor of growth, and form of Trees. Price being a secondary a La es consideration, I shall sell for what a VERY EGGS FOR SALE. GOOD Article is fairly worth. — 

B P.CAHOON, THE SUBSCRIBER offers for sale, Kenosha, April, 1853. vSnStf Eggs which may be relied on as pureand fresh, Dr. L. ARNOLD. : earefully packed, put on cars and directed as J desired of the ihling arity ou Brown, DENTIST. Perly or Diminico an: iteShanghaes, Gray CHAN! 5 : Cutttagtegs “an; Black Canton Dorkings, went Le BIO, Tae mantoe at just imported from the town of Dorking, Surry : Co, England, at $3 per dozen. White Dork- Orrtce Hours—From 9a. m. to 5p. m. 
ings Chitterpratty, a new variet that never sit. VERYTHING in the line of Dentistry at- Shanghae and Dorkings 3 and and Seabright E tended to. All Fee See Dr A Bantams, at $2 per dozen. M. FREEMAN flatters himself that he has no small share of . ‘,, | ingenuity, which being connected with el Schoolcraft, Mich., March 15, 1853-5n oe neacues enables him to feel oahaeee ; in plonsing all who may favor him with a call 

>



WISCONSIN FARMER—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT ——OOOoOoOOOOOoOoO—O—O SSS 
Frult and Ornamental Trees &c- CHARLES ROSS’ IMPROVED 
THE SUBSCRIBERS have the pleasure of CONICAL FRENCH BURR STONE announcing an immense stock of trees for the GRIST MILLS, Autumn trade embracing To which have been awarded 48 premiums by Srequenp eee FoR nee different Societies for the best Portable Milis Ya a fea Gardens. | for grinding wheat, rye, backweat and feed, Bxamenral Trucs. for Streets, Parks and} Mineral paint, dry orin oil or water; also Drugs Pleasure Grounds, = Spices &c,and are the best Mills ever invented Rare anp Beavt rut Lawy Tress, for grinding over Middlings in Fluuring Mills. Loe, oe pe eee rarest | L28Y may be propelled by water, wind, steam jes of Pi ¥ EES, § ¥ c ‘1 or horse-power, doing their work with great Species of Pines, Firs, Spruces, Yews Cedars, rapidity and perfection, saving over 30 per cent. sunipers, &e. in power and easily kept in perfect order, being Harpy FrowenixcSaevns, the only true milis for Farmers and Planters Roses, of all classes, and embracing th enew-| use, Being made of the best French Burr Stone Stam fest ae i they are little effected by use,and can be re-dress- . Peecnte Seterbeteet_|szbensmerarytsarreenctetioner. | iieuee re ena Ss pacity, plans and full directions being given to op Seg ere Su ech palletes: use and keep them in good order. The smaller Hones eure = pas ee c Ra ae sizes are admirably adapted to the wants of Horse Rane See ple . he ugh land Emigrants and others, being perfect Grist Mills f » Just imported from Holland | jy miniature; these Mills are 5 sizes, viz; Hand | and of the first quality. Mills with crank, 130 Ibs. price $75. Second Henge Pranis. size 290 lbs$ 100. 3d do. 360 Ibs., $140. 4th do. ‘ - ae Lee ata gristing mills, 450 lbs, $170. Sth do. verticle \ "The fan Sisco. fu C. thi flouring mills 900 Ibs, $300. Orders should 4 A iecruae aia fexeeetk UAW cae Shee state the and of grinding they are wanted for, 

‘for larger or smaller quantities, executed with pe Pe ene ss Peete ce as F the greatest care, and in strict compliance with Sedgebeer, Genes Agt. Ashtabula, Ohi or the wishes of the purchaser. Packing done in| y_ P. Hammond, Th Jenkins, and GW i the most secure and skillful manner, so that ir thie -chlens Ee " parcels an bo erausmitted thousands of miles Wankgan Wise ae eusele ee i 
Nurserymen and dealers in trees will be sup- FASHION. 

plied on the most liberal terms. The following J R. Beal will introduce the Fall Fashion Catalogues are sent gratis and post-paid to all « for Hats—of Beebe’s issue—in the mar- a mae apply and enclose one postage stamp for Keb on Friday, the 26 inst. j eac! anesville, August 22. 7 No. 1 Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits. Sr No. 2. S © Ornamental tre3s LL Moses, No. 2. « “ Dahlias, Green- Mera aera of Cabinet Ware.— i house Plants, &. Ready Made Coffins constantly on hand. f No. 4. Wholesale Catalogue. Metalic do. furnished to order Shop on the ELLWANGER & BARRY. west side of the River. es, Mount Hope Nurseries. Janesville. ; Sept, ist, 1853. Rochester, N. Y, 1 : 4 —— ee ee ' 5 NOTICE 000 BOOK AGENTS WANTED!! j 
To Farmers. TOSELL PICTORIAL AND USEFUL ; 

AXY one wishing to obtain the Suffolk WORKS FOR THE YEAR 1853. i Breed of Hogs, can obtain the same of C iz S.BLANCHARD, M. D., of East Troy, Wal| 2000 DOLLARS A YEaR?: i worth County, Wisconsin. ~~ A é f "" Residence half mile West of East Troy. W Sone: in every County of the United f Troy, March 28, 1853. v5n5 tates, active and enterprising men, to i 
engagein the sale and publications of some of 7} The New Edition of the best books published in the country. To i 
men of good address, possessing a small capital ZAPHAWS POCKET MAP| ot trom 25 to$i00, peck inten capital 

OF WISCONSIN, showing the survers of the ee aca them to make from $3 to i ‘enomonee Lands, é&c., may now be had at a 
‘tke bookstores, or by application (accompanied | . oFThe Books published by sare all useful q by the cash) to the undersigned. It will be| intheir character, extremely popular, and com- jj Sent by mailto any address upon the receipt of | mand large sales wherever they are offered. : ‘ne dollar. A liberal discount made to dealers. | _ For further focnar ai ang Paid) I. A, LAPHAM. ROBERT SEARS, Pai er. 
Milwaukee, January, 1853. 18] William Strest, 3. ¥. ;



_____ WSOONSLN, FARMER—ADVBATISING DEPANTHENT 
A. H. STEBBINS, | 

Wholesale and Retail dealer in Hardware and | aces 

Stoves at the old stand, No, 14 SEA <a 

Main St., Raeine, Wis. mY, aa Yi Soll, u 

Would respectfully inform the public that he ist ”\y Meaigaieeraean * 
prepared to furnish every thing in the line of 0 Mk a 

ardware, consisting of Stoves, Sheet-lron, Tin! 9 <—F) Seas i ee 

and Copper Ware, Nails, &e., &c. oS 3 pessoas RGR 2 

33> All Job Work done to order. RO ates eanigy ag ying eae 

Reeine, Sept. 1, 1852. 
Bee aan aa q 

SUN DARDEN AND NURSERY 
Eaten. |e * 

WISCONSIN GARDEN AND NURSERY, | NN 

On Gardner’s Prairie, town of Spring Ko a 
BOGEN NG 

Prairie, Walworth Co. K BOS 5 

cue “ eox<| 

HE Subscriber takes this method to inform | sees ——<-= — 

his patrons and the public, that he may still | Seg SS ge 

be found at the old and well known eetablish- | 

ment, at which Se eee ay = oe coming) WAUKESHA COMMERCIAL 

spring, over Forty Thousand Apple rees of aj 

fine size and from five to seven years from the| NURSERY. 

raft. Sound, healthy and stocky trees at 18 ‘ —— ‘ 

Sa each, Also Pears, Plums, Peaches, Cher- ie Subscribers offer for sale, this searon, a 

fies, Quinces, Grapes, Currants, Gooseberries, | 1 fineassortment of Fruit Trees, comprising 

ies: Shernies, Rasposrries, &e., at prices | Gre best now cultivated. ‘They are very thrifty 

carrespond tothe times. Of the ornamental, a | and willbe sold at wholesale or retail, for cash 

large assortment of Shade Trees, Shrubs, /°F approved credit, at reasonable prices. Y 

Flowering Plants, Hardy Roses, Bulbous Roots, The undersigned is determined by his indus- 

Dablias, a choice assortment. Green House try and attention to business, and by the care 

Plants, any quantity. Ever Greens ; Spruces, he shall use in cultivating the different varieties 

Firs, Pines, Cedars and in fact almost every of fruit, to merit the confidence of his friends 

thing usually to be found in such an establish-j and the public in general. 

thing “Phe fruits have been selected with great] All orders accompanied with cash or satisfac- 

care as regerds quality of Fruit and hardiness of) tory references will be promptly attended to, 

trees. The Nursery is located on the open prairie | aa eo oa packed and forwarded without 

with a northern exposure. The land has never | delay. e will give cheerfal and prompt at- 

been manured and consequently the trees are a cominunications requi- 

srfectly hardy. ‘Trees taken from this Nurse- » &e. 

7 seldom fail to grow in transplanting. All! Waukesha, J D. VAN KIRK, & CO. 

are invited to call and examine for themselves aukesha, January 1, 1853. 

as the Subscriber hopes from long experience 

and strict personal attention to merita continu- NURSERY BUSINESS. 

ance of public patronage. 
‘¢. . 

N.B. Allletters of inquiry sent to Bur- FRUIT ¢ ORNAMENTAL 
TREES 

lington Post-office will receive prompt at- rr sale_at Janesville, Racine and Kosko- 

tention 
nong Nurseries, Wis. The proprietors are 

C: ‘I Gratis at the N now enabled to offer tothe public, a stock of 

atalogues Gratis at the Nursery, and |{rees heretofore unequaled in the West. Re- 

by mail post-paid. JOHN BELL, | markable for their hardiness, vigorous growth, 

“Wisconsin Nursery, January 1853. and adapted to our western climate; embracing 

We ea Sn In, eran description. Apples, Dwarf 

AZTALAN NURSERY. Pears, Plums, Cherries, Flowering Shrubs, 

Bulbous Roots, &c.—comprising all the most 

HIS Nursery is now well stocked with popular sorts now in cultivation—and having 

T choice Fruit Trees, Sarubsand Viner. ‘devoted their personal attention to their propa- 

The stock of Apple Trees of choice varie-| gation and rearing, feel warranted in recom- 

tip, 3 lage ae een Pien sy seg Hea: mending them to the confidence of the public. 

comprising only the most hardy of the choice | Narserymens Dealers and Planters are respect- 

varieties. 
fally invited to call and examine for themselves. 

Persons ordering trees can rely upon being} All pre-paid orders containing a remittance or 

fairly oe sd 2 ore L apfodkte Sea proper reference will receive prompt attention 

a tank = . sd “| addressed to. 

lection is left to the iy ae aayaDN: E, B & 1. F. DRAKE, Janesville. 

Adalon, Jefferson Co., Wis, Janesville, J 68 
‘March Ist, 1853. fancaville, January, S900,



WISCONSIN FARMER—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. eee SSS 
SMETEHS WOOL WANTED AT THE 

GaHOGRAPHICAT: SERIES. * 
a JANE VILLE WOOLENFACTRY. 

DANIEL BURGESS & 99., — 
NO. 6) JOHN STREET, N. Y. PRE subsriber has lately made additions 20 the 

‘[LTave just issaed from the press New Editions, machinery in his 
H Rovised aud Improved, with jast census, of | WOOLEN FACTORY, 
Roswell C. Smith’s very popular Geogrzphier! | making it the largest and best establishment in the 
Works, consisting of Smith's First Book, or Pri-| State; and having, at great paing, secured the mary Geograply, which was expressly prepared to| most experienced workmen, is prepared to manu- mevi ® want of the pubdiicin respect to 2 Primary) fectare al! kinds of Broad and Narrow Woolen 
Geography and hence isliterally what iis name de- | Goods, on better terms than can be done at any 
notes. The plin is entirely original, and, as far as| other factory, 
it goes, the book is complete within itself Most ot| He will take the wool in the fleece and manufac- the works of this kind now in the field can be di-| ture it into aay kind of cloth desired, at the halves, vided into two classes: the one attempting nothing| or will give the customer all the cloth the weol 
higher than the mere story teller; and tne othet, | makes, for from 25 to 38 cents per yard, He has abridgments of larger works; to which they are| on hand cloth, of his own manufacture, of nearly 
designed to attract notice. These defects Mr. | all kinds, to exchange for wool, or sell at whole- Smith has attempted to avoid, and the publishers | sale or retailon such terms as make it for the in- believe, has fully succeeded in the effort. terest of all in want, to patronize him. He wil! al- The first principles of Geography are developed | so pay the highest market price for good, clean in a simple winning manner, so plain that the child| wool in the fleece. 
can easily understand them, while bisattention and| Farmers who patfonize this establishment, which interest are kept up tothe end. At the same time| at great expense has been fitted up for theirbenefit, it is really scientific. and imparts the valuable| will save some four or five commissions and the knowledge it professes to teach, freight which is taken out of them on all Wool sent Its external appearance is eminently beautiful, | to the Eastern Market, and the freight and the sev- and no pains have been spared in its preparation. | eral profits on the cloths they buy. The Factory Tt is handsomeiy illustrated and elegantly printed. | is now running night andday, and is prepared to do There aré a series of colored maps, The nume-| promptly, 

rous teachers who have tsed it pronounce it in ey-| CUSTUM WORK AND CLOTH DRESSING, ry respect a superior work. “ Smith's Second Book or Quarto Geography | PY man from Mass., of 20 years experience, containing thirty-two steel Maps, (Colored) nume- work at this establishment shall be well done Yous engravings, and bold faced type. Concise | 294 those coming from a distance, by waiting, shall and practical. “Free from burdensome minutia un- | #ave their rolls to take back with them. My cloths connected with Geography, Lessons face their| “"¢ heavy, well twisted, to wear, and warranted to Maps, with questions and topical answers; the lat- ¢ ting the service of those bought in the Eastern 
teris initial, so that the one or the other may be| Market. Ww 4 
left in the hands of the reciting pupil—thus saving N. B. Wanted ; Wood, Soap, Wool-grease, and a teacher the tedious task of prompting, and yet| "¢4tly all kinds of Countey Produce. 
requiring that the scholar before he can answer, J ‘lle, F F. WHITAKER. shall have made reference to tho locality. A valu- ‘anesville, June 1, 1852. 
ae appendix instrncts in map drawing, use of the }————________ 
lobes—concerning climates, tides, and currents, 

and other ihediakwen of physical Geography, with FOWLS FOR SALE. 
so much of the latest census of this and other HE subscriber offers for sale the following conntries as applies This book will make a schol- chore varieties of 
lar of moderate abilities, a well versed Geogra- PURE BRED CHICKENS, pher. The produce of his Premium Fouls, selected as ne Smith’s Third Book of Geography on the Produc-| mcst valuable from his thirteen popular kinds af- tive system. ter carefully testing their early matarity and hardi- With a large and valuable accompanying atlas, | ness—their laying properties, and their qualities as This Geography has been too many years before| setters and nurses, viz: 
the public; and has passed through too many edi-| 1st. Shanghai, 6 per pai tions torequire much comment. Like the others} 2d. Cochin China. 6° 
by which itis preceded, itis complete in itself, Its] 3d. White Surry Dorkings, 5 first part gives explanations of the terms of the sci-| 4th. Dorkings, colored, 3 « 
ence; with a full set of questions on the maps, its} 5th. Shanghai and Dorking —half- second part explains the geometry of the science, and-half, 4 6 
together with an account of the races; religion, the} 6th. Shanghai and Dominico, 3 grades of progress of the human family, fromthe} 7th. Kent co. and Dorking, 3 « savage to the most refined state. Its third part} 8th. Cochin and Dominico, 3 « embraces d.scriptive, physical and political Geog-} 9ih. Seabright Bantam, [very small33 « 
raphy, with asufficient blending of History. Be-| N. B.—Orders tothe amount of siz Doliars di- sides the illustrations in the text book, it is accom-| rected to meat Schooleraft, Kalamazoo Co.,Mich., Bied by an Atlas of colored Maps, from steel | will be strictly attended to. 

agravings, superior in number and execution The Chicks carefully. selected, cooped. and put ‘The abate works have been carefully revised} on board the ears at Kalamazoo, free. of charge— with the late census and new Maps. directed as desired. 
The above works for sale by James Sutherland, | Orders willbe filled according to date, as the de- Janesville; Weed & Eberhard. Madison: Silsa| mand heretofore has been greater than could be Chapman, Perry & Hull, and Hull & Pierce Mil; mee M. FREEMAN. nd by all Booksellers. hooleraft, Mich., Ang., 1852. sept 

t



; WISCONSIN BARMER—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

IRVING BUOKSORE! ‘t TR Se 

A. HOPKINS removed to 153, Wisconsin st., | £ 2 : $0 

i : | Radice Madi tag 
HOPKINS, DOUGLASS & vO., Clarkst.} ~ Ps a 

Chicago. Publishers and Importers of { Q Y 

FOREIGN BOOKS, | 5. 8+ BARR & CO; 
English and French Stationery, And General | oa 

Dighee in all ariielee in eur line; ustally foaud in| © WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
the largest Eastern Jobbing /ouses, at greatly re- \ 
duced prices for Cas. The Senior Parner hav- | DEALERS IN 

ing during the past season visited the privicipal ci- ods a 
eer Apa a Atle Cohtaont,, acd een | Paients and Patented Machines 
thorough inspection tothe stock of the Paris and 

London nas feels confident that his selection (Palte’s Block,) 
of Foreign Books, Stationery, Engravings, &c., | 
will bs found equal to any assortment in the cotin- | Bank Street, - - + Cleveland, O 
try. Their arrangement with Eastern Dealersand | 5, = aay oy 

Publishers is euch, that regular and early supplies | _ Branch Offices in all the cities and principal 
of all Standard and Classical Books will bs receiv- | towns in the Western States. s 
ed, and a fell assortment of Law, Medical, Theo- _ Lo Capitélists and Speculators—Opportuni- 

logical and Miscellaneous Books, constantly on | ties are offered to men with spare capital to ro- 

hand. Paper hangings, Blank Books, Paper, Sta- | alize atolerable fortune in a very few years, by 

tionery, Musical Instruments, &c. Books for | investing from $100 to $10,000 in patent claims 

Schools, Pablic add Private Libraries, Colporteuis, | of new miechanical inventions, ‘and no risk to 

Agents, &c., &e. | incur other than those necessarily connected 

YOUTHS’ DEPARTMENT. ; | with all ordinary business transactions. 

Abbott’s Rollo and Lucy Books. Abbott's Histo- | Best Chonce—Persons in want of any paten- 

ries, complete, a and Alcott’s Works, Par- parmple Held on ei Ji tp: Upited, States, can 

ley’s Ci let + otc. | order the same throu, ‘is office. 

ea “MIRGELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT. “Improvement, is eae ed of. the age.” 

. P ;, | The admission of this truth renders it desira- 

Mnstrated American Library, 8 vols.» Patley’s | pie that all possible facilities be placed within 
Cabinet 20 vols., Chamber’s Works Complete 6 | the reach of any who might have the least ac 

vols.» srving? Fierks Compints = mae sere | clination té appropriate, “apply; and teduce to 

Lecturesto Young Men, Lives of Ecott Kossuth | practice, for theit own benefit, net aiid improv- 
Napoleon Washington Franklin La Fayette Jeffer- | 0) methods, and young men with tol fe buss 

son Jackson Madison, Harper’s School and Family I ies enammetticd cant aera Semen 

Libraries, Hume’s Gibbon’s and McCatley’s His- | on afaecsih i entachsaichs tp apeaadaaiy ae 

tories, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, all sides of the ques. | ¢ ee a ene ee 
sion, Legislative Guide Science of Government ieee a a = = “ at oe Sage 

Colton’s Works Complete, Fremont’s Parker’s | Agencies, on the most liberal terme ay “os 
ae i? 

vad ieee re RAL DEPARTMENT: obtained at this offiee for the latest. improve- 

ULTU : ments, among which may be found patents for 

Works of recent date approved by the best Far- | Bee Hives, Churns, Cultivators, Grain ps 

mers in the Union. Allen’s Works Complete | Panning Mills; Hay Rakes, Harvesters, Sei 

Cole’s do. poenie do. Coleman’s do. Youatt Planters, Rotary Ploughs, Straw: Cutters; 

on the Horst Cattle Dog Pig &c. Hind’s and Ma- | tyorse Powers, Winnowing: Machines, Door 
tou’s Farrier, Knowlson onthe Horse Cow &c. Operators, Sash Stipporters, Locks, Door Bolts; 
Weeks Miner & Bevan on the diotey Bee, Bees | Tin Machines, Saw-setts, Sewing ‘Machines; 

Pigeons Rabbits and Canary Birds, Webster's Do-| Gate Operators, Stump Extractors, Ditching 

moestic Poets Blake’s Farmer at Home, Thom- | Machines, Carriage Gearing, Portable Grist 

ns? Fruit Caltariat; Liebig’s Complete Works, | yyins. Smut Machines, Wire Clothes ‘Pins, 
Ilawker & Porter on Shooting, Frank Forrester’s | Lath Machines, Stone Dressing Machines, 

Field Sports, Farmers and Emigrants Hand Book, | Harness Hames, Smoothing Irons, Washing 

Stephen’s Book of the Farm, Buist’s _ Family | \yachines, Copying Presses, Sargeon’s Splints, 
Kitchen. Gardener, Gunn’s Domestic Medicine, | 72002 hencures, Emery Wheel. Girders, 

Miss Beecher’s Receipt Book, Economy ote: Mrs. | Last Holders, Corn’ Shellers, ‘Stalk Cutting 

Crowen’s ‘American Cookery, Mrs Abeel’s Skilful | Machines, Serew Cutting Machines: ‘Water 

Housewife, piddL DEPARTMENT. Wheels, Bran Sefierators, Iron Measures and 

; 3 H w iio. | Cutters, Chopping pti he ing Machines; 

Churehill Ferguson Cooper Hooper Wy ation yg | Horse Collars, Planirig, Machines, Mill Stond 
mer Drewit ete. etc. Dunglison ‘orks, Derby’s: Dress, Splitting Maching for Leather, Poulty: 

do. Mitchell Dewee a Wood, Home-} 5204 ee ButterWorkerd, Blind and Shutter 

opathy and Hydropathy ibraries complete. ¥ow- Fasteners, Burglat Alarms, Excavating Mat 

ter'’s do. : Pa tage Po ke = eas 

“TPamouocicat Derantwest.—Bibles Prayer Books chines, and MOA Sat in almost anything 

Hymn Books. Sabbath School Books. etc. Weare nto Agonte ae Bakes’ Desk — 

Thame ater Bott elem puso Bata er tnt oS AE 
Every variety of Blan oks havi 2 oe en its for Pate ys S conakaving Wea: 

and or made to order plicants for Pa anypersons haying ae, 
i . 1853. iness to-transactat the Patent Office; will find; 

. ee ee cesta it an object to give usaea@lb 9 og lp ou 
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